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You can tell a Thoroughbred

by Its Lines

That's right. The sleek lines of a thoroughbred are

always recognizable to the expert. And with quick

appraisal, the expert can accurately predict the

performance promised in those lines.

Of course, when it comes to farm equipment, the

farmer is the expert.

That's why farmers the country over are quick

to recognize John Deere equipment as the thor

oughbreds of the field—trim, efficient, and modern

equipment built to set the pace in modern farming

methods.

That's why, in the wheat fields of the West, the
corn belt of the Midwest, the cotton and tobacco
fields of the South—from coast to coast—whoever

things grow, there is a growing demand for quality
farm equipment, equipment, bearing the familiar
trademark of John Deere.

J^IJOHN DEERE
.JOHN OCCRC

, O L I ILL** O I s

"WHEREVER CROPS GROW. THERE'S A OROVv no DEMAND
FOR JOHN DEERE FARM EQUIPMENT"
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Going After

the

BIG ONES

Don't let the

razor-sharp

teeth of this

North American

cotton-tail

get you

Hunting Season Opens October 5

Be Prepared

• Shotguns © Ammo

• Rifles • Decoys

• Camping Gear

GUN & TACKLE CENTER

504 W. State St.

"Genuine Government Surplus"

October, 1959
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Don't monkey

around—

Go to the

ROYAL PALM

m~^ for the best

■—~ in food and

■~"~"~

L

drink.

209 Dryden Rd.

■.jrcr.\. Ithaca 4-9119

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

One

Stop

Shopping

at

EGAN'S SGA

402 College Ave.

QdittViial

THE PHYSICS AND

PRACTICE REVISIONS

npWO of the oldest curses of the argriculture student

■*-
are undergoing faculty scrutiny. The physics re

quirement and student practice are hoth going to be

debated in coming faculty meetings.

No one on the faculty is ready to say anything

definite about either situation. Most responses to

questions are variations on a theme of "no comment.

Nevertheless, the students have been aware that

something was happening to student practice and to

the physics requirement.

Last year the stigma-encrusted n.ime "farm

practice" was changed to the less offensive "student

practice." Towards the end of the spring term there

was a sharp upturn in the number of rumors pre

dicting that student practice requirements were in

for a change.

During the summer a questionnaire went out to

students who had taken Physics 104 and asked them

for comments. In addition, a committee of faculty
members talked to students, examined high school

physics courses, studied the content of Physics 104,

and compared marks in Physics with marks in other

courses.

The chairman of the committee, Professor L. B.

Darrah, has been asking for lecture notes, text books,

lab notes, and any other material from Physics 104.

Corpus delicti, we suppose.

Because there are no official statements on what

is likely to happen to student practice and the physics
requirement we can only speculate.

We would guess that student practice is likely to

be liberalized. There may be more emphasis on work

in the individual's major field of interest. Look for

more control by the individual departments. We doubt

that student practice will be dropped altogether.
It is more difficult to prognosticate about physics.

Don't expect the physics requirement to be dropped,
either. It is possible that the ag school will agitate for

hetter instruction in physics. One idea circulated

among students last term suggested beefing up an

elementary .Agricultural Engineering course and using
it for the physics requirement.

I heir is a definite need for both student practice
and the physics requirement. Something should be

done to restore- their value to the students.

We commend the faculty h1'" studyino these

problems.

S. A. R

Corn 1:1.1. Countryman
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Of Cows,

Crows, and Calls

by Zilch

/^ REETINGS once more from Zilch, your friendly,
^-

folksy, homespun upper quad philosopher.

Zilch spent the past summer out among the

people. Why of course, on a farm. Not that he had

to, but in order to satiate the masochist in him. But

so as not to forget his delightful days of farm work

for farm practice credits, Zilch kept a diary—sort of

"Things I never told Prof. Shapley."

Item: Call to a Cow. When day is done and milk

ing time rolls around once more, the cows, way off

in their pastoral paradise, must be, in some way,

vocally summoned. There are many ways of achieving
this end, and the methods vary from farm to farm.

On the farm on which Zilch worked the following
were used:

Boss the elder used the more or less classic, "Come

Boss !" The results varied depending on how much

the cows really wanted to come and how loudly he

intoned his plea.

The permanent hired man had his own method

consisting of something that emitted as a cross between

a muffled roar and a snort. The words of his little

song: "Come baby, come baby." The results of the

hired man were slightly better, however, as the cows

thought of him as one of them.

Boss the younger (son of boss the elder, obvious

ly) used a logical call which described his desire and

gave helpful directions. "Coooooome home." The cows

rarely listened for two reasons: 1) They are afraid

of him (he hits them) and 2) The cows don't under

stand English so they wouldn't know what he meant

anyway.

The temporary hired man picked up a little thing
in his travels which is nothing like anything Zilch has

ever heard before. His call seemed to be, "Plash plish,"
or something to that effect. The cows were completely
befuddled by this one and, consequently, ignored it

entirely.

Zilch, ace Ivy League farmer, has developed a

call that is without equal in this, or any other state.

He has nicely combined the aforementioned methods

and added a few things of his own. It goes (gently

crooned), "Come home boss-baby, you plish plash
daughters of a frog."

Hard work, however, could not stiffen Zilch 's

highly flexible mind. Creativity is a thing not easily
stifled by toil. In the case of Zilch he even soared into

the realms of poetry.

Now, in these times of modern binning, it seemed

4

to Zilch that some of the old poems should be revised.

For a start, the one about Little Boy Blue:

Little boy blue, your bank note is due,

And there is a lien on your farm;

The tax man is here to collect for last year,

So you'd better go pawn your horn.

Enough in the modern vein. This next bit of

poetry was composed when Zilch finally left the sweet

confines of his beloved dairy-poultry farm.

Goodbye to the old bull, who made me so sore;

So long to the hay fields, I'll see them no more.

The corn may possibly get . . . Oh, this high;

Maybe you'll cut it my friend, but not I.

Goodbye to the chickens, the calf and the cow;

Goodbye to them all, for I've had it for now.

Goodbye to the old farm, goodbye and farewell;

My boss, his father, and sons
—Go to H— !

One day last summer, while prowling around the

farm, Zilch came across a wind instrument that's so

far out that Brubeck doesn't even dig it. It's called,

"The Olt's Regular Crow Call." Real crazy sound!

This call business must be a big thing. The Olt

people make quite a few types of calls. For instance:

Canadian Honker Call, Fox-Coyote Call, Coon Call,

Quail Call, Two-tone Turkey Call (Zilch has never

seen a two tone turkey), Goose Call, Pintail Widgeon

Call. Pintail Widgeon/ Who would want to call a pin

tail widgeon except another pintail widgeon, of course.

LITTLE MAN ON*CAMPUS*-^

Corn i- i.i. Countryma
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Hormones Control Breeding
by Steven A. Breth '60

A RTIFICIAL insemination is probably the greatest
advance to reach livestock men in centuries. Dairy

men especially, have quickly taken advantage of it.

But A.I. has never caught on with beef raisers.

The reason: watching for cows in heat is too time

consuming on cattle ranches.

To look for cows in heat, the rancher has to ride

out on the range and observe his herd every day. Then
the cows in heat have to be cut from the herd and

the inseminator called. Most cattlemen prefer to let

bulls run with the herd. Often these bulls are scrubs.

But now, two hormones promise to make A.I.

as practical for the beef raiser as for the dairyman.
Cornell's Dr. Wm. Hansel says that progesterone

and oxytocin can be used to regulate heat periods in

cattle. Using a combination of the hormones, Hansel

can cause a cow to come into heat within two days
of any given date.

Under these conditions you could use A.I. to

breed your entire herd at once. One week a year you

would round your cows up, bring them into heat and

breed them all at the same time. Using frozen semen,

the cows could be bred to one or as many proved

bulls as you desire.

The functioning of the heat cycle depends on

many hormones. Dr. Hansel manipulates the amount

of two hormones—progesterone and oxytocin—to gain

partial control of the cycle.
In a normal ovary a high level of progesterone

retards heat. When the level of progesterone is low,

heat occurs.

The level of progesterone depends on the size of

a small yellow body in the ovary. This body is the

corpus luteum.

The corpus luteum is formed after an egg is re

leased (ovulation). The corpus luteum grows and de

generates in cycles of about 22 days. As the corpus

luteum enlarges it secretes increasing amounts of pro

gestine; as it shrinks the level of progesterone drops.

When the level of progesterone is at its lowest

ebb the cow comes into heat. If she is bred and con-

Four ways of injecting hormones
I 'is. Aids

ceives, the corpus luteum enlarges and stays large.
Hence, there is a high level of progesterone and the
cow does not come into heat during pregnancy. If
the cow is not bred the cycle begins over again.

"

I he effect of oxytocin on the reproductive cycle
is a recent discovery by Dr. Hansel and his associates.

Oxytocin retards the growth of the corpus luteum. As

long as the corpus luteum is small the level of pro

gesterone stays low. The cow, now, comes into heat
about every nine days instead of every 22 days.

To control a cow's heat cycle, Dr. Hansel injects
oxytocin to keep the corpus luteum underdeveloped.
To keep the cow from coming into heat after the

oxytocin injection, he injects progesterone. The cow's

heat cycle is now controlled by the injected hormones.

About six days before he wants the cow to be in

heat Dr. Hansel stops the shots. At the end of this

period the cow comes into heat and can be bred.

The main problem facing researchers is the num

ber and frequency of injections. At present, it takes

many injections to maintain the proper hormone

balance.

The average cattleman couldn't find the time to

make the shots. But, longer-lasting, more inexpensive
hormones are being developed. In the future, cattle
men may have a practical method for using artificial

insemination.

"I see I don't havs to mention the danger of keeping your

own bull, Fred, so, here's some other advantages of artificial

breeding
"

. . . NYABC-sired daughters produce more

in DHIA tests. Breeding costs are less, too.

In addition there's top conception, superior
show and sales results, better disease con

trol and convenient service ... a few of the

reasons why 47,000 dairymen agree:

There's more pay the NYABC way.

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.

Judd Falls Road Ithaca, N. Y.

Serving Dairy Herds in New York and Western Vermont

Since 1940

October, 1959



Before that- Trek

To Corf-land . . . .

Stop off at Bartholj Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service p'ease

you, but the location is so convenient—just of}

campus on the Cortland road, where Dry den-

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4-9053

gracious dining

oyer the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Ithaca

Where the discrete meet

Flora Rose . . .

Home Economics Pioneer

by Margaret FitzGerald
62

IN
1907 the workday of an average farmer's wife

was 12 or 15 hours of unending labor. Labor-saving

devices were few. Helpful advice from women's mag

azines was almost nonexistent.

At Cornell's College of Agriculture, Martha Van

Rensselaer was trying to spread knowledge of easier,
more efficient methods of housekeeping to farm wives.

She had built a home reading course around home

economics bulletins. Her winter course in home eco

nomics had attracted many farm women to the Cornell

campus. She was now ready to find an assistant.

Miss Van Rensselaer invited Flora Rose, a nutri

tion graduate of Columbia University, to teach the

winter course. And so, in the fall of 1907 the tall,
blonde, well-groomed young woman arrived in Ithaca

to work with Martha Van Rensselaer.

Shortly after Flora Rose arrived at Cornell, Dean

Liberty Hyde Bailey decided to create a department
of home economics. The success of the winter course

had convinced him that home economics could be a

valuable part of the College of Agriculture.
He asked both Martha Van Rensselaer and Flora

Rose to recommend a director for the department.
Miss Van Rensselaer suggested Miss Rose. Miss Rose

suggested Miss Van Rensselaer! When the department
was created a year later, Dean Bailey was still un

decided on who would be director. He said, "Frankly,
I have not found two people who can work together
successfully, on an equal footing, but that is the wav

I propose to begin this department."
By agreement, Miss Van Rensselaer and Miss

Rose divided the responsibility for the department
The former was in charge of extension service and
general administrate and the latter was in charge
of resident teaching and research. As a result. Miss
Rose came in close contact with the students

They had their differences, hut usuallv managed
to settle them ■„ the best interests of the" vo„„, Je
partment As Miss R„s, SJi,l.

»

.
.. whev oneway

yield in despair, two may resist uith confidence ,' i

courage.

Jacob Gould Schurman, Cornell's third prcsi L
characterized the Van Renssclaci-Rosc rclationsL

'

'P as

.ition in

"the only successful double-headed admin, M
the academic world."

Finding funds for the fledgling depart m
not always easy. The members of the staie Icisl-
looked on home economics with a jaundiced eV •■

Miss Van Rensselaer and Miss Rose

had to travel to Albany to appeal for funds.
l,vMiient|v

6 CORNKLL CoiMKN



However, at least one State Sen

ator was won over by the oldest of

woman's wiles. During an inspec
tion of the college by some legis
lators, the department of home eco

nomics served a meal for the vis

itors. A former student recalls that

the meal particularly impressed a

senator who asked, "What is this

delicious dish I am eating?" When

told it was cabbage, he replied,

"Why I never eat cabbage, but you

may give me some more."

Some time later, when the Legis
lature was debating the College of

Agriculture's request for £2,000,000,
the senator declared, "I want to

vote for the women who taught me

to like cabbage."
That 32,000,000 allowed Dean

Bailey's 10-year plan for the expan

sion of the College to go into effect.

The department of home economics

became a school in 1919. In 1925,
the dreams of Martha Van Rensse

laer and Flora Rose were at last re

alized when the School became the

College of Home Economics.

Flora Rose's career was a phe
nomenon in an age when unmarried

women were expected to stay be

hind the shuttered windows of their

homes.

Three years of high school and

the inevitable "grand tour" in Eu

rope had completed Miss Rose's ed

ucation according to the standards

of the day.

Flora Rose rebelled against family
tradition and the strictures of the

time. She borrowed money, and

went in search of a career.

She received a diploma in house

hold arts from Framingham Normal

School, Framingham, Mass., in 1903

Ithaca Journal

Flora Rose

and earned a B.S. degree from Kan

sas State in 1904. Miss Rose re

ceived her M.A. in food and nutri

tion from Columbia University in

lb07.

Miss Rose was a kindly, yet

strong willed woman. Once she had

declared herself for something she

did everything in her power to pro

mote it.

One of the things she felt strong

ly about was the nutritional value

of fish oils. She even included in

her contract with a handy man a

clause pledging him to take cod liver

oil daily. Once when Miss Van Ren

sselaer was in the hospital Miss

Rose sent her not two dozen flow

ers, but two dozen halibut liver oil

capsules.

When World War I ended, Flora

Rose went to Belgium to help con

quer the malnutrition of the Belgian
children. The Belgian government

honored her with the Order of the

Crown for her work.

Flora Rose's greatness as a teach

er extended from her deep interest

in her field and from her love of

people. A former student- remem

bers how Miss Rose loaned her

£1000' to continue her college edu

cation. When she paid her back,

Miss Rose declined to take interest

on the loan.

Upon Miss Van Rensselaer's

death in 1932, Miss Rose became

Director of the College of Home Ec

onomics until her retirement in

1940. After her retirement, she con

tinued her interests in the growth
of home economics and the College.
Miss Rose served numerous home

economics associations, as she had

served her country by working on

food commissions during the war.

She taught munition to groups of

senior citizens in California where

she spent her retirement years.

Flora Rose died July 25, 1959.

The College of Llome Economics is

a memorial to her pioneer spirit.

THE FISHER

■

mmmmmm^

The finest phonograph you can buy !

§W^5W THE PROMENADE—Powerful distortion-free stereo — 36 watts —

IP" 4 speed Garrard changer — separate bass, treble, balance

^^m^ controls — diamond needle

iEy
$229.50

Matching speaker in walnut, cherry, blond or mahogany.

li I I $59.50

■ - •• - - ■

FRED'S RECORD SHOP

1 24 W, State St. Phone 4-5672

October, 1959
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THE

E.

FRANK

SWEET

a former Cornellian, manager of

the Oneonta Stockyards

INVITES

"College of Agriculture stu

dents to visit our Oneonta
Stock

yards—one of the nine livestock

commission markets of Empire.

Such a visit will promote better

understanding of the role that

Empire is playing in serving the

livestock industry, and give each

visitor an insight into how a co

operative organization like Em

pire works.

"By seeing Empire in action,

I think you, too, will recognize

why m any consignors and

buyers have confidence in Em

pire's sales. Then, if you know

of anyone with livestock to mar

ket—or anyone planning to "sell

out" — you'll be doing them a

favor in recommending that they

contact their nearby Empire

stockyards manager for any of

these services."

EMPIRE Livestock

Marketing Cooperative

Regular

Weekly Livestock \ net ions

At

Rath, Bnllville, Caledonia,

Dryden, (iouverneur, (ireene,

Oneonta, AYatertown and

West Win field.

ON
a poultry farm somewhere

in the Northeast, at this very

moment a small boy might be sitting

on his father's knee, looking into

the elder's eyes, and saying, "Dad

dy, where do egg prices come

from?" In the spring of 1959 the

little boy had seen his father be

come numb upon hearing the Urn-

er-Barry report describe a 25-cent

egg market price. He now wanted

What

t-rs.

ITS,

wholesalers accept nearly
;n

Complete with buyers,

and a market place, the egg pricing

picture is ready for action. On a

typical day the buyers for the
chain

*•«***«£.
i»—-invert- ^y'

&***

Egg Pricing: A mysterious game nobody wins.

to know the origin of the myster

ious force that caused egg pro

ducers so much distress.

At the core of the egg pricing sys

tem is the New York Mercantile

Exchange located in lower Man

hattan. The Exchange, organized
in the late 1800's, is little more than

an auction where certain commodi

ties can be bought and sold. Origin

ally the Exchange dealt in several

products, but now mainly egg trad

ing is done.

Buyers and sellers are a neces

sary part of any transaction and on

the exchange the primary traders

are the large corporate grocery

chains, like A & P, the Grand

Union, and the large independent
wholesalers.

Corporate chains, as buyers on

the Exchange, will only buy as

much as they expect to sell.

Independent wholesalers v a r y

their role m two respects. Although

wholesalers are primarily sellers on

the Exchange, they also buy some

of their supplies there. Where chains

have sales limitations on purchases,

stores and the wholesalers' sales

representatives converge on the

Mercantile Exchange. At precisely
10:30 a.m. trading begins.

Eggs are put up for sale with an

asking price. The buyer either buys
at that price or haggles with the

seller until an acceptable price is

reached. The Exchange closes at

10:45 a.m. and final prices are us

ually agreed upon five minutes be

fore closing.

Eggs are graded for sales accord

ing to weight, quality, and color

( for instance, "Extra Fancy White

Heavyweight") and each grade
must have a price set for it. Many

prices may be accepted for many

groups of eggs of each grade during
the trading, but the last prices ac

cepted before the Exchange closes

are the important ones.

Next to enter the egg pricing
drama is the market reporting firm

of Urncr-Barry. A reporter, \|,-_

I'rner himself, goes to the E\cli.mi.0
and checks the closing prices for

the various groups ol eg-^s. Those

prices, tempered by results of street

Corn i:i.i. Countryman



Eggs?
by Edward L. Razinsky '61

sales, compose the Urner-Barry egg

market quotations. They are the

accepted base price between egg-

traders throughout the Northeast

and the United States. These are

THE egg prices.

So the picture seems complete:

the closing price on the Merchantile

Exchange as quoted by Urner-Bar

ry is THE price of eggs. But a few

more strokes can be added by a

USDA report written by Norris T.

Pritchard and a personal interview

with Lawrence B. Darrah, profes
sor of marketing in the College.

Trading on the Mercantile Ex

change determines the price of eggs

for the major part of the poultry

industry. Mr. Pritchard, in his re

port, brings up the question of

representativeness. Of the total

volume of eggs traded in the North

east, Mr. Pritchard noted than only

1 percent went through the Mer

cantile Exchange. Although heavy

trading was done on the Exchange

in the past, now a very small per

centage of eggs traded goes through

Sozio/Goodrirh

. . but the farmer loses.

the Exchange.

Egg producers are then faced

with a pricing structure that is pos

sibly sapping the life out of their

industry. Professor Darrah sug

gested a course of action that could

help certain farmers who happen to

be in the right place at the right
time—direct marketing.
"What good reason," asks Profes

sor Darrah, uis there for anybody
to produce eggs in the Northeast?

It isn't the climate, low labor costs,

or building costs . . . and you can

go on. You finally come down to

the important thing . . . the market

—the cities in and surrounding our

production area." All the north

eastern egg producers, Professor

Darrah continued, aren't taking full

advantage of their markets.

Eggs produced in the Northeast

are marketed primarily through

wholesalers. This is the same pro

cedure used by Western and

Southern producers and it costs

them less to produce a dozen eggs.

When the egg price is high, Pro

fessor Darrah suggests letting some

one else do the marketing. But

when the price is depressed, the

farmer might just as well pay him

self the wage received by the truck

drivers, egg graders, candlers, pack

ers, and other people involved in

marketing eggs.

On the poultry farm somewhere

in the Northeast, the little boy

might be looking into his father's

eyes and asking, "But Daddy, what

about the Mercantile Exchange?"

Daddy might recall from Mr.

Pritchard's report that chain stores

buy more than 80 percent of their

eggs from farmers' cooperatives. He

may then reason that the coops in

the Northeast might band together

and form an egg market whose

prices would very closely represent

egg trading conditions.

Daddy doesn't know the answer,

but he is sure of one thing. If, in

spite of his efforts to be a success

ful farmer, an outdated marketing

system is restricting his profits, he,

and other independent egg pro

ducers in the Northeast, may be

without farms.

To get

call

Ithaca 3415

Plumbing

Heating Supplies

Installations

Donahue-Halverson,

Inc.

602 W. Seneca

PALACE

LAUNDRY

• COIN operated

• SELF service

25c wash

10c for 10 min. dry

(you'll need 20 to dry)

—Open 24 hours a day

7 days a week

Bring your date

to the

Palace Laundry
325 Eddy St.
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Take that study

break at Al's

Always Fast Service

Open from 7 a.m. to 12 p.r

321 College Ave.

Ithaca 9691

The finest service

in town is still

available from:

Don Streefer's

Texaco Service Station

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892

F. A. Pearson

Mr. and Mrs. Joe College:
A Campus Phenomenon

wR. Joe College of 1945 would

*- -""have never considered marriage
a part of his college career. Far

from it, he didn't want to be tied

down—marriage was strictly for the

future.

But, the Joe Colleges of today
seem to think otherwise. One out of

every five U.S. college students is

married. In just 15 years, the num

ber of married students has in

creased from a handful to 700,000.

And, it looks like the number is

going to climb higher.

Why today's generation of col

lege students is marrying when past

generations didn't has been a mat

ter of much conjecture to educators.

The opinions of four family re

lations experts were summarized in

an issue of Good Housekeeping.

According to Dr. Helen Buchan-

by Brenda L. Dervin '60

an of Pennsylvania State, Dr. Ger

hard Neubeck of the University of

Minnesota, Dr. Nelson Foote, past
director of the University of

Chicago's Family Study Center,

now of General F^lectric's Research

Staff, and Prof. Harold Feldman

of Cornell, the GI's of World War

II broke the ice by returning to

the campuses with their wives. At
the same time, the stigma against
women working was disappearing.
More jobs were available on cam

puses as a result of the education
boom and ten years of prosperity.
"if experts also stated that the
students from the lower socio
economic classes, who could af-
*"r<l college for the first time, con
tinued to

marry earlv, coM or

not.

Pressor Echlman of the Child

10 C< >K \ ULl. COUNTRYMAT



Development and Family Relations

Department in Cornell's College of

Home Economics adds another

reason for the increase in college

marriages:

"Today, early dating and high
school 'going-steady' mean many

students coming to college have al

ready experienced the social free

dom that formerly came as a part

of college. These students are

further ahead in the process of

mate selection."

Whatever the general reasons for

the increase in college marriages,

the students themselves have their

own reasons.

As one Cornell student put it:

"We both know what we want and

we love each other, why wait?"

This seems to be the general at

titude of many married students.

Dr. Donald Ford, director of Penn

State's Division of Counseling
backs this up: These students

"have counted their assets and

know they've an average chance of

making a go of it."

Adventure and fame are not the

goals of these students. They want

a loyal mate and a happy home

first. And, they see no reason to

postpone marriage, if they've found

the right partner.

Yet, the price they pay for mar

rying is often high. By far, the vast

majority of these marriages include

a student-husband and a working

wife, who is getting her Ph.T.

(Putting Hubby Through). As the

result, many of these couples live

in a state of semi-poverty, where

making every penny count is an

absolute necessity.

Many educators see this lack of

money as an asset. These students

"wear their poverty as a badge of

honor," according to Dr. Ford. The

poverty unifies the couple rather

than separates them as it might in

later marriage.

Most of these couples aren't con

cerned about the possibility that

they might be caught without funds

during a serious economic depres

sion in the future. In short, they

are not worried about the future.

In addition to financial problems,

these married students have other

special problems. As one recently
married Cornell co-ed put it: "Be

ing married and going to school at

the same time isn't easy."

Yet, there seems to be a universal

opinion that these marriages are

good. Many studies indicate this.

Worth R. Jones, assistant professor
of education, Teachers College, Uni

versity of Cincinnati, questioned 75

married and 75 unmarried students.

In his sample, married students

expressed fewer emotional problems
and tensions and were better able

to cope with those they did have.

While many educators were at

first skeptical about married stud

ents keeping up their grades, Dr.

Feldman of Cornell best summar

izes the present opinion on this

point: "Married students are no

worse scholastically than most un

married students and in some stud

ies, better."

But some educators still have

reason to doubt the success of these

marriages. They ask whether these

students will regret the freedom

they didn't have while in college.
Professor Feldman answers that

this is a matter of individual dif

ferences. Some of the students who

do marry are the more mature and

have already had enough of the

"playboy" period in their earlier

years. They are psychologically

ready for marriage.

The results of these marriages

won't be known for quite a few

years. In the meantime, they will

be studied and discussed by edu

cators. Married students are no

longer an oddity, but they still are

a relatively new segment of the col

lege student body.

But, the future looks good for

students who marry in college. As

Dr. Gerhard Neubeck, chairman of

the Family Eife Program at the

University of Minnesota states:

Most of these marriages are "ma

ture . . . well thought out . . .

promising."

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Looking for the

COUNTRYMAN?

First Compet Meeting

October 7, 4:45 p.m.

490 Roberts Hall

• editorial • business

• art • advertising

• photography

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca 23377

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.
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for A PIZZA

that's A Treat-

Go to JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St. Phone: 4-9039

Is Your Car Committing

MUFFLER MURDER?

Have a new muffler installed

at

Glenn's Sinclair Station

oa yflrr

329 College Ave.

Ithaca 4-9176

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?
Cupboard Bare?

You'll find it at —

NORTON PRINTING CO,

317 E. State St.

Ithaca 4-1271

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

Co-op Shopping Center

Complete food store featuring over 3,000 non

food items.

Save your sales slips. They mean
money to you

at the end of the year.

601-619 W. Clinton St.

Ithaca 2-2449

Cornell Countryman



Clubs

On The Upper Quad

Cornell Countryman

Ag. Engineering Club

This organization provides a

practical supplement to the agri
cultural engineer's curriculum.

The club is represented on both

the Engineering Council and the

Ag-Domicon Council. Membership
in the club is open to both 4- and

5-year students.

The program for this year in

cludes movies, speakers, tours, and,

of course, the annual banquet and

picnic in the spring. Regular meet

ings are held twice a month in

Riley-Robb Hall.

C.A.T.A.

ularly scheduled meetings and trips
to near-by high school Vo-Ag de

partments, learn many of the prac

tical aspects of teaching Vo-Ag and

advising Future Farmer groups.

The meetings are held on every

first and third Thursday of each

month in Warren Seminar Room.

In addition, an annual picnic is

held each May.

All Vo-Ag majors should make

C.A.T.A. a part of their education

and club activities at Cornell.

Conservation Club

C.A.T.A. is made up of future

high school teachers of vocational

agriculture. Members, through reg-

The Conservation Club is a

group of Cornell students interested

in conservation and natural history.

Every other Thursday evening,

members meet in Fernow Hall at

7:30 p.m. At these meeting the

club listens to speakers, usually pro

fessional conservationists, and plans
events and projects.

Yearly events consist of several

outings, a game dinner, and a smelt

fry.

For projects, the club partici

pates in wildlife census, co-sponsors

the Audubon Screen Tours, and

presents exhibits and gives talks

to interested groups.

What does the Countryman staff

do? Look through this magazine.

Editorial staff members write the

copy, proof it, select the pictures,
write the headlines and captions.

Advertising staff members create

the ads and sell the space. Business

staff members balance the books,

pacify the creditors, and harangue
the debtors. Circulation staff mem

bers mail out the magazine and

correspond with subscribers. Art

and Photography staff members

create the cover and illustrate the

articles and advertising.

Watch for notices of our first

compet meeting. Or, even better,

drop up to 490 Roberts Hall any

afternoon after 4:30 and have a

cup of coffee with us.

4-H Club

As part of the national organiza

tion, the 4-H club aims for service.

Whatever you do, there's bound to

be great fellowship. First of all, we

have our open house in the fall.

There's lots of work and fun on

Ag-Hec Day and during Farm and

Home Week.

If recreation is your line, the 4-H

Rec Team needs more dance callers.

The meetings have programs in

cluding: IFYE delegates and speak-

(Coutinued next page)
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WANT

some

BUILT?

Call

Baker Lumber
Ithaca 49927

Building Supplies

Lumber

Paint

Nails

505 Third St.

CLUBS (continued)

ers on current topics and problems.

But, wait, we need one thing! We

need enthusiastic rural leaders of

tomorrow. You guessed it. You

qualify! Look lor posters of our

meetings.

Floriculture Club

The Floriculture Club consists of

about 50 members from the Flori

culture Department.
We have meetings once a month

with different speakers or themes

for each meeting. These themes

range from tips on traveling around

the world, to floriculture, and to

plant diseases. We have a Christmas

party and a big picnic at Butter

milk Falls in the spring.

In October the Floriculture Club

sponsors the Mum Ball. This is one

of the first big dances of the school

year.

This fall the club will work at

various jobs to raise money for a

trip to the New York City Flower

Show.

The club will hold its first meet

ing soon. Come and get acquainted.

Cornell Grange

Many people do not realize
that

there is a subordinate Grange
o-

cated right here on campus.
Cor

nell Grange 1577 meets on the first

and third Tuesday nights of each

month at 8 p.m. in the Warren

Student Lounge.

The Cornell Grange has an active

Recreation Team and at present is

trying to establish a scholarship for

an incoming freshman Grange mem

ber.

All students interested in belong

ing to the Cornell Grange are wel

come to attend its meetings.

Pre-Vet Club

Through guest speakers and fre

quent movies, the Pre-Vet Club

gives its members a close look at

the various branches of veterinary
medicine.

Each year veterinarians give

their views on fields ranging from

general practice to outer space re

search with monkeys. Often the

student will find that veterinary
medicine offers more than he ex

pected.

Poultry Science Club

Small, powerful, helpful and with
lots of energy— this is the Cornell

Poultry Science Club.

14
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In the picture, you will notice

the interest that the public shows

in our activities. This is our exhibit

at "Straight to the Country."

Anyone who has interest in poul

try is urged to come to our meet

ings and meet the members.

We will do our best to make you

feel at home and to enjoy yourself.
Look for posters around the Ag

Campus announcing our meetings.

Round-Up Club

Vegetable Crops Club

The Round-up Club is made up

of students interested in raising,

fitting and showing livestock.

The Student Livestock Show,
held during Farm and Home Week,
is the highlight of our year's events.

In addition to speakers at our

regular meetings we have student-

faculty skits, field trips, judging

contests, parties, picnics and a ban

quet. These are just a few of the

interesting events planned for the

coming year.

Vegetable Crops Club is concern

ed with topics related to the vege

table industry. Membership is open

to anyone interested in our activi

ties.

Our team competes in the Inter

collegiate Judging Contest annually

(above).
The monthly meetings are high

lighted by a speaker. Discussion and

refreshments follow.

In addition to participating in

Farm and Home Week the club

may make some trips to vegetable

areas in the Northeast.

We hope to see you at our next

meeting.

Other Clubs

Other clubs on the upper campus

are: Dairy Science Club, Home Ec

Club, Agronomy Club, Pomology

Club, and Ag Domicon Council.

STATE DINER

The best food in town

For the most reasonable price.

428 W. STATE ST.

Direct your

feet

to the

SUNNYSIDE

RESTAURANT

SOUTHERN-FRIED

CHICKEN

STEAK

SEAFOOD

All Legal Beverages

Corner Elmira Rd. &

S. Meadow St.

Parking no problem

yf

'*NVj.N<>dj Tv)
,*<*Uluai^i^-{-*!Z'

Shoe Sales — Repair

• Bates dress shoes

with campus styling

• Low cut—U. S. Keds

• Regulation R.O.T.C. shoes

• Engineer Boots

Opposite Leonardo's

401 Eddy Street

Ithaca 2-1700

Complete Shoe

Store on the Hill
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3JP years, ..of Comfort,

Production and Profit...OR?
Few men can afford more than one parlor
and pipe line in a lifetime . . . so . . . the

selection is a big decision.

Up to now nobody has thought up a more

convenient and more comfortable way to

milk cows than in a Surge Parlor . . . and,
twenty years is a long time to be uncom

fortable.

Up to now—nobody has figured out a better
and a safer way to milk for high production
and udder health than with Genuine, down
ward and forward Surge TUG & PULL that

holds the teat cups down where they belong.

milker, service is an important part of the

story.

Up to now there is just no better guarantee
of comfort, production and profits than a

Surge Parlor with a Surge Pipe Line.

The Surge is not a cheap machine . . . the

price will be higher — over a twenty year
stretch Surge might cost you a quarter of a
cent more a cow a milking.

Not much to pay for insurance when you
consider what you have at stake.

Up to now—nobody has topped Organized
ALL SURGE EQUIPMENT SOLD ON

Surge Service . . . and with any pipe line PI A
yyp

mm
m^ mm ^

BABSOH BROS. CO. of New York
842 W. Belden Ave. • Syracuse 1, New York

ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • SACRAMENTO • SEATTLE • TORONTO
'
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Spreads it right ... heavy or light
From 5,000 pounds per acre to 10 pounds per

acre, this New Idea Fertilizer Spreader distributes

any fertilizer in any condition in any amount . . .

uniformly, accurately, and without clogging . . .

or the purchaser gets his money back.

It broadcasts fertilizer or lime . . . makes band

application for row crops . . . top-dresses pastures
. . . spreads feed to turkeys and pullets on the range
. . . distributes insecticides, herbicides, sand, salt,

and cinders.

It sows any number of grasses, grains, and

legumes. With front mounted seeding attachment,

it accurately sows small, light, and chaffy seeds

in clear view of the operator.

Easy to clean, its agitator, shutters and bottom

assembly are all quickly removable. Operating han

dle adjusts in length for convenient control from

the tractor seat. Long drawbar permits short turns.

Like the New Idea Fertilizer Spreader, each

piece of New Idea farm equipment tells its own

story of excellence in design, engineering and con

struction.

Doesn't this explain why sucessful farmers al

ways look at New Idea before they buy ?

MEW fDEA farm equipment COMPANY, COLDWATER, OHIO

Division AVCO Distributing Corp.

SPECIALIZED FARM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1899



reatest tractor

family gives every farmer top

earning power

on every job...

There are six Farmall power sizes

. 10 to 65 hp . . . models and options unlimited!

There are seven fn$_?* 'JUk International®

tractor power sizes . . . IO to 82 hp!

There are six International

crawler tractors . . . 40 to 202 hp!

Dozens of types, sizes, and options let a farmer
"design" his own IH tractor to fit a 5 acre

truck farm ... a 5,000 acre wheat ranch ... or
any other acreage or farming enterprise in be
tween !

I

See your

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTERDealer
International Harvester Presets pay for fhorme/ve.
n use harm Tractors and Equipment . . . Twine . . . Indus
trial tractors

. . , Construction Equipment . . . General
Office, Chicago 1, Illinois.
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The Thankful Heart

If human hearts know shame,

Ah, then truly it must be

That this one blushes crimson.

To consider how these misered fists

Seize Heaven's every gift

As though it were deserved . . .

To think how this vain self,

In all its utter thanklessness,

Takes Life and Love

As its due heritage . . .

Makes unproved claim

To Sight and Sound

And Touch and Taste

And all of Life's endowments . . .

To reflect how this ungrateful mind

Dares trifle even its mean talents into dust

Dares squander even one small skill,

And play the profligate with Time . . .

To know this petty creature that I am

Dares taking Beauty for its own,

Makes property of all the stars,

The sun, the earth, the very universe,
Deems Art its rightful slave

And Poetry its handmaid . . .

To know with what effrontery it deigns
To pilfer particles of Wisdom's fund

And make them playthings . . .

Make keys of friendships, coin of Truth,
And mold of Faith a luckpiece . . .

To ponder this . . .

To ponder this, and recognize too well

One's proud and selfish image there,
Reflected so in gross ingratitude . . .

Ah, then it is this heart must blush
And beat its tardy thanks—

Its sincere and humble thanks

For this beggar's bag of blessings!

"Praying Hands"
by

Albrecht Diirer
{1471-1528)

Copyright
' John Deere ■ Moline • Illinois

JOHN DEtlE
MOLINE, ILLIS „. , s



How LINK-BELT'S broad chain selection

aids the designer, improves the design

DOUBLE

PITCH

AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER

CHAIN

EXPERT ENGINEERING—Link-Belt main
tains an engineering staff of unsurpassed
experience in the application of chain.

Link-Belt has chains, chain attachments and

sprockets to match every need ... all built to

the highest farm machine standards

ACCURATE MANUFACTURE — Modern,
specialized machines give economies of

large-scale mass production, yet main
tain high accuracy.

For drives and conveyors on

hard-working farm equipment,

nothing matches the efficiency of

chain. It has the strength and

stamina to easily withstand heavy
loads, to take dust and all kinds

of weather in stride. And chain

performs positively . . . without

slip, with minimum wear.

The completeness of Link-

Belt's line of chains and chain

attachments make it possible for

designers of farm machinery to

get the one chain that's best for

each application. Horsepower,

loading, speed, impact— every

requirement can be met to en

able the machine to maintain

rated performance and efficiency.
Since 1875, Link-Belt has

worked with America's agricul
tural engineers to increase the

efficiency of farm machinery.

Today, over 300 farm machine

manufacturers rely on Link-Belt

for chain. They know that Link-

Belt's unmatched facilities, serv

ices and experience are their

best possible assurance of quality

products . . . properly applied.

A COMPLETE LINE assures correct selec

tion for each job. This Case No. 135

manure spreader uses Link-Belt steel

detachable chains on apron conveyor.

LINKiilBELT
CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1.

To Serve Industry There Are Link-Belt Plants, Sales Offices and

Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export Office,
New York 7; Australia, Marrickville (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo;

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs. Represen
tatives Throughout the World. 15,255

November, 1959
1



Sterling Silver

Cornell

Souvenir

Coffee Spoon

*3.30 Tax lncl-

Vis Aids

PATTEN'S JEWELERS
306 E. State St.

Ithaca, N.Y. Tel. 4-1562

Mail and Phone Orders Filled

/L?1! S j\'^' ' iTOYtt ^tED £ 6RA'M Co
—

>±

"I've got a whole stable full of the best darn bulls

you've ever seen. And the best part is I don't have

any of the expense, danger or trouble of keeping
bulls. How? I belong to NYABC."

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC. Ni^g«*

Judd Falls Road Ithaca, N. Y.

Goal: "A COW A MINUTE"—527,040 cows to be bred this

fiscal year to NYABC sires in New York State and Western

Cornell
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odito/iial

Disgruntled Dairyman

FOR
A NEW slant on the maneuvering of powers in

New York State agriculture, we recommend adding
The Defender to your reading list of farm publica
tions. The Defender is the voice of the Dairy Farmers

of America, a group of disgruntled upstate dairy
farmers. The DFA recently became formally linked

with the National Farmers' Union.

The targets of The Defender s wrath are, in order

of unpopularity with DFA: Ezra T. Benson, Dairy
man's League, other milk processors and handlers,
Farm Bureau, Don T. Wickham (NYS Commissioner

of Agriculture and Markets) and Cornell agricultural
economists.

The Defender is always amusing and often in

formative. When reading most publications, one must

remember that in spite of the information, there is

usually some underlying propaganda. When reading
The Defender, remember that in spite of the propa

ganda, there is usually some underlying information.

The smattering of facts that The Defender does pub
lish are usually the type that the major power blocs in

NYS agriculture would rather have toned down or

suppressed completely.
In contrast to the insipid writing of many agri

cultural publications, The Defender is colorful, if some
what misguided. For example, in a brief article en

titled "Traitor Yankus" The Defenders editors were

positively frothing at the mouth. Yankus, a Michigan
chicken farmer irritated by government controls, de

cided to move to Australia. Here are the opening and

concluding paragraphs:
"Traitor, convict, anarchist. These are harsh,

unpleasant words, but each is a true description of

Stanley Yankus, former Dowagiac, Michigan,
chicken farmer."

and

"When Yankus finally gets to Australia, it

will be very 'good1 riddance.', Yankus fails to

understand that we have a government of law,
rather than men. Yankus doesn't understand the

difference between democracy and anarchy."
Mann Library has The Defender. Read it—it will

give you a new perspective on your agricultural think

ing.
S.A.B.

THIS
MONTH'S COVER was drawn by Ron

Andrews, '62. Ron has illustrated for conservation

magazines and has done the drawings for one book.

At present, he is doing sketches for a popular book on

botany. ■

TRIANGLE

BOOK

SHOP

for

Textbooks

School Supplies

Gifts and Greeting Cards

Genera! Reading and

Reference Books

Triangle Book Shop

Inc.

412 College Ave.

The First Store in Collegetown

gracious dining

over the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Ithaca

Where the discrete meet

November, 1959



Winter is

Icumen m

by Zilch

SHALOM
kiddies, winter is icumen in. Time to

break out the woolies and that fifth your dad gave

you at your grammar school graduation. Winter, you
will recall, is the time of sleighrides, gay skiing trips,
warm firesides, pretty girls with rosy cheeks, bitter

howling winds, homeless widows, wrecked houses and

starving orphan waifs. Yes, winter brings reminders of

many happy days. "But wait," you say, "this is only
November—just the late fall season." Aha, I say,

quick as a python's tongue, you my son have not spent
as many winters in Ithaca as the venerable Zilch.

Winter in Ithaca is like a cougar. It waits until one

bright fall day when you are reveling in the unexpected
sunshine, then it leaps out, smiting you on the brow

with snow and ice. Ithaca is never heard from again.
Never, that is, until the first glorious spring day when

the gamblers return from Capistrano.
Zilch was sitting at the Ho-Nun-De-Kah barbecue

last month when the master of ceremonies began to

address the gathered throng in a rich Southern accent.

Thinking that the speaker was Orvil Faubus, Zilch, to
Zilch's everlasting chagrin, jumped to his feet and

began to sing "Dixie." Fortunately, one of Zilch's

companions quickly felled him with a blow at the base

of the skull. The speaker, it turned out, was Arkansas'

Larry Littlefield.

Ag-Hec Day, November 7, gets the Zilch seal of

approval. It looks to be one of the gala events of the

season. A round and square dance, "Pumpkin Prom

enade," will swing from 8 to 1. The biggest gluttons
from the upper campus clubs will be entered in a pie
eating contest. (Zilch knows of at least three clubs

which have been starving their entrants for weeks in

anticipation of the contest.) For the youngsters in
the crowd there will be the crowning of the Ag-Hec
Queen. Be merry! Be gay! Attend Ag-Hec Day.

Zilch notes with sadistic glee that Countryman
editors, among others are distraught! The reason for

this happy state of affairs is that some one donated

loads of parking meters to place on Eddy Street for

the use of Collegetown residents. Happy days are

here again. Italian lesson for today: Parccheggio da

pettina (or something like that) means diagonal park

ing. Zilch came across this rare usage in the fifth

canto of the Inferno.

For all you continental people who need wine

and cheese with your meal, Zilch has an easy, sure

fire, creative suggestion . . . do-it-yourself. If you de

sire a concoction to rival Liebfraumilch and Mogen

David, just buy yourself a couple of bushels of grapes.

They're cheap. If you have a sheet that must be dyed
a divine shade of purple, you're set. Call up all your

friends, tell them to wash their feet and come over.

Toenail dirt just might halt the process of fermenta

tion. Attempt to get as many people in the bathtub

as is inhumanly possible . . . this could became a

bigger fad than telephone booth stuffing. The local

record is 11, held at 406 Stewart Avenue, October 3,
1959. Your bathtub and everybody's feet will now

be a spectacular shade of purple. After three days
feet should return to normal. As for the bathtub . . .

well, what's wrong with a purple bathtub anyway?
Add sugar, a little water and some yeast to the mess,
sit and wait until it bubbles spastically. In a few

years the product will be ready to market.

Zilch almost forgot about the cheese. Buy loads of
milk and let curdle. Add to the curds some mold
from your favorite cheese . . . Liederkranz is fine.

Just let it sit in cheese cloth near a bottle of Air-Wick
for a few weeks . . . and lo and behold . . . CHEESE!

Zilch does not recommend that you serve these
delicacies at your next apartment party, unless you're
an advocate of small, intimate classes.

LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS

for that special meal

dine at

E COLLEGE SPA
216 East State Street

FINE FOOD

MODERATE PRBCES

Your Host-. "Pete" Atsecles

'PS f^^^S^^^^^o^^S^V
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Turn Chef, College Man!

After The Game, Before The Show

Whip Up These Cocktail Tidbits

by Carole J. Wedner '61

WHAT
are we going to serve

those kids after the game on

Saturday?" one Cornellian mused

to his roomate late one Thursday
night. "I'm sick of beer and pret

zels."

"What else is there?" his room

mate snapped back from the depths
of a physics problem.
This dilemma has an easy solu

tion. All it takes is a little imagin

ation, lots of elbow grease, and a

spirit of adventure.

Cheese presents a wonderful be

ginning. But what kind of cheese?

There must be a million types.

Cream cheese makes a base for a

wealth of dips to slosh crackers,

pretzels, or potato chips in. Mix

it with horseradish, anchovy paste,

onion soup, or other kinds of cheese.

A simple spread is:

Cream Cheese and

Horseradish Spread
3-oz. package cream cheese

2 tablespoons horseradish

Put the cream cheese into a bowl

and let it stand until it is soft

(about fifteen minutes). Mix the

horseradish into the cream cheese

and keep mixing until you have

made a smooth paste. Spread this

on crackers or potato chips or put

it out in a bowl and let your guests

do their own dipping.
Substitute a package of dried

onion soup, a tube of anchovy paste,

or a package of blue cheese for the

horseradish for variety, or use Vi

pint of sour cream in place of the

cream cheese.

If you are feeling fancy add a

splash or two of Rhine Wine to the

blue cheese spread while you are

mixing it. Serve the wine with the

dip, Ritz Crackers, Wheat Thins,
and potato chips. Mmm!

Sharp cheddar cheese adds a

tangy compliment to dry wine.

Grated and mixed with wine this

cheese makes a delectable spread.
This one has to be made the day
before.

Cheddar-Sherry Spread
1 pound sharp cheddar cheese

1 tablespoon butter or margarine
1 teaspoon sugar

1 teaspoon salt

Vi cup dry sherry
Grate the cheese or cut it up in

very small pieces. Combine first

four ingredients. Blend them using

a fork. Add the wine slowly, con

tinuing to blend. Cover the mixture

and let it "ripen" in the refriger

ator for at least 24 hours. Take it

out about 30 minutes before you

want to use it as a spread for Tri

angle Thins, rye crackers, or Mel-

ba Toast Rounds,

To measure for the ingredients
of these tasty tidbits you needn't

be a chemist. An approximate
measurement will do. Remember

you can always add, but once

you've put something in you are

stuck.

Beer can be simply and delicious-

ly complimented too. Get a half

pound of butter and let it soften.

Mix it well with a few sprinkles
of either garlic salt or powder. The

powder is stronger than the salt.

Spread it on thick slices of Italian

bread and slip it under the broiler

for a second. Or let your guests

spread it on the bread and eat it

cold.

Even those pretzels can have a

new flavor. Put out big dishes of

hot mustard to be spread on thick

beer pretzels.

A bowl, a spoon, and a little

luck and there you have exciting

after game snacks.

November, 1959 ^



Some of NYABC's "husbands" excercising on the "merry-go-round."

NYABC— Breeding By Mail

In 15 Years, NYABC, (sending semen by mail), Increased Its

Breeding Toll from 3,500 Cows To the Goal of "A Cow A

Minute"—527,040 Cows in 1959-60.

ONE
HUNDRED and fifty-two

husbands with 480,326 wives!

That's not polygamy, that is NY

ABC.

New York Artificial Breeders

Cooperative (NYABC), located

about a half mile east of the Cor

nell Campus on the Judd Falls

Road, used 152 bulls in 1958-59.

These bulls were artificially bred

(or wed) to almost 500,000

cows. But these figures represent

only the most recent phase of the

NYABC epic. The beginning was

not so impressive.
Bion Carpenter, Director of In

formation at NYABC, said the

original concept for NYABC came

from a research project at the New

York State College of Agriculture

in the late 1930's.

" Cornell Countk\m

At that time several farmers in

and around Tompkins County were

working with artificial breeding of

dairy cattle. The project was under

the direction of Professor Stanley

J. Brownell who is referred to as

"The father of dairy cow artificial

breeding in New York State."

As a result of the success of the

initial project, other artificial breed

ing associations came into being.

Competition for good breeding bulls

existed between the breeders. Nat

urally, they all couldn't get the best

bulls.

Many of these breeders were af

filiated in a cooperative in the early

spring of 1940 by the organization
of NYABC. Under this cooperative

system they could all benefit from

the best bulls.

by Edward L. Razinsky '61

Syracuse was the first home for

NYABC. Mr. Carpenter explained
that they moved there because

transportation was good but later

moved to the present location in

Ithaca. Because they were work

ing closely with the College of

Agriculture and the Veterinary Col

lege, Ithaca was more convenient.

NYABC has shown amazing
growth and progress in its fifteen

years in Ithaca. On the main

site on Judd Falls Road is the

administration building and three

barns. Here, most of the semen

extracting, testing, shipping, and

general management is carried out.

1 he West Hill Farm, supplemen
tary to the main headquarters, has
250 acres on which most of rhe

roughage for the bulls is raised. < '),-,



this farm, the four barns house

calves until service age (about one

year.)

Central headquarters of NYABC

is only a part of the whole. The

other part is made up of the 217

technician units and the almost

fifty thousand members.

Technician units are smaller

branches of NYABC located in

counties throughout New York

State and Western Vermont. They
are placed according to cattle pop

ulation and use of the service. The

trained technicians in these units

do the inseminating and general
field work.

Members of NYABC, as well as

the dairy industry in New York

State generally, said Mr. Carpenter,
have benefited from NYABC serv

ice.

Through its cooperative structure

NYABC members are able to breed

their cows to high quality bulls

which they couldn't ordinarily af

ford. This has significantly improv

ed the general quality level of dairy
herds in the state as well as in

creasing total income.

Improved production of NYABC

sired cows, reported Mr. Carpenter,

has resulted in an increase in in

come in excess of $5 million per

year.

Records are another part of NY

ABC operations. The Dairy Herd

Improvement Association checks

herd production averages from

which a state average can be set.

NYABC uses this information in at

least two ways.

DHIA records of NYABC-bred

cows show the general results of the

breeding program.

"Bull in Waiting." Also, breeding

qualities of a specific bull may be

checked. After a bull had been bred

with 3,000 cows he is put "in wait

ing" for about four years. During

this period the cows bred must give

birth and their daughters start giv

ing milk. The production records of

the daughters are then checked

against state average.

If the comparison is not favor

able, their sire is scratched off the

NYABC list of eligible males. If

the bull is retained he is termed

"AB Proved."

Service from only Holstein and

Guernsey bulls was available to the

early NYABC member. Now, serv

ice has expanded to Jersey, Ayr

shire, Brown Swiss, and Angus. In

addition to this, semen is purchased
from non-NYABC bulls of many

breeds.

Antibiotics are mixed with the

semen before it is sent to the tech

nician. This prevents disease from

passing from the bull to the cow as

might happen in natural breeding.

During their years of operation
NYABC has had many fine bulls.

Notable among these was an indi

vidual with the title: Sir Bess Orms-

by Fobes Dean, or just plain
"Dean" to those who knew him

well.

Dean, during his six year term

in the NYABC bull pen bred 30,000

cows. At the recommended breeding
rate of 30 cows a year for a bull in

natural service, it would take 1,000

years to equal Dean's record!

ters of Dean.

Dean was bred to his last cow

in 1951. Had Dean lived two years

later his semen might still be used

today. It was at this time that froz

en semen was first used in the field.

Through this process, semen collect

ed from a bull may be stored for

long periods of time to be used at

a later date.

New York cow population is still

influenced by Dean, however,

through his many sons, grandsons,
and daughters.
Goal: A cow a minute. In their

first year, NYABC bred 3,500 cows.

After ten years this number had in

creased almost seven times. The

goal for 1959-60? It can be seen in

NYABC advertising copy. "A cow a

minute" is the claim.

There are 527,040 minutes in a

leap year. NYABC wants to breed

one cow for every one of these

minutes.

Is this progress? As a comparison,
in their first year of operation NY

ABC bred one cow for every two

and one half hours!

NYABC

Sir Bess Ormsby Fobes Dean, or just plain "Dean" to those who knew him well.

The remarkable part of all of

Dean's breeding was the resulting

production records.

Dean daughters averaged 12,345

pounds of milk per year. The state

average of all DHIA cows is 11,210

pounds.
Cows sired by Dean are such

prized possessions that many dairy

men make collections of the daugh-

NYABC now breeds 40 percent

cf the milk cows in the state, re

ported Mr. Carpenter. And the

future? Mr. Carpenter expressed

the hope that within not too many

years, nine out of ten dairy barns

in New York State will bear the

green and yellow emblem of the

New York Artificial Breeders Co

operative.

November, 1959
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"CVERY summer, thousands of

-■-'out-of-state laborers flock into

New York State to harvest its

crops. This summer, they numbered

about 35,000. Although this labor

force is essential to state agriculture
it poses numerous problems to the

farmers, local residents, and the

laborers themselves.

There are three main streams of

labor migration in the United

States. One group of Mexican-

Americans comes to harvest cot

ton, citrus fruit and vegetable crops
in Arizona and California. The

second, largely residents of Texas,
move up through the Northwest

into Minnesota, Indiana, Michigan
and Wisconsin.

The third large group of migrants,
the one which pours into New York

State, comes from the deep South.

Many are residents of Alabama,
Georgia and South Carolina.

They harvest winter crops in

Florida, move up for the peach har

vest in Georgia, harvest straw

berries and other vegetables in

Delaware, Virginia and Maryland.
They follow the season up to New

York and move down again to har

vest crops in these southern areas

untouched by frost.

The Northeastern stream of mi

grant laborers is largely Negro. All
the laborers come from economic

ally disadvantaged groups in soci

ety. Most regard migrant labor as

a stepping stone to unskilled or

semi-skilled industrial work. Al

though the migrants are generally
under 35 years of age, many people
over 60 work, because they are un

able to get adequate social security
benefits.

Migrant labor began to be a

noticeable economic force during
the depression era. Although it
would be a mistake to over-genera
lize about the emergence of the mi-

What's Behind The

grant labor force, one can attribute

to mechanization the chief impetus
for migrant labor. The switch to

machine labor in the South reduced

the need for permanent agricultural
workers, and drove the sharecrop

pers from their homes. This pro

vided a mobile labor supply. In

creased specialization in the North,
meant that New York farmers had

to search outside their localities for

a large enough labor force.

Originally, migrant laborers came

largely from the cities within the

state, to supplement the local pop
ulation. These laborers were often

of immigrant groups. As they be

came assimilated, they moved on

to more lucrative positions.
The migrant labor pattern is

totally dependent upon an unskill

ed, underprivileged social group,
which is willing to subject itself to
the whims of weather, insects and

unstable markets.

As the southern Negro becomes

more prosperous, it is probable that
the migrant labor force will become

largely Puerto Rican. Eventually,
if the United States immigration
policy remains as strict as it is, this
labor source will dry up.

That this process occurs with

great rapidity is evidenced by the

fact that about half of the migrant
labor stream is new each year. At
the same time as the labor source is

diminishing the mechanization of

harvesting is increasing. A snap
bean harvester has made it neces

sary to eliminate migrants to a large
extent on farms where the machine

is used.

Forty counties in New York State

employ migrant laborers on a large
scale. In Suffolk County they are

needed to harvest the potato and

cauliflower crops. Another area

heavily dependent on migrant labor

is the Hudson Valley area. Here

they are used to pick fruit and

vegetables. They are also used for

the same purpose in Central and

Western New York, particularly
Madison, Oneida, Chenango, Erie,
and Wayne Counties. In Tompkins
and Cayuga counties, there are

several isolated camps.

The migrants reach these areas

either travelling alone, or under the

auspices of a crew leader. The crew

leader has usually had experience
as a laborer himself. Very often he

assumes the responsibility for a

small group of family and" friends.

In other instances he is a legal
contractor. He arranges for the

transportation of a group of laborers

and is paid by the farmer on a

piece-work basis. He, in turn, pays
the laborers. Often, the laborers are

merely a surplus from adjoining
states.

In 1957, the workers averaged
158 days of work for an annual wage
of $1091. The contractor, in a good
year may make a substantial profit,
however, his job involves great fi

nancial risk. In a bad season, he

may transport large numbers of
workers only to find that a sudden

Irost, dry weather, or a drop in
market price has greatly decreased
the need for migrants. The migi ;mt

Cornell Countrvk1an
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ant Labor Problem?

is obliged to spend long periods
of time in unemployment getting
about from place to place and wait

ing to be placed on a job.
The migrants are placed in

camps, some of which are of excel

lent caliber, but others of which

have inadequate medical and san

itary facilities, and makeshift

homes. There have been a number

of disasterous fires in farm labor

camps. Many of these were caused

by portable kerosene stoves. The

camps are run by individual farm

ers or a group or corporation of

growers. The farmer, therefore is

responsible for the management of

the camp. Where he is attentive,
the camp can be an efficient and

worthwhile social institution. Neg
lect in caring for these camps not

only lowers the laborers' living
standards but increases tension be

tween the laborers and the perman
ent residents of the community.
New York State has passed laws

insuring at least minimum protec
tion to the laborers in camps. The

State Health Department inspects
and issues permits for farm-labor

camps. It may also close, by injunc
tion, any camp with substandard

living conditions. The Health De

partment also provides, free of

charge tuberculosis and venereal

disease treatment, child health clin

ics, nursing services, and education

al services.

The State laws of 1950 provided
Child Care Centers for children up

to 14 years of age where there are

more than 15 children and the

by Barbara A. Deutsch '61

growers are willing to pay 15% of

the total cost. The migrants have

benefited from this program.

The State Police inspect each

farm labor camp at least once every
two weeks. They enforce state laws,

including those pertaining to trans

portation of migrants. The Inter

state Commerce Commission also

regulates the interstate transpor
tation of migrants.

Migrant labor in New York State

poses serious social problems in the

communities where it is used. Mi

grant worker's children swell com

munity schools in the late spring
and early fall. According to State

law, children between the ages of

seven and 16 are required to attend

schools whether permanent resi

dents or not. They also lay a heavy
burden on the community public
health facilities.

Although there is a group of pro

fessional migrants, e.g. celery pack
ers, who are highly skilled, the

average migrant is of a different

social stratum than the permanent

resident. Their wages are far low

er than the norm. They often have

no social moorings. The laborers

do not belong to groups for social

improvement such as the N.A.A.-

C.P. Because of their nomadic exist

ence, they have no community ties.

As long as the migrant worker

is necessary to the agricultural

economy of the state, it will be

essential for the communities in

volved to understand the migrant's

problems. The migrant's conditions

must be mitigated as much as pos

sible, but it is equally important
to remember that the migrant
worker is an integral part of the

state economy.

Meal time in the huge King Ferry, N.Y. Camp.
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Bob Burt

These three-quarter length hooded parkas are

perfect for hunting. Whether you are just "fool

ing around" or on one of those long winter field

trips, they keep you warm. Made with a zip-out

lining, they are both rugged and practical. Only

surplus could give you such a value for so little

cost.

ONLY $12.00

GUN & TACKLE CENTER
504 W. State St.

DON STREETER'S

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892

The Consumer Demands

Meat

With Built-in

Maid Service

by Jack E. Hope '61

{ids

Steak on the way to the slaughter house.

THE
TASK of "putting meat on the table" for

America's millions has become an increasingly
complicated business due to changing economic con

ditions, consumer preferences, and revolutionary de

velopments in the raising and marketing of livestock.
The meat packing industry consistently ranks

third or fourth in the nation in dollar volume of sales.

But, it operates on an amazingly low percentage of

profit, less than one cent on the sales dollar!
Meat packers depend on a tremendous output to

make a profit. With the vast amounts of machinery
and armies of labor that the meat industry requires,
any interruption of production such as a labor-man

agement dispute could easily prove disastrous. To in
sure a continuous flow of meat, packers must employ
both livestock buyers and meat salesmen. Because
meat is highly perishable, buyers and salesmen must

time their purchases and sales with the greatest

accuracy.

The skyrocketing standard of living jn tnjs
country has enabled families to purchase nunc expen
sive and more fully processed cuts of meat. In the h-r
10 vears, there has been a notable decline in th,-" tl|(- cut

10
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to order" type of meat purchase and a corresponding
increase in the pre-packaged, ready-to-eat cuts at the

retail level. Many meat packers are now in the process
of altering their operations so that nearly all meat

products can be entirely processed and packaged in

the slaughtering plant, rather than shipping carcasses

to chain and retail stores as is the practice today.
More meat is going into "packaged meals" at the

retail counters, as food distributers attempt to meet

the public's demand for time saving devices.

Age and other characteristics of the population
have a definite bearing upon consumption of meats.

Recently, certain heart ailments have been linked with

diets high in animal fats. This has been a factor in

the falling per capita consumption of pork.
The desire of modern Americans to control their

weights has further served to lessen the popularity
of fat cuts of all types of meat to such a point that
a revision of the meat grading system (which is based

in large part upon marbling or fatness) seems immin

ent. The increasing average age of our population indi

cates a swing to more easily digestible meats such as

lamb.

Another major change in the meat industry is

the gradual but definite decentralization of both the

livestock and the meat packing businesses. Irrigation
of and lands, conversion of farming operations from

crops and grains to the raising of animals, and utiliza

tion of new types of animal feeds have stimulated

cattle raising in areas which previously supported
few animals. The most spectacular increase in cattle

production is on the old cotton lands of the South.

Packers are decentralizing too. Increasing use of re

frigerated trucks for meat shipment has caused in

terior packers to spring up near the new areas of live
stock production.

Of what significance is all this to the consumer?

Just this, these changes represent the efforts of meat

packers and retailers to keep the prices which con-

Consumers want more service per pound.

Vis Aids

sumers pay for their foods at a "reasonable" level, and
to satisfy the tastes and demands of a changing
market. The alterations represent the most economical

means of serving the American public. This is accom

plished by adding services to a raw good. It's a safe

bet that the changes that are made in meat market

ing techniques do not just "happen," but are care

fully planned attempts to satisfy the appetite of

America in the most efficient manner.

CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER

Cupboard Bare?

Complete food store featuring over 3,000 non

food items.

Save your sales slips. They mean money to you

at the end of the year.

601-619 W. Clinton St.

Ithaca 2-2449

STATE DINER

The best food in town for the most reasonable prices

428 W. State St.
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Progressive Ideas In Plant Path. I

Rx for Sick Teaching

by Richard Kaufman '60

FORTY
years ago the late H.

H. Whetzel introduced progres

sive teaching to Plant Pathology 1 .

Today, Whetzel's experimental
methods are still more forward look

ing than much college teaching.

"This is the only course I've

taken that has treated me like a

man," volunteered a student sitting

in "plant path" lab one evening last

spring. This remark is typical of the

regard held for this unusual course.

As the College catalogue blandly

puts it, Plant Pathology 1 deals

with "the nature, cause, and control

of plant diseases." But the cata

logue doesn't mention that the style
of teaching in Plant Pathology 1

makes it unique among the courses

on campus.

The course is now taught by
Professors C. W. Boothroyd and

R. L. Millar, but remains much as

the late H. H. Whetzel conceived

it.

Whetzel, Cornell's first professor
of plant pathology, wanted to im

prove the techniques of teaching

college sciences. He assumed that

every college student has the desire

to learn and designed his courses to

spark that desire.

At the first lab session each stud

ent is given a list of plant diseases.
He selects one for each week of

the term. Each week the student

has fresh and preserved specimens,
slides, culture plates and photos
available to him.

From this point the investigation

of the disease is solely the student's

responsibility. He can study it in

any manner, at any time that he

wishes.

The laboratory doors are always

open. Many students come in the

evening when the lab is quiet. Often

they accomplish as much in one

hour as they would in two during
the regular lab session.

A student stumped on a tech

nique or a passage from the text

can get help from the professor or

his assistant. Wlietzel once said,

"The student can always see me

regardless of what I am doing or

with whom I may be in consulta

tion. . . no matter if my visitor be

the President of the University or

the Dean of the College."

Although Whetzel ignored con

vention and protocol, he had to bow

to the powers on the subject of

grades. Still, the grading system in

Plant Pathology 1 is distinctly
flavored by this man's thinking.

Fifty percent of the total grade
is based on periodic oral confer

ences. When a student feels mastery
over a particular disease he requests
a conference at a date of his choice.

At the conference he talks with an

instructor. The instructor examines

him on the history, nature, and

control of the disease.

These oral conferences have no

time limit other than that needed
to determine the student's know

ledge.

Cornell Countr\Ma



Students get personal instruction in Plant Path I.

Plant Path

The conferences have a certain

teaching value of their own. Many
students leave these conferences

realizing that they have got more

from a half hour "on the carpet"
than they could from three or four

hours at their desks.

If a student thinks he has done

poorly in conference he simply asks

to have his grade voided. He then

covers the same subject with the

same instructor at a later date.

The remainder of the grade is

based on a prelim (which is option

al), a term paper, and a final.

Do you feel that what sounds

good on paper doesn't necessarily
work out in practice? Look at some

of the results of Whetzel's "experi
ment."

Instituted in the early twenties,
Whetzel's teaching methods have

continued to the present almost un

altered.

Student comment is overwhelm

ingly favorable. Questionnaires fill

ed out at the end of the term drew

these responses: "very well organ

ized," "... factual, clear," "best

of its kind I have taken . . . this is

the type of course a college should

have."

Some refinements have been

made, and probably will continue

to be made. But the principle of

the student's freedom to investigate
remains the watchword of the

course.
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FOR A LIFETIME!

rtcarved
DIAMOND RINGS

GUARANTEED FOR

PERMANENT VALUE

Who else but Artcarved gives you this iron

clad, lifetime guarantee of diamond value? Any
time ym wish, anywhere in the U.S.A., you can

apply the FULL current retail price (less Tax)
of your Artcarved diamond ring toward the

purchase of a larger one
—

as stated in the

guarantee.

Beloved by Brides for Over 100 Years

Other Diamond King's
from $50 - $1500

Convenient Terms

SCHOOLEY'S INC.

Quality Jewelers

152 E. State

Engage
Bride's

BERKSHIRE

oient Ring ...

Circlet .

SET

$200.00
$ 16.00

•Trade mark Price Incl Fed. Tax.

rtlngs enlarged to show detail.

Ith. 4-1562

Tommy Slaight of Dans-

ville received $165 per cwt.

for his blue ribbon, prize

winning 4-H hog — a price

far above that week's out

side top of $14.25 per cwt.

on the Chicago market.

TO James Conmey, for the

Tobin Packing Company of

Rochester.

AT the 10th Annual Western

New York Fat Stock Show &

Sale.

COOPERATIVELY SPONSORED

BY ten agricultural groups,

including Empire Livestock

Marketing Cooperative.

On September 25 at Empire's
Caledonia stockyards.

This annual event—a show

case for the best in New York

grown steers, hogs and lambs

— is just one of the many

ways in which the livestock

industry of New York State

is served by

Livestock

Marketing Cooperative

Regular

Weekly Livestock Auctions

At

Bath, Bullville, Caledonia,

Dryden, (xOUYerneur, Greene,

Oneonta, Watertown and

West Winfield.
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WANT

BUILT?

Call

Baker Lumber
Ithaca 49927

Building Supplies

Lumber

Paint

Nails

505 Third St.

D. Keith Kennedy . .

A New Guide

for Cornell Research

AN
ADMINISTRATIVE organ

ization can do one of two

things. It can make a lot of rules

and regulations or it can provide
facilities and funds to aid individ

uals," explains Dr. D. Keith Ken

nedy, the new associate director of

research for the Colleges of Agri

culture and Home Economics. "We

will try to avoid the rules and

provide the help."

Professor Kennedy sees his job

as that of a middleman, coordin

ating the research being done in

the colleges. He administers funds—

federal, state, and private—to var

ious researchers and attempts to

"stimulate and foster cooperation

among different departments doing
related work."

The new director came to his job
after ten years of teaching and re

search in the department of ag

ronomy. He finished his own pro

jects last summer and expects the

graduate students working under

him to be finished in another year

or two. Most of his time now is

devoted to the tremendous job of

keeping 600 research projects in

smooth running order.

The job of research director is an

evergrowing one, especially in the

College of Agriculture. Presently,
there are over $5,000,000 worth of

research funds being spent in the

College annually. This amount in

creases as state and federal insti

tutions and private foundations and

industries invest more heavily in

agricultural research.

14

by Jill H. Beckoff '61

In addition to agricultural re

search, Director Kennedy will "help
in every way possible" his counter

part in the College of Home Econ

omics, Assistant Director Catherine

J. Personius. "Miss Personius," he

says, "will be mainly responsible
for home economics research, but

we will check with her and try to

remain aware of the needs and pro

gress of the home economics

school."

In his new job, Professor Ken

nedy replaces Dr. Charles E. Palm,
who retired last summer to become

dean of the College of Agriculture.
Like Dr. Palm, he will be primarily
a coordinator of the research pro

jects initiated by members of the

faculty, farm and consumer groups,

industrial leaders, or county agents.

Dr. Kennedy finds that agricul
tural research projects cover a wide

range of problems, both applied
and basic. They range from probing
in the dark, with little more than

a hunch to go on to seeking answers

to very specific questions. "The

only thing we try to avoid," accord

ing to Kennedy, "is routine testing

projects. We want to establish basic

principles."

In his own research, Dr. Kennedy
exercised his predilection for coor

dination, pioneering in the develop
ment of cooperative forage research

among the departments of agron

omy, animal husbandry, and plant
breeding. For his research in this

field he was awarded his( year's

Cornell Countrvman



New York Farmer's Award for out

standing agricultural research.

He also took part in pasture man

agement and silage research at the

Ruarka Animal Research Station in

New Zealand. At the time he was

both a Fulbright Research Scholar

and a Guggenheim Fellow.

Avocation ally, he is active in

Boy Scout work and is a sometime

photographer. He also has a wife

and two teenage sons to keep him

busy.

Ext. Teaching

D. KEITH KENNEDY

"research middleman"

Vancouver, Washington, is Di

rector Kennedy's home town and

Washington State University his

first alma mater. He didn't come to

Cornell until he was a masters can

didate and earned both that and his

doctorate here before joining the

Washington State faculty in 1947.

Two years later he returned to

Ithaca to become a professor of

agronomy. He has been here ever

since.

SAY YOU

SAW IT

IN THE

COUNTRYMAN

Direct your

feet

to the

SUNNYSIDE

RESTAURANT

SOUTHERN-FRIED

CHICKEN

STEAK

SEAFOOD

All Legal Beverages

Corner Elmira Rd. &

S. Meadow St.

Parking no problem

Students

Downtown

Service

Center

No Need To Run

Out of Gas On Those

Late Dates

(Unless you want to)

Tetter's Mobil

Service

Open 24 Hours A Day

211 W. State St.

WILKINS CASTLE WILKINS

Hour

Service

138 W. State

DRY CLEANING

'Fills A Pressing Need'

Laundry Services

2-1622

SENSATIONAL
WEBCOR PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH

$29.95 was $39.95
NEW I960 MODEL

Plays all speeds—regular records or stereo. A special purchase
enables us to offer a limited quantity of this model being sold

throughout the country at $39.95 for only $29.95. Limited quantity
—ideal for Christmas.

LENTS MUSIC STORE
TERMS — SERVICE

210-212 N. Tioga
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Before that Trek

To Cortland . . . .

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4-9053

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You'll find it at

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca 4-1271

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Are Now On Display In Our

GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT

We have a fine assortment of boxed

and individual cards.

We urge you to order your imprinted

cards post haste in order to assure de

livery by Christmas Vacation.

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE, INC.

BARNES HALL

for a PIZZA

that's A Treat-

Go t0 JOE#S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St.
Phone: 4-9039

16
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A habit of reaching years ahead

..that's Allis-Chalmers research

Putting the milestones in place along the road

to better power has become a habit with Allis-

Chalmers.

For the '30's the practice started with rubber

tires.

For the '40's . . . streamlining . . . outstanding

power for weight . . . starter and lights standard.

For the '50's . . . Traction Booster system

. . . two-clutch power control . . . Power-Shift

rear wheels and Power-Crater engine.

With the D-14 and D-17 Tractors, Allis-

Chalmers introduced Roll-Shift front axle and

Power Director or "Big Stick." It provides on-

the-go shifting and control of forward travel

completely independent of live PTO.

Now ... for the '60's . . . Allis-Chalmers re

search and engineering have developed the All-

New line of D-Series Tractors. This dynamic
new tractor family is now available in many

styles tailored to meet the individual power

needs of farmers and ranchers.

ALLIS-CHALMERS, FARM EQUIPMENT DIVISION, MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.

ALLIS-CHALMERS
Traction Booster anil Pok kk-Chateh are Alli-,-Chalmers trademarks.



Acquisitions DIv.

Alfred Mann Library

Cormell University

lthar;a. M. Y.

More zip

N? 44

ss slip

Powerful IH tractors have the sure-traction

and big hydraulic "muscles" to

load and haul record manure tonnage

Slam an IH tractor and its brawny loader into hard-packed
manure to cram the fork full when others can't. Feel how

big power, big wheels, and balanced weight give you sure-

traction even in slippery lots. Smooth, peppy IH engines,
that seem to "see" the load coming, power you through tough ;

spots where others slow or stall.

"Live" hydraulic power keeps raising loader fork as you

clutch or shift to shorten the loading cycle. This high-volume

hydraulic power givesMcCorrnick® loaders tremendous break

away lift . . . helps you load big spreaders minutes faster.

You power-steer your way in and out of tight spots and across

deep ruts with one-handed ease. And faster tractor speeds
and bigger-capacity McCorrnick spreaders help you spread
tons more manure in a shorter day !

| Clean low sheds and tight corners easily with low-profile
International'*' 240 Utility, and close-coupled McCorrnick No. 20

loader. This rugged loader lifts 900 lb . . . dumps fork clean at

nearly 8-foot height. Tidy up quickly with handy rear blade. You

control this blade precisely with Tel-A-Depth.

I

Power-load a 95-bushel spreader in a hurry with this
International 340 Utility tractor and a McCorrnick No. 34 loader.
Even in cramped and muddy lots, IH power steering, 2-way control
of bucket and boom, and optional Fast Reverser cut loading time

way down to help you move tons more manure daily.

Power-away your loading and hauling jobs fast with
IH tractors and McCorrnick equipment to gain extra
held time worth hundreds of dollars. See your IH
dealer for more facts, and a good deal'

Haul more loads in a day with faster transport speeds. Torque
Amplifier drive gives Farmall tractors two road speeds. You can

start a heavy load like this 95-bushel McCorrnick No. 31 spreader
in 5th-TA, and when the load is rolling, instantly step up to I6V2 mph>
without shifting gears.

lul

MATCH YOUR PAYMENTS

TO YOUR INCOME

See your

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER
dealer

benT.^edffiidChlr=ai;[T. minoi^^'^ ' " '^ '^ " ' ' Cons.ruc.ion Equ?prr'
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ChriSlMflSis a thousand things.

It's a winter's night, and an angel song ... a giant star, and a tiny stable . . .

a manger, and straw, and swaddling clothes.

Christmas is a chime ... a boy soprano, and Silent T^ight . . . carolers, and

The First ]<[oel . . . the tinkle of a bell on a sleigh, of a coin in a cup.

Christmas is Dickens, and Scrooge, and Tiny Tim. It's holly on the door,

a candle in the window . . . the scent of pine, and the sparkle of tinsel.

Christmas is red and green, and blue and silver. Christmas is white.

Christmas is cards, and ribbon, and tissue paper. It's a trip home, an open

latch, and a handclasp. It's giblets, and biscuits . . . cranberries, and mince'

meat pie.

Christmas is cold and warmth . . . forgiveness, and a smile.

Christmas is a prayer ... a renewed plea for an ancient hope . . . For Peace on

Earth, Good Will Toward Men.

Copt: John Deere, Molitie, III.

JOHN DEERE M O l_ I N E ILLINOIS



When you look at spreaders, keep in mind that New
Idea shreds finer, spreads wider, makes manure go to work
for you faster. For the sake of your soil, get a New Idea.

Manure spread with a Nl2£ Ipea

does your soil more good
Best for soil building . . . New Idea way. Water repellent Penta-treated pine models. You can buy any New Idea on

spreading action conditions manure for box can't rust, resists rot. new or used rubber. Special financing
fast soil building. Rugged U-teeth chew, Guaranteed for a full year Beefy

makes il easy t0 get a New IdEA'

rip, tear it to shreds. Contoured paddles brawny New Idea spreaders are buih t0 For more ^^ goil buildi , . _

slice it, spread it wide and thin.
shrug off the punishing jolts of mechan. for more economical manure handling . . .

Manure spread with a New Idea builds ical loading ... the all-over stress and for an all-around better spreader ... see
soil faster, boosts yields, means more strain of high-speed spreading ... the your New Idea dealer now.

money in your pocket. day-in, day-out pounding of heavy loads

Best for manure handling... Every New
hauled over rutted fields.

Idea gives you the convenience of tractor- Hard use (even abuse) is all in the

seat control in selecting spreading rates. day's work for a New Idea . . . guaran-

New Idea PTO spreaders have clutch for teed for one full year from the date you acjy-ILis,

easy cleanout . . . snap coupler to PTO get delivery.
. . . safety shielding on all gears and drive Choose the New Idea that fits your op-
shafts. Rear arch is slanted out of the eration from 2 PTO and 3 ground-drive

- ———— _ _____ Mail coupon today —— ___—

rrr, . ,» ,r , ~. , t.t.t.^ \ N_W _DEA FARM EQUIPMENT CO. division AvCO distributing CORP.

Tins Manure Value Dial FREE

^g^^fe. \ Coldwater, Ohio

with your request for literature. __^___Im?W\ ?lefe send free literature on ( ) PTO spreader models,

wC.^iJ7T,.,T—;,.>m X ( ) ground-drive spreader models. Also include tree
M¥ MANURE VALUE DIAL «m m

, ,

°
,

-
, „. , r, ..... ,, i i -i r

T^llo „„<,V, „„i„o, ~f ,-^ rmA„n~.A u„ mi • •■■ • HI % Manure Value Dial which will tell me the cash value of
lells cash value ol manure produced by itt i i

,

a____—_a m i Tin i

K
„ "MPWflM »

manure 1 handle yearly.
herds of up to 100 head. Calculates num- B^^^^^^H3__fflH M

ber of yearly trips to field for different ra^ Jjjf M
'""

capacity spreaders. Invaluable in determ- ^^sfff^l>^^_r
Address

ining how large a spreader to buy! ^s^gjjjiggs" m
Town State
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING IS NO

CHORE,

JUST COME TO THE CAMPUS

STORE

Every department has a wealth of gift sugges

tions for your family and friends, from Ansco

film to Zippo lighters!

Gift wrappings or boxes are available, with a

nominal charge on some items.

For convenience and fine gift selection, stop in

and see us today.

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE, INC.

BARNES HALL

True

Government

Surplus

R

K

A

S

Bob Burt

These three-quarter length hooded parkas are

perfect for hunting. Whether you are just ''fool
ing around" or on one of those long winter field

trips, they keep you warm. Made with a snap-
out, nylon pile lining, they are both rugged and

practical. Only surplus could give you such a

value for so little cost.

ONLY $12.00

GUN & TACKLE CENTER
504 W. State St.
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CAX.U/fiZ-7.

"Why am I switching to NYABC?" Both my

neighbor and his wife agree that it's the way to

get top producing, typier, longer-living cows in

their herd. And, that's the FIRST thing they've

agreed on in some 20 years. To break a record

like that, it's got to be good."

mm

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.

Judd Falls Road Ithaca, N. Y.

Goal: "A COW A MINUTE"—527.040 cows to be bred this

fiscal year to NYABC sires in New York State and Western

Vermont.

Is Your Car Committing

MUFFLER MURDER?

Have a new muffler installed

at

Glenn's Sinclair Station

QI

329 College Ave.

Ithaca 4-91 76

Cupboard Bare?

Co-op Shopping Center

Complete food store featuring over 3,000 non

food items.

Save your sales slips. They mean money to you

at the end of the year.

607-619 W. Clinton St.

Ithaca 2-2449

Don't- monkey

around—

Go to the

ROYAL PALM

for the best

in food and

drink.

209 Dryden Rd.

Ithaca 4-9119
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College in Transition

Last
month the largest faculty meeting in recent

years met to vote on Student Practice. Their vote

liberalized the requirements and may foreshadow a

change in overall policy in the College of Agriculture.

The new rules do not eliminate Student Practice.

All students will have some practice requirements. But

for most students not all of the practice credits will

have to be gained on farms. For some, none of the

credits will have to be from farm work.

Twenty-five weeks of farm work is the maximum

amount anyone will be required to fulfill under the

new rules. But many departments will require less

than 25 weeks on the farm.

Students majoring in such departments as bac

teriology, biochemistry, and science teaching won't

have any farm requirements at all. However, they
must complete 13 weeks of professional work before

they graduate.
For the first time in the history of the college,

coeds will be bound by the same rules on Practice as

men. Here again, their specific requirements depend
on their department.

Students in the College at present can choose

ROTHSCHILD'S

Beauty Salon

Styling Center of Ithaca

• Custom hair cuts

• Creative hair styling

• Long lasting permanent waves

See Mr. Carmen and his staff of

Four Specialized Hair Stylists

Phone 2-2411

State and Tioga Streets

whether they will complete the old or the new require
ments. The Student Practice office will continue to

supervise all on-the-farm work.

The Countryman has been opposed to the old

Student (Farm) Practice requirements for many

years. In theory, the old regulations insured that all

male students got an understanding of the problems
and pleasures of modern agricultural life. In actuality,
students with no farm experience (hence the ones

that needed it the most) got the worst jobs. Few

progressive farmers were willing to make the sacrifice

of training, boarding and feeding an inexperienced
college student. As a result, many students were forced

to get jobs on substandard farms. Too often, students
left these jobs with a more distorted picture of agri
culture than if they had never been on a farm.

There seem to have been two primary reasons

motivating the change in the practice requirements.

First, the college could handle 400 more students than

are currently enrolled. Using the tuition at the other

Cornell colleges as a gauge, a 400 underenrollment

means that #600,000 worth of education is being
wasted each year. One of the main reasons that the

college is currently underenrolled is the old Student

Practice requirement. It deterred many qualified
students from applying to the College.

Second, farm experience has little value for many
students. The College of Agriculture offers a vast

range of courses. Many of these are not bound in

trinsically to farming, e.g. science teaching, biochem

istry, etc. This does not mean they have no connection

with farming but that actual contact may be slight
or nonexistent. Students in these areas can probably
gain more from work in their field than from farm

experience.
The overall effect of the Student Practice changes

was to bring the College closer to the agricultural
realities of the state.

Some may say that the College is drifting from

its responsibility to farmers. Nothing could be further

from the truth. With four per cent of the state's

population in farming and forty per cent in agricultural
goods and services, the College must train "people to

improve antiquated marketing facilities, to increase
utilization of agricultural goods, to increase agricul
tural production, as well as to produce the goods them
selves.

S.A.B.

December Cover

P RANGES Ann McKittrick is our cover artist this
month. Miss McKittrick is a graduate student in

entomology. She has done scientific illustration for
many theses and books published on campus.
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Zilch is Hip,

Editor Square
by Zilch

Zilch
cranked up the Zilchmobile the other day and

made his way down to bustling Ithaca. It's always
a pleasure to see the merry Christmas season begin in

this rustic little village. Holly and tinsel and gay

lights and I don't know what-all are draped in gay

profusion. Rosy-cheeked merchants gulp tranquilizers
and scurry around polishing their cash registers and

loosening their money belts. Up on the hill the happy
students empty their bulky coats of all the Christmas

presents they've managed to shoplift. They look for

ward to vacation time when with other happy youths
they will go caroling the Winston commercial and

dancing to the Ave Maria Cha Cha Cha. There's

nothing like an old fashioned Christmas.

Last month Zilch was reading about Norman

("The Naked and Dead") Mailer's latest book. One

of the sections of the book classifies assorted subjects
on a "hip" vs. "square" basis. For example he says

that "Richard Nixon is hip, John Foster Dulles is

square. The New York Herald Tribune is hip,
The New York Times is square. Motorcycles are hip,
scooters are square." Not to be outdone in the non

sense department, Zilch has compiled an upper campus

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

December, 1959

hip-square listing: Brown Swiss are hip, Holsteins are

square. Tung nut, wheat, corn, sugar beet, and
tobacco farms are hip; dairy and poultry farms are

square. Dead hours in the Straight cafeteria are hip,
dead hours in the Ivy Room are square. A clean
shaved chin is hip, a bearded chin (except for coeds)
is square. Chewing Mail Pouch is hip, Chewing Union
Leader is square. Zilch is hip, the Editor is square.

Zilch was gratified to learn that someone had

smuggled a Countryman to the little old lady of
Sheldon Court. Last month the besotted flacks of a

campus humor magazine allowed how one of our head

lines caught their fancy.
One of Zilch's informants reveals that a flick has

just been released which probably contains more bull

than any other of the age. It stars the voice of Sam

Woodside and the music of Jack Deal. The flick:

"This Is My Life, Calico C. Clarence," an NYABC

production. Woodside plays a large, black and white

Holstein bull in this epic of life on Judd Falls Road.

The Pipe and Tobacco Council sent Zilch some

interesting statistics recently. They claim that 65 per

cent of the coeds prefer a man who smokes a pipe.
They also claim that 18 percent of male college stu

dents smoke pipes. Hence, Zilch calculates that pipe
smoking should be a sterling way to offset the Ratio.

Zilch intends to smoke a large calabash in Mann

Library for the next month in confident expectation
that he will be overwhelmed by insatiable coeds de

siring a man who smokes a pipe. All right, girls, on

your mark. . .

Countryman Elections

THE Countryman is pleased to announce the election

of M. Christine Sidler '62, Jane E. Brody '62,

Hillary T. Brown '63, and Tina E. Bloomstein '63 to

our editoral staff and the election of Virginia Swanson

'62, Linda J. Reed, Martin Wolf, Alan W. Burg, and

Judith H. Fischer, all '63, to our business board.

To Get

a PLUMBER

ca||— Ithaca 3415

Plumbing

Heating Supplies

Installations

Donohue-Halverson,

Inc.

602 W. Seneca
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Saris are found at Cornell as well as in their native lands.
Ithaca Journal

Fashion Floors Foreign Folks

A
GRACEFULLY draped sari brushes the floor

as the Indian woman, laden with books, makes

her way through the crowded corridors of Martha Van.

She stands out among many because of her dress.

The Indian women at Cornell find few problems
in dress because they keep their traditional clothing.

They maintain their nationality through dress. But

they, and all other foreign women coming to Cornell,
face many problems and decisions in adapting to our

ways of dress.

Saris, the principle item in the Indian costume,

are made of a long piece of either silk or cotton. The

material forms principally the skirt of the garment,

but is also part of the top. It is wound around the

body with one end draped over either the head or

shoulders. The distinction here results from the wo

man's native province.
All foreign students have the problem of the right

clothes for the occasion. The Indian woman must de

cide on the color and material of her sari. "Should my

sari be cotton or silk?" she asks; and "should it be

bright or dark, solid or printed."
For the other women the problem is greater. They

must decided the style of dress—should it be cock

tail, formal, or tailored; the fabric—should it be wool,
taffeta, or cotton; and the color.

Saris Transform.

In the classroom the Indian woman presents a

curious mixture of America and India. A cotton sari

usually makes its appearance. For a bodice a sweater

is used. This is warm enough for chilly winter days and
does not detract from the grace and beauty of the sari.

Flat, comfortable shoes such as loafers or saddles are

adopted. The Ithaca weather and hills make these a

wise choice.

For teas, cocktails, dinners the costume changes

by Carole J. Wedner '61

of an Indian woman are just as subtle and successful

as those of her other foreign sisters. Silk replaces cot

ton in the sari. It can be more decorative with borders

and embroidery. The traditional little blouse is sub

stituted for the sweater.

One Indian student in Textiles made a cocktail

sari. She found some copper colored nylon and pur

chased it. First she adapted the design of the native

blouse to some of it. The rest she draped as a sari.

Because the fabric was stiff it billowed instead of

clinging to her body. Thus she appeared at parties
having adapted a dressy fabric to her native style.

Indonesian women often use their native dress

for special occasions. The sarong is somewhat like a

sari. It takes the place of our skirt. A long piece of

Batique material is sewed together in the form of a

big tube to make it. The wearer steps into it and

wraps it tightly around her. On the left side are six

to eight inches of permanent pleats. The blouse is an

overblouse of sheer silk print. A sheer silk scarf is

worn over the left shoulder.

Foreign Footwear.

Shoes depend on the weather and method of

transportation as well as the occasion. Those worn

in India are of embroidered cloth. They often have

interesting toes—turned up or open-worked. Some are

flat; others have carved wooden heels. These would

look nice at a dance or cocktail party. Wet or snowy
weather might make it advisable to substitute them

with leather heels.

Problems of other nationalities can be solved

easily. Simplicity is the keynote of campus living.
"It is better to under-dress than over-dress," warns

Miss Frances Spratt of the textile and clothing de

partment.

Those who wish to adopt American clothing

6 Cornell Countryman



choose a few plain tailored dresses or suits. A plain
black wool jersey dress can be worn anywhere from

the classroom to a faculty tea or dance. Its versatility
comes from the use of accessories. A simple circle

pin takes the dress to class while a strong of gold
beads are for a tea and a rhinestone pin and bracelet

for a dance.

A change of shoes can make a difference too.

High heels put a dress in the dressed up category;

flat comfortable ones belong in the classroom.

A suit presents even more avenues of versatility.
A tailored, oxford cloth shirt looks good in the class

room. A blouse with short sleeves and peter pan collar

can make a suit fit for a tea. A frilly, silk blouse worn

with iust the skirt is right for a cocktail party.

Gloves and a hat make any suit or dress ready
for church. A bright flower on the collar and it is

readv for a visit to President Malott.

Weather in Ithaca causes problems with outer

clothes. A good many of the days are wet with rain

and snow and winter brings freezing temperatures.

Bundling up to immobility is not the answer to com

batting Jack Frost.

When venturing outdoors one good warm coat

is the best protection. Here, heaviness is not a criteria

for warmth. A light weight wool coat with a millium

lining is excellent. Popular and equally warm are wool

coats lined with fluffy pile of orlon or nylon. These
have the feel of fur against the skin, but not the

weight of it.
Ears are especially sensitive to cold. The long,

knitted "six footers" are warm and can be wrapped
around the neck as well as the head. Silk or cotton

scarves work well too.

Nylon stockings, wool knee socks, or tights pro

tect legs from winter's bitter winds. Leather gloves
lined with fur or wool, or wool gloves protect hands.

Snow and slush call for galoshes. Sturdy rubber

boots that go over shoes are excellent protection. Fur
lined leather boots eliminate wearing shoes and are

warm.

The buildings on and off campus are well heat

ed. There is, therefore, no need for long red undies or

wool stockings. A sweater worn either alone or with

a blouse is enough to keep anyone warm when she

is inside.

December, 1959

THE HILL DRUG STORE

New Location

408 College Avenue

Next to Bill's Luncheonette

▼

• Prescription Department

• Proprietory Remedies

• Daily and Sunday Newspapers

• Magazines

• Stamps

• Bus Tickets

• Notary Public

w

Open Mon.-Sat. 'til Midnight

Sunday until 10:00

2 Free Deliveries Daily It. 3479
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Babcock Bessies ready to face the world C. Hadley Smith—Babcock Poultry Farm

Babcock Chicks Go 'Round The World

Latin America, Germany, the United States—

the hatching grounds for Bessie . . .

Babcock Poultry Farm's prize chicken.

by Edward L. Razinzsky '61

HATCH
chicks on State Street

in Ithaca? It doesn't seem

likely. Yet it was in a small store

on the corner of State and Meadow

Streets that Monroe Babcock, in

1935, started a hatching business

that today ranks fifth in size in the

nation.

Due to the definite chicken smell

coming from the hatchery, Mr.

Babcock's landlady objected. After

three years on State Street, Bab

cock Poultry Farm moved to its

present location five miles northeast

of Ithaca on the Trumansburg
Road.

Babcock Poultry Farm started

on 30 acres. Now, according to Miss

Margaret Gibson, advertising man

ager, the farm covers 300 acres,

200 additional acres of rented land,

and has 20 flock-owner farms with

in a 30 mile radius raising birds.

20,000,000 "Bessies".

During the first year on the farm

Mr. Babcock hatched 365,000
chicks. For the year 1958-59, Miss

Gibson reports that 20 million

"Babcock Bessies" were sent to

poultrymen in the United States.

The obvious element of the Bab

cock story is growth. But this can

not be the whole story. Poultry

production is a huge business in the

United States. Competition between

hatcheries sometimes reaches cut

throat proportions. For any hatch

ery or breeder (Babcock is both)

to become successful, it has to sell

chicks. To do this the chick must

give the poultryman what he wants

... a chick that will make money

for him.

Mr. Babcock's offering has come

in the form of Bessie. Babcock

Bessie is the name of the strain of

chickens developed by Babcock

Poultry Farm. She is the product
of an extensive breeding program

designed to produce a bird that will

satisfy the needs of the poultry-
man.

The Babcock strain, and basically
all others, are bred in the following

way.

There are certain characteristics

that are necessary in good laying
birds. For example: long life, high
rate of production, uniform egg size

(preferably large), good interior

quality, strong shells to name only
a few.

Breeders start with a base stock.

The specific crosses are trade sec

rets, but in general a program works

something like this.

A particular strain may be noted

for heavy egg production, another

for good interior egg quality. These

two strains are crossed to produce
a bird with both these character

istics.

Perhaps this resulting chicken

lays a lot of eggs with good interior

quality but with weak shells. It

then is crossed with still another

strain which is strong in this trait.

Various series of breedings are

carried out until the breeder comes

up with a particular set of crosses,

or a strain, that satisfactorily meets

all the requirements.

Fach time chickens with different

characteristics are crossed a new

type, or strain, or bird is produced.
Fach strain is then named.

Some breeders use their own

names or the names of their farms

for their strains. Miss Gibson said

that Mr. Babcock had a different

angle. He decided to use women's

names. Hence, Bessie and Barbara

for the two Babcock strains.

8
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Hot Rock Incubators

Breeding is only part of the busi

ness. The other part is mass pro

ducing the product for sale . . .

hatching chicks.

Long before Babcock Bessie, or

Babcock, Monroe, for that matter,

the ancient Egyptians and Chinese

were trying to copy the conditions

under the hen while she was hatch

ing an egg. The ancients used hot

rocks as a source of heat.

The modern, almost completely

automatic, incubators like those

used by Babcock certainly don't

look like those used by the ancients,
but the basic idea is the same . . .

to artificially provide an environ

ment for the fertile egg so that the

chick embyro may develop and the

chick hatch.

The process is divided into two

parts: incubation and hatching.

Incubation, which lasts for 18

days, takes place in roughly what

amounts to an insulated box. In

here, the temperature, humidity and

ventilation can be strictly con

trolled.

Eggs are placed on trays in the

incubator. It has been found that

turning the eggs is essential for

good hatching, so the whole tray is

tilted 45° periodically.

The changing requirements of the

growing embryo are met by putting

the eggs in a hatcher for the last

three days. This machine is also

an insulated box, but with different

conditions of temperature and

humidity than are found in the in

cubator.

If all goes well, at the end of 21

days a new Babcock Bessie emerges

from the shell to face the world.

Bessie chicks are then "sexed."

Egg producers want only birds that

lay eggs, so the underprivileged

male has to be removed. Babcock

Poultry Farm, Miss Gibson pointed

out, guarantees 98 percent pullets

(females).

Fresh Chicks For Sale.

After the chicks are put into

cardboard boxes (100 per box plus

four extras), they can be sent any

where that can be reached in about

72 hours. A chick that has just
hatched has enough food in its

system to last 72 hours and can

survive tor this long without being
fed.

It would be difficult and ex

pensive to send chicks to many

points in the United States from

Ithaca within the 72 hour limit.

For this reason, said Miss Gibson,
a network of franchise hatcheries

was established by Babcock Poul

try Farm.

According to Miss Gibson, there

are 89 Babcock franchise hatcheries

in 43 states and Canada. These

hatcheries, privately owned and

operated, contract to hatch and sell

only Babcock Chicks. In this way,

explained Miss Gibson, Babcock

Bessies are hatched at a convenient

shipping distance from any poultry-
man to assure freshly hatched

chicks.

Through an associate hatchery

program, poultrymen "South of the

Border" are raising Bessies.

The "associate" part of the names

of these Babcock branches is used

to distinguish them from the

domestic franchise hatcheries. Their

functions, however, are the same.

Miss Gibson reports that there

are now 37 associate hatcheries in

Latin America, Mexico and also in

Europe.

Babcock In Europe.

As a part of a program to extend

Babcock operations in Europe, Miss

Gibson explained the Babcock Poul

try Farm in Germany. This farm

would be to Europe what the Ithaca

farm is to America. The farm in

Germany would be the central

breeding and hatching plant with

the equivalent of franchise hatch

eries branching out from it.

Monroe Babcock, who studied

poultry and Ag Ec at Cornell, said,
"I've raised chickens ever since I

could count the eggs." Counting
the eggs used in hatching the 20

million chicks last year, to say

nothing of the bookkeeping involv

ed, should require nothing less than

an electronic brain . . . which hap

pens to be the case.

As a further step toward more

efficient operations Babcock Poul

try Farm uses IBM machines for

bookkeeping. These machines tabu

late records, address material for

mailing, duplicate, sort and file the

thousands of cards used in running

a modern hatchery.

C. Hadlcy Smith—Babcock Poultry Farm

Monroe C. Babcock holds a Babcock Bessie strain-cross White Leghorn.
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THE BEST

THE MARKET OFFERS

The job of Empire Livestock

Marketing Cooperative is to pro

vide facilities and experienced

personnel so that its consignors

will get the best prices possible

on the day they market their

livestock.

In a large industry like live

stock marketing, prices are de

termined by the total supply of

livestock measured against the

demand for livestock all over the

United States. This supply-de
mand ratio is measured most of

ten in large marketing centers

like Chicago where thousands of

head of livestock are marketed

daily.

The many good buyers who

regularly attend Empire's weekly
and many special sales create

prices at Empire which compare

favorably with those on the na

tional market.

And Empire itself has a twelve

year record of providing the best

possible marketing facilities fea

turing honest weights, prompt

payment, and full information

on market prices paid and cur

rent trends.

pS«B"

Livestock

Marketing Cooperative

Stockyards at

Bath — Bullville

Caledonia — Dryden

Gouverneur — Greene

Oneonta — Watertown

West Winfield

Science and Faith

Can Coexist

DR. JOHN M. KINGSBURY,
assistant professor of botany,

has discovered that the scientific

mind need not be devoid of faith.

In fact, he has found that certain

scientific facts often substantiate

philosophical truths taught by
members of the religious world.

The scientific method, points out
Dr. Kingsbury, limits the biologist
to looking at life with a "scientific

eye, dispassionately, objectively,
unemotionally ... he must not

speak of soul, right and wrong, pur

pose, ethics, faith, hunches, cunning,
sorrow, hate and the like—these

are unscientific. . . . No less a

scientist than Harlow Shapley has

stated, 'Scientists cannot have faith.

Ours is a perpetual inquiry: any

acceptance of faith—in a scientific

or a metaphysical or an aesthetic

sense
—brings inquiry to a halt'."

The scientific method is as im

portant and useful to Dr. Kings
bury as it is to any other scientist.

But it does not regiment every as

pect of his thoughts. He applies it

to those situations to which it is

applicable, but does not follow it

so closely that "sensitivity to other

approaches to truth is crowded

out."

Dr. Kingsbury notices an in

creasing tendency among the mem

bers of the scientific world to delve

into the "philosophical significance
of scientific concepts." This allows

room in the mind of the scientist for

two schools of thought—the physi
cal and the metaphysical. It per
mits him to successfully integrate
both philosophies, applying each

one in its appropriate situation. Dr.

Kingsbury finds support of this

viewpoint in certain biological facts
from which one can easily draw

philosophical inferences.

The Hesitant Wolf.

The behavior patterns of the

timber wolf have been pointed
out by Konrad Lorenz, a noted

German descriptive biologist. When

by Jane E. Brody '61

engaged in combat, the wolf who is

near defeat exposes his throat—the

most vulnerable part of his body—

to the apparent victor. Instead of

the stronger animal closing his jaws
on the throat of the weaker, he fails

to strike. Similar behavior is ob

served among other members of the

animal kingdom.
Well then, what about the human

being? Is he not an animal too?

Religious thinkers teach man that

"whosoever shall smite thee on the

right cheek, turn to him the other

also." But to man, this attitude

seems contradictory to the theory
of survival of the fittest. How can

man expose himself to the weapons

of his competitor? Yet, it is ob

vious that in the natural world this

is just the phenomenon often ob

served.

In other words the religious
teaching of turning the other cheek

has a "biologically sound founda

tion." What could be more accept
able to the scientific mind?

There is another aspect of the

natural world, explored by Dr.

Kingsbury himself, which sheds

light upon his views. In the world

of algae—microscopic plants which

form the scum often found in ponds
—there exists an evolutionary trend

which is based upon immediate

losses resulting in eventual g-ains.
to

One path of evolution begins with
a free swimming algae, capable of

reproducing a variable number of

daughter cells. It slowly evolves into
a flat colony of 32 cells, all motile

and each producing exactly 32

daughter cells. Finally, it develops
into a spherical colony of about

50,000 cells, only a few of which

are capable of reproduction, the

rest being strictly vegetative cells.

In becoming part of the colony
the individual algae loses: "the

ability to divide into a varying
number of daughter cells, . . . the

eyespot, . . . motility, . . . the abil

ity to remain alive apart from the
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colony, and reproduction capacity."
Kingsbury calls these items of an

"absolute" nature.

But, in joining the colony, the

algae gains such things as: "organ
ization, division of labor, definity
of number of cells." These items

are considered "abstract" by Dr.

Kingsbury.
It is obvious that the spherical

colony is more advanced than the

unicell, but in order to achieve this

state of advancement, the unicell

had to suffer losses of an absolute

nature in order to gain items of an

abstract nature. This concept of

"gain through loss" is one factor

Dr. Kingsbury believes to be fre

quently essential to evolution.

One step back, two forward.

It is at this point that Dr. Kings
bury draws his parallel to human

life. Why shouldn't human nature

follow these same trends? If we

were able to stand aside and view

objectively "the absolutes of change
which at first appear to be losses,"

perhaps we would see that they are

merely "making way for total

gains."
Instead of reflecting over these

losses in sorrow and distaste, we

should accept them in hopes that

they will result in an eventual bene

fit far surpassing the consequences

of the immediate losses.

This acceptance requires a kind

of faith. Yet this faith is not pro

claimed blindly, for it is based upon

observations of the natural world

of which human beings are a part.

And so, Dr. John Kingsbury has

shown that one and the same per

son can be a man of science, fol

lowing the strict rules of the scien

tific method, and a man of faith,

capable of finding comfort in meta

physical thoughts.

Bob Burt

Dr. John M. Kingsbury
—man of science

and faith
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For the best in

clothing

Browning King & Co.

224 E. State St.

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.
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The Fight to Save Our Forests

A Countryman Editor examines the battle of conservationists

to preserve the nation's natural resources.

by Jack E. Hope '61

One government agency pays farmers to reclaim land . . .

*Tp he interests who support the

J- conservation of natural resources

in this country are fighting an up

hill battle, not only against private
persons and firms who seem to

possess an uncanny facility for pol

luting streams, destroying wildlife

and ruining public lands, but

against branches of government and

individuals within these branches

as well. These governmental bodies

and the officials within them sup

posedly are representing public in

terests, conservation included.

Northway: People vs. Trees.

To cite one very recent example
of this friction between conservation

groups, consider New York's

"Northway" project which was ap

proved by the state's voters at the

polls on the third of last month.

This measure authorizes the con

struction of a new super-highway
through part of the Adirondack

forest preserve. Although the State

Conservation Council (made up of

and advisory body of representa

tives from N.Y.S. sportsmens'
clubs) voted no on the proposition
by a vote of 24 to 17. Harold G.

Wilm, N.Y.S. conservation com

missioner, along with other conser

vation groups, heartily supported
the measure. Governor R o c k e-

feller's comment on the project that

"people are more important than

trees," indicates that he supports

"Northway" on the belief that the

public needs a 4-Iane highway into

their wilderness lands in order that

they may enjoy the rigors of the

great outdoors from the air-

conditioned interior of an auto

mobile!

Without delving into the pros and

cons of this issue, the point to be

made is that such rifts in the forces

of conservationists are apt to

broaden into splits on other issues

wh^re complete unity is essential.

Within our federal government,

many programs administered by one

branch are in complete opposition
to policies advanced by other

governmental agencies. This in

decision as to the proper course of

action is not amusing. It is taking

dollars out of the taxpayer's pocket
as well as defeating the cause of

conservation.

Let's take a look at the drainage

schemes initiated by both the

Bureau of Reclamation and the

Agricultural Conservation Program

by which farmers are paid for turn

ing wet lands into tillable acreage.

Concurrently, under the Soil Bank,

farmers are receiving payment for

removing lands from production in

order to reduce surpluses. In view

of our growing surpluses, with

drawal seems to be a logical course

of action. The Fish and Wildlife

services are seeking to take advan

tage of any land withdrawals by

converting these lands into areas

capable of supporting wildlife. How

ever, it can be seen that their efforts

are hindered by the aforementioned

policies of "reclamation."

Minors Exploit. . .

Another incidence of intra-

governmental conflict which pops

up all too often involves the Federal

Bureau of Mines. This body has

the power to grant exploitation of

mineral resources discovered on

public lands, pending favorable

assay reports. Since many of the

public forest lands contain mineral

deposits, a hash often arises over

the issue of opening these areas to

the devastations of mining opera

tions or preserving the forests for

recreat:onal uses.

A dispute of this sort is believed

by many to have been instrumental

in the resignation of President

Kisenhower's first Secretary of the

Interior, Douglas McKay. The

issue in point was the Al-Serma case

in which it was claimed by con

servationists that McKay granted
exploitation rights in a national

forest as a personal favor to the

Al-Serma mining firm. Congression-
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while another pays them to return land to nature.

al investigation ensued. The impli
cations by the opponents of exploit
ation have been that the secretary

had approved the project so that

his "friends" could make a tidy

profit on the cutting of timber in

the mining area. It was even sug

gested that McKay ok'd the project
before receiving the all-important

assay reports. McKay resigned soon

after the committee brought forth

its findings. Can such missteps be

attributed to lack of inter-agency

harmony, or simply to mismanage
ment?

Be that as it may, the proposal
was abandoned and the federal min

ing laws amended as a result. The

amendment separated the privileges
of exploiting desposits and of har

vesting timber in the mining area.

A firm may no longer use mineral

assays as an excuse to gain access

to the forest resources on federal

lands; a step in the right direction,
but only after a painful lesson.

Coordination

A program of coordination be

tween various branches and levels of

government to best meet the needs

of the American public seems to be

at least part of the answer to con

servation's predicament. Such a

scheme was the Coordination Act

of 1934, which has had teeth put

into it during the Eisenhower ad

ministration. This law, in essence,

demands cooperation between such

agencies as the U.S. Corps of Army
Engineers and the Fish and Wild

life Service in order to provide wise

conservation measures on all

projects (reservoirs, etc.) con

structed by the federal government.
This measure is a good example

of what needs to be done in the

way of coordinating the interests

of conservation with the goals of

other public or private projects.
The law should serve as a stimulus

for similar legislation.
Those groups concerned with the

future of our scenic and recreational

resources of forests, wildlife, etc.,

are faced with enough outside op

position, without having to battle

with governmental bodies as well.

It is the duty of conservation,

whether on a private or govern

ment basis, to integrate their inte

rests with other public projects. For

only in this manner can conser

vationists cope with the increasing

problem of preserving the American

outdoors for generations to come.

FOR A LIFETIME!

rtcarved
DIAMOND RINGS

GUARANTEED FOR

PERMANENT VALUE

Who else but Artcarved gives you this iron

clad, lifetime guarantee of diamond value? Any

time yiu wish, anywhere in the U.S.A., you can

apply the FULL current retail price (less Tax)

of your Artcarved diamond ring toward the

purchase of a larger one
—

as stated in the

guarantee.

Beloved by Brides for Over 100 Years

Other Diamond Rings
from $50 - $1500

Convenient Terms

SCHOOLEY'S INC.

Quality Jewelers

152 E. State

BERKSHIRE SET

Engagement Ring $200.00
Bride's Circlet $ 16.00

Ith. 4-1562

STATE DINER

The best food in town for the most reasonable prices

428 W. State St.
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Conquering the Liver Fluke

Dr. Clifford 0. Berg, College of Agriculture

entomologist, has discovered a practical way

to break the life cycle of the liver fluke.

by Elizabeth L. Pomada '62

THROUGHOUT
most of the

marshy areas of the world, the

liver fluke is a common enemy of

both livestock and man. The liver

fluke causes a disease called "liver

rot" and often destroys the health

of whatever it is infesting.

The U.S. Department of Agri

culture estimates that the liver

Marsh fly of species sent to Hawaii, and

its egg mass, just above water line on

emergent vegetation.

fluke cost cattle and sheep raisers

over £7,000,000 between 1942 and

1952. Until recently, control of the

liver fluke was limited. But an acci

dental discovery by a College of

Agriculture entomologist may lead

to the control of this parasite.

Ten years ago, Dr. Clifford O.

Berg noticed that a snail in his

aquarium was being attacked and

killed by tiny larvae. He identified

the larvae as belonging to the marsh

fly family.
This discovery was important

because snails are a key link in the

complex life cycle of the liver fluke.

The snail is host to an immature

form of the fluke. The only way

the liver fluke can be transferred

from one animal to another is

through the snail. If the snails in

an area could be destroyed, then

the life cycle of the liver fluke

would be halted and they would

die out.

By 1952, Berg had observed six

species of marsh fly. Their larvae

Fly larva attacks snail, pursues when it retreats into shell, and begins big meal.

all had the same taste—snails. En

couraged by these results, Berg con

tinued his studies until today he

has examined 70 species of marsh

fly from many parts of the globe.
Dr. Berg now believes that all

marsh fly larvae are snail killers.

Last year, Hawaiian entomolo

gists asked Berg to send them

marsh fly larvae. The islands' cat

tle industry was being crippled by
the liver fluke.

Dr. Berg and his associates rear

ed a Nicaraguan marsh fly which

feeds on a snail closely related to

the Hawaiian type.

The Nicaraguan marsh fly has all

the ear marks of a good insect

control—high fertility, fecundity,
and longevity; and it's easy to raise.

Its larva are energetic and robust.

This fly has just been introduced

on the island of Oahu and it looks

promising. Three months after adult

flies were released, flies in all stages

of life could be found, assuring

scientists that the flies had become

established.

Dr. Berg's research is being con

ducted under a grant from the Na

tional Institute of Health, U.S.

Public Health Service. His study
of the life cycle of marsh flies is

continuing. At present, he is ex

tending his study to Europe in the

hope that there may be a better,

more efficient, snail killer which

would conquer the flukes of man.
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Sociologists Compare . . .

Churchgoing and Personality

r* HURCHGOERS' personality
^* and behavior differ from non-

churchgoers', say two rural soci

ologists, William W. Reeder and

Paul C. Heckert. Professor Reeder

and Heckert, a graduate student,
have just completed a survey of

churchgoing in an industrial com

munity of 4000 in central New

York.

Families were called religious ac

cording to their membership in

church organizations and the money

and time they gave to it. Reeder

and Heckert found that these fami

lies have different outlooks and at

titudes than non-religious families.

Churchgoing families, observed

in the survey, tend to be home

owners with high incomes. They are

more conscious of health measures

than non-churchgoing households

and tend to be more ethical and

honest. Religious families are also

more satisfied with life and believe

it has more purpose than non-re

ligious homes.

On the other hand, non-church

goers are more self-confident. They

place a higher value on the edu

cation of their children and are

constantly striving for self-improve
ment.

Women in both types of homes

belong to more religious organiza

tions than their husbands.

Reeder and Heckert venture var

ious explanations for their unus

ual findings.
They conclude that women are

more inclined to join religious

groups than men because they have

more available time and because

church groups offer social and edu

cational contact.

Religious persons tend to have

less self-confidence than non-re

ligious persons. This stems from

church activities that are profes

sionally planed and led by trained

church leaders. "This affords less

opportunity for congregations to

plan, participate in, and lead var

ious activities. Instead they fol

low their church leaders in planned

meetings," states Professor Reeder.

"However, non-religious activities

are lead by individual members.

Non-religious groups are partial to

members who are self-assured. Their

election committees tend to invite

by Hillary T. Brown '63

members who will add prestige to

their group, as opposed to church

groups which have open member

ship."
Because of their Bible and re

ligious training, religious persons

score higher on honesty and ethical

questions.
It has been proven that church

goers adhere strongly to the idea

that life has a purpose. However,

they do not have any more faith

in the future than their non-re

ligious counterparts.

Generally, it has been established

through this survey that church

goers are more ethical and have

more satisfying relations with their

family, neighbors and fellow em

ployees, while non-churchgoers rate

higher in public committee partici
pation, self-confidence and leader

ship.
The results of this survey are of

considerable significance. In the

past studies, religious and non-re

ligious people have been included

in one category. In this research

project, 36 out of the 40 factors

studied indicated that the two

groups have different characteris

tics. The observations are intended

to aid the community in correcting
their ideas and standards.

In this way, Professor Reeder

believes that the "people in the

community can have the power to

choose the standard of education

and ideals taught in their commun

ity, and will therefore stimulate ed

ucation in broader perspectives."

It's time to start think

ing about Christmas

gifts!

Remember, good things
come in little packages.

Get the best good things

at

Hill's Jewelers
307 E. State

Opp.—Strand Theatre

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP
413 College Ave. Ith. 4-0519

Gifts and Jewelry

House of China
— 1 10 N. Aurora—

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Buy Albums by

THE WEAVERS
for Christmas gifts

LENTS MUSIC STORE

210-212 N. Tioga It. 2-2130

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

^AL |f0NTANa
ACROSS FROM LEONARDO'S

December, 1959
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DON STREETER'!

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You'll find it at —

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca 4-1271

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

tor a PIZZA

that's A Treat—

Go to JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St. Phone: 4.9039

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

One

Stop

Shopping

at

EGAN'S IGA

402 College Aye.
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Build A Career in Agriculture

with

G. L. F.

G.L.F., a farmers' purchasing and marketing cooperative,

offers excellent career opportunities in agriculture.

Openings are in management, sales, and technical fields.

To qualified men, G.L.F. provides:

• Good Starting Salary

•

Thorough Training Programs

• Full Advancement Opportunities

• Liberal Employee Benefits

For further information contact

JOHN W. LLOYD, Selection Supervisor

Personnel Relations Department

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC.

ITHACA, N. Y.



Acquisitions Div.

Alfred Mann Library

Corraell University

Ithaca, N. Y.
N? 81

Worlds greatest tractor

family gives every farmer top

earning power

on every job...

There are six Farmall
®

power sizes

. 10 to 65 hp - - - models and options unlimited!

There are seven International

tractor power sizes . . . IO to 80 hp!

There are six International

crawler tractors . . . 40 to 202 hp!

Dozens of types, sizes, and options let a farmer

"design" his own IH tractor to fit a 5 acre

truck farm ... a 5,000 acre wheat ranch ... or

any other acreage or farming enterprise in be

tween !

11

See your

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER Dealer

International Harvester Products pay for themselves
in use — Farm Tractors and Equipment . . . Twine . . . Indus

trial Tractors . . . Construction Equipment . . . General

Office, Chicago 1, Illinois.
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Does He

or

Doesn't He

Buy his long

winter underwear

at

Gun & Tackle Center

504 W. STATE ST.

Where you can get

Genuine Government Surplus
Winter Sweaters

Work Boots

Gloves and Mittens

Rifles and Ammunition

Duck Decoys (for the birds)
Dual Truck Tire Chains

Joe Sacchi

JUST DRIVE UP and

HONK YOUR HORN !

There is "in car" service

at the

W. F. Fletcher Co.
Branch at 103 Dryden Rd.

also

-One hour service on dry cleaning

-Same day service on laundromat & shirts

also branches at

1025 N. Tioga and 118 S. Aurora
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Cdito^Ual

The Need For Farm Policy Debate

A
G-DOM should be encouraged by the size of the

audience at last month's panel on government

subsidies. The turn-out shows that there is an active

interest in agricultural policy throughout the Uni

versity Public debate of agricultural issues is sorely

lacking at Cornell. Ag-Dom could sponsor many
more

lectures, panels, and debates to the great benefit of

the college.
How many people off the ag campus are aware ot

the importance of Cornell agricultural economists in

national affairs? For that matter, how many agricul

ture students realize why the philosophy they hear

expounded in class so closely resembles policy that

issues from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. A

debate of farm programs between, say, Charles Bran-

nan and Professor Herrell DeGraff, would be ex

tremely revealing and one of the most newsworthy
events to take place on this campus in years.

There is no reason why such events can't take place.
The campus contains some of the foremost spokesmen
for (for lack of a better term) "conservative" agri
cultural policy. It should not be hard to find a parti
san of "radical" (an unfortunate term, also) agricul
tural policy who is willing to come to Cornell to talk.

We'll grant that it might be difficult to get Charles

Brannan to come all the way from Denver, but there

are many people within New York State who hold

views as contrary to Cornell's as his are.

One rarely hears the high support point of view

explained or justified because there is no one at Cor

nell that believes in it. At the recent government

subsidy panel, Professor K. L. Robinson made an

able presentation of the high support case, but this

isn't the answer. A theologian shouldn't be asked to

make the case for atheism.

Public debate and discussion of the various schools

of agricultural thought would lead to a better under

standing of the problems facing agriculture. We'd like

to see representatives of the "conservative" and "radi

cal" viewpoints challenge one another and defend

their views.

S.A.B.

January Cover

This
month's cover is the third drawn by Aileen

Merriam. Previously, Mrs. Merriam drew the may

and October covers of the Countryman. She somehow

finds time to draw between studying and teaching
comparative anatomy labs.

CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER

Cupboard Bare?

Complete food store featuring over 3,000 non

food items.

Save your sales slips. They mean money to you
at the end of the year.

601-619 W. Clinton St.

Ithaca 2-2449

STATE DINER
The best food in town tor the most reasonable prices

428 W. State St.
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Remove Lice

From A Corpse?
by Zilch

SOME
time ago Khrushchev said that Russia would

bury the United States. Zilch has just learned how

the Russians intend to do this. It seems that a dairy
area in Russia has challenged Oneida County (the

leading milk-producing county in the New York milk-

shed) to a competition to see who can produce the

most. Zilch foresees the Russians challenging counties

in Kansas to wheat producing contests, counties in

Iowa to corn producing contests and so on through
all our produce. In the end, the Russians will bury us

in our surpluses. Seriously, it's good to see Russia and

the United States engaged in economic competition
rather than military competition.
Professors-are-Human Department: Zilch likes this

story Prof. L. B. Darrah relates. It seems that Profes

sor Darrah arrived hot and tired at a hotel in New

York City late one night to attend a meeting the next

day. Before retiring he wadded up the shirt he had

been wearing and threw it in a corner of his suitcase.

The next morning he pulled a clean shirt from his suit

case and started to put it on only to find that he had

packed one of his son's shirts.

He then unwadded the shirt he had cast off the

night before and holding the lapels of his jacket closed

he went to a haberdashery to buy a new shirt. He told

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

January, 1960

the salesman the size, brand, and name of the style
shirt he wanted. The salesman told him that they
didn't have the brand of shirt he wanted but had

the same thing at a slightly higher price. Professor

Darrah asked what the difference was and the sales

man said there was none except the material was

better. Professor Darrah bought the shirt and returned

to his hotel room. He stripped off his wrinkled shirt,
wadded it into a ball, threw it into his suitcase, open
ed his new shirt and discovered that it had French

cuffs.

Zilch commends to your attention the Samuel L.

Stewart Prize Essay Contest. You'll pick up #100 if

you write the best 600-800 word essay on producing
high quality milk. The contest closes on April 15. Con

tact Professor B. L. Herrington of the Department of

Dairy Industry for details.

Zilch is bursting his britches about now—at the

annual convention of Agricultural College Magazines,
Associated, the Countryman won awards in every

category. The 1959 Farm and Home Week issue won

third prize for general excellence, Steve Breth's article

on plow planting won second prize in the technical

presentation contest, Bunnie Dervin's article on careers

in business won second prize in the material of in

terest to women contest, and the December 1959 cover

showing an Alaskan fisherman holding a giant crab

won the first prize cover award.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture is the happy
home of a group of devoted bureaucrats whose main

purpose in life is to give information on any subject
to anyone who wants it. Zilch has in his possession
a list of questions that have stumped or at least star

tled the people who have to reply to letters that come

into the Department. Here are a few of the best: What

are worms with legs in my basement? What do you
use to remove lice from a corpse? How many hops
will it take to make 100 gallons of home brew? What

is the best gasoline sold?—I want to remove my dan

druff by washing my hair in it. How much potassium
cyanide is lethal to a human? Can you give me a

recipe for a home brew?—If I can change the taste of

my formulae I can get more than 25 cents a bottle

for it. Does corned beef come from cows that have

been fed corn?

Happy New Year Kiddies.

Many of the Plants that can be grown

in your dormitory or apartment are

available at Bool's Flower Shop

From 50c up.

AAA

BOOL'S ssr
Next to the Phone 21856

Ithaca Hotel



to do after their children moved

away, Mrs. Armstrong and Mrs.

Miller found a dress shop the logi

cal answer.

The site of the Homer shop is

actually a firehouse, owned by Mrs.

Miller's husband. Both women re

decorated the firehouse from their

own attics and nearby antique

stores. A large wheel mounted on a

base is used as a skirt rack; antique

chests hold sweaters, jewelry, and

purses; an antique print covers the

walls; and a pot belly stove is tuck

ed away in a corner.

The casual shopper is not only
amazed by the decoration of the

shop, but can see such clothing
items as imported English ties,

Tyrolian hats, mix-and-match wool

skirts, wool for made-to-order suits,
and lounging outfits

—all in country

colors—greens, browns, yellows, and

blues. As one shopper stated, "You

go in to browse and you can't leave

without buying something."
Wrhen buying items for the Fire

house, Mrs. Armstrong says she

usually selects according to her own

taste . . . except in color. Choosing

country clothes, she adds, isn't too

difficult because they are basically
classic.

One of the biggest buying prob

lems, Mrs. Armstrong explains, is

the seasons. "Right now, manu

facturers are showing summer bath

ing suits and are getting ready for

fall and winter showings."
The newly-opened branch of the

Old Firehouse in Ithaca is being
run by twenty

-

year
- old CiCi

Heasely, daughter of Walter C.

Heasely, a member of the Cornell

University Board of Trustees.

Miss Heasely explains that the

Ithaca store, located in Community

Corners, is very much like the

Homer store and carries the same

lines of clothes.

For Fun and Entertainment

TRY BOWLING

FOOD

OPEN 24 HOURS AT THE

BEVERAGES

Ithaca Bowl *

378 ELMIRA ROAD

Cornell Countryman

Some of the many racks of country c

Bnnnie Dcrv

lothes in the Old Firehouse in Homer, N. Y.

Fashion Off The

Beaten Track

by Brenda L. Dervin '60

WHO
would open a dress-shop

off the beaten track in a small

up-state New York town . . .

and expect to make a go of it? Not

many people. But, Mrs. Harold

Armstrong, a 1933 graduate of the

College of Home Economics, did

just that.

A year ago November,
Mrs. Arm

strong opened a country clothes

shop—the Old Firehouse—in Hom

er, N.Y.

Mrs. Armstrong recalls that she

was warned she wouldn't succeed

with a shop in a small town. But,

she explains, she wanted the kind

of customers who make a day of

coming to her store—shoppers who

go out for lunch, do some antiquing,
and are looking for brand name

country clothes that are well-made

and distinctive. And, she points
out, "There's something special

about going to a place that you've
found yourself

—this is the appeal
of most out-of-the-way stores."

Mrs. Armstrong's philosophy
worked—after one year of business,

her Homer shop is thriving, and, in

cooperation with several other

people, she has opened shops at

Wells College and in Ithaca.

The original store in Homer is

the cooperative venture of Mrs.

Armstrong and her partner, Mrs.

R. N. Miller, who handles the busi

ness end of the operation. Both

women have raised families and, ac

cording to Mrs. Armstrong, "have

had a fill of community activities."

Mrs. Armstrong explains that her
circle of friends had always sent

away for country clothes because

they had never been able to get

what they wanted in upstate New

York. So, in a search for something



In Syracuse . . .

Extension Agents Teach
'Em on TV

/^NE morning last fall in the

^^studios of Sj^racuse N. Y.'s

WHEN-TV, County Agricultural
Agent Tony Aja stood in front of

the television cameras watching the

upraised hand of the program di

rector. The director dropped his

hand and Aja was on the air. Con

fidently, Aja began to explain to

viewers how to prepare a garden
for winter. Ten minutes later the

program was over. In those ten

minutes 100,000 people had been

watching. *>

Aja and 20 other extension agents

from six counties near Syracuse
have cooperated for over five years

to plan and perform on WHEN-

TV's "Party Line." "Party Line" is

a ten minute program from 9:10 to

9:20 a.m., Monday through Friday
each week.

The agents that participate in

"Party Line" are just one of six

groups of extension personnel that

put on shows in six cities through

out New York State. Programs

originate in Albany, Binghamton,

Rochester, Buffalo, and Utica as

well as Syracuse. Extension pro

grams are on the air for 3 Vi hours

a week, playing to an audience of

nearly l1/? million people.

by Steven A. Breth '60

TV Opens Doors

Because "Party Line" is an early
morning show the audience is made

up of housewives and children. The

extension agents know who is in

their audience and they think it is

worth their time to reach them.

4-H Club agent Phyllis DuBois

says, "We're interested in promot

ing 4-H work to everyone, mothers

and children, alike. We're amazed

by the number of people that say,
'we've seen you on TV' and it im

mediately opens the door."

Many of the County agricultural
agents put on programs designed
to help the consumer understand

agriculture or extension work.

County Agent William Quinn fre

quently puts on programs showing
consumers where food comes from

and what is involved in producing
it. "There is a lack of knowledge
and understanding of what the

present-day farmer receives, in

vests, and earns," he says. Tony
Aja adds that "good consumer re

lations are a continuing operation"
year after year.

"Party Line" performers report

that it takes them about as much

time to prepare for a television pro

gram as it does to prepare for a

good local meeting. And, of course,

Agricultural news stories get professional treatment from Bill Quinn, County Agent-

at-large, as an example of an Extension farm show.

Jim Lawren
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WANT

something . . .

STRANDfi-R^

Call

Baker Lumber
Ithaca 49927

Building Supplies

Lumber

Paint

Nails

505 Third St.
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the audience for the television show

is vastly larger. With 21 agents

taking turns on "Party Line" each

one does a show about once a

month.

Four time a year all the agents

meet with Extension TV Specialist

Jim Lawrence to map the programs

for the next three months.

To make planning easier, most

agents keep a file with possible

topics for a show. They get their

ideas from reading and from talking

with viewers, the TV specialist, and

WHEN-TV's program
director.

County agricultural agents on

"Party Line" have discussed such

varied subjects as mulches, electri

cal wiring, garden insect control,

pruning fruit trees, and many more.

Home demonstration and 4-H

agents stick to a more domestic fare

with programs such as outdoor

cooking, last minute Christmas

gifts, planning a kitchen, and fruit

and vegetable sauces. In general,
the agents try to stick with subjects

that they are completely familiar

with.

The next step is to organize the

material. Most agents use a {or-

mat—an outline and guide to the

areas the agent wants to cover. No

one memorizes lines. The agent who

knows his topic throughly, can talk

freely about it in front of the

camera. "The fact that I did not

write down what I was going to say,

helped me most in learning to relax

and enjoy myself," says Home

Demonstration Agent Marilynn
Miller.

After preparing the format the

agent gathers the props he needs

to illustrate the program. The agent

then discusses his show with the

station's program director and has

a rehearsal on the television stage.

The next day the program is on the

air.

Relax and Be Calm

Performing on television has one

main problem
—nervousness. 4-H

cedures. This first hand experience
teaches them how to utilize tele

vision's capabilities and limitations

to better present a program.

TV specialist Jim Lawrence main

tains a running criticism of the pro

grams on "Party Line." He cheers

the successes and makes suggestions
to improve the duds. But the main

improvements come through the

Mary Jane Van Meter, Cayuga Assistant

the food budget with

Club Agent Adelaide Kennedy was

extremely uneasy before her first

few shows. But as she gained ex

perience she came to enjoy them.

She says, "agents should give them
selves time to get used to the rigors
of television." Nothing reduces

nervousness like a little experience
and confidence.

Periodically the agents organize
a workshop and refresher course at

the television studios. The station's

staff gives the agents an intensive

indoctrination into television pro-

Make your drab dormitory room seem

like spring with a house plant with brightly
colored blossoms.

Visit

£ounsberry flowers
409 College Ave.

Ithaca 3327

For a large selection of potted plants
and bulbs.

Jim Lawrence

HDA, shows homemakers how to stretch

low-priced meat cuts.

agents themselves.

Professionals Enthused

What do television professionals
think of the show? Gordon Alder

man, program director of WHEN-

TV, was one of the early propon

ents of the show and still is en

thusiastic about it. Station person

nel speak admiringly of the in

genuity of the extension performers.
The station itself is well satisfied,
too or obviously it wouldn't have

underwritten the production costs of

the unsponsored program for the

past six years.

Extension agents should consider

organizing a TV program if there

is a large station nearby that is

willing to cooperate. No one claims

that TV is a substitute for personal
visits and meetings. No one claims

that it is a way to reach the farmer.

But television is a way to reach

thousands of families in a few min

utes. It gives agents the opportun

ity to meet the growing needs of

the urban home-owner and it gives
the extension service a chance to

build public relations for itself.

Mrs. Marilynn Miller, a veteran

of many "Party Line" programs,

says "The large audiences reached

by TV more than justify all the

time spent. Extension personnel all

over the country should consider

this and learn the possibility of in

cluding educational TV in their

programs."

Cornell Countryman



The National Science Foundation

backs undergraduate research

Research Grants

for Students

DURING
the past summer an

undergraduate in the College
of Agriculture discovered a chemical

that controls the growth of bacter

ial flagella.

Bacteriology major Linda Blum-

enthal, '60, worked under an under

graduate research participation
grant from the National Science

Foundation. As the demand for

scientists grows, research founda

tions are realizing that more scien

tists will be available only when

more students are studying the

sciences. By financing research at

the high school and undergraduate
level promising students get a taste

of what professional investigation is

like. Results such as Mrs. Blumen-

thal's are the dividends on the

Foundation's investment.

Mrs. Blumenthal was studying
the bacterium Bacillus circidans.

This bacteria's colony moves 3

ways: it rotates, it moves forward

in bullet-like formation, and moves

forward and rotates its head. The

colony rotates counterclockwise

two-thirds of the time and clock

wise one-third of the time—a non-

hereditary characteristic.

Why the colony rotates and why
it rotates in specific patterns are

questions that Mrs. Blumenthal

hopes to answer with her bacter

iology senior project this year.
Mrs. Blumenthal was one of 30

undergraduates from all over the

country participating in the first

Cornell University undergraduate
research program sponsored by the

National Science Foundation. The

Foundation gives grants to 200 Uni

versities and research institutes in

the U.S. to allow undergraduates,
science teachers, and high school

students to work with the staff in

research for training. The main pur

pose of this program is to give un

dergraduates a chance to really ex

perience scientific research.

Prof. George C. Kent explains
that during the 10-week summer

session and the 2-term winter ses-

by Elizabeth Pomada '61

sion, students are given financial

support and are "used as junior
scientists, not as laborers." In other

words, the student actually becomes
a member of a professional research
team.

Students in the biological sciences
or agricultural engineering may ap

ply to the Program Director if they
are in the scholastic upper half of

their class. They must meet staff

approval and, after indicating the

area they're interested in, are chos

en by the individual staff members

they will join.
Other students working under re

search participation grants were:

• Jane Brody, '62, who studied

the relationship between plant nu
trition and apple scab fungus. Cer
tain apple trees afflicted with a

vitamin deficiency disease (yellow
leaves) are resistant to apple scab

fungus. Miss Brody ran chemical

analyses on yellow leaves compar

ing them to the green ones. Her

studies revealed that there may be

a chemical associated with the

disease that produces apple scab

resistance. Miss Brody is very

pleased with the program. "I'm

very happy to see that something
is finally being done to encourage

undergraduates who hope to make

science their life's work."

• Marcy Stoffman, '61, who did

extensive work with plant tissue

culture with Dr. F. C. Steward in

the botany department. She found

that regardless of any notion people
have of "one person alone in a lab

with his microscope," teamwork

and contact with many others is

necessary for involved projects.
Miss Stoffman feels that she wasn't

prepared enough for her work and,
if at all possible (a student can

only participate in one session),
would like to try lab work again.
• Lois Kraus, '61, worked on a

problem that included field and lab

oratory work—the toxicity of in

secticides to flies. Miss Kraus work

ed in area dairy barns and made

tests on the chemicals and flies in

her laboratory. She was trying to

determine the initial killing and

residual effects of the chemicals. "I

learned more than just specific
techniques—how research was car

ried on . . . the problems, disillu

sionment, and drudgery . . .. You

never realize how much there is un

known—how much unexplored ter

ritory—until you start work. This

summer was very worthwhile—you

can't get everything out of books,

you have to learn through experi
ence."

DAIRY BAR RESTAURANT

Community Corners

CARRY OUT SERVICE

Open every day, including Sunday
9 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Breakfast, Sandwiches, Coffee, Sodas & Shakes

January, 1960



Diplomat In Dungarees

Communism can be countered with knowhow and friendship.

A Cornellian reports on his rewarding work in Vietnam.

by Ray Borton '54

THE pleasant feminine voice on

the short wave radio has just

broken into my reverie created by

the Bach harpsicord recording and

reminded me that I'm listening to

Radio Hanoi, voice of the (Com

munist) People's Democracy of

North Vietnam. But for that bland

ly beautiful voice I might have

been back in Ithaca, listening to the

phonograph after having worked

my free afternoon in the plant

breeding department greenhouse.
But rather, the feminine voice with

the touch of felinity reminds me

that I'm here in South Vietnam and

have just finished a day's work at

the Dalat Horticultural Station.

Toan, my Vietnamese interpreter,
constant companion, and friend, has

now turned the radio to a station

playing South American mambos,

thereby showing caution, sentiment,
and modern taste. Caution because

in South Vietnam listening to the

Communist North Vietnam radio

station is discouraged, sentiment

because he is a refugee from Hanoi

himself who fled Communism in

1954, and last but not least, plain
preference. Mambos are lots more

popular than Bach among young

Vietnamese.

Today we've been planting beans

at the Horticultural Station. Since

there is no background of recorded

research, we must start simply. This
particular experiment employs six

different kinds of beans and pea

nuts, both local and imported varie
ties. Each kind of bean is planted in
six different plot treatments: 1.

Control, 2. Control, 3. With inocu
lation (for nitrogen fixation) only,
4. Inoculation plus lime, 5. Inocula
tion plus phosphate, 6. Inoculation
plus lime plus phosphate. All the

plots received the same amount of

potassium sulphate. This experi

ment in two to four replications at

two different stations will begin to

tell us something about the re

sponses of these different beans and

peanuts to inoculations and ferti

lizers. The inoculation cultures

came from the U.S.D.A. at B'elts-

ville, Md.

These incidents illustrate every

day happenings and the work of an

International Voluntary Services,

Inc., team member in South Viet

nam. There are now twelve of us

here, all recent graduates of col

leges of agriculture, acting as junior
technicians on the American foreign
aid program administered by the

United States Operations Mission

in Vietnam. By the time you read

this, one of ray two years here will

have been completed and if the

second is as varied and interesting
as the first, I'll be doubly satisfied

with my decision to spend two years

abroad on a voluntary wage scale.

Rice and Duck Feathers

You can find facts on the agri
culture of Vietnam in an encyclo
pedia; that its main crop is rice,
second is rubber; that it is a pro

ducer of tea, coffee, cinnamon, and
black pepper. A recent report might
even tell you that the third largest
agricultural export after rice and

rubber is duck feathers. A travel

book might tell you about the tropi
cal climate, the sights of Saigon, the
capital city, and a few excursions

to various temples, pagodas, etc. A

sociology text might mention the

various mountain tribes—people
who are related to the Indonesion-

Polynesian-Maylayan group. His

tory books will list the many king
doms, civilizations, and occupations
that have come and gone from the
area. Postage stamp collectors see

pictures of elephants, pagodas, and
the president of South Vietnam,

Ngo Dien Diem.

People to People Aid

But to actually be here, to see

and live it all brings an intimate

awareness of these facts and a far

greater understanding of it all. Land

reform and development is more

than just a word. It is a picture of

lines of farmers waiting for their

loans, resettled refugee villages
where new land and new crops are

bringing better housing and better

food. The market place is no longer
an economic term, it is a teeming
area full of people, goods, smells,
and dirt.

Technical assistance on a people
to people basis is the basic principle
of IVS. Here in Vietnam we are

The author visits a mountaineer village
for an elephant ride.
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Ray Borton

Plant breeding in South Vietnam: Ray
Borton looks over squash plants in the

experimental plots.

acting as a link between the Ameri

can aid program and the Viet

namese people. Our team is scatter

ed throughout the country in one's,

two's, and three's, working on vari

ous kinds of crop and livestock

improvement stations.

The stations vary in climate and

crops and livestock. Where one

group is concerned with seed multi

plication of fiber crops on an ex

tensive scale, another is testing
vegetables in the high mountain

valleys on a rather small scale. One

station is located in an irrigated
lowland, while another has been

taken out of the humid tropical
jungle. Growing one million coffee

seedlings was the assignment of one

station, while another of our team

members has been supervising the

growing and distribution of 3,000
cocao seedlings. Citrus, sunflowers,

sorghums, sweet potatoes, manioc,

melons, kafir corn, and kenaff (for

fiber) are just a few of the crops

with which we must fast become

familiar.

In such a situation, adaptability

is the key to our work. With the

advice of our American aid pro

gram technician supervisors and

using our own common sense and

experience, we go ahead, working
with the Vietnamese station man

agers and their staffs. Perhaps a

big portion of our real work is on-

the-job training for these counter

parts with whom we work, for their

training in agriculture is generally
even more meager than ours.

Ingenuity at a Premium

Sometimes we must spend hours

and even days in planning projects
with our co-workers. At other times

it is necessary to actually do the

work of implementation in order to

demonstrate new techniques. Upon
arriving at a new station recently,
two team members first had to

demonstrate the use of a tractor

and plow because the idea of pat
tern plowing and turning the soil

into a furrow had never been seen

before. Then there were a number

of new machines, all provided by
the American aid program, but still

in the crates waiting for assembly.
Locating the right wrenches to use

in the assembly was one of the big

gest problems of all.

These same two team members

received an odd reception when

they paid their first call on the

chief of the province. His first ques
tion was, "Did you bring along your
own food like all the rest of the

Americans?" They answered an

emphatic, "No." Throughout the

country we have found the local

foods to be excellent and with a

few precautions they are as safe

as any imported canned products.
This same chief of province was

quite adamant in his viewpoint that
Vietnam would be better of if it

could exist without foreign aid.

However, he seemed pleased with

the team members' work and asked

them to teach English classes in the

evenings. As soon as they agreed,
the word went out. To their sur

prise, they had 168 pupils signed
up. Among their students are most

of the leading provincial officials.

Team members have found that

teaching English classes is a fine

way to make the acquaintance of

the rising, self-educated, younger

generation of South Vietnam. The

interest in the English language is

phenomenal. It has become the in

ternational language of Asia almost

overnight. At recent state visits to

Vietnam by the presidents of Korea,
the Philippines, and India, the of

ficial language was English. Re

gional conferences are in English.
Many new textbooks arriving in the

country are in English rather than

French, which was the official

language of the colonial days of

Indo-China.

International Cuisine

Adaptability is the keynote to

our living conditions too. The New

York Timies reporter who visited

one of our stations wrote that two

team members were living in a

"cramped cottage" and wearing
dungarees and sweat shirts in the

field for their work. Our food varies

from American style to French,
Chinese, and Vietnamese. We are

free to set up our own household

on the allowance of local currency
that is provided for our living ex

penses. Housing is provided by the

Vietnamese government and varies

from the "cramped cottage" type
to an old French villa. In all cases

we live with our Vietnamese inter

preters and sometimes with our

working counterparts as well.

Our interpreters serve as language
teachers too. All of us try to learn

as much of the local language as

possible, although we realize that

it is impossible to become really
fluent when studying only in spare
time over the two years we spend
here. We are able to learn enough
to enable us to travel and work

without the aid of an interpreter
after a few months here. Learning
just enough of the language for a

rudimentary conversation means

much to the Vietnamese people.
They are both surprised and pleased
to find that Americans can and will

learn a language that is completely
removed from English and which is

valuable to them only in this limited

area of the world.

Fringe Benefits

Not only do we learn a little of

the language, but we find ourselves

learning much more than we could

have anticipated. There are many

peoples and customs in Vietnam,
besides the Vietnamese themselves.

Various mountain-tribe groups pop
ulate the highlands and the remains

of the ancient Cham and Khmer

civilizations are scattered over the

lowlands. Flora and fauna are in

triguing and colorful. One of our

team members who finished his two

year term in January took home

two tiger skins as souvenirs. One

of our biggest problems on the sta

tions in growing sweet potatoes has

been the raids of the wild pigs. Pea-
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Na Trang, seaside resort and fishing harbor in South Vietnam, is a favorite weekend

spot for IVS team members in that vicinity.

cocks and wild chickens are the

pheasant and quail of Vietnam.

Orchid collecting is a favorite

passtime in the mountain areas.

It's still the people that one

meets that really take the cake for

being interesting. Our contacts with

the Vietnamese vary from domes

tics to Deans, mountaineers to Min

isters. Among the American com

munity we've met the Ambassador,

many aid program and government

officials and technicians and their

families, contract group advisers,

exchange professors, both Protes

tant and Catholic relief and mission

personnel, professional hunters,
tourists, and so it goes. And then

there are our international friends,
the Dutch and Australian agricul
tural technicians, the Filipino movie

director, the former French legion-
aires, the Indian cyclist going
around the world, the Japanese sur

veyor, and many others.

Not that our work isn't intensely

interesting, too. Introducing new

plant materials, hitherto unknown

varieties, new uses of fertilizers and

lime, the use of insecticides and

fungicides, the operation of new

machinery, and helping plan water

buffalo and livestock improvement

programs are the opposite of dull.

At my horticultural station we

have some blackberries from Texas,
avocados from California, broccoli,
Hubbard squash, and fancy petun

ias, all things never before grown

in Vietnam. Of the other species of

fruits, vegetables, and flowers, we

have many new varieties that

haven't been seen here before. Some

will of course not prove as adapt
able as local ones, but others may

provide excellent new commercial

crop material. Each new day brings
new progress and growth of these

new materials which is watched

with many interested eyes.

As I finish this writing, the short

wave radio is again bringing in some

excellent music, this time "Inci

dental Music from Russian Films"

broadcast by Radio Moscow. Al

though pleasant, it reminds one of

the proximity of the Communist

influence against which our work is

indirectly aimed.

DON STREETER'S

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892

:•

.-J

"Sure wish I'd paid attention before when

that NYABC fellow told me I'd have my choice
of top bulls but none of the danger, trouble
or expense of keeping them. From now on,

our cows are going to be bred to NYABC
bulls."

tiffifc
Judd Falls Road

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Goal: "A COW A MINUTE"—527,040 cows to be bred this

fiscal year to NYABC sires in Now York State and Western

Vermont.
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Bob Burt

Childcare is an important part of the duties in the home

management apartments.

Housekeeping for Credit

Education Majors
Learn By Doing!

by Margaret FitzGerald '62

ISN'T
Economics of the Flousehold 302 just for home

ec ed majors? Few coeds realize that EH 302, Home

Management Residence, is open to all home economics

students whether they plan to teach or follow some

other career in home economics. Juniors, seniors, and

graduate students may register for the course.

EH 302 is a four hour course given for seven weeks

twice each term. Home ec ed majors schedule it with

practice teaching and home nursing. Some also take

courses in special problems.
A student who is not an education major may take

the course along with a regular program of courses.

Everyone who takes EH 302 lives in the home

management apartments in Martha Van. The cost of

living in the apartments is #140 per student. Each

student has an opportunity to live in both a large
and small unit.

The students divide up the responsibilities for man

aging the work in the apartments. The instructor

joins the students for several meals each week. A

graduate assistant lives with them.

"What is living in the home management apart

ments like?" Prof. Alice J. Davey says that "we aim

to provide the students with some of the resources

homemakers use so that the student may begin to

understand and appreciate what is involved in the

management of the home and come to realize some

of the responsibilities in the job."
In Apartment A, the larger unit, the students oper

ate on a food allowance of $1.1S to #1.25 a day.
Students experiment with various methods and equip
ment used in performing household tasks. According
to Professor Davey, each day is a testing experience
for the students as they learn by doing. They organize
their work and evaluate their performances as re

sponsibilities are rotated.

The aroma of freshly baked bread lured me through
the spacious living room into the kitchen where the

manager for the week was preparing lunch. She re

marked that for all her success of the moment, she

had burned last night's lemon sauce for the snow

pudding.
She was assisted by the waitress who was making a

cabbage and pineapple salad. I was told that life in

the home management apartments is a self-directed

experience. At the first evening meal, the waitress was

faced with the problem of how to serve the coffee.

She started to take the coffee pot to the table and

then decided to pour the coffee into cups in the

kitchen only to pour it back into the coffee pot be

fore she served.

When one goes shopping, it is helpful to know where

the stores are. Thus the manager had stopped in the

P&C to ask where the A&P was when she bought the

groceries for the first week.

As I turned the corner into the nursery, I found a

baby contentedly taking her formula as she was gent

ly held by a coed. Some of the students had no experi
ence in handling a small child and find that giving
the first bath is quite a splashy, slippery affair.

They gain confidence as they take care of six months

old Joanne Showacre. She arrives at 8:30 in the morn-

ins: and stays until 5 p.m.

Two students live upstairs in Apartment B. The

food allowance is 85 cents per day for each. Apart
ment B has a minimum of equipment and limited

space. One of the students is the manager and has all

the responsibilities she would have as a homemaker.

A student who has been married for a year was the

manager when I visited Apartment B. She told me

that she had been trying to find more efficient ways
of doing her housework while working under a limited

budget.

Although the course is open to all home economics

students, it is required of home ec ed majors. As part
of the Smith-Hughes Act passed in 1917, all prospec

tive home economics teachers are required to have

experience in home management responsibilities.

One coed taking the course said that living and

working with others had helped her to apply the prin

ciples taught in all her home economics courses.

Through use of various materials and methods, she

had gained confidence in coping with the many prob
lems which confront the homemaker.

for that special meal

dine at

THE COLLEGE SPA
216 East State Street

FINE FOOD

MODERATE PRICES

Your Host: "Pete" Atsedes
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Easy-to-grow potted plants

Flowing Foliage For A Dull Desk

by Robert B. Gambino '61

PLANTS
can be as interesting and

decorative as your roommate

(and considerably less obnoxious).

You don't need the horticultural

background of the late L. H. Bailey
to produce a tangle of lush green

growth on your desk. There are

many plants that can be grown in

your dormitory room or apartment

without much trouble—lending a

spring-like atmosphere to the room.

The foliage plants are the most

popular indoor plants because of

the relative ease involved in caring

for them. The bulbous plants fol

low, with their bright flowers, such

as in Amaryllis or varied colored

leaves typical of Caladium.

Flowering plants like Geraniums

and African Violets need special at

tention in order to produce blooms

of any interest.

The difficulties involved in pro

ducing a jungle effect in your room

are numerous, but easily overcome

in most cases. The atmosphere in

doors is usually too hot and dry. A
little ventilation will remedy this.

Improper care is a malpractice to

be avoided. Never shock plants
with hot and cold temperatures,

place them in drafts, or poke holes

in the soil with your ball-point

pen.

The foliage of the plants may

be kept clean and free from dust

and insects by occasionally rinsing
it under the shower. A better

method is to use a sponge or soft

cloth to clean the top and bottom

of the leaves. Water should be at

room temperature, especially for

African Violets.

Determining the correct amount

of light for a plant is difficult.

Plants grow best when there is

plenty of sunlight and moisture.

However, there are many plants
that are able to survive under a

minimum of light.
Plants requiring more light can

have the deficiency made up arti

ficially by using a strategically
placed florescent lamp. For most

plants, the more light, the better its

growth.

The temperature for optimum
growth varies with the plant. A

majority of plants will flourish at

a temperature between 60° and

75°F. Cool temperatures at night
are desirable. Nevertheless, a plant
on a windowsill or near a window

is apt to become frozen if the win

dow is left open to a chilly Ithaca

night. Protect plants by moving
them to a safer position or by plac
ing newspaper between the plant
and the window.

Watering is a delicate subject.
Your plants should be watered as

often as needed. This requirement
depends on the plant's species and

vigor, the weather and the time of

the year. When watering, water

thoroughly and fully. Mature plants
usually need only enough water to

keep them from wilting. The more

vigorous plants will need a good
soaking. Be careful not to oxer-

water and thereby kill the plant by
waterlogging the soil.

^u55q/ ^^J^^^^-
i leant c^o
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Scale* never Vie ...

LIVESTOCK MARKETING

COOPERATIVE

Regular Weekly Livestock Auctions at:
Bath • Bullville • Gouverneur • Greene •
Caledonia • Dryden • Oneonta • Watertown
• West Winfield
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The best soil used for most plants
can be obtained from any florist. It

consists of one part peatmoss, one

part mason's sand and one part

garden loam.

Repotting plants can pose a prob
lem for the indoor gardener. With

the above soil mix, the correct size

pots, and a little practice, no trouble
should be had. Repot only plants
that are growing vigorously and

whose roots have become crowded

in the pot.

Feeding plants is a good practice
and should be carried out when the

plant is actively growing. Soluble

fertilizers can be purchased from

your local florist and should be ap

plied once a month according to the

manufacturers' directions.

The conditions under which

plants are grown in the home often

encourage the development of insect
pests and disease. All-purpose
house-plant sprays can be purchased
for the control of plant enemies.

Aerosol sprays or liquid con

centrates containing Malathion are

recommended. If plants become

heavily infested or infected they
should be removed and replaced
with healthy plants.

Horticulture

Philodendron (left) and Swiss Cheese plant (right) are two plants that grow readily
in low light.

The following plants can easily be grown on your desk or window sill:

LOW LIGHT

Chinese Evergreen Grows well in water.

Rex Begonia Needs organic matter and good drainage.

Grape Ivy Trails, decorative.

"Rudolph Roehrs"

Dieffenbachia Suited for large containers, decorative. Needs

humid conditions and warm temperature.

Dracaena Don't let it dry out.

Swiss-Cheese Plant - - Can be trained, suited for large containers,
decorative.

Philodendron Climber, or trailer. Will grow in cool

temperatures (50°F.) Enjoys humid conditions.

Bow-string Hemp Good for indoor conditions—warm and dry
locations. May be grown at low temperatures.

Syngonium Easy to grow.

Wandering Jew Will grow in water, a trailer. Withstands warm

and dry locations.

MODERATE LIGHT

Coleus Can be grown easily from cuttings.

English Ivy Trails, will grow in water, requires cool

temperatures and no direct sunlight.

Peperomia Withstands warm and dry locations and

adverse conditions.

Golden Pothos A climber—withstands warm and dry conditions

and poor light.

BRIGHT LIGHT

Croton Decorative.

Fiddle-leaf Fig Suited for large containers, decorative, will

withstand dry soil, prefers warm temperature.
Don't over-water.

Prayer plant Easy to grow.

African Violet Will grow in less light, but needs sunlight for

flowering. Likes cool nights (60°-65°). Don't

shock it with cold water.

Jerusalem Cherrv Give it plenty of light. Beware of scale insects.

BULBS AND TUBERS

Amaryllis Don't overwater—they need good light and warm

temperatures for sooner blooming.

Caladium — -
Warm temperatures and semi-shade. Decorative.

January, 1960
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JUST OPENED!

Come in and see our COUN

TRY CLOTHES—the kind you'd

find in shops at small resorts,

nestled away in corners for

the select buyer to find and

treasure. Casual clothes in

autumn blues, greens, beiges,

and oranges.

Distinctive for every occasion,

every need . . .

• skirts

• sweaters

• imported men's ties

• shirtmaker dresses

• custom-tailored women's

suits

Community Corners

Ithaca 4-1222

Sociologists' tool

Level of Living Scale

THE
ring of the doorbell echoed

through the house. A home-

maker turned from the stove and,

without removing her apron, hurried

to the door. Through the window

she saw a young man carrying a

clip board. Setting her face to its

"I-don't-want-any" expression, she

opened the door.

"I'm Robert Danley," the man

said. "I'm from the College of Agri

culture at Cornell University. I'd

like to take a few minutes of your

time to ask you some questions."
With a relieved smile the home-

maker opened the door wide and

ushered him into the living room.

Forty-five minutes later, the

interview completed, Mr. Danley
thanked the homemaker and left,

heading for the next house in the

sample of rural households.

As a member of a team of seven,

Mr. Danley made many such in

terviews. One of the purposes of

the interviews was to set up a new

level of living scale. This scale

would consist of a list of items (see

box). The more items on the list a

family owned, the higher would be

their level of living.

Sociologists needed a scale that

could encompass farmers and city
people, plus those who lived in

rural areas, but did not receive their

incomes from farming.
Previous scales were in existence,

but, they could be used to study
only farm or only urban popula
tions. When an experimenter want
ed to compare two different groups,
he had no yardstick common to

both.

Older scales also needed revising
because of the items on them. For

instance, the older scales separated

high from low level of living by
whether or not a car was owned.

Since so many families now have

automobiles, it was decided that the

Carole J. Wedner '61

relative newness of the car would

distinguish high and low levels of

living.

Mr. Danley, who is now a Pro

fessor in the Department of Rural

Sociology at Cornell, and his in

terviewing team, talked to 549 resi

dents of Broome County. During
the course of the interviews they
discovered the education, occupa

tion, material possessions, and par

ticipation in clubs of the residents.

When the interviews were com

pleted, Professor Danley and Pro

fessor Charles E. Ramsey analyzed
the answers. They used occupation
as a basis to determine the socio

economic status of the families in

terviewed. The items possessed by

high status families and not by low

status families were used in the

new scale. So, Professor Danley was

able to establish a thirteen and a

nine item scale to measure level of

living.

"Because level of living is re

lated to socio-economic status," he

explained, "we were not surprised
that the relative position of a fam-

T TSING this new level of liv-
^

ing scale, sociologists can

determine in a short time the

socio-economic status of an in

dividual, a family, or a large
group. How many of these

things do you own?

1. Hot and cold running water.

2. Tub and shower in bath.

3. Piano

4. Washing machine — auto

matic, semi-automatic, or

combination waslier-dryer.

5. Freezer—separate from the

refrigerator.

(5. Electric sweeper.

7. Electric clock.

8. An automobile two years

old or newer.

9. Four or more magazine

subscriptions.

14
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ily on the level of living scale is

significantly correlated with its

other societal activities. Both scales

predicted membership in formal or

ganizations, leadership in the same

organizations, and e d u c a t i onal

status."

The accuracy and predictibility
of the scales were tested in another

series of interviews in Cattaraugus

County, New York. Professors Dan

ley and Ramsey chose a typical

region that had a significant number

of low-income farm families to test

the validity of the scale.

The findings showed the relation

ship of level of living to the vari

ables of 1) income, size, productiv

ity, and quality of a farm; 2) at

tachment of the family to the farm;

3) social and occupational isola

tion; 4) current health of the family
members and their use of health in

surance. The utility of the scale for

a distinct second sample was de

monstrated.

Thus Professors Danley and

Ramsey established a contemporary

level of living scale that is short,

and includes items to be found in

rural New York in the 1950's and

'60's. It is a scale that can be used

for nonfarm as well as farm people.
The scale has already aided other

Cornell professors in their research

and will continue to do so for years

to come.

OVERSEAS POSITIONS

125—B.S. or M.S. graduates wanted in 1960

for overseas posts with majors in one of the following fields:

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

AGRONOMY

ANIMAL or POULTRY HUSBANDRY

BUILDING or CONSTRUCTION

FARM MECHANICS

HORTICULTURE

SOILS

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

HOME ECONOMICS

If you are single, over 22 years, have the "missionary urge," like people, willing to share your techniques
and "know how," with underdeveloped countries, desire a trip around the world with all expenses paid

plus a reasonable cash salary under a two year contract with a nonpropagandizing Christian agency,

write for an application form to:

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES

1930 Columbia Road, N.W.

Wash 'ngton 9, D.C.

Looking for the

Countryman?

Watch for Posters

Announcing

Spring Compet Meeting

490 Roberts Hall

• writing # business

• art • advertising

• photography

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP
413 College Ave. Ith. 4-0519

flower fashions

by haring

Community Corners

Phone 2-3336 Ithaca, N.Y.

SPEED DEMONS

OPERATE THE

Hi-Speed Laundromat

at

402 Eddy St.

Next to Leonardo's

Ithaca 3-1121

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

(^1
ACROSS FROM LEONARDO'S

PATRONIZE OUR

ADVERTISERS
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LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You'll find it at —

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca 4-1271

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

Before that Trek

To Cortland . . » .

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4-9053

IN 1960

Do all your Shopping at the

Campus Store

Books—Text and trade, for your class work and

pleasure; stationery supplies, photo equipment;

snack items; Cornell jewelry & souvenirs; china

glassware, electrical appliances for appropriate

gifts; latest style campus wear for men & women.

You'll find all this—and more

at

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE, INC.

BARNES HALL

Go to JOE'S on Buffa,° Street

602 W. Buffalo St. Phone: 4-9039
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Self-Help: I960 Style

Self-help was the idea farmers had in mind when they founded

G.L.F. in 1920. For almost forty years, the concept of voluntary

self-help has guided policies and operations of this cooperative.

Farmers have gradually increased the use and improved the

usefulness of G.L.F. They helped finance its facilities. They use its

goods and services. They help manage its affairs. With G.L.F. as a

partner, they have been able to make their own farms more

productive.

Self-help is just as important to farmers today as it was four

decades ago. In the case of G.L.F., it means 118,000 members in

New York, New Jersey and northern Pennsylvania working together

to help themselves.

Cooperative G.LF. Exchange, Inc.

Ithaca. New York



Acquisitions Div.

Alfred Mann Library
Cornell University
Ithaca, N.Y.
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Mccormick no. is

FIELD HARVESTER

fUl Here's big chopping capacity at a price that matches |
the lowest on the market ! Fill the new No,

Unloading Box in only 10 minutes!

m

•61 Power- fc 1 ,K

*<'*~,%x^-— ■m:"'"-'r v ft i V&

Chops with the biggest...
priced with the lowest !

Here's the leading flywheel-type field harvester— the

big McCornvck No. 36! It chops over 45 tons of corn silage per
hour. Pto or engine drive.

MATCH YOUR

PAYMENTS

TO YOUR

INCOME!

See the 1959 forage line

at your IH dealer's store.

Let him show you how

you can buy now . . . pay
later . . . and put forage
into feedlot or storage at
lower cost!

Man, this new McCorrnick No. 15 really chops
fast! It fills a 5-ton forage box in less than 10

minutes. Chops as fast as many field harvesters

selling for twice the price of the No. 15. Its price
tag matches today's lowest . . . and there's a 60%
bonus in chopping capacity in the bargain!

Chop up to 30 tons of grass silage per hour!

Dairymen and feeders can green-chop for up to

50 drylot cattle in less than 5 minutes. Big 40

ton capacity of corn silage per hour.
Three brand-new, quick-change harvesting units

—60-inch cutter bar, row-crop unit, and 54-inch

hay pickup are perfectly matched with the new

6-knife lawnmower-type cutter head for top ca

pacity in any crop.

See it . . . price it . . . you can pay twice as much,
but you can't buy higher quality than the durable
No. 15 Field Harvester!

SEE YOUR

I NTER NATION AL

H ARVESTE R dealer

International Harvester Products pay for themselves in use— Farm Tractors and Equipment
. . . Twine . . . Commercial Wheel Tractors . . . Motor Trucks . . , Construction Equipment-
General Office, Chicuqo 1, Illinois.
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Build A Career in Agriculture

with

G. L F.

G.L.F., a farmers1 purchasing and marketing cooperative,

offers excellent career opportunities in agriculture.

Openings are in management, sales, and technical fields.

To qualified men, G.L.F. provides:

•
Good Starting Salary

•

Thorough Training Programs

•
Full Advancement Opportunities

•
Liberal Employee Benefits

For further information contact

PROF. HOWARD TYLER, Roberts Hall

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC.

ITHACA, N. Y.
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The Faculty Views College Goals

T
HE goal report presented to the faculty by the

- Ad Hoc Committee on the Educational 1 rogram

of the College is an intelligent and forward-looking

study Any organization that is associated with agri

culture must be constantly reevaluating its aims be

cause the nature of agriculture is changing so rapidly

Especially important is the fact that the number ot

people actually farming is falling each year. But more

and more are entering the processing of agricultural

goods.
Basic research, applied research, and teaching are

the primary missions of the College, says the goal re

port. But the College must keep adjusting these mis

sions to the changing face of agriculture. The report

states that the College "must anticipate the future,

not be overtaken by it."

The Ad Hoc Committee comes out strongly for

basic research. Basic research is the cornerstone of an

intellectually vigorous college. If the College is to

maintain its prominent position in the national and

world agriculture, it must continue to attract men

interested in pure science as well as applied research.

Another goal of the College is to boost under

graduate enrollment. Says the report, "It is a mattet

of considerable importance to determine why we are

unable to attract additional students to a tuition-

"Hey, Pop, if you're short of cash, I'll pay

the technician . . . because those top quality
NYABC sires are going to get cows that will

pay my way through Cornell."

mm

Judd Falls Road

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Goal: "A COW A MINUTE"—527.040 cows to be bred this
fiscal year to NYABC sires In New York State and Western
Vermont.

free institution which offers such a wide range of

training."
Changing the College to keep it at the forefront

of agricultural progress has been and will continue

to go on. The institution of a course in food distri

bution and the modification of student practice are

just two signs of the readjustment the College is

undergoing.
We foresee changes in the organization of majors.

A general course of studies for first year agriculture
students may be initiated. Under this system students

would branch out into majors when they were upper-

classmen.

The problem of underenrollment should be solved,
if by nothing else, by the increased number of girls
in the University when the new girls' dormitory is

constructed. At present, the number of coeds in the

College is limited by the amount of housing available.

Also, soaring college enrollment in the next few years

should do much to bring the College of Agriculture
up to capacity.

It is interesting to note that the report, although
veiling it in academic terms, points out that the

original legislation is broad enough to allow the college
to move in almost any direction it desires. Once again
the administrative genius of Liberty Hyde Bailey (the
man who wrote much of the original legislation) shows

through. S.A.B.

Editorial Insults Farmers
To the Editor:

I think it would be a mistake for me not to write you with

reference to your editorial in the December issue of the

Countryman. I recognize that opinions may differ and that an

editor has a perfect right to express his idea. In general, I do

not take issue with what you wrote.

When you say, however, "In actuality students with no

farm experience got the worst jobs. Few progressive farmers

were willing to make the sacrifice of training, boarding, and

feeding an inexperienced college student,'' you do not know

what you are talking about and you are telling many of the

best farmers in New York State, who have taken these students

for many years, that they are not progressive. I am very sure

that they would not be impressed very favorably by your

statement and, as a matter or fact, it simply exposes your

ignorance.
There may have been instances when students without

farm experience were on farms that were not the best in the

State, but knowing something about the hundreds of farmers

during the years who have taken these inexperienced students,

spent time with them, been friends to them, and for whom

the students have had much respect, such a statement as you
made is most unfortunate. Since very few farmers will see the

magazine, I am not too much concerned as far as their feelings
go, but the college is putting this magazine into S9+ high schools
of the State and if it is worth doing, it will probably be read

by high school students from farms where Cornell students
have worked during their summer vacations.

I am sorry to have to call your attention to this mistake
in an otherwise very good issue of the magazine.

A. YV. Gibson

Director of Resident Instruction

Cornell Countryman



Eaters of Banal

Meat Balls Revolt!

by Zilch

WELL,
the annual midyear madness is finally

over. If all those professors think that students

should work for an education and not emphasize
marks, why do they give such abysmal exams. But,

naturally, Zilch had no troubles with any exams. He

bombed all his courses. He bombed agronomy by
tossing a hand grenade through Professor Neilson's

office window. He bombed botany by connecting the

starter of Professor Banks' car to three sticks of

dynamite. He bombed physics by placing one sub-

critical mass of uranium in close proximity to another.

One of Zilch's bohemian informants culled the

following menu from a copy of the Village Voice. The

Village Voice is a sort of small town weekly with ur

bane pretensions because it carries Jules Pfeiffer's

sick, sick drawings. Anyhow, here's the menu:

Frozen beer to start off the day at 90 mph.

Whiskey sours en thermos.

Ham and Eggs.
Cream cheese, lox, bagles.
Sara Lee cheese cake.

Coffee.

Sunday New York Times.

The pages of the Rural New Yorker carry ads

for such items as arthritis cures, power saws, barn

I .TTTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

cleaners and the like. The December 5 issue is distinc

tive because among this welter of ads there is one

offering a diamond ring from Tiffany & Co.! Zilch

envisions this ad being used as proof in Congress to

show that the farmers are getting richer all the time.

Zilch is forced, upon occasion, to sup at the

Martha Van. As a substitute for good food we get
exotic names. The most ambitious project was naming
the same kind of banal meatballs for all the Scandin

avian countries and two Far Eastern republics. If more
time were spent cooking and less trying to make the

menu sound like the bill of fare at Sardi's, Zilch's

stomach might be more settled.

Absurdity of the month: Zilch understands that

there is a freshman coed that regularly practices
smoking and even has girls on her corridor light her

cigarettes so that she can achieve the proper amount of

sophistication.
In Zilch's opinion the people who write this mag

azine get a disproportionate amount of the credit. The

hardworking business staff only get their names in

the masthead. To remedy this inequality Zilch hereby
lists their names along with some personal character
istics so that you may recognize them. The business

staff consists of sauve Al Burg, vivacious Judy Fischer,
delightful Linda Reed, charming Ginny Swanson,
crafty Marty Wolf, rugged Barry Goodrich, efferves
cent Suzy Gubin and ugly Steve Middaugh.

Zilch just got a copy of the latest Ford Almanac.

It would make a great gift for anyone interested in

farming. It's full of facts and figures on who grew

the biggest and best corn, hogs and just about every
thing else. It contains articles that will amaze and

fascinate you and has enough to keep you reading
from now 'til spring plowing.

One last item of interest: Zilch disclaims all con

nection with the Frosh Register and any gulch or prep

school mentioned therein. Zilch has retained Clarence

Darrow, a student in the law school, to investigate
the possibility of filing a suit against the Frosh

Register.

February Cover

The puzzled colt and smug cat on the cover

this month eminated from the talented pen of

Martha Blake '61 the artistic pride of Alpha
Omicron Pi.

T ALWAYS 6lV£ THAT KIP TOP PRIG0 FOK HIS 0OOK6-

is the time to buy your

Valentines and greeting

cards. For a wide selection visit

Dobern Gift and Card Shop
1 16 N. Aurora

Phone 40263

February, 1960
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Don't monkey

around—

Go to the

ROYAL PALM

for the best

in food and

drink.

209 Dryden Rd.

Ithaca 4-9119

For all your grocery needs

«=>r-n STOCK UP

\fm (J ^*°P

1 s f^
| (] Shopping

Ail
U

W EGAN'S IGA

402 College Ave.

The Farm: A Dying

Way of Life

Is the trend toward bigger and bigger

farms killing off those intangibles that once

made farm living so worth while? This

writer thinks so.

by Jack E. Hope '61

A tranquil scene on a turn-of-the-century farm.

IS
THE farm "way of life" fading from the social

scene in the United States? Surely, a sector of the

population must remain in the farming business, even

though the actual number of farm units is on the de

cline. But of the farms remaining, how many will

continue to provide the environment, the atmosphere
that will preserve the traditional farm society that

for generations has symbolized rural life in America?

Of the approximately 5 million farms in this coun

try, fifty per cent are providing but meager incomes

for their owners. This lower half of which we speak
is responsible for a mere ten per cent of the nation's

agricultural output.

A good share of the low income farms are of the

tenant variety, found primarily in the South. Tenant

farmers and sharecroppers who operate farms in a

state of continual deficit are naturally considered a

drain on the nation's economy, due to their inefficient

Cornell Countryman



production and to the fact that many of these people

require welfare payments of one sort or another in

order to survive. The type of farm existence that these

people lead is surely not the good country life that

we like to associate with farm living. This portion of

rural life is gradually shrinking, and is probably
doomed to near extinction. These families would fare

considerably better i'f they were engaged in non-agri
cultural occupations. Economically speaking, this is

a goal toward which our government should strive by
means of financial aid and social reform.

At the other extreme we find the vast factories in

the field, responsible for America's abundance of food

and fibre (and also for our surplus). These huge units

seem to be the coming thing in the production of

agricultural commodities, but they can hardly be

considered as "farms" in a sociological sense. Whether

the owners choose to produce wheat, hogs, or tomatoes,
the procedures used in the production are generally
the mass output methods adapted from industry.
This type of farming has taken much of the hand

work out of everyday operations. A farm owner who

has adopted these labor saving techniques has but to

touch a centrally located switch in his barn, and his

animals are fed, watered, milked, their fortunes told,

etc. via a host of mechanical gadgets.
Will the farmer of the future, whose daily chores

are thus simplified, be offering his offspring the op

portunity of the wholesome rigors of country farm life

when he sends junior to the control tower to "push
the button"? Will the rural agricultural society of

tomorrow provide the same character-building ele

ments that have existed in the past, those features.

of responsibility, physical exertion and alertness that

have exerted a positive influence on the personalities
of past generations of farm youth?

Successful farms are becoming more mechanized,

requiring less manpower, growing larger in size, and

fewer in number. The trend is indicative of reduced

responsibility for members of the farm family, a with

drawal of one of the building blocks of rural character.

With "poor" farms incapable of providing the tradi

tional atmosphere which we link with a favorable rural

life, and with our prosperous farms growing scarcer

and more un-farmlike, we may certainly question the

future position of American agricultural society.

More efficient means of communication with urban

influences, attractive offers of non-agricultural em

ployment, and cosmopolitan social ideals are addr-

tional factors tending to obliterate the independent

farm society. The question now is not one of whether

farm society is undergoing a transition, but whether

this change is a desirable one.

Although the pros and cons of the social significance

of this transition may never be fully realized, we may

well regard the destruction of the traditional farm per

sonality as a loss to American society.

DON STREETER'S

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892

Thinking of making your

living quarters a home?

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting

Stair treads

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.
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For the poultry producer an

New Forms

DOWN through the annals of

history many things have

changed. However, that prod
uct of the pullet, the fruit of the

hen . . . the egg . . . has remained

practically the same. But some of

that may be due for change.

The team of Lawrence B. Dar

rah, Professor of Marketing, Pro

fessor Robert C. Baker of the poul
try department, and several of

their colleagues at Cornell have

taken it upon themselves to change
the egg along with other poultry
products.

Working with Darrah and Baker

are a home economist, Roberta

Ford; a marketing specialist, Bob

Reid, and many assistants.

This team of workers is not de

voting its time to merely a radical

whim. In the past ten years, the

consumption of eggs and fowl has

gone down and prices to the farmer

have dropped.
"We are using two approaches to

the poultry and egg problem," ex

plained Professor Darrah. "The first

is a study of the barriers to the

consumption of egg products." The
idea here is that if it can be dis

covered why people aren't eating
eggs, positive action can be taken

to increase consumption.
The second approach, continued

Darrah, involves the development
of new poultry and egg products.
Bob Reid, the marketing special

ist of the team, feels that egg pro
ducers have been selling just plain
eggs for years. "We are trying,"
explained Reid, "to develop some

thing more desirable something
new.

For most people, eggs are a

breakfast food. Due to many fac

tors, continued Reid, people are no

longer eating a big breakfast at

home. This, naturally, has clone a

lot to decrease egg consumption.
However, if the "image" of the

consumer . . .

or Old Birds

by Edward L. Razinsky '61

egg could be changed; if eggs could
be put in some new forms so that

people wouldn't just think of eggs

for breakfast but as a snack, hors

d'oeuvres, or main meal, more eggs

might be eaten. And there is the

story.

Ready for the market now is a

ready-to-eat French toast. The

toast is cooked and frozen. The

housewife must simply put the

toast in her pop-up toaster for a

couple of minutes and she has

French toast.

This item would make an easy
to serve breakfast, but also has

possibilities as a snack for many

occasions.

From the egg marketing stand

point, every two slices of French

toast sells an egg.

Professor Darrah, during the

spring term of 1959, gave his Ag.
Ec. 140 class a quiz which involved

setting up a market program for

colored Easter eggs. These eggs
were hardboiled, colored, attrac

tively boxed, and sold as a novelty
item for the Easter season.

The Easter eggs were market

tested and proved to have potential
for giving the egg market a sea

sonal boost. (It might be remem

bered that in the spring of 1959

the price of eggs hit an all-time low.

A little boost might have made life

more bearable for many egg pro

ducers.)

While doing market studies on

different kinds of egg cartons, Pro

fessor Darrah noticed that most

shoppers have an almost savage

urge to open the carton to see the

eggs. "To this day," Darrah said,
"I don't know what they were

looking for." But from this came

the idea to make the shoppers' in

vestigation easier . . . egg boxes

with windows.

At first small holes were made in

the tops of the boxes exposing a

6
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few eggs. But consumers wanted to

see more. The openings got bigger.
When questioned about their

preferances, shoppers, Darrah re

ports, said they would rather buy
eggs in boxes with windows.

Finally, an egg carton was devel

oped with a clear plastic top and a

colored plastic bottom. This con

tainer makes the eggs much more

attractive than the old, dull, gray
carton . . . and all the eggs can

be seen.

"Old soldiers never die . . ."

someone once said. But old leg
horns, on the other hand, do reach

the limit of their productivity and

must be sold. The problem is that

the market price for leghorn fowl
has been "fading away" ... if the

farmer can find a buyer at all.

To solve this problem, Professor
Baker has been working on new

forms for old leghorns, with the

aim of creating more demand.

"My job," explains Baker, "is

developing new products and Pro

fessor Darrah does the merchandiz

ing." Professor Baker does the tech

nical work on the new products
such as bacteria counts under dif
ferent storage and processing con

ditions.

Under development now are

chicken cold cuts. The chicken is

ground, emulsified, put in casings,
smoked and cooked, and made into
loaves which, according to Pro
fessor Baker, will compare favor

ably to any cold cut on the market.

Competition for the traditional
"hot dog" is being developed. The
"chicken frank" is chopped meat

stuffed into a casing. This also is
a possible outlet for leghorn fowl.

Ready for market now is what
Professor Baker calls a "young
roaster." For years, reports Baker,
people have associated roasters

with a large bird ... too large for

a small family. The young roaster

weighs from three to four pounds
and will allow the average sized

family to have their roast chicken

without having leftovers for the

rest of the week.

Poultry and egg producers will

gain from the new food forms if

consumption increases. They, how
ever, are not the only group to

gain.
Benefit to the consumer is

mainly in the form of convenience.
One more service added to a food

product before it gets on the

grocer's shelf, is one less service the
housewife has to perform before
she can serve the food to her fam

ily. These added services reduce
time spent preparing meals and
allow the modern housewife to ex

tend her life beyond the kitchen.
As Professor Darrah pointed out,

regardless of the perfection of the

egg or meat as it comes from the

chicken, studies show that con

sumption has fallen.

Poultry and egg products have
been given to the public in the

same shape, color, and container

for a long time. A new gimmick, a

different form, an attractive carton,
an added convenience—all these

things can be used to stimulate ap

petites for these products and im

prove conditions for both producers
and consumers.

Bob Burt

Poultry meat and eggs in new forms and containers—French toast (left), plastic-topped egg carton (center), and chicken cold cuts

—

can mean more profit for the producer and convenience for the consumer.

For Elegant Dining
27 Course Smorgasbord Saturday Nights

Banquets for special Occasions

Dinner in the Mural Lounge

CLINTON HOUSE
116 N. Cayuga St. Ithaca 4-6371
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MAPLE
trees several years old

and only six inches high;

tobacco plants bent, gnarled, and

stunted until they look like warty

gourds; pines without a needle or

cone on them. A nightmare? No, all

these deviants exist and all are

man-made—with the aid of atomic

radiation.

Every day scientists at Brook-

haven National Laboratory expose

hundreds of seeds, seedlings, root-

stocks, growing plants, and other

plant parts to several hours of

atomic radiation. Sometimes it

takes days, sometimes weeks,

months, or years, but eventually

some of the plants show the effects

of atomic radiation.

Irradiated plants change in one

of four ways: they die; their

growth is stunted; somatic (body)
mutations occur; or germinal
(hereditary) mutations occur.

Brookhaven radiobiologists are pri

marily concerned with the last two

changes.
Somatic mutations are changes

in the chromosomes of plants which

alter some of their characteristics.

They differ from germinal muta

tions—similar changes in the chro

mosomes of egg or pollen cells—in

that they often can't be propa

gated sexually, as well as in their

place of origin.

Altered Violets

African violets used by one biolo

gist showed an interesting series of

somatic mutations. The variety, an
unnamed one called X-59 by the

workers, is normally white with

deeply scalloped round leaves and

semi-double flowers. Mutants ap

peared with mauve-colored flowers.

Some had double flowers and some

-single. Even leaves changed—they

elongated, lost some of their "hair,"

and their edges became regular.
Some were variegated and some

curled. When the leaves were root

ed to make new plants, they re

tained their mutant character.

Two back rooms of a greenhouse
and a special gamma-radiation
field are set aside for the actual

radiation of plants. In the green

house, a radioactive form of cobalt

bombards plants with gamma-rays,

similar to X-rays. The floor is

marked off in concentric circles,

enabling workers to determine the

amount of radiation each plant re

ceives, reducing the dose as the

plant moves back. After the plants
have been set, the cobalt is raised

from its lead and concrete safe and

the bombardment begins. Each

morning, during the half hour when

the source is down, plants are set

and removed. Three and a half

hours of the afternoon are set aside

for housekeeping—watering, clean

ing, examining, recording. These

four hours are the only respite the

plants receive.

Plants in the radiation field grow

With the gamma-source safely underground for the afternoon, a groundsman does
a little housekeeping in Brookhaven National Laboratory's Gamma Field.

THE MONS
Brookhaven scientists use rai

from African Violets to thyrc

An untreated plant cell (left) in the process of mito

new cell wall has not yet formed between them. F

on the right. The chromosomes off to the sides are L

is an earlier stage in mitosis than shown in the

just as they would in a garden—

with one important exception. The

only time any gardening can be

done is in the afternoon; during
the rest of the day and night the
cobalt radiation source is out of

the ground and the field is unsafe

for man or beast ... or plant, for
that matter.

Neat rows of gladiolus grow in

this garden. The row nearest the

radiation source displays only dead

seedlings. A little further back the

plants made brave attempts at

leaves. At about the tenth row

some big healthy leaves appear

and, beyond that, the first flowers.

All these plants were set in the

ground at the same time but radi

ation has stopped or stunted the

growth of most of them.

Deadly to Pine Trees

Gladiolus is a comparatively re

sistant plant. It can survive 1,000
times as much radiation as more

susceptible plants such as pine

trees. The remains of four pines

stand several feet beyond the fence

enclosing the radiation field. They
have been stripped of all evidence

of life and the bare trunk and

naked branches are all that is left.

A grove of healthy pines grows just
a little beyond these, where the

radiation level is much lower.

Cornell Countryman



R MAKERS

ty to investigate everything
I disorders.

by Jill H. Beckoff '61

Brookhaven National Laboratory

livision. The chromosomes have divided but the

s damaged some of the chromosomes of the cell

not appear in either of the daughter nuclei. This

ell.

Back inside the field, several

tobacco plants began to grow but

were stopped in their tracks by
gamma rays. Instead of growing

tall and flowering, these plants be

came stunted and bent. Their stems

developed a coating of tumors, and

plants receiving the largest doses

became little more than a few

humps and a lump.
Researchers at Brookhaven work

in medicine, chemistry, physics and

biology. Medical researchers seek

new uses for ionizing radiation.

Among their findings have been

the use of radioactive iodine as a

cure for certain thyroid gland dis

orders and radiation treatments for

cancer.

Probing with Electrons

Physicists probe to find the es

sence of matter, the particles that

make up the atom. They work with

accelerators, devices to make par

ticles move fast enough to leave

tracks on photographic plates and

other recorders. (It is the ability
of these particles to leave traces

upon photographic film that makes

film badges effective baromet

ers of radiation. Periodically, the

films in the badges are developed
to see if a dangerous amount of

radioactive material has come in

contact with them.) Physical re

search also makes use of reactors,
the machines that actually turn

samples of cobalt, iodine and many
other metals into their radioactive

isotopes.
A 30 billion electron-volt Alter

nating Gradient Synchrotron is be

ing constructed. This accelerator

will be the largest of its kind when

completed. It will be a great boon

to the work of the physicists as well

as all the other workers at Brook

haven.

Chemists are interested primarily
in the chemical effects of radiation.

That is, how is the structure of a

compound changed when it is ir

radiated?

It is in the biology laboratories
that plants are studied—along with

animals. The biology department
is responsible for the odd-looking
plants in the greenhouses and the

gamma-field. These plants are ir

radiated and watched for muta

tions. Mutations are propagated
for further study when they appear.

At present, scientists aren't sure

why plants change when irradiated.

They think, however, that the ion

izing radiation causes atoms in the

cells to gain or lose electrons. This

loss or gain is sometimes enough
to alter the protein of the cell

nucleus and cause a mutation,
which can alter the appearance of

the plant or animal.

Holocaust in the Chromosomes

Another observation is that radi
ation sometimes results in the loss
of centromeres of chromosomes.
When these are lost, chromosomes
are unable to divide normally along
with the cell. Instead of migrating
to the ends of the nuclei of the two

daughter cells, chromosomes with
out centromeres may "get lost" and
not appear in either of the two

nuclei. If this happens in a suf
ficient number of cells, the organ
ism will die.

Polyploidy, almost the opposite
of this, is also believed to result

from atomic radiation. This is the

presence of more than two sets of

chromosomes in a cell. It occurs

because the radiation interferes
with the cell division and the chro

mosomes reproduce but do not

separate to form the daughter nuc
lei. Polyploids, interestingly, have

been found more resistant to radi

ation than normal plants.
These and other findings have

found practical application. Bot

anists made great strides in the

study of photosynthesis by using
radioactive carbon. New storage
methods were developed for fruits

and vegetables. Some plants have

yielded more as a result of arti

ficially-induced polyploidy. Muta

tions in many plants show promise

of giving improved varieties, but

much more study is required.

According to the senior radiolo

gist at Brookhaven's biology de

partment, Dr. Arnold H. Sparrow,
this is just the beginning. He ex

plains that this is a relatively new

science, just over 30 years old and

hardly anything has been done,

compared with what remains to be

accomplished.

Dr. Arnold H. Sparrow, Senior Radiologist at Brookhaven National Laboratory's

Biology Department, checks the progress of plants undergoing radiation treatment.
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Do you have nightmares any

time you are forced to deal with

businessmen? You needn't worry

when you deal with us. You will

be received with friendly atten

tion.

No printing problem is too

small to receive fast, efficient service. The next time that you

have a printing problem come to

NORTON PRINTING CO.

377 f. State Street Ithaca 4-1271

SOUTHERN LINEN SUPPLY

For Rental of:

Tel. 2-1364

227 Linden Avenue

Sheets

Pillow Cases

and

Garments for any purpose

Wondering where to get those fancy

pastries tor the party? Stop in at the

Home Dairy Bakery and Cafeteria
143 E. State Street Ithaca, 2-2459
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"Out, Damned Spot"

Bizarre requests for stain removal

information keeps Professor Vivian White

amused and sometimes puzzled.

t*"L_T OW can I get egg off my hus-
•*■ ■*■ band's tie?" "I'm a nurse and

would like to know how to keep
the bottom of my stockings white."
"Please send me all the free in

formation you have on textiles."

These requests and many more

like them find their way into the

Textile and Clothing offices daily.
Opening her letter file, Miss Vivian

White of the TC department who
answers questions on spot and stain

removal, new fibers and general
textile problems, lifted a handful

of such inquiries received within

the last month. A letter from a

business firm asking for advice on

planning educational programs, a

plea from a university in the

Philippines for aid in a research

publication and questions from

school children asking for material

for projects are just a few examples
of letters which must be answered

promptly and completely.
Because so many problems are

similar, Miss White, with the aid of

other members of the TC Depart
ment, have published two extension

booklets, "Spot and Stain Remo

val" and "Synthetic Fibers." In

these publications, which can be

ordered by mail, they try to in

corporate common problems and

solutions which homemakers can

perform without much training.
"Because these two areas are so

broad," said Miss White, "we often

omit some information. For ex

ample, I received this letter re

cently from a homemaker reporting

that 'your spot and stain removal

bulletin is my Bible, but nowhere

does it mention how to remove

curry from my tablecloth. What

should I do?'"

After testing with detergents,

spot removers and cleansers, Miss

White and her staff will be able to

tell her what she should do, and

will also add this information to

by Hillary Brown '63

the spot removal bulletin which is

being revised.

Although the school isn't an of

ficial testing bureau, when the

proper facilities are at hand, experi
ments will be performed, if not by
Miss White, by her classes which

may be studying related problems
in labs.

Dead-on-Arrival

"One of the most puzzling prob
lems arrived in a package," reveal

ed Miss White. "There was a piece
of material saturated in an un

known solution in a plastic bag. A
small note enclosed only read—

'What happened to this material?'

The fabric looked so worn and

molded that I dreaded touching it

for fear of disease. I finally mailed

it back to the sender."

Such instances, where people ask

for special help in performing their

household duties, occur quite fre

quently, and as the Home Econo

mics College is N. Y. State sup

ported, it exists to aid the State,

by training adults as well as their

children. This service has been

available since the beginning of the

century when Miss Martha Van

Rensselaer founded the school. She

asked homemakers of NYS to sub

mit problems and ideas to serve as

bases for her courses and in return

she answered their needs. This prac

tice has continued today with ex

tension bulletins, television pro

grams, and a Textile and Clothing
Newsletter which is sent to county

agents to use in their work.

"I have even received frantic

telephone calls from University
students. In fact," recalled Miss

White, "one Spring Weekend a

fraternity phoned and wanted to

know how they could waterproof
their float. I imagine it didn't sink,
for I never heard from them after

wards."

Phone 23012

GatmenX

HAIR STYLIST

103 North Aurora St.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Evenings

by Appointment

AL'S

DAIRY BAR

Take that study

break at Al's

Always Fast Service

Open from 7 a.m. to 12 p.r

321 College Ave.

Ithaca 9691
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Wanted: Buyers
—Must sell

Competitors and Creditors closing in

GOTTA TRAVEL

Gun & Tackle Center
504 W. STATE ST.

"Look like an Angel

with a hair style

by Angelo"

ANGELO'S BEAUTY SHOP

1 10 S. Aurora St.

Ith. 4-9492

FARMERS WEEK
A T T H E

NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGEOFAGRICULTURE
AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, NEW YORK

22 TO 27, 1909
L. H. BAILEY, Director

Practical Discussions and

Demonstrations in farming
Different phases taken up in detail every day from 8 A. M. to 5 P. M., with

evening meetings at 7:30

ADDRESSES BY

Prcs. SchurmanmDean Bailey
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY

REDUCED RAILROAD RATES

This Week is for you and your neighbors. Board and room

convenient and cheap. Ask about it.

Vis Aids

An early Farm and Home Week poster

Farm and Home

Week 1960

by Elizabeth Pomada '62

"CARMERS and people in agribusiness, homemakers,
-**

veterinarians, and high school students will get an

opportunity to see just what's going on in their state

colleges in the 49th annual Farm and Home Week.

This year, Farm and Home Week will be three days
long—March 22, 23, and 24— instead of the usual

five, and the entire schedule has been streamlined,

centralized, and co-ordinated into the theme "The

Challenge of Change."

12
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"Something for everyone" in all fields covered

by the Colleges of Agriculture, Home Economics, and

Veterinary Medicine will be on the program. For the

first time, there will be separate programs for adults

and young people of high school age. A schedule

avoiding conflicts of interest is another innovation.

To conserve walking time and space, most of

the exhibits will be in Mann Library or the Livestock

Judging Pavilion. In Mann, intriguing exhibits deal

ing with "The Challenge of Change" will include:

"Atomic Energy in Agriculture;" "A Thousand and

One Cornell Publications;" "Water for Good or Evil;"
"Exploitation of Inner Space" (oceanography); "The
Life Story of a Chick" (a huge incubator showing
eggs cut open at stages in the chick's life cycle until

he comes out of the egg), plus many others. The

Judging Pavillion will have several interesting exhibits

including live animals, and new machinery for grape
and bean harvesting.

500-Cow Dairy Barn

The exhibit "Dairying in 1970" will be in a plastic
balloon-like structure that has no rigid support. The

agricultural engineering department will construct this
between Wing Hall and Riley-Robb. Inside you'll
see the "Pentiary" a model of a future 500-cow dairy
system with mechanized cleaning and feeding, new

forage harvesting equipment, and other items of vital

interest to the modern dairyman.
President Malott and Dean Palm, Dean Canoyer

and Dean Poppensiek will open Farm and Home

Week with a symposium on the topic "Looking to

the Future of State Colleges and Challenges Facing
Higher Education in Future Years" at the Alice

Statler Auditorium Tuesday, March 22, at 10 a.m.

Following this the key speaker, Dr. Earl L. Butz,
Dean of Agriculture at Purdue and former assistant

Secretary of Agriculture, will speak on "Research:

Gateway to the Future."
In the afternoon there will be a symposium on

"Protecting Food Supplies from Radioactive Materi

als, Pesticides, and Antibiotic Residues." Arnot Forest

and the Ornithology Lab at Sapsucker Woods will

start their three-day open houses, and guided tours

of the Veterinary College will be given.

Lectures and demonstrations in the Home Ec.

College and the Conservation Department will be

continuous. Some of the topics presented in Martha

Van will be: "Science and Food Preparation;" "Nurs

ing School Observations;" "Dress Reform;" "The

Changing Role of Father;" "Dresses and Personality;"

"Family Life in Other Lands;" and "The Challenges
of Population Changes." There will be a panel discus
sion on "Forages to Fit the Future for N.Y.S. Dairy
ing," and demonstrations of current research of Ani

mal and Plant Sciences in the Judging Pavilion.

All of these events are open to everyone, so

students may hear and see something of interest to

them during their dead hours.

Speeches and Songs

Tuesday night's schedule will feature the Rice

Debate at Warren 45 and the Amherst College and

Cornell University's Women's Glee Club Concert at

Alice Statler. The topic of the debate is: "Re

solved: that strikes detrimental to the public welfare

should be subjected to compulsory arbitration." Com

peting for the $100 top prize are Alfred D. Bruce '61,
William F. O'Connor '60, Judith A. Reamer '61, and

tt
WHAT'S IN THE TRIANGLE?

Come in and find out.

Get the best buys in

New and Used Textbooks

Gifts and Greeting Cards

School Supplies and Accessories

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Oollegretown

THE HILL DRUG STORE

New Location

408 College Avenue

Next to Bill's Luncheonette

• Prescription Department

• Proprietory Remedies

• Daily and Sunday Newspapers

• Magazines

• Stamps

• Bus Tickets

• Notary Public

w

Open Mon.-Sat. 'til Midnight

Sunday until 10:00

2 Free Deliveries Daily •*• 3479
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Direct your

feet

to the

SUNNYSIDE

RESTAURANT

SOUTHERN-FRIED

CHICKEN

STEAK

SEAFOOD

All Legal Beverages

Corner Elmira Rd. &

S. Meadow St.

Parking no problem

We're proud of our lubrication

jobs. The new custom

blending pump

6 GRADES

6 PRICES

TED

BARNETTS

BLUE SUNOCO

SERVICE

519-23 West State Street

Phone 4-9086 Ithaca, N. Y.

STATE DINER

The best food in town

for

the most reasonable prices

428 W. State St.

WANTED

There will be a short meeting for all those
interested in working with the Cornell Countryman
in the departments of Business, Art, Photography,
Editorial, or Advertising on Wednesday, February 17
at 4:45 at 490 Roberts Hall.

"We give Student Practice Credits"

Hugh Smith '60 — alternates are

Lawrence Dries '60, and Robert

Lincoln '61.

New York State is faced with a

problem of water shortage in farm

and city—the major emphasis on

Wednesday will be Water Re

sources. Some highlights of that

day's agenda are speeches by State
Senator Frank E. VanLare, Chair
man of the N.Y.S. Temporary
Commission of Water Research and

Planning, and Dr. Mark Holis,
Assistant Surgeon General and

Chief Engineer of Public Welfare in

Washington, D.C., a symposium on

water resources, and a presentation
on precise weather forecasting for

N.Y.S. Agriculture. "Man's Search

for the Elixer of Life," "The Influ

ence of Machines on Furniture De

sign," and "Retirement: Triumph or

Tragedy" will be among the many
diverse topics presented by the

Home Economics College.
President and Mrs. Malott will

hold an open reception for Mrs.

Nelson A. Rockefeller in the An

drew Dickson White Museum from

3 to 5 p.m. The student livestock

show will go on in the Judging
Pavilion from 1 to 10 p.m. Another

speaking contest, the Eastman

Stage, will be held Wednesday
night. Participants are Sidney C.

Cleveland '60, Stuart F. Crandall

'60, Irwin Finkel '61, William

O'Connor '60, Ronald Pederson '61,
Edward Race '61, and Jean Slom-

sky '60, alternate.

Marketing of agricultural prod
ucts will be emphasized on Thurs

day. Featured, along with repeats
of Tuesday's and Wednesday's
schedule, are speeches on agricul
tural marketing by Dean R. K.

Froker of the Agriculture College
of the University of Wisconsin, Dr.

Harry Trelogan, U.S.D.A., Paul

Cupp, President of American

Stores, Stanley Benham, President
of the Dairyman's League, Ken

neth Geyer, Manager of the Con

necticut Milk Producers' Associa

tion, and several Cornell professors.
A special program will be given by
the Veterinary College at 2. Dean

Canoyer will speak on "The Home-

maker and Her Marketing" and

among the presentations by the

Home Ec. College will be "The Sci

ence of Refrigerating Food Prepared
in Large Quantities" and "The

Changing Parent."

During these three days, the

three sponsoring colleges expect to

have 10,000 visitors who will

catch just glimpses of what's ahead

in the worlds of agriculture, home

economics and veterinary medicine.
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Because of out-dated farming methods, many countries can not produce enough food to feed their rapidly growing populations

Too Many People
Overpopulation and low food supply is rapidly becoming

the world's foremost problem. Here is the reason why

Uncle Sam's surpluses aren't likely to solve the problem.

by Jane E. Brody '62

EACH year the United States

produces a large food surplus.
People in democratic countries

throughout the world are starving.
Why don't we feed them? Why are

we waiting for these countries to

become so desperate that their

people will turn to Communism in

hopes for relief?

There is much more to feeding
the world with U.S. surplus than

meets the eye. The one obvious

problem—that of disrupting the

economy of exporting nations— is

but a minor issue. The countries

in need of support do not have

very much of an export-import in

dustry.
However, two more subtle fac

tors are the main blocks to an in

ternational aid plan. First—taxes.

The U.S. taxpayer is already pay

ing a million dollars a day to store

surplus food. To ship this food

across an ocean would cost con

siderably more. U.S. taxes are high
now the people are not willing to-

pay much more. It is very unlikely

that any bill involving an increased

tax rate—as one concerned with

shipping food surplus would be—

would ever get through Congress.

Sporadic Aid Is No Help

And then, should such a foreign
aid program be instituted, how

would it be received by the coun

tries for which it was created? The

governments in need of help are

hesitant to accept it. They have no

assurance that the United States

would give continued support.

Once-starving people who receive

food one year are not likely to go

back to starvation the next with

out a great deal of dissention and

possible revolt against the govern

ment. It is also true that U.S. sur

plus varies in kind as well as

amount. One year it may be in

wheat—a product much-needed by
a given country, but in another it

could be a grain which this country

already produces in sufficient

quantities.
But even if the U.S. supplied the

needed food to the world—even if

the world accepted this support,
the problem would not only remain

unresolved but it would grow to

fantastic proportions. Feeding the

population encourages its growth.
Disease, famine, and war, the one

time checks on population growth,
have essentially been eliminated.

The result—the world's population
is expanding by leaps and bounds.

In some 700 years there will be no

more than one square foot of land

for each person to stand upon.

Forecast: 800 Million Indians

But the problem is more im

mediate than that. People through
out the world are starving and

homeless because of overgrown

populations. There is no better ex

ample than India, a nation one-

third the size of the United States.

Yet there are more than twice as

many Indians as there are Ameri

cans. And at its present rate of

growth, the Indian population is

expected to double from 400 million

to 800 million in one generation's
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time unless some means is em

ployed to control the birth rate.

Only one-fourth of the present

population has adequate housing

facilities; the rest sleep on the

streets and bathe at fire hydrants.

The average Indian eats two meals

a day but a large number eat only

four times a week. Illiteracy is

widespread, with less than one-

fourth of the children going beyond

the 8th grade. The rest seek jobs

which simply do not exist. And so,

the child who was received by his

parents as "a gift of God" becomes

an additional burden upon the one

or two wage-earners of a family of

eight or more.
.

Raising the standard of living

involves raising the literacy level

introducing modern agricultural

methods, and building up industry,

all time-consuming accomplish

ments, because 20th century

methods crash headlong into tradi

tions, contradicting many religi

ous beliefs and disrupting the en

tire social and cultural order. By

the time these advances are made,

the tremendous growth of the pop

ulation will have recreated the ori

ginal problem.

Grown old before her time, this woman,

and many like her, is doomed to a death

from starvation. Overpopulation and

under production are problems facing
many countries of the world.

Birth Control

And so, we return once again to

the issue of halting the rapid popu
lation ascent. What can 20th cen

tury man do?—Birth control! But

this is no overnight cure either.

Many difficulties are encountered
in introducing birth control into a

country like India. Methods pre

sently available are far too expen
sive and too complicated for the

average uneducated Indian to com

prehend. Instruction
on the use of

contraceptive devices must be

done on an individual and personal

basis. It is not as if a large group of

people could be instructed at one

time in a hospital.
The "patient" is unlikely to come

asking for assistance; rather,^
the

instructor in "family planning"
—as

the program is called — must go

from family to family relating in

formation and giving advice. And

even then, many who can under

stand and afford to practice contra

ception do not do so because of

lack of privacy and contradiction

with religious beliefs. Many of

these obstacles will be eliminated

with the advent of a pill-like con

traceptive; its use is less compli
cated and does not require privacy.
It can be distributed widely at a

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP
413 College Ave. Ith. 4-0519

flower fashions

by baring
Community Corners

Phone 2-3336 Ithaca, N.Y.

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

A^ S^MTANm
401 EDDY ST. ITH. 2-1700

lower cost, especially if the govern

ment takes over its manufacture

and distribution. This pill is still

a long way from perfection, but it

is conceivable that if it is developed
and its use widely instituted before

too long, it could save the govern

ments and economies of a large
number of the countries of the

world.

Wissen Fabric Inc.

Decorative Fabrics,

Curtains, Dress Goods

220 E. State Phone 4-6115

Students

Downtown

Service

Center

No Need To Run

Out of Gas On Those

Late Dates

(Unless you want to)

Teeter's Mobil

Service

Open 24 Hours A Day

211 W. State St.

Ith. 4-1714

DAIRY BAR RESTAURANT

Community Corners

CARRY OUT SERVICE

Open every day, including Sunday
9 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Breakfast, Sandwiches, Coffee, Sodas & Shakes
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Ready Now for a New Decade...

® Great D-Series Tractors

from Allis-Chalmers Research
Research and engineering at Allis-Chalmers have greatly widened the application of

new power principles for tractor users everywhere.

Tractor work becomes easier, faster, more productive whether it's used in 6-row

corn farming or tobacco a row at a time ... by grain growers, fruit and vegetable

growers, or cotton and rice producers.

Pictured here is the Allis-Chalmers tractor line for the sixties — from the 1-row

D-10 to the big D-17 models.

In utility tractors, Allis-Chalmers has brought major new performance advance

ments. Shuttle-Clutch operation with the D-14 Utility Tractor is a good example.

More effective power to serve more people in all areas, whatever they grow, is

the Allis-Chalmers story for 1960 and beyond.

ALLIS-CHALMERS, FARM EQUIPMENT DIVISION, MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN

ALLIS-CHALMERS <0>
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Oormell University

Low-cost, 2-3-plow Diesel

gives you more "do-abillty" famous IH durability!
32 hp* International B-275 outfeatures other

2-3-plowDiesels . . .outworks, outsaves them all!

The B-275's price tag is low! Fuel savings of up to

50% help it pay for itself, fast! But greater "do-

ability" is what makes the rugged B-275 the most

wanted Diesel in its class.

Smooth, 4 cylinder direct-start Diesel engine
delivers 29 drawbar hp for just pennies an hour.

*Belt hp corrected to standard conditions

Seven power sizes- 10 to 85 hp—with today's widest
choice of models and fuels make it easy for a farmer
to pick a Farmall1 or International tractor that exactly
fits his needs. All these IH tractors have job-speeding,
work-saving features galore. And extra built-in weight
for more seasons of carefree service, and operator
comfort that tops 'em all are typical bonus features
Contact your IH dealer for a demonstration of any
IH tractor and matched McCorrnick'"' equipment

And eight speeds forward exactly match power to

the load. This can skyrocket daily work output

. . . slash costs on every farming job.
New differential lock instantly locks a slipping

drive wheel to its ground-gripping mate to power

through tough spots non-stop. Rugged 3-point
hitch handles more 3-point equipment than any

other tractor!

11
See your

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER dealer
International Harvester Products pay for themselves in use—Farm Tractors and Equip
ment . . . Twine . . . Industrial Tractors . . . Motor Trucks . . . Construction Equipment-
General Office, Chicago 1, Illinois
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THIS

MILKER

LED THEM ALL

When we say the Surge Bucket is the leader,
we mean that "year after year more Surge
Bucket Milkers are sold than all of the other

bucket milkers that are built." This means

hundreds of thousands of dairy farmers

agreed with us when we said Surge Tug &

Pull meant GOOD MILKING . . . MONEY

MAKING MILKING.

Here is a different Surge ... a

Surge Breaker Cup . . . for Surge
Pipe Lines. Here is the Surge
that will give you Money Mak

ing Milking with your Pipe Line
Milker.

1. NO CREEPING TEAT CUPS — Down

ward and forward TUG & PULL on every

Surge Breaker Cup keeps the teat cups

from pinching off your dairy profits.

2. BREAKS COLUMN OF MILK — Milk

drops into the breaker cup
— causing a

positive break in the column of milk. Milk

cannot wash back up onto the teats as it

does with a milk claw.

3. FREE FLOW — You can watch the milk

in the Surge Breaker Cup as it flows freely
. . . right into the milk hose. This FREE

flow is absolutely needed to make sure the

milk is moved away
— FREE flow of milk is

a part of Surge Money Making Milking.

'• Eab,on Brer,. Co., I960

Surge Parlors and

Surge Pipe Line Milkers

sold on

BABSON BROS. CO. off New York, 842 W. Belden Ave., Syracuse 1, New York

ATLANTA • CHICAGO - LM i
■

. MINNEAPOLIS
* jACRAMENTO « SEATTLE • TORONTO



Are you underfeeding your high producers?

Beacon's

HI-SPEED DAIRY PROGRAM
Feeds cows of high producing capacity for

MORE MILK-GREATER RETURN over feed cost

Dairy authorities say that 7 out of 10 cows could produce
more milk — with greater return over feed cost, if just

given the chance.

Why? Because artificial insemination and improved
selection of sires have increased most herds up to a

potential of 450 lbs. of fat. If you are not getting at least

this average, call in your Beacon Advisor.

He will show you how the Beacon Hi-Speed Dairy Pro

gram does away with set grain to milk ratios, which tend

to underfeed high producers — overfeed the low. The

Beacon Hi-Speed Program provides scientific feeding
schedules according to the potential production of each

cow. It matches the feed to the need for more milk,

greater return over feed cost

Here are the results
®

On the new Beacon Hi-Speed Dairy Program cows at

the Beacon Dairy Research Farm averaged 1,462 lbs.

^^
From the Virginias to Maine

BEACONgFEEOS
BEACON -THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK"

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY Headquarters: Cayuga, N. Y.

A division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc.

more milk in 1958 than their already excellent record

for 1957. Extra return over feed cost was $49.20 per cow.

A recent summary of 23 herds on D.H.I.A. last year,

using the Beacon Program, shows increased milk pro

duction of 856 lbs. per cow. 14 of these herds had been

on the Beacon program two full years. Their increase

per cow for the two-year period was 1718 lbs. of milk,
and $43.28 additional income over feed cost.

Ask your Beacon Advisor

Cows in your barn are better than you think—give them

a chance to produce more profitably. Your Beacon

Advisor can help you feed out the extra profit making

ability inherited by your cows. He will help you analyze

your roughage quality — arrive at the most profitable

grain feeding level for the production and maintenance

needs of each cow. Call him today about the Beacon

Hi-Speed Dairy Program. It's a real money maker for

every good dairyman.

^ FREE Grain Tables and Feeding Guide-MAIL COUPON TODAY

The Beacon Milling Company, Cayuga, New York, Dept. CC-63

A division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc.

SEND FREE -with no obligation: Beacon Hi-Speed Dairy Program

□ Grain Feeding Tables □ Fresh Cow Feeding Guide

Address or RFD_

Town

■L.
□ Check here if you wish your Beacon Advisor to call.
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How LINK-BELT'S broad chain selection

aids the designer, improves the design

EXPERT ENGINEERING—Link-Belt main
tains an engineering staff of unsurpassed
experience in the application of chain.

Link-Belt has chains, chain attachments and

sprockets to match every need ... all built to

the highest farm machine standards

ACCURATE MANUFACTURE — Modern,
specialized machines give economies of

large-scale mass production, yet main
tain high accuracy.

For drives and conveyors on

hard-working farm equipment,

nothing matches the efficiency of

chain. It has the strength and

stamina to easily withstand heavy

loads, to take dust and all kinds

of weather in stride. And chain

performs positively . . . without

slip, with minimum wear.

The completeness of Link-

Belt's line of chains and chain

attachments make it possible for

designers of farm machinery to

get the one chain that's best for

each application. Horsepower,

loading, speed, impact—every

requirement can be met to en

able the machine to maintain

rated performance and efficiency.
Since 1875, Link-Belt has

worked with America's agricul
tural engineers to increase the

efficiency of farm machinery.

Today, over 300 farm machine

manufacturers rely on Link-Belt

for chain. They know that Link-

Belt's unmatched facilities, serv

ices and experience are their

best possible assurance of quality

products . . . properly applied.

A COMPLETE LINE assures correct selec

tion for each job. This Case No. 135

manure spreader uses Link-Belt steel

detachable chains on apron conveyor.

LINK C BELT
CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1.

To Serve Industry There Are Link-Belt Plants, Sales Offices and

Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export Office,
New York 7; Australia, Marrickville (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo;

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs. Represen
tatives Throughout the World. 15,255
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New Air Force Jet Helmets

With Magnetic Earphones and Mike Jack

Good for Aviation, Speed Boat Driving,

and Stock Car Driving

$17.95

Gun & Tackle Center
504 W. STATE ST.

Ithaca, N. Y. Ith. 4-9174

and again I say to you . . .

For Plumbing, Heating, Appliances—

Sales and Service, Patronize

DONOHUE-HALVERSON, INC.
603 West Seneca Street

Ithaca 3416

The Rewards ofkResearch

FARM
and Home Week gives many people—the

visiting public, students and the faculty—a chance

to get a glimpse of the incredible scope of activities

carried on in the Colleges of Agriculture and Home

Economics. When you are caught in your daily routine

of classes, studying and coffee breaks there is a ten

dency to forget why Cornell has such a prom

inent national and international reputation. The dis

plays and lectures of Farm and Home Week give a

compressed idea of the activity that goes on the year

around at Cornell.

But no display can give the entire picture of the

unending scientific investigation at Cornell. Research

is a singularly unglamorous occupation. Few of the

discoveries and advances made at Cornell were acci

dents. They are the result of careful planning, care

fully controlled experiments and painstaking, time-

consuming analysis.
Some of the most important experimental work

in hybrid corn was done in a dusty little hollow in

back of Fernow Hall. This hollow is now known as

the Emerson Garden, after R. A. Emerson who played
a major part in developing the world's hybrid corn.

Corn is still grown and bred in the Emerson
Garden. Drop by in the summer if you want to see

what research is really like. Each corn plant is neatly
capped with a brown paper bag. Half-way through
the season the bags are bleached white from the hot
summer sun. Even when there is a breeze, it is

sweltering between the rows from the heat and the

transpiration. But, every day the researcher and his

graduate assistants move through the rows, trans

ferring the paper bags from the tassels to the ears.

After a while you get used to breathing pollen all day
long.

At the end of the summer, the work isn't over.

The seed has to be removed from the ears, it has to

be dried, it has to be classified and labeled'so that it
can be planted again next year.

Eventually, you get what you have been looking
for—a variety that has strong stalks, high yield and
is disease resistant. The variety gets printed up in
Cornell Recommends, the farmers like it and plant it
heavily. Your work has paid off.

The next year a new corn smut invades New
York and begins to destroy the corn crop. You go
back to the experimental plots and start over again.

Ihe scene is not always the experimental plots.
Somet.mes it .s the lab, or the barn, or the green
house. You are working with protozoa, or cattle, or

hormones But the cycle is similar—long hours of
hard work and then the occasional reward of know
ing that you are making nature just a little bit less
mysterious.

'THE March issue is the last one for this writer.
* Ihis is my public thanks to the staff-members for
the time and effort they've put into the magazine

Ed Razinsky, '61 and Al Burg '63 have just been
elected Editor-in-Chief and Business Manager re

spectively. My best wishes for success go to diem as

the Countryman begins its 57th year of continuous
publication.

4
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Zilch Stays,

The Rest Go

^ILCH again this year, notes with pleasure the

^-'advent of Cornell's very own Farm and Home

Week. He is enthralled with the prospect of having
so many people descend on this fair campus and, per
chance, read these humble words on the pages of the

Countryman.
This time of year also marks a milestone for

many of the champions of the written word who un

selfishly contribute both time and talent to the

Countryman. This milestone comes in the form of

staff elections, and with these elections our ranks are

broken and/or reorganized.
Traditionally, the Editor-in-Chief writes a last will

and testament as his editorial, in which he leaves

various items to out-going staff, friends, and well-

wishers. Since the present editor has taken it upon

himself to brazenly and wantonly stray from custom,

Zilch feels that it is his duty to shoulder this respon

sibility and carry on this noble gesture. Herein will

follow the Zilch version of the time-honored testament.

To the Editor-in-Chiej: (most high and sainted) To

him goes the Agriculture and Home Economics Inter-

College Public Relations Award given to the student

most likely to be knifed in Martha Van. To him also

goes a Sears, Roebuck gift certificate for one pair of

$4.95 sneakers.

Business Manager: A copy of the text, "How to Make
Small Advertisers Into Big Spenders." 'it has been sug

gested that this personage lacks certain facial features
which may be considered pleasant to the human eye.
To help him overcome this deficiency, Zilch gives
him a five pound glob of modeling clay and the book,
"Plastic Surgery for the Micro-cephalic."
Managing Editor: To him, Zilch's rules for calculated

copy fitting, the Certificate of Merit from the Na
tional Rubber Cement Institute, and the extension
bulletin called, "Rabbit Care and Handling."
Associate Editors: For her—the bent pica stick and
the remainder of the cropping wheel. For him: the

names and addresses of the roommates of all the girls
on the staff.

Photo Editor: Formal and informal poses of all the

professors in the Ag School. It is hard for him to take

good pictures because his camera is so small. He can't

get a bigger camera because his VW wouldn't hold
it.

Home Ec. Editor: To her, an appointment with all
the Home Ec. professors and their promise to disclose

all, withhold nothing.
Board of Directors: Ah, sweet symbols of stability!
For them, a clause in the constitution which limits
their term in office to no more than 20 years.
To the Countryman Staff: Zilch says to you that, if
elected to the office of Editor-in-chief, he will give
by-lines to the business staff, and article payment to
the writers!

Vis Aids people: In honor of your leader; one pocket
knife, an Alnico 5 magnet, four pieces of Alphacite
chalk (should be a life-time supply), and 72 pounds
of warm Glycowax.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Sterling Silver

Cornell

Souvenir

Coffee Spoon

*3.30 Tax |nd-

Vis Aids

PATTEN'S JEWELERS
306 E. State St.

Ithaca, N.Y. Tel. 4-1562

Mail and Phone Orders Filled
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From the President's Desk

On behalf of Cornell University I wecome you to the campus;

we are happy to have you with us for the annual observance of

Farm and Home Week.

Your colleges at Cornell, the New York State Colleges of Ag

riculture, Home Economics, and Veterinary Medicine, plan this

diverse program each year to aid you in your goal
— improving

your farms and homes — so that you can serve better the ever

growing population of our country and the world. In a sense we

have a common goal. Whatever you learn here, whatever ideas for

improvement you take home with you, benefit us all.

Through the lectures, exhibits and events planned for you dur

ing this period, you can share in the discoveries made here and

in the current research being conducted by Cornell University
for you.

We hope you participate fully in the program, profit from it

and come back again soon. You are always most welcome.

Deane W. Malott

President, Cornell University

6
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Forty Years Ago • . .

... a new farm organization bearing the cumbersome name of Cooperative

Grange League Federation Exchange set out to implement the recommenda

tions of the Cornell College of Agriculture.

Working with Cornell specialists, G.L.F. (as is was to be more familiarly

known) was able to turn those recommendations into reality, making avail

able to New York State farmers such innovations as open formula feeds and

fertilizers, and known-origin seeds adapted to rigorous Northeast weather.

From a handful of farm leaders and an idea, G.L.F. has grown in four

decades into a 118,000-member farmers' cooperative serving New York, New

Jersey and northern Pennsylvania.

Much of the inspiration for G.L.F. 's founding came from agricultural

pioneers at Cornell. Their work and the work of their successors have con

tributed greatly to the success and growth of G.L.F.

On this, our Fortieth Anniversary, we look forward to the next forty

years of cooperation between our two institutions, in the interests of a more

prosperous agriculture.

GIF,

40th
^/tnnwersaru

Cooperative G.L.F. Exchange, Inc.

Terrace Hill, Ithaca, New York
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Is Your Car Committing

MUFFLER MURDER?

Have a new muffler installed

at

Glenn's Sinclair Station

$2.OCT.

329 College Ave.

Ithaca 4-9176

a new achievement

in diamond ring

design

Engagement ring from $200-$1200

Bride's ring $10

SCHOOLEY'S, Inc.

152 E. State
Quality Jewelers

Ith. 4-1562

Charles E. Palm,

Dean,

College of Agriculture

We're Happ
WELCOME

to the new Farm and Home

Week!

We have streamlined the agricultural part of this

49th annual event. In compressing the former five days
into three, we hope you will find the 1960 program

with its theme, "The Challenge of Change," not only
more compact and better coordinated, but also an

easier one to select and attend the many events of

your choice. This includes not only the lectures but

the centralized exhibits and demonstrations as well.

For the first time, the rural youth will have a pro

gram of their own.

Although Farm and Home Week has a ''new

look," basically it has the same purpose of helping
the people of New York State to live better now and

to plan for the future. In this big "open house," our

scientists open up their laboratories and present new

research.

This year, in particular, we are taking a look

into the future of agriculture. What will dairying be

like in 1970? What changes can farmers expect in

marketing milk, poultry, fruits and vegetables, and

other products? How will the population explosion
affect agricultural markets and education? What can

research do to help solve the problems of contamina

tion in food supplies? What are the opportunities for

young people in agricultural science? What will Amer

ica and the world of 10 to 20 years hence be like?

Scores of other important topics may be of special
interest to you.

Farm and Home Week is one of the functions of

the College of Agriculture designed to serve all the

people of the State, including farmers, their organiza
tions, city and suburban people, industries allied with

agriculture, and others who depend directly or indi

rectly upon agriculture. It's a good time and place to

study the present and to peer into the future. We're

happy to have you as our guest, and we hope you
find your visit a very profitable and enjoyable ex

perience.

Cornell Countryman



Helen G. Canoyer

Dean,

College of

Home Economics

Have You

CHANGE
is our way of life. However, during the

past decade economic and social changes have

come more quickly than ever before. In the 1960's,
we can expect even more rapid and striking changes
which will affect everything we do and think.

Change is a challenge, and this year's Farm and

Home Week program is designed to help families gain

insight into today's and tomorrow's changes and ad

just to them. The staff of the College of Home

Economics welcomes this opportunity to share infor

mation and exchange ideas with you. Each depart

ment offers the resources of its faculty and laboratories

to help homemakers and their families understand

rapidly changing conditions and make the increasingly

complex choices that lie ahead.

You will have a chance to hear and think about

what's happening now and what's just around the

corner. As well as hearing results of research, you may

see some of the research methods used to explore the

unknown. You may widen your horizon by attending

regular class sessions and hearing illustrated reports

of recent travel in other countries.

You will get new ideas, gather facts, weigh al

ternatives, learn about new products and the skills

required to handle these products satisfactorily. All

this can help you as you perform your many roles—

as informed citizens, community leaders, family mem

bers, and consumers. It's up to you to make the most

of your visit.

WELCOME

We hope you'll take time out during your visit

to Farm & Home Week to visit our store.

The Campus Store is headquarters for all Cornell

souvenir-irems, such as:

Banners & Pennants

Mascots

T-Shirts & Sweatshirts

Jewelry

Postcards

and many other items.

WE'LL BE GLAD TO SEE YOU!

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE, INC.

BARNES HALL

No matter what your house looks like,

It will look better with:

Floor & Wall Coverings

with installation

Venetian Blinds

Window Shades

from

CHURCH'S

WALLPAPER & PAINT

203 N. Aurora St. Ithaca 2688
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A researcher replaces a flask filled with coconut milk and gr owing carrot cells.

Dr. Steward's Pampered Plant Cells
Botanist F. C. Steward is studying unusual growth substances which cause a single carrot

cell to develop into an entire plant. The National Cancer Institute is interested in his results.

by Jane E. Brody '62

DR.
F. C. Steward of Cornell's

department of botany has been

able to stimulate a single, mature
cell of a carrot so that it reproduces
a new, fully-developed plant. This
unusual proliferation of cells, which
occurs rapidly and irregularly, is

stimulated by growth factors con

tained in coconut milk.

The wild, erratic growth of these
carrot cells is similar to what oc

curs in animals when certain cells

suddenly deviate from their normal

growth pattern and go haywire, pro
ducing cancerous tissue. Its direct
relation to cancer, about which
scientists know so little at present,
is evidenced by the fact that the
National Cancer Institute is sup

porting the research.

The mature, non-dividing cells

of carrot root-phloem have been

used most extensively in these ex

periments. Two milligram plugs of

this tissue are removed from the

carrot asceptically and placed in

large round flasks which have

nipples blown symmetrically about

their circumference.

A base medium, and coconut

milk extract are added to the flasks.

The base medium allows some

growth by cell enlargement. The

coconut milk encourages fast

growth of the tissue. The researcher

then places them sideways on a

large disk which rotates at a con

stant rate of 1 rpm. As the disk re

volves, each nipple containing the

explanted tissue is first submerged
in the growth medium and then ex

posed to air. The entire experiment
is carried out under controlled con

ditions of light and temperature.

In this system, the 2 mg. ex-

plants grow rapidly and uniformly,

increasing in weight to as much as

10 mg. in about 28 days. It appears
that the coconut milk contains sub

stances, distinct from any known

vitamins or growth regulators,
which are capable of stimulating
cell division.

Free Floating Cells

Although the original 2 mg. plug

10
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consists of many cells, the liquid
medium in the flask contains many

free-floating single cells which ap

parently break loose from the plug.

Microscopic observation has re

vealed that these cells are alive and

undergoing cell division. The free

cells are then transferred to a new

flask in which they grow freely,

dividing to yield a multicellular

mass.

4-Way Growth

Cells isolated from potato tuber

and peanut cotyledon as well as

from carrot phloem exhibit this ac

celerated growth which occurs in

four different ways: "1) prolifer
ation of an isodiametric 'mother'

cell and colony formation by suc

cessive divisions, 2) internal divi

sions and formation of a moruloid

mass within the confines of the

original cell wall, 3) extrusion of

tube-like or filamentous processes

and formation of multicellular fila

ments, and 4) extrusion of small

papillae or buds which enlarge into

full grown cells."

It is not long before the result

ing cell-aggregates, which strongly
resemble embryo plants, commence

to form root-like structures. When

placed on a semisolid agar medium,
the culture at this stage will de

velop a shoot, and then may pro

duce a carrot storage root. And

this completes the cycle from carrot

root-phloem, to free cell, to carrot

root, to carrot plant!
But this is far from the end of

the story. What constituent of

coconut milk stimulates the growth
of cells which do not respond to

"a number of commonly used nutri

ent extracts or plant-growth stim

ulants?" The active components of

the coconut milk are separated by
fractionation. Fractionation takes

advantage of differences in the dis

tribution ratios of substances in

two immiscible liquids. Very similar

substances can be separated by sue-

Fraternities! Sororities!

Planning a banquet or picnic
?

We furnish sa lads and baked goods of all types.

HOME DAIRY BAKERY AND CAFETERIA

143 E. STATE STREET ITHACA 2-2459
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cessive tractioning.
Fractions containing isolated or

partially isolated substances must

then be tested individually to see if

they will incite cell growth. The

coconut milk, which is really the

liquid endosperm that nourishes the

coconut embryo, has been found to

contain not one but several active

growth-promoting substances, at

least three of which have been iso

lated in the form of recrystallized
substances. No one of these sub

stances that has thus far been

tested has been able to stimulate

growth by itself. Instead, a com

bination of two or more of these

active components appears neces

sary to produce this unusual activ

ity.

Scientific Implications

This experiment lends insight in

to many problems of the biochem

ical world. It can be viewed as an

extensive study of cell division as

a process essential to life. It is

also an attempt to understand bet

ter the metabolism of growing
tissue. It may reveal those sub

stances present in the endosperm
which are responsible for stimulat

ing the rapid growth of an embryo
plant.
It hints at the possibility of

identifying and perhaps even syn

thesizing the substances which regu

late cell division at least in plants.
These substances may be found to

have use in agriculture as herbicides

or growth regulators.
But, as an ultimate goal, it is

hoped that this work, which has

been in progress now for several

years, will eventually shed some

light upon what is responsible for

the sudden, uncontrollable growth
of cancerous tissue.
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%„ NEW

Babcock BESSIE
Bred to live and lay. ..challenges every

bird bred in America to match her

15 Reasons

Why You'll Like

NEW BESSIE Best . . .

By Monroe C. Babcock

1. Chicks beautiful. Mortality Vi to V2% first

month.

2. Pullets grow fast, beautiful.

3. Maturity early and uniform.

4. Mortality on most farms runs Va to ¥2% per

month in laying house.

5. Will peak at 90% and better - 240-280 eggs

per year.

6. Persistency
— 13 to 16 months lay.

7. Excellent egg size.

8. Good shells and good shell shape.
9. High "I. Q." (Interior Egg Quality)
10. Low on blood spots. .

1 1 . Little or no broodiness.

12. Body weight 4.4 to 4.5 lbs. at 12 months.

13. Good feed efficiency.
14. Gentle, easy bird to handle.

15. Customers who tried this new bird in 1959

couldn't find any faults in her.

BESSIES SOLD AROUND THE WORLD

Babcock Poultry Farm was started by Monroe C. Babcock in 1935. Since then

the organization has become one of the world's leading breeders of White Leghorn

poultry.

Babcock Bessie chicks are presently being produced at 90 franchise hatcheries

throughout the United States (including Hawaii) and Canada ... as well as numer

ous associate hatcheries in Latin America and Europe.

The research and breeding programs for the entire organization is carried on

at the farms in Ithaca.

You are invited • • •

... to visit us at Babcock Poultry Farm during Cornell Farm and Home Week,

March 22-24. We are located on Route 96, six miles northwest of Ithaca. It will

help if you call before you come so we can have some one on hand to show you

around.

BABCOCK POULTRY FARM, INC. Box 286-B, Ithaca, New York



Random sample egg laying tests can be an important tool for the nation's poultry-
men. Here's how they work and how to use them as chick buying guides.

by Edward L. Razinsky '61

RANDOM sample egg laying
tests may not mean any more

as a chick buying guide than the

color of the chick salesman's eyes.

With almost every chick salesman

reporting that his brand of bird

ranks in the first quartile in at

least one random sample test for

some trait, the poultryman has rea

son to wonder if these tests really

prove anything.
Dr. Dean R. Marble, professor

of Poultry Husbandry at Cornell,

says that random sample tests are

reliably operated and the results

of such tests can be used as a guide
to buying chicks ... if properly
evaluated.

While discussing the random

sample tests, Dr. Marble, who is

the supervisor of the Western and

Central New York tests and secre

tary-treasurer of the Council of

American Official Poultry Tests, re
calls that in the early days of

poultry testing, the results were not

always completely dependable.
The first "Standard" egg laying

test (the testing procedures were

standardized) was held in Storrs,
Connecticut in 1912. The entries

consisted of five pullets from each

breeder.

Mature pullets were entered so

it was possible for breeders to trap-

nest prior to the test and enter only
their best birds. This was one big
weakness of the old standards.

Dr. Marble also recalls the "horse

race" atmosphere of the tests with

all the breeders priming their en

tries for the big "race."

"As weak as the standard tests

are," Dr. Marble states, "they have

encouraged breed improvement."

Today, there are only five standard

tests left in the U.S. but they are

still the primary type of poultry
test in Europe.
A few years before the U.S. sank

into the Great Depression of the

Dr. Marble suggests severa

random sample egg laying tests

1. Don't just look at one

test. See how the birds did in

other tests in the country.

2. One year's results are

not enough. If a breed does

well consistently, year after

year, in all tests, it will prob

ably do well on your farm.

3. Environment is impor
tant. Some strains perform
well under some conditions

but poorly under others.

Make sure you compare the

testing conditions with those

on your farm before you de

cide.

4. Are the traits money

makers? It's nice to be num

ber 1, but it's better to be

number 1 for a trait that will

mean profit for the producer.
(Egg production, livability
and feed efficiency are most

important.)
5. Consider the ranking for

traits that are important to

you. If you must sell extra

1 points to consider when using
as chick-buying guides.

large eggs for the same price
as large, a high test score for

percent extra large doesn't

mean more profit for you.
6. The test are a compari

son
—not a prediction. The re

sults show that X did better

than Y, but NOT by how

much.

7. Check the publications
of each test to judge differ

ences. Each test is different

in some way
—and this affects

the value of the results. Know

the test to judge the results.

8. Study the overall test

results. The Council of Ameri

can Official Poultry Tests

publishes an annual bulletin

which lists, by name, all the

breeds in all the tests and how

they did.

(A copy of the Council re

port may be obtained by

writing to Dr. Dean R. Mar

ble, Poultry Dept., Cornell

University, Ithaca, N.Y. or

vour local test supervisor.)

March, 1960
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The Central New York Random

1930's, a change in poultry testing
was made in the Netherlands. In

these tests, larger numbers of en

tries from each breeder were picked
at random and all the birds in the

test were raised in one place. This

led the way for the modern random

sample tests of today.
Sunny California held the first

of the modern random sample tests

in the late 1940's. There are 14

random sample tests in operation in

the U.S. today but, basically, their

procedure is the same.

Any qualified breeder may enter

his birds in any or all of the tests

throughout the country by sending
in his application and fee.

At a specified time the test sup-

Sample Test at Horseheads, N. Y.

ervisor or his representative (often
the local county agent) goes to

the breeders' farms to select hatch

ing eggs for the test. They pick

eggs, at random, from the incubator

trays, cases of eggs on hand or the

nests. (Dr. Marble does this for

the Western and Central NYS

tests.)
All the eggs from all the breeders

in each test are hatched in the

same way and at the same time. Of

the chicks that hatch, 50-100 pul
lets are kept as the test flock.

Birds from the individual breed

ers are intermingled during brood

ing and rearing and are kept in

identical conditions. The test runs

until the birds are 500 davs old

and no culling may be done during

the test.

Birds from each breeder are

identified and records kept for the

economically important traits. At

the end of the test period, the re

sults are figured out and each entry

is given a score for each trait.

Because the difference between

the top and bottom scores is often

small, reports Dr. Marble, and be

cause so many factors influence

birds' performance, it wouldn't be

fair or meaningful to call any one

entry "number 1." For these rea

sons, entries are listed according to

the score for each trait and the list

is divided into quarters. In this

way, no breed is "number 1," but

only in the first quarter, or quar-

tile. For comparison, all the birds

in any quartiie are considered

equal.
Dr. Marble points out that the

test results cannot be used to pre

dict how many eggs a breed of

chickens will lay. They only show

if the breed did better, worse, or

the same as the other entries in

the test.

Random sample test results can

be used as a good guide to buying

chicks, concludes Dr. Marble, if

they are taken for what they are

worth—no more and no less.

360 local formulations take the guesswork
out of fertilizer results

How
can all fertilizers be the same when Agrico makes over 360

different formulations, some of them of the same analysis?
For example, Agrico makes over 40 different 5-10-10 fertilizers.

Each one can be made with any combination of at least 14 different

sources of nitrogen, six of phosphorus and five of potash . . . plus
other plant food elements.

Agrico selects the particular combination of plant food sources

best suited for each major soil, crop and climate. The one formu

lated to meet your requirements assures you highest yields, returns
you the most profit. Because Agrico is designed for your crop,
soil and area, it's a much more efficient fertilizer. Contact your
nearby Agrico agent today.

AGRICO
THE AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL COMPANY

129 Lewis Street, Buffalo, New York



Campus Flowers

I Have Known

VV7" EEDS parties, picnics, gum-
*^

mies, bermuda shorts, field

trips, and at last, sunlight are some

of the signs many of us associate

with spring at Cornell University.
During the month of April, we

will see many other indications that

warmer days are on their way. To

some, the presence of robins and

chipmunks indicate the coming of

spring. To others, the real precur

sor of spring is the rejuvenation of

plant growth.
All over campus and the sur

rounding countryside, leaf and

flower buds will begin growth by
bursting their inclosing scales.

Perennial plants and bulbs, too,

will poke their green shoots through
the half thawed out Ithaca soil.

Probably, the first spring color

will be noted on the corner of

Tower Road and East Avenue. The

slope of lawn from the Andrew D.

White Museum has been planted
with crocus.

What could be more refreshing
than seeing splashes of purple or

yellow on a green background after

a visit with the Dean of Men (or
Women)?
Before the crocus blooms, how

ever, many other plants show their

courage by flowering through the

wet March snows. The first of

these, Helleborus, flowers as early
as January or February, and is

found in the courts of Plant Science

Building. Also in these courts and

along Tower Road between the two

campuses, the Winter Aconite and

Snowdrop can be found blooming
together. Both are less than three

inches in height. The Winter Aco

nite has yellow flowers while the

Snowdrop blossom is white.

As the season proceeds into April
the Siberian Squill, Grape Hya
cinth and Trout Lily make their

appearance in all the campus gar

dens. (The Trout Lily can also be

found growing wild all around

Beebe Lake.) One may occasionally
find the Glory of the Snow which

is similar to the Siberian Squill. An
other interesting spring flowering
bulb is the Star of Bethlehem. Its

by Robert B. Gambino '61

flowers are starshaped and white

with green stripes.
A trip up lower Road border

ing the White Museum, during the

first part of April (preferably at

7:30 in the morning) will be well

remembered. Anyone with an ap

preciation for beauty of a different

sort will never forget the swaying
of the Narcissus against the light
green background of newly leaved

trees set in the pink glow of an

Ithaca sunrise.

Many varieties of tulips may be

found in the campus gardens. The
best display of the common types

(Darwins, Breeders, and Cottage)
can be found in an area most of us

associate only with alumni and

Homecoming—the Big Red Barn.

On one side of the Barn and behind

the Andrew D. White Museum are

tulip beds. This garden is also

planted to summer annuals, pre

senting a beautiful picture of floral

color to visitors and returning grad
uates all season long.
To one side of the tulips is a

formal garden, the Secret Garden,
planted mainly to white flowers.

White tulips are used exclusively
and combine well with the light
blue blossoms of the Periwinkle.

When you leave the tulip beds

and continue east toward the Upper
Campus you will descend a few

timber and grass steps and find

yourself in an area comprised of

many ericaceous plants. The plant
that will be in bloom during the

fore part of April is the Korean

Rhododendron. It is the first north

ern Azalea to flower, the purple
flowers appearing before the leaves.

The plantings here provide an in

teresting opportunity to observe

sequence of bloom and subtle com

binations of colors.

The Lua Minns Garden on the

corner of Tower Road and Garden

Avenue will probably provide its

usual colorful spring display of

perennials. However, it will end be

fore it really begins, since the gar

den is to be moved to a new and

better location in front of Plant

Science Building.

—Floriculture

Early spring flowers (top to bottom)

Snowdrops, Golden Daffodils, and Prim

roses.

Throughout the Cornell campus

there will be found an abundance

of trees and shrubs that indicate

the coming of spring. The yellow
flowers of the Carnehan Cherry,
the red flowers of the Red Maple,
the gold of the Forsythia and the

purple of the Daphne can be found

with little difficulty if one is ob

servant. During late April some of

the Magnolias and Japanese Cher-
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Now that you're here in

Ithaca remember Home and

Her. How she would love a

ring for her hand. You will

win her heart! At Hill's we

also have watches, bracelets,

earrings and pins.

Hill's Jewelers

307 E. State

ries will show their color. They are

followed closely by the dainty white

flowers of the Shadbush and the

rose-salmon blooms of the Flower

ing Quince.
Following Wee Stinky Creek

from Sage Hall through its course

between Willard Straight Hall and

the Medical Clinic one will find

another area that abounds with

spring color from late April through
the summer. This is the Rock Gar

den.

This is one of the most diversly

planted rock gardens in the area.

The small white flowers of Arabis

and the purple of the Aubrietea are

found profusely covering the out

cropped rocks. Golden color from

Basket of Gold Alyssum can be

found in the background. Dutch

man's Breeches and Bleedinghearts
have been planted in the lower part

—Floriculture

Trillium, one of the rarest spring
flowers on Campus.

of the garden to add to the spec
tacle of the many varieties of

Primrose that are interspersed
within the area. An occasional Eng
lish Daisy and Pasque Flower may
also be discovered along the banks

of the fragrant brook. Brunnera

(looks like an overgrown Forget-
me-not) has run hog-wild in the

lower reaches, while the shaded low
er corner is covered with Lungwort.
Violets too will be in flower as the

season progresses, spreading their

perfumed scent all along Wee

Stinky Creek. Many other rock

garden plants will bloom through
out the season and add to the ef
fect of this garden.
So grab your gummies and best

date and take a stroll through the

campus some balmy April day and

try to find the location of the only
Trillium on the Upper Campus.
Remember, look—don't pick!

Complete Esso Service

Cash and Carry

ICE

SERVICE

PRITCHARD'S

CORNERS

STATION

909 Hanshaw Rd. 4-1623

Cornell Countryman



HORSE SENSE...

COW SENSE...
and

Sweet fiunt* (?tfrusj*utp
The first fundamental of good animal and dairy husbandry is to

grow as much grass as possible. But when local pastures are insuf

ficient, we recommend SWEET SUNI-CITRUS PULP, an excellent

source of low cost, digestible nutrients and a proven conditioner

with the important Milk Stimulating Factor.

IT

TASTES

GOOD
No matter how nutri

tive a product may be,

if it isn't palatable cows

won't eat enough to

produce a maximum

quantity of milk. They
love SWEET SUNI-

CITRUS PULP!

*$^TB3

GUIDANCE IN

THE FUNDAMENTALS

Without the assistance of men

like Dr. Milton Jarnigan of

the Georgia College of Agri
culture, Dr. R. B. Becker of

the Florida Agricultural Ex

periment Station, and Dr. E.

S. Savage of Cornell Univer

sity, our company—the first to

manufacture the present satis

factory type of dried citrus pulp
—would have had

much harder going during the years immediately fol

lowing our founding in 1936.

These leaders in animal and dairy husbandry imbued

us with certain everlasting fundamentals. Today we

still rely for guidance on the professors in the dairy

departments of these same colleges of agriculture.

^J^
PRESIDENT

Oum-CilrusProducts Co
HAINES CITY, FLORIDA

THE FOOD

OF

CHAMPIONS

Comely Lady of Dinsmore

Dairy was champion of all

Florida breeds. SWEET

SUNI-CITRUS PULP helps
make champions.

?hey moo foa mo*s@ SweetSum*CitrusJ*utp
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—Simplicity

Fashion stylists from Simplicity travel all over the country presenting fashion shows in high schools. These shows promote

both the use of Simplicity patterns and home sewing.

Careers for Women Only
Publicity and promotion for firms in foods and textiles offer

challenging careers for women trained in home economics.

by Carole J. Wedner '61

On
the bulletin board of the high

school sewing room hangs a

step by step picture description of

how to put a zipper in a dress.

These charts and many similar

ones were received by a grateful
teacher from an industrial firm.

The College of Home Economics

at Cornell turns out many fine edu

cators, but they are not all teaching
in the schools of the country. Many
companies are setting up education

al departments which hire home

economists to experiment and write

material which will be helpful to

the public.
The purpose is two-fold. First,

product promotion leads companies
to seek ways to present their goals
without actually advertising them.

Good will is also fostered. Miss

Rajean M. Codish, director of

Talon Company's Educational

Services explains that a child

who learns to enjoy sewing and be

comes successful at it is a consumer

of zippers, thread, snaps, buttons,
etc. for a lifetime.

Jobs in this field are many and

varied. Field representatives travel
all over the country visiting
schools, stores, distributors, and
adult groups. Simplicity Pattern

Company sends out both store and

school fashion shows accompanied
by a representative. The represent

ative sets up the show, fits dresses

to models, moderates, and then

moves on to another area.

The home offices of the education

departments have advisory com

mittees made up of about six lead

ing educators. The National Dairy
Councils consists of high school

teachers, a head of foods in a col

lege and a health specialist. These

people check the general program
and material being issued by the

department to see if it fulfills edu

cation's needs and is understand

able.

Research laboratories are also

maintained by these companies in

connection with the education de

partments. General Foods main
tains extensive laboratories where

every idea thought up, every pro

duct, and every customer com

plaint is tested. Talon Zipper Com
pany and Coats and Clark Com

pany maintain sewing rooms where
ideas for new and better uses of
their products are born and tested.

Opportunities for home econo

mists in this field are enormous.

Many top positions require experi

ence, but getting it can be as ex

citing as reaching the top.

Mrs. Wood of the Home Econo

mics College placement office re

commends magazine and newspaper

work for an incalculable amount of

experience for the girl who can be

creative with words. Hired as a

"girl Friday" or copy writer, a col

lege graduate learns how to put

fresh ideas across to her boss, the

editor, and the public. Many a

Cornell graduate has found a job on

one of the Fairchild Publications

( Woman's Wear Daily, Home Fur

nishings Daily), gone on to a fash

ion magazine, and then into promo
tion.

Research work in any field, ex

plained Mrs. Wood, provides back

ground for advancement in indus

trial education. Here a graduate
learns to follow through the ideas

of others, come up with some of

her own, and produce them in

workable, practical form.
Both Miss Codish of Talon and

Miss Mary Gerard of Simplicity
Pattern Company emphasize that

experience in retailing or teaching
is essential for anyone interested

in being a field representative. A

person traveling alone and making

18
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contacts for a company needs to

know the problems of the sales

clerk and the teacher. This know

ledge can only be gotten by hold

ing their job for a while.

The field representative also

needs the maturity and presence of

mind to be able to cope with the

numerous and unusual problems
that arise. When one has the know

ledge and maturity necessary, the

job is a fascinating and rewarding
one.

Retailing can also lead to other

promotion jobs. One Cornell grad
uate who began as a saleswoman at

Shumakers' wholesale house has

been promotion director for the

manufacturers of Pellon for four

years.

Entries into magazine and TC

work are presented by secretarial

jobs. The placement office in the

Home Ec. College gets many re

quests for students as secretaries

and has histories of students who

advanced directly into the promo

tion field from these jobs.

Many college graduates are hired

to answer correspondence. Custo

mer letters pour into these depart
ments at a fast rate. Each is an

swered as quxkly and well as pos

sible. Efficiency, correctness, and

originality shown in answering con

sumer letters can be recognized and

lead to higher and better things.
Sorcia Brodsky, now involved

with fashion and fabrics at Corti-

celh-Blending Company, was as

signed to write a history of the

company when she first came there.

She traced the company back to its

beginnings, finding connections

with many small thread manufac

turing firms, the origin of the kitten

tangled in thread symbol, and

many other interesting facts. This

original push plus subsequent jobs
well done helped her achieve her

present position.
The educational material issued

by food companies, co-operatives
(like the National Dairy Council),
equipment companies, textile find

ings companies, and home furnish

ings companies is aimed at the pub
lic in general. Pamphlets, charts,
and instructions are written for

schools, extension groups, house

wives, shoppers, experienced and

inexperienced cooks, and home

sewers.

Company findings produce much

helpful material for school sew

ing laboratories. Coats and Clark

Company, for instance, publishes
an eight page leaflet called "Stitch

In Time." Each issue covers a dif

ferent area of sewing as fully as

possible. Such subjects as hems,
grain, facings, and sewing with
wash and wear fabrics have been

recently covered.

J. H. Thorp Company, producers
of upholstery and drapery fabrics,
put out a booklet for home decor

ators on "The Interior Decorator
and You."

Utility companies not only show

homemakers how to use their

equipment but are helpful in plan
ning efficient household work areas.

Meal plans for both over and

under weight people, and for good
health are available for both home

and school use.

The job of getting a company's
product before the public eye may
be called publicity, promotion or

education. No matter what the title,
it has created a need for home

economists and provides many dy
namic jobs for Cornell graduates.

—General Foods

Home Economist Audrey Jones '57 demonstrates a technique for Jacky Grimes

and Mary Ann Roda. Helen Thackeray, Manager of General Foods Test Kitchens,

makes an additional point.

For Elegant Dining

27 Course Smorgasbord Saturday Nights

Banquets tor special Occasions

Dinner in the Mural Lounge

CLINTON HOUSE
1 16 N. Cayuga St. Ithaca 4-6371
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MORE

NEW YORK STATE FARMERS

READ AND PREFER

Americam Agriculturist

THAN

ANY OTHER FARM PUBLICATION

*

Starch Continuing Survey On Request

*

E. R. EASTMAN

President

HUGH L. COSLINE

Editor

IRVING W. INGALLS

Advertising Manager

SAVINGS BANK BUILDING

Ithaca, New York
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Scientific Agriculture, 1970
Agriculture is moving ahead at a tremendous rate. This progress is coming

in every area of agricultural endeavor. The Countryman asked 11 College of
Agriculture professors to predict the advances that will take place in their fields
by 1970. The next 14 pages contain their thoughts. To lead off this special
section, we have asked Farm and Home Week's keynote speaker Dr Earl L
Butz, Dean of Agriculture, Purdue University, to give us an overall outlook
for agriculture in 1970.—Ed.

Outlook for the Decade

"A strong and growing agriculture"

J.,, — - ^ Earl L. Butz,

^ "I/ Dean °f Agn'

i JUl. K
Purdue University

The rapid change which charac

terized agriculture in the 1950's

will continue unabated through the

1960's. Farmers will use more capital
per worker, more machinery, larger
and more economical power units,
less cultivation and more chemical

weed and insect controls.

One worker on farms now feeds

and clothes himself and 25 others.

This ratio has trebled in the last

generation. By 1970 fewer workers

on our farms than now will be feed

ing 215 million Americans—37 mil

lion more than now. One farm

worker will feed and clothe about

40 other people—better than ever

before in history. When Mr. Khrush

chev sees that, he may modify his

oft-repeated boast about the Rus

sian farmer overtaking the Ameri

can farmer in per capita produc
tion of meat, milk, and eggs.

Only about 8 percent of our total

population will be members of farm

families in 1970. This contrasts with

11 percent now, and over 25 per

cent a generation ago. By 1970,
we'll have a fifth fewer farms than

now, just as we now have about

one fifth fewer than 10 years ago.

This decline in number of farms

does not mean that agriculture is

falling apart. Nothing is more er

roneous than to think of agricul
ture as a declining industry. Ameri
can agriculture is an expanding in

dustry in every important respect

except one—the number of people

required to run our farms. Only in

this single respect can it be said

that agriculture is a "declining in

dustry."
During each year of the 1960's,

our agricultural plant will use more

capital, more science and technolo

gy, more managerial capacity, more

purchased production inputs, more

specialized marketing facilities, and
more research than the year before.

It is obvious, therefore, that those

writers and analysts who refer to

agriculture as a "declining in

dustry" look only at a single phase
of this growing and important
American industry.
We don't think of air transporta

tion as a declining industry just be
cause a pilot in a jet airliner can

now take 100 passengers from coast

to coast in half a day as compared
with 20 passengers in a day and a

half two decades ago. This, like

agriculture, is a strong and growing
industry.
The next decade will witness a

tremendous upsurge in efficiency of

producing meat and milk. Changes
here will be comparable with those

in the broiler industry in the 1950's.

Before 1970, science will have

moved into the pig pen, the beef

lot, and the milk parlor in a big
way. We'll be making a pound of

lean pork with less than three

pounds of feed in contrast with five

or six today, a pound of good quali
ty beef (without the four ounces of

excess fat to be discarded) with one

fourth less feed than today, and a

gallon of milk with much less feed.

This will result in lower costs, and

consequently relatively greater bar

gains for Mrs. Consumer at the

meat counter or dairy bar.

This means a pronounced shift

toward animal agriculture by 1970.
Per capita consumption of livestock

products will increase markedly,
while per capita consumption of

crops, especially cereal grains and

starchy foods, will decline. This

shift in our eating habits will move

substantially toward solution of our

chronic feed grain surplus. And,
equally important, all America will

live happier and healthier lives be

cause of the improved diets made

possible by the scientific break

through in livestock production.
By 1970, the unduly long hours

of farm toil and drudgery will be

only a conversation topic among

the old-timers. We'll use a fourth

fewer man hours of labor for farm

work to produce a fourth more out

put. Family farms will be larger
with much more capital—but still

family farms. It will not be uncom

mon for a good family farmer to

operate a unit of 400 to 600 acres,

with a quarter million dollars in

vested in his business. In such cases,

one hundred thousand dollars or

more will represent working capital,
such as machinery, livestock, feed

inventory, and current supplies. An

increasing share of this capital will

come from off-the-farm sources,

either from specialized credit agen

cies or from farm suppliers through
some contractual arrangement. This

does not mean that the individual

farmer will lose his independence

through integration. Instead, it

means that he will enlarge his earn

ing potential by increasing his vol

ume through the use of outside capi
tal and planned coordination of his

farm production with the process

ing and selling phases of the total

food and fiber industry.

Many production practices of

1970 will bear little relation to those

of 1960. The relentless march of

science will revolutionize agricul
ture. Crop cultivation will have
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> Agriculture, 1970

been rendered obsolete by pre-

emergence weed control. Highly ef

fective herbicides and pesticides
will do the rest. One operation

seedbed preparation and planting

will be the rule. Larger power units

will permit one farm worker to

cover far more acres than today.

The type of power itself
will change

as we move into the Nuclear Age.

Before 1970 you may be able to

purchase a nuclear farm tractor

with enough fuel locked in it to last

until the bearings wear out.

Chore time labor in 1970 will be

reduced by a third as building re

arrangement and automation bring
us closer to "push button" meat

production. The livestock feeder

won't necessarily be tied to his

"twice a day" chore time stint at

the barn. He can take the week

end off, if he chooses, for a pleasure

trip with his family, just as his city
cousin does now.

Farmers will produce to a pre

determined market with respect to

quality, time of marketing, and

type of product. No longer will they
produce anything and then seek a

market at whatever price it will

bring. They will use their know

ledge of genetics, physiology, and

environmental factors to produce
"to specification" for a particular
kind of market demand, just as in

dustry now does. This will enhance

selling price and income.

One fifth fewer farmers in 1970

than now by no means portends de

cay of the rural community. It will

be stronger than now, although sub

stantially different. Large numbers

of urban workers, many of them

former farm families, will live in

the country. There are very few

rural families, almost none east of

the Mississippi River, who do not

live within commuting distance of

urban employment. As these urban-

oriented families intermingle with

farm families in church, school, 4-

H Clubs, and social occasions, a

new rurban culture will emerge.

This will combine the best of our

present rural and urban cultures.

In this environment, the commer
cial family farmer, using large a-

mounts of capital, science and tech

nology, will increasingly assume the

characteristics of a business estab

lishment. The farm manager will

assemble "packages of technology"
which have been produced by
others on a custom basis. The share

of total farm receipts spent for pro
duction items will increase still fur

ther; the gross margin per dollar

of receipts will become narrower

and profits will depend increasingly
on growing volume.

The rural "businessman" run

ning the farm of 1970 will think and

act much like any other "business

man", whether he happens to live

in city or country. A new commun

ity culture will emerge in which the

farmer will be less conscious of his

vocational identity, just as the law

yer, the doctor, or the machinist

now loses much of his vocational

identity in his own community life.

The differences between rural liv

ing and urban living will have nar

rowed markedly. The farmer will

be a businessman in much the same

sense as is his city cousin. He will

demand and will receive compar

able levels of income and of satis

factions from life.

Dairying

Dairymen will aim for 350,000 pounds per man

Samuel T. Slack,

Department of

Animal Husbandry

"TjAIRYING is in a period of
*-^

rapid change and new develop
ments. Greater strides were made

during the past ten years than in

any like period in the history of

dairying. Even greater advances

are indicated in feeding, breeding,
and management of dairy cattle for

the 60's.

The number of farms in New

York State declined 53 percent
since the peak of 1900 of which one

third of the decline occurred in the

past 10 years. At the same time,
land per farm increased. This trend
toward fewer and larger farms, ac

companied by the need for higher
capitalization per farm, is expected
to continue during the next decade.
We can look forward to a steady

increase in milk production per
cow, much of which will be clue to

better feeding practices. Dairymen
will continue to improve fertility

and the productivity of their soils

so that they can produce a more

adequate feed supply. They will

exercise more complete control of

the harvesting, storing, and proces

sing of forage crops than in the

past to insure quality of stored for

ages. Adverse weather during the

harvest season is still a major deter
rent to production of top quality
forage. Harvesting a greater part
of the first-cut forage as grass silage
or the use of natural or heated air

drying systems are increasing and

appear to be preferred methods of

insuring high quality forages. The

average cow in New York State

produces 7700 pounds of milk an

nually, however, it is expected to

be near 9000 pounds per cow bv
1970.

Milk production per worker will

increase as a result of better feed

ing, housing, and 1 a b o r-saving
equipment allowing for increased
number of animals per worker. Top
dairymen will aim for 350 thousand

pounds of milk sold on a per worker
basis. Indications are for a more

general application of labor-saving
equipment to facilitate the hand

ling of milk, roughages, grains, and
manure. Manv current stanchion

barn situations will add milking
parlor facilities with appropriate
holding area arrangements. Indi

cations are that bulk tanks will

have completely replaced the can

during this period and bulk milk

hauling to the processing centers

will have been completed.
Records of the farm business are

currently a necessity and will be

even more important in the future.

The use of milk production records

as a means of culling, feeding and

breeding as a part of farm records

will increase. In New York State

about 40 percent of the dairy cows

are being artificially inseminated.

It appears that 70 percent of the

dairy cow population will be arti

ficially inseminated in 1970, or

about one million cows. Artificial

insemination has demonstrated that

it can give the service that farmers

demand and can achieve results

above those obtained in natural

service. While the general trend in

butter fat production has been in

creasing, artificial insemination has

speeded up this increase. Tech

niques will be further improved to

more accurately evaluate the gene
tic worth of sires used in artificial

insemination.
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Convenience foods will boom

Brian R. How,

Department of

Agr. Economics

NEW products, new methods,
and new firms will bring many

changes in farm product marketing
in the decade ahead. The develop
ments of the fifties will be com

pletely overshadowed by those of

the sixties. We are on the threshold

of many exciting innovations, which

will materially affect not only con

sumers and marketing agencies but

farmers also.

Rising consumer incomes and

continued population growth will

expand effective demand to provide
markets for the most unusual goods
and services. At the same time, in

genuity and invention will combine

to break the technological barriers
to the solution of marketing prob
lems.

To food shoppers the most ap

parent change in marketing will be

the number of new products of

fered, and the way these products
are packaged and displayed. The

total number of products available

in a typical supermarket may not

increase as rapidly over the next

ten years as it has in the past, for

more existing lines will be discon

tinued as new products are added.

Many new products will be com

pletely different, and not just minor

changes to gain temporary shelf

space. They will be the result of

new processes and new methods of

handling. Some examples recently
introduced or in the testing stage
include sterile concentrated whole

milk, potato flakes, dehydrofrozen
baby tood, and boil-in-a-bag frozen

vegetables.
These new products will have

two common characteristics. First,
and foremost, they will be accep

table to the consumer in appear

ance, in taste, and in ease and

speed of preparation. Second, they
will be capable of efficient handling

through marketing channels from

point of production to final sale.

Farm product marketing, in spite
of its importance in the economy,

has lagged in adopting methods.

The bulk, perishability, and vari

ability of most farm products has

restricted mechanization in spite
of rising labor costs. The growth of

processing by itself will partly over

come this obstacle, but machines

will be developed to handle un

processed products also.

Electronic egg grading and pack
ing equipment that reduces direct

labor requirement to a minimum

is already in commercial use.

Apples, onions, or potatoes may be

next in line as improvements are

made in the process and equipment
costs reduced.

Milk will be produced and bot

tled in automated plants, where

machines not only perform the

necessary operations, but also check

their own performance and make

adjustments where necessary. In

grocery warehouses products will be
selected and assembled by an op

erator with an I.B.M. machine, as

already is the case in at least one

frozen food warehouse. Records

necessary for buying and selling,
for inventory control, and for man

agement decision-making, will be

stored and processed on electronic

equipment such as that in use in a

few food distribution centers al

ready. Among the many new de

vices to be installed in retail stores

will be equipment to assemble, bag,
and carry out customers' orders.

Standard containers eight feet

wide and eight feet high and vary

ing in length, that can be easily
transferred from truck bed to rail

road flat car to ship's hold, will be

used to transport commodities from

one location to another.

The new products, and the im

provements in methods of handling
existing products, will encourage

new firms to develop in the market

ing field. These firms will be new

in a particular sense only. They
will be larger in size than many at

present because of the specialized
equipment and knowledge needed

to operate effectively, and the ad

vantages of size in distribution. The

functions they perform will be com

bined in different ways. Some firms

will be more highly specialized than

present businesses, while others will

assume additional responsibilities.
The net result will be that owner

ship of farm products will be trans

ferred fewer times between farm

ers and consumers than is the case

today.

Mm

.lids

A unit of the proposed bioclimatic laboratory at Cornell. This laboratory

would enable scientists to work with exact quantities of light, temperature,

and humidity in performing biological experiments.
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Assembly and primary processing

firms like milk receiving plants,

potato packing sheds, egg grading

stations, and livestock slaughtering

operations will take in larger terri

tories and deal directly with pro

cessors or retail food chains. The

food chain, corporate or voluntary

group of independents, will assume

the functions of distribution locally.

All these changes will not occur

vvithout important effects on farm

production. Changes in marketing
will be responsible for changes in

Genetics

Knowledge

Genetics
is the science that deals

particularly with the biologi

cally heritable systems having con

trol over the nature of living things.

Genetics, at this point in time, is

a highly exciting science. Over the

past ten years or so, the problems
of genetics have attracted chemists,

physicists, and mathematicians, as

well as workers in almost every area

of biology.
The combined efforts of investi

gators having so great a variety of

knowledge and technical skills, and
of points of view, have led to rather

amazing advances. As a result,
sooner than most biologists expect

ed, we have preliminary but highly
suggestive and well-founded clues

as to the nature of life and of living
systems as they may be understood

and defined by the scientist.

Some of the further advances to

be made during the next decade

can be more or less anticipated.
Certainly much more will be

learned about the chemical nature
of hereditary materials. "Genes"
are structured entities carrying her

editary information from one gen
eration to the next, and are the
ultimate source of definition of the
chemical capacities that determine
the properties of a living individual.
At present, genes are known to be

composed at least in part of the
substance deoxyribonucleic acid

For example, certain organisms
that are able to synthesize a par
ticular vitamin may have close rc-

24

the location of production of many

products, and the organization and

operation of the farms that produce

particular products. Efficiencies in

transportation and the ease of

transporting processed products
will eliminate much of the advant

age of producing products close to

consuming centers. Instead, output

will move to areas best adapted to

efficient production.
Consumer preferences and mar

keting methods will place increased

of gene chemistry
latives, sometimes in the same

family, that cannot synthesize the

vitamin, and do so because they
have inherited particular pieces of

DNA. Their deficient relatives have

inherited corresponding pieces of

DNA that somehow are chemically-

physically different, and are incom

petent with reference to vitamins

synthesis.
Over the next few years, bio

chemists are likely to describe in ac

curate chemical terms at least some

of the pieces of DNA that deter

mine the chemical potential of liv

ing things. This will mean that a

fundamental mystery of life will

have a solution able to be written

as a chemical formula.

In a few species of bacteria, he

reditary materials may be provided
by means other than the normal

reproductive processes. Chemically
pure DNA isolated from bacteria

with particular characteristics can

be supplied to similar bacteria

with alternative characteristics.

Some of the recipient bacteria in

corporate the externally derived

DNA into their genetic machinery,
and transmit to their progeny
characteristics peculiar to the bac

teria from which the DNA was de

rived. Isolated DNA of this kind

essentially represents "genes in a

test tube." A good deal more of

heredity by injection, at least for

experimental purposes, can be ex

pected, although the techniques
may need to be varied from organ
ism to organism.
Increased k n o w 1 e d g e of the

chemistry of genetic materials in

creases the probability that they
will in some instances be predict
ably alterable. High energy irradi-
ar.ts and certain chemicals are al

ready known to have the capacity
for altering genes, although not

with pronouncedly predictable spe

cificity.

emphasis on the need for more uni

form quality of product, better

scheduling of production, and suf

ficient volume from each individual

farm operation. More farmers will

select crop varieties according to

market requirements, more cows

will be bred to freshen when plants
can best handle the milk, more

farms will be organized to enable

delivery in sufficient quantity to

minimize costs of handling, super

vision, and accounting.

One now finds it possible to sup

pose that particular chemical treat
ments will be able to be altered at

will, in ways favorable to man's

intent.

Geneticists will undoubtedly pur

sue their investigations in new

ways. Some imaginative investiga
tors believe that the sequential ar

rangement of genes in humans can

be studied more effectively by ap

propriate genetic stud}^ of human

cells in tissue culture than by the

orthodox method of tracing heredi

tary characteristics through family
pedigrees. Similarly, certain kinds

of genetic studies of higher plants
in tissue culture seem feasible. Be

fore too long, plant breeders may

be growing some of their experi
mental material in flasks as well

as in the field.

Substantial advance can be ex

pected in medical genetics. Even

though defective genes may not be

curable, increased understanding of

the physiological consequences of

possession of defective genes will

permit more effective treatment of

genetic lesions.

Finally, in this space age, the

possibility cannot be ignored that

geneticists will be involved in com

parative interplanetary genetic stu

dies. Among organisms on earth,
from viruses to man, differences in

genetic systems seem to be no more

than minor variations on a theme.

If life exists on other planets, gene
ticists will be most eager to see

whether quite different genetic
mechanisms have evolved. For ex

ample, will DNA again be at the

center of things? Perhaps for the

moment the safest and most ele

gant answer can be taken from

Shakespeare. "There are more

things in heaven and earth, Hora

tio, than are dreamt of in your phil
osophy.'"

CoRNKi.i. Countryman
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Conservation

Man's use of environment has to be planned

Carl A. Carlozzi,

Department of

Conservation

In any community there are two

basic areas in which reconcilia

tions must occur if the community
is to persist without discord and un

controlled change. The first is the

internal strife between members of

the community which compete na

turally to meet certain require
ments. The second is the frictions

that arise between the community
and its resource base or environ

ment.

When we observe the efforts of

man it is apparent that the bulk

of energy has been largely directed

toward resolving the first kind of

conflict. That is to say, man is pri

marily concerned with man. This

concern has been formalized in the

structure of our morality, law, eco

nomics, politics, and arts. There has

been over the past hundred years

however, a growing effort towards

interpreting man's position relative

to his total environment. This effort

has been made primarily in the area

of science. While a preponderance
of knowledge gained in this field

has been used for and concerned

with man relative to man, greater

efforts are being made to apply this

kind of knowledge to the commu

nity of man relative to his resource

base or natural environment. Con

servation is, of course, the organized
effort in this area of activity. That

is, conservation has been concerned

primarily with resolving the prob
lems which occur as the community

of man interacts with its environ

ment.

Today we are experiencing the

beginning efforts in American so

ciety whereby the two basic areas

of conflict can be treated simulta

neously. The concept involved has

been called both "Area Develop
ment" and "Regional Planning."
While the words are not new, the

scope of the factors involved in this

kind of planning is considerably
greater than in past years.

Geographically, regional planning
takes in relatively large areas and

often looks to natural boundaries

(e.g. watersheds or river basins) to

delimit its working area.

Investigations involved in such

an effort include not only the phy
sical aspects of a given region or

watershed, its water, soils, plant

and animal communities, topo

graphy, minerals, etc., but also at

tempt to assess man's position and

development within the area and

the ability of the area to meet the

demands inherent in development.
Foremost in this kind of plan

ning is ordering the growth and

changes subsequent to growth in

our society so that serious upset of

the human society and the re

sources of the area will not occur.

Problems such as flood plain en

croachment, land use planning, pro

viding adequate water supply,

meeting recreational demands, con

tinue to be a part of our daily liv

ing. Our past piecemeal approach
to solving these has not proven suc

cessful. And, our growing popula
tion and increased societal complex

ity are adding to these problems
with each passing year. The impor
tance of understanding our position
relative to our resource base, upon
which we are dependent, cannot be

minimized. Orderly development

through sensible planning seems in

evitable. What we need is the cour

age to accept the kind of broad

planning which can offer us alter

natives of development, to ensure

the continued improvement of hu

man society, and at the same time

maintain the integrity of our en

vironment.

Plant Pathology

The evil of all roots: plant disease

George C. Kent,

Department of

Plant Pathology

The
science of Plant Pathology

has completed the change from

a purely descriptive science to one

of analysis of basic factors, or re

lationships: pathogen to plant, pa

thogen to environment, pathogen to

fungicide, and the plant to any fac

tor or factors causing disease. These

fundamental approaches to the ex

planation of disease and the causes

of disease are being rapidly broken

into a number of different special
ized fields of study, each of which is

making rapid changes.

Changes in fungicides and the

control of diseases by chemicals will

be less frequent during the next 10

years than in the last. Recently
there has been increased awareness

of possible human toxicity from

cumulative chemicals. As a result,

requirements for either proving

chemicals non-toxic to humans or

using them in disease control so as

not to leave a residue on the mar

keted product, will slow production
cf new chemicals and greatly in

crease costs. However, a drop in the

speed and ease of producing new

protective chemicals will boost the

search for systemic fungicides.
These systemics are thought to be

non-toxic to humans and hence less

risky when found. The end of this

decade will probably find systemic

fungicides of the more general types

coming into commercial use. Re

search into the more specialized

truly systemic fungicides should be

well advanced.

Knowledge of plant viruses
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should increase rapidly during the

decade. The present studies
on the

structure and formation of the ac

tive particles
— nucleoproteins

—

are interesting and promising. We

should by 1970 know whether the

active portion is the nucleic acid

or the complete nucleoprotein;
whether insects pick up an entire

molecule or only a portion as they

pass the agent from one plant to

another; and when the infective

particle gets into the host plant
whether it reproduces itself from

amino acid particles or from inor

ganic nitrogen and carbohydrate

fragments.
There is real evidence that we

will know something of the nature

of the cause of disease. Studies of

the action of fungi and nematodes

in interfering with the physiology
of the healthy plant are begining
to give suggestions of how the path

ogen does its work. Studies on rust

fungi and other organisms attack

ing leaves are pointed at determin

ing the portion of the respiratory

cycle affected by the pathogen's
toxins of antimetabolites.

The greater advances, however,
will be made in our knowledge of

root decay. At present little or no

thing is known of the nature and

cause of the decay of roots. There

is evidence that more crop losses

are due to root troubles than to any

other group of troubles, but this area
of plant diseases has been entirely
neglected. This may be because our

cultural techniques as used on the

aerial parts of plants do not work

on roots. It may be because root de

cay is not the result of the action

of a varying complex of organisms

and edaphic conditions. Plant path

ologists are beginning to put some

of the isolated factors together in

a way that makes it plain not only

Weather

Z^f^ '•■
'-

%\ Bernard E. Dethier,

I V'"" ; Department of

-— . -* iv-^Mk* Meteorology

IMPROVED accuracy of weather

J-forecasting has depended upon

technological advances in other

fields. During, and previous to the

mid 1800's forecasting was restrict

ed to local guesses and weather

folklore. A few of these weather

proverbs are:

When the sun is in its house

(halo) it will rain soon.

Red in the -morning, sailors take

warning. Red at night, sailor's de

light.
These proverbs were the result of

searching for signs of the future

weather. Some of the weather say-

that there is much to learn by

studying root diseases, but that

crop production can be greatly in

creased by learning now to grow

plants with healthy, fully active

roots.

ings reflect what we now know to

be basic meteorological principles.

The first real advance in fore

casting had to wait until a rapid
means of communication was de

veloped, so that man could extend

his vision beyond the local horizon.

Morse supplied the means with his

invention of the telegraph about

1840. By 1870, systematic collec

tion of weather data, interpretation
and crude forecasting service had

been established in many countries.

Storms, then as now, were the

principle concern of the forecasters.

A large majority of storms originate
over the ocean areas. Marconi's in

vention of the radio (1900) enabled

ships at sea to transmit weather

observations for the first time.

Now, the forecaster had some ink

ling of the weather occurring over

the 70 per cent of the world's sur

face previously denied him.

During the 1930's the invention

of the radiosonde by Molchanoff

made possible the systematic
sampling of the upper atmosphere.
Storms were now examined in the

vertical, as well as in the hori

zontal.

A decade later, von Neuman ad

apted the electronic computer to

the processing of weather data,
which by that time, had become so

voluminous that it was impossible
for man to handle it without help.
There are now over 10,000 weather

stations on land, over 3000 ships
reporting weather and more than

1CC0 stations reporting upper air

conditions. These various stations

send in scores of reports daily. Al

though this may sound like ade

quate coverage of our world there
are many areas where coverage is

so sparce as to be almost useless.

1 he development of radar helped
to fill the voids between stations
and the use of rockets, to carry
weather instruments to greater
heights, allowed a more comprehen-

Forecasting will be longer

range, more accurate
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New De Laval Combine Milker

brings you "Turbulent Action"AutomaticWashing

Water bottle test shows you why "Turbulent

Action" gets pipelines cleaner, more

sanitary
— and saves you money, besides!

These action photos dramatize the difference in cleaning power

between ordinary in-place pressure systems and De Laval's "Tur

bulent Action" vacuum method.

Bottle at left is half-filled with water. See the turbulence when

it's shaken? This is how De Laval vacuum cleaning works. It pulls

water through lines at up to 35 mph with great turbulence to

scour away fat and milk deposits.
Bottle at right is filled with water. When shaken, no turbulence

occurs. That's how pressure systems work. They fill lines with

water then push it through at only 4 mph without turbulence.

Only "Turbulent Action" can give you truly sanitary lines, low

est bacteria counts, highest quality milk.

What's more, De Laval's Automatic Washer uses 60% less

water, less electricity, 60% less detergent. With pressure you'd

use 78,840 gallons of water a year for a 50-cow herd . . . only

32,850 gallons with vacuum. And only 228 lbs. detergent as against

547 lbs. with pressure.

FAR BETTER MILKING, TOO
—Of all pipeline milkers only De Laval's

Combine Milker gives you fast, clean and gentle milking. That's

because only De Laval has absolutely uniform pulsation and nar-

roiv-bore liners. Result
— better udder health, less mastitis, more

milk. See your De Laval Dealer. Get a Combine Milker with Auto

matic Washer. You'll save time and labor, make more money.

Barn or parlor layouts cost as little as 3$ a cow per milking.

SET IT... FORGET IT! -just add detergent,

flick the "wash" switch and walk away. This

control panel does the rest ... pre -rinses,

washes, clean rinses, then shuts itself off—all

unattended. Sanitizes automatically, too. And

unlike all other CIP systems, it never re-circ

ulates the same rinse water. The De Laval

Separator Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., or 5724

N. Pulaski, Chicago 46, 111. De Laval Pacific

Co., 201 E. Millbrae Ave., Millbrae, Cal.

10% down ... up to 4 years to pay

COMB MILKER
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sive vertical picture of the atmos

phere.
The final pieces of the world-wide

weather picture will fall into place

in the near future with the help

of television-equipped satellites or

biting hundreds of miles above the

earth. Then, for the first time, the

meteorologist will be able to see

the complete weather picture and

Engineering

§| Ronald B. Furry,

P? Department of

Agr. Engineering

WITH
80 per cent or more of

the labor on dairy farms now

occurring in or around the buildings,

the next logical approach to in

creasing labor efficiency, or reduc

ing total labor requirements, should

be to mechanize, simplify, or even

eliminate the major repetitive jobs

performed daily. A loose housing

system of managing dairy cattle

offers some improvement* over a

conventional stall barn system, but

present techniques of handling feed,
milk, cattle, and waste products,
still leave something to be desired.

he will not have to rely upon a

picture a few hours old, based on

interpolation of scattered observa

tions.

High speed computers and satel

lite information will allow the

meteorologists of the 1980's to ap

proach 100 per cent accuracy in

their forecasts. The daily forecasts

of the future will also be more de-

One job that needs urgent at

tention is that of handling the mil

lions of tons of forage for dairy
animals. Self-feeding is only a par

tial solution to this problem. New

machines to help simplify the

handling of forage will be develop
ed. Whether the machine's end

product is called a wafer, a Hayfer,
or a pellet is immaterial. The im

portant thing is that the forage
bulk will be reduced and that the

uniformity of the product will make
it easier to handle with mechanical

equipment. This is important not

only in moving forage in and out

of storage, but it is also important
in metering the correct amount to a

cow according to production. The

job is only half completed when

modern field machines deliver the

forage to the warehouse and then

let a two legged servo-mechanism

with a front-end shovel unloader

meter the stuff haphazardly to the

cow.

tailed both in area covered and in

the statement of the times of be

ginning and ending of various

weather phenomena. The long

range weather outlook, at present

only 30 days long, will improve.

By 1980 the outlook will be day
to day forecasts, similar to the

present daily forecasts, but for a

period three months in advance.

Devices that are both experi
mentally and operationally sound

are in existence that can relieve

men of this silage feeding chore.

The feeding schedule can be pro

grammed into the mechanism to

meter out silage according to the

cow's requirement, actuate an un

loading device that is synchronized
with a conveying system, and shut

the whole works down when the

last cow is fed. It might even qual
ify for the "fully automated" title

if the whole system can be inte

grated well enough to also turn it

self on when required and monitor

its own operations. The farming
aspect of agriculture has not even

scratched the surface of electronic

control use to relieve the man for

more important managerial tasks.

Probably the most lucrative part
of the dairy operation is milking.
This activitity has gone substan

tially unchanged for many years.

Engineering techniques and equip
ment related to the handling of the

milk are relatively well developed.
It is the handling of the cows that

causes the trouble. Conventional

types of milking parlors have im

proved the situation somewhat.

The more recent development of

the herringbone milking parlor al

lows one man to milk 40 to 45

cows per hour and do an excellent

job. But even this is not the pan
acea of the milker. Why? Because

there should be no milker. An ob

server should be all that is required
and the system should handle more

cows in less time.

A system that comes close to

modern, large herd requirements is

already in use on the West Coast.
It enables two men to wash, feed,
milk, and otherwise care for cows

at the rate of 100 per hour. The

system is expected to pay for itself
from savings in labor charges alone
in six years time. The equipment
won't wear out in that time. The

important thing to note is that it

Automation will sweep the farm
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could be modified to eliminate one

of the two men from the operation
that are now used. Then one man

could milk 100 cows in one hour.

After that, the only step left is to

go full circle and make the system

fully automatic—from the applica
tion of the milking unit to the keep

ing of the cow's records on the

farm.

Dairy housing is certain to un-

Dciiry Manufacturing

Who
can tell what will be hap

pening in dairy manufactur

ing in 1970?

Many things are possible. We can

conjecture that the whole field of

milk distribution will be radically

changed; that in our metropolitan
markets there will be essentially
no door-to-door delivery and per

haps no great sales of fluid milk

because the experimenters in labor

atories have had success in produc
ing a milk powder or a concentrated
milk of extreme flavor stability and

free of the defects which have ac

companied these products to date.

We can prognosticate that there

will be very few dairy farms of

family size. Only the largest of

farms may be in operation and only
the largest of plants may be hand

ling the milk.

We can conceive that milk will

be carried extremely long distances

by tank truck or by air transport
and we could even conceive of milk

becoming a public utility because of

its public health significance. All of
the small plants may disappear and
milk may be processed completely
by automatic equipment from the

farm to the final product and dis

tributed to the public by semi-auto

matic or automatic channels.

We may even have a pipeline
spanning New York State to carry

milk from Buffalo, Rochester, Al

bany, Syracuse and Watertown in

to some central location such as

Cortland or Elmira where it could

be processed in a huge plant geared

dergo change as research yields
more and more information about

how the dairy animal's environment

affects her production, health,
longevity, and general welfare. It

may very well be that a slow but

continuing increase in the average

temperature of this hemisphere will

see not only the human population
in a more closely controlled en

vironment, but some of our more

to use atomic power for changing
the perishable nature of milk into

whatever the product would be.

None of this is likely to happen,
but the things that do happen are

likely to be as surprising and as

strange. All we are sure of is that

things will change and that they
will change more rapidly as time

goes on.

The last ten years have seen more

changes in the dairy industry than

have occurred in all of the time

since the first factories were built

in New York State about 100 years
before.

In 1970 we will have a solid dairy
industry in the Northeast. Our cli

mate is geared to the production of

milk. We have rolling country

suitable for dairy animals, and

about the best crop we can raise

is roughage . . . admirably suited

to be run through a cow. The cow

important animal species as well.

Dairy regions of the Southern

United States could capitalize
quickly on findings from the psy-

chroenergetic laboratories and

could economically increase pro

duction of dairy animals by placing
them in a controlled air conditioned

environment. Perhaps rapid popu
lation expansion will make this a

closer reality than we can now

perceive.

itself is admirably suited to the

production of food, provided we can

afford to run our food through an

animal before it is offered to hu

mans.

Our cows produce high quality
milk from acres which are some

times uncroppable and they use

roughages which are not usable

directly by humans. From unus

able material they produce about

25 percent of our food and the high
est quality product, in terms of

vitamins, minerals, and protein, in

our diets.

Of course, we could produce food

more cheaply from crude materials

in a yeast tank, but who wants to

eat yeast when he can get fine

dairy products? We believe that the

American economy will support an

animal agriculture and that the

cow is the most versatile and most

efficient in turning roughage into

Harvest 100-200 acres daily and do it within the air-conditioned shock-

absorbent interior of this streamlined combine. All the operator has to do is

turn corners. Routine guiding and adjustment is done automatically.

Dairy manufacturing is due for a revolution
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The Most

Important 5 Minutes

in a Dairy Farmers Business Future...

could be the five minutes it will take to read this ad. The reason

why we know that this message is important to dairy farmers Is be

cause Eastern Milk Producers are all dairy farmers . . . 100% an organ

ization composed of dairy farmers.

Stated basically, Eastern's position is that dairy farmers need the

influence of a cooperative and that this is best provided by a bargain

ing cooperative such as Eastern. Because it is primarily interested in

achieving higher prices for dairy farmers, Eastern has no conflicting

interests and speaks loudest for dairy farmers.

REPRESENTATION. All of Eastern's officials and delegates are elected

by the dairy farmers who make up Eastern's membership.

LEGAL AND ECONOMIC COUNSEL Eastern provides experienced legal

and economic counsel to dairy farmers in legislative and marketing

hearings . . . with individual service available to each member at other

times, as well.

COMMUNICATION. In addition to a monthly publication, Eastern pub
lishes a quarterly news letter and special bulletins when special oc

casions demand. Eastern's members are the best informed dairymen
in the country.

MARKETS. One of Eastern's most important functions is to assure each

member of a market for his milk production ... at the highest possible
blend price.
INCOME PROTECTION. Eastern's members are also provided income

protection in the event of quarantine or temporary loss of his market.

Well, there are other benefits, of course, and membership in Eastern

Milk Producers provides more of the cooperative advantages that are
exclusive to dairy farmers.

The five minutes spent reading this ad are important. Important,
too, are the few moments it takes to contact your area Eastern Field

Representative, or write direct to Eastern, Kinne Road, East Syracuse,
New York.

The Progressive,

/y Mdk pvducew Effective Co-op
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human food.

We will still be using fluid milk.
It will still be harder in 1970 to

open a can and dilute it with water,
or to beat up a powder, or dissolve
a pill than it will be to take the cap
off a milk bottle or open a paper
carton.

We firmly believe that the flavor
of fine, fresh milk will be better
than that of the manufactured

product and the price of the fluid
milk will compare favorably with
the manufactured substitute.

We will still have a number of

competing companies and we will
still be handling some milk in cans,
but almost all will' be in bulk.

Our dairies will be bigger; there
will be fewer of them. Our milk

plants will be bigger and there will
be fewer of them.

However, the pure, clean lacteal

secretion of the healthy cow will

still be one of the favorite foods

of the consumers in New York

State.

|Honsing Unit

|Mjnurc Slor^i'l

Forking lotj-^;.

|Storage Unitj

IPENTAIRY

Five hundred cows can be kept in the dairy barn of the future. The

"Pentairy" designed by Cornell Agricultural Engineer Ronald B. Furry holds
100 cows in each of its five resting areas. Each resting area is connected to

the giant central milking parlor. Milking would go on 20 hours a day with
men working in shifts. The whole system is air-condtioned.

Animal Nutrition

Dairy cattle will be fed more grain

J. K. Loosli,

Department of

Animal Nutrition

Today
the average dairyman in

New York State is underfeeding
his cows. Because of the artificial

breeding program the producing a-

bility of his cows has been marked

ly improved, but his feeding and

management has not always kept

pace. As a result, many dairymen
never find out which cows are the

really good ones.

Most cows now carry adequate
conditions at calving time, but the

level of grain feeding is increased

too slowly as they start lactating
and they are not allowed enough
concentrates to reach their full po

tential. The successful New York

dairymen a decade from now will

follow a feeding procedure about

like this.

The week before calving the dry
cow will be fed 8 to 14 pounds of

concentrate mixture depending on

her condition. There will be no de

crease in concentrate feeding unless

the cow becomes ill and appetite
fails. Each day following calving
the concentrate allowance will be

increased approximately one pound
until the maximum of 18 to 28

pounds is reached, depending upon

the milk yield.
The exact rate of increase and

maximum concentrate allowance

will, of course, depend upon the

cow's appetite as well as level of

milk yield. Highest producers in

top herds today are sometimes fed

as much as 36 pounds of concen

trates daily for months. This indi

cates the safe potential for the best

cows in any herd.

Simple udder edema need not be

considered a reason to restrict con

centrate feeding. Severe cases can

be controlled with new products
veterinarians will have. Research

has shown that level of feed intake

has very little to do with the extent

of udder edema at calving, so that

cows which consistently show too

severe udder edema should be dis

carded.

The quality of hay and silage is

at least as important as the level

of concentrate feeding. All good

dairy farms will produce and feed

early-cut, carefully preserved hay
and silage like that now used on the

best few.

Replacement heifers will be

grown on limited milk, or milk re-

placers and concentrates, but with

maximum use of top quality forage
and pasture. They will be bred to

calve at 20 to 25 months. Any ex

cessive fatness will be avoided, be

cause research has shown that fat

ness in heifers tends to reduce life

time milk yields and reproductive
performance.
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Biggest changes in feeding dairy

cattle will be the result of improved

machinery for harvesting, curing,

storing and automatic feeding. All

phases of feeding and management

will be affected by automation so

that one man can handle more cows

and produce more milk with greater

efficiency.

Although there are fewer beef

cattle, sheep and swine produced in

New York State than dairy cattle

these animals have real potential
under some conditions. There is a

lot of unused land in New York that

could produce beef and sheep suc

cessfully. Recent nutritional de

velopments may make it feasible to

expand some of these animals.

Recent observations showing that

grinding and pelleting poor quality

hay makes it about equal to the

best hay for sheep and beef cattle

offers a new method of using some

of our poor hays. Pelleted alfalfa

is almost equal to concentrates for

fattening steers or lambs on a par

tial replacement basis. Our near

ness to big markets offers promise
for future development of early
lamb production.

Special cooperative marketing ar

rangements have helped to stimu

late swine production in some areas.

In the future efficient swine nutri

tion will not involve pasture. Com

plete rations adequately fortified

are available for rapid early start

ing of pigs and for finishing them

to 190 pounds in four to five

months. These feeds, along with

proper breeding, help to give leaner

pork now in demand and smaller,
leaner cuts. A combination of con

finement management and careful

nutritional balance of rations form
the basis of successful swine pro
duction in the years ahead.

—IH

An engineless tractor. A reaction of gases in the 1008 fuel cells provide

electricity that drives the tractor. Because the chemical energy is converted

directly to electrical energy there is no heat loss, giving a 90% fuel efficiency.
This compares with 40% for the best diesel fuel.

Water

Modern agriculture will

demand more water

Nyle C. Brady,
Department of

Agronomy

DAIRY BAR RESTAURANT
Community Corners

CARRY OUT SERVICE

Specializinq in Beef Bar-B-Q
French Fries & Shakes

Open every day, including Sun. 9 A.M 10 P.M.
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IN
the next decade our activities

relating to water resources will

probably influence the future of

agriculture in this country more

than anything else we do. Even in

a humid state such as New York

the supply of water controls crop

production probably more than any

other single factor. Every year we

have sections of the State which

suffer from droughts, overly-wet
conditions or destructive erosion,

all of which are related to our water

resources and to our lack of con

trol of them.

In the past only the western

half of our country has shown real

concern with water. To western

farmers water and survival have

been essentially synonymous. In

the drier areas irrigation has been

as important in the development
of the West as was man himself.

Consequently, politics and plans
for water resource use are much

Cornell Countryman
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better developed in our western

states than in the East. Also, most
of our applied agricultural research

dealing with water has been carried

out in the West.

The East has only recently begun
to realize what dependable supplies
of water can mean to a permanent

agriculture. This is best evidenced

by the rapid increase in irrigation
throughout this area. Since 1949

the area of irrigated cropland has

increased from one million acres in

those states east of the Mississippi.
In New York, irrigation has in

creased during the same period of

time from about 19,000 acres to

perhaps 75,000. Here, as elsewhere

in the East, growers have recognized
that in order to compete with other

sections of the country they must

control the water supply.

Significant progress will be made

in the next ten years on 1 ) water

use for agricultural purposes, 2)
water resource policies and plan
ning, and 3 ) research on water and

its utilization. Irrigation will con

tinue to expand in all areas of New

York where sources of water are

available. Most of this increase will

be for irrigating vegetables and

fruits where the return per acre is

high. Some grain and hay crops
will receive irrigation where "verti

cal" expansion of farming is prac
tical. It is anticipated that the area

under irrigation will more than

double in the next ten years.

Important as is the actual prac
tice of irrigation to agriculture,
policies and plans for the use of

water, and research on methods of

most effectively utilizing it are per

haps of even greater significance.
In a populous and industrial state

such as New York the water needs

of agriculture must be considered

along with industry, municipalities
and, of course, us and our families.

We must attempt to develop and

conserve our water resources for

multipurpose use in our modern

economy.

Long-term policies will be de

veloped by appropriate public
agencies which will permit, en

courage, and even demand multi

purpose use of water. There are

ample supplies of water in New

York State for all segments of the

economy. The problem is one of

control and allocation. Adequate
planning will give agriculture its

share of responsibility and oppor

tunity for the use of New York's

water resources.

Research on water problems will

be greatly increased during the next

decade. Applied research on water

utilization for irrigation will be

most apparent. We will likely pin
point those soil, climatic and crop

conditions under which irrigation
is economical. We will perfect new
methods of determining when irri

gation water should be applied and

the amount to be applied. We will

initiate additional studies on the

effects of soil cover and soil pro

perties on yield of water from our

watersheds for agricultural and

other purposes.

Fundamental research on soil-

water-plant relations will be great

ly intensified in the next decade.

Soil scientists will learn more about

the movement of water into and

through soils. They will study fac

tors influencing water retention by
soils and, with the plant scientist,
mechanisms by which water is re

moved from soils by plants. These
scientists will learn more about how

this loss can be reduced. Their ac

complishments in the next ten years

may well chart the applied agri
cultural practices relating to water

in New York State for decades to

f New York ] THE THRIFTY FARMER'S CHOICE

The Best Seed Costs Less At

Harvest Time

Plant New York Certified

Seed of:

SMALL GRAINS, POTATOES,

FORAGE CROPS, FIELD BEANS,

HYBRID CORN, AND TOMATOES

For A List of Growers, write to:

New York Certified Seed Growers' Coop., Inc.

P. O. Box 474, Ithaca, New York

The Official Seed Certifying Agency of

The New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets
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CORNELL BARBER SHOP

We specialize in flat tops

224 E. STATE ST.

ITHACA 9330

"For a real flat top"

SPEED DEMONS

OPERATE THE

Hi-Speed Laundromat

-JS,

at

402 Eddy St.

Next to Leonardo's

Ithaca 3-1121

Forage Crops

High Yields, fast growth
will boost forages

Madison J. Wright,

Department of

Agronomy

We
can be confident that in

1970 farmers will be growing

and handling forage in ways con

siderably different from our present

methods. But an even more radical

change is likely in our attitude to

ward forage crops.

Much of the forage that makes

up our present rural landscape is

there by default; at the end of an

other ten years most of the forage

on farms will be there because it

has earned a place, and considerable

acreages will have been eliminated

because they were carefully exam

ined and found wanting.
New varieties that are more pre

cisely tailored to new situations,

more desirable in chemical composi

tion, easier to grow, and more re

sistant to disease, will replace the

present varieties and especially the

"common" or "commercial" seed.

The forage crops that are more

efficient in capturing the energy of

the sun will gain favor. However,
it is unlikely that a whole set of

new species will replace our pre

sent ones. It may be possible to

adapt some highly productive
southern species to parts of New

York.

The language we use in describ

ing forage is due for a major over
haul. We need both an enlargement
of our forage crop vocabulary, and
a refinement of certain terms now

widely used. Two examples might
be cited. "Roughage" is defined as

a feed high in fiber and low in total

digestible nutrients. On the whole

it includes all leafy or stemmy plant
material. Our modern farms pro
duce a great diversity of products
that can be classified as "rough
ages." Wheat straw is a "roughage."
So is corn silage. So is Iadino clo
ver pasture. If we compare these
on the basis of estimated net energy
we find that the best "roughages"
deliver six times as much net energy
per pound of dry matter as the

34

poorest. Certainly our growing

knowledge of nutrition will encour

age us to discard terms as crude

as this one.

A more modern example is "qual

ity" as applied to forage. This term

probably means something differ

ent to everyone who uses it. While

it has value as a part of the teach

ing process, it is too vague to sur

vive long in our nutritionally so

phisticated future.

Some kind of production goal
will probably emerge fairly soon.

This might take the form of a yield
of harvested crop per acre. We

would then find ourselves measur

ing our success by how closely we

approached, say, 7 tons of alfalfa

hay or 35 tons of corn silage per

acre (these are examples, not sug

gested goals). On the other hand,
the operator who processes his for

age through his own animals may

be more interested in a goal that

represents the end result of both

production and utilization. Dairy
men might be aiming for (again,
examples) 7000 lbs. of milk per

acre from forage, beef raisers for

900 lbs. of beef.

Another type of goal is likely to

be taken even more seriously: out

put of forage or animal product per
unit of effort, or unit of nuisance.

Here we deal directly with the

farmer's abilities, inclinations, and

the conflicting demands on his

time.

New alfalfa varieties pose a prob
lem. Research results make it clear

that three, or even four, cuttings
per year produce a greater aggre

gate yield than two. But is it worth

the effort, or nuisance? An even

more clear-cut example is daily
chopping of fresh forage, variously
known as "green feeding," "green
chop," and "zero grazing." Many
farmers have tried this, but not

many stick with it for more than
a couple of seasons because of the

nuisance. They either return to a

grazing system or advance to year-
round feeding of hay and silage.
By 1970 the forage crops, hav

ing at last gained the stature of
other crops, will be grown more

carefully, handled more skillfully,
and discussed more intelligently
than is now the case.

Cornell Countryman



The Symbol of Progress
Over 6,800 New York Dairymen have subscribed to the Pro

duction Record Keeping Program of NYDHIC. You too can increase

your profits through the use of Modern Herd Records. Cows on

DHIA test exceed the state average by over 3,000 pounds of milk

per lactation. This amounts to $135 per cow per year when milk

is at $4.50 per hundred.

Visit the Dairy Records Processing Center in the building
-behind Riley-Robb Hall during Farm and Home Week.

49 Local Cooperatives—There's one in your area.

210 Supervisors trained to serve you.

NEW YORK DAIRY HERD IMPROVEMENT COOPERATIVE

Wing Hall Ithaca, New York

We feature a complete
menu, including

Johnny's in

Collegetown

open until 1 a. m.

every day

DON STREETER'S

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892
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Here is how to buy and use spices—"The

little things that make food interesting."

Grandma's
method of cooking—adding a pinch of

this and a pinch of that from her spice shelf—may

not be as out-dated as we think. The spice business

is booming in the United States. In 1957, alone

Americans imported more than 113 million pounds of

spices and produced about a third as much.

Probably the best evidence of this upswing in the

use of spices are the spice counters in the super

markets, according to Mrs. Helen Gifft, Assistant

Professor of Food and Nutrition in the College of

Home Economics.

Twenty years ago spice counters in the grocery

stores were hard to find. Now, the elaborate displays
in supermarkets are evidence that the use of spices
to add flavor and interest and to get variety in cook

ing is increasing.

The flavor-giving qualities of spices have not

always been considered their most important asset.

According to reports from the American Spice Trade

Association, spices were used as preservatives, per

fumes, and even healing substances for many years

before the birth of Christ. For this reason spices were
as valuable as gold and the search for them led to

the founding of new trade routes and the eventual

discovery of the New World.

Spices, however, have always been valued at least
in part for their ability to transform dull foods into

by Brenda L. Dervin '60

palatable dishes. It is this quality that interests the

homemaker today when she faces the large spice

counter in her supermarket.
What spice gives what flavor? What spice is used

with meat dishes, with soups? All these questions face

the homemaker and need answers.

From the American Spice Trade Association

comes these definitions which provide a basis for

"spicemanship":
Spices—the buds, leaves, seeds, bark, and roots

of aromatic plants usually grown in the tropics. The

word "spice" often includes herbs.

36 Cornell Countryman



Herbs—the leaves of aromatic plants grown

usually in the temperate zones, such as basil, mint,
and oregano.

Vegetable seasoning—dehydrated vegetables in

powder form, such as garlic powder.
Spice blends—dry mixtures of spice and herbs

such as curry powder and poultry seasoning.
Seasoning salts—combinations of dehydrated

vegetables with table salt, such as onion salt.
Condiments—liquid or semi-liquid mixtures of

spice, herbs, or both with other ingredients, such as

prepared mustard.

Mrs. Gifft adds that the word "spice" also has

the popular meaning of hot or sharp, but "actually
there are sweet, spicy-sweet, and hot spices." And,
there are more sweet spices, like cinnamon, than there

are hot spices.
Definitions alone, however, don't produce spice-

manship. Buying is also important.
All spices lose some of their goodness in storage

because their seasoning value depends on the oils

present in the original plant. These oils are impaired
with overexposure to air, dampness, heat, and light.

For this reason, Mrs. Gifft suggests buying spices
in small quantities so they are used before they lose

their flavor and odor.

The spice experts also suggest buying in stores

with rapid turnover and selecting spices packed in

tight containers. Spices in tin or glass containers keep
their flavor longer than those in cardboard.

When the containers are transparent, the buyer
should select spices and herbs that look fresh and have

a bright color. In short, the buyer should remember

that substances which give aroma and flavor will lose

them in time. Whole spices keep their goodness

longer than ground spices. And, leaf herbs keep better

than powdered herbs. So, it's always better to buy
whole spices or leaf herbs and grind or crush them at

home.

Of course, Mrs. Gifft states, "the ultimate ideal

of the true connoisseur is an herb garden so that

fresh home-grown products are readily available."

Cornell Extension Bulletin 841, "Culinary Herbs"

Thinking of making your

living quarters a home?

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting
Stair treads

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.

Welcome To Farm & Home Week

THE HILL DRUG STORE
408 College Avenue

Open until Midnite

for your convenience

every weekday

• Prescription Department

• Proprietory Remedies

• Daily and Sunday Newspapers

• Magazines

• Stamps

• Bus Tickets

• Notary Public

2 Free Deliveries Daily Ith. 3479
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gives suggestions on how to grow herbs in a climate

such as Ithaca's.

Storing is another problem facing the spice buyer.

The experts suggest keeping containers tightly closed

and away from warm places. It's best, also, to check

quality from time to time—rub a little spice briskly

between the palms of the hands, then smell the

fragrance. If the fragrance characteristic of the spice
is missing, it's time to buy again.

When buying, Mrs. Gifft adds, there are no real

price indicators of quality. Usually the more expensive

products have the finest quality. But, some the least

expensive also have fine quality if fresh.

Quality and price are just two aspects of spice-

manship. The buyer still has to decide what spice to

buy. There are many charts and lists published by

magazines and spice companies suggesting the right

spice to be used in various dishes.

These charts, however, are just guides because

"the correct herb or spice to use is the one which

tastes right," Mrs. Gifft states. The ability to decide

comes with experience.
Correct amounts can't be defined either. It de

pends on the background and the tastes of the con

sumer. South Americans, for example, are very ac

customed to spices that we rarely use.

So, the best rule is "season to taste but be light-
handed until you have had the experience." The

charm of spices and herbs, she adds, is often their

subtlety—so you can't really taste the spice when it's

there but miss it when it isn't.

When to add spices during cooking depends on

the dish and how long it takes the flavor of the spice
or herb to come out.

The spice experts offer these general rules: "In

uncooked dishes, it's better to add the flavorings early.
In cooked dishes, herbs are better if added in the last

half-hour of cooking. Otherwise their flavor is lost.

But, spices need to be cooked much longer."
Perhaps, the whole field of spices is best sum

marized by Walter Duncan, founder and owner of the

Finger Lakes Spice Trader, a mail order firm located
in Ithaca. Mr. Duncan, a 1920 graduate of the

College of Agriculture, states that "spices and herbs
are the little things that make food interesting."

Even though the use of spices is increasing in
this country, Mr. Duncan belives that "the American

palate needs an education into the world of spices
and herbs."

The advantage of spices and herbs to the modern

housewife, Mr. Duncan concludes, "are their ability
to put variety into meals and to make less expensive
dishes seem more expensive."

k$ out of the rimgyrt"

LIVESTOCK MARKETING

COOPERATIVE

Regular Weekly Livestock Auctions at

Bath Oneonta

Caledonia Bullville

Gouverneur Dryden

Greene

Watertown

West Winfield

POP'S PLACE

the first place in

Collegetown

415 College Ave.

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP
413 College Ave. Ith. 4-0519

RIDLEY'S BOOK

BINDERY

1 10 Maple Ave. 4-2341

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

(aYI
401 EDDY ST. ITH. 2-1700
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Radioactivity In Our Food
One of the atomic age's biggest hazards is radioactivity.
Scientists in the Laboratory of Radiation Biology are trying
to find out how radioactivity is transferred in the food chain.

RADIOACTIVE
fallout is a

touchy subject. It is the cause

of heated debate because of its

complex moral, religious, political
and scientific implications. Every
one knows it can be dangerous, but
no one is sure just how dangerous.
Scientists throughout the country

are trying to find out exactly how

radioactive fallout affects living or

ganisms. Some of the most out

standing research is being perform
ed here at Cornell in the Veterinary
College's Laboratory of Radiation

Biology.
Under the direction of Dr. Cyril

L. Comar, who came to Cornell by
way of Oak Ridge, researchers are

investigating the effects of radio

active material on the food chain,
i.e. how is radioactivity transferred

from the atmosphere to the soil and

vegetation, from vegetation to cat

tle and man, and from cattle to

products like meat and milk and

then to man.

At the same time they are look

ing into the way radioactive

material builds up in specific areas

of an organism. For instance,

by Steven A. Breth '60

iodine 131 that is ingested by an

animal races to the thyroid gland
and concentrates there. Radioactive

calcium and strontium collect in

the bone marrow, often destroying
red blood corpuscles and causing
leukemia.

Working under grants from the

Atomic Energy Commission, De

partment of Defense, and U. S.

Public Health Service, Dr. Comar

and his staff perform experiments
they hope will bring them to a

closer understanding of how radio

active material is transferred and

its effects on living tissue.

Because radioactivity is such a

new tool, the experiments also, as

a by-product, allow researchers to

examine basic biological processes

and to develop radioactivity, itself,
as a scientific tool.

In one experiment, researchers

are trying to see if a radioisotope
can be trapped in the gut, keeping
it from going to the bone marrow.

The experiment may at the same

time produce new information on

the intricate problem of diffusion

against a gradient.

This sheep is being fed a radioactive diet. The special pen allows scientists to

measure all radioactive material that is ingested and egested.

Purity

Fountain Service

25-30

different flavors

700 Cascadilla St.

Ithaca

Phone 4-6338

Looking for

Courteous Service

Good Mechanics?

try

PATTERSON'S

MOBIL SERVICE

221 N. Aurora

Phone 3-1169
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What Does 7960 Hold In

Store for the Farmer?

k/£%*

The end of heavy physical labor! The machine has become man's

servant; performing his menial tasks. And Morse Chain makes the

components that make the machines go.

MORSE CHAIN

On the South Hill of Ithaca

FARM AND HOME WEEK VISITORS

ESPECIALLY WELCOME AT

THE COLLEGE SPA
216 East State Street

FINE FOOD

MODERATE PRICES

Your Host: "Pete" Atsedes

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca 23377

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.

In the experiment, a laboratory
rat is killed instantaneously so that

its tissues will function normally
when removed and put under con

trolled conditions. The researcher

dissects out a piece of the intestine

and fills it with a radioactive solu

tion. Then the intestine is tied off

and placed in a flask with a non

radioactive solution of known con

centration and a constant temper

ature. The solutions diffuse through
the intestine just as they would in

a living animal.

In this way, the researcher is able

to clock the rates at which different

isotopes pass through the intestine

wall. Similarly, he can study the

differences in isotope absorption of

intestines of rats that have been

fed different diets.

At the same time, the peculiar
way radioactive solutions move

through the intestine wall is lead

ing researchers to believe that more

than just chemical processes and

diffusion are involved in diffusion

against a gradient. Possibly, there
is a mechanical factor, too.
Cows and goats in the Radiation

Laboratory, in another study, are

fed capsules containing a radio

active solution. The animals live

in individual chambers that catch

everything they egest. The re

searchers analyze the animals' milk,
feces, and urine for radioactive

material. By knowing how much

radioactive material the cows or

goats were fed and how much was

A researcher checks the functioning
of the liver of a dog that has been fed

radioactive material.
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lost in the milk and egested matter,

the researcher can determine how

much of a particular isotope is be

ing retained by the animal.

The study of how radioactive

material is transferred through the

food chain and how different types
are selectively concentrated is im

mensely complex. Different radio

active materials have different half

lives, they are transferred from one

organism to another with differing
efficiency and they remain in the

body for differing lengths of time.

The contrast between strontium

90 and cesium 137 exemplifies how

the possible dangers of radioactive

material are not simply a result of

their radioactivity. Sr 90 and Cs

137 have similar half lives (30 years
and 28 years, respectively). How

ever, the maximum permissible level

for lifetime exposure to Sr 90 is

80 micromicrocuries while the maxi

mum limit for Cs 137 is 150,000
micromicrocuries. The reason: Sr

90 collects in the bone marrow and

once there, it leaves the body very

slowly. Every exposure to Sr 90

adds to previous exposures that are
concentrated in the bone. On the

other hand, Cs 137 collects in mus

cle and leaves the body rather

rapidly. The cumulative effect of

Cs 137 is much less than Sr 90.

Dr. Comar points out that al

though the experiments are design
ed to examine the effects of radio

active fallout on the food chain,
they also are a means of finding
new ways to use radioactivity for

biological investigation.
In the last 15 years, says Dr.

Comar, the physical sciences have

made tremendous advances because
of new techniques and greater

knowledge of the atom. "In the

next 15 years, using tools such as

radioactive material, mass specto-

graphs, computers, and higher
mathematics, the biological sciences
will have a new awakening."

127 WEST STATE STREET Phone 4-9531

4 SQUARE PLAN

Grange Hospital Service

Quality Protection

- Reasonable Cost

Where Can You Beat These Benefits?

• Daily Hospital Room and Board Benefit

• Miscellaneous Hospital Expense Benefit

• Maternity Benefit

• Surgical Benefit

Contact your local representative for complete

information about this plan of hospital expense

protection designed exclusively for grangers and

their families.

FARMERS AND TRADERs LIFE INSURANCE CO.

A Grange Sponsored Company
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Regeneration In Frogs,

Salamanders, and Humans

Dr. Marcus Singer has found that a product of the nerves

may be the answer to limb regeneration in animals.

by Tina Bloomstein '63

hy is it that the leg of a sala

mander regenerates after

amputation and the leg of a man

does not? What is it about the

metabolism of a salamander which

allows it to regenerate? These

questions intrigue many scientists,

among them Cornell's Dr. Marcus

Singer, of the department of zo

ology. He has been working on the

problems of regeneration for many

years.

The work has many important

implications. In a few years, for

instance, it may be possible for

humans to regenerate limbs lost in

accidents or internal organs lost by
disease. In addition, Dr. Singer's
work demonstrates that even a

fully formed adult carries on de

velopmental processes usually asso

ciated only with an embryo. The

cells of an embryo differentiate into

specialized organs such as the heart,
lungs, brains, and circulatory sys

tem. When you cut off the leg of a

salmander, the remaining cells re

turn to the embryonic state. Then

they differentiate into specialized
cells, reforming the leg.
The hunt for the cause of regen

eration has ben carried on for many

years by Dr. Singer and his asso

ciates. There have been many
theories which have attempted to

explain the reason for the return

of cells to an embryonic state. For
one reason or another, however,
each one had to be rejected. The
best clue comes from the role

played by the nerves in regenerat

ing tissue.

In a series of experiments Dr.

Singer verified data collected as

early as 1823 by an English re

searcher, Tweedy John Todd.
Todd's work showed that an am

putated leg will not regenerate if
its nerves are paralyzed by the

amputation. If, however, the nerves
are not paralyzed, the limb will
grow again.
The exact way a nerve affects a

regenerating limb is not known, yet.

At one point a chemical, acetyl

choline, produced by nerves was

thought to be important in regen

eration.

In order to test whether acetyl
choline was the agent which en

abled an organism to regenerate,

Dr. Singer developed a device

which can test the effect of several

chemical substances on regenerat

ing tissue. It consists of a hollow

glass needed which is placed in the

tissue of the animal. This needle

is connected to a polyethylene tube

through which drug solutions are

passed. The rate of flow is regu
lated by a plunger in a syringe
that is connected to the polyethe-
lene tube.

The experiment to test the effect
of acetylcholine involved the use

of another chemical called atropine.
Atropine is known to block the

effect of acetylcholine. Thus, if
a new limb was growing and it

suddenly stopped when atropine
was induced, it could the be logi
cally concluded that the growth

stopped because acetylcholine no

longer had an effect.

When the experiment was actual

ly performed the atropine stopped

growth for several days after which

growth of the regenerate resumed.

The halting of growth by atro

pine is particularly dramatic be

cause the regenerate is insensitive

to biologically destructive agents

such as distilled water, a strong salt

solution, and high and low pH.
Atropine's effect, according to Dr.

Singer, may be due to poisoning
the cells of regeneration or the

nerve fibers themselves. However,

when acetylcholine, itself, was in

fused with atropine, the atropine
no longer retarded growth.
Additional experiments perform

ed by Dr. Singer showed that

acetylcholine was present in large

quantities throughout regeneration.
However, Dr. Singer notes that "it

is important to emphasize that the

period of rise in amount of acetyl
choline coincides rather precisely
with the time when the effect of

—Ray Poritsky

Left, salamander with fore leg amputated (arrow). Right, the salamander has

regenerated most of his fore leg. Arrow indicates point at which growth started.

Regeneration is normal in the salamander.
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—Ray Poritsky

Nerves from the hind leg of a frog (left) are attached to the fore leg (right) causing it to regenerate.

the nerve upon the growth of the

regenerate is most effective. It then

decreases in quantity at a time

which corresponds to the decline

in importance of the nerve in re

generation."
In spite of all the evidence which

points to acetylcholine as the agent

which promotes regeneration, Dr.

Singer believes that acetylcholine
cannot be the answer to the re

generation problem.
If acetylcholine were the agent

causing regeneration then it should

cause nerveless regenerate tissue to

continue growing. Dr. Singer tested
this by introducting acetylcholine
in several ways, none of which pro

duced growth.
Another series of experiments

performed by Dr. Singer also rule

out acetylcholine. He found that

even when a limb had enough
acetylcholine to cause it to regene

rate, i.e. as much acetylcholine as

limbs actively regenerating, there

were instances where regeneration
did not occur. If acetylcholine was

responsible for regenerate growth,
then there would be a direct re

lationship between the amount

found in a limb and the regenera

tive capacity which the limb shows.

Dr. Singer has found that "no

correlation can be drawn between

acetylcholine content and regenera

tive capacity. . . The only corre

lation that can be drawn between

these various states of innervation

and regenerative capacity is that

regeneration occurs when thresh-

hold requirements in nerve number

are met."

This is substantiated by an ex

periment with mature frogs. The

adult frog does not normally re

generate limbs. But, Dr. Singer
discovered that adult frogs can re

generate limbs if he supplied the

tissue with an above normal

number of nerve cells.

When asked why atropine could

suppress regeneration, even though

acetylcholine is not responsible for

regeneration, Dr. Singer replied
that atropine may have destroyed
another chemical that is responsible
for regenerative growth, it may

have altered the physiology of the

nerve itself, or it may have harmed

the cells of regeneration which then

recovered.

In any case, Dr. Singer's conclu

sion was that "if ... a chemical

emanation from the nerve fiber is

the agent of the removal influence

upon growth, the chemical sub

stance is not acetylcholine itself."

Work is still going on in an attempt
to find the chemical which in

fluences an animal's capacity to re

generate.

STATE DINER
The best food in town for the most reasonable prices

428 W. State Sf.
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There's nothing like lush growth of

grass to make dairy cows increase

milk production. Produced at low

cost, grass is high-protein feed that

animals can harvest. It's the most

profitable crop for livestock farmers

—

young and old.

More and more farmers are using
more and more fertilizer on pastures.

The old, unfertilized, poverty-
stricken pasture is on its way out. It

served only to expose livestock to

sunshine and give them exercise

breaking down fences to get to any

thing green and growing outside.

Grass needs sufficient plant food to

grow big yields of nutritious grazing
rich in proteins, minerals and vita

mins. And, the newer varieties of

grass have bred-in ability to produce

higher yields when they are well fed.

Pasture can produce as much feed

per acre as corn, but it needs as much

fertilizer to do it!

Pastures thrive on a heavy appli
cation ofmixed fertilizer plus several

top-dressings with nitrogen. A high-

nitrogen fertilizer program helps

many grass pastures produce three

to five tons of dry weight feed per

acre containing 12% to 20% protein.

Almost any month of the year is

a good time to top-dress pastures.

Late summer top-dressing produces

fall grazing. Late fall top-dressing

produces winter and early spring

grazing. Early spring top-dressing

speeds up and lengthens the flush

season of spring pasture. Early sum

mer top-dressing produces green feed

when it is usually scarce. You get

bigger yields of better quality graz

ing and more grazing days with a

high-nitrogen fertilizer program.

Nitrogen Division, Allied Chemi

cal, is America's leading producer of

nitrogen, for manufacturing mixed

fertilizers and for direct application

to the soil. ARCADIAN i'

Nitrogen is

supplied in a complete line of liquid
and dry nitrogen materials, includ

ing Golden URAN Nitrogen Solu

tion and firm-pelleted ARCADIAN

Ammonium Nitrate.

NITROGEN

DIVISION

40 Rector St., New York 6, N.Y.

More farmers use NITROGEN than any other brand!
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Flail-chop "pasture" faster

...cut silage shorter!
New low-cost McCorrnick* No. 5 chopper

Take a short-cut to lower-cost forage feeding
with a new McCorrnick auger-blower chopper.
No other flail-type rig slices silage so short . . .

makes it so quick and easy to feed your live

stock cut-pasture in dry lots.

Two-dozen extra knives— 56 in all—plus
faster rotor speed give the No. 5 over 45% more

cutting action than other flail-choppers! Exclu

sive tandem mounting gives knives a double

swipe at hay stems. They're cut, recut . . . then

augered into the high-speed blower.

Four knives and blower paddles, instead of

the usual three, chop long lengths into little

ones, and blow them into trailing wagon. Use

the No. 5 for green-chop or silage, and dozens

of other cutting and shredding jobs.

A»k your IH dealer to demonstrate a McCorrnick

flail-type chopper in your crop. Ask about the IH

Early Trader's Bonus that pays 6C/C interest on

your trade-in and /or down payment.

New McCorrnick No. 5 Direct-Throw model is your low-
cost chopper for daily green-chop chores. Extra-wide, cup-
shaped knives, mounted in tandem, double-cut forage into
feedable lengths, then throw it far back into the wagon.

II
See your W^'

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER dealer
International Harveiter Products pay for themselves in use— Farm Tractors and

Equipment . . . Twine . . . Industrial Tractors . . . Motor Trucks . . . Construction Equip

ment—General Office, Chicago I, Illinois.
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Feed now for sustained summer production. . .

Follow the

Beacon Pasture

Feeding Program
and the advice of your Beacon Advisor

When cows first go to pasture, dairymen are rewarded with

a boost in milk production. But what happens after that

depends largely upon your supplementary feeding program.

The Beacon Pasture Feeding Program helps maintain body

weight— avoid summer slump. It helps you produce lower

cost milk — get greater return over feed cost — through sus

tained high production.

Even on excellent pasture, higher producers rarely can con

sume enough grass to do their best. The Beacon Pasture

Feeding Program helps you keep body weight and get the

sustained production advantages of grain feeding— permits
maximum use of your pastures.

Call in your Beacon Advisor

He can show you how to determine the most economical and

profitable balance between pasture and grain for your herd

and your farm. He can advise how best to manage and re

plenish your valuable pasture crops. See your Beacon Ad

visor now — and whenever pasture conditions change.

From the Virginias to Maine

BEACON-THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK'

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY Headquarters: Cayuga, N. Y.
A division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc.
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Can be completely assembled

in 2 seconds using:

NO Hardware

NO Tools

NO Glue

No fastening devices of any kind
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32" providing app. 96" of shelf space
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A Better Upper

Campus Image

IN
polite Cornell, Lower Quad society, one simply

does not speak about the Colleges of Agriculture
and Home Economics. This philosophy is traditional

with "artsies." What is disappointing, however, is to

find this same philosophy expressed by students in

the Colleges of Agriculture and Home Economics.

We don't have to go far to find that it is unfair

to look with disdain on two colleges that have been

elemental in the development of their respective
fields. But it is hard to understand how students who

are apparently ashamed to admit that they are in

the Ag or Home Ec Colleges, can go out into these

fields after graduation and devote their lives to this

work.

Public opinion, however, is a strong force . . . and

when at Cornell, one must do as the Cornellians do.

But the Colleges of Agriculture and Home Economics

are as much a part of Cornell as any other college and

we feel that steps should be taken to enforce this idea.

A certain campus newspaper puts out a freshman

issue. We think that some properly placed advertising,
of a strictly institutional nature, in this edition could

start building a better Upper Campus image in the

minds of the incoming freshmen.

We also feel that such a project is not outside the

concern of the Ag-Dom Council, which might con

sider its sponsorship.
"Straight to the Country" is often a subject of ridi

cule from much of the lower campus elite. The organi
zations participating, under the direction of depart
ments of the Colleges (especially, departments deal

ing with communications), could use this event to give
more prestige to their Colleges.
The specific displays should express a theme of

"image building" and could be co-ordinated by Ag-
Dom. While we feel that Straight to the Country does

create some interest, it does little to promote a fav

orable impression.
With the Colleges of Home Economics and Agri

culture to help, both physically and financially, a co

operative freshman issue of the Countryman could be

published. This would be an orientation course be

tween covers to be sent to incoming freshmen in the

Colleges.

Incoming freshmen should be made aware, through
a freshman issue, that they are entering two colleges
that are outstanding in their fields. . . and, perhaps,
conscious of their responsibility as students to make

good use of resources available to them in these Col

leges.
We do not want to start a campaign, as such, to

protect the fair name of the Upper Campus. We do

feel, however, that the Colleges of Home Economics

and Agriculture deserve, at the very least, the respect
of the people who are directly profiting from their

existence.
—E.L.R.

Cornell Countryman



Bring to rolling boil

in small nail keg
by Zilch

*~7 ILCH notes with glee that he is physically able

^-'to look back on another Farm and Home Week.
Farm and Home Week is the one time during the

year when students on the Upper Quad can find out

what's really going on here. Frightening, isn't it?

One of Zilch's friends, who goes to school in Martha

Van, told him about a housing survey that the Col

lege of Home Economics has made. It seems that the

trend is toward the family spending most of its time

in one room. It appears to Zilch that this is nothing
new. Why all the men's dormitories exhibit this

phenomenon! To say nothing of some typical, dirty-
laundry-laden Collegetown apartments.
It isn't often that Zilch can find a cartoon that

causes him to feel overwhelming compassion for the

characters depicted. Nevertheless, he has found one

and its description is forthcoming.
Close your eyes, if you are in a position where such

an action will not seem ridiculous, and picture a cow

(any breed) standing on her hind legs and shivering
fitfully ... a look of panic in her eyes. An artificial

breeding technician is walking away from the cold

cow with a box in his hand marked "Frozen semen."

Another technician speaks to him. The caption: "You

have to defrost it first." Oh, that poor animal!

Zilch, in his rounds of Collegetown apartments, has

come upon a startling revelation . . . the male (of the

species Homo sapiens) is as skillful in the art of

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

,
P\P YOU QUY0 ZVZZ MKg A LOTTA NO\$£

'

COAMN' IN LA5-T NlTg/"

April, 1960

cooking as the female (of the aforementioned species)
... if not more so.

Just look at some of these recipes that were de

veloped in the kitchen of one masculine homemaker
—such imagination!

Vi lb. week-old chopped meat

1 sm. can lima beans

1 sm. can tomato sauce

1 pinch: salt, pepper, oregano, tabasco, chile powder,
and prepared mustard.

Mix well, Bring to rolling boil in small nail keg.
Serves two . . . who have lead-lined stomachs.

Pretty amazing, no? This same chef also whips up

something he calls chocolate french toast. It is made

by dipping the bread into a mixture of egg and choc
olate milk ... a mixture that Zilch found quite un

fortunate.

Zilch proposes a toast (not of the chocolate french

variety) to the male college cooks of America . . .

and long may they tantalize our "T" zones ("T" for

ptomaine) .

Countryman Elections
""THE Countryman is pleased to announce the results
■*- of its staff elections. The editors and managers for
the year 1960-61 are: Editor-in-chief, Edward L.

Razinsky '61; Business Manager, Alan Burg '63; Man

aging Editor, Carole J. Wedner '61; Associate Editors,
Jane E. Brody '62 and Jack E. Hope '61.

The new Home Economics Editor is Peggy Fitz-

Gerald '62; Local Advertising Manager, Virginia
Swanson '62; Circulation Manager, Linda Reed '63;
and Secretary, Suzy Gubin '63.

Before that Trek

To Cortland ....

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the frimdly service please

you, but the location is so convenient--just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4-9053

.5



Gifts and Jewelry

House of China
— 1 10 N. Aurora—

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP
413 College Ave. Ith. 4-0519

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

ORDER

Remember your family,

friends, shut-ins,with Easter

Flowers. ..the living gift that

truly expresses the signifi
cance of the day.

Choose from our comple te

selection of corsages, long-

blooming plants and Springs
choicest cut flowers.

We send Easter

Flowers -by-Wiro

anywhere.

LOUNSBERY

FLOWERS
409 College Ave.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Phone 3327

Stronger Vocal Chords

for the Farm Voice

From their downtown Ithaca office, the New York Farm

Bureau works with farmers to keep agriculture strong.

With "Kitchen Konferences" as a basic policy making

forum the NY Farm Bureau strives to live up to the motto

on their seal: "Confidently we face the future with the

Farm Bureau."

by Jack E. Hope '61

C4TTELPINC farmers to help them-

ll selves" — that's what the

New York Farm Bureau has been

doing since its creation in 1917.

This largest farm organization in

the world operates at the county,

state, and national levels, with the

New York State main office lo

cated in downtown Ithaca.

A need of farmers for technical

aid and information concerning

crops, livestock, marketing, farm

politics, and similar issues was re

cognized early in the century by the

Binghamton Chamber of Commerce

in Broome County. The Chamber,

together with the Delaware, Lacka

wanna, and Western Railroad, co

operated in the movement to est

ablish a "farm bureau" within the

Chamber, with John H. Barron

serving as the first county agent.

During these formative years, the

New York State College of Agri
culture offered organizational and

technical advice. In fact, Bingham
ton 's concern with the welfare of

the farm population was largely a

result of the report of the "Country
Life Commission" of which Cornell's

Dean Bailey was chairman. County
Agent Barron was himself a gradu
ate of the State College of Agricul
ture.

Then, as now, the Farm Bureau

derived its strength from the small,
local gatherings of farmer members
who have always been the policy-
formers of the organization. Start

ing with the spark in Broome Coun

ty, interest in the movement spread
until the NYS and then the Ameri
can Farm Bureau Federations were

formed in 1917 and 1919, respec

tively. Due to the location of the

New York State College of Agri
culture at Ithaca, many Farm Bur

eau meetings were held at Cornell

University where the first state of

fice of the Farm Bureau was estab

lished.

During the following years, the

State Farm Bureau Federation

served, and still serves, the farmers

of New York with an ever-enlarg
ing program. Despite the Bureau's

increasing functions, its officers and

members have maintained the ori

ginal design of concentrating all

power in the hands of the indivi

dual farmer members. This demo

cratic structure initiated with

County Agent Barron, who pro

moted the first household and com

munity Bureau meetings where

farmers could informally discuss

their common problems.
Today, these home gatherings of

about twenty members are called

"Kitchen Konferences." Here it is

that Farm Bureau policy is formed.

Such county, state, or national mat

ters as taxes, marketing, education,

acreage alloments, international

trade and other issues whose out

come may be influenced by farmer

opinions and which in turn would

influence Bureau members, are dis

cussed.

Through a system of delegates,
Farm Bureau's final position at the

various levels of government is de

termined, thereby guaranteeing our

farm people a position of unity
and strength.
Kitchen Konference participants

are kept continually aware of

what's brewing in Albany and

Washington by their legislative
chairmen, and similarly, state and

Corn hi. 1. Countryman
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Farm Bureau Annual Meeting— since 1917, "Helping farmers to help themselves."

national representatives can carry

out their lobbying with the know

ledge of what the folks at home are

striving for.

"Paid personnel has its role but

they cannot do for the member

what he can do for himself." Ac

cordingly, although the Farm Bu

reau issues formal statements of

policy to legislators and to the

public at large via its lobbyists and

through radio and press, individual

members are urged to write direct

ly to their district representatives
to provide the much-needed sup

port for Farm Bureau policy.
And Farm Bureau does get

through to the top! The Ithaca

office of NYS Executive Secretary,
Mr. E.S. Foster remains vacant

throughout the NYS legislative ses

sion while Foster stations himself

in Albany to lobby for the mem

bers' benefit. In addition, a feature
of the Bureau's policy is to provide
arrangements whereby delegates
from county groups can meet an

nually with the governor of our

state in a question and answer ses

sion. As a safeguard of true repre

sentation, these delegates must be

farmers actively participating in

their county bureaus. This and

other precautions of like nature in

sure that the Farm Bureau will al

ways remain a tool of its members!

A step toward more effective in

fluence over legislative activities

was taken by the New York State

Farm Bureau Federation in 1956,
when separation of the State Ex

tension Service and the State Farm

Bureau took place. It will be re

membered that the very formation

of the Federation began with the

selection of the first county agent.

Although the two bodies each serve

an essential need of New York agri
culture, both groups realized that

the union of a public-supported
body (the Extension Service) and

a member-supported, non-govern

mental organization (the Farm Bu

reau) was not in keeping with the

ideal of serving the best interests

of state agriculture.
Specifically, certain issues sup

ported by the agricultural interests
in the state might be opposed by
the remainder of the taxpaying
public, and so long as Extension

and Farm Bureau were united in

one body a certain amount of re

straint and caution by both groups

were required in order to utilize

tax money in the interests of the

whole public. Mutual agreement

was expressed on the separation,
and relations between the two agen

cies remained cooperative. The new

Farm Bureau, now called the New

York Farm Bureau, Inc., shifted

Mr. Richard Perry, President of the

Perry writing

its state office from Roberts Hall
on the Cornell campus to its pre
sent location in the City of Ithaca.
In the future the New York

Farm Bureau, Inc. will continue to

provide its continued support to

such programs as research, market
expansion, public education and in

formation, commodity promotion,
and the like. Members and the

general public will be kept informed
on pertinent developments, new

ideas and trends by way of the

grapevine stretching' from Kitchen
Konference to the Ithaca office,
and from there to Albany and

Washington. Further information
is supplied by way of the organiza
tion's publications, including Na

tion's Agriculture, the American
Farm Bureau Nezusletter, and the
Farm- Bureau Spokesman. From the
Ithaca State Office also come week

ly legislative reports to be broad
cast over state radio stations. Mr.

John Gold of the Ithaca Office, part
of whose duty lies in the issuance
of the Spokesman and the Weekly
radio tapes, is aptly named, "Dir
ector of information!"
An important goal of the New

York Farm Bureau is the establish

ment, in the near future, of a co

operative bargaining association for

its farmers. A Market Development
Committee in our state is now ex

ploring the possibilities of increas

ing the farmer's bargaining power
in relation to the already powerful
position of wholesale buyers of ag
ricultural commodities. A national

goal is the formation of a similar

association for its one and one half

million members throughout the

continental U.S., Hawaii, and Puer

to Rico— truly an ambitious and

worthwhile objective. But from the

past record of the Farm Bureau, it

is by no means too much to hope
for.

Tompkins County Farm Bureau, and Mrs.

to their legislator.
Farm Bureau

April, 1960



Z Z Z Z ZIPPERS

From its lowly beginning in a stout man's shoes the zipper has

become a familiar item in clothing. Until the depression
, .t was

a novelty. Today Talon Company manufactures 1,000,000

a day. Zippers are used in items like blue jeans and the rugs

at the Waldorf-Astoria

Talon Zipper Company

Whitcomb L. Judson needed some way of closing his shoes

without bending over. His necessity was the mother of the

zipper.

IMAGINE
the trouble stout, old Santa Claus must

have had lacing up high button shoes all by himself.

Whitcomb L. Judson, a portly nineteenth century in

ventor, had precisely this problem. Every time he bent

over to lace his shoes, he lost his breath and came up

puffing and blowing. Being a constructive gent, he

invented a sliding device that would enable him to

attach a pull string to the closure and lace his shoes
without such great effort.

This clever but clumsy device was the father of
our zipper. Today, zippers of all colors and sizes hold
our clothing securely fastened. Not only do we have
boots of all kinds closed with zippers, but our lingerie,
skirts, pants, dresses, and outer garments are fastened
with these slide fateners.

Of course, the zippers used today are quite a bit
different from Mr. Judson's "clasp locker and unlock-
er for shoes." It had a metallic chain formed by flat,
curved, sheet hooks, suggestive of battles axes. These
hooks were joined together by running a slider over

the chain and progressively slipping the hooks into
eyes. This original slider was laced into the shoes
through holes in the chain.

Although this clasp locker was excellent for lacing

by Carole J. Wedner '61

Mr. Judson's shoes, it was suitable for little else. In

fact, Mr. Judson never intended it for anything but a

curiosity. He showed it in Chicago at the Columbian

Exposition of 1893 where Colonel Lewis Walker spied

it. Colonel Walker closed his eyes, and let his imagin
ation carry this gadget into the homes and clothes of

the American people. But, when he open his eyes

again he was faced with this clumsy pair of metal

chains, which had to be modified into a usable item.

Walker and Judson set to work experimenting on

different hook and eye fasteners. Gradually, the

original closer was improved upon, until it evolved

into one that consisted of small metallic units at

tached to fabric tape
—similiar to the tapes used in

today's zipper. As a closing, this model worked fine,
but it had an unfortunate habit of popping open when

least expected. A few embarassing mishaps and the

"C-Curity" became a failure.

Before the story of the zipper became one of

success, there was a long series of similiar failures.

Colonel Walker, however, had his eye on a goal and

would not give up. Finally, in 1914, Gideon Sundback,
a noted Swedish engineer, made improvements on the

existing model and perfected automatic precision

machinery, "Hookless No. 2" became the world's first

successful slide fastener.

Successful, that is, as far as working right. Financial

success took a while longer.
This new "Hookless" was first used by a Brooklyn

tailor on New York's waterfront. He put them in

money belts and sold them to sailors.

B. F. Goodrich Company gave the Hookless Fasten

er Company its first big break. It put new galoshes
on the market with slide fasteners as closings. The
new overshoes were called "Zippers" and the public
took to them immediately. And so a new product was

on its way up and a new word was added to the

English language.
But the zipper's story doesn't end here. There was

still the problem of convincing clothing manufacturers

to use zippers in all types of garments. Shortly after

the "Zipper Boot" came out, France's famed Madame

Schiaparelli designed a gown with the slide fastener

spiraling down from the neckline to the hem.

It wasn't until the depression that the use of zip
pers in clothes became popular. By that time the

closing had been modified in size and could be in

stalled securely and invisibly in most garments.

Today's modern slide fastener bears no resemblance

what-so-ever to the device which Mr. Judson conceived

just before the turn of the present century. The

modern zipper, explains the Readers Digest, "is

essentially a series of closely spaced blunt hooks which

fit into shallow eyes. If you have patience and a

steady hand you can hook one up yourself, but the
slider does the job faster and more easily." The slider

6
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forces the chain together at an angle which allows

the crown of each scoop to fit into the pocket of the

scoop above it. "Each hook once inserted, is held in

place by the one above it, since it has no room to turn

in to disengage itself."

Talon Inc., the company begun by Colonel Walker,
turns out some 400,000,000 slide fasteners a year.

This is more than all its competitors combined. Most

of these zippers are sold to manufacturers of ready
made garments, but many are packaged separately
for sale to home sewers.

The company also fills special orders. Talon em

ploys trained consultants to consider problems peculiar
to each individual customer.

The world's longest zipper was made for the Wal

dorf-Astoria. The hotel had to rip apart the ballroom

rug every time there was a dance and sew it back

together by hand after each affair. That was the

situation until Talon made a zipper which enables

the rug to be removed and relaid in a fraction of

the former time.

Talon's latest innovation will be on the market for

home sewers late this spring. This is the "Seam-Thin

Invisible Zipper." This zipper consists of a "concealed

slide chain." No concealing placket is requiredi for

all that remains visible is the pull tab of the slider.

This type of zipper is especially suitable for skirt and

skirt-type closings and is recommended for use in

heavier fabrics. Because of its special suitability it will

be available in seven and nine inch lengths.

This simple, little gadget, which we use so often

without thinking was struggling for existence fifty years
ago. Today the zipper has assumed such a prominent

position among closures that it is difficult to imagine
modern clothing or living without it. It is a basic

product which has become an accepted and integral

part of everyday life, useful to both consumer and

manufacturer.

At the left is Judson's early version of the zipper . . . "The

Hookless Fastener." This led to the development of the

familiar zipper (right) that is found in so much of today's

clothing.

STATE DINER

The best food

in town

for

the most reasonable prices

428 W State St.

DON STREETER'S

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892
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T IGHTNING — the destroyer
■'-'from the sky—kills 600 persons,

injures 1500 others, and causes

more than $100,000,000 in property

damage annually. Yet, lightning
has been a part of myths and fables

for so long that many an average

citizen has little idea of its potential
force or of protections against it.

Usually, lightning is a summer

visitor and strikes most frequently
from May to October following hot

spells when extremes of temper

atures on the earth and at high
altitudes set up violent turbulences.

According to Emil Jungell, ex

ecutive secretary of the Lightning
Protection Institute, a non-profit
organization sponsored by lightning
equipment manufacturers, lightning
originates in storm clouds.

As the humid air condenses to

rain drops, water turns to ice crys

tals and there is a separation of

positive and negative electrical

charges. Usually, negative charges
accumulate in the lower part of the

clouds and on earth. As the attrac

tion between the positive and nega

tive charges grows, they leap across

Lightning Protection Institute

Lightning traveled down a television an

tenna, setting a partition aflame and

putting a new "entrance" in the kitchen
of this home.

a gap of non-conducting air. 1 he

result: lightning.
In leaping the gap, a tremendous

amount of heat and energy ionizes

and explodes the air molecules caus

ing thunder.

While the lightning flash looks

like just one bolt, it is really a

series of discharges, like bullets,

one following the other. The flash

is actually the path of the bolt in

the burning air.

A bolt isn't really as thick as

it seems, either. It may be only

three-quarters of an inch wide,

but it is surrounded by a four

inch channel of intensely heated

air and can be from 2000 to

15,000 feet long. These thous

ands of feet of electrical charges

pack a mighty wallop, too.

In one bolt there can be a build

up of hundreds of millions of volts.

But, voltage alone does not give

lightning its destructive force. An

electrical toy can have up to 20,000
volts and still be harmless. Amper
age, on the other hand, is what

makes lightining a destroyer.
In a lighting bolt, from 1000 to

340,000 amperes accompany the

voltage. This power is sufficient to

smatter a large building to bits or

make splinters out of a fine old

oak. Or, because of lightning's
freak nature, it may merely tear a

few shingles from a home.

Mr. Jungell of the Lightning In

stitute says that lightning can be

either "hot" or "cold". "Cold" bolts

have high voltage with low amper

age and seldom cause fire. How

ever, they contain tons of explosive
pressure. "Hot" bolts have low

voltage with high amperage and

are the fire-setting variety.
Even though the experts know a

lot about what causes lightning,
few can predict what it will do
when it strikes.

It has been known to set a build

ing on fire and then leap to a near

by fire alarm and call the firemen.
It will follow a wire fence for miles
and then spring off and kill a herd
of cattle.

Lightning is a player of pranks,
Mr. Jungell adds. Once, it gave a

permanent wave to a woman sitting
in bed with her hair in bohby pins.
No other damage occurred. And, it
once struck a horse in New York,
knocked off its shoes, and left the
horse unharmed.

No matter how many pranks
lightning does play, however, the
facts still remain. Lightning is a

massive destroyer. But, Mr jun
gell emphasizes, "the toll can be
cut down if the public becomes
aware of the causes

"
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Most important is knowing where

lightning is likely to strike. Light
ning tends to leap the shortest dis

tance. For this reason, higher places
are more dangerous — the highest
tree on a hill, the Empire State

Building (which is hit as many as

48 times a year), a chimney, a tele

vision antenna, or a man walking
alone in a field.

Isolation also attracts lightning.
Because tall objects give a cone of

protection to their neighbors, a tree

in a forest is less likely to be struck

than a single tree in a field. The

same holds true for a man walking
in that field.

Lightning's attraction for high
objects is best summed up by Mr.

Jungell's advice, "Don't let the

highest object in any area during
a storm be YOU."

With the purpose of promoting
personal safety during lighting
storms, the National Bureau of

Standards as well as the Lightning
Protection Institute have set up
the following suggestions:
• The most dangerous time is

just before the storm comes, when

8
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by Brenda L. Dervin '60

the air feels charged. This is the

time to act.

• Don't remain outdoors. But,
if you have to, stay away from ele

vated spots, small sheds, exposed
shelters, and "wide open spaces."
If nothing better is available, sit a

few feet from the trunk of a tree

. . . but, don't lean on the tree

trunk. If possible, seek shelter in a

cave, ditch, canyon, or dense woods.
• The ONLY safe place on a golf

course is a ditch or depression. And,

drop that golf club — it attracts

lightning.
•

Large metal frame buildings
are the safest while buildings with

properly installed lightning protec
tion systems offer near-absolute

safety.
• The larger the building, the

safer it is.
• When inside, stay away from

fireplaces, open doors, and windows.
•

Anything protruding above

the surface of water is a likely tar

get for lightning.
• A car is one of the safest places

during a storm because its contact

with the ground is insulated by

rubber tires. So, even if lightning
does strike, the bolt will stay with
the car's metal shell, leaving the

occupants unharmed.
• If a person is hit by lightning,

the electrical shock can cause con

traction of the arteries and heart.

Artificial respiration will sometimes

start the heart beating again.
Protection against direct loss of

life from lightning is only one as

pect of the fight, according to Mr.

Jungell of the Institute. The other

aspect is property damage and the

resulting loss of lives in fire. This,
he states, is a problem that is be

coming more acute.

Mr. Jungell notes, "The exodus

of Americans to the suburbs and

the decentralization of business has

placed more people in danger of

property loss."

Suburban homes and stores are

prime targets for lightning because

they are isolated and are the high
est objects in the area in which

electrical charges congregate. They
no longer have the cone of protec

tion offered by skyscrapers and
tall buildings.
Many of these homes and stores

are loaded with electrical appli
ances, metallic objects, electrical

circuits with outside leads, radio

and TV antennas (which are not

lightning rods), and oil and stor

age tanks. Many of the buildings
themselves are of concrete slab con

struction, increasing the attraction

to lighting even more.

This movement to suburbia, Mr.

Jungell emphasizes, is responsible
for more than a 50 per cent increase

in lightning losses over the last

decade. The need for lightning pro

tection in suburbs was recently pin
pointed in the terrible loss of life

and property at a school in a

Chicago suburb.

Damage has also been increasing
on farms because of greater use of

metal in buildings. Overhead elec

tric wires from the house to the

barn and other buildings and metal

piping systems within buildings in

crease the hazard.

Even schools, as this one, are not safe from ««s caused by I^Jtning.
The annual

loss to schools alone is estimated at $16,UJU,UuU.

April, 1960
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Lightning now causes 2 out of 3

farm fires that tend to be totally

destructive because the buildings

are often all-wood and filled with

were recently killed with one bolt

in Utah.

"This toll can be cut down, Mr.

Jungell states. Lightning can be

Wyoming County farm. Home, and v-H News

These cows are not sleeping. They are dead. More victims of the "destroyer from

the sky."

highly combustible materials such

as hay.
This loss doesn't even include the

thousands of farm animals killed

by lightning every year. Lightning
doesn't care what it strikes. . . it

can be a solitary animal lost in a

storm or a herd of 504 sheep as

controlled with modern lightning
protection systems that are pro

perly installed and grounded. Pro
tection can be installed in homes,
barns, on fences, and even on trees,
where most farm livestock congre

gate during storms.

Basically, a system merely picks

up the charge of the bolt, conducts
it harmlessly to the ground or dis

perses it into the air. It operates on
the same principle as the bit of

chain often seen hanging from gaso
line trucks on highways. The chain
is there to carry the static elec

tricity with which the truck is

charged to the ground. If this elec

tricity were not carried off, a ter

rific explosion would occur.

However, as simple as the system

sounds, Mr. Jungell emphasizes
that installing lightning protection
is not a "do-it-yourself" project. It
takes trained technicians because a

modern system is nothing like

grandpa's lightning rod. In fact, it

isn't even called a lightning rod,

anymore.
It's an air terminal, made of

copper, pencil-thin and pointed.
The air terminals are installed at

intervals on all the high points of

a building—roof peaks, gables, and

chimneys. These terminals are in

terconnected and bonded to copper

cable strong enough to carry light

ning's heavy amperage into the

ground.
Everything that is metal is tied

into this protective system and any

tall trees near the building are

tied in, too.

A separate device is installed on

FOR A PIZZA THAT'S A TREAT

GO TO JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St.
Phone 4-9039
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power and telephone lines to arrest

and ground "side charges from any

lighting strokes
down the line which

might otherwise-
reach the butfdwg

through wiring and appliances.

A system, properly installed,

gives 99 per cent protection. How

ever, if lightning does strike, the

system should be checked after

wards for possible damage. And,

authorities generally state that a

system over 5 years old is in need

of reconditioning.
Mr. Jungell adds that of the ten

million protection systems on

homes, farms, and public, com

mercial, or industrial buildings,

probably one-fifth are faulty and

would not function properly under

lightning storm conditions. Often

these systems are old and have

deteriorated over the years.

Repairs or remodeling of the

building may have made the system

ineffectual. Conductors may have

been loosened or disconnected and

not replaced or additions may have

been built without tying them in.

Or, system may not work sim

ply because improper materials

were used when it was first install

ed. Unfortunately, the test comes

when a bolt strikes . . . and that

is too late.

It is for this reason that before

having a system installed, persons
should do some checking. "A light
ning protection system is no better

than the materials used and the

understanding and completeness
with which it is installed," report
Cornell agricultural engineers.
Unfortunately, the lightning pro

tection industry is plagued by ir

responsible operators. To avoid

fraudulent practices, the Cornell ex
perts suggest a four step plan:
1. Ask for references regarding in

stallment and service from friends

and neighbors who have used the

company.
2. Find out whether the company

will give you a signed contract with
exact cost and assurances of stand
ards of installation equaling or sur

passing all requirements of the
Master Label system. The Master
Label system was set up by Un

derwriters' Laboratory, a non-pro
fit testing organization, to insure

the quality of lightning protection
units. After a unit has been in

stalled, the owner himself signs the

application for the Master Label

after the system has been checked

to see if it meets all UL standards.

/ho UACTCD I AQCI Ktr\ ^YMASTER LABEL NO.

IN1HCTID

LIGHTNING ROD EQUIPMENT
INSTALLED-DATE

NOTICE
ADDITIONS TO THIS BUILDING MAY RENDER

^

PROTECTION AFFORDED BY THIS EQUIPMENT
INEFFECTIVE. NOTIFY THE COMPANY MAKING
INSTALLATION WHEN ADDITIONS TO BUILDING

ARE CONTEMPLATED OR WHEN EQUIPMENT

O HAS BEEN DAMAGED IN ANY MANNER. O

3. Ask your insurance agent. In

many states, a properly installed

system will mean a reduction in

fire insurance, usually 10 per cent.

New York State gives large credits

when a system has the Master

Label approval.
4. Find out whether the company

maintains a regular inspection and

maintenance service.

As a final safeguard, one repre

sentative of an old-line firm stated,

"When the installation is complet

ed, pay half the bill, then pay the

remaining half when the system is

inspected and has received the

Master Label."

Readers who wish to know

more on lightning protection

may write for the free book

let, "Lightning Facts and

Figures," from the Lightning
Protection Institute, 53 West

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

4, Illinois.

WILKINS CASTLE WILKINS

Hour

DRY CLEANING

Service

Free summer storage in our special facilities

138 W. State

April, 1960

2-1622

Laundry Services

< y.

Ivy Aggies Know that everybody

slaves at an Empire auction to

get top money for livestock . . .

that's why Empire is the su

preme leader of commission
live

stock marketing in N.Y.S.

LIVESTOCK

MARKETING COOPERATIVE

Regular Weekly Livestock Auctions at:

Bath

Bullville

Caledonia

Dryden

Gouverneur

Greene

Oneonta

Watertown

West Winfield
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Thinking of making your

living quarters a home?

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting

Stair treads

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.

"An ornery bull is one of the best reasons for

switching 100% to NYABC breeding. You'll

make more by keeping a producing cow in the

bull's stall and letting NYABC furnish you with

a choice of top sires."

mm

Judd Falls Road

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL

BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.

Ithaca, N.Y.

The Cholesterol

Controversy

Cholesterol has been accused

of causing heart disease, yet

it is found in our most nutri

tional foods. Both sides of this

issue must be viewed before

any decision can be made.

by Elizabeth Pomada '62

CHOLESTEROL
is a major defendant in the case

against heart disease. President Eisenhower's

heart attack in the fall of 1955 started the public

trial. The defendant is on the witness stand. The

charge is attempted murder.

Those who support the theory that there is a cor

relation between heart disease and cholesterol present

these arguments: 1) a rise in blood cholesterol may

be caused by certain dietary fats, 2) sustained ele

vation of blood cholesterol increases susceptibility to

atherosclerosis ( a disease of the arteries), and 3)

dietary fat may cause the shortening of blood coagu

lation time and also have a destructive effect on the

natural enzymes that prevent clotting within the

blood vessels.

On the other hand cholesterol is a normal constitu

ent of every tissue. It occurs in all animal fats and in

great amounts in our most nutritionally valuable foods.

"One of the Great Men's Clothing
Stores of the State."

THE SPORT SHOP
The Store of National Brands

and

Authentic Ivy League Styling

SPORT SHOP
CLOTHING li^T FURNISHINGS
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At the time when the story of

cholesteroPs harm first came out,

conclusive evidence was not avail

able, so research on cholesterol in

all branches of science has been

intensified.

It has been found that the actual

amount in foods is not as important
as what the body will readily syn

thesize. Cholesterol is synthesized

(chemically produced) and me

tabolized (burned for energy) dail)'
in our bodies in amounts far greater

than usually consumed in the diet.

When dietary intake of cholesterol

is increased, the amount synthe
sized by the body is decreased.

Dietary fats are the primary

building stones for cholesterol in

the blood stream —

especially the

saturated or "hard" fats — those

that are solid at room temperature.

Unsaturated or "soft" fats—those

that are liquid at room temperature
—might even reduce the amount of

cholesterol deposits.
Lard is a "hard" fat; olive oil is

a "soft" fat. They're both used in

cooking processes and usually in

crease the caloric value of the food

eaten. Obesity or overweight is a

result of too many calories. Even

though the emphasis now is on eat

ing food high in unsaturated fats,
the public has tended to try limit

ing all fat in order to limit choles

terol.

Experts say that fat itself is nu

tritionally important. For example:
vitamin A occurs in butter, vitamin
D in fish oils, vitamin E is present
in some vegetable oils, and vitamin

K occurs in egg yolk. Amounts of

all the vitamins listed are in all the

examples cited. As the common

storage form of energy, fat is also

the most concentrated energy

source provided by the diet. There

fore it would seem that total ab

stention from all fats is just as bad
for the body as the overconsump-

tion of fat would be. Perhaps it

would be wise for the public to

CORRECTION
The photograph of the fuel

cell tractor on page 33 of the
March issue was incorrectly
credited and should have been
credited to Allis-Chalmers.

follow a "middle-of-the-road" pol
icy until scientists and nutrition

ists have decided what is best for

us.

Oleomargerine and commercial

shortenings pose another problem.

They are "soft" fats hydrogenated
into solid forms. Originally, the

vegetable fats are low in cholesterol,
but the hydrogenation process adds

hydrogen—"saturates" the fats —

and rearranges the molecules.

Whether this alteration has an ef

fect on blood cholesterol remains

to be seen.

Research on cholesterol is ex

panding. However, this knowledge,
at present, has so many gaps that

the best anyone can do is speculate
on the ultimate effects of choles

terol in the diet.

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

NLg ly,

401 EDDY ST. ITH. 2-1700

We're proud of our lubrication

jobs. The new custom

blending pump

6 GRADES

6 PRICES

TED

BARNETFS

BLUE SUNOCO

SERVICE

519-23 West State Street

Phone 4-9086 Ithaca, N. Y.

DAIRY BAR RESTAURANT

Community Corners

CARRY OUT SERVICE

Specializing in Beef Bar-B-Q

French Fries & Shakes

Open every day, including Sun. 9 A.M. - 10 P.M.

Send flowers home for Easter

by Florists' Telegraph Delivery

Order now for Mother's Day

BOOL'S
FLOWER

SHOP

Next to the Ithaca Hotel Phone 2-1856
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Whetzel's Wild Wonder
Once a rock garden favorite, Whetzel Weed has

overgrown fields and lawns all over Ithaca.

When H. H. Whetzel, Professor of Plant Patho

logy at Cornell, first planted this unusual flower

in his garden he had no idea that he had started

an epidemic.

by Robert Gambino '61

{{Timminy" was the censored cry

/as a student glanced at an ex

panse of lawn on the Cornell cam

pus. "Is there still some snow on the

lawn? I thought the stuff melted

long ago."
Upon closer inspection what ap

peared to be snow was nothing but

some cute little white and blue

flowers. The plant that produces
these flowers is "Whetzel Weed." Its

presence on campus for the past few

years has been treated with mild

concern by some, and intense in

terest by others. These "cute"

creeping plants are considered nox

ious pests by turfmen and home

owners interested in obtaining ex

cellent weed-free lawns.

The scientific name of this little

pest is Veronica filiformis Smith,
It is commonly called Speedwell,
and rightly so for it can spread
from a small patch to an entire

lawn in a few years ... an amazing
feat for a plant once confined to

rockgardens.

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

/ 1 11
^

mJf NT ) A) One

Stop

1 ^ >

Shopping

Vil'/
at

EGAN'S IGA

402 College Ave.

Surprise your girl

or your parents

by sending

Flowers for Easter

Order a week early and save

HUNTINGTON GARDENS

On the Slaterville Road

Call Ithaca 3486
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Whetzel Weed, as it is com

monly called in the Ithaca area,

was named in honor of H. H. Whet

zel, Professor of Plant Pathology.
Whetzel was an avid amateur gard-
ner in his day and loved to collect

new and interesting plants for his

garden at his home on Forest Home

Drive. He was probably one of the

first persons to place Veronica in

a rockgarden collection in the Ith

aca area.

It is evident that something must
have happened. Whetzel may have

given away a few of the plants that
were subsequently propagated from

the plant he purchased, but this

was not enough to cause it to reach

the devastating proportions it has

attained in this area.

The history of the plant is inter

esting. Veronica was named by
Smith in 1791 and is native to Asia

Minor. It had been planted in gar
dens in France until it reached weed

proportions in 1893, running over

into the fields. Subsequently it has

been reported as an escapee from

cultivation by Germany in 1920

and Great Britain in 1932.

In the early 1930's, Veronica was

introduced in the United States.
It was listed as a rockgarden plant
in catalogues for nurseries in New

Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsyl
vania, Connecticut, and New York.

Reports of its acquiring weed

proportions were noted in the

Ithaca area in 1936, the turf around

Sage Hall and an area in Forest

Home being the first to be infested.

Now, it has assumed pest-status in

the heavily populated areas of up
state New York. There have been

some cases reported in south east

New York State and Long Island,
as well as in Ohio and Pennsylvania.
People wondering why this plant

has reached pest proportions usual

ly reason that the spray materials

and "new-fangled" chemicals used
in most gardens today for the con

trol of fungi, insects, and weeds are

responsible for the increasing inci

dence of this plant. Whetzel Weed

thrives best in moist shaded places,
but can grow as well under other

conditions. The climate of the

northern states seems suitable for

its naturalization.

Veronica has been observed to

produce sterile flowers or seed cap

sules which do not bear seed in the

Ithaca area. In spite of this ap

parent trouble, the plant is able

to reproduce vegetatively with ease.

Clippings root quickly and, conse

quently, pieces of the plant carried

by mowing equipment, rakes and

worker's shoes are potential plants
and can be carried to areas in which

Close-up of adjoining patches of Veronica on the left, and Ground Icy. Note the
difference in leaf size as indicated by the dime (left) and the quarter.

it was formerly absent. This ac

counts for Whetzel Weed's rapid
spread to areas where there has
been no formal introduction.

Once established, Whetzel Weed

spreads rapidly, crowding the turf,
but not actually eliminating it. In

some cases it has been used in place
of lawns and as a ground cover. As

a lawn plant it grows well, never

attaining a height greater than

three inches. It is a poor substitute

for grass though, because it can

not stand much traffic.

In order to control Whetzel Weed,
one should be able to distinguish
it from Ground Ivy, a plant which
is similar in appearance.

Veronica has prostrate stems

with opposite leaves. Each leaf is

oval to roundish, with crenate mar

gins, and no larger than one half

of an inch across. The flowers are

very small, on thin stalks and pale-
blue and white in color. The chem

ical Endothal has been developed
specifically for the control of

Veronica. It can be obtained from

most garden supply centers. Care

must be exercised when using En

dothal. The manufacturer's direc

tions must be followed if there is

to be any insurance of success.

The Ground Ivy, on the other

hand, has larger leaves, they being
greater than one inch across. The

control measures for Ground Ivy
are different from that of Whetzel

Weed.

We can see now that Whetzel

Weed is a problem in lawn areas.

These "cute" creeping plants have

become pests and are no longer
thought of as garden plants. If they
were, they would probably be called

Whetzel's Wild Wonder!

Andy Smoothastraw, gives an example of a categorical syllogism.

4 i';. "The company that uses the best products makes

the best ice cream."

"Rich's Ice Cream Company uses the best

products."

"Rich's Ice Cream Company makes the best

ice cream."

Creator of the Rich's Rocket

Phone Ithaca 3401

-r&foti.
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Katherine Reeves - Author, Teacher, Children's
Friend

by Margaret FitzGerald '62

"Students will al

ways know and un

derstand children

better for having

been taught by

Professor Reeves."

Processor Reel

PROFESSOR
Katherine M. Reeves had her arms

full of colorful children's books as she floated into

the lecture room, her wavy hair brushed back. Her

students looked forward to another hour of Children's

Literature, better known as "Kiddy Lit." Professor

Reeves is familiar to many on the Upper Campus as

an inspiring teacher of child development courses.

She is well-known as an author of several children's

books and articles for parents and teachers.

Grade school children all over the country have

been delighted by her most recent book, "A Feather

Bed for Toby Tod." She has also written "The Farm

er's Catnap" and "Curious Doings at the Mouse

House." Her articles appear regularly in Grade Teach

er and The Horn Book.

In her latest book for adults, "CHILDREN . . .

their Ways and Wants," she describes many types of

children with great understanding.
Professor Reeves feels that her childhood experi

ences and her contacts with children have greatly con

tributed to her understanding of them.

In Oregon, where she spent her early childhood,
she was free to roam the countryside in search of ad

venture. Professor Reeves remembers the day when

she first saw the inside of a great Atlantic and Pacific

Tea company van. She was fascinated by "the won

derful way it looked inside with the ea, coffee, and

spices." Later, she was to share this experience with

many children as she described the van that Toby
Tod and his uncle drove in "A Feather Bed for Toby
Tod."

Professor Reeves says that she has always been

interested in children, in being with them, and in

learning about them. Since her early days she had

been told that she had a knack for children. All of her
friends said that she should be a kindergarten teacher
when she grew up. The road to this goal was long.
After she received her B.A. from Kentucky Wes-

leyan, Professor Reeves returned to Winchester, Ken
tucky, her birthplace, just in time to accept a teach

ing position at Science Hill School. She taught 20

pupils in the private grade school which she herself
had attended.

At first she was scared of the prospect of teaching
as she had not prepared for it in college. The oppor
tunity for close contact with her pupils helped her to

gain confidence and she soon found that she was very
interested in teaching. Professor Reeves said, "I found

16

these children's eagerness to learn so exciting that I

decided to go to teacher's college and find out what

it was all about."

Professor Reeves received her M.A. from Columbia

and her nursery-primary teaching certificate from the

National College of Education. It was during this

period of training that she decided to teach nursery

children because the whole process of learning was in

the beginning stage for them, and more of a challenge
to her as a teacher.

In "CHILDREN . . . their Ways and Wants," Pro

fessor Reeves says that it is hard for a teacher to dis

cover something of the past as well as predict some

thing about the future of the children with whom she

works. "Although this difficulty complicates her [the

teacher's] job, it gives it life and excitement too . . .

and accepting each child for what he is, she can help
him build self-acceptance so that he will be able to

say, as one twelve-year-old said: T do not wish I was

somebody else, I am just glad I am'."

Professor Reeves joined the staff of the department
of child development and family relations at Cornell

as a nursery teacher in 1927. She was director of the

nursery school from 1937-1947. She became an associ

ate professor in 1943 and a professor in 1952.

In "Four Go Walking," a sketch for the October

1941 issue of Childhood Education, Professor Reeves

tells how the world appears to a group of neighbor's
children out for a walk. Their names are of her fancy:
"... only a Jonathan, three years old, could walk

with so demure and so tyrannical a stride. Only a

Dicken, not yet two, could waddle so magnificently
straight in white woolens which tuck treacherously
under the knee. Only a Trumpet-Blossom (seven) in

a fly-away blue jacket could skip so eagerly along a

rain-wet street. Only a Primrose, age nine and a half,
could marshall with serenity so difficult a familv out

for a sunning and an airing."
Students will always know and understand children

better for having been taught by Professor Reeves.

The

our pleasure is

in serving you

RESTAURANT-SODA BAR

College Ave. at Dryden Rd.
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m 6 Acquisitions Div.

Alfred Mann Library

Cormell University

Ithaca, M. Y.

Gadget-free IH balers tie top tonnage
without shattering leaves or choking !

Before you count to 10, this speedy IH baler can

pick up, pack, and pop out a brick-square bale ofhay !

It's simple! There are no beaters ... no compli

cated hayforks to shatter and rub off feed -rich

leaves. And the big IH bale chamber door ends plug-

ups caused by funnel-down feeding. This stops costly

leaf loss and keeps you baling non-stop in heavy hay.

Watch how gently . . . how easily a McCorrnick

baler ties a ton of hay every six minutes. Low pick

up raises the windrow into the baler intact—like a

green carpet! Instantly the full-floating, short auger

whisks this stream of hay to the big bale chamber

door. Three packer fingers spread it evenly across

the bale chamber. Then the plunger packs it firm.

Rubber-roll conditioner saves leaves . . . halves curing time

by cracking each hay stem along its full length. Now, teamed with

a high-speed mower, this McCorrnick" No. 2 Hay Conditioner lets

you crush and mow at the same time,

Get cash for dealing now! Your IH dealer will pay interest

at the rate of 6' , on your trade-in and/or down pay

ment. Stop in today and ask him for a demonstration.
See how high-speed IH hay machines can help you make

better hay faster.

The sooner you trade

the more you save

11
See your Vi

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER dealer
International Harvester Products pay for themselves in use — Farm Tractors and Equipment

. . . Twine . . . Industrial Tractors . . . Motor Trucks . . . Construction Equipment—General

Office, Chicago 1, Illinois
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Feed now for sustained summer production.

mmiw v- f 1

::Llli?,*

Follow the

Beacon Pasture

Feeding Program
and the advice of your Beacon Advisor

When cows first go to pasture, dairymen are rewarded with

a boost in milk production. But what happens after that

depends largely upon your supplementary feeding program.

The Beacon Pasture Feeding Program helps maintain body

weight— avoid summer slump. It helps you produce lower

cost milk — get greater return over feed cost — through sus

tained high production.

Even on excellent pasture, higher producers rarely can con

sume enough grass to do their best. The Beacon Pasture

Feeding Program helps you keep body weight and get the

sustained production advantages of grain feeding— permits

maximum use of your pastures.

Call in your Beacon Advisor

He can show you how to determine the most economical and

profitable balance between pasture and grain for your herd

and your farm. He can advise how best to manage and re

plenish your valuable pasture crops. See your Beacon Ad

visor now — and whenever pasture conditions change.

From the Virginias to Maine

BEACON-THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK"

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY Headquarters: Cayuga, N. Y.

A division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc.
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FREE Dry Summer Storage

Low cost Cold Summer Storage

• 1 hr. d ry cleaning service

• Same day service on laundomat and

shirts

• Service w th a smile

Go To

W. F. FLETCHER CO

branch at 103 Dryden Rd.

other branches
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118 S. Aurora St.

MAY MEMORANDUM

You'll find lots of activity in Sports Goods, Men's

Wear and the Co-ed Shop. Equipment for tennis,

badminton, softball now in stock, plus clothing

for participants and spectators.

The Gift Department has a big c isplay of

Cornell steins and mugs, souvenirs and gift

items for Spring Weekend, picnics and beer

parties.

Come in often in May. It's always convenient

and there's always something new to see.

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE,r INC.

BARNES HALL
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gracious dining

over the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Ithaca 40010
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WHAT'S IN THE TRIANGLE?

Come in and find out.

Get the best buys in

New and Used Textbooks

Gifts and Greeting Cards

School Supplies and Accessories

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Oollesetown
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A. W. Gibson '17

36 years with

the Countryman

F.TI

A/TANY great names have graced the masthead of
■*■■*■ the Countryman in the 57 years of its existence.

Usually, they disappeared with little or no mention.

But we would like to single out one, not only because

of its prominence, but also its persistance ... A. W.

Gibson '17.

This name first appeared in the Countryman in

February, 1924, bearing the title of Alumni Editor.

Twenty-one years later the name, and the title, were
the same.

We wouldn't want it to appear that the Country
man tries to prevent the advancement of its editors.

Although A. W. Gibson '17 never became editor-in-

chief, he did go a step higher ... to the Board of

Directors in November, 1945. The masthead has pro
claimed this fact for 15 years and is doing so for the

last time in this issue.

Of course A. W. Gibson '17 is better known as

Director of Resident Instruction in the College of

Agriculture. We feel, however, that in his 36 years
with the Countryman Director Gibson has meant as

much to the Countryman as he has to the College.
We should have, of course, said this many times

before—but for all the advice, guidance, patience,
assorted desks, chairs, and filing cabinets . . . and

even a recent letter-to-the-editor ... the Countryman
staff, in behalf of all Countryman staffs—would like
to say thank you.

We would like to welcome the new Director of

Resident Instruction to his position both with the

College and the Countryman Board of Directors. We

hope that his association with them will be as success

ful and rewarding as that of his predecessor.

Congratulations:
to William F. O'Connor, a senior in

the Ag College, who won a first prize
of $100 and a second prize of $25 in

public speaking contests during Farm
and Home Week.

Bill took the affirmative side in the

Rice Debate on the subject, "Resolved
that strikes detrimental to the public
welfare be subject to compulsory arbi
tration." He took first place.
O'Connor's second award, in the

Eastman Stage speaking contest, was

for a talk on Australian agriculture. Boh /?"r'

A transfer student from the University of Melbourne, Bill is

majoring in agricultural economics and is also a member of

the Cornell track team.

Cornell Countryman



The editor is apropos

of shipwrecks
by Zilch

Ode to Spring:
Zilch is glad Spring's here again,

'Cause Winter's winds did give him pain.
The sun, the birds, the trees are nice,

Better than that nasty ice.

So enjoy life kiddies, while you may,
'Cause finals come 'fore many a day.

AND now, another message from Zilch, the bard

of Roberts Hall.

A Zilch revelation! There are people who make

money dealing with eggs. Dr. Alexis L. Romanoff,
professor of chemical embryology in the College, wrote
a book called, The Avian Egg. The book sells for

335! Perhaps egg producers should consider replacing
their automatic feeders with typewriters. After all, the
demand for eggs is so terribly inelastic.

By the way, Dr. Romanoff's latest book is on

sale now. It's called, The University Campus. Zilch

notes with pride that the Countryman is mentioned on

page 20.

Speaking of poultry—Zilch was, if you weren't—

we heard a story involving very subtle, economic con

notations.

It seems, a real estate agent, in a heavy egg pro

ducing county of the lower Catskills, excitedly ap

proached a poultry farmer. "I found a man who wants

to buy a poultry farm!" he hissed hysterically, "He's

LLU

"Hey, Fred, unless you're prac

ticing to be a rodeo clown, why
not let us breed your cows arti

ficially to quality NYABC bulls.

Besides getting higher produc

ing, typier cows in your herd

. . . think of the money you'll
save on barrels.

NEW

YORK

ARTIFICIAL

BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE,

INC.

Judd Falls Road

Ithaca, N. Y.

219 technician units serving 47,000 members' herds
in New York and Western Vermont.

the first one in three years!" The farmer retorted

searchmgly, "Is he normal?"

Zilch thinks that this is surely a commentary on

our times.

Congenial slaps-on-the-back are in order for a

heroic coed in the Home Ec College. Pat Parker, the
heroine in question, and her two brothers, saved a

ten-year old boy from drowning. And, in the words
of a recent press release, "They also retrieved his bicy
cle." Good show!

Zilch notes with regret that a long-time friend
of the Countryman, Professor Lawrence Darrah, has
been beset with illness. We hope that Prof. Darrah
will return soon, as Zilch needs some help on his
chocolate French toast.

In the true journalistic tradition, Zilch has un

covered a really and truly hot news item! Now dig
this. After months of arduous agrument and insidious

insult, the past editor of the Countryman, one SAB,
finally cast off the holes-with-laces that he called
sneakers and bought a brand new pair. And what

yummy "gummies" they are!

Public-Relations-In-Action Department. While

checking the Countryman mail, to make sure it wasn't

booby-trapped, Zilch came across a letter from the

Corn Products Company to our blissfully inept editor.
The editor had written for some information concern

ing pop corn. A public relations man at Corn Products
wrote back, "We process quite a bit of corn, but I'm
afraid none of it 'pops.'

"

Those P-R men are really smooth.

Which brings up another point. Stephen Crane

once wrote, "Shipwrecks are apropos of nothing." Zilch
thinks that the editor is apropos of shipwrecks.

Good-bye friends. Have a nice summer and may
all your good dreams come true.

May Cover

THIS
month's cover was designed by Jim Estes of

the Extension Teaching and Information De

partment and drawn by Bunnie Dervin of the Editor

Emeritus Department.
Their theme: Spring—when little boys take to the

fields with the kites and big boys . . . well, big boys
like spring too.

We thank them both for their interpretation.

On Spring Weekend

"Look like an Angel

with a hair style

by Angelo"

ANGELO'S BEAUTY SHOP

110 S. Aurora St.

Ith. 4-9492

MAY, 1960



Common Sense and Horses

Captain Vladimir S. Littauer bases all his work in

training horses and riders on a "common sense

method." Cornellians who participated in a two

day riding clinic got a dose of Captain Littauer's

technique.

by Carol L. Levin '60

Bob Burt

Captain Vladimir S. Littauer instructing a

Cornell riding student.

/^OMMON sense and horses may
^-> sound incongruous. But, it isn't.

For, Captain Vladimir S. Littauer,
the foremost spokesman of front-

seat riding and a leading trainer of

hunters and jumpers, bases all his

work on a "common sense method."

Littauer's method is based on one

sound principal—keeping the horse

calm at all times.

It was this one principal that per
vaded the recent two day riding
clinic sponsored by the Cornell

Saddle Club and directed by Cap
tain Littauer.

The Cornellians that participated
in the clinic got a good dose of

Littauer's common sense method

and his devotion to the theory of

"learning by doing.
"

Early in the day, the Cornellians,
directed by Littauer, practiced slow

trotting on loose reins, the forward

seat position, trotting on tight reins,
then galloping in preparation for

jumping. All the practices were

aimed toward one thing—greater

control. And, after each practice
Captain Littauer directed analysis
and showed movies.

On that Spring weekend

trip to

Enfield

Taughannock

Buttermilk

GAS UP

at

Teeter's Mobil

Service

Open 24 Hours A Day

211 W. State St.

Ith. 4-1714

SPEED DEMONS

OPERATE THE

Hi-Speed Laundromat

at

402 Eddy St.

Next to Leonardo's

Ithaca 3-1121

Very little time was spent on

actual jumping because, as Captain
Littauer says, "much important
schooling of a horse is done at a

standstill."

"Riding consists not so much in

combating something but rather in

creating a situation in which pro
blems do not arise."

If a horse is afraid of something,
Littauer continues, you should
stand the horse next to it until he
is sick and tired. Then, perhaps,
the fear will go away. It's no use

beating the animal to try to get him
near a fence if he is afraid of that

fence.

Probably one of the best ex

amples of Littauer's method at

work is his demonstration to show
that a well-trained horse will go
over fences and turn willingly and

easily without a bridle.

Along with the clinics that have

spread his fame, Captain Littauer
has written seven books and many
articles on schooling of horses and

horsemanship.
Captain Littauer has been direct

ing clinics, such as the one held at

Cornell, since 1942, when he started

because he "wanted to raise the

standards of riding in the United

States/'

Littauer was originally from

Russia, where he was a Captain in

the First Hussar's Regiment of the
Old Imperial Army. He left his na

tive country after the end of the

Russian Civil War.

Once in the United States, Lit
tauer organized the Boots and Sad

dles Riding School in New York

City and after ten years left the

school to free lance, schooling hunt-
i is and junipers.
His success, according to one of

the Cornellians who rode in the

clinic, is probably based on the fact

that he is a good teacher ... as

well as a good horseman.

Cornell Countryman



How LINK-BELT'S broad chain selection

aids the designer, improves the design

DOUBLE

PITCH

AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER

CHAIN

EXPERT ENGINEERING—Link-Belt main

tains an engineering staff of unsurpassed
experience in the application of chain.

Link-Belt has chains, chain attachments and

sprockets to match every need ... all built to

the highest farm machine standards

ACCURATE MANUFACTURE — Modern,

specialized machines give economies of

large-scale mass production, yet main

tain high accuracy.

For drives and conveyors on

hard-working farm equipment,

nothing matches the efficiency of

chain. It has the strength and

stamina to easily withstand heavy

loads, to take dust and all kinds

of weather in stride. And chain

performs positively . . . without

slip, with minimum wear.

The completeness of Link-

Belt's line of chains and chain

attachments make it possible for

designers of farm machinery to

get the one chain that's best for

each application. Horsepower,

loading, speed, impact— every

requirement can be met to en

able the machine to maintain

rated performance and efficiency.
Since 1875, Link-Belt has

worked with America's agricul
tural engineers to increase the

efficiency of farm machinery.

Today, over 300 farm machine

manufacturers rely on Link-Belt

for chain. They know that Link-

Belt's unmatched facilities, serv

ices and experience are their

best possible assurance of quality

products . . . properly applied.

A COMPLETE LINE assures correct selec

tion for each job. This Case No. 135

manure spreader uses Link-Belt steel

detachable chains on apron conveyor.

LINK C BELT
CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1.

To Serve Industry There Are Link-Belt Plants, Sales Offices and

Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export Office,

New York 7; Australia, Marrickville (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo;

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs. Represen

tatives Throughout the World. 15,255
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. . . The trend is to Empire
because "It's Good Business to

Do Business with Empire Live

stock Marketing Cooperative"

LIVESTOCK

MARKETING COOPERATIVE

Regular Weekly Livestock Auctions at:

Bath

Bullville

Caledonia

Dryden

Gouverneur

Greene

Oneonta

Watertown

West Winfield

Helping "Today's Home To

Build Tomorrow's World"

Celebrating its fifteenth National Home Demonstration

Week, the Extension Service helps homemakers to meet

the challenge of change in our society through food

preparation demonstrations, home management help, and

many other services.

r

PODAY'S homemakers need help
A in adjusting to our rapidly

changing society. Over seven million

homemakers every year receive just
this help through participation in

the national home demonstration

program.

Home demonstration agents show

homemakers the practical applica
tions of current research in home

economics. They also keep research

staffs informed on what the public
needs. Home demonstrations agents

help women across the country to

save energy, time, and money.

Matching accessories, part of a project
unit in the study of clothing, are tried

on Mrs. Margaret Gainey by Mrs.

Williametta Garvin.

Ithaca Journal

by Margaret FitzGerald '62

Challenge is the keynote of home

demonstration work for the person

who enjoys a job with plenty of

variety and opportunity to work

with people. On May 1st through
7th, homemakers will review the

results of the challenge as the

Extension Service celebrates the

fifteenth annual National Home

Demonstration Week.

However, this celebration repre

sents only the most recent phases
of the long development of the

Extension Service and the home

demonstration program.

The beginning was May, 1914,
when Congress passed the Smith-

Lever Act which enabled the state

Land Grant Colleges and the

United States Department of Agri
culture to join forces in establish

ing and maintaining an out-of-

school educational program. The

program was originally designed to

aid rural families in improving their

farms, homes, and communities.

Now there are both urban and

rural home demonstration pro

grams.

Under the terms of the Act, funds
for extension work are provided by
federal, state, and county govern

ments, and administered by the

Co-operative Extension Service of

the Land Grant Colleges.
In 1960, each of the 50 states,

Puerto Rico, and Canada have an

extension service.

Local home demonstration units

were formed to discuss management
and other problems, and to learn

new skills.

In order to reach today's busy
mothers, more home demonstration

units are meeting at night. There

Cornell Countryman



are shorter training schools and

training projects. Some 4,034
trained home demonstration agents
teach classes with the help of 617,-
000 volunteer leaders.

There is a large demand for home

demonstration agents in both urban

and rural programs. As the Ex

tension Service becomes more active

in the field of consumer education,
and as farm and home management
is expanded, there will be an even

greater need for home demon

stration agents. Each year, many
vacancies are created because of

marriage.
If you like people and talk easily

with them, and manage your affairs

well, home demonstration work

might appeal to you. Home demon

stration work is an interesting com

bination of teaching, business ad

ministration, and public relations.

An agent's work varies with the

needs and interests of the members

in her area. Her job calls for initi

ative, imagination, and creativity.
She keeps informed of the latest

research and trains local leaders

who in turn teach their units. An

agent plans special workshops, de

monstrations, exhibits and fashion

shows. She plans educational tours

and visits homemakers to talk over

their problems. Press releases, bulle

tins, and radio and television ap

pearances keep the public informed

of the latest developments.
Programs are planned to instruct

homemakers in many fields of home

economics. Homemakers are grate
ful for the opportunity to learn the

variety of skills taught in home

demonstration programs.

One homemaker who participated
in a unit on pickles, relishes, and

canning commented, "I didn't know
there were different kinds of vine

gar
—

no wonder my pickles used to

turn out so soft and slippery."
Units on Italian cookery and oven

meals gave homemakers many new

ideas for menus. Instruction in

making fabric lamp shades saved

a homemaker from discarding old

or odd-sized lamps.
With the help of her local unit

programs and home visits from

home demonstration agents, an

other homemaker learned how to

manage time and energy, to run her

farm-home and work two days a

week at the hospital for extra

money. With the extra money, she

was able to remodel the living room

and kitchen.

Homemakers ask for help on a

wide variety of home management

problems. Home demonstration

agents try to deal with each

problem on an individual basis. A

real effort is made to emphasize
management and decision-making
principles in relation to the total

farm and home picture.
When a poultry farmer and his

wife decided to build a separate
farm office, they asked a home

demonstration agent for advice. The

husband built the office late in the

fall after the crops were harvested

and between the busier times in

the poultry business. When the

business desk was out of the kitchen

where the wife had kept the farm

accounts, they planned to install

an electric wall oven. As egg prices
slumped, both decided to postpone
the installment. The poultry farmer

and his wife had learned to work

together as they applied manage

ment and decision-making prin
ciples.
As a home demonstration agent,

you, too, can help others to help
themselves.

To be a home demonstration

agent, the minimum training re-

Ithaca Journal

Pizza Pie comes out of the oven at the

County Agricultural and Homemaking
Center as part of a project in yeast

bread and rolls.

quirement is a four-year college
course leading to a BS degree in

home economics. Basic home econo

mics courses are usually given the

first two years in college with

specialized work beginning in the

junior year.
4-H Club work and jobs as sum

mer assistants in 4-H Club or home

demonstration offices are desirable

experiences. Practice teaching, radio,
speech, and writing courses are

helpful. Every home demonstration

agent must be able to drive a car.

In 1960, the new home demon

stration agent has a beginning sal

ary of $4000. With years of satis

factory experience, her salary may

rise to $7500 or higher, depending
on the state in which she works.

Hours are long and often irregu
lar but the satisfaction gained from

helping "today's home to build to

morrow's world" more than makes

up for it.

MOTHER'S DAY MAY 8

Flowers by Wire

* # # *

Order Your Spring Day

Corsage .... Now

* * * *

BOOL'S
FLOWER

SHOP

Next Ithaca Hotel

SPRING WEEKEND

or

any weekend

eating out is fun

at

THE COLLEGE SPA

216 E. State St.

Your Host, "Pete" Atsedes

May, 1960



Transland Aircraft

Equipped for spray or dust work, the applicator aircraft is becoming agriculture's fighter squadron. Over 7,000 aircraft are in

agricultural use today.

Agriculture's Fighter Squadron
More and more aircraft is being used to

combat agriculture's natural enemies.

by Gerald P. Krai '62

IN
recent years, airplanes have

been busily skimming the fresh

water lakes of New York's Adiron

dack Mountains. These planes don't

This sight is becoming more familiar

over our lakes and ponds—not dropping
bombs, but fish.

drop bombs, they stock fish.

And that's not all. Whether it's

parachuting fish, spraying or dust

ing defoliators, fertilizing forest

crops, or smothering forest fires

with airborne chemicals, the air

plane is becoming as important,
and as common, as the tractor.

With the development of new

insecticides and fungicides that are

more efficient, report Dr. Arthur

A. Muka and Dr. Paul H. Wolly of

Cornell's department of entomol

ogy, and as technical advances are

made in the field of aviation, air

planes are found more useful in

the business of farming.
Aircraft are now being devolped

to meet the specific demands of

aerial applicators.
Present day crop dusting, seed

ing, spraying and forestry aircraft

are numbered at over 7,000 in the

United States alone. Several hun

dred more are located overseas.

A general list of representative
aircraft has been tabulated by Dr.

Muka. "The current and new air

craft used in the United States to

day for aerial application are: the

Piper PA-25, the Callair A-5 and

A-6, and the Grumann At>;-Cat, the

Stearman, the Navy N3N, and the

Ag-2."

The Piper PA-18A, commonly
called the Piper Cub, is a converted

pleasure plane. Never originally de

signed for aerial application, the

Piper Cub was found useful when

installed with an efficient applicator
kit—a distribution apparatus con

sisting of connecting pipes and high
pressure spray nozzles attached

under the wing and hooked to a

hopper which feeds out the desired

material.

Called the Pawnee, the Piper PA-

25, was designed to replace the

Piper Cub as a light spray and dust

applicator.
The Callair A-5 and A-6 are

similar in design and shape.
The Grumann Ag-Cat, Stearman,

and Navy N3N are the biplanes in

applicator use. Suggesting some

practical aerodynamic advantages,
the biplane is considered to have

better stall warning characteristics,

increased payload capacity at lower

speeds, and a fast turn around.

Fast turn around is important in

elficient aerial application. The bi

plane has been clocked at a turn

around of fourteen seconds. This

compares favorably with the full

minute required by single wing

planes.
The Grumann Ag-Cat is manu-
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factured by The Grumann Aircraft

Company. Several of these Ag-Cat
applicators can be seen at the

Ithaca Airport.
The Stearman and Navy N3N

are modified "old jobbers," origin
ally used as primary training craft

in World War II. Although com

posing the majority of present day
applicators, they are no longer pro
duced and are difficult to obtain

and maintain.

The Ag-2 is probably the largest
and most specialized of the appli
cator aircraft. It is specifically de

signed for large acreages as evi

denced by its payload capacity of

thirty-five hundred pounds. It is

presently operating around the

world in such remote "hide-a-ways"
as Peru and Mozambique.
In Geneva, New York, the loca

tion of one of Cornell's Agricultural
Research Stations, fruit orchards

have been subjected to a complete
aerial spray and dust program.

Results indicate excellent control

of plant disease, especially of the

fungus-caused apple scab. Results

also indicate, however, that certain
insect pests have managed to escape

or perhaps tolerate the clouds of

insecticides that settled around

them. More needs to be known

about the nature of these insects

and more airplane practical insec

ticides need to be tested and de

veloped before final conclusions

can be reached.

States Dr. Wolly, "Insect con

trol looks promising, although
more specific research is needed in

order to obtain adequate data

needed for effective recommenda

tions."

Seventy-five percent of the sweet

corn in the Hudson River Valley is

at present sprayed by airplane. One
of the major problems in obtaining
marketable sweet corn is to control

the corn ear worm.

Eggs are deposited on the silks

when the corn is in the silking

stage, the ear worm eggs hatch in

two days under high temperatures.
If a heavy rain occurs during the

spray season, the ground is too

muddy to support heavy ground
spray rigs.
This leaves only two alternatives:

dust by hand, a tedious—not to

mention soggy
—experience, or dust

by air. Consequently seventy-five
percent of the sweet corn is sprayed
by airplane.
A news item for fishermen, hunt

ers, and southern livestock men:

blackflies can now be safely and

effectively controlled by aerial

spray programs.

Anybody who has ever done any

fishing or hunting in the moun

tains is probably still cursing at

the voracious Adirondack Black-

fly. It is a viscious biting insect

that is feared by fishermen and

hunter alike.

There is one case reported of a

fisherman being so severly attacked

by the blackfly that he threw his

fishpole to the winds and dove into

the stream, staying submerged for

a number of hours and breathing
with the aid of a reed.

In the southern states another

species of blackfly, the Buffalo

Gnat, makes life miserable for live

stock. Records tell of horses and

mules that have not only been kill

ed from removal of blood to the

point of death, but also smothered

by large numbers of gnats packed
in their nostrils and air passages.

Previously, control was difficult.

Treating streams in which the flies

breed with insecticides killed the

blackfly larvae but also killed

everything else. However, when the

insecticide is applied from an air

plane, the concentration of the

chemical in the stream is so low

that only the larvae are destroyed.
Many other insect pests have

been controlled by this formidable

opponent from the skies. Mosquitos,
fire ants, bark beetles and other

vector pests are among those partly
or wholly stopped in their tracks.

Previous control was limiting, if

not impossible, because only a

small area could be covered. With

the advent of aerial application,
acres could be covered with a mini

mum of time, insecticide, and labor.

But all is not quiet on the aerial

insecticide front. Dissension exists

between the conservationist and the

entomologist of the actual benefits

of aerial spray programs.

The conservationists argue as

follows. "Sure, aerial spray pro

grams execute an excellent job of

insect pest control, but their sprays
are also toxic to much of our wild

life. Rabbits, birds, and other small

animals of obvious game and esthe

tic importance are being popped
down the tubes along with mosqui
tos and bark beetles."

The following is a statement

made by an entomologist working
in this area. "Maybe a few animals

are destroyed, but which is more

important; saving a thousand acres

of valuable timber, or letting a few

birds and squirrels live?"

And so the controversy continues.

Perhaps agreement can be reached

by the development of a species-

specific insecticide—one that will

destroy only the desired pest. In

other words, kill the bug, keep the

bird.

The future of aerial application
is none-the-less bright. Never be

fore has man had the potential of

controlling the onslaughts of insect

pests as is now possible.

A Transland Ag-2 Agricultural and Forestry Plane equipped for dust and spray work,

the Ag-2 can carry up to 3500 pounds of pay load.
Transland Aircralt
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THE HILL DRUG STORE
408 College Avenue

o

Hallmark Greeting Cards

For Mother's Day

Whitman's, Schraffts, Candy

Cupboard Chocolates

Chanel - Helena Rubinstein

Yardley - Coty Perfumes

Colognes

o

Open Until Midnite

every weekday

for your convenience

o

2 Free Deliveries Daily Ith. 3479
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How do the various diamond cuts look when set into the

engagement ring? This plate shows four favorites: top, left:

small brilliant in a square, illusion-type setting. A true

solitare or single stone; no side diamonds. Top, right:
fashionable emerald cut diamond with tapered baguette
sidestones. Bottom, left: brilliant (round) diamond in classic

four-prong setting, sometimes called Tiffany type. Bottom,

right: marquise center stone with very long tapered

baguettes on either side.

Tips
On Diamond Buying
Most couples who marry have engagement
diamonds. Countless numbers of these

gems are sold. But, jewelers say most people
don't know what they are buying. With

these few tips you can be a more intelligent
shopper.

by Brenda L. Dervin '60

THE
diamond you may soon buy for an engage

ment has a long story behind it. In fact, the story

began back about 270 A.D. when the first royal dia

mond was recorded in the annals of history. Every
since, men and women have spent accumulative for

tunes for these gems.

In our society today, 85 per cent of the couples
who marry have engagement diamonds. And, this

doesn't even begin to include the many gems made for

thousands of men and women every year.

But, as one jeweler says, "it is surprising how
little the buyer knows about what he is buying when

it comes to diamonds."

What is a diamond, anyway? Webster states that
it is a "native, crystallized form of carbon"—the same

element as graphite, but certainly very different.
A diamond, continues Webster, is "highly valued

when transparent." But, over 80 per cent of all dia

monds mined are no good for jewelry and are used
in industry. Many of these industrial diamonds are no

more transparent than mud and no more attractive.

The remaining diamonds—the 20 per cent worth

making into gems
—

are not easy to get to. In

Cornell Countryman



South Africa's diamond coast 20

tons of rock and gravel has to be

mined to get two carats of dia

monds fit to use in jewelry. By the

time these two carats are cut and

polished there will be only one

carat of finished gems.

The dictionary also says that

diamonds are the hardest substance

known. Yet, contrary to opinion, a

diamond can be injured, being split
four ways across its surface in much

the same way wood can be split
along its grain.
Yet, even though Webster can

give you a start, he doesn't tell you

how to buy diamonds and what to

look for. And, that's what's im

portant to the buyer because dia

monds are valued not only because

of their beauty but because of their

resale value. The resale value de

pends on the quality of the dia

mond you purchase.
A jeweler will be the first to tell

you that even though you could

probably never be an expert in the

diamond trade, you can learn

enough to buy intelligently.
Generally, the jeweler lists four

qualities that affect the price of

diamonds and that buyers should

know about. These are: carat

weight, color, clarity, and cut.

Carat weight is the most familiar

to most buyers. A carat is a unit

of weight—not an overall size. A

one carat gem weighs 200 milli

grams. In the round cut called a

briliant, it is about a quarter of an

inch in diameter.

Of course, the more carats there

IV. .-Iyer and Son, Inc.

These are the popular cuts for the bethrothal solitaire (single stone) and the

arrangement of their top facets. 1) Emerald cut, so called because it was first a

favorite for colored stones, especially emeralds. 58 facets. 2) Round cut called

brilliant. Many fancy cuts are variations of the brilliant, which gives the maximum

glitter through its 58 facets. 3) Oval cut; a revival based on the brilliant. 4) Pear

or pendeloque. Also used as a drop diamond on a neck chain. 5) Marquise (mar-

KEYS) diamond; makes a slenderizing ring. 6) Heart-shaped diamond.

WANT

something . . .

BUILT?

Call

Baker Lumber
Ithaca 49927

Building Supplies

Lumber

Paint

Nails

505 Third St.
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are in a stone, the higher the price.

But, two diamonds of equal size

may vary a lot in price because of

color, clarity, and cut.

Diamonds come in many beauti

ful shades—red, pink, lilac, green,

blue, a fine deep yellow, and dark

coffee-brown. With most of these

fancy colors, even the faintest tinge
makes the diamond a rarity- But,

with the yellows and the browns

only the deepest shades are con

sidered fancy.

The degrees of diamond colors

are so many that only an expert

can tell their real value. This is

true even with the clear white dia

monds that most buyers prefer.

There are no uniform terms used

on a national scale to describe the

colors. So, a jeweler usually de

velops his own scale because it is

an aid in selling.

The Federal Trade Commission

does set some standards particularly
in regard to the term "blue-white."

Actually, a diamond that can be

legally advertised as "blue-white"

under the FTC rules is so rare that

the average buyer couldn't even

consider it.

Unfortunately, however, many

jewelers have used the term to

mean a fine clear stone. This use

has caused so much confusion that

the Better Business Bureau now

states that merchants who co-oper

ate do not use the term "blue-

white."

Although the buyer can't esti

mate the value of a diamond's color,
he can get an indication of the

gem's full shade by looking side

ways through the thickest part of

the stone.

After color, the buyer is con

cerned with clarity
— how nearly

flawless the diamond is. Again, the

Federal Trade Commission states

that a diamond may not be sold as

perfect if it shows any inclusions to

a trained eye when magnified ten

times.

What the diamond trade calls an

"inclusion" is just a flaw that na

ture put into the stone. One tiny
flaw doesn't affect the beauty of

the stone and will lower the price

very little. Of course, the more

flaws in a stone, the lower the price.
However, if you buy a diamond

that has a flaw in it, the flaw

doesn't lower its resale value.

Finally, the fourth quality by
which jewelers judge diamonds is

cut — the most important of all.

You can have a flawless stone of

beautiful color and if it is not well-

cut, it wil not possess maximum

brilliance.

The word "cut" is used two ways

in the diamond trade. First, it ap

plies to the proportions and pre

cision with which the facets are

placed. This is what a jeweler re

fers to when he says a stone is

"well-cut."

On a diamond there are a series

of flat planes or facets. The largest
on the top is the "table" and direct

ly oposite is the smallest, the

"culet." This is where the diamond

comes to a point on the underside.

Many diamonds, however, are cut

without a culet.

With the culet, most standard

shapes have 58 facets. A diamond

that is well-made must have each

facet in each series identical to

every other in that series. At the

corner, the facets must meet the

joining facets exactly.
The girdle—the widest part of

the stone and the line where the top
meets the bottom of the diamond—

must not be either too wide nor too

thin and must have no rough spots.

The culet, if the stone has one,

must be centered.

In addition to being symmetrical,
the facets must be placed at very

exact angles. The brilliance of the

diamond depends on the angle of

For the Finest

Spring Weekend

Corsage

See:

c£w<ounsbevy Q7<owers

we wire flowers anywhere

409 College Ave. Ith. 3327

DON STREETER#S

TEXACO

SERVICE STATION

"KEEPS YOUR CAR

ON THE ROAD"

529 W. Seneca St.

Ithaca 8892
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the facets to each other and their

relative size.

Modern cutting is based on

knowledge of how a diamond

handles light.
When light enters a properly cut

diamond, it is reflected from facet

to facet and comes back through
the top in a blaze.

t f

In a stone that is too deep, much
of the light is reflected to opposite
facets at the wrong angle to return

through the top and is lost through
the sides.

V

In a shallow stone, much of the

light is lost as it fails to be reflect

ed at all and leaks out the bottom.

Because older diamonds were not

cut according to the modern tech

niques they often aren't worth as

much. However, an older diamond
can be recut at a reasonable cost

and although the gem will weigh
less it will look larger because it is
more brilliant.

The second use of the word "cut"
refers to the shape into which the

gem is cut—brilliant, marquise, and
so on. Shape does not affect the

price of a stone because fashion
trends have little affect on the costs.
An emerald cut, under 3/4 carat,

costs less than a round because the
cutter can save more material when

cutting the emerald. In larger sizes,
the emerald cut will cost a little
more than a brilliant because a

rough diamond that will cut into
a well-shaped, good quality emerald
is rarer and more expensive.
In adition to the major shapes,

jewelers also carry tapered bagu
ettes or "sticks of diamonds"; bul

lets, which are baguettes pointed at

one end; half-moons, almost like a

brilliant sliced in half; triangles;
kites; and many others.

When you are choosing a dia

mond shape, the best rule is prob
ably the one most jewelers offer—

what looks best on you is best!

But, when you are considering
shape, you must also consider the

setting for it keeps the stone in

place and away from harm.

The most popular setting has

been yellow gold since grand
mother's time. However, nowadays,
white gold costs the same and en

hances the white lights of the stone.

In fact, white gold is often placed
around the stone even when the

ring band is yellow gold.
Platinum is the most precious

and strongest setting. For this rea

son, most large diamonds are set

in plantinum rings for maximum

safety.
When you buy a diamond you

not only have to consider the set

ting, but the four c's—carat, color,
clarity, and cut, along with the

price. The best advice any jeweler
will give you is that when you plarr
on buying decide whether you want

size or quality.
For the same price, you can get

a big, bold stone of lower quality
and color or you can get a smaller,
more perfect stone.
The larger stone may have flaws

that can't be seen by the naked eye
or its tint may not be the clearest

white. Yet, if well-cut, the diamond

will be sparkling and beautiful. For

the same money, however, you may

prefer a smaller gem that can be

mounted to enhance its size.

CAMPUS

BARBER SHOP
413 College Ave. Ith. 4-0519

We carry the finest in gifts and cards

Turk Costume Jewelry

Artificial Flowers from Italy and France

MOTHERS DAY CARDS

Dobern Gift and Card Shop
116 N. Aurora St. Phone 4-0263
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Thinking of making your

living quarters a home?

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting

Stair treads

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.

11
Sterling Silver

Cornell

III

Souvenir

mirwkl f®$H

Coffee Spoon

mJm *3.30 Tax |nd-

Vis Aids

PATTEN'S JEWELERS
306 E. State St.

Ithaca, N.Y. Tel. 4-1562

Mail and Phone Orders Filled

for a PIZZA

that's A Treat —

GO TO JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St. Phone 4-9039

Is Your Car Committing

MUFFLER MURDER?

Have a new muffler installed

at

Glenn's Sinclair Station

oa i9fimi
329 College Ave.

Ithaca 4-9176
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6. L. F.

The Risk That Worked
Considered a risky business at its beginning, GLF is now

the largest purchasing coop in the world . . . and it probably
has the longest name.

EARLY
in 1920, the Boards of

Directors of the Grange, Dairy
men's League, and the Farm Bureau

Federation met to try to establish

a cooperative for buying farm feeds.

Farm cooperatives at that time

were a risky business and failures

were more the rule than the ex

ception. Nevertheless, after days
of debate the representatives of the
three organizations decided to go

ahead with the new coop.

If length of name meant success

surely this new organization would

succeed, because each group had

insisted that its name be repre

sented. The result was the Coopera
tive Grange League Federation Ex

change, Incorporated. This title,
however, was quickly shortened to

GLF.

GLF succeeded where the others

had failed. Today, GLF is the larg
est purchasing cooperative in the

mmm XMmHmm

by W. Stephen Middaugh '62

Cornell Professor E. S. Savage and

others were proclaiming the bene

fits of scientifically controlled feed

ing rations. Farmers interested in

following these practices were un

able to because they could not buy
feed with known contents.

Farmers wanted feed with the

contents labeled on the bag—"open
formula feed." This demand is what

actually sparked GLF.

The Grange Exchange, GLF's

immediate predecessor, had hired a

mill to manufacture open formula

feed. The mill was forced to dis

continue making the then unheard

of open formula feed. With no

capital to build its own mill, the

Grange Exchange failed.

GLF might also have failed for

lack of capital if it hadn't been for

the enthusiastic work of H. E. Bab

cock, then a professor of marketing
at Cornell.

GLF

Modern bulk lime spreader. GLF created the first of its kind.

world.

GLF now has 118,000 farmer-

members and an annual business
of $392 million in New York, Penn

sylvania and New Jersey. GLF still

fulfills its original purpose of serv

ing the economic interests of its

members by supplying them with
vocational farm production supplies
and providing a market for some

of their farm products.
Before GLF was organized,

In the first weeks of GLF's exist

ence, the Board of Directors hired

Babcock to sell 200,000 shares of

stock at five dollars a share—in one

month!

Babcock rented an office, hired

secretaries, scheduled money-raising
meetings, and kept up a frenzy of

activity from early morning to late

at night. Within three weeks, 36,000
farmers had purchased $878,000
worth of stock. This was "an un-

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

><Lo fi

401 EDDY ST. ITH. 2-1700

flower fashions
by haring

Community Corners

Phone 2-3336 Ithaca, N.Y.

Gifts and Jewelry

House of China
— 1 10 N. Aurora—

The

STATE

DINER
for the best

food in town

at the most

reasonable

prices

428 W. State St.
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heard of accomplishment in those

days and a healthy one at any

time," said Mrs. Emilie T. Hall in

her biography of Babcock.

After his selling success, Professor

Babcock returned to teaching at

Cornell.

GLF was still struggling when,

in 1922, the Board of Directors

again approached Babcock and

asked him to become general mana

ger. Seeing the challenge and feel

ing some obligation to the farmers

to whom he had sold stock, Bab

cock took the job.
Writing in American Agricultur

ist, Ed Eastman, a long time friend

of Babcock, said he "was more re

sponsible than any other individual

for laying the foundation for the

organization [GLF] that it is

today."
Soon, GLF was not only supply

ing open formula feed, but also

branching out into quality seed and

and fertilizers.

During its early years, as today,
GLF worked closely with Cornell

in trying to offer its members the

latest and best supplies. GLF

brought many "firsts" to its mem

bers which, today, can be found

throughout agriculture.
Superphosphate was introduced

by GLF in 1932. GLF also created

j^iJ/Wcb
Small Appliances

Wiring Supplies

Lighting Fixtures

GE Bulbs

and

Gifts Galore

Lee of Ithaca

102 W. State St.

Ithaca 4-5812

the first bulk lime spreader which

was a real novelty in its day. GLF

was the first supplier in the U.S.

to put out fertilizer in paper bags.

Although GLF's start was not

much different from that of many

coops which failed, GLF has grown

bigger and more influencial than

originally thought possible. By con

stantly improving its products and

offering them to farmers at reason

able prices, GLF has climbed to the

pinnacle of the purchasing coop

world.

Even though GLF is larger than

many corporate businesses, it is still

a farmer cooperative. The main

difference between a coop and a

corporation is that the corporation's
purpose is to secure the best possi
ble return (profit) for the owner's

investment.

A coop, on the other hand, re

turns only a fixed rate of interest

on capital and returns the profits
to the users on the basis of the

amount of use made of the coop.

These returns are called patronage
refunds.

At GLF, patronage refunds are

given only to those users who are

members. One must be a farmer

and own one or more shares of

stock to become a member. This is

not difficult because one share costs

only five dollars. At present the ma

jority of G.L.F.'s members own only
one share of stock.

Because GLF pays an attractive

six percent on its common stock,
non-farmers might like to invest.

Membership, however, is not open
to non-farmer investors, which
keeps the coop entirely in the con

trol of the farmers. Every stock

holder has one vote no matter how

much stock he owns.

Many people feel that GLF, as

a coop, has an unfair advantage
over competing businesses because

coops are exempt from Federal In

come Tax. This is not true for GLF.
In order to be exempt from taxes,

the coop must keep accurate rec

ords of every sale, including the

ten cents for a pack of seeds at a

lawn and garden store.

To avoid the tremendous amount
of book work, GLF does not apply
for the exemption and, for example,
paid over $2 million in taxes in

1958-59 at the same rate as its

competitors.

Many farmers who are members
of GLF are really members of two
GLF coops. This is clue to the fact
that GLF has about 230 service
stores. These stores are coops them
selves. Farmers served by these
stores not only vote and share prof

its in the central GLF located in

Ithaca, but also in their local coops.
Areas not served by the coop

stores obtain GLF products from
one of GLF's 317 agent buyers.
The petroleum division of GLF

developed from the wide-spread use

of machinery and has expanded
until, at present, it distributes al

most 140 million gallons of gasoline
and heating fuels a year.

H. E. Babcock GLF

When, in 1959, GLF saw the need

for low cost group health, accident,
and life insurance it set up its

Members' Group Insurance Plan.

This returns no profit to GLF, but

according to GLF officials, it has

been responsible in a large part for
the increase of 3,000 in GLF mem

bership in 1959.

For its own benefit and the bene

fit of its members, GLF owns part
or all of a number of businesses.
The Grange League Federation In

surance Company, a separate cor

poration, is owned entirety by GLF
to insure its own property.
GLF is part owner of a fertilizer

manufacturing firm, a seed business,
and Empire Livestock Marketing
Cooperative. Thirty-nine percent of
the common stock of Mohawk Air

lines is owned by GLF.
A large part of the P&C Food

Chain, which GLF originally set up
as parr of its business, is now

owned by GLF. GLF is also part
owner of the Texas City Refining
Company, from which it gets a

large portion of its petroleum.
At present, GLF is turning its

interest toward marketing farmers'

commodities. Already doing a siz
able portion of the egg, grain and

bean marketing of members, GLF

is, according to public statements,

"exploring other marketing areas in
an effort to strengthen farmers'

marketing position."
GLF's growth has not stopped.

While observing its 40th anniver

sary this year, GLF is looking for
more ways to serve its fanner-
members better.
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FABULOUS FIFTIES

on May 13 don't miss

DANCE 9:30-1:30 BARTON HALL

"Moonlight on Waikiki"

featuring

ELLIOT LAWRENCE

and

QUEEN CONTEST

Be sure to see and hear on MAY 14

JAZZ CONCERT 8:00 BARTON HALL

starring

LAMBERT, HENDRICKS, AND ROSS

COZY COLE

Plus more

OCTAGON—"Kiss Me Kate"—May 13 at 8:00, May 14

CDC—"School for Husbands"—May 12-15 at 8:00

MIC JAZZ DANCE—May 14 from 1 1 :15-2:30 Ivy Room



Chops with the biggest...priced with the lowest!
McCorrnick® No. 15 owners report amazing 40-ton-an-hour chopping in heavy corn!

The low-cost No. 15 has proved it can chop 30 tons an

hour in hay ... 40 tons of silage in heavy corn ! And it

doesn't take much figuring to show that the McCorrnick

No. 15 gives you a big 60% bonus in chopping power

over any other rig of the same price . . . actually out

does several well-known choppers costing $1,000 more!

With its 6-knife, lawn-mower-type cutter head, the

rugged No. 15 slices the crop 6,000 times every minute.

<1WWW*+- ■ W7' t^t- v»

You can feed it with any of three quick-change harvest

ing units: (1) row-crop unit, (2) 60-inch cutter bar,
(3) 54-inch hay pickup. Each unit is designed to force-

feed cutter head at big-tonnage rates. New 9-knife

cutter head for the No. 15 gives you 50% more chop
ping power . . . lets you drive faster in light crops.

If your tractor is 2-3-plow size or bigger, you're all

set to chop corn or hay silage with the husky, low-cost
McCorrnick No. 15.

Try_.it! Find out for yourself that a McCorrnick

chopper that's priced with the lowest can chop with

the biggest!

See your IH dealer for chopper demonstration! Ask

him to bring a McCorrnick field harvester to your farm.

Find out how you can finish sooner, at less cost with

McCorrnick forage equipment. Ask about the Income

Purchase Plan which enables you to buy as you need,
pay as you profit. Stop in today !

King of all flywheel-type field harvesters—McCorrnick
No. 36! It eats through heavy corn at a 45-ton-an-hour pace
chops 35 tons of grass silage in only 60 minutes! Crop is force-fed
into heavyweight, 44-inch-diameter cutter head, then chopped with

tremendous slice-through power. Quick-mounted 72-inch cutter bar,
row unit, and hay pickup equip it for any crop.

! !

11

Match your payments ,,,s

\o your income [5

See your

INTERNATIONAL

HARVESTER dealer

International Harvester Products pay for themselves in use

Twine . . . Indu5lrial Tractors . . . Motor Trucks . . . Construction

Chicago 1, Illinois.

-Farm Traclors and Equipment

Equipment—Gcnerul Offices,
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MORE

NEW YORK STATE FARMERS

READ AND PREFER

American Agriculturist

THAN

ANY OTHER FARM PUBLICATION

Starch Continuing Survey On Request

*

E. R. EASTMAN

President

HUGH L. COSLINE

Editor

IRVING W. INGALLS

Advertising Manager

SAVINGS BANK BUILDING

Ithaca. New York
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Thinking of making your

living quarters a home

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting
Stair treads

Carpets

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.

AT YOUR SERVICE

The Campus Store offers many services of

which newcomers to the campus may not be

aware.

For instance, Ithaca bus tickets are available

at the business office lower level, where you

can also cash checks up to $25.00.

Typing service— 48 hr. service — Secretary's

office, lower level.

Typewriter rental for a nominal fee in our

Stationery Department.

We have a Post Office in the North Lobby,

Upper Level where stamps, money orders and

package mailing is available.

Photo finishing, racket restringing are just a

few; inquire of any member of our staff the

service you desire.

Cornell Campus Store, Inc.

Barnes Hall

October, 1960



First Impressions...

are lasting, they say. At Cornell you meet lots

of new people. If you want to make a good im

pression, it'll pay
to always be at your best.

That

includes looking your best. To help you do this

is Stvent Agencies purpose. We, your classmates,

offer the finest in laundry and dry cleaning

service . . . developed over the last 66 years.

Won't you stop by or phone? Thank you.

STVDENT

AGENCIES

409 College Ave. Phone 4-6503

"Unless you enjoy the exercise, it's

simpler to call the NYABC technician."

NYABC offers New York and Western

Vermont dairymen the best in dairy cattle

breeding.

_- _

NEW YORK

/J5YARD ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

**W2iS COOPERATIVE, INC.

Judd Falls Road Ithaca, N.Y.

Proved Through 20 Years of Progressive Service

FOR A PIZZA THAT'S A TREAT

GO TO JOE'S <>" Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St. Phone 4.9039

Corn km. Countryman
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Professor

Thomas C.

Watkins—

once a

wayward

engineer,

but now . . .

Curt Foerstei

The New Director

ON
August 1, 1960 Professor of Entomology Tho

mas C Watkins became the new Director of Resi

dent Instruction of the College of Agriculture. But if

anyone had told undergraduate (North Carolina's Da

vidson College) Thomas Watkins that he would now

hold his present position, he "would have thought

they were nuts."

The young Watkins had a burning interest in ra

dio engineering. Sometimes this interest burned far

into the night while the wayward engineer played chess

by radio with someone halfway across the world.

Almost accidently, Professor Watkins moved into

a career in the biological sciences. He took some

courses in biology and liked them. After graduation
from Davidson in 1928 he accepted an assistantship
in biology with the intention to return to radio work

after a year.

However, aside from turning dials on the outside,
Director Watkins hasn't touched a radio in 30 years.

The New Director received the M.S. degree in

zoology from the University of North Carolina and

served as a high school principal in Dillwyn, Virginia
for three years. In 1939 he received his Ph.D. degree in

entomology and plant pathology from Cornell and has

been here since that time.

Along with his teaching, the new Director has

been active on college committees dealing with resi

dent teaching. Many students know Professor Watkins

as a faculty adviser. He has also served for several

years as faculty adviser to Ho-Nun-De-Kah, senior

men's honorary society of the Ag College and was

voted this organization's Professor of Merit Award

winner in 1958.

With his wife and son, Professor Watkins spent

last year on sabbatic leave in Rome, Italy. He worked

with the Food and Agriculture Organization and co

operating groups from many countries in pest control

research programs.

The office of the Director has administrative re

sponsibility for the on-campus teaching program along

with scholarships, loans, faculty advising, course regis

tration, and student counseling.
Professor Watkins not only has the responsibilities

of his position but the additional problems involved in

permanent membership
on the Countryman's board of

directors. We wish him great success with the former

and a minimum of pain with the latter.

College Enrollment

Going Up
state

s has
J}vifR since World War II enrollment in the

colleges of agriculture in the United State
been going down. One exception is Cornell.

Throughout this period, enrollment in the Cornell

Ag College has remained constant. This year's new

student enrollment in the Ag College again defies a

recent national trend, by going up to 605—35 over last

year.

It is not fate that has chosen Cornell to counter

the trend. Professor Leigh H. Harden, Professor of

Personnel Administration, Resident Instruction, ex

plains the basic reason. Cornell offers a program whose

breadth covers many areas. The Upper Campus stu

dent can study in the fields of Agribusiness, Biologi
cal Sciences, Teaching, Foreign Agricultural Service,
and Journalism, plus the general Agriculture College
curricula.

Cornell is not lowering its high scholastic stand

ing to increase its enrollment. For example, many of

the girls in the incoming class show regents averages of

better than 92 percent compared to an overall Cornell

Agriculture College average of 86. Their college board

scores were, on the average, well over 600, compared
to between 550 and 600 for the College.

As the field of Agriculture in general has broad

ened, the curriculum of the Agriculture College has ex

panded to meet its needs; thus, attracting high cali

ber students with many interests. We can see a con

tinuation of this trend of increased enrollment of high

quality students; for continued expansion will attract

more and more of them. —CJW

Guldin Awards

The
Guldin awards are monetary recognition for

outstanding articles "encouraging more adequate
rural leadership," and appearing in the Countryman.

They are given by the Paul R. Guldin Memorial En

dowment. Prior to this year, annual awards of $100,

$50 and $25 were given as first, second, and third

prizes. This year, the Guldin awards will be given

twice— in the fall and spring. For each period the

prizes will be: first, $75; second, $50; and third, $25.

Last spring Guldin awards were presented to Jack

E. Hope '61, Barbara Deutsch '61, Jane E. Brody '62,

and Edward L. Razinsky '61 — all members of the

Countryman staff.

COVER STORY: The Brazilian coffee workers,

(picture from Maxwell House) symbolize the under

developed conditions in many parts of the world and

emphasize the high level of US agriculture and home

economics. .

It is only with difficulty that our periodicals keep

track of the progress made in these fields. The

Countryman this year will report
on what it considers

the most important strides being taken in, and asso

ciated with, the Colleges of Agriculture and Home

Economics. .

With articles from the Ag College alumni, the

press summary, a series on new uses and marketing

techniques for agricultural products, and many other

features, we hope to provide useful and interesting

information to our readers.

October, 1960



You Call This Evolution?11

by Zilch

Greetings
once more from the undergraduate

wizard of Roberts Hall.

For those of you whose pupils have not dilated

at these deathless prose before, Zilch is a figment of the

Countryman's imagination. He is poet, philosopher,
and reporter of life.

The editor (a figment in his own right) has in

formed Zilch that he has a whole new group of paying
customers

—the alumni. Zilch was also reminded that

it might be advantageous if a note of respectability
were inserted in these few Zilchian remarks.

Zilch feels that this reminder was totally uncalled

for since Zilch is the epitome of respectability and the

embodiment of good taste . . . occasionally.

Speaking of alumni . . . Zilch thinks that it is only

fitting and proper that he keep track of Countryman

editor-grads. Zilch knows of two: BLD (editor-in-chief

1958-59) is now part of the Ag College staff—Depart
ment of ETI—press service. SAB (editor 1959-60) is

barely steady to slightly weaker with USDA, AMS,
MID in New York City. It is said that this alumnus is

planning to plant ivy in all the elevators at 139 Centre

Street . . . but nobody can prove it.

LITTLE MAN ONaCAMPUS

If any other past Countryman editors know where

they are . . . and are willing to admit it . . . please let

Zilch know. He will be glad to make note of this infor

mation.

From a certain stool pigeon with USDA, Zilch

heard that the New York Marketing Information of

fice got a call requesting plans for building a PT boat.

Zilch knew that agriculture was expanding . . . but not

that much !

Zilch has discovered a new standard of sophisti
cation—playing "Scrabble" while doing a New York

Times cross word puzzle.

Speaking of standards—here's one for the home-

makers. Zilch was present while two home eccies—one

a graduate—labored ardously over a commercial cake

mix. It took the two of them some time . . . but they
finally got the hang of it and came through with char

red banners waving.
One of Zilch's friends who spent the summer in

the "big city" . . . New York . . . told him of a very

interesting chap.
It seems that while this friend was wandering aim

lessly up 8th Avenue near 42nd Street, an elderly
gentleman staggered out of a bar. He planted himself

squarely in the middle of the sidewalk, put his arms

upward and presented this question to the world-at-

large: "You call this evolution?"

Zilch thinks that this is the most searching, im

portant, and accusing commentary on our times that

he has ever heard . . . almost like "What, me worry?"
or those of that ilk.

Another very searching item appeared in a lead

ing farm paper ... in cartoon form. Two indignant
bulls are glaring over a fence at a truck marked "Arti
ficial Insemination Laboratory." One bull turns to the
other and snorts, "ALWAYS THERE HAS TO BE A

MIDDLEMAN."

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

• Bates Campus Styled Shoes

• Sneakers Work Shoes

• Expert Repair on all types of shoes

Save time—Shop Collegetown

401 Eddy St. Phone 2-1700

Cornell Countryman



Arctic Adventure

41»

VV7 hen i was a Cornell student
**

trying to return to Ithaca

after a vacation, I sometimes got

the impression that Ithaca was

isolated. But in the summer of

1959, my research for a doctorate

degree took me 1500 miles north

of Ithaca—to Baffin Island, well

within the Arctic circle—200 miles

from any form of civilization.

Sponsored in large part by the

New York Museum of Natural His

tory, my purpose was to study the

evolution of three forms of gull
which nest on the south coast of

the island.

In the middle of May I left from

Montreal on a Nordair Airlines

plane headed for Cape Dorset, a

tiny community on Baffin Island.

As we flew due north there were

fewer cities and villages, and then

only a great expanse of forest and

shining lakes. Gradually the trees

appeared smaller, and finally we

were north of the timberline. The

green landscape turned to white,
and we were in a world of almost

perpetual snow.

Through the wild, snowbound Arctic,

Neal Smith, Cornell grad student,

journied. With an Eskimo as his only

companion, he camped on a unin

habited island. All this was to study
the evolution of a rare gull species.

by Neal Smith as told to Elizabeth Corning '60

Upon arrival at Cape Dorset I

discovered that the population was

almost entirely Eskimo. I spent

several days there, hiring a dogsled
and an Eskimo — Etigayakjuak —

who was to be my guide for the

summer. He spoke no English, and
I had to hope that sign language
would be effective until I learned

some Eskimo.

On May twelfth I said a farewell

to civilization and set off with the

kamatik (dogsled), Etigayakjuak,
and two Eskimos who would bring
the sled back to Cape Dorset.

The dogs were unlike anything I

had ever seen—even on the Cornel]

campus. They were very large, and

extremely ferocious, fighting among

themselves at every opportunity.
The white ones with coal black

faces looked — and acted — like in

carnations of the devil. I soon

VOTE OF CONFIDENCE

That's what farmers in eight Western New York

Counties gave Empire Livestock Marketing Coopera
tive this past August. These farmers subscribed to a

$200,000 Empire bond issue and assured themselves

of a new, modern livestock market which will be built

this fall near Buffalo.

Moral: Never Underestimate the power of

farmers or their farm organizations to

solve their own problems.

Livestock Marketing

Cooperative
Regular Livestock auctions:

MONDAYS—Dryden, Watertown

TUESDAYS—Caledonia, Gouverneur, West Winfield

WEDNESDAYS—Bullville, Greene

THURSDAYS—Bath, Oneonta, Watertown

SOON—Buffalo

October, 1960
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found that the dogs had to be tough to survive, for

we had started on an exhausting eleven day trek. We

were headed across the icebound waters of Andrew

Gordon Bay to Iripaiyuk, the location of the gull
colonies that were my goal.

The temperature was about five degrees above

zero when we left Dorset at eight in the morning. Ten

miles out we were in a white "desert." There was no

thing but ice and snow, and the sun glaring twenty-

two hours a day.
We could not ride on the sled because the addi

tional weight would slow the dogs down. Running be-

Deep within the snowbound regions of

the Arctic, Neal Smith spent three months

researching the habits of native gulls. This

map of Baffin Island shows the area

Smith inhabited. The square at the bottom

of the island map, surrounds Andrew

Gordon Bay and denotes Smith's terri

tory. He traveled from Cap Dorset, at

the bottom left of the area, across the

Bay to Diamond Island.

side was exhausting, but we could not stop or the sled

would bog down and the dogs would begin to fight.
At six in the evening we took our first real rest,

and had cakes and tea. The sun beat down as though
it were midday in June on Jones Beach. My face was

badly sunburned, my lips cracked open, and I was ex

hausted.

Soft Snow Trouble

For the first few days the snow was hard and we

traveled fast. Then we ran into soft snow—often up to

my armpits. The dogs and sled sank in too many times

to keep count. The Eskimos beat the dogs with chains

and pulled and pushed until the sled came out. A

hundred yards later it would be stuck again. We went

thirty hours without rest. The dogs had had no food

in two days. Their supply was low, and we had not

been able to shoot a seal.

Then we came upon rock, interspersed with

patches of deep snow. By this time I was completely
worn out, and would have sold my soul to be back in

Ithaca.

Journey's End

On A4ay twenty-third, when it seemed we could

last no longer, we sighted Diamond Island. It was here

I planned to make the main camp. Iripaiyuk, the is

land of the gulls, was a smaller island nearby. Both

islands were not far from the mainland of Baffin Is

land. At that point we were too exhausted to care.

After setting up a make-shift camp we slept for most
of two full days.

The two Eskimos then headed back with the

empty dogsled, and Etigaiyakjuak and I were left

alone—two hundred miles from Cape Dorset. We had

no way to return until the ice broke up and we could

canoe down along the coastline.

Permanent camp was made on a rocky, somewhat
protected ridge. The tent was large enough to hold
both of us and all of our equipment, including the pri
mus stove on which we cooked. We had to bring in all

our fuel, as there wasn't enough wood to build so much

as a matchstick—to say nothing of a fire.

Gull Watching

Each morning I would set out from camp walking
along a high ridge down to the canoe. Iripaiyuk was

in a protected bay which had open water although the
main bay was frozen solid, and it took about twenty
minutes to canoe over to it.

The gull colonies were all I had hoped them to be.
I spent the mornings studying the birds and their be
havior. In the afternoon I would return to the main

camp and either write up my information or skin the
birds I had shot to preserve for further study.

The evenings were long and lonely. The only
sound was the roaring of the wind across the miles and
miles of ice in the bay. Etigaiyakjuak and I could com-

6
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municate, but any attempt at conversation was diffi

cult. I wrote innumerable letters, although there was

no way to mail them. Each night I would watch the

sun swing low, linger along the horizon, and then rise

again. At four in the morning, when I awoke it would

be high in the sky again.
Our clothing never varied, even as the days grew

warmer. Both Etigaiyakjuak and I wore sealskin boots,
seal pants with the fur outside, warm sweaters, seal

skin parka, and sealskin gloves. These articles were

made by the Eskimos, and were standard Arctic equip
ment.

We Dined On Seal

Seals were also important to us as a source of

meat. In order to shoot one it was necessary first to

locate a hole in the bay ice where the seal came un to

breathe and rest. When one came up, it was possible to

get within shooting range only by moving downwind

behind a white blind which could be pushed along the

ice. Once within range it was necessary to fire swiftly
and accurately, or the seal would disappear down the

hole again.
As the weeks went by the weather became some

what milder. The snow melted, and the ice in the bav

could be heard snapping like distant thunder, though
it had not yet begun to break up.

With the disappearance of the snow the Arctic

flowers began to show. Nothing grew over three inches

high, or it would have been torn from the rocks by the

wind. Miniature birch trees grew as large as violets in

warmer climates. Towards the middle of June, when

temperatures sometimes got up to the forties, the

flowers burst into bloom. For a few davs the rocks

were a riot of color, and then it again became rock

with a few patches of green.
There were never many animals around. Occasion

ally an Arctic hare or fox would be sighted off in the

distance, and even more rarely, a polar bear. By con

trast there were many birds—not only gulls, but also

ducks and eiders.

Back To Cape Dorset

The days passed quickly, and as the weather

warmed we watched for signs of the ice break-up in

the bay. At first there were occasional sounds of crack

ing, and then some clear water showed. Finally the

bay as far as we could see was free of solid ice.

Now we had to work quickly. For about two

weeks the ice blocks would drift out to sea, leaving
clear water along the coastline where it would be safe

to canoe. When the wind shifted the ice would come

in again, and our escane would be cut off.

We piled everything we did not need in a cache,
and left it to be picked un by dogsled in the fall when

the ice was solid again. The Eskimos would bring it

down to Cape Dorset, and from there it would be sent

down to Ithaca.

Etigaiyakjuak and I started down along the coast

line, and then swiftly across Andrew Gordon Bay
where we had floundered with the dogsled two months

earlier. This trip was considerably easier. We had clear

weather, and had brought enough seal meat with us so

that we did not run out of food. The only danger lay
in the blocks of floating ice, as a collision with one

could have injured the canoe badly. We traveled swift

ly, camping at night on the shore of the bay. Within

a week we were back at Cape Dorset and I was on

my way to civilization.

Before that Trek

To Corf-land

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service ■please

you, but the location is so convenient—-just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Stat ion

Maple Ave. 4-9053

STUDENT HEADQUARTERS

for

NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

COMPLETE LINE OF STUDENT SUPPLIES

EXPERT TYPEWRITER REPAIR

BUS-STOP IN FRONT OF STORE

ALSO FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

van~Natta

103 West State St. Phone 2-251 1
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gracious dining

over the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Ithaca 4-0010

Where the discrete meet

ft

WHAT'S IN THE TRIANGLE?

Come in and find out.

Get the best buys in

New and Used Textbooks

Gifts and Greeting Cards

School Supplies and Accessories

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Collegetown

A Wild Dash of Spice

Many wild plants found

around the campus add

spicy interest to common

drinks and also form pleas

ing beverages of their own.

by Robert B. Gambino '61

Getting
sick and tired of the run-of-the-mill drinks?

One can surely become bored stiff with orange

juice, coffee, or coke. How about flavoring your next

drink with an exotic spice or herb?

The spices mentioned have provided flavors for

the beverages of at least seven generations of Ameri

cans, and can be found right around the Ithaca area.

With a little experimentation, you can flip a few taste

buds at the next football game or be a witch doctor's

apprentice.
There are five odoriferous plants that can easily

be obtained by the lay naturalist. They are: Sweet

Goldenrod, Black Birch, Sassafras, Spicebush, and var-

ities of Sumac. Of course there are dozens more, but

for the sake of simplicity and availability the list shall

remain at five.

Hay fever sufferers are familiar with Sweet Gold

enrod (Solidago odora) . The Sweet Goldenrod can be

distinguished from its unpleasant counterparts by its

characteristic anise-scent. This plant will be hard to

find, but, if found, the fragrant leaves, when steeped
in water, form a very pleasing beverage . . . like licorice.

The Black Birch, a dark-barked tree, is another

abundant flavorful specimen of plant life. Its younger

bark resembles that of a cultivated cherry (for those

who know what a cultivated cherry looks like). Be tula

lenta, as the Black Birch is uncommonly called, pro
vides the user of its bark (especially the cambium

layer) with the sweet aroma of W7intergreen ... an

added delight to any drink.

1 hat mittened-leaved tree the Sassafras is familiar

to many of us. Its leaves, twigs, bark, and berries all

have a rich spicy odor. The plant parts of Sassafras

varifolium, are believed to be the first plant products
exported from New England.

The distilled product of Sassafras bark is used

for flavoring medicines, making candy, and scenting
perfume. For our own use, it has been suggested that

the bark of the roots be made into a tea and served

with sugar and cream. There is another use for the

Sassafras root or stem: if you take a four inch piece
about as big around as a pencil, scrape it clean, and

Cornell Countryman



cut one end in a fashion so that it resembles the

sweeper end of a typewriter eraser, you will have a

toothbrush par excellence . . . and no toothpaste will

be needed. However, there is no cause to believe the

"brush" will do away with the normal article at this

moment.

The Spicebush (Lindera benzoin), like its rela

tive the Sassafras, has a strong, aromatic odor and

taste. Its twigs, leaves, bark, and berries have been

used as a substitute for Allspice and in beverages.

Staghorn Sumac, so called because the young

twigs are densely covered with velvety hairs resembl

ing the horns of a stag in appearance and mode of

branching, is another plant which will impart an

exotic flavor to a beverage. This Sumac (Rhus ty-

phian-a) is found growing in thickets; it has smooth

bark, orange wood, and milky sap. The crimson fruit,

maturing in the early autumn, is very sour. When

these berries are placed in water for a short period

of time, a tart but pleasing lemon-like drink is formed.

The Smooth Sumac and Fragrant Sumac (Rhus

glabra and Rhus aromatica, respectively) can be used

for the same purpose. Also, Rhus copallina the Dwarf

sumac, can be used.

If you are wondering how else to use these herbs

and spices, why not use your imagination? Any bever

age is certain to have its flavor enhanced or improved

by a dash of wild spice.

Sweet Goldenrod enhances the flavor of many drinks and makes

a tasty beverage of its own.

—ET1

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

One

Stop

Shopping

at

Egan's IGA

402 College Ave.

We feature a complete
menu, including

Johnny s in

Collegetown

open until 1 a.m.

every day
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Dr. Romanoff

Embryologist and Poet

An "egg"-otist finds peace in poetry and

adventure in art. Science, says Dr. Roman

off, is not work, but play. Yet this man is

one of the world's foremost authorities on

the avian egg.

by Edward L. Razinsky '61

ALEXIS
L. Romanoff could be

found, until his retirement in

June 1960, in the Cornell Univers

ity Faculty Directory as a professor
of Chemical embryology. His name

can be found in Who's Who in

America, American Men of Science,
and Leaders in American Science.

Dr. Romanoff has been described

by both The Saturday Evening
Post and The New Yorker as a

man of science with a one track

Alexis L. Romanoff

"The

Thomas Wolfe

of embryology"

—£77

mind. To many it does appear that

Dr. Romanoff's life involves noth

ing but the egg. A friend once tried

to convince Dr. Romanoff to break

his 16-hour "egg studying" day and

take in a movie. To this, Romanoff

said, "What has Greta Garbo to

do with the egg?"
But early in the Spring of 1960

Dr. Romanoff submitted proof to

the world that the train of thought
of the scientist is well equipped to

travel not one, but many tracks.

Romanoff the Poet

The proof? A slim volume dedi

cated to "The University Campus"
written not in the carefully precise
prose of the scientist, but the flow

ing iambic verse of the poet.

Poetry is a form of relaxation,
says Dr. Romanoff, and he writes

to break the monotony sometimes

caused by research. In his book
"

1 he University Campus," written

entirely in verse, Dr. Romanoff ex

plains that he wanted to pay tri

bute to the university, in this case

Cornell University, "where ideas

are born."

As Dr. Romanoff says in the

prologue:
"

The campus is the place of

dreams

Which aid the birth of many

themes

To carry forward one's

career . . .

To meet the world without
a fear."

10
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Science plus poetry

This, however, is not Dr. Roman
off's first venture in the world of

poetry. His recently published
book, "The Avian Embryo," was

called by the publishers ". . . the

most complete analysis ever written
of the structural development of

the avian embryo." And each chap
ter of this exhaustive treatise is

prefaced by Romanoff verse.

Creation—his dream

The incongruous combination of

science and art has a long history
in the life of Alexis Romanoff. For

him, they are not incongruous ele

ments, but two means for self ex

pression. . . part of the dream of a

small boy growing up in early,
twentieth century Russia.

"Even as a small boy," recalls

Dr. Romanoff, "I wanted to do

something, I wanted to create

something. But, I didn't know ex

actly what."

The creative urge led Alexis Ro

manoff into the fields of engineer
ing, medicine, chemistry, teaching,
and writing. But his one great love

was fine art. He loved portrait
painting.

From Fine Art to Science

Strangely enough, it was his love

for fine art that led Dr. Romanoff

to his, then unrelated, life in

science.

When he came to America from

Russia in the early 1920's, one of

Dr. Romanoff's first jobs was as a

research assistant with the Farm

ingdale Agricultural Research Sta

tion in Long Island, New York.

There, he was called upon to make

scientific sketches. The finished

products were technically correct

but also showed the delicate lines

and subtle shading of Romanoff,
the aspiring artist — each signed
with an artistic flair.

Dr. Romanoff's artistic inclu

sions attracted the attention of Pro

fessor James Rice, then the head of

Cornell University's poultry de

partment. Professor Rice offered

Romanoff a research assistantship,
and the artistic scientist accepted.

Embryo Love

In the poultry department Dr.

Romanoff recalls, he
"

he fell in

love with the embryo." Although
he still wanted to become a por

trait painter, he began to think of

embryology as a substitute for fine

^f

Before the life of science came a life of art. These three sketches, "Sketches in the

Train", were done by Dr. Romanoff in 1927.

art. In this field, he explains, he

can apply his imagination, all his

scientific training, and use his ar

tistic background when writing and

illustrating scientific books.

Guiding Philosophy

One of his guiding philosophies,
explains Dr. Romanoff, is not to

talk about his work before it is

finished. "Don't show what isn't

done, show the product." Dr. Ro

manoff violated this philosophy
earlier in his career but the results

were far from unpleasant.
While doing graduate work at

Co'umbia University in the spring

of 1927, Alexis Romanoff met

Anastasia J. Sayenko, also a science

student at Columbia. It may have

been the effects of spring, but Ro-
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manoff recalls telling this girl of

his plans to write a book combin

ing all the existing knowledge of

the avian egg. Anastasia said that

she liked his idea and wanted to

help him. When "The Avian Egg"

was published over 20 years later,

the authors were Alexis and Ana

stasia Romanoff.

"The Avian Egg"

Many problems arose in the cre

ation of "The Avian Egg", Dr. Ro

manoff recalls, not least among

them, getting it published. When

John Wiley & Sons, a New York

City publishing house, finally ac

cepted the book, its proposed length

was about 40O pages. Mr. and Mrs.

Romanoff's completed book con

tained over 900 pages.

flower fashions

by baring

Community Corners

Phone 2-3336 Ithaca, N.Y.

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone 9778

Hardly considering the length of

the book a problem, Dr. Romanoff,

once called "the Thomas Wolfe of

embryology," packed his manu

script in two suitcases and went

to New York to deliver his book

in person.

With suitcases in hand, Dr. Ro

manoff went, unannounced, into

the office of a dismayed Wiley edi

tor, and placed the contents of the

suitcases on his desk. The editor

expressed considerable concern over

the book's being longer than ex

pected.
To these remarks, Dr. Roman

off responded, "If I did not wish to

be brief, the book would have been

twice as long!"

Treatise on birds' eggs

But length didn't matter. World's

Poultry Science Journal said of

"The Avian Egg" that it was ". . .

undoubtedly one of the most ex

haustive and scientifically accurate

treatises ever written on birds'

eggs." Yet, Dr. Romanoff is one

authority who is always interested

in reading the works of other

authors in his field of specializa
tion.

It was perhaps with this motive

in mind that Dr. Romanoff finally

got around to reading Betty Mac-

Donald's best selling novel, "The

Egg and I." His review—"It dealt

with the T, not the egg."

A variety of interests

But Dr. Romanoff's life involves

much more than the egg. His

poetry is only one example of his

**/* *l
* *■ *

IP! w^HBw

—

Romanoff

Another sketch from a series done by

Professor Romanoff

other interests. Besides member

ship in many scientific societies,
Dr. Romanoff enjoys the "fellow

ship and exchange of ideas" at

Ithaca Rotary Club meetings. He

feels that this relationship helps

him "to know the community and

to become part of it." Now Dr.

Romanoff plans to remain in Ithaca

and continue his research and

writing.
The scientific life is anything but

limiting for Alexis Romanoff.

"Frankly," he explains, "to have a

purpose you have to enjoy life."

In spite of his world renowned con

tributions to science, Dr. Romanoff

says, "I don't work, I play."

6 grades of motor fuel

from one pump

Ted Barnett's

Blue Sunoco Service
519-23 W. State St.

Phone 4-9086
Ithaca, N.Y.

THE RIGHT FUEL FOR EVERY CAR

AT THE RIGHT PRICE
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WELCOME ALUMNI!

YV7 ith this issue of the Countryman, the Alumni
W Association of the New York State College of Ag
riculture launches a new program. The Countryman
will go to all members of the association. An alumni

article will appear in each issue.

This is only one of the many new projects our

Alumni Association plans to carry out which we hope
will make for greater participation and interest on the

part of all alumni. Our association was organized on

February 25, 1909, at a meeting called by Dean Bailey.
On this page we have a picture taken at the Golden

Anniversary celebration on March 26, 1959. Fourteen

past presidents and long-time Secretary A. W. "Gibby"
Gibson are in the picture.

The objectives set forth at the first meeting were

first, to advance the interests of the College of Agri
culture; second, to promote country life interest at

large. Since its beginning our association has been

instrumental in many activities directed to this end.

Each year the association has had its Alumni Banquet
and Annual Meeting at Ithaca during Farm and Home

Week. This has provided an opportunity for alumni

to keep in touch with each other and to hear a report
from the Dean of the College of Agriculture on new

developments, policies, and plans.
A major activity of the association is the presen

tation of our College program and the story of agri
cultural education to the people of New York State.

—F.Tl

Past president at the Golden Anniversary, March 26, 1959. In

front is the late Jared Van Wagenen, first president. Seated,

left to right are T. E. La Mont, D. J. Wickhan, M. B. Galbreath,

R. F. Fricke, E. V. Underwood, and A. W. Gibson. Standing

are L. E. Curtis, W. H. Sherman, P. J. McManus, H. J. Evans,

J. R. Hazlett, J. P. King, and Morton Adams.

We are cooperating with the Admissions office of the

College of Agriculture in this work. In each county of

the State there is a County Chairman. The County

Chairmen, working with key alumni, visit school of

ficials and prospective students. The Alumni article

in the November Countryman will tell of the activities

of the County Chairmen.

Our membership is now at an all time high of 850.

We hope that it will soon pass the one thousand mark.

This large group of loyal alumni is a tremendous asset

to our college.

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You'll find it at—

NORTON PRINTING CO

3 1 7 E. State St.

Ithaca 4-1271

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman'
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Club:

On The Upper Quad

Poultry Science Club

/]a-3)GMec(M> Council

Students elected to the Ag-Dom
econ Council as class or club repre

sentatives serve as the student gov

erning body for the upper campus.

The Council tries to coordinate the

activities offered with the students'

needs through its Student Faculty

Committee, Ag Hec Day Program,
Farm and Home Week Activities,
and Swedish and Mexican Exchange
student programs.

The Council's Educational Poli

cies Committee sits with the Uni

versity Committee and represents

the views of the upper campus.

Through your class and club

representatives, you are the power

behind Ag-Dom. It is YOUR stu

dent government and exists only for

YOUR benefit. Meetings are open

to all, so why not come and take

an active part. Ag-Dom is yours
—

support it!

The Cornell Poultry Science Club

is an active group of students

drawn together by their interest in

the various aspects of poultry.
The activities in which the club

participates throughout the year

are varied. Guest speakers are

brought in to inform the club of

existing problems in the poultry
world. The Poultry Judging Team

last year was first in the Eastern

Collegiate Meet at Penn State.

The club presents an exhibit dur

ing the "Straight to the County"
exhibit. Last year's included stages

of embryo development and freshly
hatched fowl of several varieties.

^iJ/W>Ob

DESK LAMPS — G.E. BULBS

WIRING SUPPLIES — FIXTURES

SMALL APPLIANCES

GIFTS — HOUSEWARES

We Stock All Top Name Brands

Our Prices Are Right

Payments To Suit Your Needs

LEE OF ITHACA INC.

Established 1938

TELEPHONE 4-581 2 COR. STATE & CAYUGA

ITHACA, NEW YORK
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Patronize PLAZA SINCLAIR

for

Special Student Discounts

• 2f PER GAL. OFF ON REG. GAS

• 5{. PER QT. OFF ON OIL

• 25 r OFF ON LUBRICATION

• 50<j OFF ON CAR WASH

ON THE CORNER OF MEADOW ST.

AND THE ELMIRA ROAD

During Farm and Home Week, the

club sponsors a popular chicken

barbeque.

Club members sponsor faculty

picnics at the beginning and end of

the school year. Annually, two

scholarships are offered to out

standing undergraduate poultry

majors.

Agronomy Club

The Club has been active in such

things as intercollegiate soil judging
contests and projects to raise money

for the treasury. Anyone interested

in Agronomy is eligible for member

ship.

C.A.T.A.

The Cornell Association of

Teachers of Agriculture (C.A.T.A.)
is the collegiate counterpart of the

New York State organization. It,

therefore, fulfills the function of a

professional organization for pros

pective teachers of argriculture.

It is open to all members of the

agricultural education division and

its meetings are held on the first

and third Thursdays of each month.

Our purposes are centered about

three general areas: professional

social, and recreational. The first is

brought about by such programs as

outstanding guest speakers in the

field, field trips to practicing de

partments, and our annual panel
discussion by the senior class cadet

teachers. Recreation is covered by

parties and picnics. Everyone who

might be interested is cordially in

vited to attend any meeting.

Home Economics

Student-Faculty
Committee

If you are a girl in the College

of Home Economics, we are your

voice. The Student-Faculty Com

mittee is the only link of its kind

between students and faculty in

the Home Ec College. We have a

direct voice in the policies concern

ing you through Resident Educa

tional Policy Committee and Ag-

Domecon. Among our accomplish
ments last year in improving stu

dent-faculty relations were the initi

ation of departmental coffee hours

and a student poll on an honors

day program or "dean's list". This

year we hope to have a permanent

suggestion box for you and assist

in revising graduation requirements.

Take an active interest in the Stu

dent-Faculty Committee; we have

a lot to say!

Roundup Club

organization devoted to establish

ing interest in livestock and live

stock activities. Throughout the

year the club sponsors many events

to bring the student closer to the

livestock industry.
The most prominent of these

events is the Little International

Livestock Show. Students compete

for trophies, awards, and honors in

the fitting and showing of livestock.

Another event more in the com

edy vein is the Fall Roundup.

Students tend to loosen up a bit

under the pressure of chasing a

greased pig while engulfed in a

potato sack.

October, 1960
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Cornell Grange Ag Eng Club

There is a subordinate Grange

meeting right here on this campus.

Cornell Grange number 1577,
founded in 1941, is made up of

students of the Colleges of Agricul
ture and Home Economics, but is

open to all interested persons in

any of the colleges. It was started

so that Grange members could con

tinue their membership activities

while away at college.
Cornell Grange meets on the first

and third Tuesday nights of every

month in the Student Lounge in

Warren Hall. Many activities are

carried on throughout the year,

climaxed by the Annual Farm and

Home Week Grange meeting.

The Cornell Student Branch of

the American Society of Agricul

tural Engineers attempts to pro

mote better understanding of the

profession both within the group

and outside.

Each year the club has an exhibit

for Farm and Home Week, Engi
neers' Day, and "Straight to the

Country." Special features last year
included educational movies, and

talks by Per Lohme, Swedish Ex

change Student, and Dr. Karl But

ler of AVCO.

The Club also organized a tour

of the New Holland machinery

plant. It is hoped that these tours

will become an annual feature.

Social events last year included

a picnic with a student-faculty soft

ball game, a banquet, and sponsor

ing Queen candidates for Ag Hec

Day and Farm and Home Week.

Pre-Vet Club

The Pre-Vet Club attempts to

give its members an idea of the

many varied fields of veterinary
medicine which are open to them.

The speakers, usually doctors from

the college, illustrate through lec

tures and demonstrations — includ-

Cornell Countryman

for on-the-job training n all phases of magazine production

• Writing • Art

• Business • Photography

• Advertising • Secretarial

First compet meeting October 6, 4:45 P.M. 490 Roberts
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ing anything from brain-stem fowl

to the head of a rabid fox—the

work being done in their respective
fields.

Campus-wide events like Farm

and Home Week round out the

club's activities.

The meetings of the club are held

bimonthly at the Veterinary College
and anyone is welcome. Member

ship is not limited to pre-vets, but

is open to any students who have

an interest in veterinary medicine

or related fields.

Home-Ec Club

Floriculture Club

The Home Economics Club, like

everything else in America, is get

ting bigger every year. Starting
with a handful of interested stu

dents, it has blossomed into a pro

gram-filled organization with over

50 members. Included among the

activities presented each month

are: a bridal fashion show, a foreign
student symposium, a cake decor

ating demonstration, several lec

tures, and a student-faculty func

tion. The club also sponsors a cof

fee hour each weekday morning for

the purpose of earning money for

scholarships and last year two #200
awards were made possible.

Cornellians interested in the ama

teur or commercial aspects of gar

dening, landscaping, nursery man

agement and flower arranging are

cordially invited to become mem

bers of the Floriculture Club. Once

a month the members meet to see

demonstrations and hear speakers
in the fields of Floriculture and

Ornamental Horticulture.

The Mum Ball, the first semi-

formal campus-wide event in the

fall, is sponsored by the club. It

has been a rewarding experience for

the members who have worked on

it and a pleasure for those who

attended.

Come and get acquainted. Meet

ings are announced in the Sun

and posted on the bulletin board in

the basement of Plant Science

Building.

4-H Club

The 4-H Club, part of the na

tional organization, has as its aim

service. Fun and fellowship are

shared through the year as work

is done for Ag-Hec Day, Farm and

Home Week, and tours for sub-

frosh. Timely topics are the subject
for meeting programs. If you enjoy

recreation, the 4-H Rec Team is

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca 2-3377

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.

Shrubs

Perennials

Evergreens

McGUIRE

GARDENS

"Complete Landscape
Service"

One year guarantee

on all

Trees, Shrubs &

Evergreens

Phone 3-1064

635 Elmira Road

Do Cleaning

Problems

Trouble You?

TRY

w. c w.

1
hr.

service

'fills a pressing need"

Phone 2-1622

138 W. State St.
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The age of the horse

and buggy is passed!

Modern vehicles require expert attention.

Let our expert mechanics service your

"buggy"?

Glenn's Sinclair Station

329 College Ave. Ithaca 4-9176

/AOM40Z^yiWt\

'

^m

/ Don't monkey

around—

Go to the

Royal Palm

for the best

■
— in food and

■-
—

[

drink.

209 Dryden Rd.

1 TIP\ Ithaca 4-9119

Direct your

feet . . .

to the

SUr

1 v \i?M Southern Fried Chicken

Jk^^^tf Steak

^g|^^^^_^l^^^ Seafood

f 'fl/if/ff ^^s. ^==JE=^\ All Legal Beverages

WYSIDE RESTAURANT
CORNER ELMIRA ROAD AND S. MEADOW ST.

JIFFY KING

the

King of Sandwiches

Phone 4-3301 103 N. Cayuga St.

Try a Jiffy King Jumbo

A 12"-14" Roll with lettuce, tomato, onions, cheeses,

imported salad oils, with mixed cold cuts, boiled ham,
Italian salami, cooked salami, luncheon meat, tuna,

etc.

FREE delivery with 7 or more sandwiches Open 1 1 A.M.-2 A.M.

IK
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for you. This group travels all over

the state putting on recreational

programs.

Whatever your interests, we need

all the enthusiastic leaders of to

morrow—and that means you! Be

sure to come to our meetings.

Pomology Club

Cornell Pomology majors are

automatically members of the Pom

ology Club. However, membership
is open to anyone interested in the

fruit industry.
Meetings are held the first Tues

day of every month in the Plant

Science Seminar Room. Besides in

teresting and informative speakers,
each meeting also includes informal

discussions and refreshments.

1 he apple vending machine in
the Plant Science Building is owned
and operated by the Pomology
Club. From its profits, the club

sponsors two scholarships for

worthy Pomology majors.
In the spring of 1960 the Pom

ology department, and operations
"The Appleknocker," for alumni,
and told about the club, the pom

ology department and operations
of pomology at Cornell and else
where.

Cornell Countryman

You can see the work of the Cor

nell Countryman staff by looking
through this magazine.
Editorial staff members write the

copy, proof it, select the pictures,
write the headlines and captions.
Advertising staff members create

the ads and sell the space. Business
staff members balance the books,
pacify the creditors, and harrangue

the debtors. Circulation staff mem
bers mail out the magazine and

correspond with subscribers. Art
and Photography staff members
create the cover and illustrate the
articles and advertising.
Watch for notices of our first

compet meeting. Or, even better,
climb up to 490 Roberts Hall any

afternoon after 4:30 and have a cup
of coffee with us.

FLETCHER'S

For quality Dry Cleaning, shirts, i

and repair service

aundromat

Same day service no extra charg e

Cash and Carry or delivery

103 Dryd en Rd. 1023 N. Tioga St.

Near Campus Gate Near P&C Food Mar ket

THE COTTAGE DAIRY BAR RESTAURANT

♦ tRirHAKlMER 6Ri^^e

"While the bridge is down eat

at the COTTAGE at the

CORNERS COMMUNITY CENTER7'

All roads lead to the . . .

Corners — Take Tripham

mer, Hanshaw, Upland,

Parkway or Pleasant Grove
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Peter Scusa

Sfioe Repair

Remember it's better

to send your

SHOES TO SCUSA

than to wish you had

ROTC Shoes

Free pickup and

delivery at all

dorms and fraternities

405 College Ave. Ph. 2893

Student's

Downtown

Service

Center

WELCOME BACK

TEETER'S

Mobil Service

Oixjh 24 hours a day

211 W. State St.

From the College Press

• CORN RESEARCH-A ten-foot plastic lung is being

used as part of a Cornell University project aimed

at finding the ideal conditions for corn growth.

Using the huge transparent canopy, Professors

Robert Musgrave, Edgar R. Lemon, and Conrad S. Yo-

cum can control the amount of carbon dioxide , heat ,

and humidity experimental corn receives,

• WATER REPELLENT SOILS-An exploratory study on

water repellents for soils is being conducted at

the College of Agriculture by U. S. Department of

Agricuture researcher Philip Manley. Manley cites

possible uses for the water repellent soils, such

as to treat soils around farm ponds and to elimin

ate frost heaving.
• SPOILED CONSUMER - Speaking at the Graduate

Bankers Seminar, Prof. Herrell DeGraff painted a

picture of the typical American consumer as "the

most spoiled and most demanding food purchased who

ever breathed the atmosphere of this old globe."
• CHICKEN HOT DOGS-That all-American food - the

hot dog-is taking on a new flavor. Chicken frank

furters, a poultry product developed at the Col

lege of Agriculture, was market-tested in Ithaca

this summer.

• MAPLE SUGAR TREES DYING-Maple sugar trees seem

to be dying off in the Northeast, Wisconsin, and

Canada, and scientists don't know why. A Cornell

graduate student is searching for some of the an

swers by diagnosing sick maples in New York State.
• AGED COUPLES-A study by Cornell's Housing Re

search Center shows that aged couples have larger
and better homes and more social contacts with
other people than do single men and women.

• DAIRY WATER HEATER-Cornell researchers have

perfected a new "exchanger" water heater that will
trap much of the $3500 worth of heat that's been

floating around unused in New York milk houses

every day.
• APPLE GROWERS-should fair better in 1960 than

they have for the past several years because the

supply of apples is down and prices should go up,
says Prof. Bennett A. Dominick.
• GRANULAR HERBICIDES-Dry granular herbicides

may save the grower time and money, according to
Prof. Robert Sweet. In the future farmers will
not have to haul liquid spraying equipment to treat
their fields with weed killers.

V»r further information ,.„ „„y „f //„■ „/,„;,, item,, ivnle t„ (I,,- Cornell Countryman.
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the ONE-TWO -THREE'S

OF BIG-STICK

OPERATION

ONE Low Range, with 42 percent more

power for heavy starts and tough going. Four

smoothly graduated forward speeds in low range.

TWO — Neutral, with live power take-off in

continuous operation. You'll never appreciate
how much easier PTO operation can be until

you've tried the Allis-Chalmers LIVE PTO

coupled with the Big Stick.

THREE — High Range, with over 46 percent
more speed where the going is easier. (Four for

ward speeds in high range, too.) Shift from one

range to the other on-the-go... smoothly, quietly.

The Power Director is an exclusive Allis-Chal

mers transmission system available in D-14 and

D-17 Tractors. Allis-Chalmers dealers offer crop-

tailored power in the D-Series line ... 50 dif

ferent models and styles!

AILIS-CHALMERS, FARM EQUIPMENT DIVISION,

MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.

ALLIS-CHALMERS <^>
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Try step-ahead

power that's fully

farm proved
30,000,000 owner hours have

fully proved pace-setting

advantages of new FARMALL®

and INTERNATIONAL® tractors.

Now, your IH dealer invites you

to try these big differences . . .

You don't know what you've been missing
in modern farm power until you try big
IH differences in a new Farmall or Inter

national tractor! And remember, these

money-making, muscle-saving, day-

stretching differences are fully farm proved

by over 30 million hours of field work !

You can bet that the engines . . . trans

missions . . . hydraulic systems . . . and

other step-ahead advantages of new IH

tractors will be copied. But only on new

Farmall and Internationals are these un-

equaled advantages completely field proved.
Your IH dealer urges you to compare

new IH tractors with all others— in all

ways ! Compare power and all-job economy.
Compare work-saving features and basic

construction. When you finish your fea

ture-by-feature comparison and a field test,

you'll know dozens of reasons why a new

Farmall or International is your best buy.

y

Try trouble-free Torque Amplifier!

See how this farm-proved transmission as

sist boosts pull power up to 45% on the go

. . . helps you match power and speed to

every job and load. What's more, TA is

extra tough for full-time, unrestricted use.

Measure economy of IH Multi-Range

power on a light job. Shift up . . . "throttle

back" for just-right speed. Big Farmall 460

and 560 tractors "loaf" on light loads to

rival economy of small tractors, yet deliver

plenty of big power when needed.

Call your IH dealer today! Pick

the new, millions-of-hours-

proved Farmall or Interna

tional tractor you'd like to

try. He'll have this tractor at

your farm whenever you say.

Control Fast-Hitch equipment easier,

more accurately with new Micro-Set Tel-A-

Depth. And remember, only Fast-Hitch gives

you seconds-quick, from-fhe-seaf implement

hitching, plus Traction-Control that con

stancy matches traction to the load.

5.000 dealers backed

by 12 parts depots

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
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Experience Counts

RICHARD M. NIXON HENRY CABOT LODGE

REMEMBER

YourVote Is Important

in this election on Nov. 8

use it to elect the qualified

candidates of the

Republican Party

Thin advertisement paid for and sponsored hi/ interested citizens
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Dean Palm

And The Spirit of Change
DURING

last year's Farm and Home Week, we

were introduced to the "Challenge of Change."

Since that time we have become aware of a dynamic,
new spirit of change in the College—not only in the

work, but in the attitude.

The student body—the group usually attributed

with spirit
— is not the responsible party in this case.

The generators are in the administrative arm of the

College of Agriculture
—and particularly, the Dean,

Dr. Charles E. Palm.

The March, 1959 issue of the Countryman carried

an article about Dr. Palm who was then three months

away from officially becoming Dean. At that time

Dr. Palm expressed a strong desire to get to know

students better. We are glad to report that this was

a lot more than a campaign promise.
Last spring, Dean Palm initiated what is deveolp-

ing into a series of luncheons attended by representa

tives or heads of most of the departments and student

organizations in the College. The second in this series

was held on October 14th.

As luncheons go, this one was pleasantly in

formal. Table conversation ranged from the Quemoy-
Matsu situation to the terrible World Series upset.

Dean Palm said a few well chosen words and left the

floor open for some extremely thought-provoking dis-

STUDENT HEADQUARTERS

for

NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

COMPLETE LINE OF STUDENT SUPPLIES

EXPERT TYPEWRITER REPAIR

BUS-STOP IN FRONT OF STORE

ALSO FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

VANNAfTA
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

103 West State St. Phone 2-2511

cussion. It was agreed that another informal meeting
would be held later in the year.

As we left the luncheon we felt that this was part

of a new open door policy in the Dean's office. Perhaps
this is as close as the Dean of a large college can

come to the traditional Sunday afternoon open house

of the Mr. Chips era.
Another example of Dean Palm's "Mr. Chips

policy" involved the Countryman. The Dean asked for

the opportunity to meet the Countryman Board of

Directors and he was invited to the first monthly
Board meeting.

Dr. Palm emphasized that he did not want to

"spy," but simply wanted to become more familiar

with the Countryman s operators and operations. This

type, of familiarity hardly breeds contempt. If any

thing, it promotes deeper understanding and mutual

respect. It might serve as a model for other deans.

Before we entered Cornell, we thought that

geeting to know the Dean was part of college life.

After seeing the size of the University, we came to

the conclusion that this was impossible. Dean Palm

has renewed our faith. E. L. R.

Science, Science Everywhere
Bur Don'r Forget To Think

'TpHE UNITED States is competing in the world,
J- and with Russia in particular, for highest honors
in the field of scientific achievement. U.S. school

systems on all levels are finding it necessary to revise

curricula, teaching methods, etc. and to introduce new

programs aimed directly at training more and better

scientists earlier in life.

Students on the elementary school level are now

learning scientific concepts that only five years ago
were not introduced until high school. Various science

programs, both in and out of school, have been in
stituted to captivate the young high school student's
interest and channel it in scientific directions.

Such initiative is imperative if we are to hold
our own in this scientific world, and, certainly, it
is to be admired. But a possible shortcoming of this

worthy endeavor must be recognized and avoided.
A not-so-unusual result of extensive science edu

cation at a young age is antagonism toward the "hu
manities" subjects, such as English, history, art, and
music. AH that can result from such antagonism is a

one-sided individual with a distorted perspective.
In our desire to be first in this ever-expanding

scientific universe, we must take care that our people
retain their identity as human beings. They must not

only be allowed but must be encouraged" to expand
their horizons to other fields, even if only on a super
ficial level. We must guard against producing the
machine-like characteristics of a one-track mind

T. E. B.

CONGRATULATIONS:
to Phyllis Scesney '63, winner of the

1960 Alpha Zeta Scholarship Key.
First awarded in 1934, the Scholarship
Key is presented each year to the stu

dent with the highest scholastic stand-

in the freshman year of n four year

agricultural curriculum. The award of

$200 was presented to Phyllis, who

has an average of 87.9, by Ronald

Pedersen, chancellor of the Cornell

Chapter of Alpha Zeta, an honorary-
social fraternity.

Harold Mil!ft

2
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Does Ag-Dom
What is Ag-Domecon Council?

Ag-Dom Council is the student govern

ment organiztaion for the Colleges of Agri
culture and Home Economics. Its function

is to coordinate the student activities on the

Upper Campus.

The official body is made up of 18

representatives elected from the student

body, and 18 club representatives. The

Council meets once every two weeks and

the meetings are open to the student body.
Some of the standard projects of Ag-

Dom are: sponsorship of the Swedish Ex

change Program in which an Ag College
student attends a Swedish university for

one year; Mexican Exchange Program
which sends a student to Chapingo for

the summer; sguare dances for Farm and

Home Week, Ag Hec Day, and the orien

tation sguare dance. The Warren Student

Lounge Coffee Hour is also Ag-Dom spon

sored.

Ag-Dom also attempts to promote better

student-faculty relations.

Can Ag-Dom do more?

YES—it must!

As one step toward improvement, we

feel that Ag-Dom must stop having elected

representatives doing routine work. For in

stance, until the coffee hour was turned

into a concession, members of student

government had the jobs of short order

cooks!

Ag-Dom must make more of an effort

to attract the people on the Upper Campus
who are interested in leadership and stu

dent government.

We also feel that Ag-Dom should make

its voice heard on important campus issues.

The Ag-Dom president is on the Executive

Board of the University Student Council.

He should be expected to represent the

Ag and Home Ec Colleges in practice as

well as in theory.

Ag-Dom should give active support to

The Porno
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lave A Future?

the student organizations on the Upper
Campus.

The farm policy seminar that Ag-Dom
sponsored last year was successful. We
feel that Ag-Dom can do more along these
lines.

Promoting interest in the Ag and Home
Ec Colleges on the part of high school and

college students is also in the area of Ag-
Dom usefulness. The former objective
might be reached by working with the

Alumni Association of the College of Agri
culture.

Rather than accept defeat because of

past failures, Ag-Dom must concentrate all

its efforts on making a spectacular success
of a particular project. This is the only
way to make Council members, as well as
the student body, forget past failures.

With the $250 donation from the Pom

ology Club, Ag-Dom Council might stop

wasting the time and energy of its member

ship with penny-making projects and start

being a student government.

Should Ag-Dom be abolished?

NO—not if it can improve itself as it

seems to be doing now. We feel that if

some improvement cannot be made, Ag-
Dom might as well be an appointed com

mittee of five members. This group might

operate with more efficiency than the

Council now demonstrates.

Ag-Dom Council has voted to change
the name of the organization to "Upper

Campus Student Council." To become

official, the new name must be ratified by
two-thirds of the Upper Campus students.

We feel that a new name is fine . . . but

not if the old shell doesn't also change.

We feel that the Ag-Domecon Council

has the potential to become a useful part

of the Upper Campus. We, the Pomology

Club, pledge our support to any projects

the Council chooses to undertake. We are

patiently waiting for such an undertaking

to materialize.

ogy Club
3
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On The Walls

by Zilch

ZILCH
HAS finally seen the legendary writing on

the wall. For instance, this item in a small listen

ing room in the Wait Avenue Music Building. On

one wall, engraved with initialed hearts and the entire

Greek alphabet, is a list of instructions. At the top of

the list, this commandment: "Please refrain from

manifesting your togetherness on the walls."

Zilch doesn't make it a habit to comment about

politics, but ... it is that time of year. After watching
some of the television debates, Zilch would feel a lot

better about the fate of our nation if all candidates

were made to take Professor Kaiser's TV course.

Philosophy-in-agriculture: Does a chicken lay an

egg because she ivants to, or because she has to?

The old philosophy of "Time waits for no man"

was proven again. Farm and Home Week was

shortened last year to three days. New changes have

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

been made. The name has become "Cornell's Agri
cultural Progress Days." CAP Days will run from

March 21-23 with a special youth program to follow

during the spring vacation—March 27-31.

To Zilch, this means one thing—he won't have

to compete wtih the boys in blue corduroy!
Zilch came across a very meaningful statistic:

more than a third of all living persons holding de

grees from the Home Ec College are employed. In the

words of a world renowned philosopher, "That's swell,

John."
From the spotless research laboratory of Zilch,

another statistic: "Nine out of ten Home Ec girls be

come alumna after graduation."
Cornellians-around-the-world departments: Pro

fessor William B. Ward, head of the ET and I depart

ment, will accompany Secretary of Ag Benson on a

two-week trade mission to South America. Professor—

of An Hus—Trimberger will judge Holstein cattle at

the National Dairy Exposition at Venezuela in De

cember. A former Ag College grad student, Paul V.

Kepner, has been chosen Administrator of the Federal

Extension Service in Washington, D.C.

And finally, the Cornell Glee Club will make a

concert tour in Russia over the Christmas recess.

Zilch wishes he could be there when the sounds

of "High Above Cayuga's Waters" hit Moscow and

Leningrad.
Zilch wonders if any alumni readers remember a

charming little activity called "mud rushing"? Zilch

doesn't know all the details but he has heard that

when campus fields got muddy, all the males in the

freshman class collected on the fields and had a

general melee.
After the earthy brawl was over, the mud-covered

troop converged on the Ithaca movie houses.

Judging from some of the photographs, Zilch

thinks it was a pretty nasty affair. Any comments?

Attention aelourophiles (cat lovers)! November

6-12 is Cat Week International. In a fact sheet from

The American Feline Society, Zilch learned that "A

cat's mouth is, bacteriologically speaking, much cleaner

than man's." Bacteriologically speaking, Zilch is in

clined tO' agree.

In any case—happy cat week international every

body!

"One of the Great Mens Clothing

Stores of the State"

HOME OF NATIONAL BRANDS

The Place to Shop for

Authentic Ivy Clothes

THE SPORT SHOP

209 E. State St. Phone 4-2111
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A Cornellian Views

Ag College Mexican Style

As a participant in Ag-Domecon Council's

Mexican exchange program, the author re

ports on his impressions of such things as

teaching methods, and the Chapingo ver

sion of the Straight.

by Gerald Krai '62

EVER
BEEN curious to know what student life

is like on a foreign agricultural campus? If so,

pull up a chair, adjust that reading lamp and let's go.

South of the border, down around Mexico City,

set on a high plateau of the Sierra Madres, is a

college of 600 agricultural students.

Chapingo, as it is called, has for the past two

years participated in a student exchange program

with the Cornell Agriculture College under the spon

sorship of Ag-Domecon.
Last summer I had the opportunity to represent

this program and the following is a brief account of

my experiences as a student at Chapingo.
I arrived at Chapingo via Electra jet on June

21, smack-dab in the middle of first term finals—

their school year is just the opposite of Cornell's.

Naturally, I was prepared for hot weather, but

it never materialized. Situated at an altitude of 11,556

feet, Chapingo has an Ithaca-in-fall, Miami-in-winter

climate. I was able to accumulate some data during

my stay, climatalogical and otherwise, pertinent to

human habitat at this altitude and latitude. So here

are the pleasant facts: average relative humidity, 45

per cent. Average annual rainfall: 38.5 inches. Aver-

View of the plain from atop a large cathedral in Texcoco.

Chapingo is the sooded area in the center.
r °

Gerry Krai

age number days of sunshine per year: 310. Hottest

and coldest temperatures ever recorded: 89 and 34

degrees, respectively. The pH of drinking water: 7.2.

And most noxious plant: prickly pear cactus.

Chapingo, a model educational institution in

Mexico is government supported and students attend

expense free. In return, each student has a military
obligation.

Forget1 Something?

For the

Best

Fall Weekend

Corsage

Call . . .

Lounsbery Flowers

409 College Ave. Ith. 3327
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Looking north at the Sierra Madres from a vantage point on the Campus of Chapingo.

Fix up the house and grounds for fall weekend

IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO PLANT

Shrubs Perennials Evergreens

also

Winter materials for window boxes

dried materials for arranging
decorative candles

house plants

McGUIRE GARDENS
"Complete landscape service"

635 Elmira Road Phone 3-1064

6 grades of motor fuel

from one pump

Ted Barnetf's

Blue Sunoco Service
519-23 W. State St.

Phone 4-9086 |thaca, N.Y.

THE RIGHT FUEL FOR EVERY CAR

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

The military system has been

renovated during peace-time and is

now merely a form of strict dis

cipline. For instance—six a. m.

drill "unless" you wish to ride

horses. The military also controls

class attendance, general appear

ance, personal habits and moral be

havior.

If someone earns an officer's ire

he can expect an official reprimand
known to Chapingo students as an

"arrest." Arrests are removed by
accepting detention at Chapingo for

one week. A total of three arrests

in one week and status as a stu

dent is removed.

The Day Begins

The day begins at six a.m. Stu

dents are informed of this critical

hour by a rousing rendition of Mex

ican reveille. No hot water is

offered, sc each day is greeted with

a face-full of cold, sparkling water

guaranteed to wake you
—

com

pletely!
Two hours before breakfast—time

to enjoy a little horseback riding,
swimming or close quarter drill. No

matter how I looked at it, I was

ready for breakfast.

At seven forty-five assembly is

called, roll call taken, arrests dis

tributed and everybody marches
into the mess hall. Food is plenti
ful and excellent. Pancho, the head

cook, is a true connoisseur of foods,
since he must serve hometown cook

ing to students from all over South
and Central America. This leaves

students at liberty to choose, be

sides the Mexican staple of melon,
eggs, beans and bread, from a fabu

lous varietv of exotic foods.

Many Subjects Are Offered

Classes begin at nine a.m. Lec

tures are given in biology, botany,
math, engineering, geologv, soils,

chemistry, physics, extension and

almost anything else related to agri
culture. Lectures can be classified
into one of two categories, informal
and form.il.

In the informal type of lecture,
the maestro, as professors are called
in Mexico, spe;;ks in a conversa

tional manner and expounds upon
his knowledge in tape recorder

style. I always smi'rd at the ability
ol the maestro to talk fo- one hour
at the rate of two hundred and fifty
words a minute. Nothing like a

good Spanish lecture to start the

day off right!

6
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Each maestro has a Ph.D., has
written a publishable book, and is a

top man in his field.

The formal type of lecture was

quite different from anything in my
experience. Students rise as the
maestro enters. The lecture is based

upon a concise and dictatorial plan.
No questions are asked in the class
room. Any questions require a per
sonal appointment and are to be

presented as a written query. If

valid, it is answered.

Wishing to attend a particular
lecture, I was first required to ask

permission. There followed on inter
view at which I was to give my en

tire background. I was finally given
permission.
Besides the lectures, students can

Gerry Krnl

The Chapingo campus consists of ten

acres entirely surrounded by a wall
twelve feet high and three feet thick.
The design is accomplished by intricate

laying of ceramic bricks.

expect a number of field trips. Some
of them last up to an entire term.
At noon, classes are dismissed.

And since lunch is at 2 o'clock, stu
dents have a two hour break, tradi
tionally known as the Mexican
siesta. Things are far from siesta

like, however. Soccer, baseball,
football and other forms of physi
cal exercise are all crammed into
this two hour period. Almost every
sport you can think of is played at

Chapingo.
I even took a couple of bull fight

ing lessons in Mexico City. My
practice bull didn't weigh over two

hundred pounds, but he still man

aged to give me a sound butt.

Afternoon classes start at three
P-m. and sometimes last until ten
with an hour off for dinner. Prior to
dinner, assembly and roll call are

taken a third and final time.

Evening activities are plentiful
Symposiums, bull sessions, or a

short trip to Texcoco (similar to

Cortland and shortened to Tex-
Mex.) are always possible. Or you
can try being a disc jockey on

Radio Chapingo.
A recent addition to Chapingo's

social atmosphere is an ultramodern
theater. Every Tuesday and Wed

nesday, movies of agricultural, po
litical or just plain enjoyable topics,
from Russia, America, France, Eng
land and Italy, are shown.
The theater is always available

to a group of students who call

themselves, "The Society for Social
and Cultural Relations." Once a

month they present a program re

sembling a parody on foreign agri
cultural affairs. They also present

concerts, ballets, orations and sym
posiums.

Social Life At Chapingo

Social life at Chapingo centers

around the "Casino"—Chapingo's
version of Willard Straight Hall.

Here, amidst cigarette smoke, bil
liard tables and domino games, stu

dents sign up for weekend dates,
political debates and committee
work.

One thing entirely lacking at

Chapingo is student organization.
The students have a tendency to

remain in small, select cliques. As
a result, I found it very difficult to
circulate around the student body.

I had an opportunity to give a

speech for the Society for Social
and Cultural Relations. In this

speech I stressed the advantages of
such agricultural honor organiza
tions as Alpha Zeta and Ho-Nun-
De-Kah and also the advantages of

some form of student government
such as Ag-Domecon.

It will be up to future partici
pants of this program to expand
and develop these ideals of Cor
nell s.

And if you have the opportunity
to meet the student from Mexico
on this campus sometime in No
vember or December, make it a

point to discuss comparisons be
tween Chapingo and Cornell. He
will undoubtedly speak some Eng
lish and it will be worth your while
to learn his views. I am" sure that
you can get many impressions that
I, unfortunately, had to neglect in
the writing of this article.

Direct your

feet . . .

to the

SUNNYSIDE

SOUTHERN-FRIED

CHICKEN

STEAK

SEAFOOD

All Legal Beverages

Corner Elmira Rd. &

S. Meadow St.

Parking no problem

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca 2-3377

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.
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EARLY
CAVE men really had

a "What should I wear" prob

lem. To get something to wear,

they had to take the hide off a

wild beast ... or fellow cave men,

whichever was more convenient.

The more sophisticated cave

men stripped bark from trees and

made blankets which he wore dur

ing the day and slept under at

night. But these Bardot-like cre

ations would not suffice.

With the discovery of flax

(linen) and cotton fibers, the road

to modern textiles began. The

ancient Egyptians founded the art

of weaving by hanging the warp
—

lengthwise threads—from the bow

of a tree and weighting them at the

bottom. Then beginning at the top,

the crosswise thread was worked

back and forth.

Discovery Of Weaving

Many changes have been made

since then. In the past five years

cotton has taken on many new

looks and characteristics. Cotton

fibers have always been sighted for

their absorbency and resistance to

temperature and moths. But, until

recently a cotton dress had to be

starched and laboriously pressed
before each wearing. This is no

longer true.

Miss Evelyn E. Stout, Associate
Professor of Textiles and Clothing,
feels that the development of wash

and wear cottons is the biggest de

velopment in the cotton industry
in the past five years. This has put

cotton into competiton wth the

synthetic fibers and won back

many markets which seemed lost

to them.

The two primary consumer con

cepts of easy care are: smooth dry

ing and wrinkle resistance during
use. These qualities can be given
to the fabric by chemical finish,

blending, and utilization of fabric

construction and surface effects, or

combinations of the three.

The newest of these treatments is

chemical finishing. It is described

by Joseph L. Williams and Frank

A. McCord of the Market Research

Section of the National Cotton

Council of America as a process

where the "finish becomes an in

tegral and durable part of the fabric

through chemical reaction with the

fiber."

"Most easy care cottons are pro

duced by the use of chemical

finishes," say two researchers.

The birth of these resins did not

solve cotton problems immediately.
It has recently been shown that

subtle changes in fabric weaving
can improve tear strength of light
weight, resin treated cotton fabrics

without damaging other properties
or adding cost to the material.

The quality of the cotton fabric

and the fibers we use today have

been greatly improved. Miss Stout

explains that long fiber cotton is

Re>

On The

From the time of

to the wash and

cotton and wool

zation to becorr

furnisl

now being grown in irrigated areas

in southwestern United States. This

crossbreed is a combination of na

tive and Egyptian cotton.

Machinery has been perfected to

improve the product and to increase

efficiency of production. As an ex-

Colton Council

Through the years more and more

machinery has been perfected to in
crease effeciency and quality of cotton

production. The hand pickers (above)
are being replaced with the picking
machine with which one man can do

the work of many.

Cornei.i. Countryman
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ric Front

ape of the caveman

af the businessman

ive followed civili-

in clothing, home

industry.

by Carole J. Wedner '61

ample, Miss Stout cites the new

Shuttleless looms. They are smaller

and faster then the looms now in

use and may have widespread use

in the future.

The Importance Of Byproducts

When the Egyptians used cotton

thousands of years ago there were

many parts of the cotton plant
wasted. Today the byproducts of

cotton are "almost as valuable as

the cotton itself," states Miss Stout.

The linters (short fibers which

cling to the seed after ginning) are

used for rayon, as is wood

pulp. Although wood pulp has be

come the chief ingredient, the use

of cotton linters and possibly poor

grades of cotton may have a "big
upsurge" Miss Stout claims. The

reason for this, she explains, is the

new kinds of rayon which are com

ing on the market. These will "be

stronger when wet, may look like

linen, are quite stable, and do not

stretch." Products made from these

new rayons will have tags with

such trade names as AVRIL,

AVRON, AVCRON (this is a

curled one for use in rugs and up

holstery), and MOYNEL.

The cotton seeds have important

byproducts too. First they are

crushed and the oil removed to be

used in cooking fat, oil, and oleo

margarine. The cake left is used for
cattle feed and the residue for fer
tilizer.

Like cotton, wool has taken on

new dimensions and stature.

The newest and most revolution

ary development is a finish for per

manently creasing wool.

Wool slacks with permanent
creases have been on the market
since March 1, 1959. The demand
for them has been spectacular. One
New York store sold more than

6,000 pairs in a single season.

This new treament does not pro
duce a wrinkle resistant fabric, but
does stabilize the final shape so

wrinkles tend to hang out.

Garments treated must be dry
cleaned as any other woolen, but

the creases remain sharp, making
pressing much easier. Pleated skirts

need only be hung up after dry
cleaning and they resume their

original pleated state.

Moth Proofing Possible

Another step in making natural

fibers more desirable is permanent

mothproofing—by adding DIEL-

DRIN to the dye bath. This solu

tion had its previous use as an in

secticide in agriculture and public
health.

The perfection of DIELDRIN

has opened the way to another in

novation—washable wools. Shrink

age control, says Miss Stout, is al

ready possible to some extent. The

United States Army buys nothing
but wool socks. Since the socks do

not shrink they are saving the tax

payer thousands of dollars.

Research On Wool Continues

Other work is being done to in

crease the sale and use of natural

fibers. The United States Depart

ment of Agricutlure, in its Wool and

Mohair Laboratory in Albany, Cali

fornia has "a reasonably strong

basic research program integrated

closely with development and

applied research," according to Dr.

Harold P. Lungren, Chief of the

Laboratory.
A good deal of the research going

on there is on making wool an easy-

care fabric. Present laboratory re

sults show that such desirable char

acteristics as sh r i n k-resistance,

quicker drying;, and resistance to

mussiness, pilling, and soiling can

be given to wool, claims Dr. Lund-

gren.

Since wool and cotton have been

around for so long a time, they

could be taken for granted. With

the new processes being developed
to increase production and make
the fabrics more desirable, promo
tion is an essential part of today's
natural fiber industry. Both Wool
and Cotton have special promotion
representatives—The Wool Bureau

Incorporated and The National

Cotton Council.

In addition to promoting re

search, these organizations plan
and carry out promotional cam

paigns.
The Cotton Council bases its

campaign for cotton clothing on its

"Maid of Cotton," a girl chosen

from a cotton producing state to

represent the industry. This year

they also stand behind the slogan
"Cotton is a Natural" and have

launched an all-out campaign.
The Council's advertising "bom

bardment" is aimed not only at the

consumer, but also at the manu

facturer and retailer. Advertise

ments will also appear in industrial

publications and farm magazines to

promote industrial cotton and cot

ton-seed products.
Promotion, research, and con

stant improvement on product and

production have helped make and

keep cotton and wool tops in fibers

and fabrics. Experts predict that

this trend will continue far into the

future.

The trouser leg at left was treated. Leg
at right was untreated. Both were satu

rated in water, from the knee down, for

24 hours, then dried—but not pressed.
Wool Bureau
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Patronize

PLAZA SINCLAIR

for

Special Student Discounts

2<k per gallon on reg. gas

5^? per qt. off on oil

25^ off on lubrication

50^' off on car wash

On the Corner of

MEADOW ST. AND ELMIRA RD.

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

l I /jfflfftos, npi One

$m 0 ^*"0P

f:S: y® a Shopping

r "~^"

() af

\\(/J Egan's IGA

w
M 402 College Ave.

JACKETS—SHOES—BOOTS—ARTICS—SWEATERS—SLACKS

Commercial and Gov't. Surplus Goods

Unbelievable Prices

Seeing is believing

Ithaca Gun and Tackle
largest stock of genuine government surplus in town

504 W. State St. Phone Ithaca 4-9174

JIFFY KING

•I umbos
the BEST in

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

103 N. Cayuga Open 11:00 A.M.-2:00 A.M.

For Delivery Phone 4-3301

10 Cornell Countryman



National Science Foundation Answers

The Desperate Call For Scientists

N.S.F. offers young scientists

a chance to preview their

chosen field.

\V7 II H the number of satellites

increasing in today's sky,
one's ears simply cannot shut out

the cry for "more scientists,
more scientists." And, naturally
enough, it is the National Science

Foundation, better known as NSF,
which is constantly tuned to the

frequency of this desperate call.

The response?—a nationwide sum

mer science program subsidized by
the Foundation.

This past summer Cornell Uni

versity experienced its second year

of participation in this attempt to

increase our supply of scientists.

But we are not just short of scien
tists. Good scientists are needed;
competence makes a good scientist,
and sincere interest is the basis for

acquiring comeptence. The Founda

tion has just these goals in mind

and is approaching them from as

many sides as possible—from the

high school student, the undergrad

uate, and the high school teacher

levels. The program has assumed

all its forms here on this campus,

each aspect being directed by a

University professor who has the

cooperation of fellow faculty mem

bers.

by Jane E. Brody '62

Professor George C. Kent, head
of the Department of Plant Path

ology, was director of undergradu
ate research—a program which en

abled undergraduates to carry out

their own research projects under

the direction of a Cornell professor.
As Dr. Kent sees the main purpose

of the program, it is to give the

student who wants experience in

science an opportunity to partici
pate in his chosen field and get a

preview of what lies ahead.

High Schoolers Gain Insight, Too

Dr. Kent's observations extend

to the high school student level:

"A lot of these kids want something
to do outside of high school, and

they are not all athletically or

musically inclined."

The activities of some 110 high
school students were coordinated

by Associate Professor Thomas R.

Nielsen of the agronomy depart
ment. Of the group, 13 participated
in actual research in the College of

Agriculture while the others took

courses in mathematics, chemistry,
zoology, and physics. These stu

dents, Dr. Nielsen feels, had the

opportunity to experience real col

lege life—including dorm living,
social and academic decisions, col

lege courses work and all associated

joys, trials, and tribulations.

Students Score Program Successful

The reaction of the students
themselves?—"The summer's work
directed my future toward science,

"

"I reaffirmed my plan to go into
the research field," "It has helped
me realize the complexities of my
chosen field and my abilities to cope
with them," "I found that learning
principles and not getting 100's is
the important thing"—and a mul

titude of other similar comments,
comments which indicate that NSF

is the road to success. Of course,

there is still much room for im

provement
—"time is too short,"

"too little freedom in the lab," etc.

—but at least the ball is rolling in

the right direction.
The best is yet to come—that

part which attacks the problem of

stimulating scientific interest at its

very roots—a special program for

high shool science teachers, unique
to the Cornell campus. It is de

signed to better enable the high
school teacher to develop a proper

understanding of science and scien

tists in his own students.

Professor Philip G. Johnson of

the rural education department,
himself an ex-high school science

teacher, directed the program for

25 teachers who carried out their

own research under the guidance of

Cornell professors.

Back At School

Several of these teachers re

turned to their respective schools to

continue further work during the

academic year employing the assist

ance of their own students.

Dr. Kent observes, it is useless

to encourage the high school stu

dent through special summer work

if further growth is stifled when he

returns to school in the fall.

Good instruction is an all-impor
tant thing. But how can a teacher

convey the true meaning of scien

tific research when he himself has

never participated in it?

The problem, of course, is much

deeper than this. It involves rein-

structing whole faculties, reorgan

izing administrations, changing cur

ricula, and the like—all of which

take time, money, and hard work.

But a start has been made— at

least something is being done.
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N. F. Hopper '39
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Penfield, N. Y.
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The Works Of The County Chairman

TO
EFFECTIVELY assist in the high school re

cruitment program for the College of Agriculture,
56 County Chairmen, supported by more than 300

other key alumni, are organized for volunteer work.

The County Chairmen and key alumni provide a

line of communications between the College and local

high school students in search of a college education.

Each County Chairman is free to plan and de

velop a high school contact program in accordance

with the needs of the county. One of the first jobs is

to locate and designate key alumni to each of the

county high schools. Groups of this kind meet at least

once each year to develop plans for the new school

year and to review past accomplishments.
The objectives for this effort are threefold: first,

to promote and develop a better understanding with

school guidance counselors about entrance require

ments and the wide variety of study courses offered

by the College; second, to develop contacts and to

stimulate the interest of parents, and students who

are best qualified for entrance; third, to coordinate

the county activities with those of the Office of Resi

dent Instruction for the College.
There are, of course, many details for the County

Chairmen to consider. One which requires consider

able effort is the arranging and scheduling of boys
for the "Open House" activities sponsored jointly by
the College and the Alumni Association.

The work of alumni is typified by the job being
done by Bill Blackburn, Alumni Chairman for Orleans

County. Bill has recently taken over the Chairmanship
from Tom LaMont, '27, a member of the Alumni

Association Executive Committee and former presi
dent. This fall five Orleans County boys entered the

College—Warren Beeton and David Hill from Medina,
New York, Robert Husted and Roger La Mont from

Albion, and Bruce Sartwell from Waterport.
Bruce and Warren were valedictorians of their

respective high school classes. Robert Husted and

Warren Beeton received the George La Mont scholar

ships for their freshman year.

All interested alumni are encouraged to assist in

the work of the Alumni Association. Simply contact

either the County Chairman or key alumni for your
school and inform them of the qualified high school

students who are considering a choice of colleges.
Participants in the Association's activities are

interested in telling the story of the College of Agri
culture at Cornell University, and in getting more

qualified students enrolled.

The New Admissions Counselor
T> ERNARD A. CURVEY has recently been ap-
*-> pointed Admissions Counselor for the College of

Agriculture.
Curvey received his B.S. degree in Agricultural

Industries from Southern Illinois University, and his
M.S. in Agricultural Economics from Cornell. Prior to
his college training, Curvey operated a cash grain farm
in Central Illinois and completed a tour of duty with
the Air Force.

Curvey's new job as Admission Counselor is pri
marily in the field of public relations. He will represent
the College at various high schools throughout the

State, talking with guidance counselors. Vocational

Agriculture teachers and students. The new Admissions
Counselor also will work closely with alumni who are

interested in serving as ambassadors for the College.
Meeting with professional agriculture groups, plan

ning tours of the campus, writing periodic news letters
to alumni, and participating in radio and television

programs are some of Mr. Curvey's other duties. He
will also work closely with the Admissions Committee
to assist in reviewing applications and handle inter
views with prospective students.

Cornell Countryman



Polo—

AHorses

Gam

Horses and men combine to

make Polo at Cornell, but

even in the rules of the

game the horses come first.

by Frank E. Fee, Jr. '64

Hp WO PLAYERS charging down
-1- the riding hall at a full gallop,
each intent on getting control of the

ball; the brief scramble, and then

away, up the ring again; the sudden
sharp turn, the arc of the player's
arm as he takes a shot; the pellmell
dashes up and down the ring; these
are the thrills of polo at Cornell.
Polo at Cornell was sponsored,

for many years, by the Army
R.O.T.C. Early in 1948, when the

Army gave up horses, the Cornell
Polo Club was created.
One of the few consistently vic

torious teams on campus, the Cor
nell polo team has won five out

of the last seven Intercollegiate
Polo Championships. Out of 29

games played last year, they won

twenty-five.
But in polo, a winning team

means more than just men.

The primary ingredient of a

good team is good polo ponies. Not
just any horse will do for the team.

First of all, the polo pony must be

:* .

•

.

Evening Star Diamond Ring

PATTEN'S JEWELER'S
306 E. State St.

Two Doors Below the Strand Theatre

Est. 1919
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COTTAGE

Cnnr>us

ToRtST
HOME.

Do Cleaning Problems Trouble You?

TRY

jfl Hour

W. C. W.
^■i Service

"fills a pressing need1'

138 W. State 2-1622

Keep your car on the go!

Gas up at —

DON STREETER#S

Texaco

Seat covers and tops tor all cars

Corner of Meadow & Seneca St. Ithaca 8892

just that, a pony. Large horses will

not have the agility to make the

quick turns and sudden stops that

a small horse will. The polo pony

must have endurance. For this rea

son, the Quarter Horse does not

make the best of mount for the

game. Speed is very important, as

is ease of handling, and calmness.

Put these all together, and a polo
mount is born.

Good Coaching Essential

Practiced ponies and players are

a must, but a third ingredient is

necessary to field a championship
team—an excellent coaching staff.

The coaching staff is responsible
for turning out both the players
and the ponies.
Coaching the Varsity is "Doc"

Roberts, a veteran of twenty-seven

years of playing, and a good many

years of coaching the Cornell teams

as well as being a former team

member. Doc was on the team that

won Cornell's first indoor intercol

legiate championship.
Dierk Terlouw is in charge of the

Freshman. He has the challenging
task of teaching boys who have

never played the game before.

Frank Paige helps out with both

the Varsity and Freshman teams,

and in addition, he acts as referee

at most of the home games.

Careful! Don't Hook That Horse

The first-time viewer will begin
to think that this game has no set

rules, but a blast from the referee's

whistle will soon dispell this idea.

"Number one foul, a free shot at an

undefended goal," but why? It

looked pretty clever to reach in

front of the other fellow's mount

and hook his mallet.

This brings up still another part
of polo—the rules. While it may

look as though polo is just one mad

scramble, the United States Polo

Association, the governing body of

polo in America, has set up a com

plex system of rules and regulations
with just one thought in mind:

maximum protection for the horse.

It is to protect the horse that a

rider may not reach across or be

tween the legs of an opponent's
mount. For the pony's protection a

player may not cross directly in

front of an opponent or across the

line set up between the ball and

the rider.

Cornell Countryman



Polo has come a long way since

the time fifty years ago when the

Imperial Russian Cavalry was for

bidden to play the game because of

the wear and tear on the horses!

Handicaps For Good Players

The USPA, in addition to provid

ing rules for the game, also sets up

a system of handicapping players

throughout the United States. This

is known as goal ratings, and the

goal ratings run from 0 to 10 goals.
These goal ratings do not reflect on

the number of goals a player is ex

pected to make in a game, but are

rather an indication that the player
has the ability to play on a higher

plain than others. The Cornell polo
team is fortunate to have two rated

players on the squad: Ben Baldwin

at two goals, and Frank Butter-

worth, with a one goal rating. The

goal ratings do not hold in collegiate

play, but are used for tournament

play.
Indoor polo at Cornell is played

with three-man squads, with each

game divided into four, seven and

and one-half minute chukkers.

The Cornell polo team does a

lot of traveling to games, and the

cost of trips to such places as

Charlottesville, Virginia, and Cul

ver, Indiana, runs quite high. The

University subsidizes the team to a

certain extent, but the bulk of the

finances is raised by the team mem

bers themselves. During the foot

ball season, the team parks cars on

the riding hall premises, and every

year the team runs what has be

come the second largest Quarter
and Cutting Horse Show in the

East.

Polo This Year

The polo season began October

22, when a team from Westchester

County came to Cornell. Among the

other well-known teams that will

be on the weekly schedule are:

Cleveland, Myopia team from

Boston, Avon, Princeton, Harvard,

Yale, University of Virginia, and

Georgetown University.
When you see a rider spur his

horse on after the ball and take a

shot at the goal, chances are that

this Cornell polo player is con

nected with the Ag College. Eight
out of the 12 team members are

from the Ag or Veterinary Colleges,

including the team captain, Pat

Baker, Ag '61.
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iVow Everybody
"Toes the Line. . ."

YOU'LL SEE SOME

REAL CHANGES IN

LIVESTOCK MARKETING

IN NEW YORK STATE . . .

. . . Now that the U.S.D.A. has announced

that the Federal Packers and Stockyards
Act will apply to:

1. All livestock commission auction markets in this state

doing business in interstate commerce.

2. Anyone who buys or sells livestock in interstate com

merce.

3. Anyone who buys or sells livestock at a federally-posted
market.

4. Anyone who purchases livestock in New York State, sells
it to a packer or slaughtering establishment where the
edible products are later sold in interstate commerce.

You'll See Some Changes Because

P & S Supervision Will Assure:
1. Adequate bonding of all dealers and livestock markets

and others who come under this P & S Act.

2. Checking of livestock weighing devices by Federal In

spectors at "suitable intervals". False weighing referred

to Department of Justice. Convictions carry heavy pen
alties.

3. Published commission rates which must be reasonable,
just and non-discriminatory.

4. No discrimination, no favortism to buyers or sellers.

5. No "kickbacks" to truckers bringing livestock to market.
6. Adequate records to "fully and correctly disclose all

transactions".

THESE ARE PRACTICES WHICH EMPIRE LIVESTOCK

MARKETS HAVE FOLLOWED VOLUNTARILY FOR 14

YEARS BECAUSE THEY BENEFIT YOU.

WE WELCOME TO NEW YORK STATE THESE NEW

HIGH STANDARDS NOW THAT ALL WILL HAVE TO

COMPLY.
Empire has always led the way in honest, dependable and

available livestock marketing. When you have livestock to consign
—think of Empire, New York's leading livestock auction markets

and on-the-farm sales service.

All Empire livestock markets have been posted and bonded

to comply with the regulations of the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture
and the P & S Branch of the livestock Division of the Agricultural

Marketing Service of the U.S.D.A.

Livestock Marketing

Cooperative
• CALEDONIA • DRYDEN

GREENE • ONEONTA •

WATERTOWN • WEST WINFIELD • soon at BUFFALO

Ask your neighbor about Empire—it's a good place to do business.

>--:*&£&;

Stockyards at

BATH • BULLVILLE

GOUVERNEUR •
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Clubs on

The Upper Quad

Veg Crops Club

T7EGETABLE CROPS Club is

V concerned with topics related

to the vegetable industry. Member

ship is open to anyone interested in

our activities.

The monthly meetings are high

lighted by a speaker. Discussion

and refreshments follow.

In addition to participating in

Farm and Home Week the Club

may make some trips to vegetable
areas in the Northeast.

We hope to see you at our next

meeting.

Conservation Club

-p
HE CONSERVATION Club is

-L a group of Cornell students in

terested in conservation and natural

history. Every other Thursday eve

ning, members meet in Fernow Hall

at 7:30 p.m. At these meetings the
club listens to speakers, usually
professional conservationists, and

plans events and projects.
For projects, the club partici

pates in wildlife census, co-sponsors
the Audubon Screen Tours, and

presents exhibits and gives talks

to interested groups.

From the College Press

• NEW CHEESE DIP-Weight-watchers , budget bal

ancers, and gourmets may soon be able to add a new

product to their shopping lists
- a tasty, low-

calorie, and inexpensive homogenized cottage

cheese dip, says Prof. Frank Kosikowski.

• CHICKEN FEED INGREDIENT-A new chicken feed

ingredient that includes soybean oil may mean

healthier, more productive poultry. The product,

consisting of soybeans rolled into very thin

flakes, was developed by Cornell researchers.

• POULTRY HOUSE LIGHTING-Poultrymen who plan

to install or change lights in their chicken

houses might better stick to the old lighting

stand-bys, Cornell research shows that the

lighting that is best for egg production is ex

actly what most farmers are using now,

• MINIMUM TILLAGE-Contrary to popular belief,

research shows that minimum tillage with modern

equipment not only leaves the soil in good

condition but actually increases crop yields on

many soils, Prof, Hugh Wilson reports.

• EMPLOYED HOME ECONOMISTS-More than a third

of all living persons holding degrees from the

College of Home Economics are employed, reports
Mrs. Doris Wood, associate director of placement.
• VITAMIN B-12 RESEARCH-Scientists, directed

by Dr. Louise J. Daniels, are seeking a better

understanding of vitamin B-12. Their research

could lead to information which will help nutri
tionists and housewives plan better balanced

diets, and doctors in treating metabolic

diseases.

• HORMONES CONTROL APPPLE DROP-Development of

plant growth regulating hormones that keep apples
from maturing too fast and then dropping before

harvest time may save apple growers thousands of

bushels of apples yearly, Prof. Louis Edgerton
says.

• PLANT RESEARCH CENTER-A $72,100 grant has

been made to the College of Agriculture by the

National Science Foundation to support construc
tion of a new center for basic research in plant
virology and plant nematology. This amount has
meen matched by New York State.

For further information on any of the above horns contact the Cornell Countryman.
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Go Forward in the 60's
THE TEAM TO LEAD AMERICA

ELECT

KENNEDY JOHNSON

FOR PRESIDENT FOR VICE PRESIDENT

THE MAN TO REPRESENT YOU IN WASHINGTON

Francis J. "Bud" Souhan
FOR CONGRESS

36th Congressional District

VOTE DEMOCRATIC
This advertisement paid for & sponsored by the Democratic Committee & student contributions
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Alfred Mann Library
Corrnel ! University

LINK-BELTt(irive and conveyor chains

travel with the leaders
Over 300 quality-conscious farm machine manufacturers

rely on Link-Belt for chain . . . and bonus services besides

There's good reason why so many farm equipment manu

facturers choose Link-Belt chain. Experience has shown

them that the refinements built into Link-Belt chain make

a vast difference in field performance, help assure customer

satisfaction for their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive

and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets.
Also "bonus" services: application counsel, field analysis,
laboratory service and others. These services multiply the

value of Link-Belt chains, but not the price!

♦STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION

STEEL ROLLER CHAIN— a popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high hp capac
ity and light weight.

♦DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER CHAIN — a dependable,
long-lasting conveying medium for
corn picking and similar duty. The
straight sidebars have ample slid

ing surfaces to resist wear.

STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN —

brings
low-cost efficiency to conveying.
Special hook design provides added
bearing area for added life—also
prevents accidental uncoupling

♦IMPORTANT! Link-Belt Roller Chains for the
agricultural field are true roller chains They
have free-turning rollers. Hence, longer life for
chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbinc
or sliding over sprocket teeth.

CLASS PINTLE CHAIN—A du
rable, reliable performer often ap
plied on row crop harvesters.
Closed link barrel prevents foreiszn
materials from working into the
pin joint.

LINK#>BELT
CHAINS & SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential P|1M Chim™ i t c , ,

and Stock Carrying Discributor, ,n AM PrS^!^ ™£ToL?%%™f0\FPZ™.%° frC XWfrh P'?""' Warehouse. District Sa.es Offic
boro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Sprin^X™*^ B™2"' *» *^o; Caa^a.°£

Hi.-
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A Union of Pasts

Cornell Countryman

December, 1903—Vol. 1, No. 1 <>f the Cornell

Countryman. "A Journal of Country Lite—Plant,

Animal", Human." The first article was written by L.

H. Bailey whose title was "Director of the College ot

Agriculture.
Martha Van Rensselaer wrote an article in that

first issue about her work as Supervisor ot the Partner's

Wives Reading Course. "Dodder in New York. Alfalfa

Fields" was the title of J. L. Stone's initial article. '1 he

Editor-in-Chief was G. F. Warren.

It is hard to imagine how that early Countryman

staff found their way around without having the

buildings named after them to use as land marks. But

the Ag Quad wasn't really their headquarters.
The first Countryman office was in the basement

of Morrill Hall. If you listen hard, you may still hear

to happy "clacking" of Countryman typewriters amid

the foreign language drills today.
A later home of the Countryman was, what is now,

the radio shack— in the parking lot on the Bailey Hall-

side of the old Minns Garden.

By 1921, the Countryman had changed from a

digest-size to its present dimensions. An October, 1921

editorial explained that "The national advertisers would

be much more apt to patronize our columns" with the

larger size. That issue of the Countryman had 32 pages

with 13 of them covered with ads. But that was the

"Roaring 20Y\

Two major changes later occured. The Country

man moved to its present perch in the pent house of

Roberts Hall. And the undergraduates took over the

writing.

Today, 57 years after the first December issue,
the Countryman has changed from UA Journal of

Country Life—Plant, Animal, Human" to A Journal
of Student Life—Mostly Human.

It is thought that two typewriters in the office

were first used by the founders of the Countryman. It
is interesting to wonder what the first Countryman
Editor, G. F. Warren, would have thought about the

copy that rolls out of those machines now.

Norton Printing Company
The Norton Printing Company was founded by

Edward Norton in 1SK2, who continued in business until
his death in 1924. His son, Harry Norton and daughter
Sue Norton, operated the business until May of 1929
when it was purchased bv its present owners Mr and

Mrs. Albert MacWethy.
"

For the first two years ol the company's existence

it w as located on the second floor of the present Savings
& Loan building. The company moved to its present

location in 1X84.

Seventeen members comprise the working staff of

the company at this time with 14 years being the

average length of service. I he Countryman was printed
;it Nortons for several different years from 1903 to

1930 and has been clone consistantly by them for the

last thirty years.

Tn the earlier part of the century The Countryman
was set by hand and run off on hand-fed presses. In

1911 a linotype was purchased, which sets the type

equal to the speed of seven hand compositors. As time

progressed other machinery was added until now, so

that today the magazine is run on automatic presses

and folders and can be produced at a speed that at one

time was thought impossible. Compositors of Nortons

are affiliated with the International Typographical
Union and the pressmen are in the Printing Pressmen

and Assistants Union.

The Norton Printing Company's slogan is U here

service is a Habit and they have prided themselves on

living up to their slogan. In fact the reputation they

have established in this regard can best be determined

by talking to any purchasers of printing in the City ot

Ithaca. Students of both Cornell and Ithaca College
have long since discovered that Norton's is the place
to go whenever they have a problem or want service in

a printing job.

Working with the various staffs of the Cornell

Countryman has been extremely pleasant and many

friendships have been made as a result.

I his issue of llic Countryman hr'nu/s louelhcr the past tuul

present oj it maijazi n c mi,/ a printer. Tor/rf h er , / hey symho/i:.e man's

attempt to , omnium, ate the presentation of the uritlen icor,L .///,/

to</elher they present six more uor,/s: Merry Christmas and Happy
A t'u ) ear.
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Ag-Dom -- So What?

Council as it was and is

TS AG-DOMECON Council Dying a Slow Death?

J-was the title of a Countryman editorial in April, 1958.

Based on the findings of a student poll, the editorial

pointed out an almost complete lack of interest in, and

information about, Ag-Dom on the part of the stu

dent body.
The editorial blamed this student state of mind

on the inability of Ag-Dom to promote interest and

provide information—Council apathy. A subsequent

letter from the Ag-Dom president claimed that the

guilt lay with the inability of students to broaden their

interests and seek information—student apathy.
In the opinions of many present members of Ag-

Dom and the student body, the same points of view—

their bases and differences—are valid today. An indi

cation was the Pomology Club's editorial in the

November Countryman
— "Does Ag-Dom Have a

Future?"

Future, however, is a thing called "maybe". Two

other elements are more definite—the present and the

past.

Ag-Dom as it is today is brought into focus once

every two weeks at their regular meetings. The meeting
of November 2nd, for example, progressed like the

outline of many analyses of the Council.

Projects were discussed at the meeting, and many

evaluations define Ag-Dom in terms of deeds. Such

things as Swedish and Mexican Exchange, coffee hours,
and a proposed club-officer training program were dis

cussed.

Fuller indications of the Council's substance and

purpose, however, were brought out in discussing the

Ag Hec Day square dance and the name-change refer
endum.

Seventy tickets were sold for the Barton Hall

square dance. Of the Council members attending, only
one came with a date. President Gary Harden, '61,
blamed the small turn-out on bad timing, inadequate
publicity, and poor support from Council members.

Student voters defeated a proposal to change the
name of Ag-Dom to "Upper Campus Student Council"
by only ten votes. Failures in timing and publicity
were again noted. But since a majority of Council mem
bers were in favor of the change when it was first
proposed, President Harden cited lack of member-
support as a major factor in the defeat.

During an interview with the Countryman, Gary
Harden explained that those opposed to the name

change felt more change was needed. While he was

definitely aware that a changed name was not an end

in itself, Harden felt it was a good place to begin

improvement.
Opposition also centered around the present

name's long tradition. Harden recognized the tradi

tion, but disputed its value. Ag-Dom has been known

for a long time, but according to the president, it has

been known as a poor organization. "That kind of

reputation isn't worth saving" Harden said. But now

the past becomes involved.

Ag-Dom as it was can be recalled by professors
who were undergraduates in the College and have been

connected with Ag-Dom, student life, and the Col

leges for most of the 20 to 25 years since their gradua
tion.

In the past quarter century, the professors recall,

Ag-Dom hasn't filled any vital needs of the student

body. This, in part, is due to the size of the Colleges.
When the Colleges were so small that everybody knew

everybody else, it was a lot easier to communicate and

create a group spirit.
There was a time, a professor remembers, when

Ag-Dom dances were very popular and well attended.

A training program for club officers existed for a

while. The program broke down when the student-

founders graduated without transferring their interest

in it.

Until about five years ago, it was pointed out,

Ag-Dom was responsible for coordinating the dates and
times for all club meetings—thus avoiding conflicts.

In spite of any proposed changes or past weak

nesses, the professors concluded, Ag-Dom provides a

laboratory where students can learn such things as

parliamentary law, organization principles, committee

structure, and personal relations. If only in this capac

ity, Ag-Domecon Council can fill a vital need. ELR

And as it might be

THE
VALUE OF any campus organization includes

those specific services it performs. Beyond this,
however, is a worth that is often overlooked—par

ticularly, we feel, in the case of Ag-Domecon Council.

An organization of this type offers students some

thing that could be of real value to them: a beginning
toward deeper and more significant living at Cornell.

We do not propose that Ag-Dom in itself em

bodies this broad scope of college life, but we do feel

it could be instrumental in finding students interested

in campus activities. In this sense, we think of Ag-
Dom as a means by which Ag and Home Ec students
have the opportunity to broaden their interests and

themselves.

Many of the Upper Campus students are not in

terested in this kind of growth. We know some who

are, however, and more who might be. For these, per
haps few, a broad-minded Ag-Dom Council can be

justified and is necessary to student life. THW

Countryman Compet Elections
E ARE happy to announce the election of the

following people to the Countryman staff:
Anne Dalrymple, Gale Steves, Phyllis Norton,

Virginia Lange, and Alice Fried, all '64.

More new staff members from the class of '64 are:

Frank Fee, Phyllis Rivkin, Linda Goldreich, Nancy
FVaser, Ernie Smith, and Richard Mandell.

Also newly elected are: Jim Sample and Susan

Rauchway, '63 and Tom Wickham, '62.

2
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Pseudo - Yule

and Giant: Toads
by Zilch

ZILCH
HAS received word from several Country-

maniacs of the past. G. P. Hirsch (Editor, 1957-

58) is at the U. of Penn's school of dentistry. Arthur
J. Dommen (assoc. editor 1953-56) is the U.P.I.

Bureau Manager in Saigon, Vietnam. Zilch got the

foregoing information from Dana Dalrymple (Editor,
1953-54) now studying at Michigan State U's Ag
Ec department.

ZILCH'S NEWS ANALYSIS: A home economics

professor at the U. of Texas believes that when little

brother dips his sister's pony tail into the ink, "he

may be expressing deep affection and respect." The

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

11 1 UNDERSTAND THEY'VE HAD A T0U6H TIME FINDIN6 A
QUALIFIED HOME Zo TEACHEfZ,

Texas-prof continues that only when the fighting be
comes extreme should parents become concerned. How
many pints of blood are enough?

Under the headline, "Any Takers," the Rutland
(Vermont) Herald carried a story about a "White-
haired grandmother who claims the rocking chair
championship of the world." Her record is 100 con
secutive hours! Zilch wonders if she made the Olympic
team.

J v

In Queensland (Australia), they're using giant
toads to eat sugar-cane beetles. This is fine for the
sugar cane industry, but all is not peaceful on the toad
front. Late homecomers object to the unearthly ap
pearance of the toads gathered around lamp-posts,
catching bugs.

Zilch noticed a press release that started, "If you
see a snake in the grass, relax." When Zilch perceives
such phenomena, he is usually in a state of induced
relaxation, anyway.

With the vast system of research and crop re

porting at the disposal of USDA, and the trained per
sonnel studying trends in crop conditions, a recent

issue of Agricultural Situation ran a lead story called,
"Will this be a record crop year?" In answer to the
question posed in the head, the lead paragraph ex

pertly predicted, "Maybe, yes. Maybe, no."
Zilch would like to extend a special greeting to the

newly elected Freshman representatives to Ag-Dom
Council. The Ag College donations are Jonathan Roth,
and Joe Bowen, while the Home Ec rep is Kristine
Bhxt. Zilch thinks the ratio is bad, but the choice

good.

Zilch knows that he should wish all his loyal
readers a merry Christmas ... but he can't. The
whole trouble is with something the Editor calls "psy
chological Christmas." You see, Zilch is writing this
column two weeks before Thanksgiving. But as far
as Zilch's column is concerned, it is two weeks before
Christmas . . . because that's when you read it. . .

even though it's really before Thanksgiving.
So while Zilch enjoys his pre-Thanksgiving,

pseud^yule, he hopes that everyone else will have a

happy one of the more timely variety—and Zilch

hopes the Editor gets a big can of Metrecal in his

stocking.

COVER STORY

Our merry Christmas to you is this month's cover

designed by Linda Goldreich '64, who was just elected
to the staff.

WARM PILE LINED CLOTHING ARE PERFECT FOR WINTER

GENUINE GOVERNMENT SURPLUS JACKETS AND BOOTS

ARE WARM YET INEXPENSIVE

SEE JOE SACCHI FOR THE BEST

BUYS IN TOWN

Gun and Tackle Center
504 W. STATE ST. ITHACA, X. T. THONE ITH. 4-9174
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Testing Milk's Taste

Cornell professors are trying to find out

what makes milk's taste and how to

change it. One piece of equipment is a

"holy" cow.

by Susan Rauchway '63

AIR-CONDITIONED
cows, the

dairy industry department,
and a group of graduate students

are all working for the cause of

milk flavor improvement.
Milk improvement programs are

faced with an ironical problem. On

one hand, it would be hard to find

a cleaner, more wholesome, food

product than fresh milk. However,
the fact remains that some people
drink lots of milk, others drink less,
and some drink none at all.

Since the purity of milk is at

such a high standard today, most
consumer's complaints about milk

arise from occasional off^flavors.

Most off-flavors are barely detect

able, but it was concluded that

they may seriously lower the milk

consumption of those people who
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NYABC is Your BEST BUY in dairy cattle breeding

axioms (known truths):
NYABC Breeding =

economy and convenience

Convenient NYABC breeding=cows iKat produce more

Convenient NYABC breeding
of higher producing cows = cows with more

sales appeal

Convenient NYABC breeding
of higher producing, better
Selling cows = more profit fi>r you

NYABC ]$ Your Best Buy in dqiry cattle breeding
Give NYABC a try in y0Ur herd I

Coll your nearby NYABC technician or write:

NEW YORK

COOPERATIVE, INC.
P.O. BOX 5Z8-AA rthoea.N.Y.

Proved Through 20 Years of Progressive Service

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

25c Wash 10c Dry

STVDENT

AGENCIES

409 College Ave.

24 hrs. a day

AND You Can Save, Too

Cornell Countryman



are particularly sensitive to flavor

variations.

Improving the taste of milk re

quires a knowledge of the nature

One of the experimental cows
—notice

the windpipe apparatus.
ET1

HILL

DRUG STORE

tor all your

CHRISTMAS

needs:

HALLMARK

CHRISTMAS

CARDS

CANDY AND

CHOCOLATES

PERFUMES AND

COSMETICS

STOCKING

STUFFERS!

408 College Ave.

in

COLLEGETOWN

ITH. 3479

and transmission of milk flavor, the
biochemical processes in the cow

that produce and change flavor, as
well as the investigation of the

dairy cow's food and environment.
The flavor-improvement experi

ment at Cornell is being conducted
under the supervision of Professor
William F. Shipe, of the dairy in

dustry department, and Professor
Robert Watson Dougherty of the

College of Veterinary Medicine.
Each of the two cows used in

the experiment is equipped with a

set of tubes inserted into the rumen

and windpipe, through which flav

oring agents may be introduced.
With this apparatus and subsequent
tasting, it is possible to determine
if and when these additions have

any perceptible effect on the flavor
of the milk.

SPECIAL

TO THE READERS OF

THE CORNELL COUNTRYMAN

A 10% DISCOUNT

ON ANY PURCHASE OF FINE MEN'S WEAR

WITH THIS AD DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER

ZACH DUTKY'S
MEN'S SHOP

Opposite Johnny's Big Red in Collegetown

Phone 4-3833

SLAUGHTER CATTLE
at

fiuif

DAIRY REPLACEMENTS

AND YOU'LL BE SURPRISED at how far the amount you

get for the culled cow will go toward buying that

replacement.
Check your local Empire Livestock market for time

and dates of regular weekly livestock auctions and

special dairy replacement sales.

ANYONE can consign or buy at an Empire auction—

you don't have to belong to any organization. Empire—

founded by farmers and owned by farmers— is YOUR

market.

Jath . Bullville . Caledonia . Dryden . Gouverneur

Greene . Oneonta . Watertown . W. Winfield

soon at Buffalo

December, 1960
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The age of the horse

and buggy is passed!

Modern vehicles require expert attention.

Let our expert mechanics service your

"buggy"?

Glenn's Sinclair Station

329 College Ave. Ithaca 4-9176

Onion and garlic flavors can be air-bubbled direct

ly into the lungs of the cow, as well as into the ru

men. Bulkier materials, such as grass and corn silage,

require the use of large aerators and hydraulic presses

to extract the juices before they are introduced into

the cow's lungs.
Artificial fruit flavors, and organic matter, are also

included in the tests.

Off-Flavor Detection

When onion and garlic flavors were used, the

panel detected an off-flavor, but could not identify it.

In the case of corn silage, the judges described the

taste in such terms as "sour," "acetic acid," "acetone,"

"molasses," and "feed." Banana and coconut esters

produced an ofWlavor, pure vanilla extract resulted

in a slight off-flavor, and cherry, camphor, butyric acid,
and urine produced none at all.

The conditions of the experiment are carefully con

trolled: each judge samples the milk independently.
This eliminates any possible influence of previous

knowledge, and the observations of fellow judges. The

results, however, are complicated by the frequent in

ability of the judges to discriminate among different

flavors, and their varying "thresholds of taste."

Evidence From Study

Although no definite conclusions have been drawn

from the experiment, there is evidence that some off-

flavors may be produced in the cow's rumen. This may
be attributed to the enzymatic action of bacteria which

live in the rumen.

Accurate identification of milk flavor will be a

great step toward the qualitative improvement of milk.
It will also be a major advance in dairy research—in

understanding the physiology of milk production, and
the chemical composition of this very complicated
substance.

Milk flavor may also be influenced by environ

mental factors. These effects are hard to study, since
milk is a highly sensitive product, and may be affected

by countless environmental variations, which express
themselves from barn to table.

Oxidation Problem

A major problem in the processing of milk is

caused by oxidation. As Professor Shipe explains, oxi
dation of milk is catalyzed by copper or by sunlight.
Oxidation is less serious in the spring, when the cows

are changed from silage to green feed, which contains

anoxidants.

Oxidation may be retarded by the use of amber

milk bottles. Consumers, however, tend to object to

the "beer bottle" appearance of such containers. More

over, since a majority of people buy homogenized
milk today and don't have to see a "cream-line," wax

containers are quite acceptable.
The feelings of consumers—the people who drink

the milk—are especially important. No matter how

loaded with food value milk, or any other food product
is, people will not buy it unless it looks, smells, and
tastes good.

Although milk is a combination of chemicals, and
can be studied in a scientific laboratory, the human
factor in its production and consumption must be con

sidered. Our knowledge of how milk is affected must

be very specific. One reason is that the farmer who
wants to improve his milk's flavor must know exactly
what steps to take and the reasons for taking them.
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by Bernard Curvey

A LUMNI ASSOCIATION members and the College
1 *of Agriculture were host to about 130 high school

students, parents, and guidance counselors at the fall

College Open House.

The purpose of the Open House, held on Satur

day, October 29, is to bring interested students to the

College Campus so that they may see the facilities

available to them and to inform them of the varied

educational opportunities in the College of Agricul
ture.

The program opened at 9:30 a.m. with refresh

ments and registration in the lounge of Riley-Robb
Hall.

At 10:00 a.m. the group assembled in room 125

Riley-Robb Hall, where they were welcomed by
Thomas C. Watkins, Director of Resident Instruction.

Immediately following there was a panel discussion

by five faculty members on the "Educational Oppor
tunities in Agriculture." The fields of studies discussed

and the five faculty members from the respective de

partments were : Animal Production, Professor S. E.

Smith; Plant Production, Professor E. B. Oyer; Nat
ural Sciences, Professor B. L. Herrington; Agricultural
Business, Professor Wendall Earle; and Agricultural
Engineering, Professor O. C. French. After the panel

discussion, the group divided into several interested

groups for a question and answer period with several

departmental representatives present to answer

specific questions.
Dean Charles E. Palm greeted the group at a

luncheon held in the Stocking Hall Cafeteria. After
the luncheon, Nealson Hopper '39, Superintendent of
Farm and Food Labor, in the State Labor Department,
presented a talk on "An Alumnus Appraises a College
Education for the Agricultural Industry."

The afternoon session opened with a bus tour of
the Campus. Members of the Ag-Domecon Council
acted as guides.

At 2:30 p.m. the group assembled to hear five
Cornell students talk about "Student Life at Cornell."
The panel members were: Judith Reamer '61, Manley
Makenny '61, Alan Marion '61, James Bobnick '61,
and Ian MacLeod '61. After the panel discussion the

panel was open for questions from the High School

Seniors.

The program closed with a short summary of the

day's activities given by Director T. C. Watkins and

an informal snack in the Seminar room of Riley-Robb
Hall.

Russell Cary, President of the New York State

College of Agriculture Alumni Association, was mas

ter of ceremonies at the noon luncheon and chairman

of the afternoon session.

Similar programs are planned twice yearly for

interested high school students.

The Office of Resident Instruction encourages any

high school students interested in the College of Agri
culture to visit with their guidance counselors if they
have any questions concerning the various fields of

study or admission requirements.

Scholarships
for High School Seniors

HIGH
SCHOOL seniors who plan to go to college

next fall may be interested in more than 40 scholar

ships which will be awarded to freshmen entering the

New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell Uni

versity in September, 1961.

Bernard A. Curvey, admissions counselor, says

one out of every 3 or 4 applicants usually receives one

of these scholarships. Each is valued at 3200 or more.

The awards are made primarily to outstanding farm

boys and girls and to 4-H members who want to study

agriculture, who are in financial need, and who have

good high school records.

Ten of the awards are Carl E. Ladd Memorial

Scholarships, worth $300 each, and specifically for

young men and women from New York State farms.

The Sears Roebuck Agricultural Foundation has also

provided fifteen $300 scholarships for farm-reared

freshmen. These awards are made on the basis of finan

cial need, leadership, and scholastic promise in the

field of agriculture.
In addition, there are two awards for 4-H mem

bers given by the Esso Standard Oil Co. These scholar

ships are worth $200 a year for four years
—

a total

of $800. Several awards are also available to boys and

girls from specific areas of the State. For example, the

LaMont family of Albion has provided two scholar

ships for students entering college from Orleans

County.
Students can get more information about these

scholarships from their high school guidance counselor.

They must act soon, however, for applications must

be on file at the College by Feb. 15, 1961. Application
blanks may be obtained from local guidance counselors

or by writing to the Office of Resident Instruction,

Roberts Hall, Ithaca, N.Y.

December, 1960
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Evolution

of the Christmas Evergreen

The early ancestor of the Christmas

tree was the green date palm. Through

the centuries it has become the symbol

of a happy family in a free world.

by Gerald Krai '62

THIS
MONTH YOU and I,

along with a hundred fifty mil

lion other people, will get Christmas
tree fever. In the midst of street

corner Santa Clauses, department
store Santa Clauses, toyland-, bar

bershop-, and city-sponsored Santa

Clauses, city dwellers will converge

upon their shopping centers to

select a Christmas tree. It will be

pushed, shoved, or mashed into

an automobile. Main Street, U.S.A.
will resemble a mobilized pine
forest.

Meanwhile, rural folk will attack

their farm woodlots with axes, saws

and if still available, old Dobbin

and the sleigh. All this and a hun

dred fifty million Christmas trees

moving into man's domain.

Where did all this begin and how

did it become so popular? "Custom

and tradition," you say? Sure, that's
true enough but just where did

this custom begin? With the aid of

a little book entitled, All About

Christmas by Mamie Krythe, a

radio station and some folklore.

rumor and fact, the story of the

Christmas tree can be told.

The custom of decorating a tree

wtih trinkets, tinsel and colored

lights is certainly not a new one.

Early Egyptain Christmas tree—the date

palm

It began with the first great civili

zation—the Egyptians. Once a year,
to honor the solstice, the green date

palm was decorated with gold and

silver. Romans sanctified their god
of fruitfulness, Bacchus, by hanging

miniature masks of him on their

fruit trees—especially the grape
vine. Wine distilled from such sanc

tified grapes was believed to in

crease both virility and fertility.
The Druids of Northern Europe, a

mystical breed of humanity believed

to be the originators of the hu

man sacrifice and orgy, yearly
honored the evergreen as a symbol
of the immortality of their chief

god, Odin. The evergreen was decor

ated with jewels, religious relics, and
the blood of a human sacrifice.

The decoration of trees thus had

its beginning in the mysticism and

antiquity of the past. It was born

around the rites and rituals of

pagan tribes—a romantic and sur

realistic birth. But the custom was

still isolated.

At the turn of the fourth cen

tury, the unifying force became

apparent. Christianity was rapidly
spreading throughout the civilized

8 Cornell Countryman



r
world. Pagans were converted. It

was a simple matter to consecrate

a pagan temple with a few drops
of holy water. People, however,
presented a more difficult problem,
for they continued their rites and

rituals. But they now honored a

Christian God. The evergreen was

chosen as the symbol of the Christ
mas season.

The evergreen was used for two

reasons. First, of course, was that

it remained green when other trees

presented nothing but bare limbs.

Egyptian Pyramid

December, 1960

Second, the year 'round greenness of
the evergreen symbolized immortal
ity to the peoples of that time and
place, k

V
Druid sacrificial sword to honor the

evergreen

The custom spread through
Northern Europe reaching Ger

many. From Germany it spread to

Finland, Denmark, Sweden and

Norway reaching England sometime
in the middle of the nineteenth cen

tury. A princess introduced the cus

tom to Paris. She was at a loss as to
what she should give the prince on

Christmas Eve. A few days before

Christmas she heard a minstrel sing
of the Christmas tree. The idea

delighted her and she asked the

minstrel to decorate a tree for her.

The deed was done using jewels
from the castle store. On Christmas

Eve a surprised and very happy
prince showed the people of Paris

his gift. In less time than you can

say cock-a-joo, every available ever

green was being paraded down the

streets of Paree. The entire

Christian world had now accepted
the custom.

The Christmas tree reached

America at about the same time

it reached England. Charles Follen,
a German professor at Harvard in

1824, set up the first tree in Amer

ica. It delighted his nieces, nephews,
and neighbors. The custom caught
on. It was still slow to spread, until

churches entered the picture. In

1851, the first tree was set up by
Pastor Schwann of Cleveland, Ohio.
The parish threatened him with

bodily harm for they still considered

it a pagan practice. The good Pastor
did a lot of frantic research and

proved the custom to be a Christian

one. Soon other churches followed

suit. The custom spread like the

gold rush fever of that time.

Since its early beginning in Amer

ica, the Christmas tree has entered

all walks of life. It has even been

in the political limelight a few times.

Around the close of the nine

teenth century the White House

had adopted the custom of setting
up a Christmas tree. And then

Teddy Roosevelt became president.
Teddy, noted for his campaign to

preserve our natural resources,
promptly banned the use of a

Christmas tree in White Llouse fes
tivities. Shortly afterwards he was

surprised and very angry to dis
cover that his two sons, Archie
and Quentin, had set up a secret

tree in Archie's room. A fatherly
ultimatum was passed. Archie and

Quentin, as a final resort, appealed
to Gifford Pinchot, America's first

conservation-minded forester. Pin
chot persuaded Teddy that if young
trees were properly cut, more good
than harm could be done. So the
White House and the Christmas
tree lived happily ever after.

Today the Christmas tree cus

tom can be called nothing short
of sensational. In 1950, Northport,
a shopping center close to Seattle,
set up a fully decorated tree, 212
feet tall and weighing 25 tons.

Rockefeller Center, in New York

City, each year puts up a gigantic
tree. Recently they put up a 90

Mask of the Roman God Bacchus

foot Norway pine covered with

7,500 colored lights requiring seven

miles of wiring. Three million peo

ple visited the tree that year.
On Michigan Avenue, in Chicago,

there stands a three story telephone
pole. During December, several

hundred regular sized trees are

lashed to it in the shape of one

gigantic tree. It is literally
smothered with tinsel (1200 pounds
of it) and lights. Rising hot air,
created by the thousands of com

mon household bulbs, sends the

tinsel into a glittering mass of sil

ver. The tree can be seen for several

miles.

Even though these spectacles fill

us with awe, the best tree is the

little evergreen standing in millions

of homes. Decorated by noisy imps,
with tinsel around their ears, gleam

ing ornaments in their hands and

thoughts of Santa in their heads,
the Christmas tree has become the

symbol of the happy family in a

free world.
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AN APPROPRIATE GIFT

to college alumni and

their friends

THE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

By Alexis Lawrence Romanoff

This is a most delightful account of
the Campus of Cornell University, typi
fying daily student activities with Remi
niscences which are dear to an alumnus
of any American college.
The book consists of eighty sketches

written in metric verse (iambic tetra
meter), easily readable in words of
music, rich in colors, and simple for
understanding. Cornellians who have
read the book say: "It brings back
many sweet memories of happy college
days. . .

viii + 99 pages, cloth bound

$2.00 postpaid
Send order with payment to

The Cornell Campus Store, Inc.
Barnes Hall, Ithaca, New York

Professor William J. Hamilton, Jr.

Cornell's Conservation Commedian

TTENSE WITH expectation, the
■*■ doctoral candidate waited for the

first question on the long, three

hour exam. Solemnly, Professor

Hamilton cleared his throat. As the

student listened for a detailed ques

tion on the anatomy of some ob

scure mammal, the professor said,
"Tell me. In poker, does three of

a kind beat two pair?"
A serious moment became a fun

ny one, the student relaxed and

passed his exam with flying colors.

Professor William J. Hamilton

Professor Eadie

Professor William J. Hamilton, Conser

vation Comic

Jr.'s ability to put people at ease is
well known among his students in
the conservation department. His

classes are conducted in a relaxed

fashion, although everyone listen

ing must be constantly on their
toes. Professor Hamilton likes

nothing better than to trap the un

suspecting student.

"Animals can be followed and
their presence recognized in several

ways/' he told a field trip class one

day. "The droppings are very char
acteristic and so are the footprints."
Stopping near a set of rabbit tracks
he squatted down and placing his
hand in the print said, "By golly,
this fellow was by here only a min
ute or two ago

—the tracks are still
warm." Several students near the

A major in Conservation—A minor

humor—A unique personality!

by Jane P. Doyle '62

front placed their hands in the

tracks and nodded assent.

Thought of as a jokester by many
of his students and associates, few
realize the other side of the friendly
man with the beat-up hat. Often

referred to as the top mammalogist
in the East and a foremost field

biologist, he is known and respected
by scientists all over the country.
In 1951, the Society of Mammalo-

gists elected him president and four

years later, he was awarded the

same honor by the Ecological Soci

ety of America.

For several years he was editor

of Ecological Monographs and in

1959 completed a three-year term

on the National Science Founda

tion advisory committee whose

members review requests for grants
to study biological science.

Insects, Mice, and Birds

While still in high school, Ham
ilton planned to attend Harvard.

"Then one day," he recalls, "I saw

a catalogue from a school that of

fered courses about insects and mice

and birds." In 1926 he graduated
irom this school—Cornell—with a

B.S. in Biology and took an assist-

antship.
Professor Emeritus Albert H.

Wright of the zoology department
knew his interest in vertebrate zo

ology and when a position became

vacant, asked Hamilton to become

his assistant. "From then on," says

Professor Wright, "the students

learned as much from my assistant

as they did from me."

After doing graduate work, Pro

fessor Hamilton traveled to South

America to do research on the

mammal variations found there.

But he decided that the traveling
wasn't worth it. He feels that,
"There's a lot to be studied in my
own back yard." And he has stuck

to this theory ever since. Feeding
habits of mammals of eastern

United States have been Professor

Hamilton's major study.

Although known primarily for his
work and studies on the food of
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mammals, Hamilton has also gained
considerable skill as a marksman.

Oliver H. Hewitt, professor of wild
life management at Cornell, tells of

the time, two years ago, when Ham

ilton stalked a large, prong-horned
antelope for nearly half a mile be

fore he could get a good shot.

Anxious to preserve both the

meat, and the head for a trophy,
Hamilton took careful aim and

downed the buck with one well-

placed shot through both ankles.

The meat was undamaged and the

head now hangs between the win

dows over his desk.

Less Academic Side

More of Professor Hamilton's less

academic side showed up in an epi
sode involving Dr. Perry Gilbert,
professor of Zoology. Professor Gil
bert wanted to study under Dr.

Brazier Howell, noted anatomist at

Columbia University, but had never

met him. Hamilton, aware of this,
decided to have a little fun.

Calling Gilbert into his office,
he introduced an astonished visit

ing farmer as "Dr. Brazier Howell"

Gilbert, very impressed spent the

next hour showing his dismayed
guest around the building. It wasn't
until much later that he learned

the real reason why his visitor had

no comment to make throughout
the whole tour.

Another of Professor Hamilton's

humorous interests is Major Hoople
of comic-strip fame. And like

Major Hoople, Professor Hamilton

enjoys telling about his unusual and
varied experiences. "When I was

ambassador to Spain", he will begin,
or, "Do you see that deer head on

the wall? I killed it several years

ago on Turkey Hill .
.

. with a

javelin."
But one of his favorite stories

concerns a trip that he and Pro

fessor Hewitt took to study black

bears in the Adirondacks.

Bear Thief

One night a large female bear

stole all the meat from the cache.

One of her forepaws became caught
in a large rat trap near the food and

made her trail very distinctive. The

next morning the two men set out

after the thief. "'Around noon,"
Hamilton reports, "crossing the

north slope of Whiteface Mountain,
we heard a loud roar and a huge
avalanche came thundering down

on top of us. We were caught and

swept along in the wall of snow.

Professor Hewitt was lucky and

managed to dig himself out and get

back to camp
—but I have never

been heard from since."
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TO BUY
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What's Industrial About Corn?

A variety of industrial uses increases

demand for this versatile grain.

by Jane E. Brody '62

WHILE
downing an ice cream

soda or opening the foil wrap

ping of a pack of cigarettes, has

the image of a corn field ever

flashed across your mind? If not,

you're not alone. But, an association

between corn and ice cream and

corn and aluminum foil does, in

fact, exist.

Why it this so? It's all a matter

of economics. The demand for agri

cultural products is relatively ine

lastic. What this means is that

people will buy a certain amount of

a given product, no more, no less.

Even if their income increases, pur

chase of the product remains essen

tially the same. A person who, for

monetary reasons, subsists mainly

upon fish and is getting all he needs,
will not buy more fish should his

financial position improve. He will

buy steak instead.

Such a situation is especially true

of agricultural products. Some, how

ever, are more inelastic than others.

Corn as compared with tomatoes,

for example, is relatively inelastic.

People can eat just a certain

amount of corn and no more. A

price drop can't stimuate much fur

ther consumption.
The case is a bit more compli

cated when you're talking about

farm animals, the main consumers

of corn in the United States, since

Industrial corn, unlike the

sweet corn we eat off the

cob, often grows as high
as a small house

Dr. Ralph Krenzin

the buyer isn't the consumer. But,
in general, the same principle holds

—when hogs have had enough corn,

they have had enough corn. And

in a country which annually pro

duces a surplus of this commodity,
something must be done with that

left over after man and his animals

have had their fill.

The solution—industrialization.

The introduction of corn into in

dustry provides an excellent ex

ample of how effective this solution

is. As early as 1848, the first fac

tory for the manufacture of corn

starch was established. Since that

time, the corn industry has grown

by leaps and bounds, both in qual
ity and quantity. Today 500 mil

lion bushels of corn a year, IS per

cent of the total national crop, are

converted into products which bear

little or no resemblance to corn,

or are utilized by industries which

on the surface, have no relation to

agriculture.
Of these 500 million bushels, feed

manufacturers, the "dry milling"
industry (corn meal, breakfast

foods, etc.), distillers, and others

take their lot, leaving 150 million

bushels to be processed by corn re-

Diamonds carefully

selected for

color, cut and

clarity at moderate

prices. See the

Diamond you buy

on our

gemolite microscope
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fineries. The refineries' products
range from sugars used in baking to

growth media for penicillin molds.

Both food processors and non-food

manufacturers utilize the refinery
products to make a wealth of things
essential to everyday life.

Cakes, aspirin, paper, adhesives,
candy, salad dressings, leather,
medicine capsules—all these and

many more have in some way in

corporated the little yellow corn

kernel into their manufacture.

The corn kernel, seemingly a

simple entity, is valuable because of

starch. Starch has been important
to mankind since the beginning of

civilization. Eventually, corn was

discovered to be a resource of this

nutrient, and the corn refining in

dustry was established to tap this

resource. Amid the attempts to ex

tract starch from the corn kernel,

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

Custom made clothes

422 W. State Ith. 2-3163

ways to use the byproducts of the

refining process were developed.
Now the gluten, hull, germ, and the
soluble constituents of the kernel
can be converted into products use
ful to man, making the entire re

fining process much more profitable.
Today, observes the Corn Indus

tries Research Foundation (CIRF),
"almost everything you use, every

thing you wear, everything you
touch each day of your life," is in
some way intimately associated
with a product of corn.

But, as CIRF sees it, "corn re

fining contributes more than its

products to the economic life of the

nation." As soon as the corn leaves
the farm, it becomes a job for

thousands of employees in grain ele

vators, on the railroads, and in the

plants and offices of the corn re

fining industry. Leaving the corn

refining plants each day are prod
ucts that in some way create em

ployment for other thousands—

people of the paper-milling indus

try, commercial launderies, brewer

ies, bakeries, groceries, and many

other walks of life.

Manufacturers, in searching for

ways to profitably use surplus corn,
have made the corn industry an

integral part of our economy.

The Place To Shop For—

live Xmas trees (balled blue spruce and Douglas

cut trees, wreaths, roping

fir)

greens lights, ornaments

dried material unusual gifts

decorative candles
, and house plants

McGUIRE GARDENS

635 Elmira Road Phone 3- 1064

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca 2-3377

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.

143 E. STATE STREET
ITHACA 2-2459

HOME DAIRY CAFETERIA
Delivery on the hill

FRATERNITIES

Christmas Cookies, Cakes, Fruit Cakes

Cafeteria service in down town area
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PARTIES
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The Meat You Eat-

How It Dies and Why
by Jack E. Hope '61

FOR
YEARS sentiment has

run high, for the use of "hu

mane" methods in the slaughter of

livestock. Passage of the Humane

Slaughter Law by the 85th Congress

has met with hearty approval by

most humane societies but its im

mediate effects upon the meat in

dustry cannot be termed entirely
beneficial.

The language of this law (Public
Law 85-765) requires that meat

packers who sell products to the

Federal Government must employ

designated means of immobilizing
or rendering unconscious the live

stock which they kill. Four methods

of immobilization are recognized as

humane: electrical, mechanical,

chemical—such as C02 anestheti-

For Everyone on Your Christmas List

—we have complete line of

WATCHES

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

SILVERWARE

PEN & PENCIL SETS

LEATHER GOODS

We invite your charge acct.

SCHOOLEY'S INC.

Ithaca's Quality Jewelers

152 E. State St. Phone Ithaca 2-1551

zation, and gunshot.
Prior to enactment of PL 85-

765, slaughter of the smaller types

of livestock was accomplished with

a knife stroke, without "stunning".
Unconsciousness and then death,
due to oxygen starvation of the

brain, occur quickly, probably with

little sensation of pain.
Cattle, because of their size, are

generally stunned prior to slitting
the throat. Many packers have

been using stunning methods now

approved under the Humane

Slaughter Law, although the sledge
hammer has proven to be a favor

ite tool in some plants. The hammer

eventually produces an unconscious

state, but it is not uncommon that

"repeated application" is required.
Therefore, the principal changes

precipitated by this law are the im

mobilization of smaller livestock

prior to slaughter and the use of

approved, standardized methods to

render large animals unconscious.

Adherence to humane slanghter
means that meat packers have to

remodel portions of their plants, in
stall proper equipment and train

personnel in the operation of the

new devices. The choice of one of

the four methods of immobilization

depends upon many factors and a

suitable technique in one plant may
prove expensive or otherwise im

practical in another. The choice of

passing operation expense on to the

consumer rests with the individual

packing company.

Facilities for carbon dioxide im

mobilization are expensive com

pared to other techniques, but sev
eral plants have made satisfactory
adaptations and are using this

method, mainly for hogs. In fact,
anesthetization eliminates the need

for "shackling" an animal before

bleeding. Placing a chain around

the leg of an excited animal is a

precarious occupation and the use

of C02 has resulted in a lower

turnover rate of manpower at this

end of the production line!

flower fashions
by baring

Community Corners

Phone 2-3336 Ithaca, N.Y.
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Steak on the way to the slaughter house.

Some packers use electrical immobilizers which

send a current through an animal's brain, producing
unconsciousness. The operator must hit the right spot
on the animal's skull with an electrically energized
shaft or rod as each beast passes through a chute. At

a rate of three hundred animals an hour, this job takes

speed and accuracy. If the electrodes miss their mark

or if animals do not file evenly past, operations are

seriously interrupted.
Concussion and penetration implements for

mechanical stunning were familiar to packers long be

fore PL 85-765 took effect. Sheep and cattle are both

easy to stun mechanically since they have uniform

skull structures. Considerable research needs to be

done before these procedures can be suitably used

on hogs, since their skulls change as the animal matures.

Although gunshot has been widely used, especially
by smaller plants, most large packers consider it

unsafe for fast-moving operations.
A very definite accomplishment of the Humane

Slaugther Law is the stimulation of research in the

areas of post-mortem changes in meat, measurement

of pain in slaughter animals, elimination of bruising
and blood clotting as a result of mechanical stunning,
evaluation of immobilization procedures, and the

handling of animals prior to slaughter. USDA re

searchers are zealously seeking answers and solutions

to these problems for until they do, the benefits of

the Humane Slaughter Act are open to debate.

Although this law does not apply to meat com

panies who do not peddle their wares to the Federal

Government, several states have now enacted similar

laws. With this precedent, humane slaughter may

eventually apply to all meat packers. In respect of

religious requirements, Kosher establishments have

been exempted from humane slaughter requirements.

In the Cornell Department of Animal Husbandry,
mechanical stunning has been in use on beef for some

time. In keeping with modern slaughter methods, a CO,

immobilization pit will be used in the new An Hus

Building.
The Humane Slaughter Law has brought problems

to the meat packing industry. Industry research and

experimentation, when combined with the cooperative
efforts of government, livestock producers, humane

associations, researchers, religious groups and the gen

eral public, can make humane slaughter a usable tool.

Before that Trek

To Cortland

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, zvhere Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4-9053

STUDENT HEADQUARTERS

for

NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

COMPLETE LINE OF STUDENT SUPPLIES

EXPERT TYPEWRITER REPAIR

BUS-STOP IN FRONT OF STORE

ALSO FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

vanNatta
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

1 03 West State St. Phone 2-251

December, 1960



A RING

from

Hill's Jewelers

SWA"**-,

to complete the

enchantment of

this moment

307 E. State St.

Ith. 4-1121

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone 9778

From the College Press

• SOIL TEST - An unexpectedly large number of New

York farmers are getting low yields because they

aren't using enough fertilizer, according to a

College of Agriculture survey,

• APPLE STORAGE - Record numbers of apples are

going into controlled atmosphere storage, from

which they'll emerge next spring as fresh and

tasty as the day they went in, according to Col

lege of Agriculture fruit specialists.

• PRE-BUILT DISPLAYS - A technological revolu

tion in retail food distribution that will mean

lower food prices and higher quality products is

foreseen by Prof. Max E. Brunk. He predicts crops

will be arranged for store display right on the

farm.

• WESTERN CIVILIZATION - The threat to our West

ern civilization lies not so much in what the com

munist world can or will do, but what we can and

will not do, Prof. Erie Bronfenbrenner stated at

a recent meeting of the Southern District Home

Economics Association.

• ATOMIC GROWTH REGULATOR - Cornell researchers

are using atomic radiation to study growth regu

lators that control fruit drop on apple trees.

• ENERGY OF RAIN - Prof . George R. Free, U.S. De

partment of Agriculture project leader, and his

assistant are simulating rain in an attempt to

test the effects of rain energy on soil.

• EGG PRICES - will stay up for another five

months, predicts Jonathan Tobey.
• GRAPE HARVESTER - A mechanical grape harvester

that can do the work of more than 25 men has been

developed at the College of Agriculture.
• WHIPSCORPION SPRAY - Cornell scientists have

discovered that the defensive chemical spray of

the whipscorpion, a creature that lives in south

western U.S., includes many of the qualities of a

perfect commercial insect spray.
• CHILD PUNISHMENT - A study recently completed
at the College of Home Economics may help show if

there is any relationship between the amounts and

kinds of punishment a child is given and the way

he behaves.

• FOOD STORE MANAGERS - A survey showing what's

being done to meet America's need for trained

store managers and executives has been completed
at the College of Agriculture.

For further information on any of the above items contact the Cornell Countryman.
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Build A Career in Agriculture

with

G. L. F.

G.L.F., a farmers1 purchasing and marketing cooperative,

offers excellent career opportunities in agriculture.

Openings are in management, sales, and technical fields.

To qualified men, G.L.F. provides:

• Good Starting Salary

•

Thorough Training Programs

• Full Advancement Opportunities

• Liberal Employee Benefits

For further information contact

JOHN W. LLOYD, Personnel Assistant

Personnel Relations Department

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC.

ITHACA, N.Y.
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Acquisitions Div.

Alfred Mann Library
CormeLl University

Ithaca, M. Y.

LINK-BELT drive and conveyor chains

travel with the leaders
Over 300 quality-conscious farm machine manufacturers

rely on Link-Belt for chain . . . and bonus services besides

There's good reason why so many farm equipment manu

facturers choose Link-Belt chain. Experience has shown

them that the refinements built into Link-Belt chain make

a vast difference in field performance, help assure customer

satisfaction for their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive

and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets.
Also "bonus" services: application counsel, field analysis,

laboratory service and others. These services multiply the

value of Link-Belt chains, but not the price!

♦STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION

STEEL ROLLER CHAIN— a popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high hp capac

ity and light weight.

♦DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER CHAIN — a dependable,
long-lasting conveying medium for
corn picking and similar duty. The
straight sidebars have ample slid

ing surfaces to resist wear.

"\
STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN— brings
low-cost efficiency to conveying.
Special hook design provides added
bearing area lor added life—also
prevents accidental uncoupling.

♦IMPORTANT! Link-Belt Roller Chains Tor ihe
agricultural held arc line roller chains They
have free-turning rollers. Hence, longer life for
chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbing
or sliding over sprocket teeth.

CLASS PINTLE CHAIN—A du
rable, reliable performer often ap
plied on row crop harvesters.
Closed link barrel prevents foreign
materials from working into Uie

pin joint.

LINK#m>BELT
LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prut
and Stock Carrying Distributors in All

boro

CHAINS & SPROCKETS

Uoromo 13,; South Africa, Springs. Representatives Throu«lu,Ut the wCrld
* ' ^° Pau,°; Canada- Scar"

IS. 430
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GUEST
lecturers and uni

versity professors will con

firm agricultural progress in the

Empire State with data, discus

sions, and demonstrations March

21, 22, and 23.

The New York State College

of Agriculture and the New

York State Veterinary College

at Cornell University will show

case with pride the latest infor

mation on dairy, state and na-

tonal farm problems, food

science, and agricultural related

industries during this three-day

period.

Programs for high school youth

will be held one week later.
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open until 1 a.m.
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Ag-Dom Revisited
We recently heard an Ag-Dom representative

mention that he would like to devote all his free time

to Council work, but he doesn't want to think that he

is beating a dead horse . . . and he doesn t know

whether or not Ag-Dom is dead.

These same sentiments, while not always voiced,

seem apparent in Ag-Dom as a whole. A purpose
—

a reason for being—is missing.

Further evidence of this sentiment is heard from

members and observers of Ag-Dom. They feel that

members of this supreme student governing body

assume the role of poster-makers and coffee-servers.

We interpret this feeling as the result of the Council's

lack of basic purpose. Individual
tasks become menial

when they are viewed as ends in themselves with no

broader, more important meaning.

Ag-Domecon President Gary Harden, '61,
seems to

sense this lack of spirit but chooses to place the

bulk of the blame on his inability to inspire devotion

and purpose in Council members. We can not agree.

While it might require an Elmer Gantry to inspire Ag-

Dom in its present state, inspiration isn't the only

deficit. Also, President Harden inherited the current

spiritual situation, he did not create it.

According to several professors whose experience
with Ag-Dom reaches back 30 years, the Council never

seemed to have a main theme. They always had pro

jects but there never seemed to be a basic purpose.

We would suggest, then, that Ag-Dom undertake

a complete revaluation of its functions and decide,

once and for all, on a purpose and structure for its

existence.

There are several possibilities:
• With few exceptions, students are drawn to the

Colleges because of academic needs and the satisfac

tion of these needs is their primary concern. Ag-Dom's
connection with this concern is usually made un

necessary by the Administration's efficiency. How

ever, the most successful Council ventures that we can

recall—maintaining prelim files and changing Mann

Library hours—have been in this area.

• Ag-Dom played a major part in Freshman Orienta
tion until the University took over this function. But

freshmen who live off campus do not take part in

most of these activities and at least the Ag College
portion represents an audience for Ag-Dom. Work in

this field should also include Ag and Home Ec students

from other countries.

• Ag-Dom could follow the example of the Engineer
ing Council which concentrates on one area each year.

We find possibilities for this within the existing Coun

cil structure. For example, one or more years could

be spent exclusively on the work of the Student-

Faculty Relations Committee.

We, however, are hardly the only source of sug

gestions. The members of the faculty and Administra
tion who spoke with us about Ag-Dom would cer

tainly be willing to spend at least as much time with
the Council itself.

Advice is available, but the initiative must come

from Ag-Dom . . . unless the horse is dead.

ELR/THW

Editorial Lacks Depth
To the Editor:

I would like to thank you and your staff for the interest

shown in the Ag-Domecon Council. Your editorials on the

Council have stimulated interest by both the student body

and the Council.

I would like to address the rest of this letter to the stu

dents of the Colleges of Agriculture and Home Economics.

Though criticism of the organization is somewhat justified,

I feel that the many good sides of the organization have not

been shown. The statements attributed to me in the December

issue of the Countryman were only selected ones and do not

express correctly my complete opinion of Ag-Domecon Council.

This organization, which is made up of representatives
from each club on the upper campus, representatives at large,
and representatives from the student body, is not a "poor

organization," but rather one with a second rate reputation.

One of the reasons for this is that the activities of the Council

are not known by the student body. I will attempt to present

some of the more important activities:

1. Ag-Domecon Council sponsors the Swedish Exchange

Scholarship providing $515 for expenses for the Swedish stu

dent who is here during the school year.

2. The Mexican Exchange Scholarship under which a stu

dent from the National College of Agriculture at Chapingo,

Mexico, studies our way of lite here at Cornell for approxi

mately six weeks in the winter. His room and board is provided
for by Cayuga Lodge. Our exchange student spends his sum

mer in Mexico studying teaching, ideology, student life, and

other aspects of life in Mexico.

3. During Farm and Home Week the Ag-Dom Council is in

charge of coordinating student participation.
4. Awards are presented to student leaders on our campus,

including members of judging teams, club presidents, and others.

5. Ag-Domecon Council presents a free Orientation Square
Dance during the first week of school primarily to acquaint
the freshmen with each other and the upperclassmen of the

two Colleges.
6. Members of the council and other committee members

speak to orientation classes in the two Colleges on clubs of the

upper campus and on the Council.

7. Ag-Dom provides a coffee hour in Warren Student

Lounge.
8. The Council participates in the Sub-Frosh Open House

sponsored by the Alumni of the College of Agriculture. Council
acts as guides on a Campus tour and answers questions that

the prospective students ask about Cornell.

9. Ag-Dom is responsible for Warren Student Lounge,
and is responsible for scheduling events to be held there.

10. The Student-Faculty Comittee of the Council is re

sponsible for keeping the prelim files in Mann Library up to

date and asking professors to contribute to these files.

Ag-Domecon Council is currently working on such pro

grams as:

(1.) A calendar for upper campus events including club

meetings and other club activities.

(2.) An officer training program for club officers.

(3.) Displays for clubs in Mann Library to publicize club

purposes and to encourage membership.
(4.) Investigation of the possibility of a combined upper

campus club float for Spring Weekend.

(5.) Discussion of the feasibility of a "Dean's List" for

the two colleges.
(6.) Discussion of a more comprehensive Agricultural

course outline.

(7.) Investigation of the possibility of a proposed student

exchange program with Argentina.
These are the projects currently being undertaken by your

student council. There are probably other things that we should
be doing. You students of these two Colleges can make Ag-
Domecon Council a better organization bv coming in person to

our meetings (first and third Wednesdays' of each month) or by
letting your representatives know your opinions on what Ag-Dom
is discussing or by telling them of problems Avhich von feel
should be resolved.

Ag-Domecon has the potential of being a good student
council on this campus. This potential can be met by expressing
more confidence in what the Council does and by more active
participation by the student body as a whole.

Your representatives on the Council have the ability and
desire to make this council something that vou can be proud
of. Show us that you have the interest in making this objective
possible.

Sincerely yours,

Gary Harden

President of Ag-Domecon Council
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Of Birds

And Cheese

by Zilch

ONCE
MORE that friend of the coed in distress

and modern philosophical analyst, Zilch, returns
to you through the benevolence of our square thinking
editor. He realizes that if Zilch were removed from

this magazine, discriminating people would stop read

ing—and circulation would drop drastically.
Being that time of year again, Zilch would like

to be the last to wish you all a Happy New Year, and
remind you to keep up on those resolutions. Zilch has

resolved: to stop making absurd comments under Prof.

Pearson's pictures; to be kinder to forlorn coeds; to

be kinder to the editor—although he doesn't give
Zilch much reason to be kinder; and to try to enjoy the

gastronomic delights served up at the "Waldorf of the

Upper Campus"—MVR cafeteria.

While wandering through the recesses of Roberts

Hall, Zilch uncovered this startling fact. Since WW II

ended, the average American has increased the total

cheese in his diet from about ten pounds to a wallop
ing thirteen pounds! Zilch feels that this is due to the

large upswing in the number of coeds whose diets

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

January, 1961

consist of cottage cheese and Wheat Chex.

This brings to Zilch's warped mind an addition
to the World Convention of Modern Sports—a cheese

eating contest. Along with such classics as: the cross-

campus-sprint-wearing-sneakers; comprehensive cross

word-puzzle solving; marathon knitting (as judged by
Prof. VanDemark); and comparative disguises (also
known as the girl most likely to be mistaken for a

polar bear)—this event will no doubt, put the CU
coed in a formidable position . . . athletic-wise.

One of Zilch's social scientist friends came up
with this remark: "There are too many normal people
in the world . . . what we need are more squares."
Here, here! The Editor should be glad to hear that.
After all this time, it may turn out that he's really
a progressive mutant. Well, that's evolution for you.

One windy day recently, Zilch observed a wonder
ful example of mixed values. A coed was walking down

the steps between Roberts and Stone Halls—one arm

full of books—long scarf around her neck—the wind

started to do naughty things with her skirt at the

same time that the scarf started to fly away.
Zilch would like to commend this coed for her

noble attempt to preserve both modesty and scarf—

although she had little success with either.

Wandering sleepily through Warren Hall, Zilch

literally ran into one of his many friends from the

conservation department. Mumbling apologies and

greetings simultaneously, Zilch heard the cryptic reply,
"Watch out for snowy owls this year." Not believing
that his friend was referring to himself as a snowy

owl, Zilch interpreted this remark as indicating some

type of bird-watching activity.
Zilch had dutifully scanned the skies but must

report having seen only five pigeons, two flying
squirrels, and an AF Rotsee cadet, with small chicken

feathers waxed to his body, gliding off the roof of

Barton Hall.

Maybe Zilch's Cons-JDept-friend was referring to

himself.

On looking back on the Christmas season, Zilch

would like to give thanks to the Ithaca merchant who
—via telephone—brought Zilch and Santa Claus to

gether. It took 30 calls, but Zilch finally got the old

fellow to listen to him. All was fine until a testy

operator cut in and told Zilch that he was misusing
the telephone . . . and cut us off.

So Santa Claus—wherever you are—call your ole

buddy Zilch at Cornell extension 4635.

Zilch would like all of his friends to keeD watch

for Zilch's new book, "How I Made $2,000,000 Play

ing the Milk Machines." Just a while ago, Zilch put a

nickel in the Roberts Hall milk machine and got

change of a quarter, and four containers of milk. He

also has picked up the trick of running a dime into a

fortune through proper use of the "bent coin return."

Zilch would feel guilty about the whole affair—

except for the fact that he has lost a large number

of coins in the devilish machines. It might be called

gambling
—but we do get milk sometimes.

In closing, Zilch would like to quote the latest

sensation in the field of rock and roll, Clyde Ankle:

"... I'll never replace Elvis. He's the King." Yeah!

This month's cover—entitled "The Chase"—was

drawn by Nancy Parker '60. Nancy is now a gradu

ate student in entomology. So as not to create too

much anxiety—the rabbit does get away ... it is

hoped.
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The author, after serving

as an Extension Asistant,

has found that home own

er advice in urban areas is

creating more work for

county agents and thereby

changing the role of these

Extension Workers.

by Robert Gambino '61

blems. In the case of millipeds,
answers could be easily obtained at

garden centers, or from land

scape gardeners, but not a complete
answer. These men are usually
trained to cope with the problems
of their particular job, but cannot

always handle problems outside

their own fields. This is where the

county agents fit in.

The county agent has been

trained to disseminate the ever

growing volume of facts derived

from research sources, as well as

those technological advances which

occur in the agricultural field.

In urban areas where the home

owners greatly outnumber farmers,
a growing concern for answers to

the homeowner's problems is being
felt. The county agents in these

business to its full capacity. It

would be merely serving the resi

dents and therefore defeating one

of the Extension Service's purposes

(that of helping the farmer make a

better living).
This may be true. However,

making the homeowner aware of all

aspects of horticulture will bring
about increased interest in horti

culture business in garden centers,

tree maintenance, landscaping,
nurseries, and manufacturing of

insecticides, fungicides and herbi

cides. In many cases some of the

above are the only examples of

"farming" found in the area.

But lest we forget the milliped;
he was a problem, and still is.

Little is known about the lifecycle
and habits of the animal except that

A New Area In Extension

YOU
MUST TELL me how I

can get rid of all those little

brown worms." There was a note

of deep concern in the woman's

voice as she spoke over the tele

phone to the county agent.

"They are crawling up the foun

dation of the house. . . Yesterday
I found some in my salad . . . and

today my little boy said he ate one.

They are terrible! What should I

do?"

This was a common problem for

many county agents in the south

eastern part of the state during
the past summer. And problems like
these have called for the develop
ment of a new area in Extension

work — Homegrounds Extension.
This is caused by increased interest
of homeowners for answers to their

gardening problems.
The little brown worms were

millipeds, not uncommonly found

by homeowners and farmers, and

present in such great profusion last

summer that, in some cases, emer

gency remedies were necessary.

Millipeds were not the only
problem Extension workers had to

contend with.

When a problem such as the

millipeds affects enough people
within an area, those concerned

usually call on some authoritative
source for answers to their pro-

areas rely on the information pro

vided them by the Extension

Specialists of the Department of

Floriculture and Ornamental Horti

culture at Cornell. Aside from the

regular areas of florist crops, nurs

ery crops, and turf, a program has

been developed by this department
to help the county agent help the

homeowner.

Homegrounds Extension, as this

program is called, is fast becoming
an important factor in Extension

within counties like Nassau, Suf

folk, and Westchester, and in many
of the urban areas along the Great

Lakes. The Nassau County Ex

tension Service, for instance, where
an overwhelming percentage of the

population is homeowners and tax

payers, is almost solely occupied
with Homegrounds Extension.

This form of Extension relies on

the work of scientists such as hort

iculturists, plant breeders, soil

scientists, physiologist, pathologists,
economists, and entomologists just
as does Extension in vegetable
crops, pomology and dairying.
It is commonly expressed that

because of the great amount of time
that can be devoted to Home-

grounds Extension, the Extension
Service in some counties would not

be able to serve the agricultural

he thrives in dark damp places,
rich in organic matter—such as a

pachysandra bed.

I met the millipeds last summer

when I had the privilege of work

ing for the Westchester County Ex

tension Service as the summer

Assistant County Agent. I was con
cerned mainly with Homegrounds
Extension. This was quite an ex

perience for me, and helped tie to

gether the man}'' loose strings of

information I had gathered during
the last three years at Cornell.

As summer Assistant my job
was to help the Agent and Assistant

Agent by taking care of the lesser

problems of Homegrounds Exten

sion. In the beginning these were

mostly soil tests and phone calls

about millipeds. As time went on,

I became more experienced and

was able to deal with general lawn
and garden problems.
I'll never forget one lawn pro

blem I encountered. A woman had

called and insisted I come and

diagnose her "brown" lawn. There

was little I could do to help her

over the phone under the circum

stances.

When I arrived I was met by
what I considered to be an ex

ample of the worst lawn in the

County. I tried to figure out what

had happened. The women was

4
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helpful and answered my question

ing as best she could. I began to

panic. There seemed to be nothing
wrong except that the grass was

dead! I glanced down once more

at the area where I stood. This time

I noticed something crawling over

my shoe. I looked again. There was

something strangly familiar about

this insect. There were two more

on my shoe now. I remembered the

description of an insect the Assis

tant Agent had mentioned. (No,
not millipeds.) I then realized I was

standing in the greatest concen

tration of chinch bugs in the

County.

As time progressed, I was asked

to assist in the writing of news

paper articles and in the vacuuming
of the office rug. I was also given
the privilege of checking question
able elm trees for the presence of

the Dutch Elm disease. Because of

this latter job I was given the title

of "County Tree Condemner" by
my friends. I had to disclose to

them daily the number of trees I

had "condemned" and came to

command as much respect as a

health inspector.

Homegrounds Extension is cer

tainly an interesting and important
part of Agricultural Extension.

More and more homeowners are

Richard Mandell

Horticultural Extension has many phases.
Here the author is discussing greenhouse

practices with an orchid grower. Home

owners are also being helped.

utilizing the program as a means of

growing better flowers, trees, shrubs,
and lawns.

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

Custom made clothes

422 W. State Ith. 2-3163

STUDENT HEADQUARTERS

for

NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

COMPLETE LINE OF STUDENT SUPPLIES

EXPERT TYPEWRITER REPAIR

BUS-STOP IN FRONT OF STORE

ALSO FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

vanNatta
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

103 West State St. Phone 2-2511

ORDER YOUR

CORNELL CLASS RING

NOW!

Solid Gold, Double-Faceted

Synthetic Ruby

Men's med wt. $31.63

Heavy wt. 37.40

Miniature 24.75

Tax Inc uded

Gift Department

Cornell Campus Store

Barnes Hall
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RICH
sweeping trains, full bobbing bustles, puffed

sleeves, and tiny glittering bodices echo the days

gone by. Their folds and frills try to conceal the

wonders of history as they silently hang in the tex

tiles and clothing department's unique costume collec

tion.

The collection which represents the modes and

fashions of Europe, the Americas, and the Orient, from

1783 to the present, has been used to inspire members

of the design classes. It is hard to believe that these

proud dresses are the ancestors of our present day
crew neck sweater and pleated skirt. Yet, fashion ex

perts tell us that this is so.

Since most designers do rely upon the past to help
them create for the future it is quite possible that new

fashion fads are being formulated right here on the

campus.

The woman who had the foresight to see the bene

fits of such a collection was Mrs. Beulah Blackmore, a

former chairman of the TC department.

Most of the items have come to Cornell through
the donations of people who have heard of the collec

tion. Several of the more unusual pieces were obtained

by members of the TC staff in their travels abroad.

ETI

A graduate student models the bonnet which goes with an

elegant dinner dress of the 1880's. This dress is one of the
more than 4,000 items which make up the costume collection

Yesterday's Sty
Tomorro

Textile and Clothing Depart
ment's costume collection gives
students a chance to learn the

secrets of craftsmanship and

design.

One of the items which the Home Economics

College is very proud to own is the 1937 inaugural ball

gown of Eleanor Roosevelt, who played an important
role in the founding of the Home Economics College.

One snowy winter day in 1937 Eleanor Roosevelt

interrupted her husband's semi-weekly press conference

to tell him that she was going to Ithaca. When Mr.

Roosevelt expressed anxiety about her traveling in

the snow, Eleanor quickly promised to telephone from

a snowdrift.

Eleanor Roosevelt, a chauffeur and a traveling
companion drove through the storm in order to be

here for Farm and Home Week. Mrs. Roosevelt so

well known for her indifference to clothes, marched

in a Bailey Hall Fashion Show where she exhibited all

of her inaugural dresses.

Later at a tea given in her honor by the Home

Economics students, Mrs. Roosevelt asked the girls to

choose the dress which they would like their college
to own.

The girls chose the 1937 shimmering silver blue

inaugural ball gown. It is made of acetate and trimmed
with matching fox. Although it is now faded and very
much outdated, the dress still reflects the esteem and

greatness of its former owner.

The collection has grown through the years and

Probably purchased in Syracuse, this black wool broadcloth cape
with braid and openwork trim came from the home of Mrs
John A. Wright, of Perry, New York, through her granddaughter'

Cornfi.l Countryman
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by Phyllis Rivkin '64

many historically significant people have contributed
to its files. The oldest piece in the collection is thought
to be one of the first samples of calico fabric to be

brought to the U.S. from Calcutta, India.

Satin, velvet, and a gold tapestry-like fabric provide elegance
for this dress. Like many of the costumes in the collection, this

elaborate dress has an interesting history. It was worn by a Mrs.

Romyn Hitchcock when she and her husband, a famous ento

mologist, were presented to the Court of the Emperor Heiji
Tenno of Japan, about 1885. Also in the collection, to go with

the dress, are size IB shoes and a brown velvet hat with

white ostrich plumes.

A piece which illustrates the ingenuity of the hu

man mind is a linen corset salvaged from the Irish

Revolution. The wearer of this garment took special

pride in a small pocket where money was sewn for

safe keeping. This hiding place was not as effective

as its owner had hoped. When the wearer was caught
in a heavy downpour the money faded leaving a

heavy tell-tale green stain.

In a tiny pair of delicate kid slippers size 3 AAA

and an ankle length thin white dress Eva M. Pitts

became the first woman at Cornell to receive an ad

vanced degree. Dresses such as these which require

tiny waists and prominent rib cages are proof of how

women's shapes as well as fashion tastes have changed
over the years.

All of the collection's apparel is classified on

special file cards which makes it possible for a specific

piece to be located in a few minutes. When an item

of unknown identity arrives, research must be done

to learn its origin, age and perhaps something about

its owner.

January, 1961

Thinking of making your
living quarters a home

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting
Stair treads

Carpets

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.
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FOR THE BEST

BREEDING IN

BABY CHICKS

Call on Marshall Brothers Hatchery

*Kimber White Leghorns
— In official tests during

the last five years, 410 Kimber Leghorns averaged

250 eggs per hen with a mortality of less than

10% over 18 months.

*Rhode Island Reds— in tests, produce a dozen

eggs on four lbs. of feed.

*Red Rock Cross— lots of eggs over a long period,
and top meat value when marketed.

FREE DELIVERY—ASK FOR PRICES

MARSHALL BROTHERS HATCHERY

Mecklenburg Road Ithaca, N.Y.

Phone 4-6336
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The Coy<
The baying coyote silhoucl

of the old west. But this

brings is becoming more fi

THE
LAZY yapping of a coyote baying at the

moon like the great herds of bison and roving

bands of Indians—seem to belong to the "Old West."

But according to Professor William J. Hamilton, Jr.,

coyotes are now on the increase in New York State.

This may be an affliction or a blessing.To the

sheep owners of the State, the only good coyote is a

dead one. But in the Adirondacks and other areas the

coyote may help in reducing the exploding and starv

ing deer population.
Just how many of these animals occur in Neu

York State is unknown. A coyote may travel 20 miles

in one day. This large range, plus the animal's wari

ness of snares and traps, makes a census difficult.

Even those studying the coyote are unable to give any

accurate figures. "There may be 1,0C0, there may be

3,000, there may be many less" says Prof. Hamilton,

"We just don't know."

Although the first coyotes in New York were

officially reported in 1912, the lack of earlier records

may have been a case of mistaken identity. "My guess,"

explains Hamilton, "is that they've been here longer

than we realize, fudging from descriptions of wolves

killed in the Adirondacks in 1890, I'd say coyotes

were simply mistaken for wolves at that time, so we

have no reports of animals before 1912."

After this date very little notice was given to

this new citizen of the State. Then on March 20, 1926

the Ithaca Journal carried a story with this heading:
"3 Coyotes on Which $900 Bounty Was Paid by

Orleans County, Brought to Cornell for Biological
Examination."

Cornell's Dr. A. A. Allen, to whom the specimens

were sent for examination, exolained the situation of

their capture to Dr. A. K. Fisher, Acting Chief of the

Biological Survev in Washington. The bounty increase
^m

from $100 to $300 brought out a large number of f|
hunters including a detachment from the State Police. Bj

In his reply to Dr. Allen, Fisher expressed con- fig
cern that the ever increasing bounties would lead to *g|
the introduction of coyotes into New York State by 31

unscrupulous hunters. JH
As a result. Dr. Allen initiated a measure to be |H

put through the legislature controlling the shipment ^M
of such animals to the State. In a letter dated Anril ^H
19, 1926. to Mr. Peter TenEyck in Albany, Dr. Allen ■
explained the situation and the increasing threat of >|H
the coyotes. He concluded with a reauest for a bill ^f|
that would prohibit importing or owning destructive |/
wild animals without a permit.

. jj
The hill was introduced, passed, and siened by IjS

Governor Smith just one month after the situation "Jp
first came to the attention of Dr. Allen. jL<

Such concern and quick action is understand ible M*

after a closer look at the coyote. One of the striking m^
features about these creatures is their ranid increase ft*
in size as they move to the higher latitudes. As iW?
the late Fred Streevcr, sno<-t*imn and writer for /'^
National Sportsman, put it: "If 'Coyote' in Mexican 'J|
Indian language means 'little yellow wolf it is hieh **1
time we called these here by some other name."

CoR NF 1.1. CoiiNTRVMAN



Among Us
nst the sky is a familiar scene

|ue scene and the menace it

i New York State.

by Jane Doyle '62

Certainly there is nothing little about an animal that

may weigh up to 50 pounds.
The Latin name for coyote, Cants latrans, means

"barking dog." The coyote may bear a resemblance to

a German shepherd, with his pointed ears, muzzle

shape, and small nose pad. And like the dog, coyotes
can probably live in all areas including those of

fairly concentrated populations.
With the exception of the metropolitan areas, the

lower Hudson Valley, and Long Island, coyotes have

been found in all parts of the State within the past
few years. A quarter of a century ago the only coyotes
in New York were confined primarily to areas of

western New York and the Adirondack Mountains.

The adoption of the coyote to the varied habitats

of New York State's high mountain country, cultivated

farm lands, and even suburban areas, may be due in

part to its varied diet. "The coyote isn't a fussy
eater," Professor Hamilton reports. "He'll take any

thing from deer, rodents, and fowl to ripe tomatoes,

melons, nuts, and berries." The main part of the

winter diet consists of snowshoe rabbits and deer.

After examining the problem of the coyote, the

next step is finding a solution. Early attempts at con

trol used the bounty system, but this plan has definite

limitations. A high bounty makes it profitable to

import coyotes into the highest paying state. The

amendment to the Conservation Law in 1926 relieved

the problem although a few pups continued to enter

the State illegally.
The question of bounties persisted for some time

and, despite obvious drawbacks, in 1953 eight counties

were offering from $25 to $75 for single specimens.

otes killed in Orleans County in 1926 netted $900 for the bounty hunters.
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A second method of control is to send state

trappers into a heavily infested area. Although this
is more economical than the bounty system, it is not

very efficient. One man, or even a group, takes quite
a while to cover a significant area. Even professional
trappers have their own lines to attend and can only
reach a limited area.

When asked about deer killings and other damage
in Westchester and Rockland counties, Hamilton re

plied, "Feral dogs are probably to blame." He ex

plained that feral dogs are domestic dogs that have
returned to the wild state. They bear no relationship
to coyotes although they will definitely breed with

them.
The result of this cross is a "Coydog"—larger

than the coyote and more wary. This has been sub
stantiated by a graduate student at the University
of Toronto who crossed dogs and coyotes, producing
fertile offspring.

In nature, the occurrence of Coydogs is fairly
rare. Of all the coyotes taken, only about ten per
cent are Coydogs, but they are still a threat. In
addition to its larger size the Coydog is more variable
in coloration and fur texture. Potentially it is also
more dangerous.

Unlike the coyote, the Coydog will often travel

with a n-^ck. During times of deep snow, oacks of

Prof. Hamilton

Although he looks harmless in death, this coyote's life was a

history of destruction.

feral dogs, and dog-coyote hybrids, chase deer and

sheep, running easily on the crust. The heavier hooved

animals flounder in the deep snow until they are

exhausted and are easily attacked.

At the present time a combined State trapping
and do-it-yourself program is proving the most useful.

At the request of any farmer or landowner being
harassed by coyotes, a state trapper will provide
him with traps, bait, lures, and free instruction on how-

to capture the cunning coyotes. Periodic checks are

also made until the farmer feels confident and can

trap with his own equipment. In addition, men are

dispatched each spring to destroy dens and young.

Coyote pups, with their soft grey fur and alert-

looking faces are as cuddly as baby kittens. Un

fortunately, this is where the resemblance ends.

Even a young animal can easily chew through a

leather leash. As the pup grows older he may revert

without warning to a wild creature—on the defensive

and completely unmanageable—not a very good pet.

The coyote baying at the moon may make a

picturesque scene for New York's nature lovers, and

a profitable venture for bounty hunters. But the

nature of the coyote, the potential threat from Coy

dogs, and the experience of the past should make

caution the by-word in dealing wtih the coyotes

among us.
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Where Alums Go
A survey by Professor Tyler shows that

College of Agriculture graduates do not

stay on the farm, but never leave it.

by Bernard A. Curvey

marketing farm products. The most

important areas are: feed and

farm supply management and sales,

milk, ice cream, or cheese, insurance

or real estate, agricultural chemi

cals, banking or credit, journalism,
advertising and radio, service or

ganizations, farm or dairy equip

ment, florist or nursery businesses,

and food processing and distribu

tion.

Of the two classes, 11 and 13

percent respectively were in college

teaching, research, or administra

tion. In both classes, ten percent

were working in government serv

ice. Public school teaching ac

counted for nine percent and six

percent in the classes of '49 and '54

respectively.
Formal study beyond the BS

degree was necessary for some

fields. Out of the 231 men in the

class of '49 who reported, 70 had

earned additional degrees includ

ing 26 at the Masters level and 28

with Ph.D. degrees. Out of the 200

men in the class of 1954, 27 had

earned their Masters degrees and 9

were still working toward this de

gree in 1959. Although only 11 per

cent of the men in these two

classes were directly engaged with

farming, the majority wrere serving
farmers in some capacity.

Dahymple

Professor Howard S. Tyler's (above)

study of graduate jobs answers many

questions.

WHAT happens to graduates of

the College of Agriculture?
Do many go back to the farm?

How many work for the govern

ment and what types of positions
are available for Ag graduates?
Professor Howard S. Tyler, Office

answers to these questions. Infor-

of Resident Instruction, has found

mation about the occupations of

alumni was obtained from ques

tionnaires sent to two representa

tive classes—1949 and 1954. The

class of '49 consisted of 289 men

and 41 women, while '54 had 264

men and 36 women. Questionnaires
were mailed to both men and wo

men, btu the results shown here

summarize the replies from men

only.
In both classes 11 percent of the

men responding were engaged in

farming, with about half on dairy
farms.

Business or industry has claimed

the largest number of alumni. The

class of '49 has 42 percent in these

fields with '54 at 35 percent. The

largest number of jobs in this area

are closely related to supplying and

Year of Graduation

1949 1954

Number Percent Number Percent

Farming 26 11 22 11

Dairy 13 12

Other 13 10

Business or Industry 98 42 72 35

Feed and farm supply management
or sales 13 S

Milk, ice cream, or cheese 11 2

Insurance or real estate 11 7

Agricultural chemicals 9 4

Banking or credit 7 6

Journalism, advertising, radio 7 1

Service organizations 5 —

Farm or dairy equipment 5 5

Florist or nursery business 5 (.

Food processing 4 1

Food distribution 1 4

Other 20 2S

College teaching, research or

administration 26 11 ->-
13

Government Service 22 10 20 10
Federal or foreign 13 13

State, county, or city 9

Public School Teaching 21 9 1 1 6
Vocational agricultural 15 4

High school science 4 5
Other

2

County Extension Service 10 4 1 1 6 !
Professions (veterinarians, ministers or

priests, lawyers, military officers) 20 Q s

11

9

4

6

4

Military Service

Graduate or Professional Study
Miscellaneous

—

8 4 10 5

TOTALS
231 100 201 100

10
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Was A Summer "Danny"
A Cornellian reviews his summer

as a Danforth Fellowship winner.

by Pete Olin '61

TTAVE YOU ever been kept on

AJ-your toes trying to guess just
what you would be doing in the
next five minutes? Probably not,
but for me and thirty-four other

and assistance in the Fourfold way
of living."
We were guided through the

month of our fellowship by the very
able leadership of Mr. Earl Sinde-

Pete Olin

William Danforth, before his death in 1955, points to a plaque stating his philosophy
of life.

college men entering our senior

year in land-grant agricultural col

leges across the country, this was

a very real speculation.
Every year the Danforth Foun

dation—set up by the late William

H. Danforth, founder and past

president of the Ralston Purina

Company of St. Louis, Missouri—

sponsors a month of education, fel

lowship, and fun for the winners of

the Danforth Summer Fellowship.
The purpose of the Danforth

Summer Fellowship is stated in the

words of its founder: "To help stu

dents make decisions, to enlarge
their horizons, to broaden their

contacts, and to render guidance

cuse ("Sindy"), Director of Public
Relations at Ralston Purina, and
were given advice that will help
us make important decisions the
rest of our lives. For example,
mock job interviews were held with
each student by men from the
Purina Personnel Department. Af
ter the interview, comments were

made to that student on what was

wrong with his approach and he

was told how to present himself at
his best when applying for a job.
We were also shown how decisions
are made in the business world and
in research.

Wouldn't your horizons be

broadened if you flew half-way
across the country, studied in some

detail the inner workings of a hos

pital, saw an actual cancer opera

tion, studied several large businesses
in operation, visited the best man

aged experimental farms in the

country? This was my experience.
And added to it was living with top

Ag students from all over the

country, discussing problems in

agriculture and business with lead

ing men in the fields, listening to

leaders in such fields as religion,
philosophy, and psychology.
The Danforth Summer Fellow-

Keep your car on the go!

Gas up at—

DON STREETER#S

Texaco

Seat covers and tops for all cars

Corner of Meadow & Seneca St. Ithaca 8892
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ship is offered each August to an outstanding student

in every state agricultural college in the United States,

Canada, and Puerto Rico.

The first two weeks are spent in and around St.

Louis. At the Purina Research Farm, we observed the

testing of feeds and nutrition of all farm animals.

There, experimenters are working on such specialized
areas as pet nutrition, mink, rabbit, and chukar nu

trition. We heard many lectures on nutrition of farm

animals and general agricultural research. Four points
are stressed in all research—good farm management,

good feeding, good breeding, and good sanitation.

Our farm stay was not all work. We spent the

evenings playing softball against the farm team, tak

ing a dip in the man-made lake on the farm, or just

getting to know each other and exchanging ideas. It

was here that we were pulled together as a united

group of Danforth Fellows.

At the Purina office in St. Louis, we learned,

through observation and lecture, just what goes on at

the "test tube" end of research.

There were other side trips of general interest

also—a tour through the Barnes Hospital, or the St.

• • -Wanted: Buyers—Must sell....

Competitors and Creditors closing in

Gotta Travel.

Gun & Tackle Center
504 W. STATE ST.

Pete Olin

Statue of a "farm youth" in the new youth center at the research

farm.

Louis Produce Market, or even the Forest Park Zoo.

One morning we visited the Gardner Advertising
Agency. Did you ever wonder what one of those full

page color ads in Life Magazine costs? You wouldn't

believe it but it's 375,000 per issue. This was only one

of many things that we discovered at Gardner.

After two weeks in St. Louis, we journeyed to

Milwaukee and then across Lake Michigan. We finally
reached our destination — before us spread Camp
Mindwanca on the sand dunes of Lake Michigan. The
camp is a training camp in youth leadership, sponsored
by the American Youth Foundation. Here we joined
400 other top students from across the country.

Each day began at 6:30 a.m. with an invigorating
dip in the cool waters of Lake Michigan. From then on

we were in action until lights out at 10 p.m. After our

dip we experienced a rather unusual fifteen minute

period of silent meditation. The theme that we pur
sued in our mental concentrations this year was, "If
With All My Heart . . .," and each day we had another
facet of this theme to ponder over.

After a hearty breakfast came inspection and then
our five classes of the day. These included, "The Four
fold Development," which stresses leading a life with
a balanced mental, phvsical, social, and religious out

look; "God and the Bible," and its many modern in

terpretations; and "Christian Ethics and Attitudes."
One very unique class, "Life Essentials," was led

bv Sindy, our host from St. Louis. Each day he would

hnng men from all over the country to sneak to us.

These men were all leaders in their specific fields, such
as the president of the Kroner Food' Co. and the vice
president of the Borden Milk Co., who consented to

let us in on iust what it was that had made them a

success in life.

After supper we attended services on Vesner Dune.
Our evening's activity followed, and varied from
council fires, to rodeos, to groun sincins;.

Looking back, the fellowship provided a wide and
varied education. Knowledge was gained in research,
industry, and religion. Many intrinsic values were

"CT*7 r:,t
C,Wt W (lofincd Jn w™1s- "T d-ire vou,"

said Mr. Danforth, "to stand tall, think tall, 'smile

tjill,
and live tall." This was only one of the themes

that wr were constantly reminded of throughout our

trip. Whatever Mr. Danlorth had written usually
heiran w.th "I dare you." Through his foundation, Mr.
lAinmrth, an amazing philanthropist, provided us with
:« month of stirring and memorable events
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Cornell's "Mr. Potato Chip"
by Linda Goldreich '64

A
POTATO chip's a simple
thing. But to one man in Cor

nell's vegetable crops department,
interest in the crunchy, golden chip
is more than dietary. The man is

Professor Ora Smith—Cornell's
"Mr. Potato Chip."
Like George Washington Carv

er's research with the peanut, Pro
fessor Smith is working toward

making the potato more important.
From planting the potato crop to

packaging the chips, Professor
Smith explains, each step is de

signed to give the consumer an easy,
and good-to-eat potato.
Farmers have benefited from an

increased demand for potatoes.

Chips, Professor Smith points out,
are consumed in addition to pota
toes eaten at meals. The snack

appeal has effectively aided the sale

of potatoes during periods of sur

plus farm production.
Potato chips, however, are not

farm products. Their "birthplace"
was in a restaurant in Saratoga
Springs, New York, in 1855. A cus

tomer requested fried chunks of

potatoes. The cook sliced potato
after potato until the customer felt

they were thin enough. These

unique, thin, fried slices are what

we commonly call potato chips.
Not until eighty years after the

first chip was made were potato

Richard Mandell

Professor Ora Smith

chips manufactured extensively,
and Professor Smith became specifi
cally involved in the chip industry
in 1948.

In this year, Professor Smith,
who was educated at the University
of Illinois, received his M.S. at Iowa

State and Ph.D. at the University
of California, attended the U.S.D.A.

conference on potato utilization.
Here, he expressed great interest in

potato chips. The President and

Secretary of the Potato Chip Insti
tute were at the meeting and de
cided Professor Smith was the man

they wanted to direct their new re

search program.
In less than a year the pro

gram was underway, with Profes
sor Smith at the head. As one of
the most prominent research men

in potatoes, Professor Smtih is now
Director of Research of the Pota
to Chip Institute International.
When questioned about his work,

Professor Smith gets carried away
with enthusiasm. Although a busy
man, he always finds time to help
anyone interested in his field.

One of the developments that

Professor Smith helped to introduce

to the industry is a specific grav

ity separating machine for potatoes.
The specific gravity separator con

tains a salt solution in which the

potatoes are placed. The potatoes
with a high specific gravity sink

to the bottom. These are the pota
toes that will have a lower oil con

tent and yield more chips.
This large scale separating ma

chine is used to sort out potatoes
suitable for chips before processing
can begin. The first of these ma

chines has just been purchased for

commercial use.

Professor Smith also developed
the calibrated potato hydrometer.
The hydrometer is a very usable

"gadget" used to sort out or select

desirable potato lots. Professor

Smith explains that the hydrometer
also works on the principle of

specific gravity of potatoes

Over three thousand potato hy
drometers have been sold to such

far away places as South Africa

and New Zealand. Professor Smith

feels that to make laboratory work

rewarding, worthwhile discoveries

must be accepted by the trade.

Professor Smith also has been

studying the color of chips. The

desired light color of a chip is par

tially determined by the amount of

sugars in the potato, Professor

Smith explains. He recently de

veloped and introduced a "Potato

Chip Tester".

This machine consists of a yel
low strip of paper which reacts

chemically with the sugars. The

amount of sugar in a potato is de
termined by the color change. Thus,
the processor can select the pota
toes with the amount of sugars
needed for good color.
"We try to keep the whole front

moving along," Professor Smith re

plied when asked what aspect of

chips is primary in research now.

"We work on rancidity, packaging
to keep chips fresh and crisp, and
effect of light and heat on chips,"
he continues, but flavor is now the

primary consideration.

Newly developed techniques en

able 'researchers to determine what
constituents are important in pro

ducing a flavorful chip. While the
color of the chips develops in the

"browning reaction", the flavor does
too. Professor Smith suggests that
this is the basic reason "why kids
want the crust of bread".

Prof. Smith

The potato hydrometer, was developed by
Professor Smith. It is a very usable

"gadget" for sorting and selecting desir

able potato lots for chips.

Storage of potatoes without spoil
age is of great concern to the manu

facturers of chips. Since the fall

crop has the highest dry weight,
ideally it should be used the year

round. A good chip contains from

one and a half to 3 percent water.

If it has much more water than

that, Professor Smith explains, it's

soggy enough to "tie knots in it".

Consumers, farmers, and all po

tato chip lovers owe thanks to Pro

fessor Ora Smith, who has devoted

much time and produced excellent

results, in the development of the

potato chip.
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Beauty and The Sneeze

Seven million women and men are sensitive to ingredients

in cosmetics, but hypo-allergies are now on the market.

by Hillary Brown '63

SHE
LOVINGLY placed her hand

to his face ... and he broke out

in a severe rash. He was allergic—

not to her, but to one of the in

gredients in her nail polish.

Lately, have you been suffering

from a chronic cold? It may not be

a cold at all but your reaction to

the orris root in your face powder.
Research conducted in the mid

west proved that approximately 7

million women, or 1 out of 10, are

allergic to cosmetics, reports Bord

en's Pharmaceutical Division. Most

cases are traced to the perfume
content of products, but soap, lip

stick, nail polish, home permanent

waves, and hair dyes are also guilty.
These preparations, intending to

beautify, actually irritate the skin

causing it to become blotchy,

cracked, or red. The respiratory

system and digestive tract may al

so take a beating causing head

aches, upset stomachs, and irritated

nasal passages. "Saturday nights I

splurge and wear eye makeup, but

every Sunday I must hide my red,

teary eyes," laments Jane Brody,
'62.

Often the cosmetics do not

bother the wearer, just those she

comes in contact with. Sniffing his

date's fragrant perfume, which

cost #4.00 an ounce, one boy de

veloped hives and spent the rest

of the night scratching! He was

allergic to the lemon oil in her per

fume.

"I have to sniff lipsticks before

I buy them," remarked Carole

Wedner '61. "No, I'm not sensitive,
but my father is, so I must buy
non-fragrant makeup."

To enable girls to dab on per

fume without affecting themselves

or sensitive males, many chemical

houses are engaged in research to

relieve this problem. In 1950 Swiss

research teams studied the 32,000
chemicals used to perfume cos

metics and synthesized Chemo-

derms, non-allergic make-up, so

that women with delicate skin could

look attractive without scratching
and sneezing for it.

Hypoallergic cosmetics, marketed

by Borden's, are custom-made

beauty aids that eliminated com

mon irritants and allergy-provoking
substances. For example, bromo

acid dye, which gives lipstick its

indelibility, is not included in hy-
poallergenic cosmetics. These prod
ucts, though, are as creamy and

lustrous as regular lipsticks on the

It is important to

keep your car in

prime operating

condition through the

winter months. Bring

it in and let us

check it over.

open 24 hours a day

Student's Downtown

Service Center

TEETER#S

Mobil Service

211 W. State St. Ith. 4-1714

Resolve now to

3&*
A FAVOR

Let Empire Solve Your Livestock Marketing Problems

Consign with confidence to an Empire livestock market—have Your

trucker take Your livestock to one of these Empire stockyards:
Bath . Bullville . Caledonia . Dryden . Gouverneur . Greene

Oneonta . Watertown . West Winfield . soon near Buffalo

Thinking of selling out? Know of someone else who is? Do

them a favor and refer them to the Farm Sales Division of Empire.

LIVESTOCK

MARKETING

COOPERATIVE
it's good business to do business with Empire
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market and are no more expensive.
Lists of known allergins are con

stantly growing. The biggest of

fenders are rice powder, lipstick
dyes, cornstarch, non-vegetable
hair dyes and lanolin, which may

be found in only certain brand

products.
A typical freshman corridor

boasts three sensitive girls, two of

whom break out in rashes from

deodorant while the third burns

her face from a dermatology cream.

They have found relief from these

irritations by experimenting with

other brand products or using non-

allergins.
Doctors believe that people with

hives, asthma, or hay fever appear
to be most prone to cosmetic sen

sitivities. Such people are now

supplied with testing kits contain

ing non-allergic cosmetic samples.
If powder is your problem, they can

test various kinds on your skin,
each type eliminating another in

gredient until the perfect one is

found. Many companies which

Richard Mandell

A Cornell coed suffers, not from a cold,
but because of an ingredient in her face

powder.

specialize in aiding the woman, or

man, with sensitive skin, will even

prepare make-up for those allergic
to hypo-allergins.
Medical researchers hypothesize

that when a person is allergic to a

certain food he may also be allergic
to the derivatives of the item. One

case reveals that a girl allergic to

eggs broke out in a severe rash af

ter washing her hair. The source of

her trouble was finally traced to

her egg shampoo.
Practically all types of cosmetics

from deodorants to eyebrow pen

cils and mascara are available for

those with allergies. When these are

applied correctly they cannot be

distinguished from regular pro

ducts.

Next time you wash your face

and you break out in a rash—don't

think it's measles! You may be al

lergic to one of the ingredients in

your soap.

January, 1961

FLETCHER'S

For quality Dry Cleaning, shirts, laundromat

and repair service

Same day service no extra charge

Cash and Carry or delivery

103 Dryden Rd. 7 a.m. -5:30 p.m. daily 1023 N. Tioga St.

Near Campus Gate 8 - 5 Sat. Near P&C Food Market

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca 2-3377

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.

Economic Laundry Service

Free Parking

AT THE

Convenient Community Corners

24 hour coin operated

washing machines and dryers

dry cleaning
- laundry service

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. Daily

PETRILLOSE CLEANERS

Ithaca Laundries

Phone ITH. 9181
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Craving for fine

Italian food?

The Victoria Restaurant

has tfie finest

food at reasonable

prices

• PIZZA

• RAVIOLI

• SPAGHETTI

• LASAGNA

VICTORIA RESTAURANT

109 N. Cayuga St.

Phone 4-9001

or 4-5831

ATTENTION!

Don't forget

to get your

1961

Cornellian

Willard Straight

Lobby 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Monday -

Wednesday

Jan. 9, 10, 11

From the College Press
• FATTER LAMBS - Prof. J. T. Reider stated that

farmers can have fatter lambs without giving them

extra feed. This can be done by feeding the animals

smaller meals at more frequent intervals.

• GLAND REMOVAL - One of the glands that control

social existence and produce harmony in bee colon

ies has been successfully removed from living bees

for the first time by Cornell scientists.

• CHANGES NAME - Cornell
'
s dairy industry depart

ment has changed its name to the Department of

Dairy and Food Science.

• GAME PREDICTION - New York hunters should be

able to set their sights on more than average

amounts of their favorite game this season,

according to Herbert Doig, graduate student.

• GRADUATE SCHOOL - More and more students gradu

ating from the College of Agriculture are going on

for further study, a survey shows.

• RUSSIAN FISHING - Russia isn't just trying to

build bigger and bettermissiles or outproduce all
the countries in the world, according to Prof. E.

C. Raney. She is competing on many levels - one of

them, the study of the sea and its inhabitants.

• COYOTES INCREASE - Coyotes are on the increase

throughout New York State, reports Prof. William

Hamilton, Jr.

• POPULATION CONTROL - Insects have their own way
of solving the population problem. They prey on

each other, sometimes doing a better job than man's
most potent insecticides, Prof. David Pimentel

stated.

• CLASSIFYING SPECIES - Prof. William Brown

charged that the present system of classifying
scientific information on plant and animal spec
ies is archaic. He suggested a new system, using
Microcards.

• BIRDS AND BEES - Bees will feed birds as the re
sult of research at the College of Agriculture.
Ornithology researchers have found that certain
birds in captivity prefer bee larvae as food.

•COMMERCIAL W00DL0TS -

Marketing efficiency

*?t ^th
bettGr mana^ent would double the

woodi nt

W°°d products Produced on commercial
woodlots m northeastern U. S. and Canada, Prof.L. S. Hamilton stated.

For further information on ally of the a.ove items contact th. Cornell .Count™.
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Egg Income Begins Here . . .

START CHICKS RIGHT

Feed Beacon Complete Starter...

work closely with your Beacon Advisor

Future egg income depends largely on the chicks you

buy and how you start them. Buy the best and start

them right on completely fortified Beacon Complete

Starter. This feed is designed to make your invest

ment in quality chicks pay off in hen-house profits.

One sign of Beacon Starter's completeness is that

good chicks start quick and grow out uniformly and

fast. Every ton is packed with the correct and most

economical amount of vitamins, minerals, amino

acids, and other nutrients to give your birds extra

reserves—for strong bodies and strength to fight stress.

Beacon Complete Starter pays off later in more eggs

and in long, profitable laying cycles— it is the founda

tion of the Beacon Profitable Egg Production Program.

Call in your Beacon Advisor

Work closely with him to raise thrifty, productive

pullets right from the start. Discuss brooding, feeding,

vaccination and management with this highly trained

professional. He is backed by 40 years experience of

Beacon Research in helping poultrymen make more

money. Talk with 3/our Beacon Advisor today. To

gether, you will find ways to raise more vigorous

chicks for higher returns in the hen house.

From the Virginias to Maine

BEACONfFEEDS
BEACON-THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK'

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY • Headquarters: Cayuga, N.Y. • A division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons. Inc.
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or for delicious Steaks and Chops

Dancing from 9:00 to 12:30

each Saturday night

to Jerry Kraft's orchestra, the

smoothest band in town

Banquets, Private Parties, Dinners

Smokers, etc.

accomodated

GO TO

JOES RESTAURANT
602 W. Buffalo St. Phone 4-9039
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Build A Career in Agriculture

with

G. L F.

G.L.F., a farmers' purchasing and marketing cooperative,

offers excellent career opportunities in agriculture.

Openings are in management, sales, and technical fields.

To qualified men, G.L.F. provides:

•
Good Starting Salary

•

Thorough Training Programs

•
Full Advancement Opportunities

•

Liberal Employee Benefits

For further information contact

JOHN W. LLOYD# Personnel Assistant

Personnel Relations Department

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC.

ITHACA, N.Y.
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February Cover

Putting on "Hairs"

This
month's Countryman cover is a pictorial tri

bute to Abe Lincoln from the lens of the College
of Agriculture's own Professor Emeritus Frank A. Pear
son.

To produce his startling photograph, Professor
Pearson borrowed a vintage 1860 print of Lincoln from
the Cornell Archives. The print, Pearson tells us, is a

copy of one of the last pictures taken of Lincoln with
out a beard.

P. Butlet originally photographed presidential can

didate Lincoln about three months before Abe first

appeared with a bare stubble of a beard.

Even though newspapers joked that Abe was put

ting on "(h) airs", the beard was fully grown in Febru

ary 1861, when Lincoln arrived at the capital to take

over presidential duties.

Legend has it that Abe grew the beard at the re

quest of a young girl who wrote him while he was still

campaigning. If you'll let your whiskers grow, she said,

my brothers will vote for you. You would look a great

deal better because your face is so thin.

With this Lincoln print as his base, Pearson added

to his photograph another historical remnant: an ac

tual beaver top hat, purchased in 1853 by an early

upstate New York family, the Fitts. The hat was

passed down until now it belongs to ag. alumnus Her

man Crofoot '12.

Always an economist as well as photographer, Pro

fessor Pearson notes that Lincoln probably didn't wear

a beaver top hat. "The beaver market fell in the late

1850's when a method for felting silk was invented and

when the beaver supplies on this continent started to

dwindle."

Even if Lincoln didn't wear beaver, however, the

top hat helps capture the mood for a pictorial tribute

celebrating the 100th anniversary of Lincoln's inaugur

ation.

February 1961
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He's Heard 50,000 Speeches

In his 79 terms of teaching Oral and Written Expression,

Professor G. Eric Peabody has heard speeches on every

subject from international relations to bear killing with

bare hands. Yet he still looks forward with pleasure to

every speech because he feels he learns something new

in each one.

by Norma Ruebman, '60

A
SHORT, SQUARE shouldered, rotund man with

a round face topped with hair that remains abun

dant and curly though graying, crosses the first floor

of Mann Library. The face lights into a smile, a few

wrinkles radiate from the round light blue eyes, as

he issues a hearty, "Good Morning" to so many

ETl

Professor G. Eric Peabody—The short man with the long

memory.

familiar student faces. The bevested professor walks

into room 131 of Warren Hall to be trapped into

answering several questions by the class before it

settles down—answers given rich in anecodotal human

interest material—material that has been building up

during 40 years of teaching.
Professor G. Eric Peabody, Cornell '18 settles into

his chair in the back of the room. Pencil in hand, with

two fingers against his right cheek, Professor Peabody
rubs his nose now and then as he listens to three or

four trembling students struggling through their first

speeches. And so he has done through about fifty
thousand speeches in his 79 terms in the extension

teaching department at Cornell.

Do you think he would get tired of hearing hun

dreds of speeches each year, many of them on the same

topic? Not Professor Peabody. "I would if they all

said the same thing in the same way," he comments.

"But even though I hear many speeches on the same

topic, each is told in a purely individual way." It is

this spark of individuality that makes each speech he

hears a new and interesting experience for him.

Professor Peabody joined the faculty in 1921 after

spending a few months in the Army and a short time

working a farm and running a drug store simul

taneously. He has 'been in the extension teaching de

partment ever since.

"Few teachers have the chance to get acquainted
with each student as we do," he explains. This per

sonal contact is what the Professor enjoys most about
his work.

He Teaches Self-Confidence

The Oral and Written Expression courses, he ex

plains, are different from most other classes since a

professor is not giving students a wealth of informa

tion and facts in each class. "We strive to give the

student self confidence, so he can deliver information

effectively to us." By the time a student gives his last

speech he usually does not ever remember the dif

ficulty he had when he first stood with trembling knees

before the class. Although it would be impossible to

measure the amount of self confidence and poise given
to students in Extension Teaching 101 over the years,

most feel they have gained an "intangible something"
when they are able to give that last speech without

having their thinking drowned out by their knocking
knees.

A staunch Cornellian himself, with son and daugh
ter who also graduated from the "Hill," Professor

Peabody is an earnest supporter of all Cornellians. He

feels students have changed since he first began teach-

2 Cornell Countryman



ing. "Today's Cornellians are more serious," he said.

"They do more work for courses than they used to.

They do 'party' more, too," he adds, "but they come

to college better prepared than they used to, and, in

general, work harder as individuals."

Students Come and Go

Professor Peabody has watched students come

and go. The end of World War I brought gaiety and

irresponsibility to campus, but then the depression

struck and Cornell became a "working school." "At

this time Mrs. Peabody and I had three Cornell girls

living and working at our house." This was at a time

when co-eds had to live off campus and work in order

to earn their way through college. World War II

brought an even more serious tone to campus life and

upon the return of the veterans to student life the

level of courses was raised to meet these older, more

serious minds.

Some of his colleagues look back to the "old days"

in a kind of golden aurora, but the short man with

the long memory looks at today's students with hope

and pride. His philosophy is not to be affected "by

the small number who don't belong here," but to

recognize the independence and sense of responsibility

developed in the majority. In 1958, students demon

strated some of their appreciation by selecting Peabody

for the Professor of Merit Award.

The Strangled Bear

"I feel as though I've learned more from my

students than I have ever given them," is Professor

Peabody's opinion. Many students wonder how the

bandy professor always seems to know something about

any topic brought up in a conference or class. "Why
shouldn't I, when I've heard as many speeches as I

have from students all over the world?" International

relations, economic and racial problems, obligatory

periodic driver's tests, curfew hours for co-eds—Pro

fessor Peabody has heard them all. One early speech
he'll never forget was given by a Seneca Indian stu

dent on how he strangled a bear with his bare hands!

No Thoughts of Retirement

The author of How to Speak Effectively,

(familiar to all E.T. 101 students!), puts off thoughts
of retirement. He would rather think of the speeches
he is yet to enjoy hearing.

As active in community life as on campus, Pro

fessor Peabody has served in civic activities more than

30 years culminating in positions as Chairman of the

Red Cross and War Council in Tompkins County dur

ing World War II and more recently as vice-president
of the Board of Education. Meanwhile he has found

time to serve on university and college committees for

a total of 17 years.

It would take many speeches and stories to des

cribe the life of a man who has known Cornell in the

days of Liberty Hyde Bailey, and Professors Wing,
Stocking, and Savage, (names which only indicate

buildings to most of us and not human beings), and

who remains so vitally interested in the modern stu

dent of 1961. It takes a man like Professor Peabody,
young at heart, yet rich with the experience of years,
to give today's students confidence to speak up and

out to others.

Let them know how you really feel

about them by selecting an appropriate

card from the vast selection in our

card dept.

HAPPY VALENTINE'S!

Cornell Campus Store

Barnes Hall

STUDENT HEADQUARTERS

for

NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS

TYPEWRITERS FOR RENT

COMPLETE LINE OF STUDENT SUPPLIES

EXPERT TYPEWRITER REPAIR

BUS-STOP IN FRONT OF STORE

ALSO FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

vanNatta
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

1 03 West State St. Phone 2-251
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Chess For Rats
by Zilch

Greetings
once more from Zilch, the ubiquitous ear

on the Ag. Quad. Zilch's ear has been, as usual,

picking up all the vital tidbits of what's going on in

our little world and has decided once more to pass on

the less well known, but more worthless news to you,

the well informed reader.

For instance, did you know that girl rats can

actually run faster than boy rats and at the same time

they can live longer? This is a fact scientifically proven

by our ceaseless searchers after knowledge, the unsung

heroes of the inquisitive world, our grad students. This

is a condition which no doubt strikes fear into the

hearts of all you boy rats, particularly those planning
to play tag. Zilch thinks the best way to compensate

for the overabundance in female rat physical prowess
is to teach all male rats how to play chess. This will

help them get over the feeling of inferiority since they
will then be higher on the intellectual side of the slate.

Classes will commence Wednesday evening at eight
o'clock and continue nightly until Zilch loses three

games consecutively.

Despite the cold weather outside, it is spring in this

philosopher's mind. Zilch has found a love to warm the

cockles of his heart. In one of his many fan letters last

week, Zilch received a request from a lovely young

thing who has been receiving the Countryman for

LITTLE MAN ON®CAMPUS

thirty years and is now moving to #1 R.D. 2 Suba-

tooli, Tanganyki. Sihe would like to have her subscrip
tion forwarded . . . just to read Zilch. Is that not de

votion? Never fear fair one. Zilch will be with you al

ways.

While eating one of MVR's abnormally sumptuous

lunches and carefully studying the passing parade of

coeds in sloppy white socks and snow-stained sneakers,
Zilch overheard one Ag Ec's fabulous plan for making
his first million in the true Zilchian method, "I shall

found a corporation named Brand X and sue every
one and his cousin for slander." Zilch is wondering what
size straight jacket this thinking man would like to be

fitted for.

It was brought rather forceably to Zilch's atten

tion recently by one of his coed friends of the old type,
that all of the newer coeds now have the opportunity
to become coeds in the true sense of the word by ful

filling the last requirement. Zilch is of course referring
to the fine old custom of being kissed on the suspension
bridge. Now that the famous old structure has been

rebuilt after a year and a half's absence, there will, no

doubt, be a mad rush to meet the last vital test. The

gorge will echo to the statement, "If you don't, it will
collapse!", and there will be peace and contentment in

the hearts of all students. Zilch, as a true friend of all

coeds (real and official or pseudo and unfulfilled)
volunteers his services on any night of the week to any
CU girl who cannot get any other male to pop the

strategic question.
Zilch is happy to see that the Civil War which

was raging on campus between our two Ag school fra

ternities has subsided to the point where there is little
if any throat slitting being done outside of Wing Hall.
One must admit that it is duller, but much more peace
ful. This always makes Zilch think of that fine old

philosophical thought, "Home is where the garbage is."

Admittedly, this doesn't apply to our situation too

well, but you must admit that it is very philosophical.
In closing, Zilch reflects upon the past and tries

to remember what St. Valentine's Day was like before
the leap year just passed. While admitting that it was
rather annoying to have all those coeds running after

him, Zilch finds it strange to have to take the lead
once again this year. Being the economical sort, Zilch
has decided to save on postal charges by sending his
valentines throjgh this column. Attention, all coeds!
Uncle Zilch wants ytv to be his Valentine.

SHOE REPAIR AND SALES

• Bates Campus Styled Shoes

• Sneakers Work Shoes

• Hunting Boots

• Expert Repair on all types of shoes

Save time—Shop Collegetown's

Complete Shoe Store

401 Eddy St. Phone 2-1700
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Ag College Dean's List
Pro . . .

To The Editor:

At a recent Ag-Dom Council meeting, it was proposed

that Council conduct an opinion poll of the students in the

Ag College to discover whether or not they desired a

Dean's List. I personally think a Dean's List is a worth

while goal.
After discussing this with members of the faculty who

studied at colleges where a Dean's List existed, I would

say that this distinction would be something to strive for

at this College. Such a list would give recognition to stu

dents who achieve good grades while they are still in

school—not like the degree with distinction which only

gives recognition at the time of graduation.
Such a list would be published in Ithaca papers and,

by notices, in students' local papers. This distinction would

be an added incentive to produce better grades, especially

for those with grades on the borderline. This also would

help to publicize scholarship on both the Cornell campus

and, to some degree, throughout the State.

One argument voiced by some is that grades are not

a true judge of scholarship and that students in the "easier

majors" would be more apt to make the Dean's List. Cer

tainly no other way of measuring scholarship has been dis

covered. Professor Tyler, who tabulates the class standings,

states that students in the more difficult concentrations are

represented proportionately on the current listings of high

ranking students.

Dean Palm has stated that if the students desire this

program, the faculty will carry it out, so express your

opinion in the student referendum on February 24th.

Sincerely,

Gary Harden, President,

Ag-Domecon Council

February 1961

Con . . .

To The Editor:

Recently I attended an Ag-Domecon meeting at which

the controversial subject of a Dean's List was brought up.
Although there are many arguments in favor of the College
of Agriculture having a Dean's List, I believe that there
are stronger arguments against having one.

One argument against having the list is that it would

not be fair. Most students agree that if a student wanted
to select his courses for grades alone, he could pick courses

that would raise his average three or four points. Are

grades the measure we want to use to achieve more in

tellectual interest in the College of Agriculture? To me,

grades are a method of attempting to measure the indi

vidual's academic work. They are, however, not a good
enough measure to be the sole basis for a recognition award
such as the Dean's List is intended to be. Anyone with an

88 average knows where he stands without also being told
he is on a Dean's List. For this individual a Dean's List is
just an ego builder.

In an interview I had with a professor in resident in
struction, the professor pointed out that if the Dean's List
included only the top 5 percent of the students as seems
to be the accepted practice in other colleges, the average
needed would be about 84 or 85. At present a student that
maintains a 85 average in the College of Agriculture is

graduated "with distinction." This, it seems to me, is more
of an honor than the Dean's List and need not be suppli-
mented by a Dean's List.

We do want to encourage a more academic atmosphere
at Cornell, but I feel that a Dean's List would only influ
ence only those students already in the upper 10 or 15

percent of their class to try to move up to the 5 percent

category to make Dean's List. To the student in the

lower percentage of his class, the Dean's List will provide
little if any incentive.

On the basis of these feelings, I am going to vote

against a Dean's List in the Ag-Dom sponsored referendum

on February 24th. I hope many Countryman readers will

join me.

Sincerely,
David Shearing '62

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

25c Wash 10c Dry

STVDENT

AGENCIES

409 College Ave.

24 hrs. a day

AND You Can Save, Too

.



Cornellians Around the World

illy enough to create a lasting bond between people that can over-

their national and political boundries. For this, a more personal

Our shrinking world—this is a common concept of today. Modern

communications and transportation systems have brought all points of

the globe physically closer together. But geographical knowledge isn't

real

come

insight is necessary.
Three Cornellians, who traveled to distant spots on the globe, can

supply a less formal, more personal glimpse than we get in news re

ports and textbooks. Gil Bane, grad '61 in conservation, went to Ghana

on a fishery research expedition; Jim Sample, Ag journalism '63 visited

Moscow and Leningrad as a member of the Cornell University Glee Club;

and Ron Beck, dairy industry '61, attended the Royal Agricultural College

near Uppsala, Sweden in the Ag-Dom sponsored Swedish Exchange

Program.
With their personal stories, we hope to bring you closer, not only

to the rest of the world, but to its people. — Ed.

Ghana

Progress Anchored to the Past
by Gilbert W. Bane, Grad '61 Z

OUR
SMALL fishing vessel lay

anchored in the glassy bay off

Eastern Ghana. Through the

humid, tropical night the glow from

remote campfires shimmered across

the water. A distant drum was

faintly audible, then another, and

another until the air was filled with

the staccato beats of a myriad of

drums, broken only by the oc

casional shriek of a rejoicing native.

Ghana's second year of independ
ence was the reason for rejoicing,
but our crew could only take part
for two days. The fishery research

operations had to continue.

We set a course for the high seas

in pursuit of the mighty tunafishes

which school in the warm, tropical,
oceanic waters. This search was in

stigated by the Ghana government
in an attempt to supplement the

dietary deficiencies of some of her

people. Their plan was to seek out

new sources of fish protein in the

offlying waters.

Government Imports New Gear

The government of Ghana, with
an American canning firm, had im

ported new American fishing gear
and technicians to instruct the
Ghanian fishermen in progressive
methods.

Our vessel had only to sail until

dawn before indications of tuna

were spotted—a lone bird feeding
on anchovies in the open sea was

not alone, for .beneath the an

chovies, tuna were gorging them

selves. Or a school of leaping por

poises could be seen frisking gaily
over the surface accompanied by
the powerful tunas in their aimless

wanderings.

Approaching the Tuna

When the boat approached the

tuna, the baitman or ehummer

tossed live sardines into the

school to induce the tuna to stop

swimming and begin feeding. When

they stopped, more bait was

thrown over to entice them along
side to bite at the feather-covered

hook.

Soon, the air was filled with fish

as they were hoisted aboard at the
end of a nine-foot cane pole. One,
five, or ten tons might be caught
in a single morning if enough
hungry fish were found.

At times the fish were so large
that one man could not hoist them

aboard, then two or three fishers
tied their lines to the same hook
and shared the burden of hauling
the tuna aboard. Tf a close watch

Gil Bane

Gil Bane aboard the Columbia, contri

buting to Ghana's progress.

was not made for the fish approach
ing the hook, a tuna could strike

quickly and throw the fisherman

off balance. Then it is the fortun

ate fisherman who does not find

himself in the sea—as well as loos

ing his pole.
Fishing continued until the ves

sel was loaded and the tuna frozen

in the hold of the ship. The vessel

then returned to port, where the

frozen fish were thawed and sold.

Mammys Are Sellers

Ghana does not have refriger
ation facilities for storing large
amounts of frozen fish, so the bulk

of the catch must be sold on the

fresh fish market. The African

women, or "Mammys," act as huck
sters and sell the fish fresh, or may
salt or smoke it for later use.

To improve the economic condi

tions of these "Mammys,
''

the gov
ernment is building huge freezers

(or storage of fishery products. Up
on the recommendation of a Food

and Agriculture Organization
(TAO) marketing specialist, Ghana

6
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has finished a new, fresh fish market

and cold storage room. Soon to be

completed is the multi-million dol

lar commercial and fishing harbor

at Tema in Eastern Ghana which

will give Ghana one of the finest

ports in Africa.

Ghanian economy is not depend
ent entirely on her coastline. This

nation is the chocolate king of the

world. Since the introduction of the

first cocoa pod in 1S79, Ghana has

become the world's leading pro

ducer and supplies upwards of 30

per cent of the world market. Dia

mond mines and tremendous forest

reserves, together with strategic
bauxite deposits add stability to

her economy.

More To Be Done

Although this economic stability
has improved the standard of liv

ing, there is still a great deal to be

done — making Ghana a land of

paradoxes. From the ultra-modern

office buildings and hotels in down

town Accra, Capital of Ghana, one
looks out upon open sewers run

ning down the middle of the street.

Modern super-markets and depart
ment stores are flanked bv the

open-air city markets where cattle
and goats are slaughtered behind
the stalls and where exotic jungle
fruits and live snails or bright beads
and strange medicines can be pur
chased by a bush-woman dressed

only in a brilliant colored skirt.

Businessmen who wear European
jackets and trousers during the

daytime come out at night vested
in their finest Kente cloth togas
woven from the best brocades and

twined with gold or silver threads.

No Segregation

There is no color bar in Ghana,
nor is there class discrimination.

Black and white are commonly seen

in each other's company in the

finest hotel cocktail lounge on the

Saturday night caberet. When vis

iting Ghana one is frequently in

vited to the homes of cabinet min

isters and close friends of the prime
minister and just as often receives

invitations to the huts of the com

mon laborer and businessman.

Ghanians are thirsty for know

ledge and the government is doing
everything possible to educate her

people. Ghanians are attending the

finest universities in all parts of
the world: in Moscow, in England
at Oxford and Cambridge, and in

Gil Bane

This Ghanian "Mammy," carrying two

sixty pound fish on her head, acts as a

huckster on the fresh fish market.
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enemy. A permanent protective parties; he must not drink liquor
amulet can even be purchased, but at funerals; he must not touch the

as long as it is to work the possessor corpse of a relative; he must not

must abstain from certain pleas- sleep with his friend's wife.

ures: he must not eat leftover Perhaps the prevention is worse

food; he must not attend any than the hex.

Music Pierces the Iron Curtain

the United States at various uni

versities including Cornell where

three undergrads and two grad

students are currently enrolled.

In addition to sending her stu

dents abroad, Ghana has built a

new university close to her capital
where 1000 students are learning

about literature, commerce, law,

and especially science and agricul
ture. The agricultural research sta

tion of the University of Ghana is

trying to improve the strains of

both field crops and food animals

so that her people may soon be

properly fed without relying upon

foreign imports.
Even though the average Ghan

ian is willing to receive an educa

tion and accept new ideas there

is still a large number of people
who believe in black magic, fetishes,

and spells of the JuTu man. Speci
fic rituals are still followed when

ever twins are born to protect the

family from ill fortune. The herbu-

list or Juju man sells encantations

to ward off evil spells cast by an

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

Custom made clothes

422 W. State Ith. 2-3163

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone 9778

PVER WONDER what Russian

-'-'people are really like? I did. I

wondered if I would find them hos

tile, friendly, or just curious about

a group of Cornell Glee Club stu

dents bound for a concert tour in

Moscow and Leningrad.
What were they like—why, just

like you or me! They eat, work,

read, laugh, and have their good
times.
Take the driver of our bus. He

was a common laborer, but in his

spare time, he was reading a hook

or talking to his friends. Someday
he will become an engineer.
Or then there was the student T

met at a Youth Club party in Len

ingrad. She was studying English
at the Institute to become an inter

preter. Her thirst for knowledge,
especially of American habits, cus-

by James Sample, '63

toms, and slang, seemed quenchless.
Everywhere we went, music

seemed to be with us, on the radio,
in the factories, in the stores, and

most of all within the people. It

seemed to be a means of communi

cation, and through our concerts,

we conversed in this language.
I remember a joint concert with

the Leningrad University Choir.

We sang the first half, and then as

one of their officials said, "We

would now like to trade seats with

you for the second half . . ." Al

though all of their songs were in

Russian or some other language, I

knew the pleasure they received

through music was the same as I

had had only a short time before.

When the concert was over, we

dashed up to the chorus members

with the cry, "Can you speak Eng-

H
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Two Glee Club members stand in front of Uspensky, a cathedral in

the Kremlin. Once used for religious services, it now serves as a

museum.

lish? German? French? Well ,who
can?" I usually found myself at

the hub of a group of students, One
of whom spoke some English. The
others shouted questions to him in

Russian and all listened intently to

my answers.

This went on until someone in

the Glee Club started singing "Give

My Regards to Davy" at which

time everybody stopped talking and

joined in. This in turn called for a

Russian song, usually a youth song.

This exchange of songs went on

until it was time to leave.

Sexless Compartments

In order to go from Moscow to

Leningrad, it was necessary to take

the "Red Arrow" train, a sleeper
with compartments that slept four
and with no discrimination as to

sex. As these compartments were

small, only two could stand on the

floor at one time. Each compart
ment had a sliding door which was

kept open until retiring.
As we travelled, I noticed a boy

of eight or nine at the other end

of the car. As he walked past me,
I stopped him and offered him an

American penny which he took and

looked at for a full two minutes,
then raced back to where his

mother was. Ten minutes later he

walked up and handed me a small

card. On it were some gaily colored

pictures of small boys and a Rus

sian inscription which said "Happy
New Year." I thanked him, and

with a smile he ran to his mother

again to look at his penny.

Often in our post-concert sing
ing, we did a song which was famil

iar to our Russian audience and

then their faces glowed as they
merrily joined in on the refrain.

"We want to hear songs by Ameri
can composers," was a common re

quest. Records of Broadway shows
such as "South Pacific," My Fair

Lady," and "Oklahoma" were

highly prized items in a Russian

youth's record collection.

59 Voice Boys' Choir

While at the Moscow Conserva

tory of Music, we heard a 59 voice

boys' choir. The average age was 11

years. They sang numerous Russian

songs of two and three part arrange
ments with crystal clear tones. As

a token of appreciation, we then

"traded seats" and sang several

numbers to them. To show their

gratitude, the boys took off their

choir boy pins shaped like music

lyres and gave them to us. We in

turn gave them pennies and picture
postcards.

A Barrier Was Broken

As the time for departure drew

near, I felt that the friends I had

made were not just new acquain
tances, but people of all ages and

classes, drawn by a common in

terest in music. As we said good
bye to these people, I felt that we
had broken a barrier between two

nations that will never be patched;
a barrier through which music is

the common approach.

THE RECORD FOR 1960

/272,6<*5 HEAD of Livestock

\ § 16,751,863.18 TOTAL
*
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SWEDEN?
What does it mean

to you? A cold, remote, Scanda-

navian land where free love is the

rule?

These were perhaps my views

until Ag Dom's Swedish Exchange

Program gave me the opportunity
to take a first hand look. A luxuri

ous nine-day cruise in June '59

took me to Sweden as Cornell's

fifth representative to the Royal
Agricultural College.
Sweden is somewhat larger than

California with a population of less

than New York City. From its

southern tip washed by the Baltic,
to the Land of the Midnight Sun

in the Arctic north, it is a country
of beauty, excellent prosperity and

wonderful people.
My first objective on arrival was

to gain a little knowledge of Swed

ish agriculture before the fall term

at the College began. The Anders-

son farm in the southern province

of Skane was chosen for this pur

pose.

Skane varies from a perfectly flat

to a gently rolling topography, is

very fertile and devoted to intense

agriculture. Mr. Andersson's 130

acres produce sugar beets, wheat,

barley, oats, canning peas, and hay.
Holstein dairy cattle are also im

portant in the area.

Mechanization here is on a par
with the U.S. Nearly all tractors.

combines and other machines used
are Swedish made.

Remodeling the barn for hogs,
harvesting; the grain, putting in

straw, and disking the stubble were

some jobs done during my six
weeks' stay.
Between jobs we bathed in the

warm waters of the west const or

drove through the countryside in
a new Mercedes Benz. A traditional
Kraftaskiva or crayfish party was

held. Another event was the cele
bration of the 70th birthdav of Mr

While in the Ag-Dom sponsored
Swedish Exchange Program the

author had an opportunity to study

agriculture in Sweden both academic

ally and on the farm.

I Was A Swedish Aggie

Andersson's father. This turned out

to be a festive three hours spent at

the dinner table and followed by a

dance. Each course of the six-

course meal was accompanied by
wine or a drink of domestic con

coction.

The fall term at the Royal Agri
cultural College or Ultuna as it is

called, began in late August.
Ultuna is located just outside the

city of Uppsala. About 200 students
are enrolled in the four-year course

leading to the degree of Agronom,
comparable to a B.S. in Agriculture.
Courses in most agricultural fields

are offered. The institution is gover-
ment supported so the only costs

by Ronald L. Beck, '61

students live on campus. Most

housing is in Uppsala in suites of

rooms shared by two students. Each

suite consists of a study-sleeping
room for each student and a kitchen

and bathroom.

Lectures begin at 9:00 but with

an academic quarter which means

9:15. In fair weather many bicycle
the four miles to Ultuna or take a

bus in foul weather.

The usual morning lecture is

from 9:15 to 11:00 with a break at

10:00. Attendance is not usually
required and lectures are not as an

important part of the curriculum

as at Cornell. Free study and out

side reading are emphasized to a

*e
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.Ron Beck

In Sweden mechanization is on a par with the U.S. Here Ronald Beck demonstrates

bulk grain handling on a Swedish farm.

to students are personal, such as

food and housing. But since I was

an exchange student, my expenses
were paid by the Swedish Depart
ment of Agriculture and students
at Ultuna.

A typical day at Ultuna begins
about 8:00 a.m. by rising and pre

paring breakfast in your room. No

greater extent.

The examination system is very

different. Prelims or quizzes are

practically unheard of. An oral

exam at your convenience some

■time after completion of the course

is the general rule.

At 11:00 all troup to the cafe

teria in the Student Union build-

in
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The main building at the Royal Agricultural College
studied for one term.

Ron Beck

(Ultuna) where the author

ing for Frukost or a breakfast-

lunch combination. The popular
dish at this time is a sour, cultured

milk product. (It's good—after you

get used to it.)
Before lecture or lab again at

12:15, there's time to go upstairs
to the lounge. First, straight to the

mail basket to get that letter from

home. Then read the paper
or have

a quick game of billiards and it's

back to class.

Labs are conducted in much the

same way as here, usually ending
at 4:00 p.m. but sometimes 5:00 or

rarely 3:00.

Preceding dinner is the period
for sports activities which are many

and varied. Rowing is popular on

the close-at-hand river, Fyris. Other

sports include soccer, track, hand

ball, skating, skiing, cross-country,

gymnastics and ping pong.

Dinner is served from 4:00 to

5:30 p.m. Thursday never brings
the question, "What's for dinner".

Invariably it will be pea soup and

pancakes. On special occasions hot

Swedish Punsch (35%) accom

panies this meal.
In comparing Swedish food with

American food one can expect

fewer salads and vegetables, more

fish and potatoes, and more pork
than beef.

Before returning to our rooms for

the evening some felt that a few

hands of Bridge were necessary.

Often this turned out to be quite a

few.

Assuming that we returned home

on schedule and studying proceeded

per usual, when 8:30 arrives it's a

coffee break. Frequently fellows

from several rooms would gather
in one for an hour's bull session. The

topics of which could, and often

did, range from international poli
tics to Ingemar lohannson.
The student body is well or

ganized. Its union arranges ex

change programs with Norway,
Finland, Denmark, England, Po

land, and Germany, as well as the

U.S. Needless to say, here is a

wonderful opportunity to exchange
ideas.

The Student Union puts on

dances nearly every week. Some-

February 1961

times, these are in the form of a

dinner-dance exchange with the

Veterinary College or Forestry Col

lege in Stockholm. In early Decem

ber, a formal dance party is held

called "Lucia". As you can see,

dancing is very popular. In type, it

ranges from old folk dances to the

waltz to rock and roll.

Uppsala, with 80,000 people, pro
vides many recreational opportun
ities. Its university, with a student

population of 8,000, is always buzz

ing with activity. The city has sev

eral theatres which show many

U.S. films.

Several special events also merit

mention. The first is "Baby Week"

in October when freshmen arrive.

And in December, the annual

awarding of the Nobel prizes in

Stockholm. Every Cornell student

in the exchange has had the privi
lege of attending this event.

At Easter Vacation, students
from several Swedish universities

get together and go north on a ski

ing trip. Last year's excursion was a

wonderful ten days of sun and snow

in the mountains.

I must put special emphasis on

spring— the student's season. On
the last of April, all Uppsala stu

dents gather in town to welcome

and celebrate the coming of their

favorite season. The long, dark

winter has ended.

June marked the end of the

school year and my final days in

Sweden. It was truly an adventure

and a worthwhile experience. Just
one more thing remained for me

to do — a six-week honeymoon in

Europe with my American bride.

This year's Swedish representa

tive at Cornell is Olle Hakelius,
whom I'm sure many of you know.

If not, get to know him and more

about Sweden. Olle spent the fall

term at Alpha Gamma Rho and is

at Alpha Zeta for the spring.

flower fashions

by haring
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Building The Class of

BUILDING
plans for the class ot

1965 are now being made in the

College of Agriculture at Cornell

University. Many people will play

an important role in assembling

this new class.

The Admissions Committee
_

in

the Office of Resident Instruction

will act as the administrators of this

project for the College. Early in

the year the desired specifications
were" sent out to the high school

guidance counselors, vo-ag teachers,

alumni association members, par

ents and students. The Admissions

Counselor from the Office or Resi

dent Instruction served as a field

representative to visit high schools

and other groups to clarify these

specifications.
A large number of the prospec

tive student's applications are filed

now and the admissions committee

is in the process of reviewing com

pleted applications. Students will

be notified of the results as soon

as their applications are completed
and have been reviewed. This pro

cess begins early in February each

year and continues through the

early part of May. After the appli
cations have been reviewed and the

Science

Youth Program
by Professor F. K. Tom

THE
COLLEGE of Agriculture

is sponsoring a special Agricul
tural Science Youth Program for

vocational agriculture students and

other high school students who are

interested in learning more about

the work of the College.
Eleven departments are partici

pating and will offer a wide variety
of interesting events. Among them

are: analysing a farm business prob
lem, the important principles of

feeding dairy animals, agricultural
opportunities for rural youth, the

importance of water in vegetable
production, current social changes
in communities and groups, oppor
tunities in plant breeding, effect of

plant diseases and insects on farm

income, farm ponds and forests, ef
ficient use of farm machinery, labor
saving devices, and others. A corn-

students who have been accepted
are notified, the class of 1965 will

start to take shape.
Millions of New York State resi

dents will finance the tuition for

this new class and will also provide
several scholarships for those who

need extra financial aid.

The Faculty of Cornell Uni

versity will do their part for this

new class by careful revision and

preparation of lesson plans. Teach

ing material must be brought up to

date each year to insure that the

student is kept abreast of the fast

moving pace of new ideas and mod

ern technology in Agriculture. The

Faculty will present the material

the best way they know how, but

every student must decide how

much time he will devote to each

subject. The student is actually re

sponsible for the molding of his

own career. A class adviser is avail

able to help, but the student will

make the final decisions.
The Alumni Association and its

members will play an important
role in identifying many of the ap

plicants for this new class. The

next few months will be busv ones

as far as pre-college counseling is

plete listing of the scheduled events

is available upon request.
In addition to the above events,

visiting students will be able to see

the same exhibits that were put up

by the College for Agricultural
Progress Days. A packaged lunch

will be available at nominal charge.
Any high school student desiring

to attend this program should con

tact the agriculture teacher in his

school.

Natural

Science

Program
by Professor Paul J. VanDemark

'THE HIGH SCHOOL Natural
-*- Science Program was organized
by the College of Agriculture Fac

ulty to stimulate greater enthusi
asm for science among high school

students, as well as convey to the

college-bound youth a greater ap-

1965
by Bernard A. Curvey

concerned. County chairmen and

county keymen will be busy making
revisits to the high schools in their

area, counseling and interviewing
prospective students, offering help
to known applicants and making
early plans to attend the College
Open House to be held at Cornell

University on May 6.

Each year the Alumni Associ

ation's committeemen take the re

sponsibility of visiting the guidance
counselor, parents, and students in

their area to inform them of the

educational offerings and admis

sion requirements in the College of

Agriculture.

High school students who have

not made their decisions as to

whether thev will go on to college
or what college they plan to at

tend, should do so in the very near

future. If students planning to at

tend the College of Agriculture
have any questions that cannot be
answered in the College Announce

ment or brochure, they should talk

to their guidance counselor, teacher.
or an alumni member from the

area, or write to Professor Leig"h

Harden. 195 Roberts Hall. Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York.

preciation of the range of the nat

ural sciences offered within the

College of Agriculture at Cornell.

This year's program, to be held

during the week of March 27,
finds the College of Home Eco

nomics and the Veterinary College
participating along with the College
of Agriculture. The program con

sists of a series of demonstrations

and lectures presented by selected

faculty members, outstanding as

teachers as well as leaders in their

respective fields of research. Alum

ni may help by making sure that

every intersted youth in their area

has an opportunity to participate
and to discover the challenges of

science and the onoortunities to

studv at our State Colleges at Cor
nell."

We need a permanent title for
our alumni page. We figured
that the 900 heads in the Alumni
Association were better than the

few we have here Please send

youi
•

suggestions to: Bernard

Curvey, 195 Rober ts H<ill.
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Purchasers Pick Plastic Packages
More and more of our nation's products are being
squeezed out of or shrunken into plastic packages. The
new generation of homemakers will find everything in

cluding their shirts and butter surrounded by plastic.

by Carole J. Wedner, '61

TWO newly married coeds, marched proudly into

the super market for their first attempt at large-
scale shopping. Before them on every side stretched

an array of colorful packages of every size and shape,
each crying out for individual attention in the crowd.

From almost every shelf in the store, packages
made of plastic demanded recognition.

Many products which are semi-solid and can be

squeezed through a small hole are being packaged in

soft, flexible, but tough polyvinyl tubes. When

Vernon Pope Co.

Household cement is packaged in plastic tubes. The butter

package of the future may work in the same way.

squeezed, these tubes release small quantities of their

contents.

Ready-for-use icing is a boon for amateur home

cake decorators. The icing comes in many colors and

flows from the plastic squeeze tube in an even line.

"They're so easy to use," said one homemaker. "You

can regulate the flow and turn out a beautiful cake."

Many coeds find that cuticle remover in a squeeze

tube also does a beautiful and quick job. Home re

pairmen and amateur builders are aided by glue and

other viscous materials which are now packaged in

plastic tubes. And next summer you may be squeezing
butter onto an ear of corn from a tube.

A close cousin to the plastic tube is the plastic
bottle. Its uses also run the gambit of products, rang

ing from soap to nose drops to machine oil. Some of
these bottles are also the squeeze-type and deliver a

fine spray of liquid when pressed. Others are firmer
and hold liquid without the danger of breakage.

Glass and Plastic Bonded

Even glass bottles are becoming partly plastic.
Plastic-coated glass, where the plastic has been bonded
to the glass as a part of the container itself, "makes
the ideal pressure package" proclaimed Modem Pack

aging Magazine in February of last year.
Plastic is topping many all-glass bottles too. Plas

tic caps snap securely on medicine bottles, making it

impossible for curious children to sample the contents.

Elongated film pouches for ice cream and ice bars
are now dripless. These keep the ice from melting
and dripping down clothing. The ice bar is eaten by
squeezing up from the bottom of the pouch.

Ice cream is also being packaged in pint and quart

plastic packages. These are reusable packages, and

have a snap-on lid which closes easily if all the ice

cream is not used up at once. According to Modern

Packaging this package has boosted the sales of ice

cream 60 percent.

Plastic Film

Plastic film also has pushed up sales of many

products. This film can be tissue thin or stiff and

heavy depending on the requirements of the product
being wrapped. Its uses are as wide as the array of the

super market itself and more and more uses are found

constantly.

Meat, vegetables, and fruit have been wrapped in

polyethelene film for a long time. The film can be put

over the product and heat-sealed. This has enabled

prepackaging of meat and produce and aided the

growth of self-service.

A new boon to attractive meat, fruit, and vege

table wraping is shrink film. "You can hardly see the

film," says Dr. Richard B. How, associate professor
of ag marketing. "A western New York company has

invented a machine which shrinks the film to the

package for easy wrapping. It's expensive, but will

eventually come into use."

"We tested shrinkable film for marketing; young

roasters," stated marketing specialist Bob Reid. "The

film makes a good tight package. It was found success

ful for merchants of heavy fryers."

Plastic film made into bags also has its share of

the package kinedom. Almost every item of clothing

imaginable can be purchased in a plastic bag. This

makes the merchandise easy to see, yet the customer

can not handle it. "I get so annoyed when an article

of clothing I want to feel is all sealed in a plastic bag,"

February 1961 13
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WHAT'S IN THE TRIANGLE?

CASH!

FOR USED BOOKS

NEW & USED BOOKS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Collegetown

"I think the idea is to thaw it first."

Frozen OR thawed, NYABC's product is the
business dairyman's best buy for his herd

breeding program.

^-^ NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.
mm
Judd Falls Road Ithaca, New York

one senior Home Eccie said. "I don't mind if it's a slip
or something like that and the size is marked plainly on

the outside, but when it's a cotton blouse or sweater I

like to feel the material before I buy it. I must admit

sometimes I open the package."
Champagne is breaking into the plastic bag field

with a "chill pack." Modern Packaging explains that

this "cools champagne without an ice bucket or refrig
erator, a boon for Bon Voyage gifts sent to ships with

champagne at just the right temperature." The bottle

is wrapped in a polyethelene bag. Six or eight ice cubes

inserted in the bag reportedly chill the contents in 30

to 60 minutes. A slotted gift carton allows for the

bulge when the ice cubes are inserted.

Simple to prepare meals to go with the champagne
come frozen, in "Boil-in-bag" plastic bags. These foods
— anything from goulash to creamed spinach to

chicken-a-la-king—need only be removed from their

Developed in Cor

nell's ag economics

department, this

plastic egg carton

gives the consumer

a better view while

providing better

protection for the

Bob Burt

outer wrapping and dropped, still in the bag, into

boiling water. In a matter of minutes the bag is re

moved from the water, cut open, and a piping hot

dish is ready to serve.

A product still to enter the food realm, is the

water soluble packet. This is now used in the soap field

for easy measuring and convenience. A packet of

bleach, for instance, can be put in the machine with

the soap. It dissolves when it gets into the water.

Especially efficient for packaging large, bulky
items are the "blister packs." The film—plastic or

acetate—gives a "beautiful view of the product and

plenty of protection," says W. George Gress, Director
of Purchasing of the Gilette Safety Razor Company.
Like plastic bags and film, these packages afford maxi

mum viewing and minimum handling.

New Plastic Egg Carton

Soon to be market tested in Syracuse is the plas
tic egg carton. The carton is made of polystyrene, a

stiff plastic, colored on the bottom and clear, for easy
visual quality check, on the top. Bob Reid explains that
this is a sealed egg carton in which each egg has its

own cell. "Since it's a sealed carton we can surround the

egg with carbon dioxide and maintain a high quality
egg for a long time."

Opening the carton does not expose all the eggs
either. The carton is designed so that a section of the

top can be torn off, exposing only two eggs, and leav

ing the others still sealed in.

"Coming developments . . . are limited only by
the imagination of present-day package planners,"
says Modern- Packaging. The limits of uses of plastics
are endless. Next time the coeds attempt a shopping
spree, even more plastics will invite attention.

14
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CAP Days Commentary Speak Softly and Not Again
A fter looking over the tentative program, this
**■ year's Ag Progress Days (nee Farmer's Week and

later, Farm and Home Week) looks to us like the most

exciting event of Cornell's year. With the theme "Our

Dynamic Agriculture", the program is divided into

three sections: Dairy Day, March 21; Farm Forum

Day, March 22; and Food Science and Industry Day
March 23.

Complete with special programs for women, Ag
Progress Days has something for everybody. It will
give visitors a comprehensive picture of the advance

ment being made at the Ag and Vet Colleges. To those
of us on campus, it will be the one time during the

year when we can find out what everybody else is up
to.

We are particularly anxious to hear three of the

discussions scheduled for CAP Days: challenges in ob

taining profitable milk production per cow: increasing
farmer's marketing power; and a label program for

New York State quality eggs.

Of extreme interest to Countryman readers will

be our special Ag Progress Days issue. Last year we

probed into "Agriculture 1970". This year we are tak

ing a look at what we have to go through to get to

1970 with "The Great Issues in Agriculture."
We can only echo the sentiments of Deans Palm

and Poppensiek in saying "We invite you to occupy

'ringside seats' to see and hear about scientific and

technological developments that will help shape the

future of agriculture in our State."

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

One

Stop

Shopping

at

Egan's IGA

402 College Ave.

A o-Domlcon Council is again sponsoring a student
referendum. But tins time, more than a name is

at stake. On February 24, 1961 the students of the Col
lege ot Agriculture will decide whether or not they
want a Dean's List.

We have long been in favor of this type of scho-
Uistic recognition. There are others who feel that a

Dean's list is not necessary. But the pros and cons of
this particular question are not the main considera
tions The basic issue in this referendum, we feel is
the degree of influence students will have over stu
dent affairs.

Dean Palm said that the students in the College
could have a Dean's List if they wanted one. Ag-Dom
volunteered to find out about the demand. The results
ot the referendum will show more than how many
people want the List, it will show, in effect, how much
support the Dean can get from the student body

According to the amount of interest Dean Palm
has shown in student affairs, and his willingness to get
to know students' problems, we think that student
opinion can become more important in governing stu
dent affairs. The paradox, however, is that student
opinion has always had this power. The problem it
seems to us, has been in getting a definite declaration
ot this opinion.

Now, with the February 24th referendum, stu
dent opinion can have a voice. The College can have
a Dean's List almost for the asking. But if the voice
isn't loud enough, we couldn't blame anybody for
not trying to hear it again.

Before that Trek

To Cortland e • • •

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old-

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location- is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4-9053
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. . . one of

Ithaca's

nicest

places to

dine out

the

College Spa
216 East State St.

Your host, genial

PETE ATSEDES

ATTENTION!

Don't forget

to get your

1961

Cornellian

Drop in at our office —

412 College Ave

or

mail a check for $8

(or a $4 deposit)

with your home and school

address

From the College Press
• MICRO-METEOROLOGY - a young, almost unknown

science to soil researchers, will play a growing

part in helping farmers perfect their soil man

agement and increase crop yields, according to

Prof. E. R. Lemon.

• BEST SILAGE - Farmers should fill their silos

quickly and solidly to get the best possible sil

age, College of Agriculture research shows.

• DAIRY PRODUCTION COSTS - A survey of dairy

farms in southern New York shows it costs the aver

age hill dairyman 10.6 cents to produce a quart of

milk, while he receives only 9.7 cents a quart.

• MEAT RADAR - An ultrasonic "seeing eye" that

lets people look right through a steer's hide at

the steaks underneath was put to practical use for

the first time to judge steers at the International

Livestock Exposition.

• FUTURE FOREST NEEDS -Prof. E. W. Foss said that

the 60 per cent of all forest land in the U.S. that

is now poorly managed will have to meet the wood

needs for the future growth of America.

• RUSHED COWS - Prof. William G. Merrill says the

invention of the milking parlor, which saves far

mers time, has meant bossy is being rushed to the

dinner table.

• EISENHOWER GOWN -Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower has

contributed one of her formal gowns to the historic

costume collection at the College of Home Eco

nomics.

• DIGESTION STUDY - A better understanding of di

gestion in chickens is being sought under a new

grant made to Prof. Robert Young.
• PLASTIC CHERRY - To find out how real cherries

will react in flowing water, Prof. Richard Guest

will use 10,000 three-quarter inch plastic balls

in a series of tests designed to prevent scald.
• FARM SURPLUS PROBLEM - Prof. Max Brunk sees de

velopment of new products as a major step toward

solving the farm surplus problem.
• RADIATION FROM PEACETIME USES -Prof. Cyril Co

mar says the radiation dangers that may accompany

peaceful uses of atomic energywill be "far offset"

by atomic energy's benefits to man.

• MOLASSES IN FEED - Farmers are urged by Cornell
feed spcialists to use molasses this winter to

stimulate cows and heifers to eat more low-quali
ty roughage than normal.

For further information „n any nj the above ilci itc to the Cornell Counlr\m.in

Cornell Countryman



^Bill §ays:
I'm back in business again at

Bills|Dairy Bar
at the

Corners Community Shopping Center

Present hours: 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

We will stay open later to accommodate students if necessary

We have carry-out service

at the Community Corners.

We specialize in Fried

chicken, fish fries, and

spaghetti.

We also carry milk, butter,

bread, soda, eggs, and a

full line of dairy products

for your convenience.

Also - BOULEVARD DINER ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVARD.

Open 24 hours a day, seven days a week

Bills Dairy Bar - at the Corners

Boulevard Diner - on the Boulevard

Home cooking—not expensive—at both places
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Acquisitions D i v .

Alfred Mann Library

Cormell University

Ithaca, M. Y.
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increases income over feed cost

Are you feeding out all of the milk producing potential

inherited by your cows? So often herds with outstanding

production capabilities just don't deliver when it comes

to figuring net profit per cow. Many low producers are

overfed — and valuable feed is wasted. Other cows —with

high potential — are underfed which prevents them from

producing to capacity.

Beacon's Hi-Speed Dairy Program matches the feed to

the cow's need and does away with rigid grain to milk

ratios. This scientific feed programming has been tested

it the Beacon Dairy Research Farm, and proved by hun

dreds of successful Eastern dairymen who find that re

turns over feed cost are consistently increased.

Let's look at the records

The "proof of the pudding" is in these summaries of

D.H.I.A. herds which changed over to the Beacon Pro

gram. The following tables clearly show consistent

increased production, increased butterfat, increased

inccme over feed cost. These D.H.I.A. figures have been

accumulated since the 1956-57 test year and include

1959-60 results.

FIRST YEAR ON BEACON

Average Increases for 1,476 Cows in 36 Herds

Total 1-Yr.

Increase

Milk (lbs.) Fat (lbs. Income Over Feed Cost

$16.47

TWO CONSECUTIVE YEARS ON BEACON

Average Increases for 773 Cows in 20 Herds

Milk (lbs.) Fat (lbs.) Income Over Feed Cost

1st yr.
2nd yr.

Total 2-Yr.

Increase

610

706

1,316

22.7

33.1

55.8

$16.54
$27.60

$44.14

THREE CONSECUTIVE YEARS ON BEACON

Average Increases for 250 Cows in 7 Herds

Milk (lbs.) Fat (lbs.) Income Over Feed Cost

1st yr.
2nd yr.

3rd yr.

488

807

1,004

20.0

26.5

40.1

$ 5.56

$31.14
$20.01

Total 3-Yr.

Increase 2,299 86.6 $56.71

Call in your Beacon Advisor

He can help evaluate production capacity and roughage

quality, help you feed out the extra profit making ability
inherited by your cows — for more milk, greater return

over feed cost. Ask your Beacon Advisor about this real

money maker for dairymen today.

From the Virginias to Maine

8ft

r BEACON -THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK

THl BEACON MILLING COMPANY Headquarters: Cayug3, N Y

4 division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons, fnc
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Eight thousand dairymen have joined
Ithe Mutual Federation of Independent
Cooperatives for one important reason—

|they value their independence.
Each producer member has a voice in

lall policies of the Mutual

Federation through its 54

|local co-ops.
These 8,000 farmers have

he en the benefits of joint
action at the bargaining
table and in the market

place. They know the Mu
tual way accomplishes re

alistic bargaining and mar

keting objectives. They
|know the value of Mutual's

experienced staff of dairy economists,

lawyers, public relations technicians and

field representatives.
If you are an independent dairy pro

ducer who values his independence yet

recognizes the need for united represen

tation, join Mutual. Get the facts.

1 1 1 West Jefferson St. • Syracuse 2, New York
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NEW YORK STATE FARMERS

READ AND PREFER
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THAN

ANY OTHER FARM PUBLICATION

*
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President

HUGH L. COSLINE

Editor

IRVING W. INGALLS

Advertising Manager

SAVINGS BANK BUILDING
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A Look at Farm Progress

G.L.F. takes this opportunity to salute Cornell on the occasion of its 1961

Agricultural Progress Days, March 21-23.

Those of us who have become so accustomed to think of the time as Farm

and Home Week may lapse occasionally and make reference to the old name,

but it will be a slip in name only.

Certainly the new title is definitive. Agricultural Progress Days provide

the showcase where farmers can see the things that are happening or about to

happen in their business of farming.

And things are happening. Mechanization, to be sure, but mechanization is

only one part of the long-time drive toward more efficient farm production. There

are other vital elements—breeding, to develop cows that will give more milk, and

corn that will produce bigger yields. Nutrition is part of it. So is control of plant

enemies, weeds, bugs, and diseases. It gets into how to plan a barn, how to handle

materials more efficiently.

The leadership for these advances has been provided in large measure by

agricultural colleges like Cornell, a fact which is quite evident to people in G.L.F.

who have worked over the years in association with the people at Cornell toward

one goal ... a more prosperous agriculture.

GIF, Cooperative G.L.F. Exchange, Inc.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Cornell Countryman
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—The design, composed of a black and red line intertwined into a

knot, is symbolic of conflict and depicts the theme of this Agricultural Progress Days

issue—"Great Issues in Agriculture." In the grip of the knot are the symbols of

extension, resident instruction, and research—the three areas in which the College

of Agriculture endeavors to resolve these "great issues."

The interpretation comes from the drawing board of Miss Sirje Helder, a

1960 graduate from Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, with a bachelor of fine arts in adver

tising design. Miss Helder is presently employed as a graphic designer by Fred J.

Brauer, Inc., Industrial Designer, New York City.

Represented for national advertising by Littell-Murray-Barnhill, Inc., 369 Lex

ington Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
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students in the New York State Colleges of Agriculture and Home Economics, units
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New York. Entered as second-class matter, postage paid at Ithaca, New York, and

at additional mailing offices. Printing by Norton Printing Co. of Ithaca. Subscription

rate is $1.75 a year or two years for $3.25; three years for $+.50; single copies, 25

cents.
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From the President's Desk

I take pleasure in welcoming guests of the New York State

College of Agriculture to Cornell University's annual Agri-
cutural Progress Days.

"Our Dynamic Agriculture" is an especially appropriate
theme for this event in view of the vast changes taking place
in agriculture — changes to which Cornell is proud to have

contributed through teaching, research and extension work.
But even greater change lies ahead as agriculture faces the

great dilemmas of the years ahead.

The problems which face us on a state, national and inter
national level are huge. New York State farmers compete with

producers from other areas as never before for the great east
ern markets. Nationally, we have an overabundance of certain

foods, an unequal return to the farmer on his investment and
other equally pressing economic and political problems. In-

ternationally, we are concerned with feeding the world' s bil
lions.

If these problems are to be solved, all of us in the field
of agriculture must see that it continues to be dynamic and
progressive. It is our belief here at Cornell that the problems
can be solved and our hope that Cornell may continue to play a

leading role in meeting the challenges before us.

Deane W. Malott

President, Cornell University

4
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"Our Dynamic Agriculture"

MODERN agriculture is Ameri

ca's greatest business and the

many factors that have promoted
dramatic progress in the past have

opened up great possibilities and

challenges that range across the

broad complex of modern agricul
ture.

With the striking developments
that are taking place, consider the

changes in our agriculture. Many
operations formerly carried out on

the farm have "spun off," and now

are a part of the agricultural busi
nesses taken from the farm through
processing, marketing, and ultimate

distribution to the consumer. It is

this total complex of the farm and

the business associated with it that

comprise modern agriculture.
In this context, agriculture em

ploys about one-third of the gain

fully-employed men and women in

the United States, whereas farming
alone requires slightly less than 10

percent. All phases of agriculture
offer many wonderful opportunities
for useful and satisfying careers,

regardless of one's interest—farm

ing, farm machinery, dairying, food

processing, the biochemical labor

atory, farm credit, food distribu

tion, international shipment of ag

ricultural commodities, teaching,
research, or extension. These and

many other phases of modern agri
culture afford competent men and

women careers for outstanding
service and a profitable future.

New York State's agricultural
economy is strong and varied. Our

farms produce commodities worth

nearly a billion dollars annually.
Dairy and livestock farming ac

count for 72 percent of our farm

income, with a variety of crops pro

viding the remaining 28 percent.
The agri-businesses associated with

the farm add billions of dollars to

the total worth. Consumers in our

State, in turn, pay an estimated

five billion dollars a year for food

and beverages.
The national and the State trend

toward fewer, larger farms contin

ues. Over the past 60 years, the

number of commercial farms in our

State has declined from 225,000 to

an estimated 70,000. Yet New York

farmers are producing more today
than ever before through higher
yields per unit of production. Build-

by Charles

College

ing and maintaining the family
farm enterprise as an efficient,
economical unit is a continuing
problem for farmers. With our in

creasing reliance for food and fiber

production on fewer farmers, the

importance of their training in the

fundamentals of scientific agricul
ture, as well as farm management
becomes more essential.

Science is the cornerstone of a

modern technology that has made
a large share of this progress pos
sible. It has been said that of all

the world's scientists who have

ever lived, 90 percent are alive to

day. Our knowledge doubles every
ten years. Our educational and

communication systems have de

veloped to the point where space
barriers have been effectively re

duced. Agricultural progress in the

United States has advanced until,
paradoxically, some, who do not

understand agriculture, feel that it

has become a national problem. In
some areas of production it has be

come a pressure on our population,
not vice versa.

Like the capabilities of other seg
ments of our economy, agricultural
production of many commodities

exceeds the demand. A few, par

ticularly the cereal grains and sorg

hums, continue to mount in stor

age, involving an investment of

several billion dollars. We live in

an era of abundance, a part of

which is rightfully attributed to the

results of research and extension

activities of the colleges and the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, as

well as to trends in the efficiency
of modern farming.
The question is sometimes raised

as to whether production research

should be continued in view of sur

pluses. In my judgment, we must

continue research in all phases of

agriculture, if for no other reason

than to remain competitive. The

future will call for greater applica
tion of science to all aspects of ag
riculture. Greater emphasis will be

placed, I believe, on basic research

as a companion program to applied
investigation in our experiment
stations. While we guide our pro

gram today, we must be searching
for the knowledge that will be vital
to our efforts tomorrow. Further,
the conduct of research in our uni-

E. Palm, Dean

of Agrictilture

ETI

versities affords the great oppor

tunity for the training of men and
women who will be our future
scientists.

A growing demand from many
world areas for technical assistance
points up another important role
for our dynamic agriculture. In

many parts of the free world to

day, our Nation is engaged in a

vast effort to help undeveloped and

underdeveloped areas develop their
own basic resource—a strong agri
culture. It will provide a firmer
base upon which an industrial econ

omy can be built. This is of in

creasing importance to world peace,
as well as to the development of
international trade.

American land-grant colleges and
universities have shouldered an im

portant part of the technical assist
ance program during recent years

by sending staff members to live
and work in other lands. In addi

tion, they have admitted thousands
of foreign students for undergrad
uate and graduate study. At Cor
nell University, for example, 40

percent of all our foreign students
are studying in agriculture. Ideas
know no geographical boundaries.
We are convinced of the great and

expanding role of our College of

Agriculture in world agriculture and

plan to develop this area as one

providing great opportunities for

American-born students, as well as

those from other lands.

We have within our grasp the

ability to continue U.S. agriculture
in its enviable role of world leader

ship, and the American people have

the imagination and the fortitude

to direct it to new levels of accom

plishment for mankind everywhere.
In our own State, agriculture has

a bright future if we can keep it

competitive with other areas. Farm

ers, cooperatives, agricultural in

dustries, the College, and all other

interested groups, working closely

together, will assure a strong agri
culture in our Empire State in the

Years ahead.

March, 1961



EABMIBLWEEK
A T T H E

NEW YORK STATE

COLLEGE OFAGRICULTURE
AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, NEW YORK

22 TO 27, 1909
L. H. BAILEY, Director

Practical Discussions and

Demonstrations in Farming
Different phases taken up in detail every day from 8 A. M. to 5 P. M., with

evening meetings at 7; 30

ADDRESSES BY

Pres. SchurmanmDean Bailey
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY

REDUCED RAILROAD RATES

This Week is for you and your neighbors. Board and room

convenient and cheap. Ask about it.

An early poster for Cornell's biggest open house.

—ETI

Countryman Picks

Cornell's

Agricultural

Progress Days

Highlights

DAIRY DAY

Symposium-: The Challenges in Obtaining Profit
able Milk Production per Cow. With discussions

on breeding, feeding, and general operations.
Forum: Adjusting Farms and Marketing to Bulk

Milk Handling. Covering quality control, efficient

layout, and costs.

Fashion and Its Implications—Special Program
for Women. Also held on Farm Forum Day.
Research on Parade. A presentation showing over
100 new products developed from agricultural re
search.

Annual Rice Debate Stage. Resolved: "That the

production of all agricultural commodities should

be free of government controls."

FARM FORUM DAY

•Our Dynamic Agriculture. Speech by Charles E.

Palm, Dean, College of Agriculture.
• Panel: Increasing the Market Power of Farmers

. . . Through marketing organizations, market

expansion, and adjusting supply.
• Keynote Address. By George McGovern, Special
Assistant to President Kennedy and Director of
the U.S. Food for Peace Program.

• The Proposal to Manage Milk Supplies. Dis
cussions on production controls—pro and con.

• Eastman Stage Contest. This is the fiftieth anni

versary of the speaking contest.

FOOD SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY DAY

Morning Program—Theme: Product Improvement and

Product Development.

• Vegetables—Lectures on improving color of

french fries and potato chips, breeding vegetables
for processing, and others.

• Fruit—Featuring discussions on new apple varie

ties, apple processing, and the future of the apple
juice industry in New York.

• Poultry—Lectures on egg packaging and new

poultry and egg products. Panel: Do We Need

a Label Program for New York State Quality
Eggs?

Afternoon Program—Theme: Operations and Prob

lems in Food Industry.

• Chemical in- our Foods

• New Food Processes

• Mechanical Fruit Harvesting and Handling
• Forum: High Quality Pork Through Breeding
and Feeding.

• Quality Foods for the Consumer—Panels on

meats, poultry, dairy products, fruits, and vege

tables.

• Keeping Dairy Cattle Healthy.

CENTRAL EXHIBITS—Judging Pavilion from 9:00

a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on all three days.
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Dispensing with the Dispensible
by Zilch

Zilch
is tempted to say "welcome again to Farm and

Home Week"
.

. . but times do change, don't

they? In any case, Zilch does welcome you and hopes
that you will inspect with satisfaction the simple words

of this humble author.

There is one part of this joyous occasion, however,
that has withstood most of the ravages of "progress".
That part being Zilch's annual parting words to the

friends of the Countryman and members of the staff

who have proved immeasurably dispensible and who

will be replaced after this month.

These parting words have traditionally taken the

form of a last will and testament. And with all due

respects to the legal structure of such a document,
Zilch will have a go at it.

To the Editor-in-chief: After reading some of the

garbled, anti-semantic, literary attempts of this "wild

bull of the campus," Zilch wonders how the Country
man has managed to maintain any semblance of gram
matical correctness. To him, Zilch grants one copy of

The Elements of Style; a thousand-pound bag of Pu

rina Chow rabbit food; and the hope that all his spel
ling errors will be small ones.

Managing Editor: Already departed from behind

these sainted walls of ivy, dear ol' Phoebe is spending
most of her time trying to stop a defective engagement

ring from turning her finger green. Zilch leaves to

her, and the man who is about to put an V in her

M.S., a three-week correspondence course from the

Home Ec College's Family Relations and Child Deve

lopment Department.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

"NOW TH£££'3 A 6»TUPeNT WHOU GO ?^hC$6,"

March, 1961

Business Manager: Now developing his theory
Ihe balance sheet—a deceptive tool, this digital despot
will be the inheritor of volumes I, II, and III of the
Lountrymans classic: Unpaid Bills—Unlimited

Advertising Manager: His bold deceptions, and
savage subterfuge have made him a legend in adver
tising circles and among down-town Ithaca merchants
For him: a copy of The Art of Small- Talk; and the re

minder that magazines aren't meant to have more ads
than mail order catalogs.

Associate Editors: Flim: an engraved copy of the
old journalists adage: "If you're not an authoritv
quote one." Her: the latest edition of the Cornellian '.

'

editor; and four feet, five inches of the Editor's desk—
a dimension comparable to her height.

Circulation Manager: Zilch promises him that he
shall forever be known to have been "Entered as second
class matter, postage paid at Ithaca, New York."

Public Relations Manager: For him, a copy of
the College Press Service's best seller: The Press Re
lease in Literature.

Board of Directors: They just don't understand
us! We're not really radical, we're just exploring new

frontiers! Zilch has nothing to give to them. After all,
what do you give someone who has everything?

^Ag-Dom Rep: Zilch reminds him that its better
to "walk softly and carry a big stick" than to stamp
loudly while waving a wet noodle.

To Trudy, a glamorous ray of sunshine in ETI's
Vis Aids section, a fond farewell from a "fast buck."

The Countryman Staff: If you don't know to

whom you owe your loyalty, you might find yourself
branded with a large "Z"—and that doesn't mean

Zorro!

Before That Trek

To Cortland

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not onl-y will the friendly service please

you, but the location- is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. 4~90
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Argentina's livestock industry is making a "comeback" after

suffering through the ruinous policies of the Peron regime.

In South America

We Sensed

An Urgency
For Progress

This progress will affect trade between the

Americas.

N Sao Paulo, Brazil, we felt the strong pulse beat of

_
the fastest growing city in the world. On ranches in

the Pampa region of Argentina we saw a livestock in

dustry recovering from the ruinous policies of a former

dictator. In cities and villages and on farms of three

other South American countries—Uruguay, Chile and

Peru—we talked with key government officials, busi

nessmen, people on the street, and farmers. Although

many of their economic and social problems seemed

almost overwhelming to us, we were impressed with

their impelling desire to help themselves and to make

more rapid progress in the years ahead.

We believe there will be great agricultural and

industrial developments in these countries in this de

cade if an effective damper can be put on inflation

and if their economies can be reasonably free. And

these developments will increase their wealth, raise

the standard of living of their people, and increase

their trade with the United States.

Before continuing, perhaps I should explain the

editorial "we" in this article. Last October and early

November, I had the privilege of accompanying the

then Secretary of Agriculture, Ezra Taft Benson, on

a trade development trip to South America. In the

Secretary's party on this trip were ten press, radio,
and television representatives. We had the opportunity
to discuss trade with presidents and ministers of ag

riculture and to become better acquainted with the

agriculture of these countries. Everywhere we went we

received a warm and cordial reception.

World's Largest Trade

I was often asked upon my return whether trade

between the Americas is really important to us. Actu

ally, this trade represents the largest in the world, and
much of it is agricultural. U.S. agricultural exports
to South America and to other parts of the world

amounted to more than AVi billion dollars in 1960.

These exports cut down on our surpluses and strength
ened prices here at home. It is interesting to note that

without the exports under Public Law 480 alone, our

government's investment in surplus farm products
would be about twice as much as it is now. Com

mercial agricultural exports for dollars are even more

important to our farmers because they are much

larger.
Evidence indicates that our Food for Peace and

other export programs are helping to build permanent
markets for U.S. farm products. When expected in

dustrial and agricultural developments materialize in

these countries, the standards of living of the people
will improve. Per capita incomes and population may

expand faster than domestic agricultural production.
With such progress, exports of U.S. farm products to

South America should increase in the years ahead.

One way to foster South American progress will

be more research, particularly in agriculture. For ex

ample, during the Peron regime in Argentina, agri
cultural research was brought practically to a stand

still. One of President Frondizi's top agricultural ad

visors told me the stifling of research had cost Ar

gentina 15 years of progress. I couldn't help thinking
of arguments advanced occasionally in the U.S. fav

oring cutbacks in research until our surpluses are

absorbed!

by William B. Ward, Head
Department of Extension
Teaching & Information

Two-Way Trade Street

Our government has religiously followed a policy
of not dumping food commodities on the world markets

to interfere with normal marketings. The U.S. is de-

Cornell Countryman



In each of the five South American coun

tries, Secretary Benson made the Minister

of Agriculture an honorary life member of

the 4-H Clubs of America. Here he pre

sents a 4-H tie clasp emblem to Manuel

Casanueva, Minister of Agriculture in

Chile. W. B. Ward

vising trade programs that are

mutually advantageous to our

country and to those countries with

whom we trade. Building a two-

way trade street is vitally im

portant.
One of the hottest subjects of

current interest revolves around

this topic of two-way trade, and

sugar is the commodity most often

mentioned. Several South American

countries asked why they couldn't

get larger export sugar quotas from

the U.S. now that the Cuban quotas

have been eliminated. They would

be willing to buy more U.S. food

products (wheat, for example) if

they could sell more sugar to us.

Under the U.S. Sugar Act, most of

the Cuban sugar quota went to the

Dominican Republic. Because the

Dominican Republic is governed
by a dictatorship, the people in the

countries we visited could not un

derstand the U.S. position. Believe

me, it was difficult to explain, law
or no law. There is hope that the

Sugar Act will be amended soon to

permit increased quotas to some of

the South American countries that

have a sugar surplus. Brazil, for

example, is the world's third larg
est sugar producer.
One thing that impressed me was

the fact that U.S. laws dealing with

trade are vitally important to our

relations with countries abroad.

It is in the best interest of the

free world to recognize the princi

ple of comparative advantage and

for countries to produce those

things which they can produce best
and import those which they pro

duce less efficiently. The U.S. pol
icy under the Eisenhower adminis

tration was to move in the direc

tion of a more liberalized trade

policy and the use of competitive
markets as the best means of mov

ing our agricultural products. Pres
ident Kennedy also proposed a re

duction of trade barriers as part
of an expanded and long-term
foreign market program.

Responsible people in the five

South American countries are wor

ried over the use of Cuba as a base

from which communists are further

infiltrating their own and other

Latin American countries. We saw

considerable communist activity on

our trip. (Communist newspapers

and signs reading "Yanks—Hands

Off Cuba!"; a strike and riot of

Ninety percent of the land is owned

by 6 percent of the people. So far,
there doesn't seem to be much more

than "lip service" given to this im

portant subject. A practical land

reform program, plus a better
standard of living for the people of
these countries through industrial
and agricultural development and

better educational opportunities
would be the most powerful deter
rents to communism.

There is no question that these
South American countries have

grave economic and social problems
to solve, but they show great prom
ise of success. They have tremen

dous potential for growth. Now a

familiar quotation has a new sound:

"Go South young man," rather

than "Go West young man."

;m
■

The Plaza of the Three Powers (above) is

the center of the government in Brasilia,

the new capital city of Brazil, built out of

the vast wilderness in the interior of the

largest country in South America. (Right)

Any conveniences of modern life seem to

be beyond the reach of these workers and

their families on a farm in Peru.

university students in Montevideo,
and hard core communists at work

in the universities. One Latin Amer

ican newsman told me that "a uni

versity is a place you go to practice
your politics.") Top government
leaders in the five countries, how

ever, are strongly anticommunist.

At the time this article was written,
Peru had broken off relations with

the Castro regime. Several other

countries, including the United

States, have since taken the same

action. Despite the efforts of com

munist propagandists, U.S. prestige
in the countries we visited is high.
Land reform is a "burning issue"

and communists use it to the hilt.

March, 1961 9



Professors Allen (standing) and Kellogg use the parabolic

reflector to capture a bird song. Richard B. Fischer

by Jane P. Doyle '62

Far
above the rush of traffic, in a city apartment, an

elderly man sat quietly, head back and eyes closed,

listening to early morning sounds of birds and insects.

A few years ago this scene wouldn't have been

possible. Now, thanks to the Cornell Laboratory of

Ornithology and the teamwork of its staff members,

anyone can enjoy the sounds of marshes, woods, and

meadows within his own home. All the equipment need

ed is a phonograph and one or two of the Laboratory's
bird song recordings.

These recordings, produced by the Laboratory
from its extensive collection of natural sounds include

not only bird songs, but frogs, toads, insects, and even

the early morning sounds of a duck marsh.

Since they first appeared, these Cornell records

have been heard by people all over the United States

and in many foreign countries. Although intended pri-

Bird Call Recording at Cornell

AUDIO

ORNITHOLOGY

A phonograph, a few records from the

Orinthology Laboratory-ana any room

can be transformed into a swamp, an

open field, or "Dawn in a Duck Blind."

marily for listening pleasure or as learning devices they
are sometimes used in unique ways.

Mr. Richard C. Davids, in an article for the Chris

tian Science Monitor, tells of a growing hobby—bird

calling with records. With his phonograph placed near

an open window, Mr. Davids plays one of the bird re

cords. Often within a few minutes a bird will call in

response and may even come close to the window, look

ing for the sound of the intruder.

According to Dr. Peter Kellogg of the Laboratory,
who was a pioneer in this field of "bio-acoustics," the

technique is especially good for beginners because it is

selective. "Not all birds respond to the recorded call"

he explains. However, if a bird does respond, it will

only be attracted to the call of a member of the same

species.
This method of attracting birds is not used only

by amateurs. Professor Kellogg began using it many
years ago to lure birds to his microphone.

Once, while playing the song of a Mockingbird he
heard a noise at the window. There sat a Mockingbird.
Suspecting that the bird might have responded to the
sound he moved a speaker out of doors. When the re

cord came on, the excited bird first hopped around the
loud speaker. Finding nothing, he then tried song
as a means of intimidating this new threat.

Later, Kellogg tried this method on other birds

For Elegant Dining

27 Course Smorgasbord Sat

urday Nights. Banquets for

Special Occasions. Dinner in

the Mural Lounge.

CLINTON HOUSE

116 N. Cayuga St. Ithaca 4-6371
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increases income over feed cost

Are you feeding out all of the milk producing potential
inherited by your cows? So often herds with outstanding
production capabilities just don't deliver when it comes

to figuring net profit per cow. Many low producers are

overfed — and valuable feed is wasted. Other cows —with

high potential — are underfed which prevents them from

producing to capacity.

Beacon's Hi-Speed Dairy Program matches the feed to

the cow's need and does away with rigid grain to milk

ratios. This scientific feed programming has been tested

at the Beacon Dairy Research Farm, and proved by hun

dreds of successful Eastern dairymen who find that re

turns over feed cost are consistently increased.

Let's look at the records

The "proof of the pudding" is in these summaries of

D.H.I.A. herds which changed over to the Beacon Pro

gram. The following tables clearly show consistent

increased production, increased butterfat, increased

income over feed cost. These D.H.I.A. figures have been
accumulated since the 1956-57 test year and include

1959-60 results.

FIRST YEAR ON BEACON

Average Increases for 1,476 Cows in 36 Herds

Total 1-Yr.

Increase

Milk (lbs.) Fat (lbs.)

26.9

Income Over Feed Cost

$16.47

TWO

Averag<

CONSECUTIV

; Increases fo

Milk (lbs.)

£ YEARS ON

r 773 Cows

Fat (lbs.)

BEACON

in 20 Herds

Income Over Feed Cost

lstyr.
2nd yr.

610

706

22.7

33.1

$16.54

$27.60

Total 2-Yr.

Increase 1,316 55.8 $44.14

THREE CONSECUTIVE YEARS ON BEACON

Average Increases for 250 Cows in 7 Herds

Milk (lbs.) Fat (lbs.) Income Over Feed Cost

1st yr.
2nd yr.

3rd yr.

Total 3-Yr.

Increase

488

807

1,004

2,299

20.0

26.5

40.1

86.6

$ 5.56

$31.14

$20.01

$56.71

Call in your Beacon Advisor

He can help evaluate production capacity and roughage

quality, help you feed out the extra profit making ability

inherited by your cows - for more milk, greater return

over feed cost. Ask your Beacon Advisor about this real

money maker for dairymen today.

From the Virginias to Maine r,--.

„„,, <■-:■}. rs-") j-;nj /m>i»<v 71

i&M
MJW

BEACON -THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK
'

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY Headquarters: Cayuga. N. Y.

A division of Spencer Kellogg and Sons. Inc.
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Make Progress Toward

Higher Profits

Armour VERTAGREEN Plant Food

For Commercial Crops

VERTAGREEN—the premium fertilizer

that is

"WORTH MORE BECAUSE IT DOES MORE"

Armour Agricultural Chemical Company
Cateret, New Jersey

While At

Agricultural

Progress

Days

STOP AT

PATTERSON'S

Mobile Station

for

• efficient

• courteous

• top-notch

221 N. Aurora St.

Phone 3-1 169

and found that it functions well, especially among

small, wary landbirds such as the thrushes.

However, a previous tape isn't always needed to

attract birds. Sometimes recordings are made in the

field and then re-used on the same individual, thus

obtaining an even better recording.

Painted Bunting Call

Charles Sutherland and Warren Brockelman, both

'63, tell of the time last summer when they were at

tempting to tape the song of a Painted Bunting, a bird

not then in the Laboratory's collection.

"One day in late July," Sutherland and Brockel

man relate, "we arrived at the Savannah River Refuge
in South Carolina and found a number of individuals

calling. On our first tape the bunting was SO yards

-

A chestnut-collared longspur virtuoso sings for the Cornell microphone.

A. A. Alien

away. By playing this tape back, we attracted the bird

to within 20 feet of our equipment.
"Unable to locate the rival bird" the men continue,

"but still hearing a call, the bunting responded with

loud, clear singing. We took advantage of this and

taped several minutes of his song."

Searching to Identify Bird Calls

The Library of Natural Sounds, from which the

records are made, had its origin more than 30 years

ago in the need of a young Cornell instructor. The

instructor, and later professor, Peter Kellogg, was look
ing for a way to aid students in identification of birds
and bird calls.

Working with only a recorder and microphone,
Kellogg made several recordings. Anyone hearing the
beautiful reproductions on American' Bird Songs will
find it hard to believe that those first attempts almost
ended in failure. Wind, insects, and even the whirring
of the machine nearly drowned out the faint chirps.

Once, a bird obligingly landed on the microphone
and began to sing. When it had finished, Kellogg hur
ried to play back the recording and found to his dis

may that the shuffling of the bird's feet on the sensi

tive microphone completely drowned out the song.

Later, at the suggestion of Mr. M. Peter Keane,
the microphone was suspended in front of a saucer-

12
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ahaped parabolic reflector about 30 inches in diameter.
This large disc focuses the sound on the micro

phone, increasing the energy entering the micro

phone as much as 40 times. This has the same effect
as moving the recording apparatus 40 times closer to

the bird.

Cooperation Among Scientists

Though the idea of recording birds has been fos
tered by Kellogg, many others have shared in build

ing up the library. Dr. A. A. Allen, also of Cornell, is
not only an expert on the subject of bird photography,
but has also taped thousands of hours of natural

sounds. Persons familiar with An Evening in Sapsucker
Woods, or Dawn in a Duck Blind, will also remember
his interesting commentary on the various songs and

calls.

Every year Dr. Kellogg receives many requests
for excerpts from the recordings. Not all requests can

be filled but anyone who wishes copies of any bird song
to be used for scientific purposes may obtain them by
sending his request, along with sufficient tape to the

laboratory. In this way, Cornell cooperates with scien

tists all over the world.

Such cooperation sometimes pays special divi

dends. "In 1950" reports Dr. Kellogg, "I received a

series of recordings made in Africa by Miles E. W.

North, an amateur ornithologist who was then a dist

rict commissioner in Nairobi, Kenya. Although the bird

songs were technically excellent, poor equipment had

garbled the sounds enough to make them almost un

usable."

An acquaintance of North's in Chicago, Kellogg
relates, learned of this problem and donated two thou

sand dollars to Cornell. "We then sent him a set of

high quality equipment." North later became a Re

search Associate of the Laboratory and the recordings
which he made have been made into a record, Voices

of African Birds.

Dr. Kellogg edits a tape for one of the laboratory records. Behind him is a

portion of the Library of Natural Sounds. Richard B. Fischer

Probably the recordings which please Kellogg most

are those made by his students. Each year several

graduates and undergraduates are sent into the field.

Last summer Chuck Sutherland and Warren Brockel-

man, armed with a map and a list of southern birds

not in the library, spent two months traveling and re

cording. When they returned in late August, they had

taped more than 100 species including 20 never before

recorded.

Recording has come a long way since scientists

first captured the sound of a bird—but the field of

bio-acoustics is still growing. Each year, new uses are

discovered for this medium of research. Whatever ad

vances come, however, the Laboratory of Ornithology
will play a part in their discovery.

4 SQUARE PLAN

Grange Hospital Service

Quality Protection

- Reasonable Cost

Where Can You Beat These Benefits?

• Daily Hospital Room and Board Benefit

• Miscellaneous Hospital Expense Benefit

• Maternity Benefit

• Surgical Benefit

Contact your local representative for complete

information about this plan of hospital expense

protection designed exclusively for grangers and

their families.

FARMERS AND TRADERs LIFE INSURANCE CO.

960 James St.

A Grange Sponsored Company
Syracuse, N. Y.
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reat Issues in Agriculture
"Our dynamic agriculture" presents grave problems along with tremendous

progress. Many of these problems might well be called today's "Great Issues in

Agriculture." The Countryman asked the Directors of Research, Extension, and

Resident Instruction to describe some great issues in their major areas of

College work; and seven College of Agriculture professors to explain issues in

fields with which they are associated. To lead off this special section we asked

♦Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman to give us an overall look at our

nation's agriculture.—Ed.

Secretary Freeman: The Goals of U.S. Agriculture

by Orville Freeman

Secretary of Agriculture

USDA Photo

ALMOST daily since I became
■*-

Secretary of Agriculture, repre
sentatives of the press and news

media have come to my office. They
all ask some foam of the question,
"Have you a solution for the farm

problem?"
There is no easy answer, no ready

formula, no one program that will

"solve" the problem. There are

goals, yes; objectives certainly —

and it is our aim, in cooperation
with Congress, farm groups, farm

leaders, and all who are interested

in the welfare of agriculture, to de

velop and pursue policies and pro

grams that will achieve these goals
and objectives.
The three major goals, as I see

them, in a positive constructive ap

proach to the problems of U.S. agri
culture are:

First, the production of enough
food and fiber to provide high liv

ing standards for all our consumers

and customers at home and abroad

now and in the years ahead.

Second, opportunity for the op
erators of efficient family farms to

achieve parity of income without

exploiting either consumers or tax

payers.

Third, the effective, efficient, and
wise use of our agricultural abund
ance so that it may fully serve the

needs of humanity, both at home
and abroad.

Mankind is about to enter—as

we in this country have already
entered—a new age: The Age of

Plenty. Only IS years ago at the
end of World War II much of the
earth was so devastated that it
seemed there could never be enough
food to meet even the minimum
needs of a hungry world. This was,

in part, the result of war, but it
was also a manifestation of a con

dition that has been chronic

throughout history.

In all of history, one element

has been constant: Scarcity. It is

not pleasant to read the history of

man's endless struggle against hun

ger
—his agony of starvation. His

torians have recorded as many as

20 famines in various parts of the

world during a single century. It

has been only in recent years and

in only a few countries that agri
cultural abundance has ever been

a major economic problem.
In our nation, and in some other

lands, agriculture has now broken

through age-old barriers that

hitherto prevented abundance. All

over the world people awaken today
to the hope that their long sought
wants and needs for food, shelter,
and clothing can be fulfilled.

Only when this goal has been

reached, or is well on the way to

being reached, will humankind be

gin to achieve that permanent

peace, the desire for which lies deep
in the hearts of all men.
As President Kennedv said in his

Inaugural Address: "All this will
not be finished in the first one

hundred days. Nor will it be fin
ished in the first one thousand days,
nor in the Life of this Administra

tion, nor even perhaps in our life
time on this planet. But let us be

gin."
For those of us who have the

welfare of U.S. agriculture at heart,
we can begin by helping our people
generally to reach a deeper appreci
ation and better understanding of
the job agriculture has done, is do

ing, and can do. The productive
achievements of our farmers consti
tute an outstanding success story

—

perhaps the most important success
story that has been written by any

major segment of the national econ
omy.

Too few of those who live in the
cities and towns know the immense

14
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Cm:at Issui:s-

contribution agriculture has made

to their standard of living. Too few

appreciate the problems our farm

people have. loo many misunder

standings exist between labor and

agriculture, between consumers and

farmers. Though U.S. consumers

are better fed, and at lower real

cost, than ever before, and better

than consumers in any other coun

try, our agriculture is referred to

more often in terms of surplus or

subsidy than in terms of success.

We need to retell the story of the
farm as the backbone of this nation.
We need to retell the story of the

fabulous efficiency of our agricul
ture— the average farm worker to

day provides food and fiber for
about 25 persons compared with

only 7 persons 50 years ago.
We need to retell the story that

food in this country is a tremendous

bargain. An hour of labor today
buys twice as much steak, milk,
and butter as it did in 1929—and

three times as many eggs.

We need to retell the story of
agriculture as a $40 billion customer

for the products and services of the
U.S. economy.
We need to tell the real story of

our abundance — of how farmers
have been subsidizing consumers

rather than the other way around.
If the people of the United States

fail to appreciate and understand
this potential of agriculture, it can
not make its full contribution to

national prosperity and security
and to world peace.

The Research-Surplus Conflict
ETI

A GRICULTURAL research is

■**the foundation of the high
standard of living the American

people enjoy today. Never before

has the working man spent so small

a portion of his working day earn

ing the food he and his family eats.

In 1914 when bacon cost only 27

cents a pound the working man

had to work three times as long to

get a pound of bacon as he does

today; two and one half times for

a loaf of bread or a pound of beef
—still longer for a pound of poultry.
It is indeed a paradox that while

we in the United States have an

abundance of wholesome, inexpen
sive food, two-thirds of the world's

population go to bed hungry or in

adequately nourished. Everyone
agrees that it is wasteful to con

tinue to produce more agricultural
products than we can consume, but

is curtailing production research the

answer? Or, should we be searching
for better ways of capitalizing upon

our efficient agricultural industry?
Rather than lose the tremendous

advantage we have in agricultural
production let us explore ways of

using "Food for Peace" for better

distribution of the food sorely
needed by people in other parts of

the world. At the same time we

should continue to search for ways
of bringing agricultural production
more in line with our needs without

creating an inefficient and weak

ened industry.
In recent years the New York

State College of Agriculture has

devoted an increasing percentage
of its research effort to methods of

marketing our agricultural prod

ucts, and to the development of

new products with the aim of ex

panding the sale and use of our

commodities. The College plans to

continue to place a high priority
on marketing research and product

by W. Keith Kennedy
Director of Research

development, but it also must main
tain a well-rounded program in

production research.

Production research increases the

potential for raising the incomes,
and the new technology derived

from production research paves the

way for reducing costs. The reduc

tion of costs is imperative to a

strong agricultural industry be

cause:

1. Marketing problems will be

decreased if costs can be reduced

or at least maintained at the pres

ent level. All products are in direct

competition with each other for the

spending income of every family.
Consumers will make adjustments
in their purchases of food products
as price changes occur. Once a

family decreases its purchases of

any food product because of high
prices, it is difficult to re-establish

the lost market.

2. Interregional competition for

markets already is extremely keen.

The other regions will continue to

conduct production research be

cause they are anxious to reduce

costs in order that they might ob

tain a greater share of our large
metropolitan market. New York

farmers must employ the latest

technology if they are to meet this

competition. While interregional
competition for our most important
product, milk, currently is not as

great as it is for our other agricul
tural products, any relative decline

in the efficiency of New York

dairymen might hasten its develop
ment. With possible changes in

processing and transportation, this

factor could become extremely im

portant in a very short period of

time.

Discontinuing production re

search for even a few years would

be disastrous because:

1. New plant and animal diseases,

insect resistance to pesticides, and

new plant and animal nutritional

disorders are constantly arising.

Even with a vigorous research pro

gram our scientists are hard-pressed
to keep ahead of these new prob
lems. For example, new races of oat

diseases develop in the South and

West and are transported by wind

into the East. If our plant breeders

did not continuously develop varie

ties with resistance to these new

diseases, in five years our farmers

would be unable to grow a satis

factory crop of oats. If our ento

mologists were not constantly de

vising new means for controlling

insects, a salable crop of several

important fruits and vetegtables
could not be produced.

2. A research program cannot be

turned on and off like a faucet. It

requires ten years of intensive and

continuing effort to develop a new

forage variety. Each year thousands

of crosses and selections are made

and discontinuing the program for

one year might mean a complete

loss of the breeding material or at
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best a delay of several years while

it is re-established.

3. Competition for capable ..re

search scientists is just as keen as

the interregional competition for

the markets of our agricultural

products. If production research

was curtailed, it would require years

to reassemble a competent and ef

fective research staff.

The New York College of Agri

culture is utilizing this period of

surpluses to strengthen its basic re

search program in the plant, ani

mal, and social sciences. Through
research new knowledge is obtained

which will enable our scientists to

answer many of the unforeseen

practical problems of tomorrow.

It is well to remember that the

application of science to agriculture
is the key to the high standard of

living Americans enjoy today. The

first demand on any society is to

produce enough food and fiber for

its people. Through production re

search and technology, only 10 per

cent of our working force provides
the entire population with an

abundance of wholesome food at

bargain prices. This frees the re

mainder of our population to pro

duce the many other goods and

services which we take for granted
as a part of modern living.

Changing Role of Extension

ETI

by Maurice G. Bond

Director of Extension

THE
TITLE of this presumes

change. No one doubts changes
in knowledge or changes in prob
lems facing people. Everyone recog

nizes changes in the vocations of

people living throughout rural

America.

The basic purposes and objectives
of the Cooperative Extension Work

have not changed. However,

changes in programs have been un

derway since the inception of Co

operative Extension Work. The

first state appropriation to support

some extension work was in the ju
dicial district in southwestern New

York. This was obtained through
the efforts of local people who de

sired to have the assistance of the

College of Agriculture for the people
in Chautauqua County. The geo

graphic area supported by state ap

propriations was soon broadened.

The problems of people have

changed greatly, but they still want

FOR PROGRESS...
NOW AND IN THE YEARS AHEAD

Dairymen Face These Challenges:
1. Need to adjust milk supply to consumer demand.

2. Need for class price adjustment in the Northeast markets.

3. Need for improved bargaining techniques as farm numbers decline.

4. Need for equitable sharing of surpluses in Northeast markets.

5. Need for efficient handling of milk during transition from can to bulk

handling.
6. Need to direct merchandising to changing consumer habits.

7. Need to meet the challenge of new products such as concentrates and

the ever-increasing competition of other foods and products with those

produced by dairymen.

FUTURE PROGRESS IN GETTING THINGS DONE FOR

DAIRYMEN CAN BE MEASURED BY OUR 24-YEAR
RECORD OF SERVICE.

^OCtatTOfl^

Dairymen Move Altead with a Co

operative Association of Milk Pro

ducers — 93 cooperatives— repre

senting 22,000 producers—united

for improved milk marketing.

Metropolitan
Cooperative
Milk Producers

Bargaining Agency, Inc.
527 S. Warren St., Syracuse 2, N. Y., Phone HA 2-0186
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the knowledge of n e w develop
ments, new techniques, and the re

sults of resarch from the land-

grant college. This is true through
out the United States as well as in

New York.

The wartime situation has caused

substantial changes in the exten

sion programs. In World War I,
County Agricultural Agents parti
cipated in the all-out effort to in

crease food production for urban

dwellers and our armed forces.

Home Demonstration Agents car

ried on an intensive program on

the preservation of food for use in

the home. The emergency aspect of

the Home Demonstration Program
during World War II was quite dif

ferent. Great changes had occured

in the kinds of food people ate and

the sources from which they were

obtained. In World War II, County
Agricultural Agents were deeply in

volved in problems of man power,

cooperated with selective service

and gave assistance in connection

with priorities and shortages in con

nection with farm machinery and

equipment. Very little vestige of

the war-time services by County
Agricultural Agents appear now in

the Extension programs of the 56

counties in New York.

Commercial farmers today are

Paradox of Stu

ONE
OF the most important

problems with which colleges
of agriculture have been concerned

in recent years has been that of re

duced undergraduate enrollment.

This situation is most surprising in

view of the increased demand for

college education and the low tui

tion fees charged by most of the

colleges involved. According to

statistics gathered by the U.S. De

partment of Health, Education and

Welfare, the undergraduate enroll

ment in degree programs in land-

grant colleges of agriculture in

this country was 45,853 in 1948. In

three years it fell to 34,774, and

since 1951 it has more slowly de

creased to a figure slightly under

32,000 for 1959 and 1960. There

are many college administrators

who feel that the decrease has come

to a halt and that an upswing is

in the offing as a result of the gen

erally increasing number of people
of college age. It is with some de

gree of pride that our college can

say that its enrollment has not fol

lowed the country-wide pattern. It

has continued to rise, even though

much more specialized than former
ly. Farms are highly mechanized.
Farmers are deeply concerned with
the application of new technology
in their crop and livestock enter

prises. This has resulted in a spe
cialization on the part of County
Extension Agents to meet the needs
of the most important types of ag
ricultural and home problems in
each county.

Specialists at the State College
endeavor to have a broad under

standing of the problems of each

particular argicultural industry and

the ways in which new develop
ments in a specialized field fit into

the overall problems. The programs
are developed on the type of farm

ing basis. The dairy farmer in con

cerned with soil, forage crops, as

well as the management and care

of the dairy herd and the market

ing of both milk and livestock pro

ducts. The fruit and vegetable far

mer is concerned with both fresh

and processing outlets for his pro

ducts. In some industries the prob
lems center largely around specific
crops such as potatoes or the pro

duction and marketing of other

vegetable crops.

One new aspect of Extension

work comes about from the grow

ing interdependence of producers on

ent Enrollment

it has done so very slowly.
An attempt to pinpoint the rea

sons for the general loss in agri
cultural students is difficult in that

many factors have been involved,
some definite and some indefinite,
and some varying in importance
from one region of the country to

another. It has often been said that

in economically good times enroll

ment in agriculture is apt to fall

and that conversely, it is likely to

rise when other employment oppor
tunities are not highly favorable

and people tend to think more of

the security of farm land ownership
and opportunities to produce food.

In recent years, with the tremen

dous impact of nuclear fission,
business machines and space vehi

cles, high school students have had

their interests directed toward the

physical sciences.

Talk of farm subsidies has made

many young people feel that agri
cultural occupations involve de

pendence upon government for

livelihood. Publicity given to farm

surpluses has convinced some that

the field of agriculture is already

suppliers and on marketers and
their products. The Cooperative Ex
tension Service has a responsibility
to help bring mutual understanding
among these groups. Bankers and
other credit agencies need to have
an understanding of the changing
methods, problems and needs of

farmers if they are to provide the

necessary credit services. The seed

trade needs to have information re

garding new varities of crops in or

der that supplies may be available

as farmers change from one variety
to one that is better adapted, more
disease resistant and more produc
tive.

Marketing agencies and consum

ers need to understand the particu
lar qualities and appropriate uses

of food products for both fresh

market and for processing. Under

standing makes it possible for each

supplier, marketer, and producer to
do his job well and on time.

In recent years more emphasis
has been given to problems of man

agement and marketing. These

areas are of increasing significance
to producers, firms engaged in mar

keting, homemakers and young peo

ple. Extension programs will con

tinue to change if they are to meet

the changing needs of the people
they serve with needed information.

Director of #

Resident *-

^

Instruction

overcrowded. The list of such in

tangible forces is almost endless.

Without doubt, one of the most

important reasons for the failure of

colleges of agriculture to attract

students has been, and still is, a

lack of understanding on the part

of the public, including high school

students and their counselors, as to

both the importance and the scope

of agriculture. Thus, there has not

been an awareness of the breadth

March, 1961
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ONLY DE LAVAL GIVES YOU
fast, clean, gentle milking for top production, healthier udders

A Combine Milker double 4 herringbone
costs only $1 .35 per milking . . . smaller

parlors are even less!

You need fast, clean milking for top pro

duction. When cows "let down" milk you
must get it fast . . . before udder muscles

tire and stop the flow. The milk you don't

get is lost forever—and when you lose

milk twice a day you lose money.
You need gentle milking to keep cows

healthy. Rough milking can make teats

sore, hard, pinched-up . . . can cause udder

troubles. De Laval milking is gentle—
won't make teats sore, hard or pinched-
up. This keeps production and herd

health up, mastitis down.

Only De Laval milks fast, clean, gentle
because only De Laval has narrow-bore

liners, absolutely uniform pulsation and

rapid-recovery vacuum.

The double 4 herringbone above costs

$1.35 per milking after 10% down.

Smaller parlor* cost even less! Spread

payments over 48 months. Price includes

installation, stalls and all equipment for

milking and "Turbulent Action" Auto

matic Washing. With this system one

man can milk 45 cows an hour.

See your De Laval Dealer for your

parlor or around-the-barn system. The

De Laval Separator Co., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.; 5724 N. Pulaski, Chicago 46, 111.;
201 E. Millbrae Ave., Millbrae, Cal.

...10%

down, up
to A years (
to pay.

v DE LAVAL

DE LAVAL COMBINE MILKER'
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of educational opportunities avail

able in our colleges. In correcting

this situation, the public must be

made to realize that agriculture
does involve food production on a

large scale. We have an ever-ex

panding population to feed, a de

mand for higher and higher quality
to meet, and foreign commitments

in production and technical skill to

fulfill. The production of food is

an extermely important area of en

deavor in this country, and it will

continue to be so as far into the

future as can be seen.

But a second, and an extremely
important, truth of which the pub
lic must be made fully aware is

that the modern concept of agri
culture includes far more than the

mere production of beef, poultry,
fruits, vegetables, grains, and feeds.

It embraces the whole complex of

rural and suburban living—its soci

ology, education, and economics. It

includes all of the supporting and

contributing biological and physical
sciences, such as biochemistry,
zoology, and many others.

Agriculture demands a knowledge
of the conservation of wildlife and

other resources. It encompasses all

the business activities inherent in

the production, sale and distribu

tion of agricultural chemicals, and,
eventually, the processing, market

ing, and distributing of human food.

Underlying many of these phases of

agriculture is the enormous field of

agricultural engineering with its

design and use of tractors, loaders,
spreaders, sprayers, ventilating or

drying equipment and a host of ad

ditional items.

The need for well-trained man

power in all aspects of agriculture
is already great and it is constantly
increasing. The College, through
brochures, conferences with its ad

missions counselor, press releases,
and many other means, is attempt

ing to inform the general populace
of New York, particularly high
school students and counselors, of

the educational opportunities which
it offers. The task is enormous.

There are approximately 1,100

public and private high schools in

New York. All of them have coun

selors who are giving advice to an

estimated 150,000 high school

seniors this year. Only when a large
portion of these people, whose num
bers are expanding in every state

each year, are made aware of the
full meaning of agriculture will col

leges of agriculture, including our

own, reach their capacities in en

rollment. And only then will they
receive the public support, both fi
nancial and moral, which they so

richly deserve.

Cornki.l Countryman
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Farmer in the Suburbs

Ell

Olaf F. Larson,
Head

Department of

Rural Sociology

PUBURBIA, "U r b a n sprawl,"
Ourural-urban fringe" and "mego-
polis" are among the terms being
introduced into contemporary vo

cabulary to identify certain popu

lation shifts and residence patterns

which have been rapidly develop
ing in recent years. A reflection of

the concern for the consequences

within cities may be found in sev

eral proposals before Congress for

the creation of a Department of

Urban Affairs in the federal govern

ment, a counterpart of the U.S. De

partment of Agriculture.
Outside of cities these changing

population patterns have led to a

whole set of complicated problems
which involve both the newcomers

and the established residents, farm

ers and non-farmers alike. What

does happen to farms and farmers

caught in the suburbanization

waves from our cities? What kinds

of problems do such farmers face?

What kinds of adjustments do they
make? These are questions of con

cern throughout the United States,
but nowhere are they more pressing
than in the heavily urbanized

Northeast.
Two basic changes take place

with the growth of the non-farming,
suburban population. First, changes
in land use affect individual farm

enterprises and opportunities to

enter or stay in farming. Second, in

creases in the total number of

people and in the population dens

ity affect the farmer's community
and his other group relationships.
The impact of the changes in land

use on the farmer will vary a great

deal depending on his individual

situation and characteristics. Fur

ther, the adjustments he is free to

make to the changing land use situ

ation are an individual matter to a

great extent. There is more sharing
of the effects of the changes brought
about by the increase in population
numbers and density, and the de

cisions which will facilitate needed

adjustments to the new situation
are a group matter or may even be
made in such a way that the indi

vidual feels he has little influence

on the outcome.

We have some measure of the

scope of the two basic changes men
tioned. A recent report from the

U.S. Department of Agriculture
estimates that about one and one-

third million acres, of what in many

cases is the best agricultural land,
is being shifted each year into vari

ous non -.farm uses.

About two-thirds of the great in

crease in the nation's population
since 1950 has taken place in what

the U.S. Bureau of the Census calls

"standard metropolitan areas." In

general these are counties which

include a central city of 50,000 in

habitants or more, although in some

cases adjoining counties are also

included in such areas. The signifi
cant fact is that within these stand

ard metropolitan areas about 95

percent of the total population gain
has been in the outlying parts and

only 5 percent has been in the

central cities. There were 168 of

these metropolitan areas in 1950.

A Census stud}' made in 1959 re

ports that for these areas the cen

tral cities had grown only 1.5 per

cent since 1950, the rural farm pop

ulation had declined over 7 percent,
the urban centers other than the

central cities had grown by 25 per

cent, but the rural nonfarm people
had skyrocketed by 117 percent.

Considering only the Census-de
fined rural population within these

metropolitan counties, farm dwel

lers in 1950 had been outnumbered

by non-farming rural residents

nearly three to one, but by 1959

they were outnumbered about

seven to one.

Urban sprawl increases farm land

values; then higher assessments and

higher taxes are likely to follow.

This may make use of the land for

agriculture uneconomic, forcing the

farmer out of agriculture or to a

farm in a less costly location. For

some farmers, the sale of the land

may provide a higher retirement

income than they would have had

without the suburbanization trend.

Needed farm enlargement may be

hampered. To cite New York's most

extreme case, the average value of

farm land and buildings in Nassau

County was reported by the 1959

Census of Agriculture at $8,570 per

acre, as compared with $3,164 five

years earlier and the average of

$144 for the state as a whole.

Non-farm land use may adversely
affect farms through depletion and

pollution of ground water, rapid

runoff, highway relocations, traffic,
and complications in maintaining
line fences. Non-farm people may

object to some of the normal farm

ing practices and activities and to

some of the noises and smells con

nected with livestock and poultry

operations.

Farmers remaining in a subur-

Architecfs sketch of Cornell's new animal husbandry building, to be named

Frank B. Morrison Hall in honor of the late professor. Formal dedication

ceremonies and a dedication symposium, "Animal Nutrition's Contributions

to Modern Animal Agriculture." slated for Sept. 12-13, 1961. The animal

husbandry department will move into the building in July. F.TI
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banized area are not only a minority

but are affected by the great in

creases which must be made in all

kinds of publicly supported serv

ices to take care of the increased

non-farm population. Suffolk Coun

ty provides a most dramatic case

in New York State. Population of

all ages increased about 141 per

cent from 1950 to 1960, compared

with the statewide gain of 13 per

cent, while for roughly the same

period, registration in public ele

mentary and secondary schools

climbed by 219 percent as against

the statewide increase of 38 per

cent.

Studies have shown that under

present taxing systems, farmers
of

ten pay more than their share of

the new public services because resi

dential developments bring a rel

atively low tax base per head and

because farm properties frequently
are over-assessed relative to other

kinds of property.

Sewage disposal and water sup

ply become problems as population

density creeps up. Also, the new

population is likely to have differ

ent and higher standards for public

services, another factor leading to

higher costs and a source of pos

sible tension. Need for new facili

ties is not limited to the publicly

supported services. For example,
churches are affected. Organizations
for farmers must make adjustments

through consolidation of existing

local units or by accepting the non-

farmers as members.

Inevitably, the farmer remaining
in suburbanized areas becomes

more involved in community and

public problems. The solution of

these problems seems to lead to

more reliance on some level of gov

ernment and to more social con

trols. New social machinery such

as planning and zoning becomes

necessary in the interest of the gen

eral and long-time welfare. The

wise and understanding use of such

devices is still another aspect of

the adjustments required for the

farmer who remains in suburban

areas.

Farm Power in the Market Place

ETI

Glenn W. Hedlund,
Head

Department of

Agricultural
Economics

Have
you heard or read that far

mers do not have bargaining
power comparable with labor or in

dustry? If so, you are tuned in on

one of the current issues in farm

circles. Perhaps issue is not the best

term because Democrats and Re

publicans, Farm Bureau, Grange,
and Farmers' Union, East, Mid

west, and Far-west, in fact, every
one concerned with agriculture,
seem to agree that farmers need

more bargaining power.

The farmers' problem, so the an

alysis runs, is that they have little

to say about the prices they receive

for their products. They meekly
ask the potential buyer what price
is offered. Or, worse yet, they con

sign their products to distant mar

kets without even having an oppor

tunity to refuse the price offer.

How many dairymen deliver milk

for a month or even longer before

they know what price they will re

ceive? These examples serve to in

dicate that the typical farmer in a

particular instance has little, if any
thing, to say about the price he
receives.

Conversely, on the buying side,
farmers pay the prices asked, not
those which they offer. The prices
they pay for feed, machinery, fuel,
automobiles, and most everything
else are stipulated by the sellers.
Oh yes, any self-respecting farmer

will bargain when he trades trac

tors or automobiles. He may bar

gain a bit with the feed merchant,
but by and large farmers, like most

of the rest of us, expect to pay the

prices established by the seller. In

most circumstances a farmer would

be about as effective in bargaining
for the price of many farm costs as

he would in trying to buy a four-

cent postage stamp for three cents.

It is clear that the individual far

mer has little, if any, influence on

the prices at which he sells or buys.
If the individual farmer has no price
power, it must follow that farmers

as a group have none.

Some of us would want to dis

agree with reasoning from the in

dividual to the group. Although an

individual farmer's production of a

commodity is so small in relation to

the total that his production es

sentially has no effect on price, this
is not true of all farmers. Their to

tal production does affect price, so

they do have something to say
about price. Even so, we must grant
that farmers have little to say about

their prices.
This, so the analysis continues,

is the opposite of what labor and

industry do.

Labor, through its unions, bar

gains with employers for wages and

a host of fringe benefits and work

ing conditions. Organized labor

works only when wages and other

employment conditions have been

agreed upon. Labor has bargaining
power through its organizations.
Industry, on the other hand, sets

the price at which its products will
be sold. Where so-called "fair trade"
laws are effective, industry may
even stipulate the retail price.

By and large, however, retailers

may sell products at whatever

price they choose, but they find

that they canot replace these goods
without paying the prices set by
the manufacturers. So industry de

termines its costs of production and

sets selling prices which cover these

costs. Industry then has bargaining
power through its size and ability
to administer its selling prices.
The above analysis is elementary

and incomplete. Some labor goes

without jobs, some industrial prod
ucts cannot be sold at the prices
set, but by and large, both labor

and industry have more control of

their economic well-being than do

farmers. Therefore, so the reason

ing runs, farmers should have more

bargaining power.

The author prefers the term

"market power" to bargaining pow

er because it is power over price
which is wanted regardless of

whether it is obtained by bargaining
or by other means.

How can farmers obtain market

power? They cannot gain great size

like industry and still remain in

dividual farmers. So the answer is

to do like labor does—get together
and operate as one entity rather

than as thousands or millions of

individuals. Farmers can get to

gether in cooperative or other or

ganizations and solve their price

problems.
Now this idea is not new. It is

about as old as the marketing of

farm products. Many groups of

producers have joined together in

cooperative organizations and have

had something to say about their

marketing. But, most of these are

not national in scope and their

20
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market power has been limited and

circumscribed. Others, because of

peculiar circumstances have had

considerable market power. Some

fluid milk cooperatives have im

proved prices over what they other
wise would have been. Others by
regulating the volume of sales, the
utilization of the product, and by
other means have been able to af

fect prices. Their success has been

limited and certainly not nation

wide.

The idea of gaining market power
through cooperative monopoly was

tried widely about forty years ago.

The principal salesman of the idea

was Mr. Aaron Sapiro who advo

cated that if all producers of a prod
uct would get into a national co

operative or system of cooperatives,
it would be easy to exercise real

market power. Many cooperatives
were formed with large numbers of

members who were bound to the

cooperative by long-term "iron-

bound" contracts. These usually re

quired that members must market

their products through the cooper

ative for five years or pay prohibi
tive penalties.

ETI

-*-
mainly because total farm out

put during the past two decades

has continued to rise more rapidly
than the population has increased.

Rising output relative to the growth
of population has caused prices to

decline.
Some of the price disadvantage

has been offset by a larger volume

of sales per farm; however farmers

generally have not fared as well as

urban workers during the past

decade.

Expressed as a percentage of

total production, our present over
all farm surpluses are relatively
small. In the past few years, agri
cultural production has exceeded

consumption by a margin of only
five to eight percent annually.
But this average figure does not

tell the whole story. Physical sur

pluses are confined to a small group

Some of these cooperatives were

never sufficiently well organized to

test their affect on market power.
Some were.

Some had enough market power,

primarily by keeping members'

products off the market, to be able
to influence prices upward. A few

did this so well that farmers in

creased production a great deal in

order to take advantage of the good
prices created by the cooperative.
Those who were not members of

the cooperative were able to sell

all they produced at prices near

those established by the coopera

tive. The cooperative sold only
what the industry could not buy
from non-members. As a result,

surpluses accumulated and mem

bers did not get paid for part of

their production because it had to

be held off the market in order to

influence prices. Instead, they had

to raise additional capital to pro

vide storage space for the accum

ulated stocks. Eventually the co

operative could no longer expect

its members to support a good price
primarily for the benefit of non-

members. They lost market power

of commodities, mainly wheat, corn,

cotton, and grain sorghum. These

four commodities now account for

about 85 percent of all govern

mental holdings of farm products.
Butter and cheese surpluses have

been almost eliminated in recent

years. Cotton stocks have also de

clined.

Wheat and feed grain surpluses,

however, have continued to rise.

The build-up in grain stocks has

been due to a combination of favor-

5 able weather and the adoption of

r

improved production practices. In

creases in yields have more than

t offset reductions in the acreage

) planted to these crops. Any pro

posed solution to the surplus prob-
i lem must deal especially with these

i products.
5 The United States now has not

s one but many farm programs. These

t have been developed and modified

over a period of three decades or

f more. A number of programs, such

as those relating to marketing serv-

1 ices, research, education, credit,

farm cooperatives, and soil con-

1 servation receive widespread sup-

7 port from both political parties and

consumers as well as producers.
t Conflict centers mainly around

those designed to maintain or raise

? farm prices. Programs in this cate-

because they could not control sup
ply.
In more recent years many

aspects of pricing farm products
have been assumed by government

through one or more programs. In

some cases, prices have been af

fected by price support programs
and in others by marketing orders
and other means. However, supply
has not been controlled and farmers
continue to be dissatisfied with

their lack of market power.

Many farm leaders and organi
zations continue to search for ways
and means to acquire and exercise

market power. These vary from

naively advising members to hold

commodities off the market to con

solidation of the bargaining power
of several cooperatives in a milk

market. In between are the at

tempts at bargaining by individual

cooperatives and the market power
created by marketing orders.

All are seeking to acquire some

market power for farmers. As of

now the future direction is not

clear. The lessons of the past should

help prevent repeating some of the

errors of the past.

gory include the price support loan

and storage program which applies
to some, but not all farm products;
acreage controls which now apply
only to wheat, cotton, tobacco, rice,
and peanuts; surplus disposal ac

tivities including those designed to

subsidize exports or to give away

farm products either at home or

abroad; land rental programs which

provide funds for retiring crop

land; and direct payments for

sugar and wool.

Commodities which account for

only about one-half the total cash

receipts of farmers are now sup

ported. The list of supported com

modities includes most grains, cot

ton, tobacco, peanuts, soybeans,

dry beans, butter, cheese, and dried

skim milk. The non-supported list

includes fruits and vegetables, eggs
and poultry, hogs and beef.

No substantial changes have been

made in the number of commodities

supported during recent years. Sup

port levels for nearly all commod

ities were reduced between 1956-57.

A wide range of support levels exists

at present.
Efforts have been made to reduce

surplus production during recent

years, first by enforcing acreage

allotments on producers growing the

major surplus commodities (in-

Farm Surplus - Its Cost and Cure
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The Changing Family Farm

eluding corn until 1959), and second

by offering rental payments to

farmers who retire additional crop

land under the soil bank program.

Production has continued to rise

despite these two programs. Higher

yields have offset most of the effect

of reduced acreage. Moreover, on

land taken out of wheat and cotton,

grain sorghum, barley, and soy

beans were planted, thus adding to

the production of these crops.

While acreage control programs

have not "solved" the surplus prob
lem, they undoubtedly have helped
to hold down increases in produc
tion of wheat, cotton, and rice. The

soil bank has had a similar effect

as farm output might have been

even greater if additional land had

not been retired under it.

Surplus disposal programs have

expanded greatly during recent

years due to the accumulation of

large quantities of commodities in

government storage. Congress has

been generous in appropriating
money for subsidizing exports and

selling surplus commodities for

foreign currencies. In addition, in

creased quantities of farm products
have been made available through
the school lunch program and to

states for distribution to families

on relief.

IN
the history of our country, no

institution has been looked upon

with greater favor than the "family
farm." During the recent presiden
tial campaign a leaflet entitled "Ag
ricultural Policy for the New Fron

tier" was distributed by Mr. Ken

nedy. The following is quoted from

page two of this leaflet:

"Likewise the assurance of a fair

return to farmers must include a

recognition of the importance of the

family farm as an efficient unit of

agricultural production, as an in

dispensable social unit of American

rural life, and as the economic base

for towns and cities in rural areas."

There is nothing new in this state

ment. Anyone who expects to get

votes in a rural area must endorse

the family farm.

But, what is a family farm? Here

we find some difference of opinion.
Some say it is a farm where no la

bor is hired. Others would say that

a family farm is one where most of

the work is done by the farmer and

his family. Still others would say

that it is a farm where the manager

has callouses on his hands. I have

found the most useful concept to

be that "a family farm is not large

enough to justify one person spend

ing most of his time on management

rather than labor."

Using this definition, there are

several kinds of family farms which

might be described as follows:

SUBSISTENCE — These farms

emphasize production for home use,

selling only a small part of the total

production. This was the family
farm of pioneer days, with the spin

ning wheel in the cabin. This kind

of family farm is history as far as

[ New York |
vTCERTIFIED

SEED

THE THRIFTY FARMER'S CHOICE

The Best. Seed Costs Less At

Harvest Time

Plant New York Certified

Seed of:

SMALL GRAINS, POTATOES

FORAGE CROPS, FIELD BEANS,

HYBRID CORN, AND TOMATOES

For a List of Growers, write to:

New York Certified Seed Growers1 Coop., Inc.
P. O. Box 474, Ithaca, New York

The Official Seed Certifying Agency of

The New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets
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Northeastern United States is con

cerned. And I am glad of that. One

problem which subsistence farmers

had was toothaches, and no money

to pay a dentist.

RESIDENTIAL — These farms

produce almost exclusively for home

use, but the "farmer's" main job is

something else such as construction

work, 1 a w business, or teaching.
This is a far cry from the pioneer's
subsistence farm. It is a lot of fun

for those who like it. There are

many of these "farms" in New York

State today. Their total contribu

tion to the food supply is small, but

they are becoming an "indispens
able social unit of American rural

life."

COMMERCIAL — The family
commercial farm is where most of

our food is produced. Emphasis is

on production for sale. The com

mercial family farm may hire some

labor, but not so much that the

farm operator must spend a large
part of his time in directing the

workers.

PART-TIME—This is a combi

nation residential farm and a com

mercial farm—a man with two jobs.
A few people need two jobs, but

most are finding one is enough.
Let's look at the family commer

cial farm. What has happened to it

over the years? A study made by
Cornell's Department of Agricultu
ral Economics reveals changes in

the family commercial farms of the

Town of Dryden in Tompkins
County since 1907. In 1907, the av

erage family commercial farm in

this town had 11 cows, an average

equipment investment of 3436 and

an average total capital investment
of $6400.

Training

THERE
IS A growing interest

today toward foreign service in

agriculture by both faculty and

students. This interest has increased

rapidly during the past couple of

decades, with larger numbers of

scientists and technicians going
abroad for various types of mutual

assistance work with the emerging
nations of the world. Thousands of

students go abroad each summer;

March, 1961

In 1957, the average for these

items was 35 cows, $9650 equipment
investment and #46,000 total capi
tal. Had the family farm disappear
ed from Dryden. The answer is no.

In 1907, the average labor force on

the farms was the operator and nine

months of other labor (family and

hired). In 1957, the average labor

force was the operator and 11

months of other labor. There was

only two months difference in the

average labor force.

This is also the picture nation

ally. In 1910, the total farm labor

force in the United States was 13.6

million man equivalent. Seventy-
five per cent of this labor force was

the farmers and their families and

25 per cent was hired.

In 1960, the labor force on farms

in the United States had declined

to 7.1 million man equivalent. Se

venty-three per cent of this labor

force was the farmers and their

families and 28 per cent was hired.

This proportion of the farm labor

force which is hired — about one-

fourth— is a stable item in an un

stable world.

In New York State the census

counted 153,000 farms in 1940 and

only 82,000 in 1959. In the United

States the number of farms de

clined from 6,100,000 in 1940 to 3,-

700,000 in 1959. But, the labor

force remains three-fourths "farmer

and his family."
The amazing thing is that this

reduced number of farmers supplies
us with such an abundance of food

that over-production is one of our

worries. Of all the problems which

man has had since he came down

out of the trees, too much to eat

is one of the nicest.

Americans to Go
some even get college credit for

travel study courses. Various types

of student exchanges help to bring
about better understanding between

peoples of the United States and

other countries.

The United States is striving to

help peoples of the developing
countries to increase their food sup

plies and improve their standards

of living.
According to a recent report by

the U.S. Committee on the Uni

versity and World Affairs, about

50,0C0 foreign students and scholars

are studying on American campuses

and more than 15,000 U.S. students

and faculty members went abroad

last year to study, teach, do re

search, or assist foreign institutions.

Sixty-eight U.S. universities are

carrying out nearly 100 contracts

Why does our farming remain in

family units, when most other busi

ness has gone into larger than fam

ily units? The answer is in the ef

fect of mechanization on farming,
and on other industries.

Once shoes were manufactured in

family shops. The old-time shoe

maker did the various jobs of mak

ing shoes in sequence and finally
had the satisfaction of looking at

a product which he had made him

self. When machinery came along,
shoe-making was divided into many

jobs which could be done simul

taneously. The number of jobs to

be done at one time was far more

than the number of workers in a

family, and the family shoemaking
shop disappeared.
In most of agriculture—for ex

ample potato growing
—the mech

anization of the job did not change
the sequence. Mechanized potato
farms must plant before they har

vest. In mechanized potato growing
the number of jobs to be done at

one time is no more than in hand

labor growing. So potato growing

remains as compatible with the fa

mily labor force as before mechani

zation.

In some kinds of farming such

as chick hatcheries, mechanization

made it possible to do the various

jobs simultaneously and the num

ber of jobs to be done at once is

beyond the number of workers in

a family. Chick hatcheries are no

longer family farms.
In most of agriculture planting

must precede harvest, and the me

chanized family farm is the most ef

ficient food producing unit which

the world has ever seen. It is the

envy of most of the world.

Abroad
under the International Coopera
tion Administration (ICA) in 33

countries, primarily to strengthen
the educational foundations of the

countries.

Cornell has a long history of

close working relations in agricul
ture with other countries of the

world. When I first came to the

University as a graduate student

31 years ago, I soon learned about

the Cornell-in-China program. Sev

eral Cornell professors went to

China for teaching and research in

agriculture. Many students, from

China and other far away places
were coming to Cornell for training.

More recently the Cornell-Los

Banos ICA contract with the Uni

versity of the Philippines has pro

vided for exchange of many faculty

members from the two universities,
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IT'S

GOOD

BUSINESS

TO DO

BUSINESS

WITH

EMPIRE
Extremely few cows culled

in 1959-60 may cause glut in

"cows for beef" market this year
with lower prices as a result.

The time to cull that un

profitable cow from the herd is

when she is not paying her way
in the milk pail.

Livestock Auction Markets at:

Bath
. Bullville

. Caledonia
Dryden . Gouverneur

. Greene
Oneonta . Watertown

. West
Winfield . soon at Buffalo
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and increasing numbers of Filipino
students have come to Cornell.

We have a good record in shar

ing our staff and facilities with our

friends around the world. We can

do more in the future as we give

greater attention to educational

programs that will improve student

training for foreign service in agri
culture. Some shifts in education in

the United States are needed to

attract highly qualified persons for

overseas work.

Frequently students and others

ask me the questions, "How do I

go about getting a job in foreign

agricultural service? What are the

opportunities? Do I need advanced

degrees?" Certainly there must be

evidence of good opportunities in

foreign service in agriculture before
we embark on intensive training
programs. Those who wish to go

abroad on a career basis want some

assurance of the stability of the

positions to which they are ap

pointed. Also the positions must

offer sufficient career opportunities
to be attractive.

Perhaps the greatest opportuni
ties for jobs now and in the years
ahead are with the ICA, which

administers our technical assistance

programs under the U.S. State De

partment. Unfortunately, many of

these assignments at present are

of too short duration. Longer-term
assignments will make these oppor
tunities more attractive.

Several of the foundations such

as the Rockefeller, Ford, and others,
have extensive programs of re

search and education in many
countries of the world, cooperative
with the local governments and

with the ministers of agriculture.
The Food and Agriculture Organi
zations of the United Nations

(FAO), as well as privately owned

corporations and farms offer many
opportunities for foreign service.

On an assignment in Latin Amer
ica last year I met U.S. citizens
who are college graduates in agri
culture serving in the following
jobs: owner and operator of a beef
cattle ranch in Mexico; many ICA

agricultural advisors in Colombia,
Ecuador, Chile, and Brazil; man

ager of a group of large farms in

Venezuela; supervisor of research
for a private organization in Brazil;
manager of a feed mill in Mexico;
United States Agricultural Attaches
in Argentina and Chile; about 30
research specialists in agricultural
sciences with the Rockefeller Foun
dation in Mexico, Colombia, and
Chile. These and many others illus
trate just a few of the jobs now

held by United States technicians
and scientists in Latin America.

The same situation applies through
out the world.

Recently you have been hearing
about the Youth Peace Corps. This

is a scheme to send young college
graduates into underdeveloped
countries of the world for personal
aid in education, agricultural de

velopment, health, mechanical and

engineering training. This program,
if it develops, may be attractive to

some students.

In general, there will probably
be more opportunities in foreign
service in agriculture for students

with advanced degrees than for

those with the B.S. degree. This is

especially true of work with ICA,
FAO, and the various foundations.

Those who will be working in any

of the programs to aid agricultural
development in the developing
countries of the world must recog
nize that the qualities of personal
ity, character, and leadership are

essential. In working with the na

tionals of another country one must

have a sincere interest in people,
as well as the ability to get along
with them. And it is highly im

portant that one learn and appreci
ate the culture, customs, traditions,
and philosophies of the people with
whom he is to work. These are all

fully as important, if not more so,

than skill and training in agricul
tural technology and science.

Learning and using the language
of the country in which one works

is a "must" for a successful foreign
service career. One must fully
recognize his responsibility to help
people help themselves.

Under a vast majority of con

ditions in low-income countries, in

telligent, broadly educated gen-
eralists are likely to be more effec

tive than highly trained specialists.
They must be able to see the whole

field of agriculture and be willing
to lead the way by doing:.
p

, .

- J o

educational programs in other

countries must be integrated into

the economic, social, and scientific

structure of the country.
Our most satisfactory solutions

are to help develop in the people of

these countries the knowledge and

skills they need to solve their own

problems by growing their own

food and devloping their agricul
tural industries. Investing in people
of the emerging nations through
education in its various forms cer

tainly is one of the most effective

procedures that can be used to pro
vide long-time aid and good inter

national relations. In the years im

mediately ahead there will be un

precedented opportunity for edu

cation to serve mankind every

where.

Cornell Countryman
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Milk Quotas - Dairymen Must Choose

ETl

^13? Leland Spencer

•**i£> Department of
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L. Economics
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DAIRY
farmers in the New

York-New Jersey Milkshed and

elsewhere in the nation are consid

ering an important proposal. A na

tional committee recently suggested
a new plan for keeping milk pro

duction in closer adjustment to

market demand. Whether this plan

goes into effect or is merely put on

the shelf will depend in large meas

ure on how dairy farmers feel about

it after they have considered the

difficulties involved as well as the

probable benefits.

Briefly, this plan would assign a

base or quota to each producer, ac

cording to the quantity of milk he

delivered in a recent period such as

the last year. Then marketing cer

tificates would be issued to pro

ducers by a designated agency,

probably the U.S. Department of

Agriculture.
Certificates given to each pro

ducer would entitle him to sell a

given quantity of milk during the

coming year, quarter or month at

the full market price. In total the

marketing certificates issued would

equal the quantity of milk which

the administrative agency thought
could be sold at an "acceptable"

price. Certificates would be allo

cated to producers in proportion to

their established bases, say at the

rate of 95 percent, 98 percent or

102 percent of base depending upon

conditions at the time.

Any milk delivered by a pro

ducer in excess of the quantity re

presented by his certificates would

be subject to an assessment at a

uniform rate per 100 pounds
throughout the country. The assess

ment rate would be set at a level

considered high enough to discour

age excess production. It might be
as much as a dollar or more a

hundredweight.
Dealers who receive milk from

producers would be required to de

duct the assessment and pay it over

to the administrative agency. The

funds collected in this way would

be used to cover costs of adminis

tration and to help offset losses on

surpluses that had to be disposed

of by the government. The prices
that farmers receive for excess milk

would be reduced by the amount of

the assessment.

The committee recommended

that the bases and certificates not

be tied to the farms or to the cows

but that farmers and others be al

lowed to buy and sell them without

restriction. Presumably the bases

and certificates would have sub

stantial value. If the assessment

rate were $1.00 a hundredweight,
the privilege of selling 100 pounds
of milk daily for one year at the

base price instead of the excess

price would be worth nearly $365.
Certificates probably would be

good for only one year but the bases

might be given permanent status.

In that case a daily base of one

hundred-weight might be worth

several times $365. Market prices
for bases, especially in the early
years, probably would be lower than

the calculated value because of un

certainty about the future.

The Committee recommended

that no attempt be made to reduce

milk production below recent levels

because this would be too difficult.

They felt that it would be more

practical to hold production about

where it is while market demand in

creases along with population

growth. In this way a gradual rise

in dairy prices would be brought
about. Quicker benefits to dairy
men could be obtained by raising
the level of dairy price supports
while using the base-excess plan as

a brake on production.
Another recommendation of the

Committee was that the present

national price program for dairy
products, as well as the school lunch

and other programs for expanding
consumption of dairy products, be

continued.

In recent years Uncle Sam has

purchased huge quantities of but

ter, cheese and non-fat dry milk to

prevent the farm price of milk from

falling below specified minimums

which dairy farmers consider too

low to provide adequate incomes.

Products thus acquired have been

disposed of in non-commercial

channels such as school lunches and

in relief programs at home and

abroad.

Annual surpluses disposed of in

this way have been equivalent to

about 2 percent to 8 percent of

our total milk production in dif

ferent years of the last decade. At

higher support prices, the surpluses
would of course be greater, especi

ally so if no restraint on increased

production such as the suggested
base plan were used.

Dairy farmers naturally are re

luctant to become involved in any

program that has the appearance

of poultry.

March, 1961
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of limiting their traditional freedom

to operate their businesses accord

ing to their own best judgment.
The suggested base plan would

limit the farmer's freedom only by

requiring him to either own certifi

cates equal to his production or to

accept a reduced price for milk de

livered without certificates. One

important effect of the plan would

be to increase the amount of in

vestment required of dairy farmers.

What dairy farmers are being

asked to decide is whether they

ETI

IN
the foreseeable future, if man

kind is to be well fed, he will

have to feed largely upon the pro

ducts of the soil and of the sea. If

this be true, the products of the

soil will have to be greatly in

creased.

The amount of increase required
will vary with the increase in popu

lation. If the population of the

world were kept constant for the

next 25 years, our job of producing
enough food for all would not be

too difficult. In many countries,
however, the rate of increase of

population is already greater than

the rate of increase of food supply.
In such situations, consideration

of ways of at least slowing down

the rate of population increase

would seem wise. However, agri
culturists have had more experience
and, in general, more success in in

creasing food production than popu
lation experts have had in popula
tion control. For this reason, we

may have to carry a major part of
the responsibility for a better-fed
world for the next 25 years.
There are two principal ways of

increasing the food supply of the

world: first, to increase the area of

land under cultivation and, second,
to increase the yield of crops on the
land that is now being farmed.
It has been estimated that there

are about one billion acres of land
in the humid tropics and approxi
mately 300 million acres of podzolic
soils in the north temperate region
which can be brought under culti-
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wish to accept this mild form of

discipline in exchange for some im

provement in dairy prices and in

comes. By most standards, the in

comes of dairy farmers are low—

though perhaps not lower than the

incomes of so many other important

groups of farmers. Considering the

requirements of the job, dairy
farmers surely are not doing as

well income-wise as industrial

workers, business executives or pro
fessional people.
The outlook appears to be that

vation. Of these, the tropical area

would seem to have the greatest

potential. This area is blessed with

abundant sunshine, a growing sea

son of 12 months each year, and

generally plenty of water.

1 hese very conditions which are

so favorable for year around plant
growth have, however, in many

areas depleted the supply of plant
nutrients, and left a residual sur

face soil which is acid and with a

great capacity for fixing and thus

reducing the effectiveness of phos
phate fertilizer when it is intro

duced in commercial form. The

problems of management of these

soils are great. Differences about

their value among soil scientists are

very great; but the potentialities
exist. The problem is largely that of

finding solutions that are practical
and economically feasible under pre

vailing conditions. This is one of

the most important problems before
the soil scientists of the world to

day.
In addition to the difficult tech

nical problems, many very compli
cated human problems are also in

volved when farmers move fro in

areas in which they have long ex

perience into a new and strange
environment. The potentialities for

increased food production in the
humid tropics are so great that all

these problems must be solved. The

surveys and basic research neces

sary as a foundation for developing
economic systems of soil and crop

management for these areas should
be greatly expanded.

Let us now return to a considera
tion of possibilities for increased
food production in the areas now

under cultivation. For many ob

vious reasons, increased food pro
duction for the immediate future
will probably have to come largely
from such lands.

milk supplies will continue to ex

ceed the quantity that can be sold

at satisfactory prices — unless the

suggested base plan or some other

effective method is used to help
farmers gear their output to the

needs of the market.

Fortunately dairy farmers have

complete freedom to make the

choice that lies before them. There

is no indication that any organiza
tion or agency intends to push
them into such a program unless

they show a real desire to try it.

In most of the less developed
countries, the primary food of the

masses of the people is one or more

of the cereals: rice, wheat, or corn.
Such diets are commonly deficient

in both protein and vitamins. The

production of adequate amounts of

fruits and vegetables to balance a

cereal diet should not present many
serious difficulties in most areas.

To provide the high quality pro

tein needed is, however, a more

serious problem. In the less devel

oped countries, where these cereals

have been growing under continu

ous culture without fertilizers for

centuries, we find that their yields
often fall to a level of about 8 to 12

bushels per acre in the case of corn

and wheat and to 20 bushels in the

case of rice.

The soils in these areas have

simply become "worn out." But

such soils are still capable of re

sponding quickly and generously to

good fertilizing treatment.

In countries with a limited num

ber of soil scientists and a serious

food problem, the work of the soil

scientist should be focused primari
ly on the problems which seem to

show great promise for increasing
food production.
If we are to be free from hunger,

each country will need men with

goals like that of Lester Pfister,
one of our leading hybrid seed corn

producers. His ambition is to pro
duce 200 bushels of corn per acre

in 100 minutes of man labor. Such
a farmer could produce enough in

5 minutes to feed one adult for
one year! If each country which is

short of food had a dozen such far

mers to point the way, our goal
would not seem so remote.

The above is an excerpt from the
author's presidential address at the
Se-venth Congress of the International

Society of Soil Science, held in August
1(>60 at Madison, If'isconsin.

Cornell Countryman

Freeing the World from Hunger



Proud of its accomplishments but never resting on them!

EASTERN Continues to lead the way in '61
Eastern Milk Producers Cooperative is justly

proud of what it's accomplished in 1960. Eastern

led the fight ... in raising support prices, in in

creasing school milk funds, and most important
of all, in getting emergency price reliefmeasures

which eased the blow of falling prices to dairy

men during the latter part of '60. These things
and many more are a part of Eastern's record.

But Eastern will never be found resting on its

laurels. Eastern Milk Producers realizes the

seriousness of challenges facing the dairy farmer

in 1961. Great issues are brewing—issues like

combined orders, revamped provisions and sup

ply management, to mention a few. And as

always, Eastern has already acted . . . working

hard, first, and fast in behalf of the dairy farmer.

EASTERN PLANS OBJECTIVES FOR THE FUTURE.

to obtain overall goals through a realistic program. Eastern's basic objectives Legis

latively and Federal Order wise for 1961 are:

FEDERAL OBJECTIVES:

1. Oppose any tie of Class I prices to midwestern manufactured prices.

2. Oppose service charge assessed to bulk tank producers.

3. Urge an increase in the level of manufacturing milk prices.

4. Support individual producer opportunity to vote on specific amendments to the

order. Cooperatives to vote its members in block that do not participate in

the referendum.

5. Adopt such provisions that will restrict the movement of additional supplies
of milk from coming into the New York pool.

STATE LEGISLATION:

1. Promote the adoption of such laws that will prevent destructive trade practices

in the dairy industry.

2. Promote such legislation that will protect producers against possible losses

as a result of failure of payment by handlers.

3. Urge legislation which will more effectively label imitation dairy products.

4. Establish such legislation which will empower the Division of Milk Control to

more effectively control the sale of newly developed milk drinks.

NATIONAL LEGISLATION:

1. Oppose a national sanitation bill.

2. Support and urge the adoption of a bill to legalize the bargaining of co

operatives.

3. Urge national legislation that will provide to the producer a
fair share of the

consumer's dollar spent on milk.

EASTERN DOES NOT WAIT

. . . but works to make things happen ... in the

interest of the dairy farmer. Eastern laid a formal

petition for an immediate federal milk hearing on

the desk of the new secretary of agriculture on the

new administration's first day in office. Eastern pro

posed that a "task force" be established to draft a

long range agricultural program, outlined the co

operatives views on dairy legislation and touched on

a wide variety of agricultural matters.

FOR THINGS TO HAPPEN...

Eastern is presently tackling the way-too-low New

York manufacturing milk price. On another front,

Eastern sponsored seven educational debates on

the controversial quota system question. These de

bates by two noted authorities gave farmers the

opportunity to hear all the pros and cons of this

vital issue. A poll conducted by Eastern, in con

nection with these debates, is now under detailed

study. Just a sample of what Eastern has done and

is doing in behalf of the farmer in '61.

EASTERN SPEAKS FEARLESSLY FOR THE FARMER

. . . because Eastern is unhindered by conflicting

interests and divided purposes. Eastern works and

works fast and hard . . . only in direct behalf of the

farmer. Eastern is the only one of the four major

cooperatives that is qualified in all major federal

order markets of the Northeast. That's why East-

em — and only Eastern
— can completely represent

the dairy farmer in all the market places.

Once again, Eastern Milk Producers Co-op, 10,000

strong, is miles ahead
on every front in '61.

MILK PRODUCERS
COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: KINNE RD., E. SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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Soviets

Back Up Their

Farm Drive

With Massive

Propaganda

28

by R. Lyle Webster

Director of Information

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Reprinted from Foreign Agriculture

Tn the field of information, the Soviet Union supports
-*- its agricultural programs in much the same way as

the United States does, but there are some big differen

ces in content, approach, and intensity. Agricultural in
formation as used by the Soviet Union is massive and

all pervasive while in the United States it is selective

and optional. Its purpose is to help achieve government

production goals in contrast to U. S. programs which

are pointed toward the achievement of individual pro

gress. And furthermore, it is all government-controlled.
This means that the Soviet government does all the

things that in the United States are done by the De

partment of Agriculture, the land-grant colleges, and

all the private media, such as the farm magazines, the

newspapers, radio, and television.

These are the major observations of the U. S. Ag
ricultural Information Exchange Team that went to the

Soviet Union this past summer to study methods used

in that country to disseminate information on results

of agricultural research. A Soviet exchange team visited

the United States in the autumn of 1960 for a similar

study.
In the intensive drive to meet the production goals

of the Seven Year Plan—a plan designed to catch up
with or surpass the United States—the Soviet Union

relies on agricultural information for two principal
purposes: first, to disseminate research results as wide

ly and rapidly as possible; and second, to encourage

harder work and greater efficiency through recognition,
incentive, competition, and rewards.

It is significant that the Soviets do not rely on

orders alone to bring about the adoption of new

methods. They readily admit that orders are not

enough; that there must be understanding, enthusiasm,
and acceptance of their programs if the desired agricul
tural goals are to be achieved. So they supplement the
orders with the saturated use of propaganda to bring

Cornell Countryman



about the greatest possible produc
tion by collective and farm workers.

Farm work groups and individu

als are all engaged in constant com

petition. At the beginning of each

year all farm workers take a "so

cialist obligation" to exceed their

quotas or goals in the planned pro

duction; then they keep track dur

ing the year of how well they are

meeting their obligation. In a dairy
barn I saw detailed charts showing
for each cow maid the amount of

milk she obtained from the cows

that she milked.

When a person does an outstand

ing job, he is recognized by having
his photograph posted on the barn

bulletin board, or perhaps in the

nearby city.

He may be written up in the

newspapers or mentioned on the

radio. Sometimes the reward is a

trip to the All-Union Exhibition in

Moscow, the permanent exhibit of

achievement of the Soviet economy.

Much of the responsibility for

reaching the minds of the people
rests with the Ministry of Culture,
which has the task of producing
educational and other motion pic
tures, for printing posters, agricul
tural books, textbooks, and the

like. As members of an agricultural
information team, we were most in

terested in the use of the various

media.

Publications

The Russians publish a large
number of professional journals and

bulletins, leaflets, and brochures

dealing with crops and animals.

This takes place nationally in Mos

cow, and there is also extensive

publishing in the 15 individual Re

publics which comprise the Soviet

Union. In one office of the Ministry
of Agriculture in Moscow, 34

separate agricultural journals are

published. This is many more than

are published in the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture, but it must be
remembered that in the Soviet

Union the government journals are

all there are, while in the United

States we have government periodi
cals but we also have a great variety
of private farm magazines, agri
cultural journals of specialized
kinds, and the like.

Press

Agriculture is an important topic
in the newspapers in the Soviet

Union, both nationally and locally.
A daily newspaper called Rural Life
is published in Moscow, with edi-

"Certified seed will dou

ble your harvest" reads

the signboard above, which

stands by a highway in

the USSR. Signboards
are widely used there, but

they advertise government

programs and purposes,

rather than consumer

goods. (Right) Soviet

press gives much space

to agriculture, including

recognition of farm work

ers whose jobs have been

outstanding. (Below)
Bookstall in Krasnodar,
one of the many in this

and other Soviet cities.

Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA
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tions in seven other cities, and it

is distributed all over the Soviet

Union. This newspaper is concerned

largely with agricultural production
and with the problems of people on

the farms. In the provincial news

papers we found that from 30 to

70 percent of the space—and prom

inent space at that— was devoted

to agriculture either in the form of

how-to-do-it information or exhor

tations to the farm people to greater

production, or in write-ups of out

standing individuals who had done

exceptional work.

Books and Libraries

There is a large outpouring of

agricultural books of all kinds. In

Moscow, the State Publishing

House for Agricultural Literature,

which is part of the Ministry of

Culture, specializes principally in

the publication of textbooks, while

the Ministry of Agriculture deals

more with periodicals and publica
tions.

We found many libraries and

book stores. We were told that

there normally would be a book

store in each raion center, which

corresponds roughly to a county

seat in the United States. Also,

every collective and state farm we

visited had a modest library, and

it appeared from inspecting bor

rowers' cards that fairly good use

was made of them. Libraries us

ually had farm periodicals and

newspapers.

Radio and Television

Radio reaches all farmers, either

through individual sets or through
individual speakers which are plac
ed in farm homes and over which

programs are "piped" from local

radio centers or "knots." These

wired sets, of which there are some

29 million, do not give the listener

a choice of programs, except, of

course, the choice of not listening.
The radio fare typicaly consists of

material from Moscow, from the

capital of the local Republic and

from local sources. Where the local

language is other than Russian,
which is the case in many places,
the programs are partly in the na

tive language and partly in Rus

sian.

While radio is universal, tele

vision is less widespread, but grow
ing. There are sets available for

group watching on many of the

farms. Where television is oper

ating, agricultural programs get

high priority in time.

Films, Posters, Exhibitions

Visual media are used intensively.
Posters appear everywhere to en

courage agricultural production, to

advertise lectures, new publications,
and books. Educational agricultural
motion pictures are produced in

large numbers, and every collective

and state farm we visited had facil

ities for showing both educational

and entertainment motion pictures
on regular schedules. The Soviets

have carried the permanent exhibi

tion technique to a high level, with
the most outstanding example being
the Ail-Union Exhibition in Mos

cow. There are smaller exhibitions

in some of the Republics, notably
Kiev in the Ukrainian Republic.

Research

The content of the tremendous

information activity carried on in

the Soviet Union flows from the

intensive research programs under

way in all parts of the Union. Re

search is carried on widely at insti

tutes and experiment stations to

develop new varieties of crops, new

and improved breeds of livestock,
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mechanization, and new methods

of farm production. Once a new

crop or breed has been tested, an

official order is issued for either

the whole country or the appropri
ate Republic or area. This order

decrees the adoption of the new

method or variety or breed, and

the order sets forth, in great de

tail, what shall be done, when, and

by whom.

To put research into practice as

rapidly as possible, the Soviets use

very large numbers of agricultural

specialists. There are crop, live

stock, engineering, and economic

specialists in the Ministries of Ag
riculture, in the regional offices of

agriculture within the Republics, in

«-.he raion or county offices, and

even on the state and collective

farms.

Agricultural educational institu

tions supply many of the needed

specialists required to bring about

increased production. A specialist
in agriculture usually has 15 years

of Russian schooling, as compared
with the 16 years normally required
for a college degree in the United

States. Many specialists obtain

their degrees through correspon

dence courses which are offered by
the agricultural schools. One acad

emy in Kiev reported 4,000 resi

dent students in agriculture and

4,000 correspondence students. The

correspondence courses require 6

years of study for a student to ob

tain a rating equivalent to a col

lege degree.
There is a conscious effort to

keep specialists, farm managers,

and others in agriculture up to date

on new developments. This is

achieved through seminars, re

fresher courses in the winter, or

one-day-a-week courses over a

period of months. These are for

specialists, farm managers, and even

farm workers. We found an in

stance where 28 "cow maids," the

girls in charge of dairy cows on a

number of collective and state

farms, were taking a course which

the Russians, with an almost Madi

son Avenue touch, had labeled "the

Cow Maids' University."
Russian agricultural officials have

rather complete access to the press,

radio, and television. Agricultural
material is used by these media

essentially as prepared by the agri
culturalists. In the United States,
editors and broadcasters pick and

choose or even ignore government
material submitted to them, but

this does not appear to be the situ

ation in the Soviet Union. The rea

son, of course, is that radio, tele

vision, and press are not outside

organizations which receive govern

ment information, but are in fact

a part of the government. The head

of the Ail-Union or national radio

and television committee, for ex

ample, is a member of the Council

of Ministers and, thus, he partici

pates in all major government

policy decisions. In the United

States a comparable situation

would exist if all radio and televi

sion stations were in one govern

ment organization and if the head

of the organization were a member

of the Cabinet.

The Russians have adapted their

operations to the different lan

guages in the various Republics.

They allow the native language to

be used in the press, radio, and pub

lications, but they also circulate

materials in the Russian language,
use Russian on the radio and tele

vision as well as the native tongue,

and require that Russian be a sec

ond language in the schools. As a

result of this policy, most people
who are concerned with the admin

istration of agriculture understand

the Russian language.
In assessing what all this infor

mation activity in the Soviet Union

adds up to, we reached the conclu

sion that the Union is engaged in a

tremendous effort to apply results

of research to their agriculture.
Russians are doing the same thing
that we in the United States are

doing. They are striving to develop
and plant better seeds and to breed

up their livestock for more efficient

production, they are mechanizing
their operations, and they are

studying the economics of what

they are doing. In the United States

we say this is the way to farm bet

ter. Apparently the Russians be

lieve us.

Mr. Webster was chairman of the

U.S. Agricultural Information Ex

change Team that spent a month

in- the Soviet Union in 1960.
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You Wear Your Ego
The psychological effects of clothing on the individ

ual have long been of interest to many. When a

woman who is depressed buys a new hat she feels

relieved and happy again. Why? Mrs. Mary S.

Ryan, clothing psychologist, gives some of the

answers.

by Carole J. Wedner '61

THE
woman is supposed to be relieved of her de

pression by a new hat; the designer of ski clothes

states that his skiing outfits make better skiers; in an

advertisement we read that a child's self-confidence is

developed by the proper selection of clothing."
Mrs. Mary S. Ryan of the textiles and clothing

department bases much of her research on this philos

ophy. Mrs. Ryan has been in this field since 1948. She

was the first person taken into the TC department
from the field of psychology. To this day the Home

Ec. College of Cornell University is still the only
educational institution with a clothing psychologist.

During her time at Cornell, Mrs. Ryan has con

ducted many studies on all phases of clothing psy-
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A summer sheath

of flowered print.
This tailored dress

with a slim skirt

would make some

women feel sophis
ticated and glamor
ous, others would

feel conspicuous
and awkward.

National Cotton Council

chology. Her chief subjects at first were college girls.
These studies, conducted several years ago, tried to

establish the effect of clothing on these girls.
Color, texture, and type of clothing have their

effect on everyone. Mood and action were found to

range from gay and perky, to sophisticated, to self-

conscious, to depressed, to glamorous.
Glamour is induced for many girls by taffeta

satin, and other rich fabrics. It is also produced bv
low cut gowns.

Dressy fabrics also make some girls feel ''feminine.

dreamy, and graceful." One girl said, "My white net

strapless formal makes me feel like a princess."
"Heels lead to almost a different vocabulary than

loafers." said another girl who felt sophisticated in

dressy clothes, dark clothes, and black. In contrast to

this coed, another was "depressed" by dark wool and
gabardine. One coed felt "rather drab" in brown and
"uninteresting in skirts and sweaters worn on campus

"
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The mood most often created by
clothes was gaiety. This was in

duced by red, bright colors, taffeta,
and silk.

Many girls prefer slacks, old or

informal clothes, and rough tex

tures. These give some girls a feel

ing of poise, ease, and confidence.

"When I wear tweed or rough
woolens I feel free and easy-going,"
claimed one girl, and another coed

expressed the same sentiments

about blue jeans.

Personality Types

In one study the girls were first

asked to give themselves a per

sonality type and then to describe

their favorite type of clothing.
Those who described themselves as

the "active, country girls" selected

tailored or sports clothes and re

jected with vigor frills and formal

clothes.

Serious-minded girls prefer suits

and simple lines and also reject
frills and laces.

The conservative girl likes "cas

ual sports clothes of conservative

cut and soft colors."

Feminine Frills

In contrast to these girls the

"feminine" girls prefer frills, lace,

jewelry, and dislike tailored and

sports clothes. Bright colors and

"anything different" were preferred

by those who called themselves

"artistic."

A group of coeds were asked to

describe two dresses in their ward

robes—one which they liked and in

which they felt well dressed and one

in which they never felt they looked

their best. This was done for the

effect of such clothes on the girls'
actions and feelings. Becomingness,

color, and fit were most often cited

as the reasons for wearing these

garments.

Simple But Elegant

"The dress which I feel best in,"

said one coed, "is a changeable taf

feta with a small figure. It is fairly

tailored with a collar and buttons

and unpressed pleats. The style

makes it simple enough to wear

anywhere and the rich material

makes it dressy enough to wear

anywhere."
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These girls were also asked to

contrast two similar occasions where

they felt there was a great contrast

in their appearance. They were

then asked if their mood or actions

were affected by their appearance.

Over 80 percent of the girls felt

that there had been a difference.

Results of Dressing Well

"A girl who feels that it is im

portant to look well because people

will judge her on her looks," found

Mrs. Ryan, "or because she will be

Craving for fine

Italian food?

The Victoria Restaurant

has the finest

food at reasonable

prices

• PIZZA

• RAVIOLI

• SPAGHETTI

• LASAGNA

VICTORIA RESTAURANT

109 N. Cayuga St.

Phone 4-9001

or 4-5831

A casual sports outfit like this puts many

girls at ease, makes
them feel natural and

poised.

accepted into the group because of

her appearance,
is more likely to

be affected in her mood and actions

than is the girl who wants to be

well-dressed because she feels it is

her responsibility to her date or to

her family, or who wants to dress

well for aesthetic reasons."

FARMS

RURAL HOMES

Finest choice
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in the

Finger Lakes Region

O

Trurnanshurg

Realty Co.

WARREN L. COATS

Mecklenburg, N. Y.

Phone T'burg 387-6266

National Cotton Council

Those girls who felt well-dressed

on specific occasions found them

selves friendlier, extroverted, and

more interesting, while they felt

ill-at-ease, worried, nervous, and

embarassed when they did not feel

well-dressed.

Moods of Color

There's a reason, expresses Mrs.

Ryan, for the influence of different

clothing types. "A particular color

or texture probably influences the

mood of an individual because it

has become associated in the past
with that mood, or with some in

dividual, object, or event sug

gesting it." Black is a good example
of this. It made most girls feel older

and more sophisticated. Perhaps
this is because they have "seen old

er and sophisticated women wear

ing black and have seen black used

in magazine illustrations for that

type of woman."
"

1 he reason clothing is important
is because someone sees it," says
Mrs. Ryan. "There is never a point
where you don't find a relationship
between clothing and humans.
After all, each situation, contains

interacting humans and they're
dressed."
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Dairy Marketing

and the

College of Agriculture

A College of Agriculture alumnus explains the relationship

between the College and New York State's most important

agricultural industry.

PRODUCTION
and marketing of

milk continues to be the most

important single agricultural in

dustry in New York State. Perhaps
no other single industry is so vital

to the economic health of the state.

In recognition of this fact, sev

eral years ago both the State of

New York and the Federal govern

ment enacted legislation to regu

late certain economic aspects of

milk marketing. Based on this legis
lation are the milk marketing
orders.

The College's Role

Since 1942 the writer has been

the administrator of the orders for

the Metropolitan New York City
area. In 1957 this regulation was

extended to cover a large part of

Northern New Jersey and much of

upstate New York. Throughout
this time, representatives of the

New York State College of Agri
culture made an invaluable contri

bution to the development of the

regulatory program.

The administrator, the assistant

administrator, and several members

of the administrator's staff have

had either undergraduate or grad
uate training at the College of Agri
culture. At most public hearings
involving the marketing orders
some member of the teaching and

research staff at the College of Agri
culture has appeared as an expert
witness. Many of the major pro
visions of the market order regu
lation have been developed by per
sons associated with the College.
In addition, the four major co-

by Dr. Charles Blanford '35

Milk Market Administrator

operative groups of dairy farmers,
who are charged under the order

regulations with the responsibility
of representing the interests of all

dairy farmers in the milkshed, have
relied heavily on the College of

Agriculture for trained personnel.
They also frequently seek the ad

vice of College personnel in the de

velopment and presentation of their

marketing programs.

Several graduates of the College
also hold responsible positions with
the State and Federal agencies
charged with the supervision of the

milk marketing orders.

Several persons in the dairy in

dustry some years ago recognized
the important contribution of the

College of Agriculture in the dairy
marketing field, establishing the

Dairy Marketing Research Fund.

Part of that fund has been set aside

to endow a scholarship grant each

year to an advanced student in the

College who has shown an interest
in some phase of dairy marketing.
Several past recipients of this schol

arship grant have graduated from

the College of Agriculture and are

noW working in the field of dairy
marketing.

Marketing Research

At the present time also, re

search projects are being cooper

atively sponsored by the Market
Administrator and the Department
of Agricultural Economics. In ad

dition, a research project to deter
mine the specific gravity of milk
and milk products is being spon
sored with the Department of

Dairy and Food Science.

Four employees of the Market

Administrator's office are doing re

search work at the College of Agri
culture in preparation for graduate

degrees. These persons in addition

to receiving valuable training are

each conducting research on prob
lems related to the marketing of

milk.

The results of this research be

come available not only for use in

establishing better marketing sys

tems and regulatory programs, but

for the teaching of dairy marketing
at the College.

Teaching Dairy Marketing

It is through the teaching of

dairy marketing that most under

graduate students come in contact

with the economics of dairy market

ing. Here, every student in the Col

lege of Agriculture has an oppor

tunity to learn about the marketing
system for milk in New York. This

can be of great value to him. If he

becomes a dairy farmer he can use

this information in his own busi

ness. Of even greater importance,
however, is this knowledge as he

assumes responsibility for action

and eventual leadership in his co

operative organization. If he enters

agricultural business, it is a neces

sity that he know the marketing
system for milk. If he enters voca

tional agriculture teaching or Ex

tension Service work he will be pre

pared to work with dairy farmers

and dairy farm organization lead

ers. Any person who intends to be

associated with New York State

agriculture will find knowledge of

the marketing of milk most helpful
in the pursuit of his work.

Tribute to Spencer

Any review of dairy marketing
at the College of Agriculture would

not be complete without recogni
tion of the contribution made by
Dr. Leland Spencer, Professor of

Daily Marketing. For more than

thirty years he has taught, advised,
and directed more students of dairy
marketing than any other person.

New York State, with its eco

nomic dependence on the produc
tion and marketing of milk and

dairy products has been fortunate

to have had at the College of Agri
culture a continuing program of re

search and teaching in the field of

Dairy Marketing. It has been

doubly fortunate to have the pro

gram under the guidance and di
rection of so able a person as Dr.
Leland Spencer.
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by James A. Sample '63

Professor Adams, commonly called "B.A." by his

friends, showed a marked artistic ability in high school,
even though writing later became his outstanding field.

Upon graduation he studied at the Spring Garden In

stitute in Philadelphia and Corcoran Art School in

Washington. He later enrolled at Stanford University
and graduated in 1900. While at Stanford, he ran track.

He had a mustache which made him look like Robert

Louis Stevenson, and at track meets the people in the

stands would yell, "Go Gramps, We're betting on you!"
"B.A." had a definite flair for writing even before

he went to Stanford and was one of the co-founders of

the Pathfinder, a weekly news review, at age 17.

Besides being editor of the Stanford literary maga

zine and managing editor of the daily newspaper, he

later founded the Stanford Chaparral, the first college
comic in the west. Once, he wrote an article which

CORNELLIANS

RECALL B.A.
Retire? Well, yes, it's true that I am finishing 31

rebellious years at Cornell," rumbled Professor

Bristow Adams, as he fished in his pocket for a match

to light his cigar for the seventh time. "In '43, when I

was supposed to retire, I felt reluctant to leave—now,

I'm sort of anxious to get on with my painting, to see

if I'm any good."
concerned several school officials. Some friends of Lu-

ella Farmer, later Mrs. Adams, ran up to her and cried,
"Oh Luella, they are going to expel Bristow!" Luella

said in a casual manner, "Oh no they won't. If any

body knows what the people want, it will be Bristow."

He didn't get expelled.
After graduating, he became a free-lance writer

and illustrator. In 1902, he returned to Washington,
D. C, helped form a publishing company, and edited

the American Spectator. He then became the associate

editor of Forestry and Irrigation, which brought him
into association with the United States Department
of Agriculture Forest Service.

In 1914, according to Mrs. Adams, he was travel

ing around the West with the Forestry Service when

a telegram four weeks old caught up with him. The

message had been forwarded so much from one place

The

400 WELCOME

our pleasure is

in serving you

RESTAURANT-SODA BAR

College Ave. at Dryden Rd.

An Historic Old Homestead . .

Now a Fine Restaurant

the

GABLES
Serving Dinner Daily except Mondays 5 to 9 P.M.

and Sundays Noon to 8 P.M.

A wonderful place for banquets and parties, too!

PHONE 4-2497 FOR RESERVATIONS

Elmira Rd. Opp. Robert H. Treman State Park

March, 1961



to another that there were $8 charges on it "I felt

that no telegram four weeks old was worth £8 to me,

so I refused it," said "B.A."
_

He later discovered that the wire was from Cornell

offering him the post of publication and information

director in the College of Agriculture. He still had time

to accept, and "I have never regretted it, Professor

Adams said.
-in- j

To him, the purpose of the extension bulletins and

the use of the press was a way to acquaint farmers
with

scientific research in an understandable form. Professor

Adams believed that simple English was a must when

acquainting farmers with a scientific discovery.

One of Bristow Adams' first contributions to the

profession was to establish the agricultural editor as a

"service man." At the American Association of Agri

cultural College Editors in Wisconsin in 1915, he said,

"The best form of publicity in connection with exten

sion work is that which is furthest from the generally

accepted use of that word. Truth which will aid the

reader carries its own validity."
He always insisted on news as opposed to pub

licity. To him, real news was a service to the paper, as

well as to the reader, and he would not tolerate what

he called "puff stuff."
Professor Adams was one of the first college edi

tors to see value in training schools. For years, he con

ducted numerous training schools for home demonstra

tion and other groups. He collaborated with weekly

newspaper editors in the surrounding areas in count

less news writing sessions which he conducted in his

humorous and interesting way. "B.A." was once asked

if these meetings did any good and he replied, "Well,
for a while at least they wrote on only one side of the

paper.

By traveling extensively, he observed agricultural

Economic Laundry Service

Free Parking

AT THE

Convenient Community Corners

24 hour coin operated

washing machines and dryers

dry cleaning -

laundry service

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. Daily

PETRILLOSE CLEANERS

Ithaca Laundries

Phone ITH. 9181

practices in many countries, and through numerous

speeches he shared these experiences with audiences

throughout New York State. "I could listen to you all

night long," one man told him after a dinner meeting.

The subject, a 12-course dinner served on a tramp

steamer, "B.A.'s" favorite means of travel.

In spite of his busy life, Adams found time to give

two or three commencement speeches a month. He

says, "I still can't fathom how I ever became a com

mencement speaker, as I played hookey in school on

declamation day, flunked a course in forensics at Stan

ford, and never gave a public talk until I was 40."

For over 18 years, he had a weekly broadcast,
"Let's Read a Book," on the Cornell radio station. An

Ithaca resident once commented, "Missing B.A. on

Saturday would be like missing my breakfast."

Being only human, "B.A." had a tendency to "put

things off" 'til the last minute. One of his co-workers

recalls staying up all night to prepare for a meeting on

campus. They had breakfast at a beanery at Jive a.m.,

and were in time for the opening session at nine.

He was quite interested in extra-curricular activi

ties, and he was a member of the Board of Directors

for the Cornell Daily Sun, an unofficial advisor of the

CORNELL COUNTRYMAN, and a member of the

Board of Managers of Willard Straight Hall.

For 25 years, he was faculty advisor for track

athletics. Robert J. Kane, Director of Athletics, com

mented, "... A head referee of Cornell track meets for

over 30 years, he was a suave and elegant trademark

in his indoor costume of top hat and tails, and the

outdoor uniform of snowwhite

flannels, panama hat, and navy

blue sport coat — impeccable al

ways."
Best known on the Cornell cam

pus for their Monday night open-

house for students, Professor Adams
and his wife felt that students

needed a place where they might
hold informal discussions. Over the

fireplace in the Adams' home is the

inscription, "The time has come,

the Walrous said, to talk of many

things."
In 1939, when Adams was 64, he

said, "I have no desire to retire; I

am not looking forward to it. I

enjoy the work with the students.''

Even after his retirement in 1945,
he was a member of the adminis

trative committee of the Cornell

Plantations and editor of its

quarterly publication.

Upon his death on November 19,

1957, at age 82, President Deane

W. Malott of Cornell University
said, "Bristow Adams was one of

those commanding figures whose

presence helps create the stature of

a great university. . . "B. A." was

always approachable, especially by
the students he so loved and re

spected; he was always articulate in

behalf of his adopted alma mater;

the passage of years never hindered

his heartwarming youthfulness."
"It can never be commonplace to

say of Bristow Adams that he will
be remembered."
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4-7tU Annual

JLitlle>

Ap.iil29, 196i

Dairy winners proudly display their awards

The forty-seventh annual "Little International," sponsored by the Cornell

Round-Up Club will be held on April 29, 1961, in the Judging Pavilion. Show

ing will begin at 12:00 noon in all classes of livestock — Beef, Dairy, Sheep,
and Swine. Students of Cornell will compete for over $200 in prizes and

awards. All interested are cordially invited to attend.

CORNELL

ROUND-UP CLUB

Gordon Thomson—Show Superintendent
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GIFTS

• Sweatshirts

• Penants

• Souveniers

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Collegetown

The age of the horse

and buggy is passed!

Modern vehicles require expert attention.

Let our expert mechanics service your

"buggy"?

Glenn's Sinclair Station

329 College Ave. Ithaca 4-9176

40

FOR A PIZZA THAT'S A TREAT

GO TO JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St.
Phone 4-9039

Coknki.i. Countryman



The "Super"
in

Our Supermarkets

SUPER-human effort by food distributors

and processors has moved a SUPER abun

dance of commodities through our market

ing channels.

by Len Kallerges, Grad '61

Take
A short walk through a

supermarket .

.

. any super

market. There, you might find ham

from Holland, lettuce from Califor

nia, steak from Kansas, oranges
from Florida, and apples, eggs, milk,
and canned peas from New York.

To do this gigantic job of as

sembling and retailing takes the

concerted efforts of millions of wor

kers in food processing and distri

bution. Their function is vital. They
are dealing with products for which
the average family spends a quarter
of its budget totaling over $50 bil

lion yearly.

Efficient Food Stores

"The efficient operation of food

stores", says professor of marketing
Dr. Wendell Earle, "affects the lives
of everyone, including consumers,

wholesalers, processors, and produ
cers." Efficient food store operation
helps consumers by providing the

products and services they want in

a convenient form, at low cost.

Producers benefit through low

ered distribution costs, and larger
markets. Retailers, processors, and

wholesalers benefit through ade

quate returns on their investment

and labor.

Efficient food stores and the in

tricate channels that bring food

from producers to consumers are

also being studied at Cornell. In

recent years, Dr. Earle reports, Cor

nell has put more and more empha
sis on the retail part of marketing.
For example, one of the problems

now being worked out at Cornell is

the development and promotion of

the "Bird Dog," a product similar
to a hot dog, but made from poultry
meat. The developers of the "Bird

Dog", Professors R.C. Baker and

L.B. Darrah, say that "This pro-

Prof. Wendell Earle (third from left, front row) conducts field trips to

retail stores for his food distribution students. This "first-hand-view" educa

tion is part of Cornell's program to narrow the gap between the available

supply of trained men and the needs of the food distribution industry.

duct will, in addition to increasing

the variety of poultry meat pro

ducts available to the consumer, al

so increase the alternative use of

poultry products."
Another interesting development

is a new type of apple crate that

will be packed in the field and be

immediately adaptable for retail

store display. Its conceiver, Profes

sor Max E. Brunk, explains that

"This would result in lower handl

ing and packing costs by the

grower. In addition, the retailer

would benefit by decreasing the la

bor necessary to prepare the apples
for display."
New York State is the nation's

second largest apple producer, and

the nation's most populated state.

A major change in the marketing-

efficiency of apples is of great con

cern to the state's apple producers.

Management practices in food

distribution are also of concern to

the industry. A recent nation-wide

survey by Professors Wendell Earle

and Neal M. Gold shows that al

though 95 percent of the retail food

concerns believe management dev

elopment is necessary, only one-

fourth have established programs to

train new managers.

Food Distribution Program

Cornell recognizes the need for

trained personnel in 1958 when it

set up the Food Distribution Prog

ram under Professor Wendell Earle.

He says "The need of the food in

dustry for well trained men with

ability and vision continues to in

crease faster than ever before."

By offering college training in the

food distribution area to under

graduate and graduate students,

and special students, Cornell hopes
to narrow the gap between the

available supply of trained men

and the needs of the industry.

Extension Program

Another step towards increased

marketing efficiency is the estab

lishment of an extension program in

food distribution under Professor

Leland E. Ott. Its purpose is to pro

vide current information on the lat

est research findings and mana

gerial practices for food chains,
wholesalers, and independent super
markets. The U.S. Department of

Agriculture has this to say about

"Extension" work in food distribu

tion. "Extension has long worked

with wholesale and retail food firms.

The objectives of this work have

included the following: better main

tenance in quality of agricultural
products, increased operational ef

ficiency of marketing firms, im

proved marketing practices of farm

ers, and the development and ex

pansion of the market for agricultu
ral products.

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

Custom made clothes

442 W. State Ith. 2-3163

Seniors-Juniors

career opportunities

in Extension

for information visit

Home Demonstration-253 M.V.R.

Agriculture-212 Roberts Hall

4-H Club-242 Roberts Hall
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FULL
of pride are we in our abounding crops. We

are almost boastful that we can produce so

great quantity, and that the nation
can inven-

"

tory so much wealth thereby. It is good to see the

granaries full, the bins bursting, the storehouses

laden and the barns packed to the beams. We

read the figures with much satisfaction. We

attain to mastery and we express our power.

It is our high ambition to make every new

year more productive than the old.

:'>- -\JL-

MAm0M
ISC

Yet, in the end, that people will conquer and

that industry will survive that puts the most

art and feeling into its efforts and its prod

ucts, and the mechanical quantity-produc

tion, no matter how honest and "efficient",
will fall into subordinate place. The

quality of the product is verily more im

portant than its quantity, because it ex

presses the soul of the producer; and even

in a commercial age, the spirit will hold

the leadership. To be keen in the appre

ciation of the beauty in the product is to

exercise the highest privilege of any

craftsman, whether farmer or artisan;
nnd if one sees the beauty, one perforce is

thankful.

To be thankful for the products of the year,

therefore, is not merely a courteous and pious de

meanor: it is a necessary result of satisfactory liv

ing. In these bountiful days we do not need to re

turn thanks because we have not starved; we need to

be thankful that we have known the joy of the earth and

that we have seen the miracles come out of it, that we

have been filled with the beauty. Let us, then, in due

decorum appraise the beauty in an apple, the perfection
in an animal, the harmony in the products of the land. We
cannot do less than this. We may wish that all men shall

similarly be blessed. Our hearts may be full of thanksgiv
ing and prayer.

Liberty Hyde Bailey.
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Eastman Stagers'
Golden Year

IN
this special Ag Progress Days edition we have

explored some of the "Great Issues in Agriculture."
These issues may be new in this generation but prob
lems of some kind have always existed in agriculture.

Agricultural issues, or the demands they put on

the people facing them, were part of the cause for an

institution that was born in the early days of Farmers'
Week, lived through Farm and Home Week, and is

celebrating its Golden Anniversary this year during
Cornell's Agricultural Progress Days.

The institution is the Eastman Stage in Public

Speaking.
Prof. G. Eric Peabody has been associated with

the Stage since its beginning. He explains that the

namesake, Waterville, New York banker A. R. East

man, first became interested in such a public speaking
contest while attending a meeting of eastern New

York hops growers in the early 1900's.

After the meeting, Mr. Eastman expressed con-

The 1961 Eastman Stage contestants. Front row, from left to

right: Harold H. Miller '61, Abigail A. Stimson '61, Joan E.

Hitt '61, and George E. Agle '62. Second row, left to right:
Gordon L. Peck 62, Jon E. MacDonald '61, alternate, and Paul

A. Knapp '62. Photo Science

cern to Dean Liberty Hyde Bailey with the unwilling
ness ot many farmers at this meeting to speak publicly.
I hey certainly had something important to say, but
seemed to lack confidence. Eastman was especially
concerned with seeing this trait in ag college students.

Air. Eastman was familiar with the "Agricultural
Sta»-e," a small speaking contest held during Farmers1
Week. He felt that a public speaking event like this
could inspire ag students to develop confidence and

leadership qualities. In 1910 Eastman donated money
lor prizes in the form of Liberty Bonds. The late V. j.
Frost, '10, won the first prize in the first Eastman
Stage on February 11, 1910.

A public speaking stage, felt Mr. A. R. Eastman,
would give confidence and leadership qualities to par

ticipants. To test the results, questionnaires were sent

this year to 250 past "Eastman Stagers." Professor

Peabody, a past "Stager" himself, says the returns

show Eastman "alums" in top positions, in all walks
of life, from all over the country.

The goals of the Eastman Stage—confidence and

leadership—were never more needed than they are

today. We salute the Eastman Stagers in their Golden
Year.

Farewells, Accolades and
Announcements
'"P HE March issue is the last one for this writer.
-*- For their time and effort in putting out the mag

azine, I want to thank the most important part of the
editorial "we" — the staff; the guidance behind the

"we" — the Board of Directors; and the reason for the

"we" — the readers.

I am looking forward to seeing the work of the

newly elected editors and managers: Editor-in-chief,

Jane Brody, '62; Managing Editor, Ernest Smith, '64;
Associate Editors, Jane Doyle, '62, and Linda Gold-

reich, '64; Circulation Manager, Ralph Schoemann,

'63; Home Ec Editor, Hillary Brown, '63; Photography
Editor, Richard Mandell, '64; Secretary, Suzy Gubin,

'63; Ag-Dom Representative, W. Stephen Middaugh,
'62; and Zilch, '00.

The Countryman- takes great pleasure in announc

ing the winners of the Paul H. Guldin Memorial awards

for the fall term: First prize, Robert Gambino, '61;

second prize, Gerald Krai, '62; and third prize, Ed

ward Razinsky, '61. The honorable mentions were:

Jane Brody and Jane Doyle, both '62; and Linda

Goldreich, '64.

Fraternities! Sororities!

Planning a banquet or picnic?

We furnish salads and baked goods of all types.

HOME DAIRY BAKERY AND CAFETERIA

143 E. STATE STREET ITHACA 2-2459
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Ithaca's

nicest

places to

dine out

the

College Spa
216 East State St.

Your host, genial

PETE ATSEDES

TEETER'S

Mobile Service

welcomes

you to

Agriculture

Progress

Days

Student's Downtown

Service Center

Open 24 hours a day

211 W. State St., Ith. 4-1714

From the College Press

• WINTER OAT RESEARCH - Prof . E. J. Kinbacher is

working on two projects which promise to speed up

research and hasten the development of a winter

oat suitable for growth in New York State.

• GREENHOUSE AND NURSERY CROP BUSINESS-at least

one group of agricultural products has no surplus,

says Prof. John Seeley. The products: trees,

shrubs, and all types of garden plants.

• THAILAND STUDY -Evidence gathered in a College

of Home Economics study in Bang Chan, Thailand,

may point the way toward better health for future

generations of rural Thai.

• CELLS HELP INSECT RESISTANCE - New knowledge

of the ways insects adapt to phosphate insecti

cides has been uncovered by Prof. Robert Patton.

His discovery may lead to improved insect control.

• TURKEYS - Many turkeys aren't being well

enough fed, Prof. Milton Scott said in a speech
at the British Turkey Federation meeting in Har

rogate, England.

• STRAWBERRY DISEASE - Summer wilt has caused

such a high death rate to plants in some strawberry

areas that Cornell researchers teamed up to find

a cure. Their findings to date: certain straw

berry varieties are more resistant than others.

• EXHIBIT IN EGYPT - An exhibit built for Cor

nell's 1960 Farm and Home Week has been selected

for presentation at the International Agricul
tural Exhibition in Cairo.

• CRICKET RESEARCH - In an effort to find out how

men will react to life without day and night , grad
uate student Joseph Nowosielski has been exposing
crickets to varying periods of light and darkness.
The crickets continue day and night activities

even when they're exposed to continuous arti

ficial light.

• NEW EGG CARTON - If a three-month market test

now being conducted in Syracuse supermarkets pays

off, consumers will soon be able to buy their eggs
in an all-new carton, which keeps eggs cleaner and

fresher than ever.

/''»/' I lather injnrmalinn mi ,i>iy nj the abovf items write to the Cornell Coiintrynnin.

Cornku. Countryman



THE DAIRYMEN'S

LEAGUE...

Oldest, Largest, Most Influential

Marketing and Bargaining

Cooperative in the Milkshed

The only milkshed cooperative that knows all the score

all the way . . . from the milking parlor to the corner store . . .

from the dealer's cost sheet to Mrs. Customer's door.

It is League bargaining backed by League facts,

figures and facilities that give all dairymen a better

deal in the marketplace.

It is League marketing outlets, backed by League

manufacturing facilities that make cooperative

market-guarantees really mean what they say . . .

especially in times when overproduction and dis

tress milk disturb normal marketing operations.

The members of this oldest and largest milkshed cooper

ative are proud to join with their milkshed neighbors in applaud

ing the New York State College of Agriculture for its salute to an

advancing agriculture in this Progress Days celebration.

DAIRYMEN'S LEAGUE

COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION, INC.



LINK-BELT drive and conveyor chains

travel with the leaders
Over 300 quality-conscious farm machine manufacturers

rely on Link-Belt for chain . . . and bonus services besides

There's good reason why so many farm equipment manu

facturers choose Link-Belt chain. Experience has shown

them that the refinements built into Link-Belt chain make

a vast difference in field performance, help assure customer

satisfaction for their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive
and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets.
Also "bonus" services: application counsel, field analysis,
laboratory service and others. These services multiply the
value of Link-Belt chains, but not the price!

*STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION

STEEL ROLLER CHAIN —

a popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high hp capac
ity and light weight.

♦DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL
ROLLER CHAIN —

a dependable,
long-lasting conveying medium for
corn picking and similar duty. The
straight sidebars have ample slid

ing surfaces to resist wear.

STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN —

brings
low-cost efficiency lo conveying
Special hook design provides added
bearing area for added life—also
prevents accidental uncoupling

400 CLASS PINTLE CHAIN—A du
rable, reliable performer often ap

plied on row crop harvesters.
Closed link barrel prevents foreign
materials from working into the

pin joint.

♦IMPORTANT! Link-Bell Roller Chains lor (he
agricultural held arc true roller chains They
have free-turning roMers. Hence, longer life for
chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbing
or sliding over sprocket teeth.

CHAINS & SPROCKETS

aodKS?ock C^rJfn7bSrfbui««°n,CAli ftlS^r!!^'' f'"""^J-' T1,Svrv£ ,!u,,"i,r>' Thcrc Arc I.inkBcIt Plants, Warehouses. District Sales Offices

bom (I , ,' "s l'\'1,,r' 0,1'"j New York 7; Australia. Marrickvillc (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo; Canada. Scar-ooro ( Joiomo l.-t); South Africa. Springs. Representatives Throughout the World.
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Against the National Trend

. . . and We're Proud of It!

The number of students in agricultural

colleges across the nation has been

declining—but not in the New York State College

of Agriculture at Cornell University

which has the second highest enrollment

of any agricultural college in the Nation.

Undergraduate enrollment increased again

this year—to 1630. In addition, the

College has 750 graduate students from

all parts of the world.

Approximately one out of five Cornell

students (20 percent) is enrolled in

the College of Agriculture. Compare this

with the national figure—only three percent
of all students in U. S. colleges and

universities are in agriculture.

Why? The College of Agriculture at Cornell

has kept up-to-date with the fast changing
times. It offers students extraordinary

opportunities for a liberal university

education with more than 50 diverse areas

for specialization within the range of

modern agriculture. A word of appreciation
is due alumni and high school counselors

for their interest in recruiting highly

qualified students.

New York State College of Agriculture.

a Unit of the State University

at Cornell University
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Goes to NYABC-sired cows

New York State and western Vermont dairy
men know by experience that NYABC daughters
lead in

Production

Sales

Show winnings

Dairymen who want cows with P.S.S. should

contact.

_- _
NEW YORK

rfJYARr) ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'
>Ui^ COOPERATIVE, INC.

Judd Falls Road Ithaca, N. Y.

Proved Through 20 Years of Progressive Service

For all your grocery needs
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All Students Are Created Equal

FOR
some reason not understood by anyone familiar

with the Colleges of Agriculture and Home Eco

nomics, "aggies" and "home eccies" are often looked

down upon by those of the Lower Campus.

Those who know the Colleges—who know of the

faculty's high caliber, of the administration's personal

attention to every student, of the excellent varied yet

specialized education the student receives—find such

an attitude unjustifiable. And, indeed, it is. But
never

theless, this attitude exists. On the ladder of social

prestige, the Upper Campus' rung is, rather paradox

ically, below that of the Lower Campus.
The question now is why. If not founded upon

any existing inferiority, then where does the explan
ation lie? Strangely enough, it lies within the Upper

Campus student himself, not in his abilities or achieve

ments or lack of them, but in his own attitude. He is

too often on the defensive, too often attempting in

vain to refute the mocking criticisms of his so-called

"superiors." And even worse, he frequently attempts

no defense at all, and thereby reinforces his assailant's

opinions.
Few students enter these Colleges with a feeling

of inferiority. More often it is generated during the

freshman orientation period or at some time early in

the student's college career, at a time when he knows

little about the college he attends and therefore can

offer little in its defense.

There is but one way to remedy this situation. A

positive attitude must be created in the mind of the

incoming freshman before his arrival on campus. This

attitude must be founded upon an understanding and

knowledge of the college he will attend. Give him

some facts with which to answer his critics. Let him

reply "Why, I'm surprised to hear you say that. My
college is this and has that . . ." rather than "Lay off

it. You're talking through your hat." Let his reply be

a rebuttal, not a defense.

How can someone gain an understanding and

knowledge of an institution he has seen but once in his

life, if at all? A difficult task, I must admit, but not
an impossible one. It means reaching the incoming
student during the summer, either by mail or personal
contact or both.

One suggestion for achieving this is already being
executed. The Countryman is planning a summer

issue designed especially for the incoming freshman.
It will in pant replace the "Guide to Upper Campus
Activities" but it will go far beyond the activities level
It will incorporate all facets of Upper Campus life and
its relationship to Cornell University as a whole. It
will be for the students by the students, a direct com
munication of personal experience as well as factual
information. It will attempt to describe an Upper
Campus education in its entirety, what the Colleges
do to give it and what the student must do to get it.

Another suggestion is a pre-school contact pro
gram which, by the way, would be a worthwhile pro
ject for Ag-Dom. This program involves gathering a

large group of interested students who will be able to

meet one or more Upper Campus freshman before his

entrance in the fall. An orientation meeting for the

group may be held in May, when most acceptances

are in, to explain the program's objectives. Further ar

rangements can be made in order to reach those ac

cepted during the summer. And for the few who can

not be contacted personally, a letter is a reasonable

substitute.

This plan is similar to Raven and Serpent's Junior
Grandmother-Granddaughter program. The latter's

limited success is attributable to its ill-defined objec
tives and lack of orientation. Both of these failings are

easily overcome and avoided by the suggested plan.
I am sure there are other means of improving the

Upper Campus student's attitude toward his own situ

ation. All suggestions are welcome and you are en

couraged to offer them. Letters may be addressed to

the Cornell Countryman, 490 Roberts Hall. Let us

attack this unfounded and unreasonable attitude at

its roots and erase it once and for all.

J.E.B.

gracious dining

over the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Ithaca 4-0010

Where the discrete meet
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n The Midst

by Zilch

Ode to spring:
Spring is sprung, the grass is riz;
I wonder where the birdies is.

With this little note of pastoral pleasure, Zilch once

more comes bounding over the fields of green, to

spread joy and cheer to all those who read his sage

and kindly words. It is obvious that Spring is well on

its way to taking over the happy hamlet of Ithaca

for the Zilchian signs of Spring are becoming more

and more numerous.

For instance, as the calendar wends its way sum

mer-ward, have you noticed that coeds are beginning
to look more like female people and less like grizzly
bears. One friend of Zilch likens this phenomenon to

the emergence of a butterfly from its wintry chrysalis.
Zilch has also noted that Profs are beginning to smile

again, robins are courting, and SILO members are

hunting up the salamanders for their annual feast.

Theoretically, in Spring a young man's fancy
lightly turns to thoughts of the opposite sex. Apparent-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ly thus Spring is no different from any other. Some
industrious Agg.e has racked his brain to come un
with a new tradition and, by George, he's done it.
Zilch has observed that starry-eyed look in several
sneaker-clad lovelies coming from Mann Libe by wayof the foot bridge". It seems as though the big deal
now is to be kissed in the mist of Triphammer Falls
1 imagine this infers being kissed in the midst of the
mist. But what if he missed the Miss? Kissed on the
wrist? Ah, bliss! Of course, this could go on for hours,
but Zilch will curtail it for now and let some other
clever wag think up new parodies.

Ihis brand new type tradition admittedly brings
up some problems not normally encountered. Coeds
and/or guys who wear glasses and/or contact lenses
will be at a disadvantage without windshield wipers.
The fluctuation of water flow over the Falls is such
that at times one may stand directly under the dam
and still not receive the invigorating spray. Such a

revolting development may remove the spirit of ad
venture from the whole project. Then, too, that spray
does a good job of taking the starch out of one's collar
and those who like their collars well-starched will, no
doubt, shy away from the whole proposition. Needless
to say, Zilch is available to fill the role of the im

petuous male and is at the beck and call of any
desirous coed.

Zilch came across one interesting piece of noth

ingness amongst the Countryman's many press re

leases. It seems a Prof in the poultry department has
decided that most of the turkeys aren't very well

nourished leaving them scrawny and unfinished. Zilch

would like to contest this statement by saying that

most of the turkeys he has seen in Mann Libe during
study breaks look pretty well fed and definitely not

scrawny. To this, at least one coed will reply
"feathers."

Someone has finally managed to beat Zilch to the

punch at making a nasty dig at our beloved ex-editor.

It seems that the odoriferous habits of the aforemen

tioned clod managed to reach the ear of a well known

deodorant company, and naturally they sent him a

free sample. This only goes to prove that oft-quoted
expression, "Even your best friends won't tell you" . . .

but strangers will.

Oops, I tink I tee an ex-editor a-tweeping up on

me. Bye kiddies.

y? UKg TO TAK^ A COFpee gf?£AK W ITH YA,fUD6^,
$\SX ANYMORE IT'£ PK£TTY HA£D -]ft 3Kit? <£NAKF^ LA&'

crystal, stainless

silver, china, teak . . .

in home accessories

of good design at

Contemporary Trends

115 North Aurora St.
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Rainmakers

In

Research
Professor Free

The four pans are rotated through the simulated rain by
a turntable.

What happens to rain and the soil it

hits is important in agriculture and

conservation. To quantify the relation

of rain to soil, researchers are applying
artificial rainfall to laboratory soil

samples.

by Elizabeth Pomada '62

HT O MANY, rain is just another
■*• form of water. But to George R.

Free, project leader of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture and

Associate Professor at the New

York State College of Agriculture,
rain has many different forms —

from fast, heavy summer thunder

storms to gentle, light April
showers.

Prof. Free has always been con

cerned with the run-off of natural

rainfall and the erosion of soil.

"Various types of rain have differ

ent effects on soil," states Prof.

Free. When agronomists and con

servationists consider rainfall in

terms of the soil it hits, they want a
formula or equation to predict how
much water the soil will retain.

With rainfall data from all over

the country, particularly from New

Professor Free
At Marcellus, N. Y. a 72 X 21 foot field plot is used in measuring runoff and erosion.

York State experimental stations

at Arnot, Geneva, and Marcellus,
and with the aid of Purdue Uni

versity researchers, Prof. Free is at

tempting to find such a formula.

Machine-made rain has been ap

plied to standard soil samples in the

laboratory to extend the formula's

use to other soils.

Precipitation pounds the premises

Soils may be melted completely
by falling rain or they may resist a

rainfall's energy. A crust may form

on soil depending on its resistance

to the action of rainfall: its water

stability. This occurs most often

when the soil lacks vegetation.
Protecting the soil from the im

pact of raindrops is important. This
can be done with crops or mulch

which, incidentally, will also help
maintain the soil's ability to hold

water. "You can't put too much em

phasis on what occurs on the soil's

surface — that's where the water

makes up its mind: whether it will

run off or go in," says Prof. Free. A
crust is a partial seal of the surface

which increases the amount of run

off.

A rainfall's energy, and therefore,
its bad effects, are directly propor
tional to the rain's drop size, in-

tensitv, and amount.

4
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Energy falls from
above

On a bare soil surface, an inch

of rain falling in ten hours on one

acre of land has enough energy to

move about 390 standard size cars

ten feet. A more powerful thunder

storm, with an inch of rain falling

in twelve minutes on one acre,

could do the same to about 770

automobiles, Prof. Free reports.

And because the intense, large-

dropped thunderstorm of summer

also falls faster than a light spring
shower, the thunderstorm is really
100 times more powerful. Drop size

is particularly important because a

rain's actual energy depends on the

raindrop's weight and velocity.
Although much information on

the energy of rainfall has already
been collected through actual field

observation, Cornell scientists are

simulating rain on soil in controlled

laboratory experiments. They're
trying to find out exactly what rain
does to the soil on which it lands.

Actually, Cornell's "rainmakers"

might better be called "rain-simu

lators". One laboratory gadget used
in gathering their data consists of

pans of soil rotating under an eight

foot
Jiigh nozzle which sprinkles

"ram". By this means, different soils
may be compared.
Drop size, intensity, and amount

of "rainfall" may be alternated and
controlled with a second setup. This
consists of a 30 foot high pan from
which is suspended hypodermic-like
needles at variable angles. With it,
the maximum terminal velocity of
a natural rainfall may be obtained
in the laboratory.
Erosion by raindrops

The researchers are also studying
the erosion tendencies of natural

rain on field plots under controlled

conditions. There is a close correla

tion, they find, between a rainfall's

amount of energy and its highest
intensity and the erosion which re

sults from it.

Movement of soil by the impact
of raindrops is a very old phen
omenon which has left marks

everywhere without attracting
much attention. The marks, rang
ing from sand on freshly picked
spinach to actual downslope move

ment of soil in the fields, have been

observed or studied by many. Prof.

Free is now working on what actu

ally happens in making the marks
and what is the effect of the rain

drop's impact.
Perhaps the data he collects will

produce the magic formula needed
to predict rain's damaging effects
on soil. The next step will be to

condition the soil through proper

management in preparation for

rain. Cornell's "rainmakers" may

give farmers and conservationists
the formula they seek.

A dense crust formed on this pan of soil

after exposure to natural rainfall.

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone 9778

Have you gotten your

1961 CORNELLIAN

SALES DRIVE THIS WEEK

WILLARD STRAIGHT LOBBY

WEDNESDAY thru FRIDAY

APRIL 5-7

Do Cleaning Problems Trouble You?

TRY

Hour

Service

138 W. State

w. c. w.

"fills a pressing need"
2-1622
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Israeli

Girls

Say
Left to right : Billa Zamir, Ruth Melchoir, Rachel Avishar

They Would Found An Institution . . .

where girls can study and practice home eco

nomics to further the growth and progress of

their country.

by Hillary Brown '63

HOME
ECONOMISTS are

greatly needed in Israel to

day, reveals Nureth Rosen. She is

one of four Israeli graduate students

at Cornell studying in this field.

These girls plan to earn their Mast

ers' degrees in two years and then

return to Israel to establish a home

economics college.
Nureth's companions, Rachel

Avishar, Billa Zamir and Ruth Mel

choir competed with other Israeli

students in rigorous exams and in

terviews to study in the United

States. They are here on Point 4

International Cooperation Associ

ation scholarships. This program,

supported by the U.S. government,

gives scholarships to students of

many countries for study in Amer

ica. The grant is accompanied by an

allowance for books and living ex

penses.

Final decisions on the recipients

of the awards are made by a com

mittee in Israel consisting of I.C.A.

representatives and members of the

Ag office and the government.

Each of the four girls chosen is

studying in a different Home Ec

department—Ruth is majoring in

Food and Nutrition, Rachel in

Child Development and Family Re

lationships, Billa in Home Eco

nomics and Management, and

Nureth in Textiles and Clothing,
and Housing and Design. These are

the only courses the girls are taking,

except for two who are enrolled in

English classes.

A diverse curriculum planned

At the new Israeli university,
each girl will instruct in her field

of specialization. The school will be

an extension of the Agricultural

College at the Weissman Institute

in Rechoval.

Thirty girls are expected to en

roll in the school. The first term

will be spent at the University of

Jerusalem. Here they will take

courses in the humanities and

sciences. Then off to Rechoval for

the Home Economics courses.

Graduation is in three years with a

B.S. degree in Home Economics.

"As there are no 4-H clubs, few

high school courses, and no aca

demic degrees in Home Ec, the new

institution must introduce this prac

tical science to girls wrho have had

no previous experience," explains
Nureth in perfect English. Her

speech, incidently, results from

studying the English language since

the fifth grade, a requirement of

every Israeli student.

Establishment of a school is

necessary to meet the growing de

mand for Home Economists. This

need arises from the hundreds of

immigrants who flock to Israel

yearly, many of whom are illiterate.

Countries with a literate popula

tion, like Poland and Russia, will

not give visas to Jews or allow them

out of the country.

"Some people arrived from

Morocco, where they lived in caves,

ate raw plants from the ground,
were ignorant of any nutritional

standards, and used primitive farm-

G Cornell Countryman



ing methods. How can Israel prog

ress while there are people within

her borders who are ignorant of the

basic necessities of life?"

Extension workers are needed to

teach these people modern ways of

living. This is one of the objectives

of the Home Ec college. It will be

difficult to communicate with the

people for they speak many differ

ent languages. Usually the only

Hebrew they learn is from their

children who attend school, unless

night classes are formed to instruct

the parents.

As the people arrive in Israel,

they are placed in small villages and

are expected to carry on their

trades. If they are unskilled, it will

be the job of tlhe Home Economist

to help them acquire a skill and

teach them to live intelligently in a

modern community.

The other fields of study at the

school will be preparing girls to en

ter nursing careers, teaching in the

high schools, and working at the

University to carry on the work of

its founders.

Training at Cornell

These founders are enjoying their

stay in the United States. Upon
their arrival here, the girls went

to Washington which was "so hot"

they couldn't imagine "how tourists

can complain about our weather."

After many meetings in the Capitol
and a glimpse at the monuments,

they traveled to Ithaca to face "the

coldest weather in the world."

At Cornell the girls' majors are

closely related to those courses they
studied in college in Israel. This

makes comprehension of tlhe work

here easier. Sociology and psychol

ogy are being applied to Child De

velopment, biology to Food and

Nutrition, economics to Home Eco

nomics and Management, and

architecture to Housing and De

sign.

The girls feel that with their

training at Cornell, they will be

able to return to Israel in two years

and establish an outstanding school

of Home Economics.

FARMS

RURAL HOMES

Finest choice

in dairy

and commercial farms

in the

Finger Lakes Region

O

Trumansburg

Realty Co.

WARREN L. COATS

Mecklenburg, N. Y.

Phone T'burg 387-6266

. . . one of

Ithaca's

nicest

places to

dine out

the

College Spa
216 East State St.

Your host, genial
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Empire is a state-wide or

ganization that has established

convenient and dependable live

stock auction markets and a

competent, experienced Farm

Auction Service for New York

State farmers and dealers. Any

one may buy ... or anyone may

consign livestock to an Empire

livestock auction market. Last

year 119,647 consignments in

cluded 272,646 head of livestock

. . . proving that N.Y.S. farmers,

dealers and buyers agree:

IT'S GOOD BUSINESS

TO DO BUSINESS

WITH EMPIRE

If you know of anyone with

livestock to market, you'll do

them a favor by recommending

one of the Empire livestock

auction markets located at:

Bath Bullville Caledonia

Dryden Gouverneur Greene

Oneonta Watertown

West Winfield soon at Buffalo

LIVESTOCK

MARKETING

COOPERATIVE
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BUZZZ

BEES
have a unique means of

communication. Researchers

find that the queen bee secretes

hormones which convey messages

to the entire bee colony.
The queen is at all times sur

rounded by a circle of worker bees.

Each worker "licks" the queen and

occasionally seems to take some

thing from her mouth.

Some time ago, Dr. Butler, in

England, decided to investigate the

queen bee to see what causes the

workers to cluster around her. He

discovered there were certain bio-

active materials, or "social hor

mones", secreted by the queen
which the workers needed. When

the queen was taken from her col

ony, the workers attempted to re

store order by producing queen

cells. These cells sometimes de

veloped into another queen and the

colony returned to normal.

Bee surgery

What Dr. Butler did not know,
however, was whether the effect on

the colony was due to the queen's
removal, or to the removal of the

substances she produced. The only
way to answer this question was to

remove only the substance and

leave the queen in her colony.
Professor Roger A. Morse of the

Cornell Entomology Department,
and Research Associate Norman E.

Gary successfully removed the

gland from a living queen bee using
a technique called micro-surgery. It
is this method that has enabled

Cornell's apiculturists to see how

the social order of a colony is af

fected when a live queen minus her

mandibular gland is present. Their

8

findings will help determine what

tholds a colony of about 75,000

members together with the queen

bee as the center of attraction.

The operation to remove the

mandibular gland is a simple one.

The queen bee, once taken from her

colony, is anesthetized with carbon

dioxide gas. The sleeping bee is

placed on her side on a wax-covered

plate. A paper collar is fitted around

her neck to hold her in place. A

"v" shaped incision is made through
the cuticular wall of the bee's cheek

and the flap of cuticle is folded

back. The gland, the size of a pin
head, is then removed with delicate

forceps. The cuticle is replaced and

the operation completed—no band

ages needed! In fact, the survival

rate of queens operated on in this

way has been quite high.
The queen is then replaced in

her original colony. Now some in

teresting things happen. First of all,

queen cells produced by worker

bees start to develop into new

queens to replace the one which was

operated upon. This process nor

mally occurs when a queen is very

old, too old to produce enough
social hormones.

Ovaries may develop in workers

A second effect of gland removal

in the queen is the development of

ovaries in workers. Normally, a

worker is a female who has suffered

a nutritional deficiency and does

not develop into a sexually mature

female bee. When the queen bee no

longer has her mandibular gland,

perhaps ovaries develop in the

worker bees.

Finally, Dr. Gray found that the

attraction of the queen depends on

the secretion of this particular

Microsurgery is the tech

nique used to remove the

queen's mandibular gland.

Professor ,Uonc

Cornell Countryman



Mot All They Say

by Tina Bloomstein '63

War\<A* bular

gland. When she is deprived of the

gland, the worker bees no longer
surround her in their normal

fashion. They no longer look upon

the queen as the mainstay of their

society and "decide", if they can be

called capable of making a decision,
to build more queen cells.

You may be wondering what the

nature of the secretion is. It has

been isolated from the mandibular

gland as a white, waxy, crystalline
substance technically called an un

saturated fatty acid. This chemical

is classified as an ectohormone — a

glandular substance secreted to the

outside of the body.

Hormone transfer is very efficient

To test whether the mechanism

of food-sharing is the one involved

in communicating messages, an ex

perimenter fed one bee a small

amount of radioactive material. He

found that the substance was trans

mitted to the whole colony of

75,000 bees in only 24 hours.

The isolation of the mandibular

gland and its hormone has helped

considerably in discovering why a

bee colony is so efficient only in

the presence of the queen.

These findings may have other

applications. Perhaps the most im

mediate one will be in the bee-keep

ing industry. Since a single queen

lays all the eggs in the hive, the

colony's growth is dependent on her

alone. Some of the eggs she lays

are fertilized and some are not.

Those not fertilized develop into

drones. Those fertilized differentiate

into workers and queens.

Beekeepers find that their success

depends upon the quality and care

of their queens since a healthy

queen survives the winter better

and builds up the population faster

in the spring. Also, a larger crop

of honey is produced and trouble

with swarming decreased.

According to Dr. Morse, the dis

covery "will be a big step toward

understanding the interactions

among other animals." It is now

understood how bees manage to live

and "talk" with one another. One

day, perhaps, scientists will uncover

the languages of some of our higher

animals and even manage to talk

to them in their own tongue!

New queen cells are formed by the workers vy
bular hormine.

Professor Morse

hen thev don't receive enough mandi-
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View From Martha Van

by Hillary Brown '63

Picking a perfect perfume

Perfume, like everything you

buy, should "fit" you right. Com

panies market a wide variety of

fragrances to suit all types of skin.

A perfume that enhances your

friend might very well detract from

you, due to the chemical make-up

of different types of skin. So when

purchasing your next
bottle of per

fume, place a dab on your hand,

wait a minute, and then sniff. If

it's as fragrant as it was in the

bottle, buy it. If not, sample again
on a different part of your hand

until you're satisfied.

Styles—who's to blame?

If women don't like sack dresses

or the short hemlines that are to

day's vogue, they shouldn't blame

fashion designers alone. A fashion

expert finds that consumers
them

selves help set the style. Fashion

is not based on the whims of cre

ators. In America it is influenced

by three groups: designers, manu

facturers, and consumers. Ameri

can women, as consumers, affect

fashion by demanding what they

want at a price they can afford.

So, next time you women complain
about a strange new style, remem

ber, you influenced its creation.

Scour your stones
with toothpaste

"Her teeth shone like diamonds"

—and so came the practice of clean

ing these precious stones with

toothpaste. To keep your ring

sparkling, place a dab of white

toothpaste on the face of your dia

mond, brush, and rinse.

Hard water causes clogging

It may be a nuisance to use

nothing but distilled water in your

steam iron, but home management

specialists say it pays off. In fact,

the kind of water you use may

determine how long your iron will

last and give good service. Minerals

in hard water, which raise the

alkalinity of Ithaca's water supply,

gradually clog the steam valves and

vents of an iron, even when water

is treated with package softeners.

If your iron does become clogged,

you can buy bottled fluid to clean

out the vents.

Ice cream, you scream

All Americans are screaming for

ice cream. Last year they con

sumed about 3.8 gallons apiece.
The half-gallon container is the

most popular size and must be

stored properly. Ice cream is best

stored at a uniform temperature of

0°F or below. Fluctuations in

temperature cause it to lose its

smoothness and become coarse and

dry.

Gown collection growing

A new "first lady" gown has been

added to the historic costume col

lection at the Home Ec College.
Mamie Eisenhower has contributed

a formal gown which she wore to

a dinner party given by Sir Win

ston Churchill in London in 1951.

The strapless ice-blue silk taffeta

was sent with a stole, gloves, and

ruffled arm bands. The costume

collection of the Textiles and

Clothing department is open to all

visitors.

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

Custom made clothes

442 W. State Ith. 2-3163

flower fashions

by haring

Community Corners

Phone 2-3336 Ithaca, N.Y.

ITHACA HOTEL

home of the famous

Eutrti 2Cttrtji.tt
Finest Food

spread
for

quick

energy

and

good

eating

n
2 delicious flavors

natural—cinnamon

CHUrWUA-

^ / HONEY- BUTTER£)*u»r»e«fii
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HONEY-m

BUTTER'

Sold by 175 distributors

covering almost every market east of the Rockies

NOW SINGLE SERVICE PACKS AVAILABLE

HONEY-BUTTER PRODUCTS CORP. • ITHACA, N.Y.
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The Indian People Cry . . .

We Want More Food

A familiar plea in many underde

veloped countries. But, finds an agri
cultural economist, increasing food

production in these areas presents

many complex problems.

by Jane E. Brody '62

INDIA
is faced with a yearly growth of three to four

percent in food demand. This is the result of a

continually increasing population, a population which

is expected to double from 400 million to 800 million

in the next generation.
It also stems from a higher income level achieved

through economic development. The average Indian

now has more money to spend on food items.

If India fails to meet the growing demand, agri
cultural prices will start rising. The inevitable result of

rapidly rising prices is political discontent. Therefore,
something must be done to increase the food supply
in proportion to the increasing demand.

Mellor sees the problem

This is India's main agricultural problem as seen

by Assoc. Prof. John W. Mellor of Cornell's Depart
ment of Agricultural Economics. Dr. Mellor recently
returned from India where, for over a year, he studied

the factors influencing the country's agricultural con

ditions: farm size, labor force, crop yields, supplies,
technology, research, and extension.

Research was carried on through the agricultural
division of Balwant Rajput College in northwest India.

Aside from his own investigation of labor utilization

in Indian agriculture, Dr. Mellor was there to help
the College develop a teaching and research program
in agricultural economics.

Cooperating farmers supply data

Thirty farms typical of this northwestern area

formed the core of field research. For one year, Dr.

Mellor collected information from cooperating farmers
on production patterns and the economic influences on

farm business in the region. Most of the farmers are

illiterate and keep no written record of their farms'

progress. Therefore, to obtain accurate data, Dr. Mel
lor and his colleague, a Balwant Institute professor,
made regular visits to each farmer eight times during
the year.
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Professor Mellor

Farm management class discusses a high yield farm.

With data gathered and analyzed, Mellor's next step

is interpretation. The agricultural situation is some

what circular. Farm incomes are dependent upon crop

yields, crop yields on the quality of seed and fertilizer

used, and the grade of seed and fertilizer on the farm

income. However, Dr. Mellor feels that this circle has

been overemphasized. It obscures other very important
factors and blocks truly effective solutions.

Yields are important

Crop yield, it is true, is the most important factor

in determining farm income. Improvement of yields,

says Mellor, may be approached in two ways. One

means is to increase the general standard of present

farm practices. Farmers who feel no immediate need

to increase production must be inspired to produce

more. Better use can be made of the labor force. An

other way to improve yields is through technological

change
—introducing improved inputs (seed, fertilizer,

etc.) and production practices.

Technological change, however, needs a firm foun

dation on which to stand. Good seed and fertilizer

must be available at the time and place they are

11



needed Improved farm implements are also necessary.

Extension work is important to demonstrate improve

ments under village conditions and to teach farmers

how to apply them.

Higher yields not the whole answer

But crop yield is not the only factor influencing

farm income. Farm size plays an important role. Since

adequate land is lacking, the size of his farm is out of

the farmer's hands. The future, however, holds

promise. More urban job opportunities may help to

reduce man-to-land ratios.

Better use may be made of the land the farmers

do have. India has a monsoon climate, a dry season

and a rainy season. During the Kkarif, or rainy season,

one-half of the land in this region lies fallow. To in

crease production on this land is a complex problem.
A fodder sorghum to feed milk animals could be

grown.

Further problems arise

But problems arise in maintaining soil fertility, in

improving implements to speed land preparation when

wheat must be sown after the Kharif crop, and in

improving storage methods. "Each problem," finds Dr.

Mellor, "is easy to solve through research, but all

must be dealt with at the same time."

Dr. Mellor took a close look at a part of Indian

agriculture. From his picture, he offers some generali
zations about the deficiency in agricultural production
and how it may be combatted.

Professor Mellor

Khem Singh, an Indian farmer, draws his plow with bullocks.

There are two approaches to the problem. In the

short run, the deficit between supply and demand may

be eliminated by U.S. farm surplus. But, in the long

run, this solution is "insufficient to care for the full

growth in demand for agricultural commodities," Dr.

Mellor feels.

India, and other economically underdeveloped

countries, must increase their own agricultural supplies.
These gains must be achieved rapidly to ward off any

great economic disruptions. But industrial develop
ment must not be sacrificed to agricultural growth.
Production and import of machinery are all-important.
If, food is substituted for necessary equipment, in-.

dustrial growth will be stifled.

FOR A PIZZA THAT'S A TREAT

GO TO JQE#S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St.
Phone 4-9039
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It's possible, Dr. Mellor says, to achieve a rapid

two to three percent gain in agricultural production.

Of course, this falls short of the desired three to four

percent increase.
But it is undoubtedly a step in the

right direction, a step which could forestall any trou

blesome discontent until further research and exten

sion can bring about additional agricultural growth.

Good government foretells success

India has one other factor strongly in her favor.

"In a country with heavy population pressures," says

Dr. Mellor, "there must exist a favorable govern

mental framework in order to solve agricultural pro

blems." India has just this. She has dedicated and able

people in government, people who understand their

country's problems and who devote themselves to un

covering the best possible solutions.

Just why is this kind of government so important?
A small hint is provided by the community develop
ment program in effect in India since 1952. Originally,
the main emphasis of this program was upon social

welfare, a factor Dr. Mellor finds all-important to

create a "favorable cultural situation for agricultural
growth." The program helped develop a "set of atti

tudes in Indian agriculture conducive to the accep

tance of technological changes."

Producing more is now the goal

Now the Indian government realizes the need to

change the program's emphasis. The major effort is

turning toward greater agricultural production. Dr.

Mellor sees much potential for the program in this

field.

Of course, its possibilities vary greatly from region

to region, simply because the barriers to agricultural
progress differ widely in different areas. But through
intelligent government planning, the various factors

limiting to agricultural progress can be removed.

To organize and administer the great range of

programs needed is a challenging task. Development
of fertilizer factories, seed multiplication systems,
farmers' marketing cooperatives, new forms of credit,
and large agricultural research and extension programs

will, says Dr. Mellor, "tax the abilities of even the

most able of governments."

Only an oval shaped diamond can enlarge

a diamond's appearance so dramatically.

See this radiant oval diamond ring with its

shank of elegance.

PATTEN'S JEWELER'S
306 E. State Street

Ith. 4-1562

LOOK as Good as You ARE

1 . Cornellians today, are a mightly select group.
The standards are high. Even those who get
in by a narrow margin have to be good
academically and socially.

2. Some of the people now at Cornell will be

important in your future. Some may know

you well, others only slightly or not at all.
But, every observing person who sees you
even occasionally—will form an opinion of

you.

3. We are all subject to prejudice. Unless we

know a person extremely well, we base our

judgments on appearance. These impres
sions may be quite wrong.

4. To further your own interests, always look
as good as you really are. To do less is un

fair to yourself.

Stvdent

Agencies, inc.

Laundry Dry Cleaning

IT'S SPRING

And this most welcome season is certainly evi

dent in the Cornell Campus Store.

The Coed Shop is now featuring cotton skirts,

blouses, bermuda shorts, and T-shirts for campus

and sportswear.

THE MEN'S DEPARTMENT

is now featuring Madras, Plains, Paisleys, and

Stripes sport shirts, ties, belts, hats, swimsuits,

and Bermudas.

Come in and give your wardrobe a Spring Lift.

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE

Barnes Hal

April, 1961 13



ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Admission To

DEAR
SIR, I am a junior in high school. I wish to

attend college when I graduate. Will you inform

me what the opportunities are in the College of Agri

culture and what qualifications I must have tor ad-

Professor Harden interviews applicant George Eckstrom, now a

senior in the College of Agriculture.

agriculture. Whatever their interests—physics, mathe

matics, engineering, chemistry, biology, business, ac

counting, general science, teaching—they can find re

warding careers in the field of agriculture.
The selection of a college by a student, and his

admission to college, is a highly personal experience. It
is important to match one's interests, abilities, moti

vations, ambitions, and objectives to the educational

offerings and demands of the college. That is why we

strongly recommend that young men and women in

terested in college visit the campus and talk over these

factors, see the classrooms and laboratories, the dormi
tories and other living arrangements, investigate the

opportunities for personal development through extra

curricular activities, and find out about the costs.

14

Agriculture
by Prof. Leigh H. Harden

The major criteria for admission to college are in

terest, objective, academic preparation, and extra-cur

ricular activities. Information about these is gathered

from a variety of sources, principally the application

for admission, the school report, and personal confer

ences with the student.

The interest and objective of a student is very

important. We do not expect that he will know exactly

what he wants to do or that his ideas will not change.

We do expect, however, that he will show some evi

dence of interest in agriculture, the sciences that con

tribute to its development, the industrial and com

mercial enterprises that serve it, or the educational and

other professional services that are so important to

agriculture.
An interest in agriculture and the desire to be

associated with it in some capacity—either through a

career in agricultural science or work with farm people
—is the most important consideration and receives a

great deal of attention when an application is reviewed.

Students in the College of Agriculture are candi

dates for the Bachelor of Science degree. They are all

required to take a minimum of twenty-four credit

hours in science and the majority take more than that.

Their preparation from high school, therefore, should

put some emphasis on mathematics and science sub

jects.
All applicants must have four entrance units in

English, and have developed considerable proficiency
in this subject. Poor achievement in English is a defi

nite handicap in securing admission to the College.
For the four-year course a student should have com

pleted chemistry or physics in addition to general
science. If these subjects are avoided, it can only sug

gest a lack of interest in, or ability for, this type of

study. Vocational agriculture may be presented as part

of the entrance units. It is important that a student

have a well balanced program of preparation in high
school. He should not only have been exposed to such

a program but have done well in the subjects.
Extra-curricular activities are significant for a

number of reasons. Participation is an indication of

all-around development. Ability to work successfully
with people is important if a student is to make good
use of his college education in many lines of agricul
tural work. Extra-curricular activities cannot be ac

cepted, however, to offset a poor academic record. They
are a very favorable factor, but only in proper balance

with academic work that indicates ability to carry the

College program successfully.

The decision on admissions is based upon a com

bination of all factors which are needed for successful

educational experience in the College. The standards

of the College are high. Each student takes courses in

his freshman year with students from all other col

leges of the University. He must have good high school

preparation to compete successfully.

Cornell Countryman
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by Robert B. Gambino '61

Poke
them with a stick, kick

them, step all over them. Do

what you please, they'll still pay

you no mind. Some people have

tried ignoring their presence, others

have even gone as far as using

poison. Still they persist and in

crease in numbers.

When the dandelions roar it can

be sensed everywhere. Be especial

ly on the lookout in the spring.
Notice how they peer forth on

some corner when the grass begins
to take on a fresh green color.

These bright little heads need only
a day or two of warm, sunny

weather to show themselves. By
the time spring has begun in earn

est, the dandelions have leaped
forth from the grass setting the

turf aglow with their golden faces.

Green grass is a pleasant sight to

see after months of bleak winter

snow. But green with splashes of

gold may create some differences

of opinion.
There are those who favor the

(dandelions for purely aesthetic

reasons. The bright yellow flowers

certainly do set the landscape

aglow. Their persistent flowering

brings continual delight. Even the

fuzzy seed heads provide a pleasant
pasttime for the idle who vigorous

ly blow on them and watch the

little "parachutes" float through
the air. Incidently, tins is a

'wonderful way to spend a dead

ihour. There is satisfaction in

knowing you have aided Mother

Nature's process. However, the

wind does a commendable job, so

there is no need for you guys to

blow the seeds all over the campus.

Tonic-loving people watch for

the first signs of the dandelion in

the spring. While the leaves are

still young and tender, they cut the

plant off at its roots, being careful

to leave the taproot intact . . .

heaven knows why. When a shop
ping bag full has been collected,
they hurry home and boil them,
waiting impatiently for a dish full
of tasty "greens." The final results
look something like spinach but
have a distinctive flavor all their
own. The juice is savored for its

high content of healthful vitamins

and minerals. After a meal of

dandelion greens you will no longer
have to ask yourself: "Have you

ihad your iron today?" Also, if

your roommate looks anemic, boil
a pot-full of these greens and watch

his or her color (as the case may

be) change.
Many people feel the dandelion

is a nasty noxious weed. When it

roars across a lawn it indicates the

homeowner's laxness in his lawn

care. More people are against the
dandelion's very existence than are

[against early closing hours in

women's dorms. Some people go

as far as spending an entire Sunday
afternoon with an asparagus knife

in hand digging out this plant.
They have been known to cry out

joyfully each time they happen to

dig out an entire taproot.

It's a funny situation. There are

people who like this plant, some

people eat it up, and some just
can't stand to see the contrasting
colors its produces on their lawn.

On the campus, the lion's roar

is sensed every spring. No one

seems to care. There are no re

marks about the beauty the yellow
flowers lend to the landscape. The

interesting addition of dandelions

to the M.V.R. cafeteria menu is

lacking. Occasionally someone will

mention their weediness ... A

voice of experience.

The only people that actually
work at cutting down the incidence
of the dandelions are golfers.
( Something about too many dande

lions spoiling the flight of the ball.)
They have been known to practice
their chip shots by hacking away
at the dandelion plants on campus.

But, they don't really help for the

roots are left behind.

If you want to rid the campus

of the dandelion weed (assuming
it's considered a weed) simply
single out some cute coed, then pick
her a bouquet of dandelion flowers.

To add to the bouquet, use the

leaves that are found surrounding
the flowers. And don't forget to dig
deep. Get the whole root, it makes

a wonderful bouquet handle.

April, 1961
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6 Grades of motor fuel

from one pump

THE RIGHT FUEL

FOR EVERY CAR

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

Ted Barnett's

BLUE SUNOCO

SERVICE

Phone 4-9086 Ithaca, N.Y.

Craving for fine

Italian food?

The Victoria Restaurant

has the finest

food at reasonable

prices

• PIZZA

• RAVIOLI

• SPAGHETTI

• LASAGNA

• VEAL PARMIGIANE

VICTORIA RESTAURANT

109 N. Cayuga St.

Phone 4-9001

or 4-5831
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From the College Press

• CHROMOSOME STUDIES-Dr. Tan j ore R. Thyagarajan

of India, a research associate in the College of

Agriculture, is trying to find out whether chromo

somes exist in yeast cells.

• REFRACTOMETER RESEARCH-Cornell scientists are

looking at the plants instead of checking the soil

to determine crop irrigation needs. They've found

that a refractometer measures the amount of sugar

in plant cell sap telling whether the plant does or

does not need water.

• FRUIT SURVIVES DEEP FREEZE-New York State peach

trees have gotten used to Northeast cold winters,

it seems. Evidence of the newly-acquired hardi

ness comes from the Cornell orchard.

• RURAL WATER NEEDS-Prof. Harry Kerr hopes the

winter's snow doesn't disappear too fast. Rea

son: thousands of rural New Yorkers have dry wells

and need a gradual thaw so the ground will soak

up water.

• OPERATION ADVANCE-Key community leaders from

five southern New York counties have visited Cor

nell to launch Operation Advance. This is an edu

cational program designed to further the effec

tiveness of leadership on the community level and
to broaden public understanding of political,
economic, and social problems.

• MITE CONTROL CHEMICAL-A new and more effective

way of killing mites has been found at the College
of Agriculture. The nonpoisonous cosmetic addi-

tve called Cellosize kills the mites by bursting
open their bodies.

• NAA APPROVED-The U.S. Department of Agricul
ture has approved for commercial use a plant reg
ulator (NAA) that can encourage fruit to drop off
trees or keep it on longer. The hormone, naphtaha-
leneacetic acid, was tested at the College of Ag
riculture,

• STUDENT RESEARCH-Eight high schools in New York
State and one in Pennsylvania are cooperating with
Cornell in a unique research program. High school
teachers and selected students do original re

search under the guidance of Cornell professors.
Fur further information on any of the above items write to the Cornell Countryman.

Cornell Countryman
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Allis-Chalmers research

for the farm of the future

Pioneering fuel cell research by Allis-Chalmers has opened

the door to dramatic future power possibilities.

As early as October, 1959,
the world's first^

<^-poroed

vehicle . . . an Allis-Chalmers tractor . . . pulled a 2-bottom

plow. This vehicle is now on public display in the bmitn.-

sonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

Demonstration Fuel Cell

In response to many requests for information on

the fuel cell, Allis-Chalmers has developed a minia

ture model. This Fuelectric power unit pro

duces usable direct current from inexpensive chemi

cals such as alcohol and hydrogen peroxide. It is

being mass-produced as the first educational device

offered in this field. It is available to science

teachers and others at a nominal cost.

The fuel cell offers exciting opportunities in

many applications. It has an efficiency of 60 to

80%, produces little heat, no noxious fumes, and

operates silently.
As Allis-Chalmers scientists move ahead in the

fuel cell field, they bring closer the day when the ex

citing new power sources of the future will be here.

Allis-Chalmers, Farm Equipment Division, Milwaukee 1, Wis.

ALLIS-CHALMERS

delivers the dollar-making difference

FiiELEiTim- is an Allis-Chalmers trademark.

Patent applications lire pen, ling on the

company's improvements in the fuel cell field.
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^ried (Defining

ylgriculture JSately:

Liberty Hyde Bailey, Dean of the College 1903-1913, was behind the plow that broke the

ground for Roberts Hall in 1906.

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines agri

culture as "the art or science of cultivating the ground;
the -production of crops and livestock on a farm; farm

ing."
In the past ten years, more than 2,C00 men who

graduated from the New York State College of Agri
culture at Cornell University have rewritten this defi

nition many times—reflecting in their chosen careers

that today's agriculture is a highly specialized business.

College placement records indicate the following
career breakdown for these graduates:

—4 percent went into nonagricultural work

— 10 percent chose public service jobs in agri
culture

— 13 percent chose 27 different areas of agri
cultural business

— 14 percent went into farming as a vocation

—21 percent continued in a graduate or pro

fessional study
—26 percent went into the armed services im

mediately upon graduation. Indications are

that they have been absorbed in the above

fields at a later date.

— 12 percent did not report their job choice

(ieneral consensus among these graduates is that

certain fundamental policies fostered and developed by

Liberty Hyde Bailey (shown with another era's farm

ing symbol ) are being followed today. However, the\

leel that as modern agriculture changes and expands,
the College of Agriculture must continue to meet the

challenge. They are rewriting the definition ol agri

culture as progress demands.

NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE,
A I1nil of I he Shite University,

Al Cornell V nivcrsily
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The age of the horse

and buggy is passed!

Modern vehicles require expert attention.

Let our expert mechanics service your

"buggy"?

Glenn's Sinclair Station

329 College Ave. Ithaca 4-9176
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over the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Ithaca 4-0010

Where the discrete meet
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Peace Corps: You Too Have a Part

A
NEW IDEA has captured the imaginations of

thousands of young Americans— the Peace Corps.

Agriculture can and will play a large part in its admin

istration. But it is best to know just what the Corps

is before we determine agriculture's place in it.

The Peace Corps, says President Kennedy, "will

be a pool of trained men and women sent overseas . . .

to help foreign governments meet their urgent needs

for skilled (manpower." But the proposed Corps is really

much more than this. It is not only something to aid

underdeveloped countries or boost American prestige
abroad. It is something for each participant, be he on

the receiving or giving end of the line. As stated in a

recent New York Times editorial, "the Peace Corps

is, among other things, a great adventure in education."

What can be learned from such a venture? The

most important thing is mutual understanding, un

derstanding of different ways of life, of different kinds

of people, understanding of each other and of your

selves. Brotherhood follows directly from mutual un

derstanding and assistance.

The Corps is your opportunity to participate

creatively, to channel your skills in a useful direction.

Participation forecasts a change in your values. You

learn, as Bob Buckle expressed at a Peace Corps dis

cussion, that you can live without cokes and Ivy
Rooms and can sleep with a blanket that hasn't been

washed for a year. But if you learn nothing more, par

ticipation will necessarily make you a better person, a

better citizen of the world.

What can the Corps accomplish in terms of filling
needs abroad? The proposed projects cover much

ground. Building of machinery, roads, dams, and de

veloping farm lands and orchards are designed to in

crease productive capacity. Teaching and extension

work are important to convey much needed informa
tion. Fighting disease, improving sanitation, and many
more will work to raise living standards throughout
the world.

This is where agriculture comes in. Economic de

velopment is coincident with agricultural development.
Technical assistance, in turn, is critical to agricultural
advance. Dr. John Mellor, a Cornell agricultural econo
mist, describes the Corps as a terrific opportunity for
people with competence in technical agriculture. Your
skill may be in economics, agronomy, bacteriology, ed
ucation—all are needed. It seems "strange that" with
this great need for agricultural assistance only 20 per
cent of Cornell applications come from Agricultural
students.

Will you qualify for foreign agricultural service
through the Peace Corps? The requirements are by no
means easy to meet. The application blank states
volunteers should have technical ability, physical
tamina, and emotional stability." The words "skilled"
:nd competent' are emphasized; blundering idiots
will do more harm than good. Volunteers "must be able
to adapt themeslves to an unfamiliar way of life and
to work overseas with peoples of all colors, regions
races, and cultures." As Dr. Mellor says, a real senseof maturity ,s vital. Right now there "is no languag

ve'rv'heTp"]
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No volunteer will be sent abroad until he is ready.
He will be thoroughly trained, among other things, in

American and the host country's history, government,
and foreign relations; he will learn to speak the native

tongue and understand the society's culture and

customs.

The Peace Corps forecasts success by its nature:

1) Its size is controlled. About 5000 active volunteers

will probably be maximum.

2) These volunteers will be answering specific re

quests by the host countries and will have the ability
and training necessary to do a good job.
3) The Corps is not a top down government project.
It is leaning heavily upon ideas from universities, in

stitutions, and the common man.

4) It is not only for those with secure futures. Al

though volunteers receive only a subsistance wage

while abroad, they will be paid a comfortable bonus

based on length of service when they return home.

5) It is aiming for a mutual "you" and "we" partici
pation; reciprocal projects in the U.S. are being con

sidered. As Dr. Muller in the government department
states, "We too have a lot to learn."

Much of the program's success depends upon you.

The role of agriculture will be great. Even if you cannot

participate directly, you can help by encouraging those

who can. You can suggest ideas directly to Washing
ton, be they specific project proposals or administrative

plans. If you do nothing more than gain an under

standing of the program, you will not be shirking your

duty as a citizen of the world.

T.E.B.

To the Editor:

Tis true that "All Students Are Created Equal."
However, your editorial of April '61 has stimulated

reminiscences of my undergraduate days when Ag stu

dents were held in the same low esteem, and perhaps
justifiably so at that time. I had the opportunity to

observe Ag students in my required coures. By reason

of their provincialism and lack of academic prepa

ration, they stood out in sharp contrast to the students
of other colleges of the University, most of whom

came from cities or had contact with them.
Such a situation existed for some time, though in

progressively decreasing degree, and was the basis of
the low estimation. However, these disparities have
been completely eliminated for some years as a result
of improvements in transportation, communication,
and educational facilities in rural areas.

To gain admission to the College of Agriculture,
high standards in qualifications must be satisfied. After

admission, the student is subjected to a well rounded
curriculum in both liberal arts and the sciences. The
result is a worldly individual on a par with the stu

dents of any other college at Cornell.
So you can righteously blow your horn to destroy

those false "Walls of Jericho" by which you are detri

mentally distinguished from the rest of the University.
Let all know that agricultural courses require as much

ability and worldliness as do courses in the other col
leges.

S. B. Arts '51

Cornki.t. Coin tryman



Observations on a Quasi Spring

by Zilch

GREETINGS
and salutations, Ag-type people. Zilch

apologizes for his premature greeting to Spring in

last month's issue, but we felt sure that Spring would

be here by then.

The whole problem stems from the insistence of

that bird-watching editor of ours, that all copy be on

her desk a good three weeks before you lucky people
read it. This means that April's issue was actually
written in the middle of March which, by some strange

quirk of nature, was also the middle of a blizzard.

Being a very optimistic soul, Zilch naturally
dreamed of April and croci (singular, crocus) and

robins, etc. This libido-easing bit of information which

you are now reading in May, was actually written in

mid-April—surprisingly enough in the midst of another

blizzard.

Needless to say, this is a rather discouraging set

of circumstances around which to write a fittingly
seasonal tribute to May. However, being in his usual

far out and away condition, not to mention that

fiendish editor harping for a Spring-like philosophical
whimsey, Zilch will once more try to shame Spring
into putting in its belated appearance at the cloudy
burg below Cayuga's waters.

Although March may not always be synonymous
with blizzard, Spring is definitely flahoolic with SILO.

SILO, for those of you unfortunates who are not

familiar with this fine old institution, is the Society
for the Inebriated Lovers of the Outdoors. Meeting on

Saturdays, they quietly ponder the problems of the

world, agriculture, death, youth, religion, and other

similarly deep problems—like who's going to buy the
next six-pack. Although their primary goal is the en

couragement and advancement of serious drinking,
they also do a commendable job of bolstering the

tobacco industry and never pass up an opportunity to

play a rousing game of Casino. SILO is looking for

ward to its annual Mother's Day clambake. Last May

KennedWaS
"'^ t0 ^^ m°ther fr°m Eve t0 Jack',e'

Despite the slog and snow, Zilch is happy to note
hat such adventurous profs as "Screaming" Stan
Warren R. I. Clausen, and R. Fisher have their stu
dents galloping across the multicolored fields. Fording
Springs swollen streams, wading through snow banks
scrambling up and down ravines, clipboards flying'
boots leaking; Zilch salutes you ceaselessly searching
students in your never ending quest for knowledge.
May you receive an 80 in all your scholastic endeavors

With the coming of Spring Weekend, our lovely
whipcracking editor has consented to sponsor a special'
contest to commemorate the occasion. It's called "Win
a Zilch for a Weekend". No box tops, green stamps or

labels necessary. Just an application to Zilch, Cornell
Countryman, 490 Roberts Hall. And if you don't win
this time, cheer up. There's always Fall Weekend.

Zilch leaves you with a message which has inspired
untold millions in every corner of this evershrinking
earth. "A closed mouth gathers no feet." Zilch, of the
foot-shaped mouth, bids thee a fond adieu until the
man with the large key once more opens the closet
door.

Countryman Elections
'"PHE Countryman is pleased to announce the election
-L of Judith L. London '62, Patricia A. Parker '63,
Andrew D. Voninski '64, and Virginia Wolf '61 to our

editorial staff and Nancy L. Dunhoff '64 and Joseph
Lonski '64 to our business board.

*U.U3T

This atomic powered age is getting out of hand I
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Only an oval shaped diamond can enlarge

a diamond's appearance so dramatically.

See this radiant oval diamond ring with its

shank of elegance.

PATTEN'S JEWELER'S
306 E. State Street
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Dr. Comar sees

A New Approach

to

Atomic Energy
by Judith L. London '62

IN
A WORLD filled with appall

at the menacing effects of nu

clear testing, the beneficial role of

radiation is often overlooked.

Professor Cyril Comar, chairman

of the Department of Physical Bi

ology at the New York State Vet

erinary College at Cornell Univer

sity, is searching to add to the list

of peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Radiation, describes Dr. Comar,
is now being applied to every aspect

of biology. The field of medicine is

making widespread use of it. In the

diagnosis of disease, radioactive

iodine is used to discover different

types and degrees of thyroid mal

function.

Radioactive dyes are used to

learn about liver disease. After the

dye is ingested by the patient, a

Geiger counter determines how fast

the radioactive element is taken up

by the liver and disappears by ex

cretion. An abnormal rate, too high
or too low, indicates something is

wrong.

Radiation therapy

The therapeutic uses of radio

activity consist of external and in

ternal radiation. Gamma rays are

administered externally to destroy

malignant tissue. In this case, both

cobalt and cesium in their radio

active forms are sources. Internally,
in the direct contact method, for

example, a very thin tube is in

serted through a tumorous tissue

and a radioactive solution is circu

lated through it. Or, a radioactive

wire can be threaded through the

tumor. The local radiation from

the wire or tube destroys the tissue

that is nearby.

Other radioactive isotopes are

used in experiments as tracers.

Here the isotope is given to an ani

mal in varying quantities. Different

physiological processes such as thy
roid or kidney function are studied

by using Geiger counters and other

means of detecting radiation.

An especially important tech-

Photo Science

Blood cells and plasma volumes are meas

ured by injecting Cr labeled red cells into

the ear vein of a rabbit.

With this apparatus, expired carbon di

oxide, feces, and urine can be quantita
tively collected from rats and the behavior

of C-14 labeled drugs studied.

Photo Science

Cornell Countryman



nique is autoradiography. This is

based on the fact that radiation

darkens film, just as light does.

Therefore, the location of the radio

active element in tissues or even

cells can be visualized.

Through other types of experi

mentation, researchers can estimate

how much radiation is lethal to an

animal. Radiation exposure is meas

ured in units called roentgens. A

single, whole-body exposure of three

hundred to eight hundred roentgens

would probably kill 50 percent of

the individuals exposed. Lower

roentgen levels can cause the growth

of malignant tissue.

Comar conducts Cornell research

Dr. Comar leads the research team

at Cornell which is investigating
radioactive fallout and how it con

taminates food. What are the ef

fects of radioactive elements on

food and human beings? By what

pathways do these isotopes enter

from the atmosphere? These are

but a few questions that the radi

ation workers are trying to answer.

nMfc*

Photo Science

The student is holding a bone slice that will be used to make a gross contact auto-

radiogram.

Currently being studied at Cor

nell is the pathway of radioactive

strontium and other fission prod

ucts, particularly in milk secretion

and subsequent accumulation in

bone. The percentage of the stron

tium going to different tissues is

experimentally determined by ac

tually feeding the material to ani

mals and measuring the radioac

tivity in the tissues.

The peaceful uses of radiation

have increased substantially in the

last decade. The outlook for the

future is encouraging. As Dr. Co

mar states, "Given the proper tools

and method, the next 10 to 20 years

will be the Golden Era of Under

standing in the biological sciences.

To find these tools and this method

is essentially what we, as scientists,

want to do."

Before That Trek

To Cortland ....

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

cam-pus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service

Maple Ave.

ion

4-9053

Build the modern

BULL PEN

• houses top sires

• portable—can be placed anywhere in the house or

on the farm

• safe

• economical

• takes up little room

Bulls from this pen sire higher producing cows

with functionally sound type. For pen blueprints,

write

mm

Judd Falls Road

NEW YORK

ARTIFICIAL BREEDERS'

COOPERATIVE, INC.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Proved Through 20 Years of Progressive Service
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r Urie Bronfenbrenner:

A Tour Through Russia

reveals that fear, mistaken impressions,
but also enthusiasm underlie the Rus

sian way of life.

by Linda Goldreich '64

THE
RUSSIAN'S impression of

America is almost a mirror im

age of the American's idea of Rus

sia, explains Professor Bronfenbren

ner of Cornell University's College
of Home Economics. Professor

Bronfenbrenner, a social psychol

ogist, spent a month in Russia last

summer. He traveled in the

U.S.S.R. without an escort, under

a grant from the Society for the

Investigation of Human Ecology.
Since Professor Bronfenbrenner

speaks Russian, he was able to com

municate directly with the people.

He found that the Soviets view

the United States much as we pic

ture them, as a nation with a single

purpose and goal; they find it dif

ficult to realize that in the United

States, many opinions are expressed
about one idea.

In October of 1960, Dr. Bronfen

brenner gave several talks about

his trip to Russia. He spoke of the

"vitality of Russian society and the

Professor Broiifenhrcnuer

Dr. Bronfenbrenner visited this new dairy in Moscow.

vigor of the individual's commit-

ment to the Communist system."

He was surprised to see the enthus

iastic attitude with which the Rus

sians supported their government

and their scientific and educational

advances.

By questioning many people in

restaurants, parks and public con

veyances, Professor Bronfenbrenner

discovered the Russians' zealous-

ness and pride for Communist life.

The rare criticism was supplied only

by the students under twenty-five

years of age, or citizens old enough
to recall the days before the Revo

lution.

Discontent beneath the surface

The Soviet citizens have precise,

logical replies to any criticism,

which Dr. Bronfenbrenner feels, is

a mask that deceives even them

selves. I he Russians hide their dis

content in order to survive, he says.

Beneath the Russian exterior are

strains ol fear, anti-Semitism, and

a feeling ol infringements on indi

viduality, Dr. Bronfenbrenner no

ticed. Where humor and flexibility
are observed in the United States,

they are not found in Russia.

The Russians also feel that Com-.

munism will be accepted universal

ly, with open arms, once other na-

r,

Corn km. Countryman



tions are aware of the truth about

the Communist system. Those Rus

sians that Dr. Bronfenbrenner

spoke with strongly denied that

they would try to bring this ac

ceptance about by force.

The Russians feel that all Amer

ican actions are part of a larger

design. Professor Bronfenbrenner

says, "We must act, not react," to

destroy the Russian's traditional

picture of the United States.

Strategy of dissonance

Specifically, he suggests a "strat

egy of dissonance, which would

encourage them to call into ques

tion their distorted picture of Amer

ica." To get the Soviets to listen

to us and believe us we must criti

cize our own problems as a show of

our free thought, and allow free

travel in the U.S.

Here, in the United States, Dr.

Bronfenbrenner c o n c 1 u de s
,
we

should reflect more upon our be

liefs and concentrate on explaining
our ideals to neutral countries.

A different way of life

There are, Dr. Bronfenbrenner

found, distinct differences between

the United States and Russia. These

differences are in part reflected in

the way children are cared for. The

Russians run collective nurseries

that take care of pre-school chil

dren during the week. In the United

States, this is often considered cruel

as it breaks up the family.

However, the Soviet solution of

keeping children in government

nurseries is a logical one. Under the

conditions in the U.S.S.R., where

both parents are working, the state

can supply superior food, medical

attention, and better supervision
for these children. The United

States and the U.S.S.R. do not solve

their problems in the same way be

cause the natures of the two coun

tries are different.

Professor Bronfenbrenners in

terest in psychology might be

traced to his upbringing on Russian

literature, as it tends to probe deep

ly into the workings of the mind.

Economic Laundry Service

Free Parking

AT THE

Convenient Community Corners

24 hour coin operated

washing machines and dryers

dry cleaning - laundry service

10 A.M. - 6 P.M. Daily

Ithaca Laundries

Phone ITH. 9181

Professor Bronfenbrenner

Schoolboys in Lenningrad.

He also had an interest in music.

Majoring in psychology and music

at Cornell, he received his Masters

degree in education at Harvard and

his Ph.D. at the University of

Michigan.

After returning from his informa

tive trip to Russia, Dr. Bronfen

brenner says he is now more aware

of "the strength and humanness of

our way of life in the West."

FARMS

RURAL HOMES

Finest choice

in dairy

and commercial farms

in the

Finger Lakes Region

O

Trumansburg

Realty Co.

WARREN L. COATS

Mecklenburg, N. Y.

Phone T'burg 387-6266
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A Key

Jozef Nowosielski studies crickets microscopically

IF
WE were plunged into total darkness would we

know when to get up in the morning and when to

go to bed at night? Could we follow a normal pattern

of day and night activity? Jozef Nowosielski, a Cornell

graduate student, is trying to determine whether the

normal day-night pattern of activity is built into ani

mals, and, if so, what causes it.

Jozef is using crickets for his experimentation.
Crickets are more active at night than during the day.

However, Jozef finds that even when there is no light,
the crickets follow a day and night pattern of activity.

Internal mechanism

The rhythm is probably established by a mechan

ism inside the insect, Jozef explains. "When I put the

crickets in constant light, they follow a normal day
and night period of activity for at least three weeks.

However, the whole cycle is slightly over 24 hours

long. If activity was due to an external force, such as

the rotation of the earth or cosmic rays, the cycle

should be precisely 24 hours." Therefore, the cycle of

activity is probably internally controlled.

Jozef describes this mechanism as a "biological

clock" which is built into the animal. "The only parts

we are studying," he says, "are the hands of the clock."

In one of his experiments, he gives crickets which are

kept in darkness, one 10 minute light dose a day. This

keeps them on a perfect 24 hour schedule. The light,

Jozef explains, sets the hands of the clock.

Cockroaches show rhythm too

Dr. Janet Harker in England has done work with

cockroaches and claims to have found a hormone which

regulates the day-night activity rate. Jozef is trying
to duplicate Dr. Harker's work to see if there is a

hormone or some other internal mechanism which

causes this activity in crickets as well as cockroaches.

Dr. Harker, who contends that the activity of

cockroaches is regulated by a hormone, has done ex-

Nancy Frascr

Jozef observes an activity graph which is recorded on a revolving drum.

Cornell Countryman



Clocks

by Virginia Wolf '61

periments where she transplants the hormone-secreting

ganglion into headless cockroaches. The result is a

rhythmic activity. Jozef has planned a transplant ex

periment similar to Dr. Harker's. However, since head

less insects are sluggish and may give abnormal re-,

suits, Jozef will use cricket nymphs with heads.

Nymphs, or immature crickets, do not seem to

show the rhythm of day and night activity that adult

crickets do. This is characteristic of crickets but not

of cockroaches. When transplanted ganglia are placed
in the nymphs, it will be easy to detect whether they

begin to carry on a rhythmic activity. If so, the speci-

Nancy Fraser

The crickets are easily observed through this transparent housing
unit.

fic rhythm-controlling hormone may be secreted by

ganglia.
Dr. Harker found that large changes in temper

ature affect activity. When she cooled cockroaches

below 4 degrees Centigrade for two hours, their night

activity started two hours later than normal. This

indicates that the hands of the clock are slowed down

by cooling but the clock is still able to work. How

ever, slight changes in temperature do not affect activ

ity. Therefore, the mechanism is not a simple enzyme

reaction because enzymes are very dependent on

temperature changes.
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Jozef thinks that there may be some genetic con

trol involved in the clock mechanism. He has two

batches of crickets, one liveliest in the evening, the

other liveliest at night. The tendency toward evening
or night activity might be carried by genes. Further^

more, work done on Drosophila, the fruit fly, also in

dicates that heredity plays a part in an insect's activity.

The crickets' blood sugar increases at night during

their active stage. The highest sugar concentration oc

curs about eight hours after the light goes out. This

indicates that blood sugar might be involved in the

cricket's rhythm of activity.

Hormone probably causes rhythm

It is well established that living organisms have

rhythms, but the control and relationships of the fac

tors involved is not clear.

Jozef speculates that the hormone is important

in the insect's rhythm of activity. The light impulse

comes through the simple eyes of the cricket. Jozef

determined this by blacking out the ocelli or simple

eyes and noticing a change in the activity period. The

light impulse probably passes to the brain, then to the

ganglion. The ganglion is then stimulated to secrete

the hormone. From here, the hormone may go to the

muscles or the nervous system and cause an increase in

activity. The difficulty in isolating the hormone is due

to the pinhead size of the ganglion. It would take

several thousand cricket ganglia to yield a minute

amount of hormone.

Crickets and cockroaches are not the only living

things that have biological clocks. Work at Princeton

University has been done on the biological clocks in

plants, fruit flies, birds,
and even squirrels. Man also

seems to function on rhythms—rhythms of breathing,

day and night activity, and body temperature, to

name a few.

When man goes into space where day and night

are non-existent, will he function in the normal

rhythmic pattern? If his clock is a built-in mechanism,

his rhythm pattern will probably persist.

9



Eye to the sky:

Where The Birds Are .

SPRING'S gentle footsteps tread delightedly upon an

almost forgotten world, a world of buds and blos

soms and bees and, of course, birds! These creatures of

the sky can hardly be avoided. Come spring and you

are pleasantly greeted by their vocal emanations at

6 a.m. every day. And should you heed their distracting
calls and darting-about, you may bump head-on into

some easily irritated professor or trip over an innocent

crack in the sidewalk.

But, as Confucius say: "If you can't fight 'em,

join 'em." And since the course of evolution has lim

ited man's sky-reaching capacity to a rather expensive
mechanical invention, the airplane, the next best thing
we earth bound mortals can do is try to understand our

winged precursors
—to know what they are and what

they're doing.

The effort yields delightfully surprising results. It

reveals a world of birds full of fascination and wonder.

The Cornell campus is simply swarming with avian

activity. Everything from real estate allotments, to

home construction projects, to hot and cold wars, to

courtships, engagements, and marriages is executed in

the hands—correction—wings of our local bird popu

lation.

Activity never ceases. The territory to be occupied

by each bird until next winter is apportioned. Nests
are built to house the young. Intruders are threatened

by hostile displays and physical encounters. Females

are "wined, dined, and danced" by the males according
to the "all's fair" rule of love and war. Mates are

chosen, and the young procreated.

Each species is characterized by its own song and

mode of courtship, it own type of nest and habitat, its
own flight pattern, and, of course, its own form and

coloration.

Anyone named Phoebe?

Ever hear your name called

and turn around to find not

a soul in sight? Don't

worry. You're not on the

brink of insanity, nor is

there someone hiding in the

bushes trying to convince

you that you are. Rather, a

bird of your namesake is

pretentiously announcing
its presence to the world.

The Phoebe Flycatcher, a

small gray creature, stands

straight as a soldier and

persistently wags its tail up and down. This bird has

a particular affinity for the bridges spanning Cornell's

gorges.

There are many other egotistical aviators in

habiting the Cornell campus this spring:

"Flick-a, flick-a" squeaks out a brown-backed

woodpecker of the same name. Marked by the bright
yellow of its underwings and tail, the Flicker's flight
is deeply undulated like the profile of a wavy ocean.

The Blue Jay introduces itself with a harsh slurr

ing "jeeah". A member of the crow family, the Jay is

a bright blue bird with white belly and crested head—

a shocking contrast against its green environment.

An insect eating acrobat

frequents tree trunks all

over campus, climbing
backwards as well as for

wards in search of food. A

clear "chick-a-,dee-dee-dee"

confirms your guess that

this gray bird with black

cap and bib is the Black-

capped Chickadee.

Alumni Field is inhabited

by a noisy pasture-breeding
plover which vainly cries "kill-dee". The Killdeer has
a brown back, white belly, and two black breast bands.

Then there are the birds who seem to have forgot
ten which class of animals they're in:

The Nighthawk sounds like a spectator in Yankee
Stadium as it emits a "Bronx cheer" at the end of its

courtship display. A brownish-gray bird with broad

wings and white patches, the Nighthawk nests on the
roof of Rand Hall. You may often see one flying over

Triphammer Bridge.

A bird become bat —

that's the Chimney Swift
with its blackish color, long
curved wings, very small

tail, and alternating wing
beat. These "cigars with

wings" are in and about

nearly every chimney on

campus.

An overgrown butterfly?
No, that's the American

_

Redstart which flits about -

much like its insect friend.
You can easily recognize

10
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by Jane E. Brody '62

the male by his black body broken up with bright

orange patches on the wings and tail.

The Catbird, slaty gray with a black cap, "mews"

much like our familiar four-legged friend.

Next time you see a rac

coon in a tree, take a sec

ond look. It may be a Cedar

Waxwing, a brown-backed,

yellow-breasted bird with a

raccoon-like face mask.

This aviator gets its name

from the bright red waxy

covering on its wing tips.
With its yellow tail band

and large crest, the Wax-

wing is as handsome as the

best of Cornell's hairy chested men.

And there are those birds which seem to be the

result of some evolutionary mistake:

The White-breasted Nuthatch has been appropri
ately dubbed "the upside-down bird", for it climbs

down tree trunks head first. A beady black eye stares

slyly from a white cheek, giving the bird a sleuth-like

appearance.

Creeping isn't reserved for infants. The Brown

Creeper descends trees as if they were spiral staircases.
Once you find this well camouflaged bird, you can't

mistake its characteristic crawl.

You can see the Spotted
Sandpiper around Beebe

Lake and the creeks teeter

ing up and down between

each step as if it were too

delicately balanced on its

slim legs.
These birds far from

comprise the total number

of species that any Cornell novice can identify if he

keeps his chin up and his senses alert. Many of the

better known species, such as the sparrows, robin, crow,
and pigeon, have been neglected in order to describe

some intriguing characteristics of the lesser known

birds.

To the avid bird-watcher and to those inspired by
this brief resume, I recommend Peterson's "A Field

Guide to the Birds" for a more complete study. The

enlightened eye is much more appreciative of the won

ders of the bird world, and of the entire natural world

for that matter !

Thinking of making your

living quarters a home

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting
Stair treads

Carpets

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.
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Don't monkey

around—

Go to the

Royal Palm

for the best

in food and

drink.
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1 \ 209 Dryden Rd.

1 T Q_\
Ithaca 4-9119
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Washington Works

With Agriculture
by Edward S. Foster

Executive Secretary, New York Farm Bureau

BEGINNING
with the Hoover Farm Board, the

economic problems of agriculture have received

political treatment for more than thirty years. The

end is not in sight.
The aim of the Farm Board was to adjust supply

of certain crops to market demand at prices satisfac

tory to farmers. It failed in its objective due, in large
measure, to the fact that it operated during a period
of worldwide price decline and almost universal de

pression. Large quantities of certain crops, especially
grains, were purchased and kept off the market at a

loss in excess of 3500 million without making a dent

in improving farm income.

When the Roosevelt administration took over,

the Farm Board was discontinued. Many new attempts
were made by the federal government to put money in

farmers' pockets, including plowing under cotton and

killing little pigs.
The AAA came into existence as the vehicle for

government payments to farmers who reduced pro
duction. It operated during a time of serious depres
sion when farmers were hard pressed for cash. The

AAA in its original concept was not long for this world

and was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court in 1935. The proponents of the program, in
censed by the Court's action, cast about to find a

vehicle that would meet Supreme Court objections.
At a famous meeting held in the Department of

Agriculture in Washington, an alert newspaper cor

respondent remembered that Congress had passed a

Soil Conservation bill. He suggested that the intent of
the outlawed AAA could be implemented if done in the
name of soil conservation. His suggestion caught fire
and out of it grew payments to farmers for so-called
soil conservation practices, including lime, fertilizer,
mulching, ditching, and about everything imaginable.!

Out of the dark days of the early '30's the Farm
Credit System, as we know it today, had its birth
Bill Myers, an authority on farm finance with broad
experience as professor of farm management, initiated
this lasting benefit.

The late Dr. George F. Warren of Cornell and
Dr. Rogers of Yale gave President Roosevelt con

vincing evidence that the depression was primarily -,

monetary problem, not a problem of overproduction
On this basis, the President revalued the dollar in
creasing the price of gold to {535 per ounce. Immedi
ately, this put new life in the general price level

Failing to learn the lesson of the infamous Farm
Board, the Commodity Credit Corporation came into
existence to buy farm products either directly or in
directly through nonrecourse loans. Today we have a

12

Corporation loaded to the brim with commodities —

notably wheat, corn, and cotton — not needed and

not wanted in the market place stored at a cost of

well over a million dollars per day.

Early in World War II, Congress guaranteed
farmers support prices to assure the country of ample
food supply. These supports were to continue for two

years following the war. The war is still on as far as

price supports are concerned.

The pattern continued largely unchanged during
the Truman and the Eisenhower administration. The

latter accomplished much toward reducing the strong

arm of government in the affairs of farmers.

President Kennedy is a man of great capabilities,
dedication, energy, and political know-how. He has

filled key positions in the Department of Agriculture
with keen and able men, but men who have philosophies
quite foreign to those of most New York farmers.

They believe that government must rule agricul
ture with an iron hand and make the decisions, com

modity by commodity, as to what is best for farmers.

The announced intentions are to go back to the early
days of the Roosevelt administration and make use

of farmer elected committees. It is reasonable to

assume that these committee members will be on per

diems and expenses. The programs the}r concoct will

be presented for action by Congress and the major
commodities dealt with independently of all other

commodities.

Hopefully, President Kennedy will detect the flaws
in this approach at an early date. Otherwise farmers
are likely to be saddled with government controls the
likes of which they have never yet known.

In terms of the space age, I liken much of the

political treatment that agriculture has received, be

ginning with the Hoover Farm Board, to the launching
of satellites. Satellites put into orbit beyond the at

mosphere eventually are destined to come back into
the atmosphere and burn up.

The political programs in agriculture are launched
into space beyond sound economic atmosphere. They
orbit for so long and then come back into economic

atmosphere and burn up. A new suit of clothes is put
on the old program and shot back into orbit to eventu

ally follow the course of its predecessor.
In spite of the appeal of "pie-in^the-sky," farmers

will do best to work for the free market' system in
contrast with a highly regimented, highly controlled

agriculture which, in the words of Charles Shuman,
President of the American Farm Bureau Federation,
can only result in "comfortable peasantry" for farmers

Cornell Countryman
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NOTHING
adds more cheer to a room than a vase

of brightly colored blossoms—be they from a

favorite beau or the result of a walk in the woods. To

add hours to the life of your cut flowers, floriculture

specialists in the College of Agriculture offer these ten

suggestions:
1. Because stems which are just cut absorb water

freely, cut off at least one-half inch of stems on a

slant using a sharp knife or shears.

2. If a milky fluid flows from the stem, place the

end in boiling water for 30 seconds or char it in a

flame. Otherwise, the fluid plugs the water-conducting

tubes of the stem.

3. Remove excess foliage and any foliage that

will be below water. Excess foliage increases water

loss; leaves which are under water will decay.

4. To start water flowing into the stems, place

them in warm water which moves into stems faster

than cold water. Suggested temperature is about 110

degrees F.

5. Use a commercial flower food to increase flower

life.

6. After the flowers are placed in warm water,

wrap them in a piece of paper or plastic. This prevents

rapid air movement and reduces water loss. The

Cornell floriculturists keep cut flowers fresh in special
refrigerators.

flowers will become crisp in about two hours and may

then be arranged.
7. Wash the container with soap and water to

get rid of the bacteria that clogs the stems' water-

conducting tubes.

8. Avoid excessive heat which reduces flower life.

9. Keep flowers cold when not in use. Using a

cold room or refrigerator at night will double flower

life. Two exceptions are orchids and gladioli, which

should not be kept at temperatures below 50 degrees F.

10. Do not mix flowers with fruits and vegetables,
which produce a gas that shortens flower life.

And may you enjoy them for as long as they shall

live.

Craving for fine

Italian food?

The Victoria Restaurant

has the finest

food at reasonable

prices

• PIZZA

• RAVIOLI

• SPAGHETTI

• LASAGNA

VICTORIA RESTAURANT

109 N. Cayuga St.

Phone 4-9001

or 4-5831

Be sure to

pick up your

1961
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STRAIGHT LOBBY

MONDAY - WEDNESDAY

MAY 15- 17

May is the month to

relandscape your property

with plants from:

McGuire

Gardens

"Complete Landscape

Service"

We have the most complete

stock of nursery plants in

this area. One year written

guarantee on all woody

plants.

Open every day and evening

Phone 3-1064

635 Elmira Road

May 1961
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^Farm Organizations Mean:

More Market Power

FARMERS
can achieve stronger bargaining positions

through greater organization.

This was the theme of a panel discussion held by
Cornell experts during Agricultural Progress Days.

Prof. Bennett A. Dominick, Jr., of Agricultural Econo

mics, was chairman of the session. Prof. Max E. Brunk,

also of Agricultural Economics, analyzed the ways

farmers may achieve market power through marketing

organizations. How expansion of markets may serve

this end was brought out by Prof. Herrell F. DeGraff,
Professor of Food Economics. Kenneth L. Robinson,
of Agricultural Economics, discussed how market

power may be attained by adjusting the supply of

farm products.

Why do farmers need greater organization? Farm

ers today, says Dr. Brunk, are looking for more market

power. They want to be able to control the supply of

and demand for agricultural products. They can at

tain this power through marketing organizations.

Progress creates overabundance

Farmers have too little market power because

there is an abundance of agricultural goods in this

country, Dr. DeGraff points out. The reason for this

overproduction is too much progress in agriculture at

the present time. The better farms and ranches are

fully capable of combining high-cost production fac

tors into large volume output at low cost per unit.

This progress is literally flooding the market with more

food than this country alone can consume. Dr. De-

Graff feels that one solution is for the farmers to prac
tice scarcity or limit production.

To influence prices, says Dr. Robinson, farmers

must seriously consider methods of "adjusting supply
—controlling or limiting output or sales." If

farmers are to be effective in raising prices, Dr. Robin
son sees no alternative but to accept supply-control
measures. This is the key to successful bargaining. A

marketing organization can initiate such measures.

Each farmer would have a marketing quota
—

a

license to sell so much and no more. Dr. Robinson

says, "a farmer who produced in excess of his quota

would be compelled to keep the over-quota production

at home, store it—provided it was not perishable, di

vert it to a secondary or lower-priced market, or per

haps market it only after paying a penalty on over-

quota marketing."

Farmers lack control of price

Dr. Brunk explains that farmers have compar

atively little to say about the price they receive for

their products. This determination of price usually
results from factors beyond the farmer's immediate

control. Industry, to a great extent, has its hand on

these controls. One of the fundamental differences be

tween agriculture and industry is that much of indus

try produces to fill orders, but the average farmer

produces to use resources. Then, with product in hand,

the farmer seeks a market for his output.

According to Dr. Dominick, farmers who are

more organized in merchandizing and selling can ob

tain improved returns for their products. Under exist

ing circumstances, farmers sell individually to large
buyers. These buyers have a more complete grasp of

existing marketing conditions and are in a better bar

gaining position than is the farmer.

Dr. Dominick explains that through organization,
farmers would employ skilled representatives to sell

their products. They may then obtain more realistic

prices for their products, prices based upon actual

market conditions. At the same time, organizations
could offer more services to wholesalers and other

buyers, bring about distribution efficiencies and meet

market requirements more precisely.

Countermeasures to protect farmer

According to Dr. Brunk, agriculture today is

trying to build a series of organizational counter-

measures to offset the market power which the buyer
has gained through organization. Such measures are

exacted through exercising control over supply and
demand.

In addition to these primary functions, organiza
tions may do the following for their members:

14
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Farmers

by Andrew Voninski '64

1. Provide needed services when they are not

otherwise available.

2. Reduce both the costs of goods and services

through volume trading.
3. Improve the quality of goods or services.

4. Get premium prices for high-quality products.
5. Carry on an advertising program.

6. Provide the means of bargaining with large dis

tributors or dealers to a better advantage.
7. Give farmers the opportunity to become better

informed about market conditions and supply and

demand.

But before farmers can develop marketing organi
zations, there are many problems which they must

overcome, finds Dr. Brunk.

• The ease of getting into and out of business.

It must be made relatively difficult to get into and out

of business. This will prevent or check the immediate

shift of many new producers into that sector.

• The number and location of producers. The
smaller the number of dominant producers, the easier

it is for them to come to agreement on issues involving

price policies. Agriculture has many producers of given

products who are widely scattered geographically.
• The alternative markets which exist for both

product and resources. There is more ability to with

hold products from market if they can be diverted to

alternative uses.

• The financial resources available. Large fi

nancial reserves would enable organized producers to

withstand the possibility of an occasional overproduc
tion.

• Governmental restrictions on the creation of

trusts. Government should permit farm organizations
to purchase, acquire, and build facilities, and to merge

with processing plants and other related organizations
so long as monopolies are not created. This idea was

expressed by President Kennedy during his recent mes

sage to Congress on the farm problem.

Organizations strong in these points should nar

row the gap between the prices farmers receive and

what consumers actually pay. And at the same time,

they may bring about increased benefits to each by

making the marketing channels operate much more

efficiently.

BOOKS of interest—

The Farmer's Age—Agriculture
1815-1860

by Paul W. Gates

The Finger Lakes Region: Its
Origin and Nature

by O. D. Von Engeln

Treasury of Waterfowl

Paintings by Shortt

Text by Cartwright

Cooperative Extension Work—

Second Edition

by Kelsey & Hearne

$6.00

$4.50

$3.95

$5.00

CORNELL CAMPUS STORE

Barnes Hall

"BARGAIN 8UY.-.. ,

OR LASTING VALUE
Another hard-headed reason for choosing

rtcarved
DIAMOND RINGS

Will you always have doubts

about the true value of your

diamond-or will you be sure

of its worth0 With an

Artcarved, you have guaran

teed proof, thanks to the na

tionwide Permanent Value

Plant Better still, you enjoy

the guaranteed exchange

privilege toward a larger

Artcarved — al any Artcarved

jeweler's in America. Get all

the solid facts that make

Artcarved America's finest

diamond value. Visit us today.

ANGEL'S WING SET

Engagement Ring .. $150.00
Bride's Circlet . $ 12.50

Authorized Artcarved Dealer

May 1961
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25,000
N.Y.S.

Farmers

Can't

Be

Wrong

when they say

IT'S y^

gUOd business for*

TO DO \l£
BUSINESS

WITH

EMPIRE

At Empire's livestock

auction markets, good

buyers congregate each

week to pay top prices
for livestock consigned

by dealers and farmers.

All Empire livestock

markets feature prompt
payment, top market

prices, low commis

sions, no favoritism.

Have

Your

Trucker

Take

Your

Livestock

Your

Market

LIVESTOCK

MARKETING

COOPERATIVE

Bath • Bullville • Caledoia •

Dryden
• Gouverneur

•

Greene
• Oneonta •

Watertown
•
West Winfield

•
soon at Buffalo

From the College Press

• EGGS ADD VIM—From now on, eggs are going to

have social appeal. Anyone who wants zip, zest

and go-power will be urged to eat them, resolved

the promotion committee of the State Poultry in

dustry Coordinated Effort.

• TERRARIUM HOW-TO — Take a clear glass bowl,

some selected soil, readily available plants,
and

that
'
s all that is needed to make an unusual indoor

garden. For full instructions, send for Cornell

bulletin E-1029, "How to Make a Terrarium".

Single copies are free to New York State residents

at Stone Hall Mailing Room.

• WINTER KILLS FISH—Farm pond owners may find

unusually large numbers of dead fish rising to the

surface of their ponds this spring. The high death

rate can be attributed to the Northeast's severe

winter.

• AMERICAN FAMILIES—are expected to be the

emotional repair shops of the nation, Prof. Robin

Williams declares. Each day when the various mem

bers of the American family converge upon the home

from their separate activities an unremarked na

tional crisis ensues.

• ON LAYING EGGS—Prof. Ari Van Tienhoven of the

College of Agriculture will team up with a doctor

in France this summer to study physiological

changes that bring about ovulation in chickens.

They will explore the hormonal and nervous stimuli

involved in egg-laying.

• RUSSIAN REARING—In describing the Russian

child-rearing practices and the Soviet effort to

produce a uniform kind of citizen, Prof. Urie Bron

fenbrenner stated: the psychological challenge of

a technology that shapes men as well as things may

well be a threat greater than economic or military

threats.

• SWEDISH SCHOLARSHIP—Frederick Hess of Mil-

lerton, N. Y. ,
a sophomore, has been selected win

ner of the Cornell-Swedish Exchange Scholarship.
Mr. Hess will study in Sweden for one year.

For further information nn any of the above items write to the Cornell Countryman.
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LINK-BELT drive and conveyor chains

travel with the leaders
Over 300 quality-conscious farm machine manufacturers

rely on Link-Belt for chain . . . and bonus services besides

There's good reason why so many farm equipment manu

facturers choose Link-Belt chain. Experience has shown

them that the refinements built into Link-Belt chain make

a vast difference in field performance, help assure customer

satisfaction for their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive

and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets.
Also "bonus" services: application counsel, field analysis,

laboratory service and others. These services multiply the

value of Link-Belt chains, but not the price!

♦STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION

STEEL ROLLER CHAIN— a popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high hp capac

ity and light weight.

♦DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER CHAIN — a dependable,

long-lasting conveying medium for

corn picking and similar duty. The

straight sidebars have ample slid

ing surfaces to resist wear.

STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN — brings
low-cost efficiency to conveying.
Special hook design provides added

bearing area for added life—also

prevents accidental uncoupling.

400 CLASS PINTLE CHAIN—A du-

ble, reliable performer often ap

plied on row crop harvesters.

Closed link barrel prevents foreign

materials from working into the

pin joint.

C-J •"> ♦IMPORTANT! Link-Belt Roller Chains for the

agricultural field are trite roller chains. They

have free-turning rollers. Hence, longer life for

chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbing

or sliding over sprocket teeth.

CHAINS & SPROCKETS

~ „ t , rr, a „ t :„l- n,.\t Plmrs Warehouses, District Sales Offices

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1. To Serve Industry There Are Lmk-Btlt I

^™; *£™£ s^ Paui0; Canada, Scar-

and Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export Office, New York 7; Australia Mart. Km 1 <
\^ ,/

'
DI '

,5.430ana mock ^arryl y

(Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs. Representatives Throughout the World.
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WHY DO

FARMERS

&WN THIS

SHIP?

This is "The Cabins"—a 7,000,000 gallon

oil tanker.

She is owned by members of G. L. F. and

two other farmer cooperatives. This ship

transports gasoline and other farm petro

leum products from Texas City Refinery
to the G, L. F. terminal at Carteret, New

Jersey.

Why do farmers own this $5,000,000

ship? Simply because the cooperative way

has proved to be to their benefit. Working

together, G. L. F. members have found they
can purchase farm production supplies of

the type and quality they need. They're
assured of a source of supply and a modern

system for getting the supplies to their

farms. They like the idea of petroleum men

working in the farmers' interests.

Are you getting the benefits of G. L. F.

complete Petroleum Service?

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC., ITHACA, NEW YORK
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50 Years

Makes a Difference
The above 14 students graduated from the College

of Agriculture at Cornell more than 50 years ago,

New students enrolled in the College this fall set an

all-time record of 680—almost fifty times larger
than the above class. This 680 brings our total en

rollment to 1809 — another all-time high. Twenty-
one stales and 19 foreign countries are represented.
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First Impressions . . .

are lasting, they say. At Cornell you meet lots

of new people. If you want to make a good im

pression, it'll pay to always be at your best. That

includes looking your best. To help you do this

is Stvdent Agencies purpose. We, your class

mates, offer the finest in laundry and dry clean

ing service . . . developed over the last 67 years.

Won't you stop by or phone? Thank you.

STVDENT

AGENCIES

409 College Ave. Phone AR 2-2100

AT YOUR SERVICE

The Campus Store offers many services of

which newcomers to the campus may not be

aware.

For instance, Ithaca bus tickets are available

at the business office lower level, where you

can also cash checks up to $25.00.

Typing service — 48 hr. service — Secretary's

office, lower level.

Typewriter rental for a nominal fee in our

Stationery Department.

We have a Post Office in the North Lobby,

Upper Level where stamps, money orders and

package mailing is available.

Photo finishing, racket restringing are just a

few; inquire of any member of our staff the

service you desire.

Cornell Campus Store, Inc.

Barnes Hall

October, 1961
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Be A Part Of Corne

AS
"Great fleas have little fleas ..." so do great

organizations have little organizations. Cornell

University is no exception.

There is little reason, then, for any Cornellian—

whatever his interests and ambitions—to feel like half

a fish in an endless ocean. Isolation is for criminals,

not college students.

True, academic achievement is the primary goal of

most students. However, if it's a student's only goal,
he's better off locked in the New York Public Library
for four years. No one is interested in a walking ency

clopedia—except, possibly, as a museum piece.
Well then, a good way to avoid this antiquated

state of affairs is to pay some attention to Cornell's

smaller organizations. The student groups on campus

number into the hundreds. Some you may consider

worth your while, others a waste of time. The func

tions of some may fascinate you, others bore you to

tears. It is your job to determine which group or

groups would hold your interest.

There are groups open to University students in

general—Straight committees, CURW, Student Gov

ernment, and scores of others. There are groups
within each college which cater to special interests.

In the College of Agriculture, you will find that

many departments sponsor clubs related to their fields,
like the Floriculture, Pomology, and Agronomy Clubs.'
All of these are open to any interested student, but if

you're majoring in the field, these clubs should be

A Director Departs
The

Cornell Countryman notes with regret the tem

porary departure of one of our directors, Prof
William B. Ward. At the request of the government of

Argentina, Professor Ward will spend his year of sab
batical leave in that country as a public relations and
communications advisor.

He will also work with universities in planning
agricultural extension courses and assist in setting up
a comprehensive information

program in all mass

media, including press, radio, and television, for the
National Agricultural Research and Extension Agency
of Argentina.

^

Professor Ward, who will be accompanied by his
wiie and four children, will work under the joint spon
sorship of the Argentine government and the U.S. In
ternational Cooperation Administration.

We welcome in his stead Assoc. Prof Charles C
Russell of the Department of Extension Teaching and
Information. Before coming to Cornell, Dr Russell
was head of the Department of Journalism at the Uni
versity of Arkansas. We know he will be a great help
to the Countryman this year.

especially valuable to you. There are also several less

specialized groups in the Ag College
—the Cornell

Grange, 4-H Club, Ag-Dom Council, and the Cornell

Countryman.
But no matter which group 3rou join, participation

in it can be a rewarding, enlightening, broadening
experience. You will come into working association

with people whose backgrounds and ideas are radically
different from your own. You will be able to test the

meaning and feasibility of your own ideas. You will be

stimulated to formulate new ideas. You will achieve

a sense of belonging and usefulness. You will further

your individual development and find your place at

Cornell.

I'm certainly not advocating that every student

become a joiner and neglect his studies for group
activities. But prerequisite to dealing effectively with

people is to be one of them. The fastest way to discover
what constitutes people is through contact with them.
Student groups provide just this kind of stimulating
contact.

If you haven't already done so, now is the time to

become a part of Cornell University. Keep your eyes
and ears open for announcements, and compet for one
or two of Cornell's organizations.

I.E.B.

NO CONTEST

NOT, that is for business dairymen
in New York and Western Vermont
who've learned that the best way
to higher production in their dairy
herds is to use

mm
New York

Artificial Breeders

Cooperative

Judd Falls Road Ithaca, New York

7
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Co-op=Campus Store
Every Cornellian knows that. But

not everyone knows why the

bottom half of Barnes Hall is popu

larly, though incorrectly, dubbed

the "Co-op." The answer lies in its

interesting past.

by Linda Whitman '61

Everything
from books to base

balls—that's the Cornell Cam

pus Store! Cornellians are familiar

with the vast array of goods that

the Campus Store offers. Many
faculty members and students take

advantage of the services offered

by the Cornell retail establishment.

These goods and services were not

always so conveniently at hand.

The story of the "Co-op"—when it

was born and how it grew
—is an

interesting one.

A basement room in Morrill Hall

was the predecessor of today's well-

stocked Campus Store. The store

was the idea of a group of students

and faculty members who saw the

need for a convenient source of

books, supplies, and other items

important to college life. That was

in 1895. The new business was

planned as a student-faculty co

operative and was called the Cor

nell Co-operative Society, a name

under which it operated for over

50 years.

The new society was joined by
nearly 300 students and faculty
members. A membership fee of one

dollar and one dollar for annual

dues were charged to members, and

the business prospered. From the

beginning regular dividends were

paid to the members. By 1905 there

were more non-members than mem

bers on campus and the society

decided to incorporate. Two hund

red shares of stock were sold at five

dollars per share. Ownership was

restricted to members of the Cor

nell faculty and staff, one share to

each. Being a stockholder was ac

tually an honorary position since

the return from a share was limited

to 6 percent
—about 30 cents a

year.

When a stockholder severed his

connection with the University, he

ceased to be a stockholder. He re-

Book-buying time is hectic for both students and Co-op personnel.

October, 1961



turned his certificate to the society and was paid the

face value. Many stock certificates were returned as

the years passed, and only ten stockholders remained

shortlv after World War II.

University takes over

These ten offered their stock, plus all assets of

the Society to Cornell University. The offer was ac

cepted and the Society became a wholly owned sub

sidiary of Cornell. The name of the organization was

changed to The Cornell Campus Store. A board of

eight directors was set up to govern its operations.

Today the board consists of nine directors who are

Cornell faculty or staff members.

After 30 years
—a new home

For thirty years students bought their clipboards
and toothbrushes at the store in Morrill Hall. The

store moved to the basement of Barnes Hall when

Willard Straight opened its doors in 1925. A coffee

shop had been in Barnes previously, but it was usurped
by the Ivy Room, and in moved the Co-op.

Even these roomy quarters couldn't keep up with

the growing University and corresponding student de

mand. The need for a larger store became pressing.
Finally the other occupants of Barnes Hall moved out

and relief was in sight. Work began on the cramped
quarters in February 1953, and in January 1954, the
store moved back into the two story Co-op we know

today.

Gift department is especially popular before vacations.

Another Ivy Room

If you're a Cornellian, you've been to the Campus
Store. It's one of the first places an incoming student

heads for. On some days—especially around book-

buying time—the Campus Store is more social than

the Ivy Room. It's often the last place visited before

leaving the campus, when dividend slips are ex

changed for anything in sight. These dividend slips
are valued like free money, especially among co-eds.

Incidentally, the "Co-op slip" system began about 1925

and was the first dividend system of its kind in the

country.

ROTC SHOES

FREEMAN SHOES

For Men

Fine Shoe Repairing

Remember ifs better

to send your

SHOES TO SCUSA

than to wish you had

Free pickup and

delivery at all

dorms sororities and

fraternities

PETER SCUSA

Shoe Rebuilder

"Est. 1905"

405 College Av. AR 3-3313

Economic Laundry Service

Free Parking
AT THE

Convenient Community Corners

24 hour coin operated

washing machines and dryers

dry cleaning -

laundry service

10 A.M. -6 P.M. Daily

PETRILLOSE CLEANERS

Ithaca Laundries

Phone ITH. AR 3-6226

4
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Behind-the-scenes information about the Campus
Store is willingly supplied by Philip J. Krebs, the store

manager. Mr. Krebs' office is located, like an inner

sanctum, behind the cashier and gift departments. It

seems completely removed from the activity of the

store just a few feet away. Mr. Krebs, Cornell class

of '33, is tall, lean, and even has the classic distin

guished grayed temples. He's been with the University
since 1935, knows his business, and doesn't mind talk

ing about it.

One thing Mr. Krebs mentioned is the under

rated fact that the Cornell Campus Store undersells

many other campus stores like Yale, Harvard, and

Syracuse. "I'd love to have the students go up to

Syracuse and price the same items," he grinned.

Serving the students

"We're here to serve the students," Mr. Krebs

said. "Our buyers are always watching for good new

items for their departments." He continued, "If a

group of students have a particular need, we try to

put the product on the counter for them." Evidently
that's the way the snack counter originated. The girls
of Sage Hall (once a women's dorm) petitioned for

hosiery and food. Request granted.
In addition to meeting student needs, the store

also supplies many items to the University. That's the

reason for the large photography department.

Co-op loves Cornellians

Cornellians find the "Co-op" (an inaccurate term

which is used nevertheless) both adequate and popu

lar. And evidently the Campus Store employees are

fond of Cornellians too. When asked if the sales per

sonnel had any pet peeves about the Cornell shopper,
Mr. Krebs replied with a smile, "Absolutely no com

plaints. The Cornellians are wonderful! There is no

pilfering problem and the students are easier to deal

with than those of many other areas."

This mutual appreciation is welcomed by all. It's

hard to image hiking down to Ithaca every time a

check must be cashed or a bar of soap bought. Espec
ially in the winter!

COLLEGE TOWN'S

COMPLETE SHOE STORE

(fiTi^I^NTArfA
• Bates Campus Styled Shoes

• Sneakers ROTC Shoes

• Expert Repair on all types of shoes

in Collegetown — Near Campus Gate

401 Eddy St. Phone AR 2-2080

Dorm Pickup

We feature a complete

menu, including

• PIZZA

• STEAK

• LASAGNA

Big Red

Grill

Johnny's in

Collegetown

open until 1 a.m.

every day

Before that Trek

To Cortland . . .

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

campus on- the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a- mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. AR 2-9898
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Breeding Rabbits

FOR EGGS ONLY

Agricultural Research Service USDA

by Linda J. Himot '62

A
strained silence reigns over

the small makeshift oper

ating room in the basement of the

Artificial Breeding Cooperative lab

oratory. All eyes are focused on the

operating table. The anesthetist

slowly and carefully injects Nem

butal into the ear vein of a Dutch

Belted rabbit. Slowly the rabbit re

laxes and falls asleep. Its breathing
is regular.
The needle is withdrawn from

the vein, a signal which breaks the

spell over the room. Suddenly there

is a bustle of activity. Eight stu

dents and an instructor quickly
and with the efficiency of weeks of

experience carry out the tasks

assigned to each of them.

These students are all members

of a course in animal husbandry
on the fundamentals of endocrin

ology taught by Dr. William Han

sel. As part of the course Dr. Han

sel feels the students should get an

I'holo Science

Nembutal is injected into the rabbit's ear

vein.

opportunity to do some actual re

search. This group, one of seven,

each working on a different project,

is trying to transfer fertilized eggs

from one rabbit, the donor, to a

non-pregnant rabbit, the recipient.

They hope that the "foster" mother

will nourish the developing em

bryos and give birth to live young.

Some researchers expect that this

technique of "ovum transfer" may

some day be used with cattle to

produce more high quality cows

and steers. High producing cows

may be bred artificially with semen

from bulls of proven genetic merit

and the fertilized ova removed.

These ova may then be transferred

to poorer cows which will serve as

live incubators.

Experiment has economic value

The farmer can then breed his

outstanding cows many times a

year and obtain many more calves

from them. Since the less valuable

foster mothers have no effect on

the genetic makeup of the offspring,
their "stepchildren" should have

the desirable qualities of their gene

tic parents and he high quality ani

mals.

Enthusiasm prevails among the

young group of amateur surgeons.

"There are many difficulties in

volved and many techniques to

master hut the prospects for suc

cess are bright," they say. Through
a system of rotation, they all <>et

an opportunity to perform each

step of the operation. Repeated at

tempts at the experiment, they

hope, will make all expert tech

nicians.

The day before

On the day before the operation,

a Dutch Belted rabbit, who will

be the donor, is mated to a normal

buck. At the same time, a New

Zealand rabbit, who will be the

recipient, is mated to a sterile New-

Zealand buck. This second mating

puts the recipient rabbit in the

same phase of the estrous cycle as

the donor. Copulation sets off a

series of hormonal actions even

though fertilization does not occur.

The recipient's uterus will then be

prepared to accept the transferred

ovum and will nourish it until par

turition, or birth.

There is always the problem
that the recipient's mate is not

sterile or the recipient herself was

pregnant before the operation. To

be sure that the young she pro

duces are actually toster young

which developed from the donor's

ova, the recipient is always a New

Zealand rabbit. The New Zealands

are all white, and under normal

breeding conditions will produce

only white offspring. Dutch Belted

rabbits, the genetic mothers, are

black and white. If the New Zea

land progeny have the character

istic Dutch Belted color pattern,

6 CoKNi'i.i. Countryman



then they must be foster offspring.
On the day of the operation the

donor and the recipient are care

fully weighed to determine Nem

butal dosages. This drug has a very

narrow and critical tolerance ranee

and therefore must be carefully ad

ministered. If too little is given,
the rabbit may awaken in the mid

dle of the operation. If she receives

too much anesthesia, the rabbit

may die. And, the group reports,

fatalities due to overdoses some

times occur.

When the donor is unconscious,

its abdomen is shaved and washed.

An incision is made and the body
cavity exposed. The oviducts are

carefully flushed to obtain the eggs.

The flushing fluid is examined un

der a dissecting microscope to find

the eggs which are usually in the

two or four-cell stage of develop
ment.

The eggs are carefully picked up

with a pipette (desperately needed:

a steady hand!) and transferred to

the oviduct of the recipient rabbit.

Transfer of the eggs marks the end

of the operation. The rabbit is

sewed up and returned to its cage.
Since the gestation period, or time
between fertilization and birth, is

thirty days, the group must wait a

month to find out if their efforts

were fruitful. But confidence is not

without due cause. "We proudly
announce the birth of four rabbits

to one of our foster mothers."

Future possibilities

The jump from rabbits to cows is

a big one, but one which could oc

cur in the not too distant future.

. . . only a matter of time now be

fore another Aldous Huxley's Brave
New World predictions comes true.

. . . step from live incubators to

mechanical ones and test tube

babies is not big. . . . merely re

quires some mechanical ingenuity.

William Kroll
professional photography

208 East State

Ph. AR 3-4806 Ithaca, N. Y.

Do Cleaning

Problems

Trouble You?

TRY

W. C. W.
CLEANERS

1
hr.

service

Clean Only Press Only

Storage for Summer Clothes

Phone AR 3-3262

138 W. State St.

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You II find it at—

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca AR 2-7800

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman'

a
si
in

WHAT'S IN THE TRIANGLE?

Come in and find out.

Get the best buys in

New and Used Textbooks

Gifts and Greeting Cards

School Supplies and Accessories

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Collegetown

October, 1%1
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Introducing . . .

A New Home For An

Roger Simmons, research as

sistant, operates a fraction

collector which auto

matically dispenses accurate

and equal amounts of any

chemical in a series of test

tubes.

Robert Simkin, science teacher, feeds a rat colony used for

experimental purposes.

FRANK
B. MORRISON was not only

a builder of an industry; he

was a builder of men who in turn

have left their mark on the various

fields of animal science," com

mented Dr. James H. Hilton, presi

dent of Iowa State University.
Dr. Hilton continued, "His book

on Feeds and Feeding has not only

been the text for the nutrition

courses in our Land-Grant colleges
and universities in America, it is

used throughout the world by
teachers and producers of livestock.

I wonder if this country will ever

produce his like again?"
As head of the animal husbandry

Cokniti. Countryman



Frank B. Morrison Hall

department from 1928 through
1945, Professor Morrison built the

department into one of the world's

largest and best. During his tenure,

new livestock barns were built, bet

ter livestock was purchased, grad
uate training programs were

strengthened, high-quality young

scientists were added to the staff,

undergraduate courses were revit

alized, and extension programs were

made more valuable and informa

tive. And in his honor, Frank B.

Morrison Hall, the new home of

animal husbandry at Cornell, was

dedicated on September 12-13,

1961.

The new building will enable the

animal husbandry staff to do a

more efficient and expanded job in

three main areas—teaching, re

search, and extension work. Its

three acre plot sits at the intersec

tion of Tower and Judd Falls

Roads, just beyond the Dairy Bar.

The building contains several

classrooms and laboratories, the

latest equipment, facilities for ex

tension teaching, and specialized
provisions for research projects.

Noteworthy is the extensive setup
for research in artificial breeding.
Speaking at the dedication cere

monies, Governor Rockefeller of

New York concluded, "... we

dedicate this building not only to

the memory of an outstanding man,

not only to agricultural progress,
but to a better future for man

kind."

Paul Reynolds, graduate as

sistant in animal nutrition,

helps Sue Spitz, lab techni

cian, operate a large Kjel-

dahl apparatus to determine

the nitrogen content of feeds

and waste materials.

Prof James R. Stouffer and August Diekmann operate a

Sonoray machine for a profile picture of the depth of fat on

a steer's back.

October, 1961
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Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone AR 3-5411

6 grades of motor fuel
from one pump

Ted Barnett's

Blue Sunoco Service

17 Years of Best Service at

519-23 W. State St.

Phone AR 2-9881 Ithaca, N. Y.

THE RIGHT FUEL FOR EVERY CAR

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

PAINT- FLOOR COVERING - WALLPAPER

DICKINSON'S

Your Convenient

Wallpaper, Paint and Floor Covering Store

Seneca Way Tel AR 2-8421

FOR A PIZZA THAT7S A TREAT

GO TO JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St. (At the Meadow St. Bus Stop) Phone AR 2-9521

K)
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Our Alums At Work
The Alumni Association of the College of Agri
culture is an active organization with an interest

ing history. It emphasizes "opening the doors" to

those who are interested in agriculture.

by Bernard Curvey

Admissions Counselor

The
Alumni Association of the New York State Col

lege of Agriculture began on the evening of Feb

ruary 25, 1909 in a meeting of students and former

students of all classes and courses. Dean Liberty Hyde
Bailey addressed the first assembly on the needs of the

College of Agriculture. The first organization, the

Students' Association of the New York State College
of Agriculture, included all present students and all

who had ever been students of the College. This fea

ture lasted only a few years and in 1917 an amend

ment to the constitution changed the organization and

name to their present form.

The aims and purposes of the Association were:

(1) To promote fellowship among all students, past
and present; (2) To advance the interests of the

College of Agriculture in all ways; (3) To promote

country life interests at large.
Today, these objectives still hold, but the areas

covered by these objectives have expanded broadly.
A major activity currently carried on by the

Association is helping the College of Agriculture in

form qualified students of the educational and career

opportunities available through the College.
To assist in this program the Alumni Association

has set up a vast organizational network made up of

over 400 alumni who cover all of New York State.

This group includes the seven officers of the Associ

ation, or the directors of this program; twelve regional
directors who are responsible for the activities of from

three to seven counties; sixty county chairmen that

plan and develop a high school contact program in ac

cordance with the needs of the county; and approxi
mately 350 county keymen who work closely with

one or two county high schools in their locality.
The objectives of this effort are threefold: first,

to promote and develop a better understanding with

school guidance counselors about entrance require
ments and the wide variety of courses offered by the

College; second, to develop contacts and to stimulate

the interest of parents, and students who are best

qualified for entrance; third, to coordinate the county

activities with those of the Office of Resident In

struction for the College.
Other activities of the Alumni Association are to

( 1 ) Arrange and schedule boys to attend the "College
Open House" activities sponsored jointly by the Col

lege and the Alumni Association; (2) Sponsor the

annual Alumni luncheon held during Agricultural
Progress Days; (3) Award a $50 prize to the sopho
more and junior having the highest cumulative aver

age; (4) Elect a member to the board of trustees of

the Cornell Alumni Association, and (5) Sponsor this

page in every issue of the Cornell Countryman.
There are now approximately 1000 members of

the Alumni Association. All former students and mem

bers of the Staff and experiment station are eligible
for membership and shall become members on the

payment of the regular fee of two dollars per year.

ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

(Seated) Donald G. Robinson '41, Vice Presi

dent; Nelson F. Hopper '39, President; Donald

Whiteman '39, Vice President; (Standing)
Robert H. G. Greig '36, Vice President; Morton

Adams '33 and Russell M. Cary '36, past presi

dents; (not pictured) Stanley W. Warren '27,

Secretary-treasurer.

October, 1961
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A Nigerian Village Gains

PoUMxbi l/VOM P&jMAttl

The people of Nigeria owe a great deal to Dr. Hazel M. Hauck for

her discovery of an inexpensive food to supplement their protein

deficient diet. Dr. Hauck retired this summer from her positions as

professor in the College of Home Economics and staff member of

the Graduate School of Nutrition. Previous to the Nigerian project

she spent a year in Thailand studying food habits and ways to

improve them. Because she finds nutritional work on the village

level very rewarding, she doesn't want to give it up with retirement

but hopes to do similar work in other needy areas of the world. Ed.

by Jane E. Brody '62

The hungry, expressionless face of a three-year-old

girl weighing less than ten pounds
—this is what

faced Prof. Hazel M. Hauck, Cornell nutritionist,

when she arrived in the Nigerian village of Awo

Omamma. The cause? Malnutrition. The reason? A

basic diet high in starch and very low in protein and

riboflavin.

Under the sponsorship of the Unitarian Service

Committee of Boston, Dr. Hauck spent a year in Awo

Omamma to teach the villagers how to fight malnutri

tion, one of the main contributors to a 50 percent in

fant mortality rate.

Malnutrition, observes Dr. Hauck, is the inevit

able result of the ill-balanced diet common throughout
Nigeria. The villagers "never think in terms of qual
ity of food; it is just something to fill their stomachs/1
she notes. Basically, their diet consists of "fufu", a

starchy paste made from yams or cassava meal, and

a soup of dried fish, palm oil, and green leaves. Suf

ficient body-building protein and the essential vitamin

riboflavin are not included.

So began the search for a native food which could

provide the villagers with these vital nutrients. The

search soon ended. Dr. Hauck observed the village
women bargaining for roasted peanuts in the market

place. If anything is a good protein booster, the

peanut is.

However, these peanuts did not supply enough

protein to fill the villagers' body needs. They were

consumed as between meal snacks in very small quan

tities. Traders obtain the peanuts in the green raw

state. Then they roast them in hot soil, and grit clings
to the riboflavin-rich skin. Before the peanut can be

eaten, the skin has to be peeled away and much of

the food value is lost.

New way of roasting

It was a challenging task, notes Dr. Hauck, to

increase native consumption of the peanut in its most

nutritional form. The ready roasted nuts are too

expensive for the villagers to buy in large quantities.

Dr. Hauck realized that buying the peanuts in the

raw state would cut their cost in half. The peanuts

then had to be roasted in a way that would not render

the skins inedible. Large iron pots found in every

village household are suitable utensils for roasting
peanuts without spoiling the skin, she found.

But by far the most difficult problem was getting
the Nigerians to accept and utilize these changes and

to eat what is pood for them. .Awo Omamma consists

Peanuts in small amounts are displayed
bv woman trader in market place in Ni

gerian village. Once consumed only as

between-meal snacks, the peanuts are

used as a major food staple in Awo O-

mamma to enrich the dailv diet.

12 CoKNEl.L Coii.N IKN M A |N



Cassava is displayed in quantity in the village market place at

Awo Omamma. The starchy foods —cassava and yams
—have

long been the basis of the native diet.

of twenty kindred groups. Dr. Hauck worked with

mothers from four kindreds. With the aid of a local

o-irl as interpreter, she explained what she wanted to

accomplish to these women. Each one was then given
some peanut flour to use in preparing her meals for

one day. The next day she reported how she had

used the flour and what other ingredients she in

cluded in her cooking.
Dr. Hauck discovered that the natives liked the

taste of the peanut flour. One barrier was now crossed.

It's rather difficult to get people to eat something they
don't like, no matter how good it is for them. At the

same time, Dr. Hauck gathered valuable information

about the natives' eating habits.

Ground-up peanuts and cowpeas, another in

expensive source of protein, are now used instead of

starchy yams to thicken soup. Dr. Hauck had little

---
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Thinking of making your

living quarters a home

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting
Stair treads

Carpets

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.
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trouble^ explaining the need for these "foods for

growth" to the poorly nourished villagers. In a country
where children are loved and valued^ anything which
reduces infant mortality is readily accepted.

Infants are especially susceptible to malnutrition.
The starchy food they receive as a supplement to

breast-feeding provides none of the protein, minerals,
and vitamins essential to growth. Also, "because of

prejudice in some areas of Nigeria, animal food is not

given to children," says Dr. Hauck.

Better use of resources

But dietary improvement is certainly not de

pendent upon extended use of expensive animal foods.

Rice and other cereal grains, if substituted for cassava

and yams, can substantially increase the protein con

tent of the Nigerian diet, Dr. Hauck concludes. "Agri
cultural production should certainly be improved, but

enough food of a suitable kind already is produced so

that serious malnutrition need not be common—if the

people know how to use their resources," she adds.

Dr. Hauck finds that the satisfaction derived

from nutritional work at the village level often stems

from small but meaningful gains. In Nigeria, the ten

pound three-year-old was the symbol of success. She

was fed peanut flour and after a few weeks had gained
two pounds. At this time, Dr. Hauck visited her. In

serious cases of nutritional deficiency, very often the

first sign of improvement is a smile. When this little

girl, once completely apathetic, smiled, onlookers burst
into applause.

For mere peanuts, the health of 18,000 Nigerians
has been improved.

gracious dining

over the

lake

CATERING TO

PARTIES AND BANQUETS

Taughannock Farms Inn

Taughannock State Park

Phone AR 3-2810

Where the discrete meet
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Bird-call
recordings, clock-work

crickets, and starving Indians

were the subjects of prize winning

Countryman articles last term. The

Paul R. Guldin Memorial awards

are monetary recognition for out

standing Countryman articles which

encourage more adequate rural

leadership.
Last spring, Virginia Wolf '61

won the first prize of $75 for her

article, "Crickets, a Key to our

Clocks." Jane E. Brody '62 wrote

"We Want More Food" which won

the second prize of 350. Jane P.

Doyle won the 325 third prize for

her article, "Audio Ornithology."
Honorable mentions were award

ed to Andrew Voninski '64 for

"More Market Power for Farm

ers"; James Sample '63 for "Music

Pierces the Iron Curtain"; and

Tina Bloomstein '63 for "Buzzz Is

Not All They Say."

Congratulations to all and best

wishes for future successes.
—Ed.

Student's

Downtown

Service

Center

WELCOME BACK

TEETER'S

Mobil Service

Open 24 hours a day

211 W. State St.

COMPET
FOR THE

Cornell Countryman

• writing

• business

• advertising

• art

• photography

• secretarial

"The Countryman has long been a very useful means

of gaining experience on the part of students interested in

journalism, it has been very valuable in affording a means

of expression of students on campus activities, and it has

been a valuable contact between the College, the Alumni,

and prospective students."

Charles E. Palm

Dean, N.Y.S. College of Agriculture

First compet meeting—Thursday, September 28

4:45 P.M., 490 Roberts

Bill'sLuncheonette
Where you find good food at a

convenient location

HOURS

SUN.—6 A.M.-l A.M.

MON.—CLOSED

TUES.-FRL—6 A.M.-l A.M.

SAT.—6 A.M.-3 A.M.

408 College Ave. Ph. AR 2-9618

The Hill Barber Shop
Welcomes Students to Their New Shop

'Where the Individual Is Important"

406 College Ave.

In the Heart of Collegetown
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Found: Fossils

in central New York Stare. Con

tact Dr. Harlan P. Banks, De

partment of Botany at Cornell

for further information.

by Elizabeth Corning '60

Estimates
indicate that if the

history of the world were com

pressed into the time span of a

single day, the history of man

would fill less than a minute of that

day. The only record of life during
that long period before man's ex

istence is in the form of fossils—

the remains and imprints of plants
or animals in stone and hardened

mud.

In 1922, Dr. L. C. Petry started

a collection of New York State

plant fossils at Cornell University.
Dr. Harlan P. Banks, head of the

Department of Botany, is now in

charge of this collection. Dr. Banks,
and all other paleobotanists (those

who study ancient plant life),
wants to find out what sorts of

plants are represented by fossil re

mains. The ancient plants are con

sidered the ancestors of the plants
we now have, and paleobotanists

try to determine the relationships
between the two.

According to Dr. Banks, New

York is very rich in plant fossils.

Much of the rock exposed to the

surface is of a time period known

as Devonian. This time period, the

age of the very earliest land plants,
was about 325 million years ago.

It is supposed that plant life be

gan in the sea. As time went on

plants evolved to the land and de

veloped more complex structures.

The Devonian rock (so called be

cause it was first studied near

Devon, England) contains the im

pressions and remains of these very

early land plants. Sometimes the

impressions only look like a straight
black line, but often they show the

marks of leaves or branches coming-

off the stem. It is this type which

especially interests Dr. Banks. "We

are interested in fossils with a little

character to them. If they have no

distinctive features, then it is im

possible to identify them."

Dr. Banks mentions that there

are many places in New York par

ticularly rich in good fossils. "If

Fig. 1 Fie. 2 Fie. 3

Figure 1 shows stems which appear to bear small appendages collected in Schoharie County. In the laborat
«^

such

s^s cai^e
freed from the rock by acid treatment. If the plants were flattened and carbonized, they r«semble/'i"7/,nicfmensTove that the
decayed badly before fossilization and only their waxy cuticle remains, they appear as in Figure 3. These specimens pnne that tfte

stems lacked true leaves and are representatives of the most primitive type of land plant.

October, 1961
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Plant with leaf scars found in marine rock.

you connect Albany and Buffalo

by an imaginary line, the bulk of

the rocks south of this line are

Devonian, and may contain good
fossils."

There are several places especial

ly good for fossil finds. One of these

is new road cuttings. The blasts

split rocks and expose new fossils.

When Dr. Banks hears about a

new cutting he goes out to the area

to search for fossils. Carrying a pick

and digging into rock, he is often

mistaken for a prospector. "People's

first thought is that I'm looking
for gold." It's difficult to explain

that fossil hunters have no econ

omic purpose in mind.

Two other places are rich in

plant fossils. One is the quarries
whose rock is used in building new

roads. The other is in any exposed

shale. The shale, which readily

splits into layers, will often have

excellent imprints of Devonian

plants.

When Dr. Banks is not out hunt

ing fossils, he spends much time at

Cornell in a room completely filled

with them. Shelves filled with rocks

containing embedded or imprinted

fossils go right up to the ceiling. In

addition, boxes of rocks are under

the tables, on the tables, and even

on the chairs.

New York Devonian fossils make

up most of the collection, and it is

on these that Dr. Banks does his

research. There are also fossils from

the other time periods which are

used in teaching.
Dr. Banks wants New Yorkers

to send him any plant fossils that

they find. "We sometimes get them

sent in by school teachers and a

few interested fossil hunters, but

we would like to hear from anyone

who finds them. Anyone who would

like to have plant fossils identified

can send them to me at the botany

department at Cornell," he offers.

If possible, he will tell you what

it is. At the same time, you may

help unravel some of the secrets of

the past.

The age of the horse

and buggy is passed!

Modern vehicles require expert attention.

Let our expert mechanics service your

"buggy"?

Glenn's Sinclair Station

329 College Ave. Ithaca AR 2-9587

Go to the

Royal Palm

for the best

in food and

drink.

209 Dryden Rd.

Ithaca AR 2-7400
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Dollar-making differences don't just happen...

Under drawbar work, the transmission and final driv

They're MADE -with the most modern

machine tools like this tape-controlled, unit

. . . That's why Allis-Chalmers selected

this numerically controlled jig mill to ma

chine the final drive housing for the H-3

and HD-3 compact crawler tractor. Always
a leader in accepting the most modern ma

chine tools available, Allis-Chalmers in

vested in this new tape-controlled mill to

assure the tractor quality Allis-Chalmers

customers have always experienced.

By instructions from a punched tape, the

rnachine is guided through 21 different op

erations in completing a single piece — and

tolerances are consistently held to the di

mensions specified.

Tools like this build the right foundation

for successful field performance ... it typi

fies Allis-Chalmers' insistence on quality.

ALLIS-CHALMERS
delivers the dollar-making difference
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AS'om^ straight talk

about a career

at American Oil

by C&yjLst,
"This Company recognizes the value of varied

experience, and encourages you to broaden your

knowledge."

Roger Fisher, B.Ch.E. from Cornell and Ph.D.

candidate from Princeton is one of many young

scientists and engineers at American Oil shaping
the future for himself, his Company and the

industry. At 26, he has earned a Fulbright
Scholarship and will take a year's leave of

absence to continue his graduate research on

solids mixing at the University of Osaka, Japan.
"American Oil is looking for broad-gauge

research people," Roger adds. "In the long run,

the Company benefits as well as the professional
who continues to grow in his own or in several

fields of research."

Roger's present assignment at American Oil

involves applied research— to plan, design, build
and operate bench scale lab equipment, to study
the kinetics of catalytic cracking. His is one of

many diversified projects at American Oil Com

pany. Chemists, chemical engineers, physicists,
mathematicians and metallurgists can find inter

esting and important work in their own fields.

The ability of American Oil to attract bright

young scientists and engineers like Roger Fisher

might have special meaning to you. For complete
information concerning career opportunities in

the Research and Development Department of

American Oil, write D. G. Schroeter, American

Oil Company, P. 0. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana.

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS,

LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS

ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN

SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:

New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under

electron impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Physiochemical

nature of catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas

chromatography • Application of computers to complex technical

problems • Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic

acids • Combustion phenomena • Solid propellants for use with

missiles • Design and economics: New uses for present products,
new products, new processes • Corrosion mechanisms • Devel

opment of new types of surface coatings

(AMERICAN) AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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This month

WE GIVE THANKS...

for 100 vears of higher public education made possible by the Land-Grant

Colleges. Because of these institutions, America has achieved the highest level of

mass education in history.

On July 2, 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Act which

made the Land-Grant dream a reality. His philosophy was: "If we could first

know where we are and whither we are tending, we could better judge what to

do and how to do it."

During

size that the

the following months the celebrations of this centennial will empha-

68 Land-Grant colleges and universities in the United States:

• Educate one out of five students enrolled in all the colleges
in the U. S.

• Conduct the world's largest off-campus educational program
—the cooperative extension service.

• Pioneered research and came up with such scientific achieve

ments as hybrid corn, streptomycin and dicoumarol.

• Furnish nearly half the Nation's reserve officers through the

Reserve Officer Training Corps programs.

• Were among the first to open their doors to women and de

veloped home economic courses for them.



©ar Saya

Are

Numbmd

by Zilch

Ah!
the electronic age. Cows have now joined the

vast group of the "numbered." Simple names like

Bossie, Elsie, and Daisy are no longer sufficient for

cows. They too must have a number to simplify their

identification. An eartag with this number is inserted

when the animals enters the herd by birth or purchase.
This is more than vaguely reminiscent of frosh registra
tion cards.

Zilch recalls (with no fondness at all) his useless

fight against the "number." Why did he have to be

70507? Why couldn't he be plain ole Zilch? It seems

that no one on campus has ever been able to answer

these questions to his satisfaction.

One thing, however, frightens Zilch. Secondary
identification is now being used with cows. Since their

eartags (like our i.d. cards) are difficult to check, it
has been suggested that the cows be branded with

the same number. Ouch! Please don't let Day Hall

hear about that.

THE HILL DRUG STORES

CORNERS BRANCH

Triphammer & Hanshaw Roads

Open Evenings & Sundays

2 FREE DELIVERIES DAILY

IJ Dept.—Whitman Candies

Toiletries—Cosmetics

4408 College Ave.—Phone AR 3-081 1

A new, highly controversial book has just reached
the hands of Zilch. It contains the "one and only solu
tion to the farm problem." Since the farmer is subject
to order as to how much to plant, and how much he
is to receive for his production, there is a great price-
cost squeeze. The author urges that the farmer create
his own industry by making full use of his natural

by-product, alcohol. To this, Zilch replies, "Cheers!"
Much to the distress of Zilch (and others), one

prof in Ag Ec has changed his policy. "This year we

will abolish the honor system in this class. Previous

experience has proven that the profs have the honor

and the students the system."
Beans to the coed who has posted on her door a

sign reading, "No man was ever indispensible—except

Adam."

And thus Zilch will leave you with the question
in your mind, "How did he find that out?"

WHOA!

Before You Flip The Page!

A reminder that you can do

practically all your shopping

at the Campus Store.

Stationery, Supplies, Books,

Photo Supplies, Greeting Cards,

Smart Campus-Wear for the

Gals, Athletic Equipment,

& High-Style Haberdashery.

Gift Items Galore . . .

AT THE

Cornell Campus Store, Inc.
Barnes Hall
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Food For

Football
players get better food than anybody on

campus, according to George Tebbetts, sophomore

guard of this year's Big Red football team. When you

hear the pre-game breakfast menu—fruit juice, cereal,

salad, a 12 ounce steak, toast and jam, and milk or

tea—you'd probably agree with him.

At one time men swallowed lion's teeth to make

them strong. They drank blood and believed that

violent muscular exercise requires a large amount of

meat in the diet. Cornell still has a training table but

Frank J. ("Doc") Kavanagh, the head trainer of

the team, says "There are no magic foods which pro

duce super power of agility. The same meat, milk, eggs,

vegetables, fruit, and grains that are fundamental to

the health of every person are needed by football

players, too." The athlete's cult has been maintained,

but has it been for physiological or psychological rea

sons?

Rewards for rigor

The significance of eating rare meat as a symbol
of manly vigor and strength is obvious. In the course

of his training program, the athlete must frequently
work hard and forego many pleasures. Accordingly,
his need for gratification is accentuated. Some of this

can be met by giving appetizing foods such as special
desserts and rare beef. This provision makes him feel

that training has its incidental rewards and helps pre

vent him from "going stale." The training table may

provide some of the sense of security and reassurance

generally obtained from the age-old practice of rituals.

"Doc" Kavanagh says all his training rules are

based on straight common sense. He plans a diet

"well balanced in carbohydrates and proteins, one that
avoids greasy foods and too many spices. Wholesome

foods like salad and meat are always served."

Watch those calories

The main problem on a training table is a caloric

one. Most players have to keep their weight down for

maximum speed and efficiency. But after each man

reaches his own best weight, the only real regulation
is "no between meal snacks." "If they work hard

they'll keep their weight down." Pork, which takes too

long to digest, spices, which may cause inflammation

of the internal mucous membranes, and coffee, which

"steps up" the nervous system, are all on the "out"

list—along with cigarettes, alcohol, and late nights.
"Doc" believes that "The average kid who wants to

play football—and play well—will live by the letter

and not break rules." So no checks are made—which

makes the rules "psychologically more bearable," ac

cording to Bernie McHugh, senior tackle.

Plenty of protein

The trained athlete requires no extra protein.
However, there is evidence that during rigorous train

ing the diet should contain liberal quantities of protein
in order to permit the muscle mass to increase rapidly
without cost to protein sources elsewhere in the body.
Vitamin pills are not necessary

—a well-balanced diet

provides all the vitamins needed for strong, healthy
bodies. Sugar in the form of dextrose is sometimes

given to players during the game. This is for extra

energy. "Doc" Kavanagh says that "the liver can only
store up just so much energy

—

you can't crowd it in."

It's also a morale booster. Water intake is regulated
as a weight factor. But during a game, water and salt

pills may be taken when the player is using up salt

and water quickly.

Atmosphere for appetites

Vance Christian is the Hotel School grad student
in charge of the training table. He sees that the red

and white room is set up with table cloths, silver, and
the finest variety of good foods possible. His philosophy
behind this is that "If a morale factor is great, one

of the best ways of maintaining morale is food." Prop
erly prepared and seasoned (according to the regula
tions of the coaches), attractive food, music, a bulletin
board, and, of all things, liquor labels on the wallpaper
make the Statler South Lounge their room. Vance plans
meals that "go together" and are in caloric balance.

4 Corn ki.i. Countryman



Two off-the-cuff examples of training meals are:

orange juice

tossed salad

green beans

small baked potato

roast sirloin

whole wheat bread and preserves

watermelon

milk or tea

and

grapefruit juice

jello salad

spinach w/ chopped eggs

duchess potato

Swiss steak

bread and jam

lemon chiffon pie

milk or tea

The training table is a personal project to Vance. He

plans menus he himself would enjoy at the same time

he regulates the starch and fat content of each meal.

By cutting down on potato calories, he can easily give

the men a morale-building cherry pie a la mode every

once in a while.

Athletes eat speedily digested food for two rea

sons. First of all, says an ex-coach of the Columbia.

football team, food must be absorbed before it's of

any use. Secondly, energy is required to digest, absorb,
and utilize food. When blood goes to digestive organs

rather than muscles, the speed of the player is handi

capped. Psychological upsets can retard digestion. In

training programs the ability to rest and relax before

and after meals is as important as endurance and

dexterity during performance.

We like it, we like it

What do the players themselves think of the

training table? Vance Christian has been told more

than once to "keep it as it is." "Excellent," rhapsodizes

George Telesh, senior halfback, "excellent. We abstain

from filling ourselves with candy, pizza, and pastries
and we learn to like tea—although I like tea anyway.

NovembiiR 1961

I eat as much as I can"—the 172 pound halfback loses

5 to 10 pounds per game and is one of the few who

have to gain—"but before a game I relax and slow

down. You have to be light on your feet and your

stomach while playing."
George Tebbetts says "We find our own ideal weight

and keep to it with ideal food." Bernie McHugh claims

the team food "has to be better than what everybody
else eats because we need lots of protein." Bill McCall,

a 230 pound sophomore tackle, likes it because "They
don't have what you'd call a fat man's table or any

thing else—they don't make you overly conscious of

the weight you know you have to get rid of." Bob

Palmisciano's own private preparation method is to

drink lots of orange juice for vitamin C two days before

the game. "Then I get mentallv prepared and physical

ly relaxed for the contest." Tony Pascal stays away

from bread. He thinks that "When you're in training

you should always leave the table a little hunery—

this keeps me 'lean and mean'." While in the Infirm,

Ken Kavensky admitted that he missed the training

table most of all.

Contented kickers

So you see, the adequate, sufficient, and appetiz

ing variety served at the training table does keep the

team happy and satisfied. The cult aspect includes

prohibitions and added attractions. How much of this

is nutritional and how much is psychological is hard

to tell.
rr

.

r
,

Would the training table diet be effective lor the

average sedentary student? Only if he adjusted his

intake to his needs. Few normal students require as

much protein as the athlete does.

The Oxford crew in thel860's trained on a diet

of red beef or mutton, bread, tea and beer, with a

little ielly or watercress as a treat at the evening

meal. Instructions were given that no vegetables were

to be eaten. Cambridge, on the other hand, suffered

no restrictions regarding potatoes, greens, or fruit.

From 1861 to 1869 there was an unbroken succession

of Oxford victories. So much for nutrients and neuroses

in athletics!



Let's Save

Our

Vanishing Countryside
by Steven Reinheimer '64

Drive along the outskirts of any large city. Chances

are you will see lines of pastel colored housing

developments invading the countryside. When only

yesterday fertile farms with sprawling fields character

ized the landscape, you now see factories and sub

divisions randomly situated throughout the rural land

scape.

Everyday, a Fortune Magazine committee found,

3000 acres of land are chewed up by orange bulldozers.

The greatest proportion of this land surrounds the

large metropolitan centers due to the rapid develop
ment of suburban areas. This spectacular growth along
our "urban fringe" is affected by the decreasing de

mand for manpower in rural areas. Mechanization

forces rural people to seek employment in urban areas.

Another factor is the population explosion which is

greatest in metropolitan areas. The population of the

United States has increased by 30 million during the

last decade and is expected to increase by another

40 million by 1975.

Agriculture hit hard

Agriculture has suffered from this explosive urban

growth. Concern increases over the encroachment of

agricultural farm land by non-farm operations. Will

we be able to feed our growing future population on

a decreased farm acreage? According to Erling D. Sol-

berg of the Agricultural Research Service, 17 million

acres of our flattest and most fertile farmland have

been converted to non-agricultural uses since 1940.

Valley Stream, Long Island, is unrecognizable if you haven't seen it in 30 years. Urban developments have usurped the one time

fertile farmland.

1933 1959 .VT'.S. Con.<tr:;ition P,rt-
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He estimates that if urbanization continues at the

present rate for another fifteen years, no less than

100 million acres of farm land will be buried under

concrete and asphalt.

Urban-conscious society fails to realize that there

is a wide range in soil fertility. Much of the acreage

used for industrial and suburban expansion has been

our best farm land. According to recent forecasts,

there will be a 40 percent increase in food demand in

less than 15 years. It is therefore very important to

preserve prime farm land by diverting industrial and

residential development to areas of lesser agricultural

importance. The United States must have the fore

sight to insure our future generations a bountiful food

supply.
The Greenbelt concept is a step forward in meet

ing this challenge. A4any rural communities have

adopted this plan in which land is set aside from

urban development to limit the outward growth of an

urbanized area. This preserves the rural land in the

belt for agricultural and residential purposes. By using
this principle, industry and agriculture will not conflict.

Not only will the Greenbelt plan rescue agriculture
from the pollutive effects of industry, but it will also

serve to keep the region well-planned, scenic, and

efficient.

Taxes will be less too

Farmers in these areas have to pay higher taxes
on their land, because of increased real estate values

and a growing demand for public works in the com

munity. In conjunction with a Greenbelt plan, an

arrangement can be made where-by the farmer's tax

assessment will be reduced. He must agree, however,
to keep his land in the Greenbelt zone. Rural zoning
is another method used in controlling urban sprawl.

Zoning ordinances in the rural areas create suburban

type-residential zoning districts, and open country

zones.

Professor Lawrence S. Hamilton of the Cornell

Department of Conservation predicts that the 1961

Federal Housing Act will modernize the field of rural

planning. Under this plan, technical and financial

assistance will be provided for communities who wish

to maintain a rural zone for conservation, agricultural,
or scenic purposes. The tools for effective regional

planning are available, but the necessary action must

be taken.

Act now, or pay later

Open land around cities is disappearing at a rapid
rate. We must act now if portions of this land are to

be preserved for the future.

The question now remaining is whether man, in

fluenced by his selfish economic interests, will realize

that if our future generations are to live in a pleasant
environment and to enjoy a bounteous food supply,

planning will have to be done now. The land which

is developed today is lost tomorrow.

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

One

Stop

Shopping

at

Egan's IGA

403 College Ave.

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You II find it at—

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca AR 2-7800

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"
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Too tired to read at the end of a day, Machooka explores Trumansburg countryside.

A Lonely

US Summer

Turns Into...

Long summer days turned out less

lonely than expected for an African

undergraduate with a long vacation
to spend in America. The student

was Stephen M. Machooka '64 from

Kenya, East Africa, one year into

his education and already the hold

er of the Cornell record for the

mile run.

Professor Paul R. Mclsaac '47,
electrical engineering, and his fam

ily had been host family to Steve

The fields and the barns are his home by day.

He shows Mrs. Smith a stew, his favorite dish.

He studies at night for the coming year.

during the school year. Bt

mer meant his college, Agri
required work in farming. H
himself ten miles from cam

the farm of H. William Smi

Trumansburg.
Hard work had whittle

pounds off his usual 132 b

summer, and shown him the

magic to US farming. The I

and others too, helped inl

Steve to off-campus Americ;

8
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Sunday is a big day.

Baptist Church members

invite Steve into their

homes where he finds

people who, in his

words, "Speak from

their heart."

Farmer Smith and his t
'<>/'■■

son, Bill, introduce /,;

Steve to the hard

work and reliance on

weather that make

US farming like
, .,

.

that all over the world.
'

j ', ^'/'/'-fe

Adapted from The Ithaca Jourr.
Pictures by Sol Goldberg

'

Reporting by Jervis Langdon III
'

As Appearing in Alumni Ne\

...Days of Discover}

e eldest of ten children, Machooka enjoys and is enjoyed by the farmers' youngsters.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

One Year Later

. . . and all is well. A

'61 alum finds the world

a campus without books.

by Robert Gambino

//TT Tait 'til next September" they said. "There

VV will be no more beer blasts and wild parties,

and those all night bull sessions will be a thing of the

past. Before you know it you'll be married and you'll

have to settle down and live life like a normal person."

College is what you make it, and when you leave

you've left it. Life doesn't end after college as some

people think. If a college graduate can make the transi

tion onto the tread mill of life from the fantasy of

college without faltering, the better it is for him. But,

who can do this? There are few who are so physically,

mentally, and socially constructed that they make the

transition with ease.

After graduation your education continues, your

scope of understanding expands. However, there is one

catch . . . you have to keep an open mind. How many

of you believe that after a number of years at your

vocation you will still have that "keen open mind"

you had as a college student?

I graduated last June and I have no overpowering
desire to return to school. Shucks, this is almost a lie . . .

I want to return to school. However, I don't want to

return as a "Sophomoric College Kid" but as a stu

dent . . . fully aware of the world around me, without

the apron strings.

Right now I'm working in the Utica area as As

sistant County Agricultural Agent for the Oneida

County Extension Service. I like the work; the chal

lenge of working with homeowners keeps me on my

toes. I'm meeting people all the time, exchanging
ideas and becoming more mature. My outlook on life

hasn't changed
—just my application of these philoso

phies. The Extension Service offers creative responsi

bility to any willing individual. It's the same as being
back in college I guess, because it's freedom with re

sponsibility, only now spoken by a man.

Mr. Gambino, who was a floriculture major at Cornell, is

presently working in extension. He is shown discussing green

house practices with an orchid grower.

Richard Man-Jell Alumm .wards

Jennifer patai "65 and Lawrence

/ A. Menahan '62 were the winners

of the Alumni Prize contributed by
the Alumni Association of the Col

lege of Agriculture.

The prizes of $50 each are award

ed by the College faculty at the

close of the sophomore and junior
year to the students who main

tained the best scholastic record

during their two or three years in

the College.

Jennifer is a genetics major who

wants to do research in medical

genetics following graduate work.

Lawrence plans to continue his

studies in animal nutrition on the

graduate level next year.

10
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Build A Career in Agriculture

with

G. L. F.

G.L.F., a purchasing and marketing farmers' cooperative,

offers excellent career opportunities in agriculture.

Openings are in management, sales, and technical fields.

To qualified men, G.L.F. provides:

• Good Starting Salary

•

Thorough Training Programs

• Full Advancement Opportunities

• Liberal Employee Benefits

For further information contact

JOHN W. LLOYD

Personnel Relations Department

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC.

ITHACA, N.Y.
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Liz Jordan '64, pre-vet, was a farmhand for practice

credit this summer.

Charai On The Farai
Yes, females have their

fingers in everything.
Even the practice

requirement
isn't sacred*

by Linda Goldreich '64

A
blue-eyed blonde isn't what

you'd expect to see seated on

a tractor. You'd probably be sur

prised too if you saw her hop down

and help unload bales from the hay

wagon.

Yet this was a common occur

rence on the Laberge dairy farm in

Vermont where Elizabeth Jordan
worked at farm chores this summer.

Liz, who stands just five feet tall

and weighs less than 100 pounds, is

a pre-vet major at the Cornell Col

lege of Agriculture. Why farm

work?—To fulfill her practice re

quirement, she explains.
Liz worked under the new rule

that all girls, as well as boys, must

obtain credit for practice work in

farming or their fields of specializa
tion. Until the fall of 1960 all boys
had to fulfill a practice require

ment, but only girls majoring in

floriculture were responsible for it.

The 1959 revision requires prac

tice work of both male and female

students who entered the College
after the fall of 1960. The amount

of credit needed was reduced from

40 credits to 25 in some depart

ments, and to 12 in the others. For

example, both male and female pre-

vets are required to obtain 12 cred

its in farm work before their sopho
more year.

Prepractice preview

Professor Shapley, in charge of

student practice, helps place stu

dents on farms to gain experience
with animals. He suggests that the

students learn farm skills, the busi

ness of farming, and meet the

people in agricultural areas, ex

plains Liz Jordan, who entered her

sophomore year this fall.

Elizabeth is from New York City
and had never been on a farm be

fore this summer. She found the

farm course, given by Professor

Shapley one afternoon a week in

her freshman year, invaluable for

the farm work she did this summer.

On a dairy farm set in the beau

tiful Vermont countryside, Liz

worked with animals, both large
and small. The large ones were

quite a bit larger than Liz. But

this was no drawback to the little

blonde who milked cows, washed

milking machines, cleaned barns,

drove tractors, and unloaded hay
like the rest of the boys.
You may wonder if petite Liz

had the strength needed for farm

work. She did find ways to do

heavy work efficiently. When asked

if being a girl is a disadvantage in

farming, Liz replied that "a man

doesn't just pick up a cow and

throw it" any more than a girl
would.

On the 555 acre farm, Liz got to

know the family and neighbors well.

She found that "people go out of

their way to help you." Visits from

4-H representatives and extension

workers were frequent and fun.

College contact helps farmer

The Laberge family spoke a great
deal about the University of Ver

mont and Cornell. Liz feels that

contact with college students who

work on farms makes farmers more

aware ot the technological advances

developed by the colleges.
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The farmers are interested in im

proving their farms and appreciate

extension and college information,

she adds. Mr. Laberge wrote to

agricultural colleges and received

helpful information about artificial

breeding as well as test hybrid corn

seeds.

A variety of tasks compose farm

work, says Liz, who performed her

job seven days a week, from 7 a.m.

to 8 p.m. with an extra three hours

off on Sunday. "Just visiting a farm

and not working at the chores

wouldn't be the same," she explains.

It's a valuable experience to meet

the kind of people she will eventu

ally work with, and the animals she

will care for, says Liz. This added

to her interest in veterinary medi

cine.

A job in journalism

Meeting people is an exciting and

integral part of practice work in

journalism as well as in pre-veter-

inary farm work. This summer I

worked as a typist in the Editorial

Department of Consumers Union, a

non-profit organization which pub

lishes the magazine Consumer Re

ports.

The work I did was varied and I

learned a great deal about writing
and publishing a magazine. During

my twelve weeks of employment,

three issues of Consumer Reports

were written and published, a book,

"The Medicine Show," was finished

and distributed, and work was be

gun on the annual "Buying Guide."

I was very proud when I saw the

issues I did work for sitting on the

newsstands.

Proof-reading, notoriously a bor

ing task, was fun and informative

at Consumers Union. When I didn't

understand a symbol or word, the

staff helped me out. I typed cor

rected manuscripts, often at several

stages of their development. I no

ticed how corrections were made

and sentences clarified. Gradually,
the stories assumed the form they
would embody in the final printed

magazine.

Jack of all trades

I made paste-ups for the "Buy

ing Guide." These are pages of copy

pasted in the proper order with

style corrections as well as additions

and subtractions of material. I did

some odd jobs in other departments
as well. When my hands were

photographed as part of an illustra

tion for the magazine, I got an in

side view of the photography studio.

I also toured several departments,

including chemistry and electronic

engineering, where Consumers Un

ion tests many of the products they

write about.

Experience a good teacher

Consumers Union offered me

practical experience and a chance

to observe journalism in its natural

setting. The three months I worked

there were among the most reward

ing in my life. I realized journalism
is a field which vitally interests me.

I also learned about the publication
of a magazine and met many people
whose friendship and guidance I

will always value.

Lady in the laboratory

The field of bio-chemistry too,

has a practice requirement which

must be completed before the senior

year. Susan Atlas, another Cornell

sophomore, worked as a laboratory
technician. She did research in the

Microbiology Department of Long
Island Jewish Hospital, New York.

Susan had previous experience

working on weekends and summers

in Haskans Laboratory, New York,

since her junior year in high school.

However, she explains that this

summer was the first time she had

a project to do on her own. It in

volved much more responsibility,

she adds.

Susan worked on a pilot study

of microbial calcification, the for

mation of "calcium pearls." She

used one marine alga and one

marine bacterium. The eventual

purpose is to relate microbial cal

cification to human calcification.

Susan explains that the "basic

driving force of this type of re

search is that biochemical systems

are similar for all living things."
The laboratory work was a direct

application of the chemistry she

■:■<& .

Linda Goldreich '64, discusses a

problem in journalism with her major

advisor, Prof. Charles C. Russell. This

summer, Linda saw journalism in ac

tion while fulfilling her practice re

quirement.

Photos by Dirk Wattach
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Susan Atlas, sophomore biochem major, was a lab technician.

studied last year, Susan explains.

She used qualitative chemistry and

special techniques of titration. Sus

an feels the discipline of the tech

nical work she has done will help
her in her future career. She ex

plains that the practice work makes

her college courses more meaning
ful. Her current school work relates

directly to reactions she saw and

used in her research.

The results of the research on cal

cification, that there is a "definite

correlation between the amount of

calcium present and the algae's

ability to grow," enabled the hos

pital to get a grant for further work

on the project.
At Cornell this year, along with

her regular studies, Susan is con

tinuing her research in a special

projects botany course. From a

comparison of the work she did this

summer for credit with the work

she had done previously, Susan con

cludes that she would like to work

in "pure research" as a career.

All learn by doing

Susan, as well as other girls in

terviewed, found their practice
work worthwhile and plan to con

tinue it even after the requirement

is filled. By their enthusiasm, the

girls conveyed other purposes of

the requirement. They enjoyed the

work, found the people interesting,
and have some insight into what

the future offers.

Even those who were disappoint
ed gained valuable knowledge. They
learned that all is not peaches and

cream, a fact worth recognizing.
They were forced to see if they had

selected work that really interests

them. And there is no better way

to find out than to dive right into

your proposed field.

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone AR 3-541 1

PAUL TONY A£D

"Where Quality is High

and

Prices Are Low*'

103 East Green AR 3.60io
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Cornell's

Legend

of the

Little White Father
Dr. Erl A. Bates served Cornell

and the world as a great educator

and humanist.

by Barbara Pollack '64

No
observant Cornellian could

spend four years here without

wondering about the curious little

man with keen, dark eyes. He's

often seen crossing the Ag Quad, in
a broad, flat-brimmed Quaker hat,
and a string bow tie. Who would

guess that this thin, quaint figure
embodied Dr. Erl A. Bates, great
educator and humanist.

Unfortunately, the Upper Cam

pus will no longer see Dr. Bates.

He has just retired after 40 years
as a Cornell ethnologist, authority
on Indians, and extension agent.

During his long and fruitful career,
Dr. Bates received world wide ac

claim. He was recipient of the New

England medal for the outstanding
contribution to American educa

tion. Like Charles Darwin, he re

ceived the Tyler award for adding
to the knowledge of primitive soci

ety. He's also being selected for a

chair of Immortale of the Interna

tional Institute of Science in Paris.

Dr. Bates' outstanding work has
been with the North American In

dian. He devised the Bates Plan,
which accepts the American Indian
as a product of his environment

and seeks to raise his standard of

living within that environment.

At the College of Agriculture, Dr.
Bates enabled many Indians to gain
educations by stimulating interest

and procuring funds. Some, such as

Alec White, an Iroquois, went on

to receive M.A. and even Ph.D. de

grees under the impetus of Dr.

Bates. For his great work as found

er of the Indian Welfare movement

in New York State, the doctor is

affectionately called by the Indians,
"Little White Father."

Wide range of interests

Dr. Bates' interests do not end

here. They range from horticulture

to pioneer days to politics. In each

successive field he gained recogni
tion. He was vice president of the

State Federation of Horticultural

Societies and Floral Clubs, chair

man of the Republican party in

Onondaga County, and Masonic

Scholar, to mention only a few.

As an extension agent, he spent

much of his time on the road, in

spiring development in backward

rural areas. As Mrs. Blanche Mon-

row, former scheduling secretary,

puts it, "I think he ate more grain
supply than any other person on

the staff."

Born in Syracuse, Dr. Bates

studied at Syracuse University,
Bellevue Hospital Medical School,
in Leipzig, and in London. He

launched whole-heartedly into his

many fields almost immediately,
and carried a heavy schedule even

in his youthful days.

"A living doll"

But this is only part of Erl A.

Bates. He's not just a scholar; he's

a sensitive human being. His friends
call him "a living doll." He is never

too busy to cast a warm smile, re

late a humorous anecdote, or lend

a sympathetic ear to both staff and

students.

Now, in retirement, Dr. and Mrs.

Bates, a former Home Economics

professor, plan to spend their well

deserved leisure fishing in the

South.

Dr. Erl A. Bates has become a

legend at Cornell. He is one of those

rare people who used individualism

and academic brilliance to serve

mankind.
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The
Countryman congratulates Miss Dorothy Ann

Scholl, Agriculture '64, for attaining the highest

average of any University freshman last year. Her

92.56 average places her scholastically above every

student in the College of Agriculture, too. And she

achieved this rank while working her way through
school as a technician in plant pathology.

Dot, as she is known to friends, received the Alpha
Zeta scholarship key and $200 in honor of her achieve

ment. This award is presented annually at the Ho-nun-

de-kah Barbeque to the highest ranking freshman in

the College of Agriculture.
A science teaching major, Dot is excited about her

future profession. "This summer I constructed a cat

skeleton to use as a teaching aid in biology," she

relates.

Dorothy Scholl receives the Alpha Zeta scholarship key from

Chancellor Steve Middaugh.

Dot, a native of New City, N.Y. and 1960 grad
uate of Clarkstown High School, was editor of her high
school newspaper, "The Ramshorn," treasurer of her

junior and senior class, and a member of the National

Honor Society. She also holds the New York State

Regents Scholarship.

Commenting on her recent award, Dot savs,

"Throughout my years at Cornell, I will try to do

the best that my ability allows." We think she is off to

an excellent start.

I

We feature a complete

menu, including

Italian-American Food

Pizza

&

Snacks

Johnny's in

Big Red

Grill
open until 1 a.m.

every day

25 , Savings on

Used Books

Plus 10 Trade

Dividends

Charge Accounts

Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Collegetown
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transmitting power ... or conveying

...and for more than 300 farm machine manufacturers,

nothing does it like LINK-BELT chain

Chain adds substantially to the reliability of farm equip
ment drives and conveyors. For day-in, day-out service,

nothing can match its strength and endurance ... its

positive efficiency.

Today, over 300 farm machine manufacturers obtain

this reliability from Link-Belt. Experience has shown them

that chain marked with the double-arrow > < trade

mark is made to highest farm machine standards . . . has

consistent quality and unvarying pitch uniformity in every

link . . . will maintain rated performance and efficiency
on their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive

and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets. Also

*A550 ROLLER CHAIN —for drives

and conveyors. This durable chain

is the economical choice for ap

plications where loads and speeds

exceed those recommended for

steel Link-Belt.

^IMPORTANT! Link-Belt roller chains for the agricultural field are true roller chains. They have free-turning n

life for chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbing or sliding over sprocket teeth.

"bonus" services that aid the designer, improve the design:

application counsel, field analysis, laboratory service and

others. These services multiply the value of Link-Belt

chains, but not the price!

CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1. To

Serve Industry There Are Link-Belt Plants, Warehouses, District Sales

Offices and Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export

Office, New York 7; Australia, Marrickville (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo;

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs; Switzerland,

Geneva. Representatives Throughout the World. is.7ic

'STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION
STEEL ROLLER CHAIN — popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high-hp ca

pacity and light weight.

'DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER CHAIN — a light weight,
economical roller chain having
all the precision features of

standard roller chain. Ideal for

long center drive and conveyor

applications.

STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN — brings

low-cost efficiency to elevating

and conveying applications. Wide

range of attachments available.

Open hook design simplifies cou

pling and uncoupling.
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/ chose a career,

not a job!

by UaiL (Ja^L^^J

"I found a satisfying job right from the beginning
—and more important, American Oil is diversi

fied enough to offer varied opportunities for the

future."

Peter Vossos earned his Master of Science

degree at Iowa State, '58. As a physical chemist,
Pete's immediate project is studying funda

mental properties of asphalts with the objective

of improving their performance in roofing and

industrial applications. About his 2*2 years at

American Oil, Pete adds, "This is a company

that's big enough and dynamic enough to be

doing important work, but not so mammoth

that you get lost in the crowd."

Many ambitious and talented young scientists

and engineers like Peter Vossos have found

challenging careers at American Oil. Their choice

could have special meaning to you. American Oil

offers a wide range of research opportunities for

graduate chemists, chemical engineers, mechani

cal engineers, physicists, mathematicians and

metallurgists.
If you are interested in a career with the

Research and Development Department of

American Oil Company, write to : D. G. Schroeter,

American Oil Company, P. 0. Box 431, Whiting,

Indiana.

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS,

LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS

ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN

SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:

New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under electron

impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Physiochemical nature of

catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas chromatography •

Application of computers to complex technical problems • Synthesis

and potential applications for aromatic acids • Combustion phenomena
• Solid propellants for use with missiles • Design and economics:

New uses for present products, new products, new processes • Cor

rosion mechanisms • Development of new types of surface coatings.

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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The First Farmer Was The First Man . . .

and, according to Emerson, all historic nobility rests on possession

and use of land.

The graduating seniors of the New York State College of

Agriculture, '62, do not feel Mr. Emerson's statement is complete.

They know that today's agriculturist must be trained in many areas

before possession and use of land is economically profitable.

While receiving this training, eighty of the above seniors have

achieved an academic nobility by ranking in the upper 27 per cent

of the 292 students in the class. Their quest for knowledge is as con

centrated as their areas of specialization are varied.

Most of the credit for advances in agricultural practices is due

to the "know-how" these young Americans obtain through studv and

experimentation in Colleges of Agriculture such as ours at Cornell.

With the tools the college makes available, the graduates face

their related agricultural careers with confidence.
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Advice on Arts Courses Aggie in Sweden

Walking
through the hallowed halls of Balch the

other day, I overheard a perplexed coed s con

versation with her roommate. "I don't know what to

do I have three more social science hours to complete.

Should I take history or government?" she asked. 1

took history and loved it," was the reply. Well should

I take History 104 or 106?" the coed queried.
^

Roommates are good for many things. But they re

not always the best ones to tell you how to utilize

your Arts hours to your greatest advantage A course

or professor your friend enjoyed may not be equally

suited for you. Individual tastes vary greatly—even

between the closest of friends.

,/ould I enjoy more—government in theory or govern

ment in practice? Will I be getting a history of facts

or a history of ideas? I have an appointment with

my advisor in an hour and I still don't know what

to do. Maybe he can help me. But how would he

know about Arts College courses? He's a professor of

animal husbandry."
You're right. He probably doesn't know a thing

about the courses causing your dilemma. Well, what

do you do—pick something out of a hat? No, you

can't afford to make mistakes when you've got so

few credits available to you. There's a much better

solution: the Student Academic Advisors.

These advisors are honor students majoring in one

of the seven Arts College departments presently par

ticipating in this program: economics, English, govern
ment, history, mathematics, psychology, and sociology.
Each student is familiar with most of the courses in

his department. And if he can't answer your questions,
he will send you to an advisor who can.

What can a student advisor tell you? He can

probably answer all the questions posed above. He

can tell you where a professor places his main em

phasis and what he expects of his students, whether
he lectures from a well-organized outline or off the top

of his head, to what level of maturity the course is

geared, and many other bits of information you'll
find helpful in making the proper choice.

How can you get in touch with one of these

advisors? Just call the department you're concerned

with and ask for the name, address, and phone num

ber of a student advisor. Or if you feel hesitant about

calling a perfect stranger, walk into the department
office and write your name and phone number on

the list posted for this purpose. A student advisor

checks this list daily and will contact you immediately.
The eyes of other Arts College departments and

other colleges are on this program. If it is used fre

quently and successfully this year, they may establish
similar setups for their respective fields. Wouldn't

you like to know more than your advisor can tell you
about those ag courses you're thinking of taking?
Here's your chance to start the ball rolling. Use the

present Student Academic Advisor Program effective

ly, and your college may have one next year.
But remember, you're not just furthering a good

cause by using this program. You're gaining from the

knowledge and experience of others around you. Be
sure you use your precious Arts hours wisely. "Contact
a student advisor before you have to decide on a pro
gram, and perhaps next time those "pangs" won't

plague you. f.E.B.

TO THE EDITOR:

As the 1961 Swedish Exchange Scholarship stu

dent, I should like to direct this letter to those sopho
mores who are eligible to apply for this scholarship
in 1962.

I left New York City June 21, on board the

Swedish American Line's M.S. Kungsholm. Immedi

ately, I knew I was going to have an experience I

would never forget. During the days on board there

were many activities—from indoor gymnasium swim

ming to trap shooting off the stern. Every evening
there was dancing, various games of chance, and many

other activities to suit different tastes. Besides all the

fun, the friends I made, both American and Swedish,

was one of my most rewarding experiences. I now

have many addresses all over Europe as well as Ameri

ca, and I feel free to stop in at any one of them any

time.

From the boat I went directly to a farm in south

ern Sweden. This also proved to be a wonderful ex

perience. The farmer and his wife took me to many

places in the area. When I began to know my way

around, they let me use their car to make my own

excursions. Of course, it wasn't all "eat, drink, and be

merry" on the farm. There was also work to be done.

Although most of the exchange students before me

worked on the farm for two months, I worked for

three, and didn't leave until September 28. I came

directly to school at Uppsala which is about 45 miles

northwest of Stockholm.

During my first day here I participated in Dag
Hammarskjold's funeral as part of a student honor

guard. Since then I have been taken on a number of

student tours to Stockholm and other cities surround

ing Uppsala.
You can study almost any phase of agriculture

here. I will be taking courses in agricultural marketing,
genetics, microbiology, milk composition, and national

economy. I will also study Swedish, although I am

picking up a great deal now just by listening to con

versation and asking questions.
Social activities assume considerable importance

here. The school is quite small (250 students), but

there is a large university and several home economics

schools nearby. Therefore, there's dancing two or three

times a week, or you can enjoy an informal social

gathering almost anytime at the International Club.

There is also ample opportunity for horseback-riding,
seasonal sports, and other athletic activities.

So far I have had a very busy and interesting time

in Europe and am looking forward to much of the

same. I've begun to plan travel trips, possibly to

Russia, and definitely to the Continent and England.
If anyone has any questions about life here in

Sweden, I would be glad to answer them. Also, Leslie

Small, last year's exchange student who is now at

Cornell, should be contacted. Best of luck to all those

who try for the Scholarship.
Frederick F. Hess

Kronasen 4

Lantbrukshogskolan
Uppsala 7, Sweden

There will be an open meeting for all sophomores in

terested in the Swedish Exchange Scholarship Program on

December 7 at 7:30 in Warren 131. Hear a talk, see slides,

get your application.
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We May Inherit

More FromMother

Most
of us know that we inherit

characteristics from both our

parents through genes in the chro

mosomes of our mother's egg and

father's sperm. The chromosomes

are located in the nuclei of these

initial cells. But do you know that

there are some things inherited only
through the cytoplasm of the cell?

Dr. Adrian M. Srb, world re

nowned geneticist of the College
of Agriculture, recently spent 12

months in France, working on these

extra-nuclear genes. "One of the

few firm attributes you can use in

defining life is reproduction. You

can't conceive of it without think

ing of a system of inheritance,"
states Dr. Srb, who is probing into

the problem of unusual genetics
systems.

His work is sponsored by the

National Institutes of Health. They
want to know "what makes each

cell different, whether it's environ

ment or heredity." In the instances

studied by Srb, the differences are

hereditary but not due to chromo

somal genes. "There are aspects of

cellular differentiation both in

normal growth differences, like

those between skin and nerve cells,
and in the sudden abnormal growth
characteristic of cancer," observes

Dr. Srb. The chromosomal genes in

the cells of a given being appear to

be the same. Where then does the

differentiation come from, if not

from the chromosomes?

Previous work a clue

Before Dr. Srb's work, a few in

stances of maternal inheritance

were known: all progeny were like

the mother and unlike the father.

This was a clue that cytoplasmic
genetic systems may exist, since

the female contributes chromo

somes and all the cytoplasm which

goes into the fertilized egg, while

the male contributes just chromo-

Dr. Srb, Cornell geneticist
finds inheritable factors in

cytoplasm.

by Elizabeth Pomada '62

Dr. Srb watches a lab

technician use a micro

manipulator and mi

croscope to isolate

single cells' inheritable
material.

somes. These scattered instances

were found by chance.

Higher plants offer a few exam

ples of maternal inheritance—cases

in corn, onions, and sugar beets

that have turned out to be useful

tools in breeding hybrids. The

phenomenon has been used prac

tically but with little understand

ing of its basis.

Dr. Srb is working with the bread

mold Neurospora to get enough in

stances of maternal inheritance to

see whether he "can induce a series

of changes in the bread mold that

represent changes inherited by non-

chromosomal genes."
Microorganisms, like Neurospora,

are convenient to work with. Each

sexual generation is only two weeks

long. Each cell has only one of

each kind of chromosomal gene.

Genetic analysis in Neurospora is

therefore easier than with the ma

jority of organisms, where each

kind of gene is represented two or

more times in each cell. Dr. Srb

also finds Neurospora convenient

because it can act either as a male

or female in experimental matings.

Non-chromosomal inheritance

shows up when one culture acts dif

ferently when used as a male than

when used as a female. Since the

Neurospora will also reproduce
asexually, the experimenter can use

genetically identical organisms as

both male and female.

Only females show factors

Dr. Srb finds that the heritable

cytoplasmic factors he studies are

reduplicated and reproduced as

long as the culture is used as a

female. When used as a male there

is no inheritance of these factors,
and the cytoplasmic factors are

lost. Pokey-ness is an example of

such a factor. It results in a slow

ing of the growth rate.

Using a dye substance called

acriflavin, Dr. Srb has induced a

series of mutations that show ma

ternal inheritance. The fifty isola

tions successfully accomplished in

France provide a relatively large
number for study. Only two had

been observed up to this point. "In

some cases there's been enough
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Photo Science

Normal Neurospora surrounded by

mutant forms.

preliminary work to give an idea

of the nature of the chemical alter

ations resulting from mutation. It

seems to be a change in the cyto
chrome systems which act as medi

ators of respiration in the cell," ac

cording to Dr. Srb. Now he wants

to find out whether these fifty in

stances all represent different ele-

Craving for fine

Italian food?

The Victoria Restaurant

and

Carry Out Service

For the Finest

Food at Reasonable

Prices

• PIZZA

• RAVIOLI

• SPAGHETTI

• LASAGNA

T-Bone Steak with

F.F. and Salad $1.75

109 N. Cayuga St.

Phone AR 2-5080

ments in the same system or

whether they represent a series of

independent systems. Geneticists

know about genes and chromo

somes. They constitute the most

important part of heredity. Is there

something more? Do these ex

amples point to one new theory?

Luxurious lab

Dr. Srb worked in Gif-sur-Yvette,

just outside of Paris. The Sor-

bonne's well equipped lab where

he did his research is on the

grounds of a picturesque ancient

chateau, complete with elegant
formal gardens. As a guest of Pro

fessor Boris Ephrussi, Dr. Srb con

versed daily with three of the half

dozen or so scientists in the world

highly competent and interested in

his research subject. M. Ephrussi

experimented with yeast, Phillippe
L'Heritier with fruit flies, and

Georges Rizet with a kind of dung
mold. All three are also working
on "extra-nuclear genes."
Dr. Srb is a versatile individual.

He majored in literature at the

University of Nebraska. Later, he

discovered he "could do more orig
inal work in science" and switched
in midstream to genetics, which he

studied in Stanford's graduate
school. After receiving his Ph.D.

in biology in 1946 and working at

Stanford for a year, Dr. Srb joined
the staff of the plant breeding de

partment here at Cornell. He still

reads a fair amount of literature

with great pleasure and has an ac

tive amateur's interest in music.

"Piano playing," he finds, "is one

way to relax."

All research is applicable

Dr. Srb designates his work as

pure research. He says, "This un

usual kind of heredity offers a chal

lenge. We don't know the scope of

its importance or the rules of the

game." He defends this pure re

search (that is, experimentation
that has no immediately obvious

application) because "any bit of

knowledge you accumulate has
worth and can ultimately be ap

plied."

Schmau's Men's Store
Smart Styles—Quality Fabrics

Low Prices

Next to State Theatre, Ithaca

PAUL TONY fl£D

SturmHB£>S-

''Where Quality is High

and

Prices Are Low"

103 East Green AR 3-6010

Hooded Sweatshirts Only $1.95
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Go to the

Royal Palm

for the best

in food and

drink.

209 Dryden Rd.

Ithaca AR 2-7400

Christmas Cards
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Greeting Card Dept.
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Boxed and Individual Cards

Choose Yours Now!
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Barnes Hall

Keep in Tune with the Times

535,364 bred NYABC last
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the of business
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New York Artificial Breeder's Cooperative
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"KEEP YOUR CAR
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Some people scratch

below the surface and

get delicious results.

Ice Fishing - For Fun and Profit
by Michael Dahlberg '62

When
you have a pike on

your line, fighting for its

life, you experience the thrill of ice

fishing. The discomfort of cold

winds, snow, and bright sun glar

ing off the ice all seem worthwhile.

Hundreds of ice fishermen con

verge on Oneida Lake on a week

end to pursue the abundant fish

and the thrill of catching them.

The anglers and their shelters give
life to the otherwise barren surface

of the ice.

Little gear needed

You need little gear for ice fish

ing. The necessities include warm

clothes, a fishing license, a spud or

axe to chop holes, bait and con

tainer, and "tip-ups." The "tip-up"
is the actual fishing apparatus, ft

is simply a stake with a wire on

the end of it. For fishing, the line

is uncoiled off the vertical, stable

stake, and strung through an eye

let of the wire into the water to

the correct depth. A lowered wire,

indicated by an attached flag, indi

cates a strike.

The equipment often includes a

sled, hand-warmer, ice shanty, and

wind-breaker—frequently nothing
more than a used Christmas tree.

The ice shanty is the symbol of the

ardent and comfortable ice fisher

man.

The walleye pike or pikeperch is

the prize species taken. Its fighting

ability is notorious but its taste is

well worth the struggle. The scrap

py yellow perch are caught in

greater numbers than any other

fish. Occasionally a lucky angler
can fill a burlap bag with perch in

a day. Other fish caught through
the ice include the lawyer (ling,
burbot), pickerel, northern pike,
and rarely, catfish and silver bass.

Lawyers are popular because

they are large and abundant. But

they are disliked because most

people find them unpalatable. Un

like the other fish, which anglers
eat, the lawyers are usually left on

the ice where they are consumed

by hungry gulls.

The ice fisherman's lament is the

mudpuppy, a four-legged aquatic
salamander which has an offensive

habit of stealing bait minnows off

the fish hooks. The fisherman's

solution—keep that hook off the

bottom.

Danger—beware!

But all is not milk and hone3r out

on the ice. Man}'" a fisherman has

had a frightening experience. A

plunge into the icy waters is com

mon to adventurous "early birds''

who gamble with the weak ice. Thev

are often accompanied by their

equipment and automobiles. Thin

ice is found at the mouths of

streams and in weak areas formed

where the ice pushes and cracks.

Oneida Lake's fierce snowstorms

are another source of danger.

The annual "freeze-over" usually

begins in December. The shore and

bay waters freeze first because the

shallow water cools more rapidly.

Waves in deeper water retard this

freezing.

6 Cornell Countryman



The "freeze-over" may be direct

ly followed by more freezing, snow,

melting, or a combination of condi

tions. A snowfall may be great

enough to discourage all fishing by

burying "tip-ups." Slush usually
forms temporarily on the ice, some

times making travel difficult and

filling fishing holes. The conditions

vary much each year but they us

ually allow fishing for most of the

"freeze-over," from December to

March.

Added attractions

Some find the diversity of color,

structure, and content of the lake

ice as interesting as the fishing it

self. The white, blue, and black

ice may be as smooth as a mirror

or corrugated, usually varying in

different areas. Anything that can

float in the air or water might be

found preserved in the ice. The

shoving ice often forms into elon

gated ridges.
The ice melts away along shore

in March, and the water opens. As

this open water grows, animals and

plants appear which were dormant

or hidden during the long winter.

The process continues outward un

til a wind shoves the ice upon the

shore and islands where it forms

crystalline stratified ridges. The

"tip-ups," bait buckets, and shelters

either sink or become part of the

fascinating pot pourri which can

be found washed up on shore in the

spring.

Practice good management

Considerable care must be taken

to keep this central New York

State lake the excellent fishing
area that it is. The Oneida Lake

Association is very active in this

project.

Drs. J. L. Forney and A. W.

Eipper, Cornell University biolo

gists, are conducting a long-term
fishery research program on Oneida

Lake. It is aimed at determining
management methods.

New regulations have recently
been enacted for Oneida Lake due

to increased fishing pressure and

more scientific knowledge of the

lake's fishing populations. The legal

number of ice fishing lines and

limit of walleyes per day have both

been reduced from 15 to 10 per

person. Also the sale of Oneida

Lake pike is now illegal.
Oneida Lake ice fishing is a sport

with discomforts and present and

future problems. But the challenge
is being met with the vigor needed
to assure the future of the unique
and delightful experiences that ice

fishing can provide.

6 grades of motor fuel from one pump

Ted Barnett's

Blue Sunoco Service

17 Years of Best Service at

519-23 W. State St.

Phone AR 2-9881 Ithaca, N. Y.

THE RIGHT FUEL FOR EVERY CAR

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

Bill's Lunelieooette

Where you find good food at a

convenient location

HOURS

0 SUN.—6 A.M.-l A.M.

# MON.—CLOSED

• TUES.-FRI.—6 A.M.-l A.M.

• SAT.—6 A.M.-3 A.M.

408 College Ave. Ph. AR 2-9618
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Dairyman Crockford using his most versatile farm "tool"

King Crockford uses GLF Farm Advisor Harold Pritchard to help with

his most important farm operation: planning—figuring the ways that

make the Crockford-Sexauer farm near Auburn, N. Y. run smoother,

bring in more money

Since Mr. Crockford adopted the GLF Profit Feeding Plan last fall, his
cows have "milked better than ever before." Herd average increased

1,032 lbs. . . to 12,188, and income-over-feed-cost went up $13 per cow.

Harold Pritchard can offer workable plans, fitted to the farm, because he

gets his facts from GLF specialists who know every phase of farming—

herd management, feeding, crop management, nutrition, purchasing, trans

portation, chemicals, seed, fertilization, mechanical equipment, buildings.

The Profit Feeding Plan was developed by GLF to meet the specific
needs of dairymen of the Norheast. Its goal is to help them farm more

efficiently, more profitably . . . for a better farm living.

Cooperative G.L.F. Exchange, Inc., Ithaca, N. Y.

s
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Alumnus Advises

How To GetAhead
Brains are only part of the story.
Willingness and hard work spell

success.

by George Abraham '39

Today,
it takes more than brains to get ahead! To

find your place in the business world may be a

bigger job than you think. Opportunities are great,

yet it's still hard for some graduates to find (and

hold) a job in this land of opportunity. Why?
After being in business for nearly a quarter of a

century, I'd like to pass along a simple tip or two

that might guide a student who's ready to spring for

employment.

(1) The thing you should think least about is

wages. Sound odd after spending thousands of dollars

for an education? No. Experience is what you're after

first. Once you get it, you're on your way. Not many

bosses are going to start you out high, just to break

you in. If they did, you'd break them. Start low, if

necessary, and work up. Most successful men have

done this.

(2) In applying for a job, better learn to write a

good letter. Sounds elementary, but not 1 in 10 stu

dents knows how to cook up a good letter. Make it con

cise, original, tight, neat and DON'T PUFF YOUR

SELF UP TOO MUCH! A sharp employer can size

you up from a down-to-earth letter, and interview.

About The Author

GEORGE
ABRAHAM, better

known as "Doc," special

ized in floriculture at the Col

lege of Agriculture. He and

his wife, Katherine, write the

"Green Thumb," a column

which appears in a number of

weekly newspapers. His in

terest in journalism began on

the staff of the Cornell Coun

tryman. In addition to jour

nalistic pursuits, he and Katy

operate a greenhouse at their

home in Naples, New York.

Letters should be typed, written on good paper, ad

dressed to the employer in person, never "To whom

it May Concern" or to "The General Manager." Un

named letters are food for the wastepaper basket. And

if you happen to start in business for yourself, choose

a good letterhead. This is the cheapest piece of pro

motion you can have. People judge you by the letter

and the letterhead you use.

(3) When writing, send along a portfolio listing
citations, articles written, honors, experience (if any).
Send this first class with your letter, not separately.
You've got to build an image in the human mind miles

away, and these are cards up your sleeve.

(4) It's not always easy to tell what kind of

job you want, but you should have some idea. Want

it hard enough, and you'll get it! Once it's yours give
it your best. Hard work is still the old fashioned Amer

ican way to get ahead. Do extra things. If I were a

boss here's one test I'd use to hire a man. First I'd

drive a nail into a board and leave it on the road. I'd

ask the applicant to drive up the road. If he drove

around the board, I'd give him less consideration than

if he stopped and picked it up.

(5) Once you land a job and get experience, keep

your eye open for better things, if you're not content.

The "Another-day-another-dollar" man is an unhappy

man, and he seldom gets any farther than the time

clock he punches. There's nothing morally wrong with

using your present position for "experimental" pur

poses if you still give your boss a full day's work. Good

men climb and move around as they mature, gain

experience, and find the job they like better.

(6) My final advice is: Don't be a college boob!

Educated fools stand out like a sore thumb. In other

words, don't be a "know-it-all," just because you have

a degree. Remember, your
boss may not have finished

high school, but he may still be a great success. If

manual labor is ever needed, do it willingly. Persever

ance, a keen interest in your work, plus a college

training will land you on top.

Happy Landing!

V



African Women Advance

Higher Education

African
and American women

educators have similar educa

tional difficulties. Educated women

in both areas present the same

sociological problem. They com

plete their schooling but cannot

always apply it. Consequently, the

societies are deprived of a valuable

source of knowledge.
Another difficulty common to

both is financing education. The

cost far exceeds the average income

of African families. In the U.S. this

holds true although on a smaller

scale.

The educated woman in both

cultures has not commanded the

full respect she deserves. The status of women students

is finally beginning to rise and their role in society
acknowledged.

These and other related problems were discovered
at two workshops set up last April by the Interna
tional Cooperation Association in Africa. The group
consisted of seven women educators from the U.S.
who are specialists in various educational fields. Dean
Helen Canoyer of the New York State College of
Home Economics at Cornell University represented
the fields of higher education and home economics.

One workshop for Central and East African na

tions was held on the Royal College Campus in

Nairobi, Kenya, and the other for West African na

tions was on the Ibaclin University College campus in

Ibadin, Nigeria.

Attending the workshops were 57 delegates from
14 African nations. Each woman is headmistress of a

school or outstanding educator within her country.

Workshops are successful

The meetings proved very successful. This was

the first time these women met as a group to iron out
their problems and to initiate educational policies bV
the workshop technique. The main group was divided
into smaller discussion sections each conducted by one
of the seven American women. Each one could then
concentrate on a specific area. Within the groups the
women discussed their own experiences and were

10

Three of the 16 African women educators

who visted the College of Home Econo

mics to study education for women.

by Hillary Brown '63

amazed to learn that many of them

had to cope with identical problems.
This was surprising since some wo

men taught in small rural schools

while others came from educational

centers in the large cities.

The group which Dean Canoyer
conducted discussed the problems
generally related to domestic

science. These included embroidery,
house cleaning, health and nutri

tion, and how to provide educa

tional opportunities for the junior
high school girl. No one was given
formal instruction. Rather, each

problem was discussed in turn, with

major participation from the Afri

can women themselves.

Women, it was found, are still not treated on an

equal basis with men. Scholarships are invariably of

fered to men only. In competing for jobs, men are

chosen in preference to women. Many intelligent girls
who graduate from secondary schools cannot afford
to attend college and are not given jobs. This creates

a disciplinary problem, for girls are not able to apply
themselves toward any worthwhile purpose.

Therefore the African women educators are trying
to provide educational opportunities for qualified wo

men in hopes that with this training they will be able
to get jobs. Even with the many obstacles facing them,
these women and most Africans are strongly aware

of the need for education.

Unfortunately, the great distance women must

travel to attend schools and the shortage of facilities
creates a great dropout and "wastage" problem after
the elementary grades. This in turn' limits the output
of teachers, leaving a gap in the teacher-student cycle.
Because these countries have emerged so rapidly from
their tribal status to a state of educational awareness,
there aren't enough qualified people to occupy the top
positions in the school system.

African education is gaining its greatest momen

tum at the present time and needs an educational

philosophy and the proper methods for its support.
To further this goal, 16 of the 57 women educators

were invited by their American friends to visit our

schools and to observe teaching methods during a three
month study tour. While staying at Cornell they
visited classes in Ithaca High School, at the State

Cornell Countryman



University College in Cortland, the Sherwood Central

School near Auburn, as well as in the College of Home

Economics.

The Agency for International Development spon
sored the trip for the African women. In September,
after a brief orientation in Washington, the women

traveled to Ithaca. Dean Canoyer and many of the

faculty and alumni served as hosts, welcoming their

guests in their homes. The harmony which developed
immediately led to an interchange of ideas and obser

vations. Many of the African women felt that with

the age of automation, the American housewife was

free from domestic responsibility.

Women are the same everywhere

The guests' curiosity about daily life led them

to exchange notes on home management, recipes and

foods, fashion styles, child rearing, and infant care

with their American hosts. The informal discussions

and the close contact made them realize that women

the world over share the same daily routine, in spite
of cultural differences. Their main interest centered

around the family and its relationships, and the women

heard lectures on this subject.
A tour of the Cornell campus greatly impressed

the African women. They felt that Cornell students

were particularly fortunate because they receive an

education and at the same time are surrounded by
the beauties of the natural world.

Following their stay at Cornell, the women trav

eled throughout the country making stops in California

and North Carolina. They will return to their own

countries about December 8, better informed about

educational philosophy and methods in the U.S. They
hope to apply this new found knowledge to education

in their own countries.

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You'll find it at—

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca AR 2-7800

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

\5 1
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■■■ 25 Savings on
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Triangle Book Shop
The First Store in Collegetown

Thinking of making your

living quarters a home

Floor Covering Will Do It

Vinyl and rubber tile

Linoleum

Rubber and cocao matting

Stair treads

Carpets

Ithaca Floor Covering
407 Taughannock Blvd.
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PAINT FLOOR COVERING WAUPAPIK

DICKINSON'S

Your Convenient

Wallpaper

Paint

and

Floor Covering

Store

Seneca Way

Tel. AR 2-8421

Student's

Downtown

Service

Center

Drive in for your

Vacation

"Fill-up"

TEETER'S

Mobil Service

Open 24 hours a day

211 W. State St.

(Enutttnjmatt

Cairlt-AU

A Cornell study proves that

honeybees secrete an odor on

their stingers. Once you are

stung, the odor attracts other

bees, who will continue to

sting you until the odor is

washed away.

Statistics prove that a good
breakfast makes you alert.

Therefore one-third of the

daily food requirements
should be eaten in the morn

ing whether nourishment is

through a conventional meal

or hamburgers.
# * *

A new electronic device lets

scientists see the quality of

meat on animals while they
are still alive.

A new cottage cheese flav

oring process will give con

sumers their choice of a bland

mildly flavored or highly
aromatic product.

# * #

The supply of Christmas

trees being grown far exceeds

the demand. In N.Y.S. it is

estimated that less than one-

fourth of the trees reaching
marketable size will be sold

because of poor quality.

Because the nation is

watching its waistline and

drinking skim milk, there is a

new approach to cattle breed

ing. Cows with low-fat, high-
protein milk are now more

popular than cows with high-
fat-content milk.

CULTURED PEARLS

'The Perfect Gift"

•//////„„„»*«
BUY NOW ! Precious possession-

pure perfection—three diamonds

and large cultured pearl.

$44.00

PATTEN'S JEWELERS

300 E. State St.

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone AR 3-5411
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transmitting power ... or conveying

nothing does it like chain
... and for more than 300 farm machine manufacturers,

nothing does it like LINK-BELT chain

Chain adds substantially to the reliability of farm equip
ment drives and conveyors. For day-in, day-out service,

nothing can match its strength and endurance ... its

positive efficiency.

Today, over 300 farm machine manufacturers obtain

this reliability from Link-Belt. Experience has shown them

that chain marked with the double-arrow > < trade

mark is made to highest farm machine standards . . . has

consistent quality and unvarying pitch uniformity in every

link . . . will maintain rated performance and efficiency
on their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive

and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets. Also

"bonus" services that aid the designer, improve the design:

application counsel, field analysis, laboratory service and

others. These services multiply the value of Link-Belt

chains, but not the price!

LINKWBELT
CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1. To

Serve Industry There Are Link-Belt Plants, Warehouses, District Sales

Offices and Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export

Office, New York 7; Australia, Marrickville (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo;

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs; Switzerland,

Geneva. Representatives Throughout the World. \5.n\t

'STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION

STEEL ROLLER CHAIN — popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high-hp ca

pacity and light weight.

"DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER CHAIN — a light weight,
economical roller chain having
all the precision features of

standard roller chain. Ideal for

long center drive and conveyor
applications.

STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN — brings

low-cost efficiency to elevating

and conveying applications. Wide

range of attachments available.

Open hook design simplifies cou

pling and uncoupling.

*A550 ROLLER CHAIN —for drives

and conveyors. This durable chain

is the economical choice for ap

plications where loads and speeds

exceed those recommended for

steel Link-Belt.

^IMPORTANT! Link-Belt roller chains for the agricultural field arc true roller chains- They have free-turning rollers. Hence, longer

life for chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbing or sliding over sprocket teeth.
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Cormell University
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Good reasons why I

chose American Oil

by kf&L

"Here you're treated as an individual. The Com

pany respects and recognizes individual achieve

ment. The work is challenging and affords the

chance to use your own ingenuity."

That's Don Anderson talking, 31-year-old

mechanical engineer engaged in testing lubricants

at American Oil Company. Don spent six years

in the military service prior to earning his

Bachelor of Science degree at the University of

Illinois. Don, the father of two children, explains,

"The routes to the top are many and varied.

There's plenty of opportunity for advancement

—and that's the best kind of job security I can

think of."

The fact that American Oil attracts talented

college graduates like Don Anderson may have

special meaning to you as you plan your career.

Don is one of many young scientists and engi

neers at American Oil who are growing profes

sionally in a wide range of research projects.

There are challenging opportunities in many

areas. Chemists, chemical engineers, mechanical

engineers, physicists, mathematicians and metal

lurgists can find interesting and important work

in their own fields.

For further details about the rewarding career

opportunities at American Oil Research and

Development Department, write to: D. G.

Schroeter, American Oil Company, P. 0. Box

431, Whiting, Indiana.

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS,

LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS

ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN

SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:

New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under electron

impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Physiochemical nature of

catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas chromatography •

Application of computers to complex technical problems • Synthesis

and potential applications for aromatic acids • Combustion phenomena

• Solid propellants for use with missiles • Design and economics:

New uses for present products, new products, new processes • Cor

rosion mechanisms • Development of new types of surface coatings.

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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Did you read these . . .

Quotable Quotes in 1961?

Our industry, our high standard of living, our whole national economy,

stand on the shoulders of American farmers. Agriculture is the base of our ec

onomic pyramid.
— Orville L. Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture.

What would the world be like today if our rivals could match our food

production capacity, rather than live on subsistence diets? This question cannot

be taken lightly because the mastery of science and its application is not a unique

possession of any nation. — Charles E. Palm, Dean, N.Y. State College of Agri

culture.

Today's farmer is a combined scientist, engineer and good businessman. No

longer should we use the term "farmers and businessmen." It should be "farm

ers and other businessmen." —W. B. Camp, member, U.S. Chamber of Com

merce Agriculture Committee.

American agricultural superiority is just as much a deterrent to Mr. Khru

shchev as the Strategic Air Command. He is aware of our great agricultural pro

ductive capacity in contrast to his lack of resources to feed his people adequately.

— Frank J. Welch, Ass't Secretary of Agriculture.

Political, social, and economic developments throughout the world affect

our commercial farmers. Consequently the successful operator of a commercial

farm must have some understanding of these forces. He must be able to under

stand and evaluate happenings that originate well outside his own business. —

J. Earl Coke, Vice President, Bank of America.

The New York Stale College of Agriculture recognizes and is tryinq to meet

the challenge staled or implied in each of the above statements.
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January Cover:

Land Grant Centennial

This
year Cornell University is commemorating the

centennial of the Morrill Land Grant Act which

provided funds for universities teaching "agriculture
and the mechanic arts." Our cover tells a picture

story of Cornell's beginnings. In the center is Justin

S. Morrill, the man responsible for the Act. Liberty

Hyde Bailey (upper left), Dean of the College of

Agriculture 1903-13, was behind the plow that broke

the ground for Roberts Hall in 1906. You will learn

more about Dean Bailey in a later issue.

With this issue, the Countryman begins a series

of five articles outlining the history of the University,

emphasizing how Cornell has fulfilled the dreams of

its founders and the provisions of the Morrill Act.

From very humble beginnings—"several pieces of

parchment and 200 acres of woods and cow pastures"
—the College of Agriculture at Cornell grew by leaps
and bounds until today it boasts of the largest under

graduate enrollment of any agricultural college in the

world. And its successes are not measured in numbers

alone. The College has served, and will continue to

serve the people through teaching, research, and ex

tension. Through the years, it has met the challenge
of our changing agriculture.

Awards Abound

With
due respect to its fellow agricultural college

magazines, the Countryman proudly announces

its receipt of two first place awards this year. The

March 1961 cover copped the First Cover Award for

us. Through the contributions of several staff mem

bers, we won the trophy for Popular Presentation of

Technical Material.

The Countryman, in competition with eight other

agricultural college magazines throughout the country,

received half of the awards presented. These awards

further the Countryman s long standing reputation as

a prize-winning publication. This year's staff will make

sincere efforts to keep up the good work.

Compet Elections

The
Countryman congratulates the following people

recently elected to its staffs. To the editorial staff,
we welcome Nancy Neal '65, Roberta Matthews, Bar

bara Pollack, Steven Reinheimer, and Paul Roman '64,
Zita Beiderman '63, and Michael Dahlberg and Eliza

beth Kopsco '62. Our new artists are Nancy Felt

housen '65 and Richard Wallach '63. Tina Wasser and

Cheryl Kurtzer '65 are now editorial assistants in ad

vertising and secretarial work, respectively. Special
thanks go to Robert Benedict '65 who has managed
the Countryman's circulation all fall.

Craving for fine

Italian food?

The Victoria Restaurant

and

Carry Out Service

For the Finest

Food at Reasonable

Prices

• PIZZA

• RAVIOLI

• SPAGHETTI

• LASAGNA

T-Bone Steak with

F.F. and Salad $1.75

109 N. Cayuga St.

Phone AR 2-5080

Economic Laundry Service

Free Parking
AT THE

Convenient Community Corners

24 hour coin operated

washing machines and dryers

dry cleaning -

laundry service

10 A.M. -6 P.M. Daily

PETRILLOSE CLEANERS

Ithaca Laundries

Phone ITH. AR 3-6226

Cornell Countryman



Don't

Rely

On
Vitamin pills are a supplement, not a substitute for food.

PILL
by Roberta Matthews '64

Mary
college awoke suddenly.

She had slept through the

alarm again. No time for break

fast this morning. Guess her vita

min will have to do. And a prelim
at two o'clock cut lunch out of the

calendar, too. She could only
squeeze in a cup of coffee. At din

nertime she was so relieved about

her prelim that she just "wasn't

hungry."
Could Mary depend on that one

vitamin pill she took in the morn

ing? Could it provide the nutrients

she missed in those three skipped
meals? And if this schedule was re

peated frequently, could a pill in

sure her health throughout the

term? Too many people believe

that once they take their daily vit

amin, meals are just extra.

Take only what you need

The role of a vitamin pill is not

to replace meals, but to supple
ment them if the diet is poor. In
the average family, planned meals

provide the nutritional require
ments of the Recommended Daily
Allowance. The R.D.A. specifies
the quantity of nutrients a healthy
person needs to maintain his good
health. Therefore, unless your doc
tor recommends that you supple
ment your dietary intake with pills,
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you are investing in useless drugs.
When you use vitamin pills as a

substitute for food your body lacks

other essentials not found in the

pills. For example, your body won't
function properly without carbo

hydrates and proteins, and these

substances can only be ingested
through food sources.

How can you be sure your diet

supplies the proper amounts of nu

trients to meet the R.D.A. specifi
cations? A balanced diet, or one

including the Basic Seven food

groups, will insure your body of a

substantial supply. For an adequate

daily diet you should include ample
foods from the following groups:

• Milk and milk products: pro

vide protein, calcium, and ribo

flavin.

# Vegetables: source of vitamin

A, B complex and C, iron, and

some calcium.

• Fruits: one which is citrus to

provide vitamin C.

• Eggs: 3 to 5 per week yield
needed iron, vitamins A and B com

plex, protein, and calcium.

• Meat, fish and legumes:
sources of protein, A and B vita

mins, iron, and thiamine.

• Cereal and bread: supply pro

tein, iron, thiamine, and niacin.

• Butter or fortified margarine:
provide vitamin A and some D.

Many foods are enriched with

iron, thiamine, niacin, or other nu
trients not plentiful in natural food
sources. Bread, milk, margarine,
and cereals, for example, are labeled
when nutrients have been added.

Daily portions of each will supple
ment these nutrients in other foods

to meet the R.D.A. requirements.

Only 30 are essential

Nutritionists have estimated that

there are 30 essential vitamins and

minerals. Eighteen are required in

trace amounts and are contained

in various foods. This is true of

sodium and chlorine, the elements

forming ordinary table salt. If you

buy iodized salt, you are also get

ting sufficient iodine in your diet

to meet the R.D.A. Potassium,
formed in the intestinal tract, is an-

ather element which doesn't need to

be supplemented by pills.

When you buy vitamin pills, you

pay for the amount of each ingredi
ent that is present in the pill.
The rfore, vitamin pills which are

advertised as containing 35 nutri

tional additives are usually waste

ful and unnecessarily expensive.
The labels on all vitamin pill

bottles list, by law, specific amounts

of all ingredients incorporated in

the capsule.



Select a well-balanced meal

when you have the choice.

Pills don't correct poor

eating habits.

The amounts are usually percent

ages of the R.D.A. requirements. A

well known brand claims that each

pill contributes to V/2 of the R.D.A.

for thiamine. A well planned diet

can provide the same amount of

this vitamin. If you take a vitamin

pill and also eat a balanced meal,

the extra amount will not be stored

in the body, which can only use a

certain amount of nutrients each

day. Any amount over this require
ment is excreted. However, when

your diet is irregular, you should

supplement it with vitamin pills.
This is especially important when

you are losing weight or have been

ill.

Beware of excesses

The following list gives the 13

important supplements and the

daily minimum of each that a per

son needs. Considering the foods

you eat, notice the wasteful surplus
of vitamins that you may be taking
in the form of a pill. Of course,

needed quantities may vary slight
ly with the individual. An I.U. is

an international unit, a measure of

vitamin quantity.

Vitamin A—2,500 I.U.'s

Vitamin B] (thiamine)—1.6 mgs.

Vitamin B2 (riboflavin)—1.8 mgs.

Vitamin B6—2 mgs.

Vitamin B]2—8 mgs.

Vitamin C—50 mgs.

Vitamin D—400 I.U.'s

Niacin—14 mgs.

Folic Acid— .3 mgs.

Iron—10 mgs.

Calcium—1000 mgs.

Consuming excess amounts of

water soluble vitamins is not phy
sically harmful, for they are not

stored in the body. These vitamins

include the B complex, C, E, and K.

Fat soluble vitamins, though, are

stored in the body and can be harm

ful. Extremely high amounts, as

1200 I.U.'s of Vitamin D and 25,000
I.U.'s of A daily over a long period
of time, can cause illness. There is

usually little danger of this un

less vitamins are used carelessly or

excessive doses of these nutrients

are consumed without a doctor's

authority. So, before you take an

other pill, sit down and analyze
your diet. If it doesn't meet the

R.D.A. requirements, change it.

And if it is adequate, try to break

the vitamin pill habit.

Do Cleaning

Problems

Trouble You?

TRY

WCW
CLEANERS

1
hr.

service

Clean Only Press Only

Storage for Summer Clothes

Phone AR 3-3262

138 W. State St.

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone AR 3-541 1
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John Burroughs (rear, center) entertained many visitors

at his cabin in the woods.

John Burroughs: Nature's Lover
by Elizabeth Kopsco '62

A
boy raised on a New York farm became one of

our foremost authors in the field of nature

literature.

The writings and work of John Burroughs have

had a lasting influence on natural history literature.

He was one of the first people to write entertainingly
about nature. His essays, written in a pleasant and

interesting style rather than in a strictly scientific way,
established a new form of literature known as the

nature essay. An example of Burroughs' style is his

description of the cardinal flower in his essay called

"Flowering Plants."

"But when vivid color is wanted,
what can surpass or equal our

cardinal flower? There is a glow
about this flower as if color eman

ated from it as from a live coal.

The eye is baffled and does not

seem to reach the surface of the

petal; it does not see the texture or

material as it does in other flowers,
but rests in a steady, still radiance.
It is not so much something colored

as it is color itself."

Born April 3, 1837 on a dairy farm near Roxbury,
Delaware County, John Burroughs spent most of his

early years helping his family with farm work. One

spring morning when he was about 8 years old, young
John noticed an unusual bird flying through a woods

near his home. This was an exciting event to John. He
realized that birds from distant lands stopped close to

his home during their migrations. He began to keep
notebooks, recording the animals and plants he ob

served when he was outdoors. So began his keen in

terest in nature, an interest which he kept through
out his life.

He spent most of his married life on a fruit farm

at West Park, New York. Here, with an abundance

of material around him, he wrote several books about
the activities of the natural world.

In 1895, Burroughs built a small cabin in the

woods near West Park. He intended to use the cabin,

Slabsides, as a quiet retreat where he could write and

entertain friends who enjoyed out-of-door life. As
his fame spread, more and more people came to visit
him. He sometimes had so many visitors call on him
at Slabsides that he had to seek a quieter place to

write. He spent the summers of his later years at

Woodchuck Lodge in Roxbury, but came to Slabsides

every fall and spring. There he gathered more material

for his essavs, including the first one on Slabsides,
"Wildlife About My Cabin."

Although he travelled widely during his lifetime,
Burroughs wrote most of his natural history essays
about his native New York State, particularly the

Catskill and Hudson River Valley regions. He be

lieved that "the most precious things of life are near

at hand, without money and without price."
Since Burroughs' death in 1921, Slabsides has

been open to the public. Many visitors come to see

the cabin every year. Recently I visited Slabsides and

had the opportunity to meet and talk with Elizabeth

Burroughs Kelley, one of Burroughs' two grand
daughters. Mrs. Kelley has written a biography of

her grandfather, and remembers many of the people
who came to see him. Some of Burroughs' more prom

inent guests included Henry Ford, Theodore Roose

velt, and the naturalist John Muir. Girls from Vassar

and other colleges came to Slabsides for field trips.
Their visits were recorded in old photographs which

still hang on Slabsides' walls.

Burroughs' influence is great

Burroughs' writings have influenced later nature

authors. Mrs. Kelley said she has heard writers such

as Roger Tory Peterson, Rutherford Piatt, and Edwin

Way Teale each acknowledge his indebtedness to John

Burroughs and his essays for exciting his interest in

nature.

Speaking of her grandfather, Mrs. Kelley told

me that he enjoyed entertaining visitors in the cabin

during the times he stayed there. She pointed to a

twisted piece of wood on the mantelpiece of Slabsides'

fireplace. "He sometimes waved this stick over a

visitor's head," she said. "Then he explained that this

would make a Slabsides guest come back again to

see him."

As I said good-bye to Mrs. Kelley and thanked

her for showing me the cabin, it seemed that John

Burroughs was there too, waving his "magic stick"

over my head. I had enjoyed my visit very much, and

I knew that I would return someday to revisit the

New York naturalist's country and his rustic cabin,

Slabsides,
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In the beginning

Agronomists
and architects play

ing football on the same team,

philosophers and dairymen living as

fraternity brothers—this is Cornell.

Cornell has stood for nearly 100

years, unique in the Ivy League
and among the nation's universities.

How did this diversified institu

tion come about? Why does Cor

nell offer such a far-reaching cur

riculum, from animal nutrition to

aesthetics? The answer lies in the

philosophies of three men: Justin
Smith Morrill, Ezra Cornell, and

Andrew Dickson White.

Morrill, a Vermont storekeeper,
was directly responsible for the

Morrill Land Grant Act, the cen

tennial of which will be marked

July 2, 1962. As the Green Moun

tain State's sole member of the

U.S. House of Representatives from
1854 to 1866, Morrill saw a great
need for pioneer America to make

higher education available to all.

He regretted that in his youth he

himself couldn't be released from

farm chores long enough to gain an

education.

Morrill believed that the gates of

Liberty Hyde Bailey

watches President

Andrew D. White

break ground for the

first building of the

State College of Agri

culture.

higher education were closed to the

working class. In an early speech
before the House, he said, "More

than four-fifths of our population
are presently engaged in agricul
ture and mechanical employments.
... Is it not of grave importance to

give this vast force an intelligent
direction?"

Thus, Morrill presented a bill to

the House in 1857 proposing to

grant large tracts of federal land

to the states. Under the act, the

states would sell this land and use

the proceeds to establish state uni

versities. The same bill was spon
sored in the Senate by Senator

Benjamin F. Wade of Ohio.

Morrill pushes hard

Despite heavy Southern opposi
tion, the bill squeaked through both

houses by a narrow margin. But

its final passage was blocked by
President James Buchanan's veto.

In a lengthy veto message, the

President said the bill was imprac
tical, expensive, unconstitutional,
and dangerous to existing colleges.
But Morrill, a typical New Eng-

lander, did not give up easily. He

presented the bill for a second time

in late 1861, and it passed both
houses by healthy majorities. Its

passage was aided by a Congres
sional quirk—the temporary ab
sence of Southern congressmen.
President Lincoln's signature made
the Morrill Act law on July 2, 1862

6 Cornell Countryman



This article is the first in a series about

Cornell University by Paul Roman '64. The

series, commemorating the centennial of

the Morrill Land Grant Act, begins with a

personality sketch of Cornell's founders.

:£■;&'&.£.' c ° R- H' '&. K.k

by Paul Roman '64

Thus lands were meted out to the

states, and the acreage allotted to

each was determined by Congres
sional representation. New York,
the most populous state, received

nearly a million acres. The State

Senate first appropriated the money
from the land sale to an institution

called the People's College, located
at Havana, Schuyler County. An

other institution, the New York

State Agricultural College, existed

only on paper at the time, and was

to be located at Ovid. This institu

tion began seeking funds from the

Morrill Act. By 1864, the clamor

for funds was nearly chaotic and

the Senate was assigned to solve

the problem. Among the senators

in the chamber were Andrew Dick

son White, a college professor from

Syracuse, and Ezra Cornell, farmer,
inventor, and philanthropist from

Ithaca.

Controversy leads to union

With these diverse backgrounds,
rather than a common interest, a

controversy first brought the two

men together. Cornell, a powerful
and influential Senate figure, intro
duced a bill that would split the

appropriation between the People's
College and the New York State

Agricultural College. What followed

is best expressed in White's own

words:

"On this I at once took ground
against him, declaring that the fund

ought to be kept together at some
one institution . . . the State had

already suffered sufficiently from

scattering its resources; there are

already over twenty colleges in the

State, and not one of them doing
anything which could justly be call

ed university work."

White gets his way

Many months passed before

White and Cornell saw eye to eye

on the matter. But White managed
to delay Senate action until he had

convinced Cornell that the one-in

stitution idea was feasible. Cornell

was persistent. The State Agricul
tural College should receive part of

the Morrill appropriation, and he

even offered 3300,000 of his own

fortune to the college if such action

was taken. But White's eloquence

eventually prevailed, and Cornell

agreed that all the land grant mon

ey should go to one institution. He

consented to give the new univer

sity $500,000 and his 200-acre farm

in Ithaca as a building site.

Another long round of contro

versy pursued in the Senate. The

outcome: Cornell University was

chartered in September, 1865, as

the state's land-grant institution.

But Ezra Cornell's business sense

dominated the scene. He presented
a rider bill which would give him

the power to locate the state's land

grant wherever he pleased. He

chose to locate 500,000 acres of land

grant in Wisconsin and Minnesota

woodlands. As a result, the Univer

sity received nearly $10 an acre for

land grant property, while other

states were satisfied if they got 50

rents an acre.

Thus the experiment began. Cor
nell University consisted of several

pieces of parchment and 200 acres

of woods and cow pastures. It was

truly a challenge, but White and

Cornell were much too busy to

worry. There were buildings to

build, professors to hire, and stu

dents to attract. The two men had

no time to look back. They had a

large task—they were founding an

institution where any person could

find instruction in any study.

"Stands our noble Alma Mater..."



Save Nature's waters through

POLLUTION CONTROL
by Michael Dahlberg '62

Wduld
you think of putting a

piece of garbage in your

drinking water? Probably not, but

that's just what's happening to the

water you eventually drink.

Water pollution is becoming a

tremendous threat to your health

and recreation. It makes your water

unfit for consumption, ruins the na

tural aesthetic value, and kills fish.

It can cause diseases such as ty

phoid, dysentery, and skin infec

tion. Professor Lawrence Hamilton

of the conservation department
notes that, "Pollution is the num

ber one water problem in the East."

Contamination abounds

Millions of gallons of municipal
and industrial wastes are pumped
into the Hudson and Mohawk Riv

ers and the Barge Canal every day.
The steep cliffs of the scenic Hud
son River converge on a flowing
cesspool. The guilty cities include

Utica, Troy, Cohoes, Schenectady,
Menands, Albany and many others.

Oneida Lake, famous for its wall
eye pike and bass fishing, lies in the
center of New York State. Recent

ly, this lake was a launching site
for full-scale war against pollution.
The vigor of this attack led to na

tionwide recognition of the pro-

8

blem. A coordinated armada of

Oneida Lake Association members

and residents recently conducted a

complete survey of the uses of the

lake by its nearly 4,000 residents.

The information will help deter

mine future anti-pollution moves.

Plans are now in progress for a full

time anti-pollution law. Generally
the lake is in good condition now,

and now is the time to plan for

the future.

In northern New York State we

have pure crystal clear mountain

waters. But close inspection of cer

tain streams reveals that rivers

through many of the larger towns

contain an unpleasant potpourri of

garbage, papers, furniture, car tires,
metal-work, algae, and other foreign
matter. The problem exists only
near towns now. The streams do

produce fish, but we should use

foresight. What will it be like in

ten years?
Radioactive wastes are dumped

into the ocean from atomic energy

plants. The radioactivity is long
lived, and the large volume of the

ocean can't be used to rationalize

the problem of this source of con

tamination.

In coastal waters of the state

estuarine pollution—from rivers in

to the ocean—affects important

shell-fishing and waterfowl re

sources.

A gradient exists between or

ganically fertile waters and organ

ically polluted waters. Too much

organic material causes extensive

growth of algae, weeds, and bac

teria which invade the aquatic hab

itats. The dead plants use up oxy

gen, and plant "scum" collects on

the surface and shores. This means

unhealthy conditions for fish and

people. The organic pollutants are

mainly domestic, but they also in

clude detergents, insecticides, and

wastes from animals, factories, and

other sources.

Industrial waste is a major pollu
tion culprit. Its toxicants and oxy

gen-consuming wastes probably re

present about half of our pollution.

Game fish hit hard

Eventually game fish die or leave

a polluted body of water. They are

replaced by less valuable coarse

fish. Right now this is happening
in Onondaga Lake in Syracuse.
Here again, industrial waste is re

sponsible. On the other hand, some

people argue that the most import
ant use of this water is as a dump
ing ground for factory wastes.

Cornell Countryman



Much work is being done in the

state to control pollution. Since

1950 about $11 million has been

spent on trunk sewage, and about

$89 million on sewage treatment

plants. The Temporary State Com

mission on Water Resources Plan

ning took a survey of pollution vio

lators in 1957. Results: 17 upstate

cities and 74 villages had no sewage

treatment plants. Many others

needed plant improvement.

Since then, great strides have

been made. In April 1960, there

were a reduced number of cities

and villages which had no treat

ment facilities. Even New York

City, which has many sewage treat

ment plants, still needs improve
ment.

Government aids control

Both the state and federal gov
ernments contribute to water pol
lution control, according to Charles

Gates, Professor and Head of San

itary Engineering at Cornell Uni

versity. He is the project director

for a study of the sewerage needs

of our 12 southwest counties. His

study is part of the detailed attack

on the pollution problem in the

state.

Also active is the New York
Water Pollution Control Board
which classifies all the state waters

in a comprehensive program to stop
pollution.

1 he Federal Government recent

ly passed a measure providing
$570,000,000 to expand and streng
then the control of water pollution
throughout the country. It provides
for grants to states, counties, and
local communities to construct

sewage disposal and water treat

ment facilities. The measure also

provides for law enforcement

against polluters and for research.

The cost will be great, but many
cities and villages of the state

desperately need more waste treat

ment facilities. Pollution can be re

duced and many of the waters can

be improved, but you, the people,
will have to wholeheartedly support
the necessary measures.

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

Custom made clothes

Formal Rentals

442 W. State AR 3-4492

College Town's Complete

Shoe Store

(fin;^JfWANA.

• Bates Campus Styled Shoes

• Sneakers ROTC Shoes

• Expert Repair on all types
of shoes

• In Collegetown—near

Campus Gate

401 Eddy St.

Ph. AR2-2080

Dorm Pickup

FOR A PIZZA THAT'S A TREAT

602 W. Buffalo St.

GO TO JOE'S on Buffalo Street

(At the Meadow St. Bus Stop) Phone AR 2-9521
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Challenge: The

Almost
every time you pick up a newspaper or

magazine, you come across an article concerning

the European Common Market. Why is this subject

of such interest and concern? Before you can appreci

ate the problem which the United States in general

and agriculture in particular is concerned with, you

must first understand the purpose and structure of

this organization.
Unity is its main impetus. In 1957, six countries

took a significant step toward the political and eco

nomic unification of Western Europe. The Treaty of

Rome formally established the European Economic

Community—or Common Market—of the Inner Six:

Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxemburg, France, Italy,
and West Germany. Among the treaty's ultimate goals
are the elimination of trade restrictions among its

members, and the establishment of a common tariff

toward non-member countries.

Growth exceeds expectations

Nothing less than phenomenal can describe the

growth of the European Common Market since its in

ception in 1957. During the past four years, internal

trade of the member countries has expanded by over

44 percent. Still more remarkable is the fact that of

the total $12.5 billion increase in world trade, the

European Economic Community accounted for over

$7.5 billion. The industrial growth of the Common

countries is expanding at a rate greater than three

times that of the United States.

Professor Rolf Wagenfiihr of the Statistical Office

of the Common Market estimates that the per capita
Gross National Product of the Common Market will

rise from 38 percent of the United States figure in

1960, to 61 percent by 1972. At this rate of growth,
the European Economic Community will become the

most powerful economic bloc in the world. Great

Britain's recent decision to apply for membership is

symbolic of the great economic pressure exerted upon

her by the Common Market.

Common Market

by Steven Reinheimer '64

As yet, the proposed agricultural phase of the

Common Market has not been implemented. The

member countries are, however, beginning to set up a

common agricultural market. This wdl undoubtedly

affect the American agricultural export trade. The fol

lowing figures illustrate how critical the situation can

become. Last year, according to Fortune Magazine,

we exported $4.8 billion worth of farm products. Over

40 percent of this was shipped to Western Europe. Our

two biggest customers are West Germany, who bought

$355 million worth of agricultural commodities, and

England, who bought $510 million. No wonder Amer

ican exporters fear the present trend of events.

Since the Market's inception, members realized

that the integration of agriculture would require special
treatment. The farmers in the Common Market coun

tries were already protected by their respective gov

ernments. If trade barriers are removed, the member

countries need safeguards for their farmers against

competition from other market members, and especi

ally from external competition of non-market exporters.

National support systems would have to be sup

plemented by a compromise solution acceptable to

the member countries. Agricultural production is ex

panding rapidly within the Community and if the

Common Agricultural Policy is based on a high level

of protection, the exporters to Common Market coun

tries will be put to a great disadvantage.
The objectives of the Common Market Agricul

tural Policy are to integrate the agricultural markets
of member states into a common market. This will

give it the characteristics of a single national market

in order to secure "an equilibrium between production
and the possibilities for domestic and foreign proposal."

The Commission has outlined specific programs
for six major commodity groups

—wheat and other

grains, sugar and dairy products, meats and eggs,
fruits and vegetables—and is in the process of pre

paring proposals for other foodstuffs. There will be

different types of market management, applying to

The countries of the Common Market hope to increase

their agricultural self-sufficiency through the union. These

efforts may present difficulties in maintaining overseas

markets for American agricultural goods.

Cornell Countryman



specific groups of commodities. For grains, sugar, and

dairy products, a system of support prices and variable

import levies will be set up.

The greatest danger to American exporters, states

a Fortune Magazine economist, is the variable im

port levy, or variable fee system. This system tends

to equalize import prices with the desired domestic

price level. This means that if a member of the

European Economic Community had a surplus in a

commodity, the Common Market would then raise

tariffs on that commodity to all non-market countries.

Such an action would severely restrict American grain
exports. The greatest threat under this system comes

from France, who has a growing agricultural surplus.
France is presently producing two times as much

wheat as it can consume. By instituting the variable

fee system, the Common Market will limit the amount

of wheat coming in from non-member countries. France

will thus be able to get rid of her surplus at above

foreign export prices.

England's entry may increase threat to U.S.

If England, the world's largest importer of grain,
were to join the Economic Community, the U. S.

would be in a critical situation, suffering a great re

duction in price and volume for her surplus wheat

and other grains. Secretary of Agriculture Orville L.

Freeman recently expressed concern over this prospect.
In respect to the variable fee system, he said, "If

there are no limits on this system, it would effectively
offset any competitive advantage that agricultural
suppliers may have."

Other commodities, excluding fruits and vege

tables, are to be protected by a fixed tariff supple
mented with a variable fee system. Seasonally ad

justed tariffs, in addition to a fixed tariff, would pro

tect fruits and vegetables. Secretary Freeman fears

that "the effects of the variable fee system plus higher
tariffs would be to insulate the agriculture of the Six

from outside competition. . . and in a matter of years,
the result would be a serious drop in our exports."

According to Professor K. L. Robinson of the

Cornell Department of Agricultural Economics, the

extent to which United States exports will be affected

depends on the amount of increased production in the

Common Market countries. Dr. Robinson predicts that
our exports to Europe in such commodities as cotton,

tobacco, and soybeans will not be too seriously af

fected by the Community. Europe will, however, be

come self-sufficient in commodities like wheat.

U.S. can meet the threat

What can the United States do to alleviate this

situation? If the Common Agricultural Policy were

to be carried out, the probable decrease in American

exports of grains and other food stuffs will cause a

critical domestic surplus situation. According to Eric

Johnston, former President of the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, the only alternative which the United

States has is to apply for admission to the European
Economic Community. He believes that competition
trom Common Market countries will force us to apply,
to avoid the loss of our export market and deny our

selves the imports we need.

Professor Robinson holds a less radical view. He

believes that U.S. membership is highly improbable
and could only come about in the distant future. Dr.

Robinson predicts that certain agreements will be

January 1962

Foreign Agriculture

The market countries aim to export and import as a single
economic unit.

negotiated with the Community so that non-market

countries will face lower tariffs.

Secretary Freeman is presently fighting to pre

serve America's traditional foreign markets. He be

lieves that United States exports should be able to

enterWest European markets under reasonable trading
conditions.

These negotiations have far more than just eco

nomic implications. The nations of the Free World

need liberal trade policies. Only by increasing inter

national trade, will they remain strong in the struggle
against forces which threaten their existence.

11



ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

D
ear alumni:

We have missed seeing many of you in recent years. If you are near Ithaca in

your travels, we would love to have you drop in and say hello. You don't have to

call or write ahead. We like unannounced visits.

If you haven't been on Campus for awhile, I will attempt to bring you up to

date. This year we have the largest enrollment in our history—1818 students. This

also gives us another first, that of being the largest agricultural college in the country.

But we don't want to "puff up" our chest too much about this; the margin is so slim

that the position could change any day. Besides, numbers are not our main goal, but

we are rather proud of the fact.

The 680 new students who matriculated this fall make up the largest group of new

students to enter in the history of the college. 455 enrolled as freshmen and 64 as

transfers into the 4 and 5 year courses. 134 entered the two year program, and 27 are

special students. Our gang really makes up quite a cosmopolitan group. We have stu

dents from 27 states other than New York, and from 29 foreign countries.

This year, 271 women are enrolled in the College of Agriculture. The number of

applications from women increases every year. We hope to accommodate more women in

the future, but with the present shortage of dormitory space, we cannot admit more than

our quota. However, with the addition of Morrison Hall, our new animal husbandry

building, and other buildings, we can accommodate more qualified men students.

The College of Agriculture again has an outstanding crop of athletes. We are very

proud of the records some of these men have turned in. Undefeated cross country run

ner, Steve Machooka, '64, from Kenya, broke several records since coming to Cornell.

He has been called one of the finest running prospects in the nation. He currently holds

all cross country records at Cornell and is the all time Cornell one mile record holder,
a record which he set as a freshman.

First string halfback James Lampkins, '65, was our outstanding representative in

football. Jim was awarded the Hatchet Man award for the best defense of the season.

Besides defense, Lampkins also had the best rushing average for the year and made the

longest scoring run by Cornell since 1956.

We also have five men who are captains or co-captains of major sports. These are only
a few of the many agriculture students who participate in 21 intercollegiate sports."

The College has received two new scholarships for entering students for September
of 1962. An annual scholarship of $100 is provided by the Western New York Section
of Food Technologists for a student specializing in dairy and food science.

The David Kennedy Johnston Fund provides scholarships and grants-in-aid for stu
dents specializing in animal husbandry. With these, the number of scholarships in the

College of Agriculture for entering students totals 44.

Our Alumni Regional Representatives have been very busy this fall. Many have
met with the County Chairmen from their regions. The County Chairmen and their

Keymen have been busy too. These men have contributed a great deal of their time to

get the true story of agriculture across to the people of New York State. The Admis
sions Counselor is leading the hectic life of a traveling "salesman" himself. All expect
to see many more incoming applications than in previous years.

We hope that each of you is doing his share to inform and encourage prospective
students who have shown academic ability during their high school careers.

We hope we will have the privilege of seeing you on Campus in the near future
But, in case we don't, we wish you a very happy and prosperous New Year.

Sincerely yours,

Bernard Curvey
Admissions Counselor

Cornell Countryman



Why not spend your Christmas

gift money for a

CORNELL RING?

10K SOLID GOLD, DOUBLE-FACETED,

SYNTHETIC RUBY

Men's Medium Weight 31.63

Heavy Weight 37.40

Miniature 24.75

ORDER YOUR CLASS RING

NOW!

Cornell Campus Store, Inc.
Barnes Hall

For all your grocery needs

^r\f%* stock up

\ \ /g|f||g^ frk One

Pmffllffii v ^*°P

1 ■•
■
^ I^fl8ff A Shopping

i/7
a// Egan's IGA

Sp 403 College Ave.

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You'll find it at—

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca AR 2-7800

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

Before that Trek

To Cortland c . .

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. AR 2-9898
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Mve milk . . . more fat... more net income

DHIA records on 2365 cows in 57 herds

show how

BEACON DAIRY FEED PROGRAMMING

increases income over feed cost$730 per herd

Looking for ways to get extra profits from your herd?

Then check these records! Here is proof from new offi

cial DHIA records that herds switched to BEACON

DAIRY FEED PROGRAMMING increased produc
tion — fat — and income. These complete records are not

just for one herd ... or two . . . but for 57 herds represent

ing a grand total of 2365 cows.

In the very first year after switching to Beacon Dairy
Feed Programming, cows in these herds averaged 759

lbs. more milk — 37 lbs. more butterfat — $17.81 more

income over feed cost. Multiply $17.81 per cow by the 41
cows in the typical herd and that's more than $730 extra
cash per herd.

Convincing proof that Beacon pays off? Sure is, but
here's more. Some of the herds had been on Beacon

Dairy Feed Programming more than one year
—

some as

long as four consecutive years, ever since Beacon first

introduced Programming in 1957. You'll see in the table
that the longer on Beacon — the more extra income per
cow (as much as $39.08 more in the fourth year com

pared with records for the same cows before they went
on Beacon).

From the Virginias to Maine

Why is Beacon Dairy Feed Programming so successful?

Why does it help cows increase performance year after

year? Because this is a step-by-step program of precision

feeding which brings out fully each cow's inherited capac

ity for milk and profit.

Calf in your Beacon Advisor

1) He sends samples of your roughage to the Beacon

Laboratory for analysis. Laboratory roughage analysis
is the cornerstone of the Beacon Program. 2) Once the

nutrients supplied each cow are known precisely, the

highly trained Beacon Advisor selects the most econom

ical protein-level of grain you can use. 3 ) He then helps

you program grain for each cow. 4) Together, you bring
each individual cow to new high levels of milk produc
tion and income. Proof? The DHIA records show $730
more income per herd right off— the first year. Worth

looking into, isn't it? Call in your Beacon Advisor today.

BEACON -THE FEEDS WITH THE ''NUTRIENT NICK"

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY

Spencer Kellogg Division of textronl . Cayuga, N.Y.

PROGRAMMED HERDS INCREASED PERFORMANCE EACH YEAR

One Year

on Beacon

Two Consecutive

Years on Beacon

Three Consecutive

Years on Beacon

Four Consecutive

Years on Beacon

MILK

per cow
759 lbs. moro 976 lbs. more 1251 lbs. more 1718 lbs. more

FAT

per cow
37 lbs. moro 39 lbs. more 63 lbs. more 81 lbs. more

INCOME

over feed cost

per cow

$17.81 more $28.30 more $32.03 moro $39.08 more

'"'"""'•■'■'->
"

';iVl hrnls) '-T*h™",'n
t21>5 cows In

3 herds)
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Agriculture^ Golden Century

. . . will be the theme during Cornell's Agricultural Progress Days, March 20-22,

1962. Through the technique of a three-day symposium, the College of Agricul

ture is providing a platform for speakers known nationally and internationally.

These men will be speaking on such important topics as:

• The role of agriculture in the destiny of developing countries

• Our agricultural economy in a competitive world

• Problems facing the scientist in plant growth

• Capturing solar energy with crops

• Radioactive fallout and food

• New aspects of dairy herd improvement

• Taking a new look at feeding the dairy cow

• Mechanization of stall barns

• Evaluating harvesting and feeding equipment

• A century of agriculture at Cornell

• The origin and development of government programs

affecting agriculture

The programs for March 21 ami March 22 will he held in Alice Statler Audit.,

ium. The March 22 program will be in James Law Auditorium (Vet College).
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INTRODUCING:

MAGICIAN, ALCHEMIST,

PERFORMER of MIRACLES

HOW IS HE ABLE

TO DO IT?

SPORT JACKETS

Comparable Value $45

CONTINENTAL SHOP $25

Lambswool Sweaters

Comparable Value $15

Continental Shop $8.98

IT'S REALLY QUITE SIMPLE. AN OLD PRINCIPLE
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The Continental Shop
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* "Eliminate the Middleman"
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Professor of Merit
T) resented to an outstanding professor in the College
"

0f Agriculture (or Home Economics) for 1962 will

be inscribed on the plaque given
to this year s Professor

of Merit The award, initiated in 1947-48, is presented

each year to one professor in Agriculture and one in

Home Economics who is, according to students of the

respective college, their most outstanding
teacher.

How is the deserving professor chosen? len can

didates are nominated by the Ag-Domecon Council

These ten names are next sent to Ho-Nun-De-Kah

the senior men's honorary, which narrows the held

down to five. The five finalists are then submitted to

members of the Senior Class, who select the Professor

of Merit. Once selected, the recipient joins ten years

worth of meritorious professors who are unable to re

ceive the award again. Those honored in Agriculture

thus far are: Profs. L. C. Petry, N. C. Brady C H.

Guise, L. B. Darrah, C. H. Freeman, T. C. Watkins

G. E. Peabody, K. L. Robinson, T. R. Nielsen, and

R. A. A4artin.

One of Ag-Domecon s responsibilities is to repre

sent the student body. Posters will be placed at many

locations in the Colleges of Agriculture and Home

Economics so that students can inform the Council

of their nominations for the Professor of Merit.

This award is one of the nicest ways that you

students can say thanks to a faculty member who has

served in your best interests. So be sure to let Ag-
Domecon know who your Professor of Merit may be.

D.W.

Professors are People
The

above editorial asks you to nominate a faculty
member you consider worthy of the 1962 Professor

of Merit Award. Do you know any professor well

enough to make such a nomination? How well do you

know the Professors of Merit of the past?
Many of you are missing out on one of the most

enlightening, rewarding, satisfying aspects of college
life—your professors. What they say outside of class

may be just as valuable—if not more so— to your ed

ucation as the material they present in class. For the

knowledge they can impart to you is not limited to the

subject area they teach.

The interests of most professors are very wide.

They have pursued courses of study other than their

major fields. They have traveled; they've been to in

teresting places and met interesting people. Their wit
is quick; their ideas are stimulating. Conversation with
them acquires the perspective of an adult, of someone
who speaks from experience as well as ideals. To be
materialistic for a moment, your professors are the ones

whom you will probably ask to write your employment
and graduate school recommendations. What can they
say about someone they hardly know?

But most important, your professors are people-
pleasant, intelligent, interesting, warm, friendly people.
Ihey can give the facts, words, concepts you learn
some

meaning, for meaning lies in people. Yes, your
professors can round out your education, supply it
with the

meaning it should have for you in later life
bo why not get to know them better? And there's no

better time to start than right now.

J.E.B.

BILL'S DAIRY BAR

COMMUNITY CORNERS

6:30 A.M.-8:00 P.M.

From a Cup of Coffee

To A Complete Dinner

Also

A CARRY OUT SERVICE

PIZZAS

Dinners— Spaghetti

Onion Rings

4 P.M. - 10 P.M.

JOIN THE

CARTWHEEL

CLUB

and
SAVE

THREE EASY STEPS

1. Bring us your laundry and dry cleaning.

2. Have us mark your card each time you pick
it up.

3. When you have accumulated $15.00 in pur

chases, you will receive a silver dollar.

STVDENT AGENCIES
409 COLLEGE AVE.

AR 2-2100

Bring us this ad and receive $100 credit on

your card.

Cornell Countryman



Cornell Catches

Growing Pains

Criticized mercilessly and opposed at every

step# Cornell University nevertheless devel

oped a unique character. This article is the

second in a series commemorating the cen

tennial of the Morrill Land Grant Act.

by Paul Roman '64

t<"nROBABLY no institution of learning ever founded

in this country has had more bitter enemies

and more devoted friends than The Cornell Uni

versity."

These words preface a pamphlet published in

1872 entitled, What The Cornell University Is and

What It Is Not. It summarizes well the troubles the

University encountered during its early years.

Why was the University criticized? In the first

place, Cornell was the only land grant college in the na

tion that was under private control and receiving both

private and governmental support. Allegedly, this was

the use of public money for private gains. Also, there
were many people in the state still bitter over the fact

that Cornell had received the land grant instead of the

State Agricultural College at Ovid.

Secondly, Cornell University was one of the few

colleges in the country that received private support
and yet was not affiliated with a religious denomina

tion. This infuriated a great many people, who felt

that the lack of religious connections indicated a

heathen atmosphere.

Coeducation is criminall

Thirdly, Cornell became one of the first coeduca

tional institutions in the nation when it began admit

ting women students in 1872. The Victorian attitudes
of the day included a belief that coeducation resulted
in immorality. Ezra Cornell believed that women

should have an equal opportunity for education. Susan
B. Anthony, the great suffragette, also fought for ad

mission of women to Cornell. After visiting the Uni

versity in 1869, she wrote: "I visited Cascadilla Hall,

smelt tobacco smoke, and saw that ladies were needed

there."

A final point for opposition was the University's
philosophy of teaching

—

a philosophy that was radical

in the annals of traditional education. The Cornell

system was based on the liberal education of the in

dustrial classes. It recognized science and modern lan

guage as subjects equal in status with philosophy and

the classics. The University had also initiated the

elective system, where a student chose the courses he

felt were best suited for his intellectual tastes. Non

resident lectures also had their beginning at Cornell.

This program brought such men as Louis Agassiz,
James Russell Lowell, and Bayard Taylor to the

campus.

They stuck to their guns

These were the sources of criticism of the new

University. And the criticism came, hot and heavy,
"from every petty school and teacher that hoped to

gain favor by hanging on the skirts of a sectarian col

lege." But Cornell's founders and professors were a

stubborn lot. These men were dedicated to principles

they believed necessary in giving young people a com

plete education. They would not give an inch to any

of their denunciators, which resulted in the loss of

many supporters and potential students. But the

University today is living proof of the validity of their

beliefs.

The University had received the land grant on

the condition that it would offer instruction in agricul

ture, among other subjects. One of the two professors

first' elected to the University faculty was Dr. George
C. Caldwell, professor of agricultural chemistry. The

University had also established a farm for the purpose

February 1962 „i



I. P. Roberts, first

dean of the Cornell

College of Agricul

ture, was a man of

"superior intellectual

caliber."

of agricultural studies. (The massive barn stood on the

site of Comstock Hall.) But it was nearly five years

before a competent professor of scientific and practical

agriculture was obtained.

It was with Roberts' appointment that agriculture
aot its genuine start at Cornell. In the following years,

men such as John M. Comstock, Henry Hiram Wing

John M. Stone, John Craig, and James M. Rice joined

the agriculture faculty. The agricultural department

became the Cornell College of Agriculture in 1888 and

Professor Roberts was named dean.

The college classrooms and laboratories were lo

cated in Morrill Hall until 1893, when the agriculture

building, located south of Lincoln Hall, was opened.

This building is now the northeast wing of Goldwin

Smith Hall, and the engraving of a pipette and flask

(symbolizing the Babcock test for milk) still grace the

entrance to the wing. It is interesting to note that

literature and philosophy courses are given today in

rooms once used for cheese and butter making.

The University Agricultural Experiment Station

was established in 1887 with the passage of the Hatch

Act by Congress. Student enrollment climbed steadily,
with 174 students in the College of Agriculture in 1898.

White finds a "horse doctor"

No college on the Cornell campus was completely

supported by state funds until the establishment of the

New York State College of Veterinary Science in 1894.

Its director, Dr. James Law, had been "found" in

Scotland by Andrew Dickson White in 1868 and per

suaded to come to Cornell. Dr. Law became known

throughout the nation as a great scientist and veteri

narian, and the University is credited with many of

the early discoveries in veterinary medicine.

Educators hard to find

Joseph Harris, a prominent agricultural editor,
was named professor of agriculture in 1868, but he

never appeared in Ithaca to assume his duties. In

early 1869, Lewis Spaulding was appointed farm direc
tor and assistant professor of agriculture. It was soon

found that his teachings were very elementary and

consisted mostly of the observation of farm work. He
remained at the University one year.

John Stanton Gould, president of the State Agri
cultural Society, and Frederick Holbrook, Governor
of Vermont, were appointed lecturers in agriculture in
1869. Gould gave two lecture courses in general agri
culture and farm mechanics for several years, but
Holbrook failed to teach a single class.

George Geddes was named professor of agriculture
in February, 1870, but it was found that his general
interest in agriculture was much greater than his
scientific knowledge of the subject. In June, 1871,
Henry H. McCandless, an Irish professor, was appoint
ed to the post. He was unfamiliar with American ag
ricultural demands and also proved inadequate for
the job.

Roberts to the rescue

Finally, in 1873, the University appointed Pro
fessor Isaac P. Roberts of the Iowa Agricultural Col

lege to be assistant professor of agriculture. Roberts
was a farmer and a scientist. He directed the Univer
sity Parm efficiently and instigated a great deal of
research. An excellent lecturer, Roberts taught his
students that present farming methods were useful only
until new ones were found.

Express Yourself

An Easy Way

With An Appropriate

VALENTINE

There Are Lots Ot

Them In Our

Card Dep't.

Cornell Campus Store, Inc.
Barnes Hall

Cornell Countryman



The school also spent its early years in Morrill
Hall until it moved to James Law Hall in 1896. That

structure was demolished several years ago to make

way for the new Industrial and Labor Relations

quadrangle.

A college forested and felled

The New York State College of Forestry at Cornell
came into existence by an act of the legislature in

1898. Dr. Bernhard E. Fernow, chief of the U. S. Divi
sion of Forests, was appointed director of the college
and professor of forestry. Four assistant professors were
also appointed. The state granted the college a 30,000
acre tract in the Adirondacks for use in experiments
and demonstrations. Fernow and his associates in

augurated scientific forestry practices on these lands.

Surrounding landowners, who objected to tree cutting

in the wild area, directed great criticism at the college
and the state. The practices continued, but pressure
and criticism became so great that the University was

forced to dissolve the college and dismiss its faculty
in 1903. This sad chapter in Cornell's history demon
strates the power of scientific ignorance on the part of

the public.

By the turn of the century, Cornell University
was widely recognized as an excellent institution of

learning. The former criticism had subsided and many
universities were following the Cornell pattern. The

pains of growth were nearly gone. The period of refine

ment and development had begun.

FOR A PIZZA THAT'S A TREAT

GO TO JOE'S on Buffalo Street

602 W. Buffalo St. (At the Meadow St. Bus Stop) Phone AR 2-9521
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Fallout and Our Food
A leading Cornell scientist, opti
mistic about radiocontaminants,

says not to make drastic diet

changes.

by Dr. Cyril L. Comar
as told to Anne Comar

Tn today's world, radiation crops up frequently in the

-•-course of conversation. An area causing particular
concern is contamination of our food supply. Many of

you are asking, "Should I change my dietary habits?"

Before you can answer this question, you must

know something more about radiation: what is it?

where does it come from? what does it do? Radiation

is the transportation of energy without a material car

rier (such as the radiation of light rays from desk

lamp to desk). We are interested in that radiation

which has enough energy to affect biological tissues.

Fallout is radioactive elements released from a bomb.

We cannot see, feel, hear, or smell radiation, but
we can measure it. Natural background radiation is

our yardstick. Through it we can determine what ef

fects may be expected upon human beings. For ex

ample, there are certain areas in India and Brazil that
have a natural background ten to fifteen times higher
than the rest of the world. And, as far as we know, the
populations are living as normal a life as we are.

Medicine adds most radiation

Individuals are affected by radiation from several
different sources. Using natural background radiation
as a base equaling 100, we can determine relative

dosages from other sources. Weapon tests through 1958
added five units; medical applications added 100 units;
and peacetime uses of atomic energy, such as radio

isotopes, power reactors, and research, have added less
than 0.1 units. Although medical sources add the most,
people feel the benefit derived from such treatment

outweighs the risk involved.

A change in diet would be aimed at altering the
amount of radiation obtained through food consump
tion. This is the radiation produced by nuclear weapon

Cornell Inverted Scintillation Counter measures the amount of

radioactivity accumulated by the human body.

tests. To understand food contamination problems, you
should be aware of the different paths available to

radioactive materials in the food chain.

Plants may become directly contaminated from

the atmosphere by fission products sticking to leaves,
fruits, or seeds; this material may also be washed down

by rain for direct absorption by basal parts and surface

roots of the plant. Heavy root mats in some pastures

may trap fallout and also make it available to the

plant (and thus animals) without the radioactive

materials even touching the soil. These processes may
be very important because they permit radioactive

materials to by-pass the soil, which might trap them

or slow their progress through the food chain. This

direct contamination is dependent entirely on the rate

of fallout and not on the amount accumulated in the
soil.

Radioactive materials may also enter the soil and

get into the plant through the roots, just like any
other soil nutrient. In soil entry, the radioactive sub
stances are diluted or may be rendered unavailable to

the plant by fixation to the soil minerals. Fission

products in the soil will move downward only slowly;
therefore crops with surface roots will be likely to ab
sorb the largest amounts from soil deposits.

Men can take in radiation indirectly through con

sumption of animal products. The grazing animal ef

fectively collects contamination from plant material
and concentrates it in animal products. Many factors
influence the relationships between the amount of ra
diation eaten by the animal, and the amount deposited
in the tissues and secretions to be used for food. Two
such factors are the metabolic behavior of the specific
element, and feeding and management practices.

Fish products are not important contributors of
radioactive contamination to the human diet This
is true even for the Pacific Ocean which has concen

trations ten times higher than other oceans, because
the radioactive materials are greatly diluted bv ocean

waters.

Research now being conducted has produced sev

eral small-scale remedial measures and is searchino- for
more. These should be undertaken only when decided
necessary by responsible authorities, 'because change
of food procedures or dietary habits may well do more

harm than p-ood.

The removal of recently contaminated annual
crops would not be highly effective. But what would
be effective is removal of the grass sod. For variable
eneetiveness, depending on the nature of the land
vou could scrape off several inches of surface soil. Or'
lor small-scale high effectiveness vou could spray an

asphalt emulsion onto smooth soil and remove the
hardened crust. Farmers could deep plow And ex-

COKNI-I.L CoUNTRYMAr



ternal contamination of raw fruits and vegetables can

be reduced by surface treatments such as washing or

skinning.
To reduce the amount of Strontium 90 in milk

without change in flavor or composition, scientists can

use ion exchange resins. These remove the strontium

ions present by replacing them with other, stable ions.

Since strontium 90 is relatively concentrated in bran,
cereal products are reduced in contamination if the

bran and outer layers are discarded.

The element which travels through the food chain

and offers the greatest danger is strontium 90. This is

the element which causes concern about radioactivity
in milk.

Milk not highly contaminated

Milk has been used to evaluate food contamination

because it is always available, can be easily worked

with, and contains important radiocontaminants. Al

though milk is used as an indicator, this doesn't mean

it is a major contributor of these contaminants. As a

matter of fact, since the dairy cow puts 10 times as

much ingested calcium as strontium into the milk, the

calcium from milk is the least contaminated of all

sources of calcium. So, dairy products supply 80 per

cent of our dietary calcium, but less than 40 percent

of the dietary strontium 90. This is of utmost import

ance, because calcium is preferentially utilized relative

to strontium in practically every step of the food chain

from vegetation to human bone.

Therefore, paradoxically, if a diet is changed to cut

out milk, the amount of strontium in the body will

increase because the more highly contaminated element

would be used for bone formation. Milk constitutes
most of children's diets so its removal would prove
quite harmful. This would be even truer for older
people because milk constitutes such a small percentage
of their diet normally.

Be realistic about radioactivity

Once radioactivity has reached you, it may have
either "somatic" or "genetic" effects. Somatic refers
to such effects as induction of leukemia or bone tumors
and shortening of life span, while genetic effects are

those which affect offspring conceived after the ex

posure of the individual.

Scientists refer to radiation in units termed rads.
Natural background radiation supplies from seven to

ten rads over a lifetime or 0.1 rad per year with no

noticeable damage effects. As close as can be estimated,
the individual exposure from fallout is 0.005 rad per

year, with the radiation being delivered on a long-run
basis. A man would be killed if totally exposed to 600

rads at one time, while he might not be affected at

all from the same dosage spread over time.

Relatively speaking—that is, comparing different

sources of radiation to that produced by natural back

ground sources—recent testing has added a little less

radiation to the earth then did the testing up to 1958.

To be realistic, we must assume that any amount of

radiation must produce some harm. But, as you can

now see, this addition is insignificant in terms of in

dividual well-being. To change your diet drastically
would probably do little good, if any at all, and might
do a lot of harm.

Home Eccie sentenced to KP

for admitting that Obie's can

cook better than she can!

•PAINT - FLOOR COVERING WALLPAPER

DICKINSON'S

Your Convenient

Wallpaper, Paint and Floor Covering Store

Seneca Way Tel AR 2-8421

OBIE'S DINER

1016 W. State

Phone AR 3-541 1

CRISPELL CHARTER SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter for all Occasions

Phone Ithaca AR 3-2596

716 W. Clinton Street

lthaca# N. Y.
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A researcher places a potato in the

difference meter. By passing two light

frequencies through the sample the

scientist can tell if the potato has a

hollow heart.

USDA

INSTRUIV

The rephobiospect is used to judge
the maturity of apples. The apple is

placed under the sphere. A curve is

made on the chart. By testing thous

ands of apples in various stages of

maturity, the scientists have identified

the curve that represents a rich, ripe,
mature apple.

USDA

Cornell Countryman



USDA

]olor is an important measure of tomato juice quality. The tomato colorimeter,

leveloped by Agricultural Marketing Service scientists, judges the color of the

juice. This device is now in use in tomato processing plants.

NTATION

An Insight

Into

Food Quality

by Susan Rauchway '63

C ensitive instru m e n t s—long
known to be indispensable for

making quantitative measurements

—have been adapted to scientific

research in a new way. They are be

ing used to test the quality of food.

Instrumentation research is the job
of a group of Agricultural Market

ing Service scientists at the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. Some

of the instruments they use are

shown on this page. These machines

are completely objective and do not

injure the product which they
measure.

The advantages of taking the

human element out of food testing
are also being explored at Cornell.

The vegetable crops department of

the College of Agriculture operates
a set of instruments which make

various measurements on fruits and

vegetables.

The Shear Press is an instrument

which detects variation in food tex

tures. The food sample, like an

apple, is placed on a platform. Then
a metal cylinder of the proper size

is lowered until it comes in contact

with the sample. The various com

ponents of texture are measured by
the pressure exerted on this cylin

der, and are mechanically recorded

on graph paper. The graphs of dif

ferent samples are correlated with

each other, giving clear cut evidence
of the apple's comparative texture

—whether it's more fibrous, mushy,
or mealy than other members of

its variety. This machine is already
an old hand at measuring differ

ences in food quality. However, it

is currently being perfected along
with the development of new in

struments.

One promising instrument is an

''electronic nose" which is being de

veloped by Drs. Walter Wilkins

and John Hartman of the College
of Agriculture. The "nose" consists

of a small bore of coated metal

wire serving as a smell-sensitive

zone. This bore is partially immers

ed in a liquid. Another piece of

metal is placed in the same liquid,
and both are attached to a battery.

When the device is exposed to

vegetable vapors, changes in cur

rent result. Differences in electrical

response are used to measure vari

ous vapors. This instrument, and

other "taste" instruments are used

in conjunction with human tasting

panels! The Cornell researchers

hope that the use of instrumenta

tion research will give a fast, inex

pensive, accurate index of flavor

quality.

February 1962



One

Of

Ithaca's

Nicest

Eating

Places . . .

The College Spa
214 East State Street

Your Host,

"Pete" Atsedes

Countryman editors proudly display

their two new awards.

Student's

Downtown

Service

Center

Prevent Corrosion—

Let us Wash

The Salt

Off Your Car

TEETER'S

Mobil Service

Open 24 hours a day

211 W. State St.

The apple machine in Plant Science

brings large profits to the Pomology

Club.

Activities

A<f,-^bameca*t Gauncil

Ag-Domecon Council, the stu

dent governing body of the Col

leges of Agriculture and Home Ec

onomics, is the oldest continuous

organization on the Cornell campus.

Started as a debating club in 1891

by Liberty Hyde Bailey, in 1900 it

became the Ag-Association which

sponsored social events, supported
athletic teams, was instrumental in

forming an honor system on the Ag
campus, and founded the Cornell

Countryman. In 1929, the founda

tion of the Home Economics Col

lege spurred another change—to the

present Ag-Domecon Council—to

unite the interests of all Upper
Campus students.

Today, an active Ag-Domecon
Council represents and serves stu

dent interests, coordinates student

activities, and promotes better stu

dent-faculty relations. Some of its

current functions are: participation
in Sub Frosh Weekend and Cornell

Day, the coffee hour, the Professor

of Merit Award (see editorial

page), student opinion polls, and

the Swedish Exchange Program.

Cornell Gaant>uf,man
You are now looking at the work

of the Cornell Countryman staff.

But this magazine is only the

finished product; it represents just
a small part of what we do in and

about 490 Roberts Hall.

Editorial staff members write the

copy, proof it, select the pictures,
and write the headlines and cap-

BilPsLuncheonette

"A Meal A Minute'

HOURS

• SUN.—6 A.M.-l A.M.

• MON.—CLOSED

• TUES.-FRI._6 A.M.-l A.M.

• SAT.—6 A.M.-3 A.M.

408 College Ave. Ph. AR 2-9618
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on the Ag Quad
tions. Advertising staff members

create the ads and sell the space.

The Business staff balances the

books, pacifies the creditors, and

harangues the debtors. The Circu

lation staff mails out the magazine
and corresponds with subscribers.

Art and Photography staff mem

bers create the cover and illustrate

the articles and advertising.
Watch for notices of our first

spring compet meeting. Or, even

better, climb up to our garret any
afternoon after 4:30 and join us

for a cup of coffee and some casual

conversation. We look forward to

your visit.

The Cornell 4-H Extension Club

is a social and service club open to

any Cornell University student. It

strives to develop and maintain an

interest in rural life while providing
an educational and social life for the

student.

The recreation team, the club's

most prominent committee, holds

monthly square dances on campus

and at 4-H Clubs in the surround

ing area. This spring the club is

having a sub-frosh weekend to ac

quaint interested high school 4-

H'ers with University and college
life. This program is new this year,
and if successful will be continued.

The 4-H Club meets the second

and fourth Wednesdays of each

month at 7:30 p.m. in the Warren

Student Lounge. Everyone is wel

come to come.

Pamala<fif CluA

The Cornell Pomology Club was

organized to further interest in the

field of pomology. It is made up of

pomology majors and anyone in

terested in this field of agriculture.
Monthly meetings are held at which

interesting and informative speak
ers present new developments in

pomology.
The apple vending machine in

Plant Science Building has been

owned and operated by the Pomol

ogy Club for the last ten years. A

brand new machine was just in

stalled this fall. With the profits
derived from apple selling, the club

sponsors a scholarship. Also, in the

February 1962

last two years the club has con

tributed one half of the money for

the Swedish Exchange Scholarship.
On the social side, the club spon

sors a Christmas Banquet and, in

the spring, a chicken barbeque for

members, friends, and the pomology
department staff.

The Cornell Association of

Teachers of Agriculture—CATA—

is a campus organization composed
of prospective teachers of agricul
ture. The club is designed to ac

quaint its members with the field

of agricultural teaching.
CATA is primarily a professional

organization, and its program in-

eludes such activities as guest

speakers from the fields of agricul
ture and education, field trips to

various high school agriculture de

partments, and an annual panel
discussion by seniors who have re

turned from student teaching. The
social activities of CATA include

several parties and picnics during
the academic year.

Anyone interested in CATA is

cordially invited to attend meet

ings of this professional organiza
tion. The meetings are held every

first and third Thursday in the

Stone Hall Conference Room at

7:30 p.m.

Pauttty. QluL
The Cornell Poultry Club is a

member of the National Collegiate
Poultry Club. Its purpose is to

foster fellowship among students

and faculty of the Department of

Poultry Husbandry. Membership is

open to all students of Cornell who

are interested in poultry. Regular

meetings are held on the second

Thursday of every month.

Club activities include fall and

spring student-faculty picnics, ex

hibits during Activities Fair, an

educational trip in the spring, and

the annual sale of barbequed chick

en during Agricultural Progress

Days. We also hold a social event

for club membership during the

spring term, and each year a team

represents the Poultry Club at the

Eastern Intercollegiate Poultry

Judging Contest. In addition, the

CATA members discuss methods of

teaching agriculture.

The Poultry Club fosters better stu

dent-faculty relations.

club makes an annual award of a

$300 scholarship to an incoming
freshman, and contributes to the

Argentina Exchange Program fund.

We would enjoy having anyone

interested in the club attend our

next regular meeting. The meeting
dates will be posted in Mann Li

bra rv.

JOE'S Tailor Shop
Ladies and gents

complete alterations

FORMAL RENTALS

442 W. State AR 3-4492
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Farming - What A Life !

I wouldn't trade it for the world.

by Harold Hawley '36

I
usually wince a bit when someone makes reference

to farming as a "way of life." It seems inconsistent

to talk of a fughly commercial agriculture, such as ours

has become, as a way of life. Yet, let's face it, there

are few, if any businesses or industries which, to so

great a degree, combine the business, the home, and

the family into one big package.
When Mary says "I do" to John, she marries

more than a man if that man is a farmer. She marries

the business with all its pains and pleasures, and be

comes a full partner to a degree not true in any other

occupation. And her children, while they may not

necessarily grow up to be farmers, will surely be "farm

kids"—and this is more than designation of where

they live.

They're on the spot as various things are done,

so they see and learn a great deal easily and naturally.

Because they can help, and know they're appreciated,
these "farm kids" will develop ability and a sense of

responsibility seldom found in non-farm youngsters.

They know the score because they're part of what

ever takes place.
Mary's responsibilities are all-inclusive—the farm

as well as John and the children. The sudden shower

becomes Mary's concern because she knows the hay
is not yet under cover. The arrival of old Bess' calf

is exciting and important to her, too. She knows that

the future success of the herd means a good living for

the entire family and a college education for those

"farm kids." Who will deny that her loving touch and

motherly care is what sees the newborn lamb through
that first cold night?

When she decides to forget a new rug because the

money is short and the farm needs a new mower, well

sir, she has become a full partner in the business. Even

the recreational activities of the family will be modi

fied by the farm because farm work limits the amount

of free time the family has. Equally important are

the facilities it offers for built-in recreation.
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If they are available, its streams and ponds will

make swimmers, fishermen, skaters, or boating enthu

siasts of the youngsters as well as their parents. The

slopes of the back pasture are great for skiing or coast

ing; the wild game just invites hunting or trapping.
A degree of "togetherness" almost unattainable

by families in other walks of life is a natural for farm

folks. Some suggest that the stability of marriages
among farm people may be traced in part to this

closeness. I suspect that any perceptive farmer would

frankly admit that he would be lost without his wife,
a woman of so many roles—partner, mother, counsellor,

playmate, bookkeeper, errand boy, homemaker, and

even an "extra hand" in a pinch, as well as wife and

lover.

Today, those who hope to participate in a suc

cessful commercial farming venture must be more

thoroughly and more formally prepared than before.

And preparation doesn't end as long as further progress
is desired. As our farmer-businessman assumes his

place in church, community, and agricultural affairs,
his growth and development may again be determined

by the interest and cooperation of his family. It takes
time to be a leader in these affairs, and the willingness
of the family to "cover" for him in part determines

the contribution a farmer can make.

The good woman who is supposed to be behind

every good man finds herself involved in the trials

and triumphs of the various groups and causes which

her husband supports. The combined training, talents,
and tastes of the farmer and his wife—and, as the

years go by, of their children—will largely determine
their success and their contributions.

It's difficult to find a parallel in other walks of
life where the business, the home, and the family are

so closely interwoven and interdependent. Because this

big package which we call farming contains all this
and much more, many of us feel no hesitation in

calling it "the good life."

About the Author

Y"es,
Mr. Harold Hawley—B.S. from Cornell, M.S.

-*- and Ph.D. from Purdue— is a farmer. His wife was

a nutrition major and has a B.S. and M.S. from Purdue.
In 1946, after several years as a price analyst, Hawley
bought the farm across the road from where he was

raised. He then bought his father's farm and one other

until now he owns and operates 725 acres. He's pres

ently milking over 70 cows and has over 70 heifers.

In 1959, the Ford Motor Company awarded the

ford Farm Efficiency Award for Dairymen to Hawley
lor being the most efficient dairyman in the United
States. But 1 law ley's activities are by no means lim

ited to his farm. He's a member of the school board,
director of the Auburn GLF Feed Plant, director of

the NYS Farm Bureau, and chairman of the policy
execution committee for the Bureau. He leads a full

and hectic life and loves every minute of it.

Cornell Countryman
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The Weather

and

How It Affects You

by Jane E. Brody '62

/^lothes may not make or break

^-'the man, but the weather often

does. Yes, what you are
—

or, at

least, how you feel and behave—is

frequently determined by what's

happening in the atmosphere
around you.

The man of the house awakes one

morning. He growls "G' morning"
to his wife, ignores the children,
cuts himself shaving, and complains
about the coffee. His wife, who us

ually doesn't mind, reprimands him
for reading the paper at the table,
burns the toast, and forgets to

make the children's lunch. The chil

dren come late to school, find the

teacher picking on them for every

little thing, and are detained after

school for misbehaving.

Barometer is to blame

What's gotten into everyone to

day? No, it's not something they
ate nor the dream they had last

night. But had someone bothered

to check the barometer, he may

have noted that the pressure was

falling.
What's falling pressure got to do

with the way you feel? Lots. Stud

ies by noted physicians and climat-

ologists show that falling pressures

go hand in hand with bad tempers.
At such times, the majority of the

people are depressed, irritable, rest

less, and forgetful. Clarence A.

Mills, medical climatologist, finds

that bus and streetcar passengers

forget more packages, the dog
catcher increases his haul, the

friendliest pups snaps when you try
to pet him.

"Braying" for rain

Even the old proverb makers

recognized weather's effect on an

animal's mental condition:

"Hark, I hear the asses bray,
We shall have some ram today."
More than likely, it's the falling
pressure, typical before a rain

storm, which upsets the animals.

We're subject to daily pressure

changes, too, regardless of the

weather. The sun's gravitational
pull is greatest at 2 p.m. and after

midnight. It's no wonder, scientists

say, that forenoon, when the pres

sure is slowly rising, is the best

working time for most people.
A recent survey reveals that over

50 percent of the people are seized

by an unconquerable drowsiness

around 2 p.m. At this time of day,
their work efficiency is far below

normal. They just can't seem to do

anything right. Is it just coinci

dence that this is the time when the

sun's pull is greatest and atmos

pheric pressure reaches its ebb?

February 1962
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How do scientists explain this apparent correlation

between vour feelings and the pressure? Some say

that your" body acts like a sponge. When the pressure

falls, body tissues absorb more and more water from

the intestines. Your thirst increases as this absorption

continues, and you drink more to make up for the

liquid removed from your digestive tract. The end

result—your tissues expand, you gain weight and feel

clumsy. The circumference of your thighs can increase

as much as an inch in just 24 hours.

Your Bulging Brain

This increase presents no problem in most parts

of your body because your skin stretches easily to ac

commodate the expanded tissues. But your brain is

encased in bone which, like a new girdle, simply does

not stretch. Consequently, pressure builds up in your

head. Your thinking becomes fuzzy, your orientation

poor. You may feel frustrated, despondent, and irrit

able. The suicide rate rises rapidly at these times of

falling pressure. Headaches and fainting spells are com

mon. On the other hand, rising pressure clears up the

mental atmosphere. Spirits soar and optimism takes

over.

Another theory relates your mental condition to

the imbalance of positively and negatively charged
particles in the air.

An excess of positive particles causes the head

aches, depression, and fatigue common on warm, wind

less, smoggy days when the barometer is falling. No
one really knows what these charged particles do to
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your system, but their effects have long been recog

nized. Since 1931, atmospheres containing excess nega
tive particles have been used to relieve high blood

pressure, asthma, and hayfever.

Pressure, researchers find, is not the only weather

factor which affects your emotional stability. Temper
ature, too, plays a large part. Work efficiency increases

with the temperature up to 80-85°F and then falls off

sharply above 85°, finds Edwin G. Dexter, education

professor at the University of Illinois. As the temper
ature increases, so does your irritability and restless

ness. The crime rate shoots sky high on hot, muggy
days. June may well be the time of romance and mar

riage, but it's also the peak month for crime, insanity,
and homicide.

'Hot' Tip from Shakespeare

Shakespeare, who was certainly no medical clima

tologist, recognized that hot temperatures breed hot

tempers:

"I pray thee, good Mercutio, let's retire.

The day is hot, the Capulets abroad,

And, if we meet, we shall not 'scape a brawl,
For now, these hot days, is the mad blood stirring."
Neither does your memory escape from temper

ature's effects. In an experiment with rats, Mills
showed that the higher the surrounding temperature,
the longer it takes a rat to learn how to get from one

end of a maze to the other. The absentminded professor
is twice as forgetful on hot days.

Everyone is not affected by weather changes to

"I know they produce more, but I still think he's

pamerping those NYABC sired cows too much."

our Headquarters for Superior AB Proved Sires

Cornell Countryman



the same degree. Slender people, observes Chicago
physician William F. Peterson, are more sensitive to

their environment than are heavier people. There seem

to be distinct chemical differences between slender and

large boned individuals. The blood volume of a slender

person is not as great, and rapid shifts of blood be

tween the skin and internal organs accompany weather

changes. This puts a greater strain on his heart and

nervous system. Unsettled weather, then, has a greater
affect on him than on his opposite—the stable, adapt
able, large boned person.

Girls the "stronger" sex?

Girls appear more resistant to atmospheric condi

tions than boys, finds Dexter. But this may be simply
because girls practice a bit more emotional restraint

than does the "stronger" sex.

You don't have to take weather's effects sitting
down. The Bank of England used to lock up its im

portant files on oppressive, foggy days because the

clerks made many more errors than usual. Perhaps
someday we'll develop air conditioners which stabilize

the pressure as well as the temperature and humidity.
But meanwhile, we just have to live with what

the weather dictates. Life can be so much more pleas
ant, notes Mills, if you realize that short tempers and

sudden flareups are often caused by nothing more than

the weather.

And next time you've got an important decision

to make or a perplexing problem to solve, check the

weather first. You'll probably be better off in the long
run if you do it on a clear, cool day when the pressure

is rising.

LOOKING FOR THE FINEST IN

PRINT?

You1II find it at—

NORTON PRINTING CO.

317 E. State St.

Ithaca AR 2-7800

"Printers of the Cornell Countryman"

I

We feature a complete

menu, including

Italian-American Food

Big Red

vGrill

Pizza

&

Snacks

Johnny's in

Collegetown

open until 1 a.m.

every day

IT'S THE TRIANGLE

FOR—New and used textbooks

and supplies

WHERE—109^, dividends save you money

AND—Your credit is good

You'll enjoy trading at the

TRIANGLE BOOK SHOP

412 COLLEGE AVE.

"The First Store in Collegetown"
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Forcing Spring

into

February

by Robert Gambino '61

Into the middle of winter.

Spring
is mythically personified in

Persephone, daughter of the

Greek gods, Zeus and Demeter. She

was kidnapped by Pluto who mar

ried her and took her to his home

in the Underworld (better known

today as Hell). Here her life was

understandably unhappy. However,
she was allowed to return to Earth

each year for a short time, and with

her return came warm days, blos

soming flowers, and singing birds.

This was Spring.

Capture Spring now

You may easily capture the

breath of Spring in the dead of

winter. All you need is a pair of

clippers, some patience, and some

imagination to practice the art of

"forcing" flowers to bloom.

Flower buds on most spring-flow
ering trees and shrubs are fully

formed in the fall. They need only
a short period of cold weather to

prepare them for bursting into

bloom. Thus branches of these

plants may be brought indoors for

forcing anytime after January 1.

Choose flower buds only

When choosing shoots to use for

forcing, you must distinguish be

tween flower buds and leaf buds.

Flower buds are usually "fatter"

than leaf buds. Also, on some fruit

trees, the flower buds are borne on

"spurs," or small, short branches.

Look for these spurs on older shoots

of fruit trees to be certain of obtain

ing branches that will provide a

rich display of flowers.

Select interestingly shaped
branches for display purposes, but

remember to be judicious when

pruning, so as not to deform or

harm the plant.

From bud to bloom

Now the fun begins. The ends of

the shoots and branches will need

to be crushed to facilitate water up
take during the forcing and bloom

ing period. A hammer can be used

for this, but an old shoe or stone

will do just as well.

Next, soak the branches in water

overnight. A large container like a

bathtub is ideal. If this is incon

venient, the upper portions of the

branches can be wrapped in moist

newspaper and left for a few days
with the crushed ends placed in a

container of water.

Following this s o a k i n g, the

branches should be placed in a can

or pail and left in a relatively cool,
draft-free area for the actual forc

ing process. A room with a temper

ature of 60-65 degrees F. is optimal
because it simulates the normal en

vironmental conditions of spring.
This will assure normal bud de

velopment and should produce flow

ers with excellent quality, color,
and size.

The forcing period takes several

weeks. Light is not essential at the

beginning of the period, but is nec

essary as soon as the buds begin to

swell. Direct sunlight is too intense,

causing rapid but poor develop
ment of the flowers. Indirect ex

posure to sunlight is ideal.

As soon as colors become evident

in the swollen buds, the branches

should be placed in containers for

display. Place the branches and

shoots in low bowls or tall vases,

or for that matter, in a milk bottle.

In any case, arrange them quickly
so that }^ou may watch the trans

formation of winter to spring
—the

return of Persephone.

. . . you can bring spring.
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Build A Career in Agri-Business

with

G. L F.

G.L.F., a farmers' purchasing and marketing cooperative, of
fers excellent career opportunities in agricultural business.

Openings are in management, sales, and technical fields.

To qualified men, G.L.F. provides:

• Good Starting Salary
•

Thorough Training Programs
• Full Advancement Opportunities

• Liberal Employee Benefits

Interviews will be conducted March 12 & 13 at Cornell.

For further information and an appointment contact

H. S. Tyler, Professor in Personnel Administration

192 Roberts Hall

AR 5-4569

COOPERATIVE G.L.F. EXCHANGE, INC.

ITHACA, N.Y.
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DHIA records on 2365 cows in 57 herds

show how

BEACON DAIRY FEED PROGRAMMING

increases income over feed cost$730 per herd

Looking for ways to get extra profits from your herd?

Then check these records! Here is proof from new offi

cial DHIA records that herds switched to BEACON

DAIRY FEED PROGRAMMING increased produc
tion — fat — and income. These complete records are not

just for one herd ... or two . . . but for 57 herds represent

ing a grand total of 2365 cows.

In the very first year after switching to Beacon Dairy
Feed Programming, cows in these herds averaged 759

lbs. more milk — 37 lbs. more butterfat — $17.81 more

income over feed cost. Multiply $17.81 per cow by the 41
cows in the typical herd and that's more than $730 extra
cash per herd.

Convincing proof that Beacon pays off? Sure is, but
here's more. Some of the herds had been on Beacon

Dairy Feed Programming more than one year
—

some as

long as four consecutive years, ever since Beacon first

introduced Programming in 1957. You'll see in the table
that the longer on Beacon - the more extra income per
cow (as much as $39.08 more in the fourth year com

pared with records for the same cows before they went
on Beacon).

From the Virginias to Maine

Why is Beacon Dairy Feed Programming so successful?

Why does it help cows increase performance year after

year? Because this is a step-by-step program of precision

feeding which brings out fully each cow's inherited capac

ity for milk and profit.

Call in your Beacon Advisor

1) He sends samples of your roughage to the Beacon

Laboratory for analysis. Laboratory roughage analysis
is the cornerstone of the Beacon Program. 2) Once the

nutrients supplied each cow are known precisely, the

highly trained Beacon Advisor selects the most econom

ical protein-level of grain you can use. 3) He then helps

you program grain for each cow. 4 ) Together, you bring
each individual cow to new high levels of milk produc
tion and income. Proof? The DHIA records show $730

more income per herd right oft — the first year. Worth

looking into, isn't it? Call in your Beacon Advisor today.

BEACON-THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK'

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY

BEACON Division of fextronl •

Cayuga, N.Y.

PROGRAMMED HERDS INCREASED PERFORMANCE EACH YEAR

One Year

on Beacon

Two Consecutive

Years on Beacon

Three Consecutive

Years on Beacon

Four Consecutive

Years on Beacon

MILK

per cow
759 lbs. more 976 lbs. more 1251 lbs. more 1718 lbs. more

FAT

per cow
37 lbs. moro 39 lbs. more 63 lbs. more 81 lbs. more

INCOME

over teed cost

per cow
$17.81 more $28.30 more $32.03 more $39.08 more

iJ-.i:. .-.iws in
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Some straight talk

about a career

at American Oil

by

"This Company recognizes the value of varied

experience, and encourages you to broaden your

knowledge."

Roger Fisher, B.Ch.E. from Cornell and Ph.D.

candidate from Princeton is one of many young

scientists and engineers at American Oil shaping

the future for himself, his Company and the

industry. At 26,. he has earned a Fulbright

Scholarship and will take a year's leave of

absence to continue his graduate research on

solids mixing at the University of Osaka, Japan.

"American Oil is looking for broad-gauge

research people," Roger adds. "In the long run,

the Company benefits as well as the professional
who continues to grow in his own or in several

fields Of research."

Roger's present assignment at American Oil

involves applied research— to plan, design, build

and operate bench scale lab equipment, to study
the kinetics of catalytic cracking. His is one of

many diversified projects at American Oil Com

pany. Chemists, chemical engineers, physicists,
mathematicians and metallurgists can find inter

esting and important work in their own fields.

The ability of American Oil to attract bright

young scientists and engineers like Roger Fisher

might have special meaning to you. For complete
information concerning career opportunities in

the Research and Development Department of

American Oil, write D. G. Schroeter, American

Oil Company, P. 0. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana.

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS,

LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS

ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN

SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:

New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under

electron impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Physiochemical
nature of catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas

chromatography • Application of computers to complex technical

problems • Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic

acids • Combustion phenomena • Solid propellants for use with

missiles • Design and economics: New uses for present products,
new products, new processes • Corrosion mechanisms • Devel

opment of new types of surface coatings

AMERICAN) AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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Cornell's Agricultural Progress Days

Feature

AGRICULTURE'S GOLDEN CENTURY

Tuesday, March 20: Agriculture's International Dimensions

Wednesday, March 21: Scientific Progress in Dairying

Thursday, March 22: Agriculture's Milestones

One
hundred years of agricultural progress wrought

by the land grant colleges and universities of the

United States—this anniversary is the theme of 1962's

Agricultural Progress Days.
The land grant institutions, Cornell University

among them, owe their existence to the Morrill Land

Grant Act. In 1862, Abraham Lincoln's signature to

this act initiated within each state the development
of "at least one college, without excluding other scien

tific and classical studies and including military tactics,

to teach such branches of learning as are related to

agriculture and the mechanic arts.v'

According to Cornell Prof. Emeritus Richard

Bradfield, the land grant institutions are "one of the

best investment the United States government ever

made. They have trained agricultural leaders for

teaching, research, extension, and industry. As a result,
the agriculture of the United States is the envy of the

world."

Under the theme "Agriculture's Golden Century,"
Cornell's Agricultural Progress Days will highlight the
economic and political aspects of agriculture. Henry A.

Wallace, former Vice President of the United States
and Secretary of Agriculture under Franklin D. Roose

velt, will be a featured speaker. He will discuss the

origin of government programs affecting agriculture,
and trace the development of today's agricultural pro
grams. How these programs affect the farmer and con

sumer and what the future role of world agriculture

Farmers' Week 1911

<>

will be are two subjects Mr. Wallace will examine.

In 1912, exactly fifty years ago, Mr. Wallace's

father, "Uncle" Henry Wallace, then editor of "Wal

lace's Farmer," addressed the students of the College
of Agriculture during Farmers' Week (a former name
of Ag Progress Days). He congratulated the students
for being American heirs to the twentieth century in

New York State. "The advantage we have in the

twentieth century is not greater gifts of genius, but
multiplied power with social evolution from the more

simple to the more complex," he extolled.

Other features of the program will center around
scientific progress in dairying. Prof. Cyril A. Comar.
head of Cornell's new Radiation Biology Field Labora

tory, will discuss fallout contamination of food.
Nor will the international aspects of agriculture

be neglected. Dr. Karl Brandt, internationally known
economic analyst and associate director of the Food
Research Institute at Stanford University, will speak
on agricultural commodities in international trade.

Corn ill Cou ,,,v



Challenge of a Changing Rural Scene

• One hundred years ago, there were about 200,000 farms in New York

State. Today there are half that number.

• One hundred years ago, 70 percent of New York's land was in agri
culture. Today, only 50 percent is devoted to the production of food and

fibre. At the same time, average farm size has increased 35 percent.

• One hundred years ago, 90 percent of the population lived on farms.

Today, 90 percent live in and about cities. And, in this time, the population
of New York State has tripled.

• One hundred years ago, one hour of farm labor produced one seventh

as much food and fibre as the same labor does today.

• One hundred years ago, one American farm worker was producing

enough food and fibre for only five people. Today, one farm can feed 26

people.

All this, and much more, represents agricultural progress. But this

progress has been far from painless. Each change was cloaked in a com

plex of problems. Food for more people had to be produced on less farm

land by fewer farmers. The productivity of our agriculture had to grow by

leaps and bounds.

We needed improved soils, better breeds of livestock and field crops,

increased capital investment, and more efficient farm management. Farm

ers had to sell their goods in urban markets, and purchase machinery and

other capital inputs from industry. Farm produce had to reach the consumers

in edible condition and be available to them throughout the year.

These were only a few of the many problems to solve. And each solu

tion presented a myriad of new problems. Yet, the development of our agri

culture has been continuous and the success of this development over

whelming. Today this development continues, for there are still and always

will be new problems and new fields to explore.

Leading us along the path of progress have been the land grant in

stitutions. Through the cooperative efforts of teaching, research, and ex

tension, these institutions are responsible for major agricultural advances

from the development of hybrid corn to packages for frozen foods. The Col

lege of Agriculture at Cornell, as a land grant institution, has played a

major role in the agricultural development of New
York State. In this issue

we will highlight some of the ways in which the College of Agriculture is

meeting the challenge of a changing rural scene.
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Operation
Advance

The changing rural scene requires a new, more

ambitious leadership.

Challenge to Leadership
by Prof. Edward A. Lutz

IN
addition to advances in agricultural technology,

the College of Agriculture is taking other steps to

meet the changing rural scene. The College's Exten

sion Service has recently instituted an educational pro

gram under the code name Operation Advance to help
rural New Yorkers improve their public services.

Population migration from rural to suburban areas

has weakened the rural governments' tax bases. The

lack of industry in many rural areas creates job short

ages and places more people on public support. The

increased demand for high quality education requires
the construction of expensive new schools. These and

other social and economic problems face rural govern
ments in the State today.

Educating local leaders

Competent local leadership is the key to solving
these problems. The goal of Operation Advance is to

stimulate and develop this leadership through educa

tion. Education in public policy must. respect the fact

that action can only take place in a democratic con

text. Education can raise the level of decision-making,
not replace it. Operation Advance does not provide
solutions, but rather helps to improve individual judg
ment.

The students in Operation Advance are commun-

Edward A. Lutz

A native of Prattsville, Dr. Ed-

»;"*%/, ward A. Lutz has been the major

^:?%9 / author and coordinator of Opera-

\ 7" -J$ tion Advance. He earned his B.S
y "IfilifPF-Nj

/

■■-

' *

I \^ degree at Cornell, the M.B.A. de-

i '^^A
'

{»»JX gree at Harvard/ and returned to

Cornell for his Ph.D. Before joining the University fac

ulty in 1947, he worked for various state and federal

government agencies. He teaches an undergraduate
course in rural government, which covers topics rang
ing from governmental philosophy to school systems
in Thailand.

Dr. Lutz was visiting professor of government at

the University of the Phillipines in 1957-58. He is

currently president of the Ithaca school board. He

lives with his family on the west shore of Cayuga
Lake near Trumansburg. □

K

ity leaders. They include not only leaders in recognized
political parties, but other people who propose, initiate,

challenge, or even block community action. These in

dividuals are identified by their positions, the power

of their convictions, or by their personalities. They
are, therefore, a broad and diverse group. They are the

people who provide the focus of the program on which

citizens can act.

The materials used in Operation Advance consist

primarily of objective Fact Sheets provided for each

participant. Each Fact Sheet states issues, places the

issues in context, presents various courses of action,
and reviews the pros and cons of differing positions.
Data concerning economic conditions in the particular
county are also provided. The Fact Sheets end with

general questions for discussion, and the leaders formu
late answers for themselves.

The method of carrying on this type of education
is through self-administered discussion groups. Each

group of seven to fifteen leaders is designed to contain
a diverse cross section of interests. No experts or train
ed discussion leaders are present in these informal

groups.

Community cooperation

1 he county extension office in each of the par

ticipating counties lays the groundwork for the pro
ject. From this office "core", leaders are recruited
within the county, each of whom solicits the interest
of a dozen other community leaders for a few informal
discussion meetings. The county agent consults with
these leaders and provides the materials. The agents
do not act as subject matter experts, but they must

have some grasp of the framework and objectives of
the program.

Operation Advance was started in the spring of
1%1 in five counties near Ithaca. Approximatelv'^SOO
leaders in these counties took part in the pilot program.
I he informal discussion groups met approximately
once a week and discussed Fact Sheets covering edu
cation, highways, outlook for local i;overnmentrtaxa-
tion, and economic development/ The topics were

treated mtcrdcpendently within the context of the
community.

The response to Operation Advance in these
counties was so favorable that other counties were in

vited to try it. At present the program is heino con-

i-'^nln"! 4Y,,,L"1r'eS with an ^"latcd participation
"I S,U()() loeal leaders.
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At the same time "Stage 11" is being started in

the five original pilot counties. Another five Fact

Sheets are being prepared and will be accompanied by
a workbook of information pertinent to public decisions

in the counties. The topics for the series are Context

for Decision, Concepts for Action, Community Growth

and Development, Education, and The Public Business.

The first two topics will probe into the issues of

the first series more deeply, and view the relation of

community activity to the accelerating shrinkage of

time and space. In this way, international, national,
and regional forces are related to issues of public con

cern in the community. Another objective of this part
of the program is to implement public decisions through
methods of managerial control and the process of politi
cal action.

The next three Fact Sheets deal with clusters of

community activities. "Community Growth and De

velopment" encompasses some of the pressing concerns

of many communities, dealing with a wide range of

community activity and resources. "Education" in

terrelates the institutions and organizations concerned

with formal education in the community. "The Public

Business" deals with the range of activity which has

significance to attaining community objectives.

In connection with this whole effort, some advice

by Thomas Jefferson has significance:

"I know of no safe depository of the ultimate

powers of society but the people themselves; and if

we think them not enlightened enough to exercise

their control with wholesome discretion, the remedy
is not to take it from them but to inform their discre

tion by education."

EVERYBODY likes the way NYABC-sired cows

look and produce

ITHACA,

Your Headquarters for Superior AB Proved Sires

THE CORNELL ROUND-UP CLUB

presents

the 4StU annual

j r

\ \y>

L.'l L"

Saturday, April 28, 1962

BILL BETTS—Show Superintendent
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Robert C. Baker
A native of Wayne County, Dr.

Robert C. Baker has been on the

staff of the Department of Poultry
Husbandry since 1949. He earned

his B.S. at Cornell, the M.S. degree
at Penn State, and a Ph.D. from

Purdue. His doctorate was in poultry products technol

ogy and he was the first person in the U.S. to receive

a Ph.D. in that field.

Dr. Baker has been equally active in teaching,
research, and extension. He is largely responsible for

the broiler barbecue idea and thus earned the nick

name, "Bob-ba-cue" Baker. He has also been instru

mental in the development and marketing of many
new poultry products. His main hobby is fishing, which
he claims started when he caught a 20-pound trout

on his first outing. g p

These chicken coops once occupied the
present site of Warren Hall.

From Brooders to Bird Dogs

piFTY years ago chickens were raised on almost every
* farm in New York State as small back yard flocks.
1 hey were fed from the pasture, with table scraps, and
a little grain.

Recently, in cleaning out some old files in Rice

Hall, I found notes written by Professor Rice about
40 years ago. As the first head of the Cornell Depart
ment of Poultry, Professor Rice is considered the
father of the poultry industry. The notes, for a field

trip of Professor Rice's eight student class to Groton,
N.Y., state that the poultry farm in Groton had 800
birds and was one of the largest poultry farms in the
X1.2.S t.

We have made tremendous progress in the poultry
business in the last 50 years. We have gone from the
small backyard flock of 30 or 40 hens per farm to

Hocks as large as 300,000 birds. To make a living on

a poultry farm today, the owner must keep a minimum
of 5,000 hens.

Egg production per hen was approximately 90 eggs
'"1912; today the United States' average per hen is
209

eggs. Many poultrymen are able to obtain 250 and
even more eggs per hen each year.

Hens face technological unemployment

One of the interesting changes in the past half

century is the switch from broody hens used to hatch

eggs, to the mammoth incubators of today. With our

present population of laying hens, we would have to

keep over 20 million mother hens just to hatch our

present number of chicks for layers. It would take

another 100 million mothers to hatch the chicks for
our present broiler industry. Today we are using huge
force draft incubators that hold up to 100,000 eggs per
machine.

The broiler business was non-existent 50 years

by Prof. Robert C. Baker

ago. It wasn't until 1935 that we started to grow
chickens just for meat. Before 1935 people ate chicken,
but it was a byproduct of the egg business. The growth
of the broiler industry in the United States is unbeliev

able. In 1939 we raised approximately 70 million

broilers, and in 1961 we raised over two billion. In

1935 it took at least 12 weeks to grow a broiler to three

pounds, and at least four pounds of feed were needed

to produce one pound of meat. Today we produce a

three-pound broiler in eight weeks with a feed efficiency
of 2.2 pounds of feed to produce one pound of meat.

These tremendous advancements in the field of

poultry husbandry—advances unsurpassed by any

other form of agriculture
—naturally created countless

problems. Many of these problems were solved by
scientists in the Cornell Poultry Department.

Eating good makes good eating

In the field of poultry nutrition, the department
has been particularly outstanding. With the change
from the small backyard poultry flock to commercial

eo-g production, a balanced feed ration had to be de

veloped. Cornell researchers did far more than their

share in making the hundreds of changes from the first

commercial ration to our rations of today.
Until the discovery of vitamin D in the twenties,

in which Cornell had a part, hens didn't lay eggs dur

ing the winter months because of too little sun. During
the thirties at Cornell, we made a gigantic step for

ward in poultry rations with the discovery that a few

parts per million of manganese in the feed prevented
a crippling disease known as perosis. In the forties,
Cornell researchers made contribution in the discovery
and use of the B vitamins such as riboflavin, panto

thenic acid, folic acid, choline, and Vitamin B^. When

added to the poultry rations, these vitamins greatly
improved egg production and broiler growth.
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New poultry pro

ducts lessen sur

plus problem.

In the 1950's, Cornell scientists applied the con

cept of high energy to feeds and greatly improved the

efficiency of both egg and broiler rations by producing
more eggs and more broiler meat with considerably

less feed.

Cornell geneticists, too, have been instrumental

in the poultry industry's rapid advancement. A fre

quently argued question is whether the nutritionists

or the geneticists have done more for its growth. It

is agreed, however, that without a bird bred for high

egg production or a broiler for rapid growth and

efficiency, the nutritionists would have little to work

on. Cornell geneticists first worked on mass selection

followed by pedigree, family, and progeny selection.

Such advancements in breeding have produced the

outstanding families of layers and broilers that we

have today.
With poultry's growth in the size of flocks, one

of the serious problems has been disease control.

Cornell geneticists did much to develop breeds resistant

to many diseases. Especially outstanding is their suc

cess with the avian leukosis complex.

We create and solve surplus problem

In recent years, we have been so efficient and

productive in the poultry industry that we have de

veloped surpluses which mean low prices. There is

a standing joke in the industry that the nutritionists

and geneticists have done their job too well. Of course,
the thousands of retired businessmen, turned poultry-
men, have had something to do with this surplus.

But Cornell soon went to bat to solve the surplus
problem. A few years ago, a food science division was

started in the poultry department. One of its main

functions is to find new uses for poultry meat and

eggs. To date, 31 new poultry meat and egg items

have been developed; 10 of these were successfully
market-tested. These convenience items include "Bird

Dogs," Chicken Bologna, Chickalona, Instant French

Toast, Apple-Egg Drink (Tren), Chicken Sticks,
Smoked Chicken, and a "Bake and Serve" Chicken

Loaf. Most of these new items do not compete directly
with the sale of poultry meat or eggs.

Progress in the poultry industry has been stagger
ing, and further advances will be made in the future.

Problems will continue to develop, and Cornell scien

tists will have plenty of work to do. Although we often

think of research as helping only the farmer, this

certainly is not the case in the poultry field. The con

sumer has actually benefited more. Broilers are an

example of this, for today the consumer can purchase
high quality meat at a very economical price. There
are very few people in the United States who haven't

reaped benefits from the progress in the poultry indus

try.

GUARANTEED:

An Apple A Day

Except
for apples, my grandparents had fresh fruit

only during the harvest season. Today's public
must be supplied with quality fruit the year round.

To meet the demand of a growing urban population

production has to expand continuously, and preserva

tion and marketing methods must be improved.
Fruit growers are human enough to want to make

a fair profit for their labors. On the other hand, they

fully realize that fruit must be available at reasonable

prices or it will price itself out of a market. Adequate
supplies of fruit for the present and the future are pre

dicated on reasonable production costs.

To have reasonable production costs we must have

high yields of high quality fruit. At the same time, the
soil must be adequately fertilized, but fertilizer cannot
be used wastefully. Cornell pomologists have designed
a scheme of leaf analyses for growers that tells them

the nutritional needs of their fruit trees. Leaf analyses
in the summer of 1961 tell growers what fertilizers and

how much of each should be used in the spring of 1962.

High yields of quality fruit are founded on good
control of all orchard pests. Cornell pathologists and

entomologists have evaluated countless new organic
pesticides. These new materials not only control the

Robert- M. Smock

Pomologist at Cornell since 1937,

Prof. Robert M. Smock was born in

Erie, Pa. He earned the B.S., M.S.,

and Ph.D. degrees at Ohio State

University. He was a junior pom

ologist at the University of Cali

fornia at Davis before coming to Cornell.

Dr. Smock's primary field of interest is fruit stor

age. He originated studies on controlled atmosphere
storage systems and is recognized as the leading au

thority on the method. Foreign research projects have

taken him to India, New Zealand, and Israel.

Dr. Smock is a member of the Council for Equal
ity and Sigma Xi, and serves as advisor to the Cornell

African Students Association. p.G.
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Advances in fruit production, breeding, preser

vation, and marketing make high quality fruit

available to more people in more places. This

picture shows the polyethylene packages which

have replaced the traditional "barrel full of

apples."

by Prof. Robert M. Smock

pests but also increase tree yields. In our search for

control, we're focusing our attention on systemic pesti
cides. These materials are placed on the ground and

absorbed by the tree. The insects are killed when they
suck the juices from the leaves and shoots of treated

trees. One of the main goals of our researchers is to

find natural parasites of insects to kill off harmful

species.
Production must be uniform from year to year.

When I was a boy we had regular crops of Northern

Spies and Baldwin. Yes, they were regular— every

other year. Cornell pomologists have nearly licked this

problem. They developed chemical sprays that reduce

the number of flowers on the tree at the time of full

bloom. This is called pomological birth control. We are

searching for new chemicals which will actually cause

very young trees to start flowering.
To keep production costs down, small trees are

necessary. Spraying, pruning, and picking costs are

thus reduced. Cornell researchers on the Geneva cam

pus are working to supply growers with medium or

very small sized trees.

Picking is one of the most expensive items in fruit

production. Agricultural engineers at Cornell have al

ready developed a mechanical picker for sour cherries

that will remove 200 pounds of fruit from a tree in

four seconds. A mechanical grape harvester for juice
or wine grapes has been developed at Cornell. Now,
Cornell is working on a mechanical picker for apples
going to processing plants. Handling also contributes
to the cost of the fruit. To eliminate expensive handl

ing, Cornell pomologists and engineers have worked

out a scheme for handling fresh market apples in large
bulk bins that hold 20 bushels. These bins are moved

by machine in the orchard, as well as in the storage
and packing house. The next problem was to get the

fruit out of these bins without bruising them. In

vestigators worked out a scheme of submerging the

bins in water and letting the apples float out. This

resulted in even less bruising than occurred with the

old method of small box handling.
We must have varieties of fruit that are high qual

ity as well as high yielding. Pomologists at Geneva

have developed a number of new varieties of apples,
pears, grapes, strawberries, and raspberries. Work of

SELF »r

this kind is never finished. Fruit breeders are always
searching for the "perfect" variety.

Fruit breeders at Geneva have developed some

very high quality table grapes, but there is no point
in producing these varieties until a method is found

of storing the grapes for 4-6 months without spoilage.
Present research is directed toward a solution of this

problem. Refrigerated storage for fruits like apples and

pears has been used for more than 60 years. Recent

studies by Cornell pomologists have resulted in the

control of serious physiological diseases of fruit in

storage, like "apple scald."

Refrigerated cold storage will keep certain varie

ties of apples and pears fresh until January to March.

With controlled atmosphere storage, many varieties

of apples and pears can be kept for 8 to 12 months.

Controlled atmosphere storage involves keeping fruit

in gastight rooms with very low oxygen and relatively

high carbon- dioxide levels. This English discovery has

been exploited by Cornell pomologists until now there

are over two million boxes of apples stored by this

method in the State.

Fresh fruit the year round

Certain fruits like strawberries and raspberries can

ke kept for only a week under refrigeration. But now,
strawberries can be shipped 3000 miles if the refriger
ated truck or railway car is charged with 30-40 per

cent of carbon dioxide gas at the start of the trip. For

long storage periods, these fruits are best kept in the

frozen state. Food technologists on the Geneva campus

had a hand in developing techniques for freezing and

storing these fruits. Our fruit breeders developed

varieties of strawberries that not only were adapted to

freezing storage but contained as much or more vitamin

C than oranges.
New York State is famous for its processed fruit

products. Twenty-four percent of the applesauce made

in this country is produced in this State. Food tech

nologists on the Geneva campus developed methods

of producing apple slices that kept their shape after

freezing or canning. They recently found that picking

R. I. Greening apples much later than anyone dreamed

practicable resulted in a very superior canned or frozen
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Modern spraying methods kill fruit pests.

apple slice product. Canned applesauce sometimes has

a "canned flavor." Research workers have identified

the chemical responsible for this flavor and are now

trying to eliminate it.

Drinks from grapes

New York leads the nation in the production of

pasteurized grape juice. Our technologists led the way

in processing both the pasteurized juice and frozen

juice concentrate.

Many feel that the public, and children in par

ticular, would be better off if they drank more fruit

juice and less carbonated drinks. Our food technologists
have developed a pasteurized apple juice that has

natural apple juice color and flavor and is very rich

in vitamin C. For people who don't like their drinks

"straight," they have developed juice blends like grape-

apple, strawberry-apple, and others.

New York ranks second in the nation in the pro

duction of wine. Our champagne is famous, but some

complain that our wines do not approach the best

European wines in quality. Current research suggests

that the time is coming when the quality of our wines

will satisfy even the fussiest connoisseur.

Geneva pomologists contribute

Technologists on the Geneva campus are experi

menting with atomic radiation as a means of sterilizing
and preserving fruits and fruit products. This research

is in its infancy and only time will tell what will come

from it.

With all this fruit inexpensively produced and

well preserved, a change was necessary in marketing
methods. Marketing experts at Cornell have helped

growers form sales cooperatives so that large volumes

of fruits of a specific grade may be supplied to one

buyer. They also helped growers attain a marketing
order that permits them to levy a tax on themselves

to support advertising and promotion.

When I was a boy, apples were displayed in the

retail store in a barrel. Today they appear in super

markets in 3-5 pound bags. Cornell marketing special
ists did the pioneer work that started this trend to

ward prepackaged apples in polyethylene bags. At

present these experts are studying a method of handl

ing apples from the tree to the consumer that involves

no human handling after the fruit leaves the picker's
hand until it is picked up by the consumer in the

supermarket.

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT...

Farmers and Traders

"Two-in-One" Plan?

| Protects your family if you die
' before retirement.

O Provides dollars for your finarv
" cial independence when you

reach the age you want to

retire!

Thousands of our policyholders
are today enjoying freedom from

worry because they are protected
by the. Farmers and Traders

"Two-in-One" Plan. How about

you?
Get the facts today about this

great plan of protection from
Farmers and Traders—the Com

pany where your future security
is a personal responsibility.

FARMERS AND TRADERS

LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Syracuse 1, N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON - TODAY!

Please send complete details of the

Farmers and Traders "Two-in-One" Plan.

Name -Age_

St. or RD.

City Stale

THE GRANGE-SPONSORED LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
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Cornerstone

for the

Future
by Prof. Frederick H. Stutz

Technological
and social changes in recent times

have greatly altered the field of education, par

ticularly in rural areas. Our educational system is the

basis for our society, and America's tomorrow is deter

mined by the education provided today. Therefore,
education of the highest quality must be available to

all.

Dr. Richard Fischer teaches future teachers.

Through teacher training, research, and extension

work, the College of Agriculture's Department of

Rural Education is helping to meet this demand. The

department currently has more than 100 students

majoring in science teaching, and is solely responsible
for producing the State's vocational agriculture teach

ers. Students are also enrolled in the department's

five-year program for elementary teachers. Fields for

graduate study include school psychology, educational

administration, guidance counseling, and extension

leadership.
One of the newer departmental programs is the

Junior High School Project. Supported by a grant
from the Ford Foundation, this program qualifies col

lege graduates for junior high school teaching after a

year of study in the department. Another new project,
also Ford Foundation supported, will make it possible
for qualified University students to study education

in an independent honors program.
The department has been traditionally active in

the College's extension programs. The staff has written

and distributed the Cornell Science Leaflets (formerly
known as the Rural School Leaflets) for over fifty

years. First written for use in one-room country

schools, the leaflets have been aimed at improving the

quality of science teaching in the smaller elementary

schools in the State. Today the leaflets are used as re

source materials in both rural and city schools.

Graduate education for extension personnel, a

field in which Cornell pioneered, is a particular con

cern of the department. Extension workers from all

parts of this country and from many foreign countries
enroll in this program each year. More than 150 prac

ticing teachers from New York State take in-service
courses in the teaching of science and mathematics.
Such courses are also available to those engaged in

other types of teaching, administration, and counseling.
The growing commitment of the University to

international studies is reflected in the work of the

department. A seminar in comparative extension edu

cation serves both American and foreign students who

plan to work overseas. A course in comparative educa

tion is also a regular part of the department's summer

session. Department staff members are serving or have

served on a number of assignments in low income

countries.

Research in rural education

Research in the Department of Rural Education
is concerned with basic educational problems such as

the nature of the learning process, instruction in criti

cal thinking, the development of student study skills,

programmed instruction, and the organization and ad

ministration of school systems. A recently completed
study examined the role of high school agriculture in

struction as preparation for occupations related to

agriculture.

Department staff members work closely with the

State Education Department, professional teaching
associations, and local school boards on problems of

mutual interest. Projects include strengthening edu

cational programs in small central schools, evaluation

of teaching and curriculum, local school finance, and

the orientation of new school board members.

The department staff feels that the teacher should

be liberally educated, with thorough training in a

teaching subject, and study and practice of the art

of teaching. The strengthening of education for the

present and the future is best accomplished through
teacher education and educational research in a uni

versity setting.

Frederick H. Sfutz

Serving as both Dean of the

School of Education and head of

the Department of Rural Education,

Dr. Frederick H. Stutz is one of Cor

nell's busiest professors. He is a

native of Ithaca, and earned his

A.B., M.A. and Ph.D. at the University. Before joining

the Cornell faculty, he taught at various high schools

and was an assistant professor at Michigan State Col

lege.

In addition to teaching several courses, Dr. Stutz

is engaged in research concerning local school cur

ricula. He has served as president of the Ithaca school

board and is a consultant for several high schools in

the Ithaca area. Dr. Stutz lists gardening and travel

7 B

as his favorite hobbies.
*■• •
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More milk.. . more fat... more net income

DHIA records on 2365 cows in 57 herds

show how

BEACON DAIRY FEED PROGRAMMING

increases income over feed cost$730 per herd

Looking for ways to get extra profits from your herd?

Then check these records! Here is proof from new offi

cial DHIA records that herds switched to BEACON

DAIRY FEED PROGRAMMING increased produc
tion — fat — and income. These complete records are not

just for one herd ... or two . . . but for 57 herds represent

ing a grand total of 2365 cows.

In the very first year after switching to Beacon Dairy
Feed Programming, cows in these herds averaged 759

lbs. more milk — 37 lbs. more butterfat — $17.81 more

income over feed cost. Multiply $17.81 per cow by the 41
cows in the typical herd and that's more than $730 extra
cash per herd.

Convincing proof that Beacon pays off? Sure is, but
here's more. Some of the herds had been on Beacon

Dairy Feed Programming more than one year
— some as

long as four consecutive years, ever since Beacon first

introduced Programming in 1957. You'll see in the table

that the longer on Beacon — the more extra income per
cow (as much as $39.08 more in the fourth year com

pared with records for the same cows before they went

on Beacon).

From the Virginias to Maine

Why is Beacon Dairy Feed Programming so successful?

Why does it help cows increase performance year after

year? Because this is a step-by-step program of precision

feeding which brings out fully each cow's inherited capac
ity for milk and profit.

Calf in your Beacon Advisor

1) He sends samples of your roughage to the Beacon

Laboratory for analysis. Laboratory roughage analysis
is the cornerstone of the Beacon Program. 2) Once the

nutrients supplied each cow are known precisely, the

highly trained Beacon Advisor selects the most econom

ical protein-level of grain you can use. 3) He then helps
you program grain for each cow. 4 ) Together, you bring
each individual cow to new high levels of milk produc
tion and income. Proof? The DHIA records show $730
more income per herd right off — the first year. Worth

looking into, isn't it? Call in your Beacon Advisor today.

BEACON-THE FEEDS WITH THE "NUTRIENT NICK

THE BEACON MILLING COMPANY

BEACON Division of fextronl •

Cayuga, N.Y.

PROGRAMMED HERDS INCREASED PERFORMANCE EACH YEAR

One Year Two Consecutive Three Consecutive Four Consecutive
on Beacon Years on Beacon Years on Beacon Years on Beacon

MILK

per cow
759 lbs. more 976 lbs. more 1251 lbs. more 1718 lbs. more

FAT

per cow
37 lbs. more 39 lbs. more 63 lbs. more 81 lbs. more

INCOME

over (ced cost

per cow
$17.81 more $28.30 moro $32.03 more $39.08 more

ii;:i(ir. town in

07 iu'nls)
(i:ir,o cows in

33 JUTds}
•

-ft ,;:,:,"
1295 cows In

3 hiTdsl
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Conservation: A Worthy Cause

Nothing
has been hit harder by the changing rural

scene than the land and resources of New York

State. More than ten of New York's seventeen million

non-agricultural acres comprise land which was once

devoted to agriculture. The availability of this land,
and the vast potential for its development, presents a

challenge to all interested in making the most effective

and productive use of our resources.

The Department of Conservation at the College
of Agriculture is prepared to meet this challenge.

Through its programs of teaching, research, and ex

tension, the department has steadily increased its ef

forts to meet the changing needs of the people of New

York as they begin to develop new uses for non-agri
cultural land.

In the teaching field, a new program of graduate
study involves the cooperative efforts of staff mem

bers in many departments and colleges in the Uni

versity. The program, coordinated in the conserva

tion department, is designed to train students to handle

the diverse problems of integrated resources manage

ment.

Research resulting from this new graduate pro

gram includes studies on the recreational potential of

water supply reservoirs, and the potentials for com

mercial development of privately owned and operated

campgrounds. Other studies concern the economics and

policy of landowner organizations involved in water

resource development.
An increase in outdoor recreation makes one of

the major demands upon New York lands and re

sources. Much of the rural land presently in non-agri
cultural ownership is used to develop wildlife habitat,
small impoundments for fishing, and for other recre

ation-oriented pursuits.
How rural non-agricultural landowners can make

the most productive use of their lands for such pur

poses has been
the goal of recent conservation research.

Wildlife research has been conducted on such animal

by Prof. Carl A. Carlozzi

species as the white-tailed deer, ring-necked pheasant,
black bear, ruffed grouse, cottontail rabbit, and gray
squirrel. Faculty and students also look for effective

controls over the damage wildlife does to agricultural
crops and forest plantations.

An intensive warm water fisheries research project
revealed basic management techniques which owners

of small impoundments in New York may use to de

velop sport fishing and raise bait fish commercially.
The department carries out an active program in

extension education which brings the results of its

research to the people of the State. New York's

twenty thousand pond owners receive a wide range of

publications concerned with the construction and man

agement of farm fish ponds. Throughout the State,
these pond owners could attend demonstration meet

ings conducted each summer and fall on this subject.

Through a special contract with the New York

State Conservation Department, a wildlife specialist
conducts an educational program on New York's Fish

and Wildlife Management Act. This act works to in

sure the proper use of our rich wildlife resource, and

to ameliorate the problems between landowner and

sportsman.

Foresting the farm

Nor has farm forestry been neglected. The depart
ment conducts a research and extension program to

help many farm and non-farm landowners foster plan

tation or woodlot management on their property. These

small (under 500 acres) woodland holdings represent

a major resource. Seventy-seven percent of New York's

commercial forest land falls under such ownership—

a ready justification for research in Christmas tree

growing and marketing, selection of species for forest

plantations, and the management of woodlots to pro

duce timber, cordwood, fence posts, maple syrup, and

other products.
We can meet the increasing demand placed on the

State's water resources by municipalities, industries,
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and recreational developments only through the coop

erative efforts of many different fields of specialization.

Therefore, the conservation department is active in

many cooperative research and extension programs

with other College of Agriculture departments

The rapidly changing pattern of rural land use

calls for expanded efforts to develop sound resource

management and to serve the changing goals ol New

York citizens. To this end, one class in conservation

sets up the basic pattern for county resource inven

tories. Such inventories are steps which local and state

agencies must take to establish coordinated programs

of resource management and decide which problems

must be tackled first.

All New York citizens have a great influence in

determining how much of our rural land will be used.

The conservation department, through a new home

study program on Conservation of Natural Resources,

helps New Yorkers understand contemporary problems
in resource development, and the principles upon which

we base our management programs. This course is

designed to assist people who have little or no direct

experience or training in the natural resources field.

Problems which effect both the resource owner and

those dependent upon sound resource management

must be understood by all before they can be satis

factorily solved.

Carl A. Carlozzi

Extension specialist in wildlife

management and general conser

vation, Carl A. Carlozzi is a native

of Cleveland, O. He earned his B.S.

and M.A. degrees at Kent State

University in Ohio and was on the

staff of the Kent State biology department before

coming to Cornell.

Mr. Carlozzi's interest in wildlife extends beyond

his daily work in Fernow Hall and in the field. His

home is in a wooded area near Brooktondale and his

daily visitors have included deer, grouse, rabbits, and

more than sixty different species of birds. Since he

and his wife have three children, Mr. Carlozzi often

finds it necessary to institute wildlife management

practices in his home. M.D.

One of Ithaca's

Nicest Eating Places . . .

THE COLLEGE SPA

214 EAST STATE STREET

YOUR HOST,

"PETE" ATSEDES

Before that Trek

To Cortland . . .

Stop off at Bartholf Mobil to gas up the old

jalopy. Not only will the friendly service please

you, but the location is so convenient—just off

campus on the Cortland road, where Dryden

Road and a mess of others come together.

Bartholf Service Station

Maple Ave. AR 2-9898

For all your grocery needs

STOCK UP

One

Stop

Shopping

at

Egan's IGA

403 College Ave.
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Changes

in

Milk Marketin

by Prof. Richard D. Aplin
as told to Steven Reinheimer '64

'T'he ever changing milk marketing scene is the re-

■*-
sponse to the great migration of our population to

urban centers. Increased productivity on our farms

and the accompanying decrease in manpower needed

in rural areas is accelerating this shift. Our nation's

farmers have had to adjust continually to the changes
brought about by increased technology which enable

only the most efficient to survive the tight price-cost
squeeze. So too, milk dealers—those who process, pack

age, and distribute our milk—are in the midst of a

difficult period of transition.

What are the major changes in milk marketing?
Widespread innovations can be traced from the milk

room of the dairy farmer to the supermarket. A notice

able trend among New York dairy farmers has been

the rapid conversion to bulk tanks. As of this past

October, over 25 percent of the commercial dairies in

the State had switched to bulk coolers. This change
has had, and will continue to have, profound effects

on country milk assembly. Farm-to-plant hauling of

milk is becoming a much more important phase of

assembly.
As the shift from cans to bulk assembly continues,

country plants will tend to be consolidated. Many will

be eliminated because milk may be hauled longer dis

tances in bulk than in 40 quart cans.

Country assembly plants are not the only ones to

be affected by marketing changes. In the cities, the

advantage of large scale plant operations has become

more pronounced as new labor saving equipment be

comes available and as labor costs rise. This has caused

many plants to consolidate to reduce processing costs.

Between 1951 and 1961, the number of pasteurizing
plants decreased from 1074 to 661 in New York State.

Even more impressive than the changes in the

procurement and processing operations are those in

milk distribution. In most of our markets there has

been a sharp trend from the home delivery of milk to

store purchases. This shift, which is more pronounced
in urban than in rural areas, has several causes. More

people now live near stores, making frequent access to

them less difficult. Through better refrigeration facili

ties, milk can be stored for longer periods of time,

making daily delivery unnecessary. Paper containers

have made milk purchases at the store less incon

venient. The increasing price differentials between store

bought and home delivered milk further encourages

the shift.

One of the most pronounced trends in food market

ing, the rapid growth of supermarkets, has had a sig-

Richard D. Aplin

An expert in the field of milk*

marketing, Dr. Richard D. Aplin

has been assistant professor of

marketing in the Department of Ag

ricultural Economics since 1959. He

received the B.S. degree from the

University of Vermont and earned his M.S. and Ph.D.

at Cornell. He served in the Air Force and taught at

the University of Vermont before taking his Cornell

teaching position.

Dr. Aplin has been active in extension work

pertaining to milk handling practices and operations.

He teaches a course in the economics of managerial

decisions and is currently involved in marketing and

management research. Dr. Aplin is married and serves

as a Boy Scout leader in Ithaca. S.R.
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Conversion to bulk tanks is a dominant trend in New York.

nificant influence on milk sales. Rapid turnover of milk

can bring supermarkets a considerable profit although
the price per quart is relatively low. Some supermarkets
are in extremely strong bargaining positions with milk

dealers. In fact, some food chains have developed their

own delivery and plant operations which completely
eliminate the milk dealers who serve them.

Another trend which has only recently begun to

develop is the increase in popularity of specialized

dairy stores. These stores specialize in milk and other

dairy products. By offering a minimum of services to

the consumer and by remaining open on a 365 day-a-

year basis, many of these stores are able to sell milk

at low prices to the consumer. This sort of outlet is

attractive to some consumers.

Labor problems loom

What problems do these changes represent to the

milk processing and distribution industries? Labor

suffers through a decreased demand for manpower

due to plant consolidation and the elimination of many

services, a case in point being the declining importance
of home delivery. Management faces barriers which

make efficient adjustment to new conditions difficult.

Most milk distributors serve a variety of customers,

ranging from those who desire home deliivery, to

small food stores and large chains. If a dealer is forced

to lower his prices to chain stores and the stores pass

on the savings to consumers in the form of lower

prices, his sales to other customers are likely to be

adversely affected. Another problem management faces

is the disadvantage of taking the initiative in respond
ing to changes in the marketing scene. If a company
decides to reduce costs and prices by reducing services,
it may face increased competition from those who

attempt to acquire business by offering more complete
service at the lower price.

The inflexibility of labor contracts and arrange
ments also retards adjustment to the changing market

situation. Also, the whole dairy industry has been hurt

by the gradual decline of per-capita milk consumption.
Although formerly offset by population increase, the
present drop in per-capita consumption has been large
enough to decrease total consumption of fluid milk.
Since the farmer receives a higher price for fluid milk
than for milk used in processing, this decrease signifi
cantly reduces the dairy farmer's income.

The College of Agriculture, through research and

extension, is attempting to help the dairy industry

make the necessary transitions as efficiently and pain

lessly as possible. Studies of the changes on the market

ing scene will provide distributors with information

enabling them to better anticipate these changes and

be in a better position to adjust to them. The College's
Department of Agricultural Economics attempts to de

velop techniques which will help management appraise
its operations and suggest changes to make its busi

ness more efficient.

The College issues reports and holds meetings with

industry leaders, discussing recent changes with them.

Recently, Pennsylvania State College and Cornell con

ducted some management workshops in milk distribu

tion. Four workshops have been held. Each unit is com

posed of 25 distributors under the instruction of Col

lege personnel who discuss various methods of coping
with problems.

Future is promising

The cooperation of labor and management are re

quired for making many of the necessary adjustments.
Although, up to the present, extension work has been

directed toward management, College personnel hope
also to work with representatives of organized labor.

It is hoped that the College can help both manage
ment and labor to understand better the changes tak
ing place, the problems posed by the changes and

possible solutions to the problems.
Future trends in distribution costs of fluid milk

may be a key factor in the competition between fluid
milk and substitute products. Many of the changes
that the industry is making, and will continue to make,
will lead to lower marketing costs, which should help
strengthen the sales of fresh fluid milk and insure our

milk industry of a bright future.

!(">
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Some Things Change ... But

Cooperative Action Still Works
During the next 25 years, as in the

past 25, the Bargaining Agency will con

tinue to prove that dairymen working to

gether through their cooperatives do get
things done.

Dairymen move ahead with the Bar

gaining Agency— 93 cooperatives — repre

senting 22,000 dairymen—working togefher
for improved milk marketing.

METROPOLITAN COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCERS BARGAINING AGENCY

527 S. Warren St. Syracuse 2, N. Y.

Phone HA 2-0186
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Wendell G. Earle

Professor of marketing in the De

partment of Agricultural Economics

since 1950, Dr. Wendell G. Earle

was born and raised on a dairy

farm near Hardwick, Vt. He gradu

ated from the University of Ver

mont in 1946 and went on to earn his M.S. and Ph.D.

at Cornell.

Dr. Earle has been active in extension work and

is an expert in the field of organizing extension mar

keting programs. He presently heads the College's

food distribution training program.

Dr. Earle is the official scorekeeper for Cornell's

home basketball games and is a district Boy Scout

commissioner. His enthusiasm for scouting is shared

by his family, and they were recently named Scouting

Family of the Year. C.K.
The traditional grocery store has given way to

Not A Store,
In 1958, the College of Agriculture initiated a Food

Distribution Training Program designed to train per

sonnel for the food industry. Many of the students

who enrolled in the program have entered the dynamic
field of supermarket management.

Supermarkets are relatively new institutions. Thir

ty years ago the supermarket industry consisted of

a few hundred large markets scattered about the Far

West and Southwest. These markets were somewhat

different from the supermarkets of today. They were

large selling units with the various departments leased

out to individual proprietors. Although the sales of

each department were relatively small, the combined

sales of the market were large. These markets did not

offer self service.

During the Great Depression, a new type of super
market emerged on the East Coast. These markets

were frequently found in abandoned warehouses, gar
ages, or factories. They had bare floors, glaring lights,
gaudy displays, and crowded stacks of merchandise.

They did not offer the traditional grocer's services of

delivery, credit, or personal attention, but they intro

duced self service and mass merchandising to grocery

retailing.

A simple success story

Why were these new markets such outstanding
business successes? The answer is simple. It was a de

pression period and many people were unemployed.
Under the prevailing economic conditions, consumers
were very price conscious. The supermarkets offered
them prices much lower than those of established
stores.

These early supermarkets were independently
owned. Although many retail grocery chains were in
existence at the time, they operated relatively small
stores. The chains were quick to pick up the super
market idea, but they were not the innovators.

IX

After the depression, the retail food industry began
"trading-up" its supermarkets. The supermarket phil
osophy of low margins and high turnover had been

found to be sound. In the years immediately before

World War II, the number of supermarkets increased

tremendously, and the new markets were much more

attractive that the original stores. During the war

years, few new markets were opened because of build

ing restrictions. But immediately after the war the

industry experienced a renewed impetus. The trend

has continued, and retail food sales reached a new peak
of #52.6 billion in 1960—more than the combined sales
of all gas stations, department, drug, variety, furniture,
and appliance stores.

The basic appeal of the first supermarkets was low

prices. But the standard of living has greatly increased
in the past 20 years. How have the supermarkets main
tained their appeal?

The customer is still attracted by the lower prices
offered by the supermarket made possible by large
volume buying. Rising incomes have resulted in an up

grading of the consumer's diet. Per capita consump
tion of flours, cereal products, and potatoes has de

clined, while consumption of fruits, vegetables, meats,
and "luxury" items has increased rapidly. Consumers
have generally been spending a smaller percentage of
their incomes on food, but have been spending more

dollars for food per person far in excess of inflationary
trends. The food industry has been both responsive to

and responsible for this trend, indicated by better pack
aging, Ireezing, precooking, and the whole array of
"built-in maid service."

Many seasonal products are now available all year

through the adoption of refrigeration and better pro

cessing methods. New merchandising and display tech

niques, coupled with the customer's freedom to wander
about the store, have resulted in increased "impulse"
buying.

Corn i,i i Coiintr\ man



massive supermarkets which supply everything from oral's

to dog food.

James A. Beck

Currently working as a teaching
associate with Dr. Earle, James A.

Beck is a food distribution special
ist in the Department of Agricul
tural Economics. He is a native of

Indiana and earned a B.S. degree
in agricultural education at Purdue University. He

then came to Cornell and earned an M.S. degree in

agricultural economics. He plans to work for his doc

torate in the field.

Mr. Beck is married and lives with his wife in

Ithaca. He enjoys reading books related to his field

of work and sports, including bowling and baseball.

This past summer he was a star player on the Ag
Economics baseball squad. C.K.

A Supermarket
Widespread ownership of automobiles has put the

supermarket's best customer, the housewife, on wheels.

She is no longer forced to shop at the nearby corner

grocery, but can shop in several stores if she desires.

Mass migration out of the cities to the suburbs

has stimulated the development of shopping centers,

of which the supermarket is an integral part. This

shift of customer residence appears to have affected

the growth of supermarkets more than population in

creases.

Small grocer hit by markets

However, the phenomenal growth of the super

market has had widespread reprecussions throughout
the food distribution industry. In New York State

alone, the number of food stores has decreased by 5,000
in the past decade. Throughout the nation the small

grocer is closing his doors because of supermarket
competition. The large grocery chains, however, are

not monopolizing the industry. Supermarket ownership
is about equally divided between chains and inde

pendents.

Many small growers of fresh produce and other

farm products find it difficult to market their products
locally. Few customers are still willing to pay the pre

mium for door to door delivery or make the special
trip to the farm when the one-stop shopping of the

supermarket is available. In many cases, local pro

ducers now find that their major buyers are processors,

freezers, or retail organizations located in distant mar

kets.

The development of the supermarket has brought
about many changes in the food industry and has

probably worked hardships on some people. Yet, with
its size and mass merchandising techniques, this mar

keting complex provides us with the most efficient food
distribution system in the world.

by Prof. Wendell G. Earle

and James A. Beck
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by Prof. Thomas R. Nielsen

Irrigation can greatly enhance the productivity of dry but

fertile soil.

Every
revolution has widespread effects. The con

tinuing technological revolution in American ag

riculture is no exception. It has produced marked

changes in the field of agronomy in New York State.

Agronomy includes the study of soils and field

crop production, primarily grain and forage crops.

Field crops, harvested from 93 percent of the cropland
in the State, make the largest single contribution to

New York agricultural income. We often overlook this

contribution because 80 percent of these crops are fed

directly to livestock rather than marketed.

There is, then, a close relationship between field

crop production and the livestock industry—primarily

dairying
—in the State. Because of this relationship,

we can understand the pattern of change in agronomy

only by looking at the entire farm enterprise.

As farm grows, so must feed

The most stable aspect of farm businesses in re

cent years has been the labor resource; the operator,

his family, and hired help. As production efficiency in

creases, so must efficiency in labor use increase. In the

dairy business this means milking more cows and ob

taining higher production per cow. Thus increased ef

ficiency makes more feed per farm necessary. The

additional feed required might be obtained by adding
adjacent land to the home farm, but this is rarely prac

tical and often impossible. Rather, we must increase

feed production on the original land area, that is, in

crease yields per acre.

Hay is produced on almost 60 percent of the land

devoted to field crop production. With this crop, recent

changes in farming practices have perhaps been most

dramatic. New varieties of alfalfa greatly increased

yield potential on those well drained soils traditionally
considered suitable for alfalfa. Viking birdsfoot trefoil,

developed at Cornell, was introduced in commercial

quantity in 1937. It is a long-lived perennial, well

adapted to soils too poorly drained for alfalfa, and will

probably become the second most important legume
in the State.

Agronomists and farmers are extremely appreci
ative of the work of plant breeders which has led to a

host of new and better varieties of all kinds of crops.
Two outstanding forage plants, Cayuga alfalfa and

Saratoga brome have been developed recently by
scientists of the Plant Breeding Department at Cor
nell. But the shift to alfalfa is far from complete. Of
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the three million acres of hay in the State, 1.7 million
are planted to red clover and timothy. As alfalfa re

places traditional hay crops like red clover, soil acidity
must be adjusted by liming. In 1960, lime use in New

York was 66 percent greater than in 1954. Higher
yielding longer-lived forage varieties require greater
amounts of plant nutrients, particularly potash, and

must be fertilized more heavily.
The emphasis on high yield and efficient produc

tion and the large number of alternative forage species
and varieties available means research in agronomy
must provide specific information. What forage mixture

belongs on what soil? How many hay cuttings should

be taken to maximize yields and quality without

shortening the life of the stand? What is the best way
to establish each forage mixture? How much and what

kind of fertilizer should be applied? Should part of

the hay land be sown to later maturing varieties so

that good quality hay can be produced with a mini

mum amount of labor and equipment? How does after

math grazing affect hay yields in subsequent years?
These questions are certainly not new ones. The

new factors in recent years are the urgency with which

answers are being sought and the mushrooming num

ber of new species and varieties for which answers must

be obtained. Thus, we are faced with an interesting

Thomas R. Nielsen

Active both in academic and

student affairs, Dr. Thomas R. Niel

sen has been associate professor

of soil science in the Department

of Agronomy since 1956. A native

of Oklahoma City, Okla., he earned

his B.S. and Ph.D. degrees at the University of Cali

fornia at Berkeley.

Dr. Nielsen is chairman of the Student Affairs

Committee and has served on the Petitions Com

mittee. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa and Alpha

Chi Sigma. He was named Professor of the Year by

Ho-Nun-De-Kah in 1960. Dr. Nielsen's hobby is raising

fancy sheep. He resides with his wife and three sons

at Snyder Hill.
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Soil acidity requires careful adjustment.

paradox. Even though agricultural
surpluses are piling up and many

politicians and agricultural leaders

are lying awake nights trying to

figure out how to reduce produc

tion, the individual farmer is more

concerned with increasing produc
tion than ever. The concern of the

individual farmer is being trans

mitted to agronomists at Cornell

with undiminished vigor.
In the above discussion, I have

focused attention on dairy farming
and hay production. The story is

pretty much the same for all live

stock enterprises and all crops. The

farmer must either intensify pro

duction, i.e. obtain higher yields by

increasing inputs of capital and us

ing more efficient production tech

niques, or go out of business. An

other alternative might be to accept

a gradually decreasing standard of

living. Many farmers are, of course,

choosing to go out of the farming
business. Soils specialists are needed

to guide the process of land aband

onment so that we abandon only
those soils and land areas which are

inherently less productive and more

difficult to farm profitably.

Cornell contributes

What are agronomists at Cornell

doing to adjust to the changing

scene? Agronomic research is, of

course, pursued vigorously. But this

is nothing new. Perhaps the greatest

pressures in the present situation

are on the extension staff in agron

omy. These men must make re

search results available to producers
in the minimum possible time, and

the answers must be more specific
than in the past.

An example of new developments
is the table of "Par" yield published
in the 1962 edition of "Cornell Re

commends for Field Crops." This

table is the result of a revised con

cept of soil productivity developed
under the leadership of Dr. Reeshon

Feuer. Dr. Feuer, an associate pro

fessor of agronomy and extension

specialist, specializes in soil science,
but he has an extensive knowledge
of field crops and agricultural
economics. The word "Par" is used

in discussing crop yields in the same

way as in describing a golf score. A
"Par" yield is one we can reason

ably expect, four years out of five

(with a 20 percent yearly variation

due to weather), when acidity, fer

tility, and soil and crop manage
ment practices are fitted to the soil.

A par yield is what a good farmer

who knows his business ought to get
in a given situation. Things might
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happen to click in a particular year
in such a way that a yield 25 to 50

percent above par can be obtained.

Soil maps helpful

"Par" yields have been determin

ed for five different forage mixtures
and corn, for various soil situations

in all five of the geographic regions
of New York State where agricul
ture is important. A farmer in any

of these regions can look at the

soils map of his farm (or check with

the Soil Conservation Service if he

doesn't have a farm map) and find

out from the table in "Cornell Re

commends" what yield he should

expect to get on any piece of ground
on the farm. The table also makes

it clear which of the forage mix

tures, or corn, are adapted to a par

ticular soil situation and which are

not.

The 1962 table represents the

best estimates of a number of peo

ple. In subsequent years, more ac

curate tables covering more detailed

soil situations will undoubtedly be

published. Larger numbers of field

crops will be included. Good new

crop varieties are likely to come and

go. But the revised concept of soil

productivity will stay.

With the detailed information

about crops that these data provide,
and comparable data about other

aspects of the farm enterprise, the

astute farmer should be better able

to decide where to put his money.

He must be able to answer the ques

tion, "What should I buy next

year?" "More lime and fertilizer, a

new seeding, repairs on the barn, a

bigger baler, or more cows?" He

might, of course, decide to sell the

place and go fishing.

THE
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Advances in Animal Breeding
by Prof. Robert H. Foote

Quadruplet lambs, born once in a thousand births, are bottle babies.

This
land of promise has evolved into one of pro

duction, plenty, and prosperity
—and animal

breeding has played a role in directing that evolution.

Animal breeding is concerned with both the productive
and reproductive efficiency of animals—efficient re

production of those selected with inheritance for su

perior production. Our attention is focused on dairy

cattle, because they are by far the most important
animals in the agricultural economy of New York

State. However, considerable animal breeding work is

done with other farm animals. Outstanding contribu

tions in the area of lethal genes, selection for disease

resistance, quantitative genetics, and physiology of

reproduction in poultry have been made by the

Poultry Department.

Extension fosters DHIA

In the area of dairy cattle improvement, Cornell

recognized long ago that milk production records were

needed as a basis for selection. Thus the Dairy Herd

Improvement Associations grew under the supervision
of the Extension Division. Today 330,000 milk pro

duction records are electronically processed monthly
in the Animal Husbandry Department at Cornell, and
results and recommendations are sent out to dairymen

throughout New York and neighboring states.

New York State was one of the pioneers in de

veloping cooperative artificial breeding as a means of

transmitting inheritance of superior sires far and wide.

At first, possible improvement was limited by low fer

tility and lack of knowledge of how to extend and

preserve semen. Research at Cornell rapidly leads to

improved techniques of collecting and processing se

men, and to superior media for preserving sperm. From

the humble beginning of breeding a few cows per year

to each bull, growth in breeding has been phenomenal.
Today it is not uncommon for semen from a single
sire to be used to breed 40,000 cows per year. At the

same time fertility rose from 43 to 75 percent, a figure
believed to be the highest in the world. Improved
fertility, in itself, has been worth hundreds of thou

sands of dollars to dairymen. Studies on the mechanics

of sperm cell formation suggest that the potential
exists for breeding well over 100,000 cows per year to

sires of exceptional genetic merit.

With the introduction of artificial breeding, and

the increased emphasis on breeding records which

stemmed from it, attention was focused on fertility
problems in cows. Cornell researchers studied the feed

ing and breeding of young females in relationship to

sexual development and fertility. The incidence of

infectious diseases has been reduced. Studies on the

regulation of the estrous cycle and neurohumoral con
trol of ovulation are providing a better understanding
of ovarian function and dys-function. Recent findings
indicate that the time of ovulation may be synchron
ized, and we may be able to inseminate whole herds
or flocks at one time.

At the same time reproductive performance was

improved, geneticists developed more reliable methods
for estimating the true genetic merit of individuals.

Only the best ones should be saved to reproduce the
next generation. Since milk production is a sex-limited

trait, evaluation of the bull depends upon progeny
testing and upon analysis of ancestors and relatives in
the pedigree.

"Doctoring" the figures

Again cooperation paid off. Cornell research made
use of the records obtained through the Dairy Herd

Improvement Cooperative, with support by the New
York Artificial Breeders' Cooperative, Inc. Sires now

had daughters performing in many herds, so we could

disentangle some of the genetic and environmental ef
fects on records. With elegant statistical techniques,
electronic computers, and large numbers of records, we
obtained adjustment factors to remove some of the
environmental effects from records. Through proper use
of these adjusted records, we developed improved meth
ods of estimating the breeding value.

Optimum testing programs for dairy sires were

devised, and the principles are being applied in arti
ficial breeding. In 1959-1960 A.I.-sired Holstein cows

in New York State were outproducing non-A.I. herd
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mates by about 500 pounds of milk—proof of the

soundness of this program. Such an increase applied to

all dairy cows in New York State would result in a

total increase in product worth about #20,000,000. In

addition, methods of genetic evaluation of all individu

als within the herd were devised to aid the dairyman
in selecting his best cows.

A recent scientific paper from another country re

ported on "new, improved" methods for evaluating

potential breeding stock. Students in animal breeding
at Cornell have been taught this method for the past

ten years.

Cornell is now doing research on breeding and

improvement through selection in beef cattle and

sheep. In cooperation with the extension service and

farmers, we are working to increase the usefulness of

oenetically superior males through artificial breeding
in all classes of livestock. The meat-type animals have

an advantage here, since ability to gain weight rapidly
and efficiently can be measured in both sexes. New de

velopments in ultrasonics may allow potential breed

ing stock to be further evaluated without slaughter.
Mindful of man's lower caloric requirements in the

machine age, Cornell has a longtime experiment de

voted to selection of dairy cattle for protein and milk

yield rather than for butterfat. Scientists are busy

looking for a way to evaluate the inheritance of the

animal at birth. Such information would be a valuable

tool in male selection since, with artificial breeding, so

few animals need to be saved to perpetuate the species.

Cornell scientists are probing into an unknown

future. We study the hereditary material, desoxyri-

bonucleic acid. We perform biochemical tests of gene

potential, and do quantitative genetic studies of the

traits of economic importance to producers and con-
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Robert H. Foote

Currently studying animal inher

itance mechanisms, Dr. Robert H.

Foote has been professor of animal

breeding at Cornell since 1950. He

is a native of Gilead, Conn., and

earned his B.S. at the University
of Connecticut. He received M.S. and Ph.D. degrees

in animal breeding at Cornell.

During a sabbatical leave in 1958, Dr. Foote

conducted research in Denmark. Since his return, he

has lectured to many campus groups about life in

Denmark.

Dr. Foote teaches the introductory animal breed

ing course and is advisor to the Round-Up Club. His

particular field of interest is the physiology of re

production in conjunction with the further develop

ment of artificial breeding. N.F.

sumers. We search for new techniques of breeding bet

ter livestock through freeze-drying of sperm from

outstanding sires. We attempt in-vitro fertilization of

eggs, and the culture and insemination of fertilized

eggs obtained from outstanding females.

The integration of knowledge through research

with the arms of resident teaching and extension puts

Cornell in a position to guide the "applicator" to a

successful breeding program, not merely to behold the

results. Yes, this is how animal breeding at Cornell

is meeting the challenge of a changing agriculture.
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New Face

of

Farm Finance

by Prof. Robert S. Smith

Proper
management is becoming the key to survival

on today's commercial farms. The College of Agri
culture is helping farmers develop management skills

through an extension program in farm management.

Many farm families have come to look to the College
as a silent partner in their businesses.

Anyone remotely associated with agriculture
knows that big changes have taken place in the busi

ness side of farming in the last generation. The family
farm is still the basic unit of agricultural production,
but its financial structure has changed greatly. Capital
investment per farm and per man has increased about

five times in twenty-five years. Twenty-five years ago

the average commercial farmer in New York received

or spent about $15 per day in operating his business.

Today he receives or spends about $100 a day.
To be successful, a farmer needs more diverse

abilities than ever before. It is still true that he must

be a combination naturalist, laborer, mechanic, and

businessman. But there is much more emphasis on the

business side today. Decisions involving hundreds of

dollars must be made almost daily on the typical com
mercial farm.

Most other types of businesses of comparable size

in our economy hire management specialists to help
them plan and operate their businesses at a profit.
Large industrial concerns have production engineers,
time-study experts, and programming specialists on

their staffs. Many businesses and even government

agencies hire management consulting firms periodically.
In contrast, few New York farmers can afford to hire

management services.

J
-0k Robert- S. Smith

\ Aformer county agricultural
kfr* agent, Dr. Robert S. Smith is pro-

g£^ | fessor of farm management in the

^L/, 1|| Department of Agricultural Eco-

■P | v| nomics. He is a native of Laconia,

fl\r J N.H., but earned his B.S., M.S., and

Ph.D. degrees at Cornell.

Dr. Smith recently returned from a sabbatical

leave which he spent in Israel. He acted as farm

management advisor to the Israeli Department of

Agriculture and assisted in outlining an educational

curriculum for student training in agriculture.
Dr. Smith is married and lives with his wife and

five children in Ithaca. u n

Yet the management decisions a farmer faces are

more diverse and complex than in any other business of

comparable size.

To help farmers make sound management deci

sions, the extension arm of the College of Agriculture
operates an educational program in farm management.

Through increased federal appropriations, this phase
of extension activity has greatly increased in the past

few years.

College works with individual

The base for the program is individual business

analysis. Each year about 1,000 farm families in New

York keep farm business records under the guidance
of county agricultural agents. At the end of the year,

the records are analyzed by farm management experts
in the College's Department of Agricultural Economics.
After analysis of each farm, the College specialist and
the county agent work with the farmer to study the

strengths and weaknesses of his business.

The next step is to help the farmer plan changes
in his business to meet the objectives that he and

his family have set for themselves. Some of the work

with farmers is done in groups, and some individually.
Usually this intensive educational program with any

one farmer is limited to three years. In this way, many
more families can be helped over a period of years.

Illustrative example

The experience of one central New York dairyman
shows what can be accomplished. This man owned a

good farm which was showing below average profit
because of indifferent management. After three years
in the extension program, net income had more than

tripled. In this case, the management ability of the

farmer was improved by an organized study of his
business with resulting increased income to the family.
In many cases, increased income does not result, be
cause resources are limited. In other cases, the family
has other objectives which are more important than
increased income.

Experience in business analysis provides a sound
basis on which the farm family can plan and carry out

all major management decisions. For example, analysis
of the business is the first prerequisite for setting up a

father-son partnership on the family farm. The Ex
tension Service provides counsel and advice for many
families in this important management area.

A northern New York farmer recently approached
the College of Agriculture for help in initiating a part

nership with his two sons. Analysis of the business
showed that it had economic potential to provide in

come for three families. Farm management professors,
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together with the family, worked out alternative plans
for the sons to buy into the business and take over a

share of management responsibility. The family then

selected the alternative best suited to their situation

and is taking the legal steps necessary to put the part

nership into operation.
Since the farm family had no previous experience

with the problem, they urgently needed expert advice

from outside. Experience with hundreds of farm families

provided the farm management specialists with the

necessary background to give sound counseling.
The educational program in farm management

extension carried on by the College can be described
in one sentence. It is an attempt to help farm
families analyze their resources, clarify their goals
and objectives, and utilize the available resources to

make maximum progress toward their goals. More and

more farm families in New York are looking to the

College as a "silent partner" in the management of

their businesses.
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Food For Thought - And Study

The revolution in the food industry— in the processing,

preserving, packaging, distributing of foods—was in

cited by food scientists. In response to the call to arms

of this continuous revolution, the College of Agriculture

recently created a food science department.

by Prof. Paul A. Buck

Our
grandfathers could live through the winter

months by adding to their diet some fruits and

vegetables from root cellars, salt pork, baked beans,

and dried fish. Today, following the great population
shift from rural to urban areas, over 90 percent of the

people are not growing or storing their own food. Yet,
we can be served food from almost any country at any

time of year. And we can purchase this nutritious, ap

pealing food at a reasonable price.

Credit goes to food scientists

How has this change in our food production and

storage been possible? Ask the food scientists; they
must solve the problems of processing, preserving, qual
ity, and consumer acceptance of food. Food scientists

are interested in the mechanical harvesting, processing,
and distribution of commercial foods necessary to meet

the dietary needs of an expanding urban population.

Food containers must keep foods fresh and in edible condition

for the consumer.

"9

*

Food science is a new science, but not a separate
one. It incorporates chemistry, physics, microbiology,
physiology, nutrition, and engineering. The field in

cludes the canning, freezing, fermentation, brewing,
baking, and confection industries. Neither can food

science be confined to any one university, industry, or
organization. There are still many people who go to

bed hungry each night. We must make our food science

knowledge available to those who don't have three

square meals a day. Therefore, extension work is an

essential part of this field.

The trend toward urban living not only added to

existing problems of getting proper food utilization,
but also presented new problems which increase the
need for food science. Present challenges to food science
fall into several categories:

1) Today, 60 percent of the products manufac
tured and sold by food companies were not known ten

years ago. The food scientist must know more than
how to manufacture and sell existing products. He

li8

Paul A. Buck

As one of the two men in the

food science department, Dr. Paul

A. Buck is a pretty busy fellow. His

academic interests are as broad as

his field, and include enzymology,
nutrition, flavor chemistry, and

freezing storages, among others.

A Canadian by birth, Dr. Buck received his B.S.

from the University of British Columbia and his M.S.

and Ph.D. from the University of California.

His wife and three children must share his love

with their dog and stray cats. Ham sandwiches bought
for lunch are often fed to his furry, four-legged
friends. Skiing and golf are among Dr. Buck's athletic

interests, although his wife claims he's much better
on the slopes than in the sand trap. J.B.
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*Reg. trademark of The De Laval Separator Co.

4 reasons why more dairymen in the U. S.

buy a Combine Milker than any other pipeline

must be creative, one of the hardest

qualities to develop in most people.

2) Up until 1800 it was pos
sible for one person to have a work

ing knowledge of all the major
fields of science—and even the hu

manities. Since the n, scientific

knowledge has grown at such an

exponential rate that it is impossi
ble for a person to have complete
knowledge of all scientific fields.
The food scientist must have a

working knowledge of his own field
and learn from many other fields—

a tremendous task.

3) The food scientist must en

courage the consumer to accept
more nutritious foods, rather than
eye appealing foods that don't pro
vide the best nutrition.

4)Convenience foods have gained
in popularity, and industries are in

greater competition to meet this

trend. Again, the loss of quality and

nutritional value may be the un

fortunate result of such keen com

petition, and the food scientist must

guard against nutritional losses in

the products he creates.

Challenge is growing

Never in man's history has the

human race been so challenged with

important problems about the pro

per utilization of its food supply.
Nuclear war, radiation fall-out, tre
mendous expansion of the popula
tion, angry nationalism, and the

race for space are problems that

cannot be solved without the

knowledge and help of a team of

food science specialists.
The future of food science is ex

citing. We are just beginning to en

vision what the food industry will

be like twenty years from now. Re

search in agriculture has already
made America the most important
democratic country in the world.
Freed from the task of raising his
own food, man is seeking other

knowledge while he maintains a

high state of health and well being.
Therefore, we must expand our

sources of nutrition. Food research

will, in our future, produce foods
which are more nutritious than the

popular foods of today. Meat and
milk cannot be beat, but they will
be part of a bigger team.

The College of Agriculture at

Cornell is aware of the revolution

occurring in the food industry. Its
new Department of Food Science
will make vital contributions to re

search in this field.

The 4 healthy quarters above are

the 4 reasons whyDe Laval's Combine

Milker has become the overwhelming

choice of pipeline users.

That's because De Laval milking is

remarkably gentle on cows' udders.

Helps keep udders healthy, guards

your herd against mastitis.

De Laval milking is gentle, thanks

to narrow-bore liners, absolutely uni

form pulsation and rapid-recovery

vacuum. It all adds up to uniform

milking that's gentle on the cow.

De Laval offers all pipeline systems

- herringbone, walk-thru, side-opening

parlors, or around-the-barn systems.

And De Laval gives you two big ex

tras —

gentle milking and a 75-year

reputation for trouble-free equipment.

Contact a De Laval dealer for a

Combine Milker estimate. Only 10%

down, up to 4 years to pay. The De

Laval Separator Co., Poughkeepsie,

New York; 5724 N. Pulaski, Chicago

46, Illinois; 201 E. Millbrae Ave.,

Millbrae, California.

COMBINE MILKER*
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THE FUNCTIONAL FARMSTEAD

Apex of Future Agricultural Production

Robert T. Lorenzen

Born in North Dakota, Prof. Rob

ert T. Lorenzen earned his B.S. in

agriculture at North Dakota State

University. After serving in World

War II, he studied at the University
of Wisconsin where he received a

B.S. in civil engineering. He then went on to the Uni

versity of California and earned an M.S. degree in

agricultural engineering before coming to Cornell.

Professor Lorenzen is actively engaged in re

search on farm structures and teaches courses on the

subject. His outside interests include aviation, photog

raphy, and poetry. He has a collection of more than

1,200 35mm. slides, and his poetry has been published
in several local magazines. Mr. Lorenzen and his wife

reside in Ithaca. M.S.

\ Self-unloading silo saves many

man hours.

Cornell Countryman



The
farmstead is the local point of agricultural pro

duction, a two-way cross roads serving the land.

Through this group of buildings flow the products of

the soil enroute to the market, plus the manufactured

products required to loster plant and animal growth
on the farms.

Within these farmstead structures the forage and

the cereals are stored, and perhaps conditioned, to re

tain quality. This stored fodder and grain are fed to

cattle, hogs, and poultry and converted to milk, meat
and eggs.

The farmstead provides the specific type of prod
uct handling and services the specialized equipment.
Above all the farmstead is the farm home, the residence

of families engaged in production and service. It must

compete favorably with the finest city homes to keep
land born talents on the farm.

Today, we face the challenge of a changing agri
culture characterized by new products, new processes,
and new equipment. These changes gave birth to a

changing farmstead concept, and in this realm exists

three images.

Pentairy replacing old red barn

The first image is the city cousin's concept foaled

by trips to grandad's country home. Romantically
portrayed by Grandma Moses, this farmstead scene

depicts the red and domineering barn with varied sheds

all cloistered near. White clapboards designate the

house.

Pressed from the contemporary scene by image
number two, this red and massive barn of yesteryear
is replaced by structures functional and stern, synono-
mous with factories. Materials are moved by belt, aug
er, pipe, hoist and vehicle. Neat rows of animals,
stanchioned or enclosed in pens, convert the cereals and

forage to proteins. Such is the farmstead image of to

day, existing for production and geared to the economy

of the land.

The farmstead image number three is born of

fantasy and is the sum of many dreams. For those

who dream discreetly, this is the ultimate development
of the contemporary scene in which pushbuttons initi

ate and control automated production processes, even

unto self maintenance of machines. The "pentairy"
concept of milk harvesting, modeled during Agricul
tural Progress Days of 1960, is a portrait of this image.

The farmstead is at the apex of agricultural pro
duction. Progress in production requires a flexible

conception of the farmstead. Research, training, and

extension of the land grant universities result in farm

steads which are better planned and buildings which

are better adapted to their productive purpose. Major
areas of importance in the design of farm buildings
may be portrayed as follows:

(1) Organizing space by systematic arrangement of

storage, stanchions, stalls, pens, mangers, and other

functional equipment.

(2) Planning for efficient movement of materials re

quired for production, including the design and control

of material handling devices.

(3) Providing an environment which is safe, sanitary,
and conducive to efficiency in operation and the pro

duction of quality products.

(4) Framing a structure which will fulfill the needs of

space, materials handling, environment, and in which

production may be carried on with utmost economic

and labor efficiency.
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Pole shed provides inexpensive housing for dairy heifers.

Development through collective knowledge in
these major building areas may best be demonstrated
by the saga of milk harvesting and the development
of the milking parlor.

Milking was first clone by hand in stanchion barns
and the milk was carried in buckets to a milk storage
room. A man proficient in this task could milk about
five cows an hour. The first improvement in this chore

was made in the area of materials handling, and came

about by the invention of the milking machine. The

introduction of this machine increased the average
number of cows a man could milk per hour to eighteen.
Further improvement in milk handling was achieved

by around-the-barn pipelines, which increased the aver

age number of cows milked per man hour to twenty-
four.

"Come into my parlor"

The next major improvement of the milking chore

was in the organization of space especially fitted for

this chore. The milking parlor was established and

elevated stalls became common. The agricultural en

gineering department of Cornell contributed to the

design specifications of the elevated stall by determin

ing the optimum elevation of the stall platform. The

elevated stalls arranged in tandem boosted the milking
rate to thirty-six cows per man hour.

Succeeding the advent of the elevated stall, space

was again re-arranged through an innovation originat

ing in New Zealand. Elevated stalls were arranged in

herringbone design. The distance between the udders

of the cows decreased from eight to three feet by this

new arrangement and the average milking rate changed
from thirty-six to forty-five cows per man hour.

The most recent innovation for milking cows is

a moving platform on which the cow is placed and

fed. Milk is harvested as the equipment and the cow

move down the line in factory production line style.

The milking rate may again be boosted by innovations

of this sort.

While this transition in the milking chore was

taking place, the production of the cow was also in

creased by improvements in nutrition and breeding.

Thus the combined efforts of agricultural scientists

have increased the milk harvest per man hour spent

in the milking chore by nearly twenty fold.

Chances in production impose many new require

ments on the farm building structure in itself. Larger

floor areas must be spanned with sturdy frames. Walls

must be designed to contain or exclude heat, light, and

air, to an ever increasing degree. Flexibility must be

built in to meet the ever" changing needs. The old red

barn and varied sheds no longer fill this need.
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Advertising in Agriculture
One hundred years ago, most farmers

were self-

sufficient. Today, they purchase millions of dol

lars worth of inputs from industry. Someone

has got to convey needed information about

these products to the farmer. There's no one

better suited for the job, states an advertising

expert, than a person with "a solid farm back

ground."

IF
you haven't settled on your career, have you

thought about the advertising business? No, not

soap and cigarette advertising but the kind that helps

carry new ideas about new products and new methods

to our nation's farmers.

One product of our Ag Colleges which has been in

short supply for the past 25 years is graduates who

have aptitude and ability in such advertising. Indeed,
there has been, and continues to be, a sellers' market

for the person who has a solid farm background plus
the ability to write and the aptitude to use his writing
ability to help industry move the products it makes.

In this context, a solid farm background means

farm raised, preferably on a general farm . . . and

proud of it . . . plus a good Ag College education.

Cornell doesn't offer a degree in advertising, I'm glad
to say, because the way to learn advertising is to work

at it. Cornell does offer the basic education you need—

English, history, psychology, economics, and science
—

plus training in written expression including journalism.

Ability to write means demonstrated ability. It

means you've practiced it either as a student or on a

job and can put together a scrapbook to prove it.

Aptitude to apply your ability to help sell ideas

or products is a little harder to define. But it's easy

to identify. The person who has it visualizes the person

to whom he is addressing his written message, senses

what's likely to interest him as well as what won't, and

delights in stating his case in simple language, logically
and convincingly. The person who can do this is a

salesman at heart, a salesman with imagination, not a

salesman who needs a canned speel.
But there are only two ways to sell ideas or prod

ucts. One is person to person, by oral presentation.
The other uses the written word, with or without

pictures. This second way includes advertising. Ad

vertising can be as simple as a telegram, the same

telegram to a hundred prospects perhaps. It can also

get involved, so involved that only you can explain
it; and when it does, chances are it's lost its punch.
There's nothing hard about advertising except the

problem of keeping it simple, clear, logical, and believ

able.

Why farm boys to do this? Because farmers com

municate with farmers better than other people do.

And because there are just lots of businessmen who

have services or products that farmers can use and

who want to tell fanners about them. City-raised boys
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by Peter Ham '26, Advertising Dep't., DuPont Co.

can, and sometimes do, learn enough about specialized
fields of agriculture so they can become effective com

municators (and ad writers) in those fields. But in my

experience it is only a short time until they give up

in despair. It's a rough road for the lad who hears for

the first time that a hog isn't always just a pig
—that

it can be a barrow, a boar, a gilt, a shoat or a sow. Or

that any animal that looks bovine isn't necessarily a

cow. That a spider isn't an insect. That wild morning

glory has half a dozen different names in as many

different areas of the U.S.A.

Worse than the lack of the basic education, which

a farm boy takes for granted, is the fact that the non-

farm boy almost never gets to be a person who really
likes to meet farmers on their own ground because he

lacks the basic understanding of what makes them tick.

No other segment of American business and in

dustry is changing as drastically and as rapidly as

farming. One result is that commercial farmers—the

ones who really count as buyers or sellers—are fewer,

smarter and better informed. They run big businesses

and they must make big decisions. This means they
must be well informed, must have facts—simply, clear

ly, logically, and believably stated. So that's the way

you have to present the story on the product you want

to sell them. Maybe they won't buy for some other

reason, but they won't even count you in the running
if your presentation is fuzzy or incomplete.

A farm magazine reported recently that 80r( of

the potatoes are now grown by 15,000 farmers. Pre

suming that's accurate, what does such a fact mean

to an advertising man? Well, if he's trying to sell

potato insecticides and fungicides, for instance, it

means he's dealing with people who must know al

most as much about potato pests as Ph.D.'s. If he

doesn't know as much about potatoes as they do, he

can't learn it unless he has a solid background in farm

ing, well overlaid with sciences—botany, biology, ento

mology, plant pathology, and agronomy
— and econom

ics.

Advertising can and often does include motion

pictures and television as well as radio, billboards and

other posters, booklets and broadsides, direct mail and

give-aways as well as "ads" in publications. The gamut
ol devices is almost endless but none is really compli
cated. As you use them, of course, your skill in using
them improves, and the challenge to use them better

never ceases. Advertising can be a fascinating career

and agricultural "specialists" are in short supply.

Cornell Countryman



TO PRODUCE BEAUTIFUL FRUITS AND VEGETABLES! USE

TRIANGLE BRAND COPPER SULFATE

IT COMES IN TWO FORMS:

BASIC Overcomes fungus dis-

COPPER SULFATE eases safely. Can be used

with nearly all insecticides for mixed sprays and

dusts . . . and the particles are so fine that grinding

is not necessary.

PENTAHYDRATED An excellent plant nutrient,

COPPER SULFATE it restores copper to min

eral-deficient soils. Can be applied to the soils

directly or from aircraft. Also mixes well with

fertilizers.

Triangle Brand Copper Sulfate is high in quality . . .

low in cost . . . easy to use. Send for literature.

300 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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DEANS LIST

THE
Cornell Countryman extends congratulations

to the following people who have been elected to

the Fall 1961 Dean's List. The Dean's List honors

College of Agriculture students who have achieved

term averages among the top five percent of their

respective classes.

Class of '65

Jean K. Baschnagel, Carol A. Blau, Susan Brown,

Lynne L. Bruner, Shirley L. Chu, Larry L. Darrah,

John S. Dyson, Carl L. Eisenhard, Toni A. Gailey,

Ethel S. Gethmann, Susan L. Hill, Laura J. Hoffman,

Michael A. Krasner, William J. Lasher, Kathleen E.

McMahon, Norman H. Poludniak, Barbara A. Press,

Isabelle L. Richmond, Quentin E. Ross, Andrew D.

Rudko, Victor J. Schwartz, Robert J. Stephenson, Neil

B. Varian, and Tina S. Wasser.

Class of '64

David W. Alsop, Eileen M. Berlad, William W.

Brockman, Susan J. Buchman, Loretta L. DeMartini,

Barbara J. Furman, Virginia L. Glann, Eugene Guil-

lian, James R. Katt, Gordon L. Lamb, Susan S. Lang,

With
a tear and a tear sheet, this writer bids a

fond farewell to the Cornell Countryman—its

cohorts, contributors, Directors, and readers. I wish to

thank one and all for their cooperation, assistance, ad

vice, moral support, and whatever else has been includ

ed in the past eight issues. It's been an honor and a

pleasure working with you.

To show my appreciation of your efforts, I have

a little something for each of you:

To the staff: Each member shall receive an indestruc

tible, unlosable calendar with all deadlines circled in

luminescent red ink.

To the contributors: Same as above.

To the Directors: A term-long supply of TV dinners

for their entire families to assure all of a substantial

supper on Board meeting days. Also, a new book by
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Frederick P. Malik, Lawrence A. Rudgers, Joann Sand

ers, Dorothy A. Scholl, Judith M. Schwartz, David C.

Shaver, Ellen B. Silver, Roger B. Skurski, Judith H.

Snyder, Donald M. Tobey, and David A. Wolfe.

Class of '63

Marilyn S. Ballanoff, Donald F. Betzler, DeGraff

E. Bliss, Jr., Evelyn S. Chadwick, Susan A. deRopp,

Douglas J. Futuyma, James H. Huddleston, George
A. Kimmich, Renda W. Lindley, Marcia A. Lyon,

James J. Maynard, Robert K. Metz, Jr., Wendell A.

Norvell, Jennifer Patai, Arthur B. Sachs, Louise I.

Salwitz, Phyllis J. Scesney, Dorothy J. Teitelbaum,

and Christopher B. Zippel.

Class of '62

Jared C. Barlow, Ruth Z. Bleyler, Jane E. Brody,

Donald C. Burgett, Denise J. Dentan, John McD.

Goepfert, Sandra Kammerman, Jewell Knegel, Helen

T. McAfoos, Christine L. Melnyk, Robert H. Shaw,

Joel I. Silverman, Stephen L. Sinden, Leslie E. Small,

Henry C. Spanier, and Sylvia L. Stone.

yours truly entitled "How to Criticize Constructively."

To the readers: A portable microphone to facilitate our

hearing your comments as you leaf through our hal

lowed pages. And if that doesn't work, a "Check the

Appropriate Comment" postcard addressed to 490

Roberts.

I look lorward with sadistic glee to seeing how

lar (he newly elected editors and managers will get
with their ear-splitting screams and heart-rending pleas.
All they need are ear plugs and crying towels. But best

ol luck anyway to the new Editor-in-chief Paul Roman

V>4, Managing Editor Hillary Brown '63, Advertising
Manager Frank Goetschius 'Co, Business Secretary

Alice Fried '64, Associate Editor Steven Reinbeimer

V)4, Circulation Manager Robert Benedict \\\ Secre

tary Tina Wasser '65, Photography Editor Richard

Wallach '64, and Art Editor Nancy Felthousen '(o.

Cornell Coi xtrvman

END OF AN EDITOR



GULDIN AWARDS

Feeding
football players, the

Common Market, and the pol

lution problem were subjects of

prize winning Countryman articles

last term. Their authors received

Paul R. Guldin Memorial awards,

monetary recognition lor outstand

ing Countryman articles.

Elizabeth Pomada '62 won first

prize of $75 for her article, "Food

for Heroes." Second prize of #50

was awarded to Steven Reinheimer

'64 for his article, "Challenge—

Common Market." Michael Dahl-

berg '62 wrote "Pollution Control"

for which he received the #25 third

prize.

Honorable mentions were award

ed to Elizabeth Kopsco '62 for

"John Burroughs: Nature's Lover,"
Linda Himot '62 for "Breeding

o

Rabbits for Eggs Only," and Paul

Roman '64 for "In the Begin-

ning. . ."

Bill's

Luncheonette

'A Meal A Minute"

HOURS

• SUN.—6 A.M.-l A.M.

• MON.—CLOSED

• TUESDAY-FRIDAY 6-1 A.M.

• SATURDAY-6 A.M.-3 A.M.

408 College Ave.

Ph. AR 2-9618

CRISPELL

CHARTER

SERVICE, INC.

Buses for Charter

for all Occasions

Phone

Ithaca AR 3-2596

716 W. Clinton Street

Ithaca, N. Y.

The

Rural

New

Yorker's

The Farmer knows he can depend and act safely upon informa

tion he reads in The Rural New Yorker. Editorial Coverage in

Depth . . . with graphic illustrations, attractive layouts, excellent

printing and reproduction on fine quality papers . . . generates an un

usually high degree of reader responsiveness. Add to this the fact that

The Rural New Yorker qualifies*

every subscriber to provide a highly
selective farm audience and the

reason becomes clear why approxi

mately 30% more farm advertisers

c/ioose The Rural New Yorker.

"Qualified Circulation . . . Subscriptions are sold

only to Farmers, those who intend to buy farms

and those doing business with farmers. All other

subscriptions are rejected.

Stems from Long and Valued

The Rural

New Yorker

Services Rendered the Northeast Farmer

March 1962



At The

PLAZA SHOPPING

CENTER

Va Mile Out of

Town on Rt. 1 3

AR 2-5512

:«1

Combining Luxury with Sayings on Imported Sweaters, Campus

Coats, and a Unique Collection of Women's Spring and Summer

Sportswear

Featuring:

McMULLEN

HILL-DAY

FLORENCE WALSH

and

LOMBARDI

Also Distinctive Gifts

And Jewelry For

Men and Women
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transmitting power ... or com/eying

nothing does it like chain
... and for more than 300 farm machine manufacturers,

nothing does it like LINK-BELT chain

Chain adds substantially to the reliability of farm equip
ment drives and conveyors. For day-in, day-out service,

nothing can match its strength and endurance ... its

positive efficiency.

Today, over 300 farm machine manufacturers obtain

this reliability from Link-Belt. Experience has shown them

that chain marked with the double-arrow > < trade

mark is made to highest farm machine standards . . . has

consistent quality and unvarying pitch uniformity in every

link . . . will maintain rated performance and efficiency
on their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive

and conveyor chains, chain attachments and sprockets. Also

"bonus" services that aid the designer, improve the design:

application counsel, field analysis, laboratory service and

others. These services multiply the value of Link-Belt

chains, but not the price!

linkAbelt
CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1. To

Serve Industry There Are Link-Belt Plants, Warehouses, District Sales

Offices and Stock Carrying Distributors in All Principal Cities. Export

Office, New York 7; Australia, Marrickville (Sydney); Brazil, Sao Paulo;

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs; Switzerland,

Geneva. Representatives Throughout the World. 15.710

'STANDARD-PITCH PRECISION
STEEL ROLLER CHAIN — popular
choice for transmitting power on

such equipment as self-propelled
combines. Features high-hp ca

pacity and light weight.

..^

*DOUBLE-PITCH AGRICULTURAL

ROLLER CHAIN — a light weight,
economical roller chain having
all the precision features of

standard roller chain. Ideal for

long center drive and conveyor
applications.

STEEL LINK-BELT CHAIN — brings
low-cost efficiency to elevating
and conveying applications. Wide

range of attachments available.

Open hook design simplifies cou

pling and uncoupling.

♦A550R0LLER CHAIN — for drives

and conveyors. This durable chain

is the economical choice for ap

plications where loads and speeds

exceed those recommended for

steel Link-Belt.

^IMPORTANT! Link-Belt roller chains for the agricultural field are true roller chains. They have free-turning rollers. Hence, longer

life for chain and sprocket because there's no scrubbing or sliding over sprocket teeth.
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Ithaca., Nku York

JOHN Q. DOE

/ am pleased to inform you that you have been placed on the

Dean's List of the College of Agriculture for the spring semester,

1961. This is in recognition of your outstanding scholastic record

for this period ■-which placed you in the top five per cent of your
class.

May I congratulate you and wish you continued success in

your pursuit of scholastic excellence.

Dean

The above formal notice is Dean Charles E. Palm's way of recogniz

ing and encouraging academic excellence in the New York State

College of Agriculture at Cornell.

Eighty one undergraduates received this official certificate of merit

lor ranking academically in the top five per cent of their class during
the fall semester. Their performance reflects the high standards of

teaching and research the College maintains through its professional
staff.
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Agricultural Quotables From

"Progress Days" Notables

"For in today's world, there can be no viable agricultural poliey for America that is not consistent with

the needs, the changing patterns of production and distribution, the aspirations and the populatron growth ot

countries old and new, around the world."

A. T. Mosher, Director, Council on Economic and
Cultural Affairs

"The greatest economic weakness of Soviet Russia and her satellites, and even more so of Soviet China, lies

in their inability to solve the basic problem of any economic system—namely how to produce adequate amounts

of food, feed, and fibers."

—Karl Brandt, Director, Food Research Institute, Stanford University

"A change in the world situation could come about only if we begin to learn about the kind of attack that

threatens us and begin to revise our notion of cold warfare accordingly. The first principle of wisdom would be

that we consider ourselves at war not with Russia but with the worldwide Communist movement as such."

—Gerhart Niemeyer, Professor of Political Science, University of Notre Dame

"In solving the problems of an adequate supply of food and fiber, the land-grant colleges, through contribu

tions to research and learning, have made available the tools of over-production as well. We are quick to admit

the blessings of this over-production, however, when we turn to the poverty, ignorance and disease rampant in

the world today."

—Lloyd Elliott, President, University of Maine

"Since agriculture is based on biological processes that cannot be hastened, the most difficult problem is the

successful adjustment of farms and farm families to rapidly changing economic conditions."

—W. I. Myers, Former Dean, College of Agriculture, Cornell University

"Above all, I would urge every Secretary of Agriculture and every President from henceforth to keep continu

ously in mind that the enormous technical potentiality of U. S. agriculture gives us an unexampled opportunity
and responsibility."

—Hon. Henry A. Wallace, Sec. of Agriculture (1933-40);
Vice Pres., Unhed States {1941-45)

"At present and foreseeable levels of contamination, no modifications of diets or food technolooy to reduce

radioactivity intake are needed or desirable. Modifications of diet individually and perhaps misguidedly could

do harm that would far outweigh any possible benefit. For example, it is not generally realized that milk calcium

has less Strontium 90 contamination than other natural sources of calcium. If the amount of milk in the diet is

decreased, the effective Srontium 90 level of the diet is increased because the foods that would then supply calcium
would be those that carry a higher Strontium 90 content than does milk."

—C. L. Comar, Director, Laboratory of Radiation Biology,
Cornell University
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New York Artificial Breeders'

Cooperative
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Headquarters for AB Proved Sires

WHAT'S YOUR SPORT?

GOLF

TENNIS

SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

SWIMMING

BADMINTON

We have equipment and clothing for all Spring

and Summer sports
— famous brands such as

Wilson, Bancroft, Dunlop, Jantzen and others.

Racket stringing by a factory-trained expert
—

24 hour service.

Reasonable prices

Cornell Campus Store, Inc.

Barnes Hall
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Editorial

Value of Extension

For
more than 50 years, the people of New York

State have benefited from the extension services ot

Cornell University. In fact the term "extension1' has

become almost synonymous with "Cornell" to many

rural people.
Cornell's extension branch was started in the Col

lege of Agriculture, and its pioneering efforts consisted

mostly of free information and advice to farmers con

cerning field crops, animal husbandry, and similar

topics. It was later enlarged to include the College of

Home Economics, which offered homemaking advice

to the farmers' wives. But the Extension Service has

grown to include a great diversity of fields, many of

them having no direct connection with agriculture or

homemaking.
An example of this is "Operation Advance," a

venture launched by the Extension Service with the

cooperation of finance, government, and educational ex

perts in the College of Agriculture. The object of the

program is to promote leadership in rural areas to meet

the changing demands on rural governments. The

county agent coordinates the local program but the

whole project is carried through by local people them

selves. The program has been a great success, and the

Cornell leaders recently started "Stage II" of the op

eration—which might well be called "Advanced Oper
ation Advance."

A second example of the diversity of extension

work is the extension branch of the School of Industrial
and Labor Relations. Instead of sending agricultural
experts to the people to solve their farming problems,
the School sends labor experts to industries and unions

to help them find the best solutions to management
and labor problems.

# # #

Cornell extension work is based on the philosophy
that the people of the State should receive direct bene

fits from the institutions that they support. One might
say that the Colleges serve the people by educating
their children, but extension people feel that the obli

gation of the institutions extends further than this.

Formal education today may eventually lead to the

solutions of tomorrow's problems, but what about the

problems we face today? Thus a great part of the

Colleges' research is undertaken with the idea that the

research results will serve a real function to the people.
The benefits of extension are not all one-sided

however. By having county agents, home demonstra

tion leaders, and experts from the Colleges in the field,
the Colleges can get the pulse of the populace and find

what improvements or assistance is desired. This gives
research work a definite direction and thus time and

money are devoted to current problems rather than to

research that will not be applicable for several decades.
The field of extension work is limitless. As long

as there are people there will be problems, and as long
as the Colleges exist, there will be experts to find solu
tions to these problems. The Colleges must grow, not
only to train the leaders of tomorrow, but to provide
a better life for the people of today.
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The Farm Problem:

Challenge to the New Frontier

by Steven Reinheimer

Like past administrations, the leaders of the "New
Frontier" have inherited many complex and seem

ingly unsolvable problems. Among John F. Kennedy's
principal headaches is the much publicized farm prob
lem. The man selected to tackle this ever-evasive di

lemma. Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman, has
proposed a four point long range solution to the prob
lem. These goals, according to President Kennedy,
"are as simple as ABCD."

Abundance of food and fiber must continue to

characterize our economy as well as to contribute to

the prosperity of the free world. The program will

attempt to Balance agricultural production with the

quantity consumed. Meeting this actual problem will

avoid the waste of private effort and public funds,
the by-product resulting in adequate farm incomes.

Conservation practices must be promoted to insure

abundance for future generations. Lastly, Development
of rural areas must be stimulated so that all sectors of

our population can share in the high standard of living
afforded by our booming economy.

You may wonder as to why there is a need for

a farm program. Wh}^ can't agriculture, like the

business and industrial sectors of our economy, func

tion successfully under a system of free enterprise?
The need for a government program is evidenced by
the following facts: Due to technological advances,
farmers produce more than can be effectively used by
the economy. High farm productivity supplies cheap
food and fiber to our industries, but farmers are

unable to share in this prosperity. Thirdly, unlike in

dustry, the millions of individual farm units cannot

by themselves plan production to meet the expected
demand. Not only do higher prices stimulate increased

production, as in industry, but likewise, farmers in

crease their production during periods of low prices in

order to maintain a sufficient income. Lastly, and the

crux of the whole problem, is the low income received

by farmers. Comparing returns of our most efficient

farmers with returns for comparable investments in

other enterprises reveals a wide differential.

How does Kennedy's farm program intend to ar

rive at a solution? Long range objectives are to be

reached by a two fold attack on the problem. Conserva
tion and the efficient use of land resources are essential

means to the solution of the farm problem. President

Kennedy, addressing Congress this year, said that in

spite of a predicted population increase of 65 million

by 1980, our farms will be able to produce all they
need with 50 million fewer acres than we have in crop

land today. This presents an opportunity to shift the

unneeded farm land from agricultural production to

recreation, wilderness, and open space areas. Thus

the dual purposes of reducing our agricultural surplus
and satisfying the growing demand for outdoor recre

ation areas will be served.

Implementing his recommendations on land use

conversion, the President urged legislation for a com

prehensive survey to determine the best alternative

use for the farm land taken out of production.

Recent emphasis has been placed on converting
cropland to the growing of trees. Future timber land
will serve the multifold purpose of coping with the

expected increase of timber needs, providing a well
balanced ecological base for our wildlife, and serving
the mushrooming need for new recreation areas. To

promote this program, owners of cropland taken out

of production would agree to plant and manage the
trees according to prescribed methods. The govern
ment would then share the cost of planting and

maintenance.

The second major long range program which the

Kennedy administration wishes to accelerate concerns

the economic development of rural areas. Rural Amer
ica is characterized by far too much poverty. Evidence

of this fact may be seen within walking distance of the

Cornell Campus. Many farm homes are over a century
old and in dire need of repair. They lack the plumbing
and heating facilities common to urban dwellings.

Programs in agriculture must work toward the

elimination of this shameful side of our economy. Farms

must be consolidated in order to increase the income

of those farmers who have stayed on the farm. Indus

trial and commercial enterprises must be encouraged
to locate plants in rural areas, thereby providing
employment for the surplus population. With such

inducements as tax concessions, cheap electric power,

Grain elevators are constantly being constructed, but are

insufficient for U. S. surplus.
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and abundant cheap labor, industry has and will con

tinue to locate in these underdeveloped areas.

Unfortunately, the above trend is not sufficient

to create enough employment opportunities for the

displaced farm labor supply. The only remaining solu

tion is to encourage migration from the depressed rural

areas to our industrial complexes which offer better

employment opportunities. On the surface this solu

tion seems to be a panacea for the whole rural prob
lem. But there are many barriers retarding this mi

gration. Planners fail to realize that to rural people,

farming is not just a business, not just a source of

income. It is a way of life. Many farm families have

had their roots in the soil for many generations and

hence are not willing to leave for a totally new and

strange environment.

The government has plans to institute industrial

training programs for farmers and their sons. Upon
completion of their training programs, these farmers

will, in many cases, have a difficult time finding
suitable jobs. This is due to four major factors. First
of all, most farmers would consider leaving agriculture
only during times of low commodity prices. This

occurs during recessions which also have affected the

industrial sector, causing a decrease in employment
opportunities. At such a time, job-seeking farmers

would tend to aggravate the unemployment problem.
Secondly, the cost of movement alone is often too great
an expenditure for the marginal farm family. A third

factor which limits job opportunities is due to racial

discrimination. A case in point would be the Negro
sharecroppers common to the South. The fact that

farmers are not union members also decreases employ
ment possibilities. Many large industries are essentially
closed to non-union workers. There is no single answer

to this serious problem. A combination of the afore

mentioned factors, best suited for the particular area

under study, is the best method whereby the rural

economy can be rejuvenated.

Having looked at the ultimate goals of the farm

program, an investigation of the immediate objectives
and the proposed legislation to meet these goals will

follow.

New acreage controls slated

The demand for farm products in the foreseeable

future will fall far short of the estimated production.
Three commodities which suffer from severe overpro
duction causing large government expenditures are feed
grains, wheat, and dairy products. Government plan
ners hope to cut planting and thus slash the surplus
stocks of feed grains from the present 84 million tons

to 48 million by 1966. Feed grain proposals are based
on acreage allotments and marketing quotas. Swinging
away from the voluntary control program now in effect,
the joint acreage allotments and marketing quotas
would have to be approved by a two-thirds vote of
the producers. If accepted, the growers would have
to abide by their allotments or lose their eligibility
for price supports.

A multiple plan of attack is being aimed at reduc

ing the wheat glut from the 1.3 billion bu. now in

storage, to 600 million by 1967. If farmers approve
the Administration's plans, our present wheat acreage
would be reduced by 3 million acres. Planting controls
would be reinforced by strict marketing controls. Mar

keting certificates would be issued to each producer
to cover his share of the market.

Turning to the dairy industry, we find a critical

problem. While per capita consumption of many com

modities has declined, the total consumption due to

our increased population has managed to keep demand

on the rise. This has not been the case with milk pro

duction. Not only has per capita consumption been

on a continual decline, but total consumption has now

begun to fall. Rising production and declining con

sumption are putting the dairy industry into a tight
squeeze, with the government being caught in the

middle. Since producers are protected by a parity price,
the government has been buying dairy products at a

rapid rate. In order to reduce costs to the government,
the Kennedy administration is proposing a new pro

gram based on allotments limiting the quantity farmers

could sell under the support price. Those farmers who

kept production within allotments would receive stable

prices for all their milk.
In summary, the proposals are aimed at a gradual

reduction of government costs by reducing surplus
stocks, while improving farm income in the process.

Upon examining the administrative proposals, one
may come to the conclusion that severe restrictions
are put upon farmers who wish to receive the support

prices. The effect of the support program is to subsi
dize the small, inefficient farmer at the expense of the

high volume commercial producer. This may be il
lustrated by the following example: Large scale farm

ers, operating at high levels of efficiency, are able to

grow their products at low enough costs, and are able
to make a fair return on their investment at the mar

ket price; that is without government support. Now
under the proposed farm program, the millions of
small farmers, who were unable to make a profit at

market price, vote for the new support program. The

large producer suffers due to two reasons/ Not only
is he losing his share of the market to the smaller,
less efficient producers, but he must also accept crop
restrictions or receive less for his output than the
other farmers.

In view of the above criticisms, it must be em

phasized that nothing is being forced upon the farmers.
No program can go into effect until it has been ap
proved by a two-thirds vote of the producers con

cerned.

What effect will the proposed farm program have
on the consumers of these products—those who com

pose over 90°,' of our population? The Administration's
food policy plans to make use of our vast surpluses to

assure the less fortunate sector of our population a

better diet by means of both direct food distribution

4
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and the Food Stamp Program.
Food Stamps will be sold and given out free de

pending on individual circumstances, giving needy fam

ilies a supplementary means of improving their diet.

This program will ultimately affect four million people
at a cost of 360 million dollars. A second method by
which the food surplus will be used to benefit society
is by direct distribution. At present, more than seven

million people receive some form of public assistance.

The aged and the infirm as well as the unemployed
are among those who benefit from this program.

Benefits for school children

The National School Lunch Program provides
nourishing meals to public school students, affecting
one-third of the nation's school children. Both Federal,
state, and local governments finance this program.
School children are provided with nutritionally balanc

ed meals, demonstrating the value of a good diet to

future food buyers while at the same time increasing
food consumption.

An important facet of our national policy which

affects the agricultural economy is foreign food aid.

Continued distribution of American commodities to

feed those in need abroad is urged. The program's
ultimate objective is to make maximum use of food

for economic development abroad. At present, the

value of our food aid to foreign countries is two billion

dollars annually. This food can be used as an effective

tool of international diplomacy, stimulating the eco

nomic development of friendly nations.

Our abilities to provide food at a low cost to

foreign countries should present a tremendous market
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for our surplus production. The administration, rec

ognizing this, has extensive plans for export promo
tion, realizing that increased food sales abroad will
improve our balance of payments.

As noted in a previous Countryman article, the

European Common Market presents a growing threat
to our agricultural exports. Unless we successfully nego
tiate international commodity agreements, we will suf
fer the loss of our primary agricultural market, West
ern Europe, which is now aiming at agricultural self-

sufficiency.
Many analysts believe that the present farm pro

gram offers little in the way of new benefits to the
farmer. They claim that farmers are being shuttled
off the farms while those who remain are forced to

accept tight acreage and marketing controls in order
to receive support prices. Some critics often go so far

to say that this program is aimed at getting the city
votes. Food stamps, school lunches and a possible tax

cut due to a decreased agricultural budget are attrac

tive features for urban dwellers. Dr. Kenneth L. Robin

son of the Cornell Department of Agricultural Eco

nomics believes that Congress will feel out many farm

organizations on their views of the proposed program.

Many groups, such as the Farm Bureau, are com

mitted to free markets and Congress traditionally has

been reluctant to push compulsory acreage allotments

and quotas unless there is strong support for such pro

grams.
There are various alternative solutions to the farm

problem, some conservative and some socialistic. The

final choices will ultimately be with the people and it

is their interest or disinterest which will determine the

future of the farmer.
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Federated Churches:

©og^t^r ®l

Declining populations in rural communities have

had many dramatic effects on the whole rural

scene. Agriculture has become a scientific business.

Increased educational demands have required the con

struction of new schools, and many other public ser

vices have required revamping. One public institution

that is rarely discussed has also undergone a change
—

the rural church.

It is obvious that a church in a community with

a declining population would have a shrinking congre

gation. And a shrinking congregation means an in

creased financial burden on those who do not move

away. Eventually this burden becomes unbearable

and the church is forced to close its doors.

An obvious solution to the problem is to unite

the churches into one organization. But this is difficult

to do at the local level because of the various technical

and legal problems involved. With outside help it

might be possible, but there was no such help avail

able for many years.

In the early 1930's when the Great Depression
was at its height, many rural people were concerned

with the financial problems that the rural churches

faced. Since the College of Agriculture had always
helped them with their farming problems, the}'' de

cided it would be a good place to turn for a solution

to this problem. A large number of requests for advice

on church union were sent to the College, and referred

to the Department of Rural Sociology.
Not feeling that religious matters were entirely

within its scope, the Department in turn handed the

questions to Cornell United Religious Work. For sev

eral years CURW handled the requests informally,
but soon found it necessary to establish a special
branch to handle rural church problems. Thus in 1935

the Rural Church Institute was founded as the "ex

tension" branch of CURW.

With the cooperation of the ministry and Cornell

sociologists, the Institute developed plans for "federat

ing" rural churches so that organized religion in the
rural communities would not be lost. The program
has turned out to be a successful venture.

Today the Rural Church Institute is as busy as

ever. It has offices in Anabel Taylor Hall and Rev.

Stanley Skinner of McLean serves as its full-time di
rector.

According to Rev. Skinner, the vital factor in
church federation is to have local people recognize
the problem before it becomes too big to handle. In
other words, the churches should be federated before

any of them are actually forced to close their doors.
In this way, a complete reactivation program is not

necessary.

Once the assistance of the Institute has been

requested by the local citizens, a representative visits
the churches interested in merging. Tie explains what
is necessary for them to federate and whether or not

it is feasible in the particular situation, lie then pre
sents various alternative plans of federation for them

Typical rural
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by Hillary Brown

to consider. A series of joint meetings between the

cooperating churches are held, and the final proposal
is presented at a public meeting of all the congrega
tions involved. A vote is then taken. If the merger
is passed, the approval of the national bodies of the

cooperating denominations is sought. If their answer

is positive, the federation is complete.
It would seem that the biggest problem encounter

ed in the federation process would be the differences
in belief and theology between the cooperating
churches. This, according to Rev. Skinner, is rarely
the case. The denominations which usually participate
in a federation—Baptists, Alethodists, Presbyterians,
Congregationalists, and Reformed—have basically the

same set of beliefs. (Lutherans and Episcopalians,
whose beliefs are somewhat different from other Prot

estants, usually do not take a formal part in a federa

tion.)

Furthermore, Rev. Skinner pointed out, people
are not primarily concerned with denomination when

they consider joining a church. A recent national

study on the reasons for church membership found

that the denomination of a church ranked fifth in

the order of considerations for joining. The first most

important reason for joining is the "friendliness" of

a church. Secondly, people want their church to have

an effective Sunday school. "A good pastor and preach
er" ranked as the third reason, while the proximity of

the church was in fourth place.
Federated churches have been established through

out the state and most of them have been highly
successful. Federated churches in the Ithaca area are

located at Danby, DeRuyter, Ovid, Enfield Center,
and East Lansing. A particularly successful venture

is the Caroline Valley Federated Church at Brookton-

dale, which has Cornell's famed wrestling coach, Jimmy

Miller, as its lay pastor.

The Rural Church Institute is now affiliated with

the New York State Council of Churches, but it still

maintains its connection with the University. Mem

bers of the Department of Rural Sociology are in close

contact with the Institute and the relationship has

resulted in mutual benefits. Prof. Olaf F. Larson, Head

of the Department, has helped in the coordination of

the extension program. Prof. Howard Thomas is a

member of the Institute's Board of Directors, and

the late Prof. Walfred A. Anderson served on the

Board for several years. Profs. William W. Reeder,

Gordon Cummings, and Thomas will take part in the

Institute's summer school program this year.

The success of the Institute's program in preserv

ing adequate church facilities for rural people is anoth

er proof of the value of so-called extension work. The

expert is of little value if he stays in his academic

ivory tower, and research that has no application is

of little value to the people that support it. When

knowledge and research are used to "deliver the goods

to the people as in the case of the Rural Church Insti

tute the University is serving its true function.



History Series:

LIBERTY HYDE BAILEY:

From A Trustee's

Viewpoint
by the late Dr. Andrew D. White

As one studies the history of the College of Ag

riculture during the early part of this century, one

man dominates the scene: Liberty Hyde Bailey. Be

cause Dean Bailey led such an eventful and dynamic

life, it is hardly possible to include his biography in

such a limited space as this, and yet the history of

the College is incomplete without a full mention of

him.

In 1912, Bailey resigned from his post as Dean

of the College of Agriculture, a position he had held

for nearly nine years. The reasons for his retirement

is still somewhat vague and the issue will probably
never be solved. At the time of Bailey's resignation,
Andrew Dickson White (who had retired as President

of the University and was serving on the Board of

Trustees) wrote the following piece about Bailey and

intended it for publication in the COUNTRYMAN. For

some reason it was never published. Now, after al

most fifty years, the staff of the magazine has recog

nized Dr. White's efforts and we present the following
article.-Ed.

* * *

TN none of the public bodies with which Dean Bailey
-*• has been connected has he been more highly ap

preciated than in the Board of Cornell University
Trustees: all of them have felt his ability, prized his

services and rejoiced in his success.

It is now several years since it became evident

that the old system which bound the Department of

Agriculture to the University must be soon outgrown.
The Department had increased enormously in its stu

dents, its faculty, its equipment, and throughout the
State it was more and more clearly seen that some

new adjustment must be made. The only question was

what that adjustment should be . . .

As soon as the difficulty began to be understood

it was taken up in a businesslike way and in the most

friendly spirit by the Trustees and Dean Bailey, the
latter from time to time submitting his views both

orally and in writing. The whole matter was discussed

without the slightest display of hostile spirit on either

side; a Committee of Trustees from all parts of the

State was appointed, and of these the present writer

was made chairman. . . .

The Chairman of the Committee had come with

a carefully drawn plan which made Dean Bailey a

member of the Board of Trustees and gave him, in

various cases, special powers, but both these offers the

Dean declined: what he wished was simply that the

relations between the Department and the University
be made more flexible, more businesslike, more effec

tive: the central point of his argument was that cur

rent matters of administration in the Agricultural Col

lege not reserved to the University by the law of the

Dean Bailey continued his research work long after leaving the University
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State should be promptly decided by authorities of the

College who were most convenient with them and most

directly interested in its success, and not obliged to

await the decision of the Executive Committee of the
University, or, indeed, of the whole body of the Trus
tees, as had sometime been the case.

All fundamental points were gradually agreed up
on, unanimously, by the Dean and the Committee
and finally a full plan was evolved, submitted to the
Trustees, unanimously accepted by them, and so the

re-organization was completed.
It is, of course, not improbable that time and

changing circumstances may reveal some defects in
this plan, but thus far it has proved successful. The
Department of Agriculture is more firmly and satis

factorily established than ever before, the best of re

lations prevail between it and the institution as a

whole, and during the year and more which has
elapsed under this new system, Professor Bailey has

given his best efforts, earnestly, loyally, and with ever

increasing success, to make it a blessing to the De

partment, to the University, and to the State.
And now that this new organization has shown

that it can be made to work well and the Agricultural
College has flourished under it better than ever be

fore, Dean Bailey, after yielding, year after year, to

earnest requests of Trustees and friends of the institu
tion that he would continue with us, has at last felt it
his duty to carry out his long deferred purpose of

devoting himself to other branches of his great work,
and has resigned his Professorship and the Director

ship of the College. This is a matter of deep regret
to us all, but the University honors his motives and
he carries with him the respect, the admiration, and

it may be truly said, the love of all those who have

understood his noble career and with the most entire

faith, on the part of the Trustees and, indeed, of all

conversant with the affairs of the University that dur

ing the coming years of his life he will continue to

be a source of inspiration and vigor to the great

Department which he, more than any other, has de

veloped and strengthened.
Andrew D. White

Chairman of the Trustees'

Committee on Reorganization
of Relations between the

University and the College of Agriculture
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Wrhat
are the effects of social isolation on monkeys?

Can a monkey raised in solitude learn to live with

others of his kind? Professor Robert R. Zimmermann

and his assistants in the Department of Psychology
are searching for the answers to these questions.

The researchers are trying to obtain stable mea

sures of the infant monkeys' dominant or submissive

patterns of behavior. Once these patterns have been

determined, two groups will be formed, one comprised
of four monkeys exhibiting dominant traits, and the

other group of four being submissive monkeys. These

experiments will determine the infant's behavioral

changes as the membership of the group changes. Dr.

Zimmermann is also interested in studying the patterns

of interaction when a new monkey is added to the

group. Experiments involving food competition may

also be conducted to study the effects of such competi
tion on interaction patterns.

Since 1930 several primate laboratories have been

established to study social interaction processes and

other psychological phenomena in rhesus monkeys
and other species of the primate order. Dr. Harry
Harlow, who presented the Messenger Lectures at

Cornell this fall, operates such a laboratory at the

University of Wisconsin. Professor Zimmermann re

ceived his Doctorate under Dr. Harlow in 1958. Since

coming to Cornell in 1959, he has continued the tradi

tion of primate studies and presently has a colony of

twelve infant and twenty adult rhesus monkeys in
—Fred Sponhelz

SOCIALITY OR SOLITUDE
by Michael Seif

l-r,;l S/,,,,,1,.,1

his Morrill Hall laboratory. He is being assisted in
his research by Katherine Davis and George Morgan,
graduate students in the Department.

Several eleven month old monkeys are being raised
in isolation in individual cages and thus have little

opportunity for normal interaction. The Cornell psy
chologists are interested in the reactions of these iso
lated monkeys when they suddenly find themselves
together.

A special playroom has been constructed for these
purposes. It is eight foot square with grey walls and
multi-colored furnishings. Four shelves," a wire screen,
ladder, slide, tree, two bars and flying rings have been

provided for the monkeys' play. The'tovVin the room

include a helmet, wagon, doll, and some well-chewed
plastic doughnuts.

For purposes of observation, the twelve monkeys
:irc divided into three groups, each consisting cf two
males and two females. Eight of the infants were
horn and raised ,n the laboratory. The remaining four,
or the feral group, were born in the wild and' taken
into captivity at the age of about two months. For
observation purposes, each monkey is identified bv
a number and a color. Their individual haircuts also
help the observers identify each monkey quickly

Kach group ,s tested twice a week. An observa
tion period lasts tor 20 minutes and is a carefully
control ed procedure. Each group is placed in at
b<»x, which ,s very nu.ch like a miniature startino
g.Kc at a horse race.

^airing
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At the start of the observation

period, one of the observers lifts the

doors of the start boxes from out

side the room. As the action begins
the observers speak into micro

phones of Dictaphone machines. Dr.

Zimmermann a n d his assistants

have devised a standardized vocab

ulary to describe all of the activities

of the infants in the playroom. A

monkey, for example, demonstrat

ing initiative behavior, may be de

scribed as hitting, grabbing, ap

proaching, or m a u 1 i n g another

monkey. The monkey being ap

proached may be described in terms

such as flinching, escaping, with

drawing, or freezing. A typical ob

servation might be: "Number one

slowly approaches number three;

number three escapes."
For the observation, the observ

ers stand on a platform, looking
down through a wire screen into

the room. Since the action may be

extremely fast once the monkeys
are released, each observer concen

trates on one monkey for five min

utes and then watches another, thus

observing all of the infants sepa

rately during the twenty minute

period. Since there are two observ

ers, each infant is observed for a

total of ten minutes.

When the observation period is

completed, the Dictaphone tapes

are transcribed. Each interaction,

which is identified by a number, is

tabulated on a specially devised

data sheet. From this sheet it is

possible to see how one monkey
[interacts with the others in its

group and what preferences some

monkeys may have for others. At

the end of the experiments, the re

sults will be correlated with the

existing data in the field.

The animals are under the care

of William Hume, Cornell veteri

narian. Their regular diet is supple
mented with pediatric vitamins

and a special formula milk. A pre

cise record is kept of the health of

each infant.

Psychology is a relatively new

science. So that it may mature,

thousands of individual experi

ments must be performed and the

results combined to hopefully form

ulate a set of scientific laws. It is

toward this goal that the Cornell

researchers are working.
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Alumni Association:

Dean Palm Addresses Alumni;

New Officers Assume Duties

by Bernard A. Curvey

Agricultural
Progress Days brought many alumni

and other visitors back to the Campus to hear

the latest in research, to meet old friends and class

mates, to hear well-known men speak about the ex

pectations of the future, and to renew old memories

of years gone by. The traditional exhibits and class

room lectures were not featured this year, but were

replaced by one of the finest collections of speakers

to assemble on the Campus in some time.

March 22 was a big day for the alumni, with the

annual Alumni Luncheon in the Memorial Room of

Willard Straight Hall. Approximately 170 people were

in attendance.

After a delicious steak luncheon, Nelson Hopper

'39, retiring president of the Agricultural Alumni

Association, thanked the members for their interest and

support in the numerous activities of the Association

during his term. Some of the notables introduced at

the luncheon were the Hon. Henry A. Wallace, former

Secretary of Agriculture and Vice-President of the

United States under Franklin D. Roosevelt; Dr. Lloyd

Elliot, president of the University of Maine; Dr. Wil

liam I. Myers, former Dean of the College of Agricul
ture; and Daniel Dalrymple, assistant commissioner of

the Department of Agriculture and Markets.

Dean Charles E. Palm of the College of Agricul
ture was the luncheon speaker. He expressed his ap

preciation to the alumni for the continued support of

the College and especially for their interest in inform-

Agriculture alumni fill the Memorial Room of Willard Straight
Hall for the annual Alumni Luncheon.

ing young people of the educational opportunities in

the College. He cited that the College plans to have

more than 2,400 undergraduate and 900 graduate stu

dents by 1970. This growth, he said, should allow for

great expansion of both the agricultural and biological
sciences. He also mentioned the College's sponsorship of

the National Science Program and the Agricultural
Youth Science Program, which bring about 5,000 high
school students to the Campus for a one day visit.

Dean Palm stated that the College was fortunate

in having increased support from many sources, which

has resulted in new funds for research and increased

faculty salaries. The new Food Science Building at

Geneva and Morrison Hall at Ithaca have also added

to research and educational opportunities. The Dean

ended his talk by praising the Land Grant College
system and citing the responsibilities of these institu

tions to meet the problems of the future.

Following the Dean's address, the new officers of

the Association assumed their positions. Donald G.

Robinson '41, of Castile, is the new president. In the

vice presidents' positions are R.H.G. Greig '36, Red

Hook; D. C. Whiteman '39, Adams; and Robert Ever-

itt '34, Schenectady. The new Executive Committee is

composed of Morton Adams '33, Sodus; R. M. Cary
'36, Morrisville; and N. F. Hopper '39, Penfield. Prof.

Stanley W. Warren '27, Ithaca, remains as secretary-

treasurer.

Cornell Col ntkyman
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Internationally Speaking

The College of Agriculture recognizes that it has a responsible

role to play in international agricultural development. One of the

programs designed to meet this challenge is the summer orientation

program for foreign students who have been accepted by any gradu

ate school in the United States for study in agriculture or sciences

related to agriculture.

Arriving at Cornell no later than June 30, these students from

countries in the Far East, Middle East and Latin America will re

ceive intensive training in English, plus seminars in North American

culture, education, and agricultural practices and policies. Before

September 1, 1962, they will have toured farms, industries, and co

operatives in New York State, and will have lived for one week as

the guest in the home of a farm family.

Your New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell takes

pride in its ability to provide such important orientation training
to these young students who are so eager to adopt and adapt the

proven techniques and methods of agricultural production and dis

tribution in this country.
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Letters:

More Than Five Cows
To the Editors:

May I comment on Prof. Robert Lorenzen's article

in the March issue of the Countryman. He said: "A

man proficient in this task (hand milking) could milk

about five cows an hour." I was never a good milker,

but I am sure that in the days before milking machines

I could average better than that with average cows.

Beginning in the winter of 1906 and extending

to 1909, I spent about fifteen months supervising milk

and butterfat records under the direction of the late

Prof. H. H. Wing of Cornell. My first assignment was

the lightest—one cow milked four times daily by its

owner. . . Another owner lived in a village, but took

me by horse and buggy two miles out of town to take

the samples of one or two cows. . . my experience

ranged up to eighty days at some of the largest Hol

stein establishments in the State, where the owners

were vying to produce the most tested daughters of

one bull.

I feel sure that these owners, had they or their

hired men not been able to milk more than five cows

an hour, would not have stayed in business long. I

had a brother-in-law who used to milk ten or twelve

cows an hour.

But to support Professor Lorenzen, I recall while

I was stationed at one of the large breeders near

Syracuse, I took samples at a nearby place where

there were four cows on test. . . large mature animals,

giving twenty pounds of milk at each milking, four

milkings a day. This still stands out in my memory as

the longest time I ever needed to milk four cows—a

full hour.

Rolla Van Doren, Sp. '05-'06

Chaumont, New York
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Science and Religion:
Can They Coexist?

by Kathleen ValSone

TV/Tuch has been said and written in recent times con-
-LVI- cerning the topic of the effect of modern science
on religion. For centuries there traditionally existed

an undeniable gap between the two separate fields of

knowledge. Science was a menacing mystery to deeply
religious people who had no training in the sciences.

People who had knowledge of a few scientific principles
were looked upon with great suspicion, and many of

them were regarded as witches. As modern civilization

advanced, people still feared science because it seemed

to disprove many of their long-held and cherished be

liefs. To have tradition undermined by the findings
of science was unacceptable to many people. Therefore
science was further rejected, because it seemed so ab

solutely adverse to religion.
As the

years passed by, however, there came to

be a change in the attitude toward science with respect
to religion. More people became acquainted with the

sciences and the scientific method through education.

They began to see that science indeed was not sub

versive, but was actually a key to unlocking and ex

plaining the phenomena of Nature. It could explain

things that religion could not—and at the same time it

could even strengthen personal religion by showing
the marvelous order of the physical world. Science was

capable of freeing the tradition-bound minds from

false concepts, and enabling these minds to strike out

on new and more meaningful paths of their own. Basic

philosophies were looked at more closely; they were

changed, and instilled with new meaning through the

light of science.

Volumes have been written on all phases of this

subject, recognizing it as the new basis of thinking for

the future. People are giving a great deal more thought
and discussion to the science-religion relationship than

ever before. And now, the previously insurmountable

barrier between science and religion is gradually giving
way so that today, there are some points of view that

discern similarities between these two vast spheres of

knowledge.
Since Cornell University is a center of learning,

especially in the sciences, and is fortunate in having

faculty members who are both eminent and unparallel
ed in their fields of study, the Cornell Countryman has

conducted a series of interviews to find what the trend

is on campus among the faculty concerning the issues

of science and religion. There were numerous opinions

expressed, and each interview was unique. Some of the

main ideas presented dealt with the feeling that a

basic personal philosophy is quite different from form

al, organized religion, and far surpasses it. Science and

religion—religion as a personal philosophy
—seem to

converge at times, or
at least come very close in certain

concepts. Science and religion are two separate ways

of trying to define the same thing
—existence. Religion

is the personal philosophy that enables one to treat his

fellowman with the consideration and respect that

every human being deserves.
The ensuing paragraphs contain the responses

from various Cornell faculty members in answer to

the question: ''Science consists of cold analysis built
on- logical bases, whereas religion requires a faith or

belief which often would not stand the test of logic.
With this in mind, how is it possible for a man with a

scientifically trained mind to be religious?" The re

sponses are placed in alphabetical order.
* * *

Max Black, Ph.D., D. Lit.
Susan Linn Sage Professor of Philosophy

IF
faith consists in reliance upon what cannot be

rigorously established by observation and reason

ing, then faith is also a part of scientific method. Al

though scientific method is designed to establish the

truth, not everything in science is solidly grounded in

fact and cosmology, for instance, contains a good
deal of speculative hypothesis. A faith which 'would

not stand the test of logic' (an irrational faith?) is

however incompatible with scientific method and no

scientist could subscribe to a religious faith having
this character. For all its importance, however, scien

tific method has limited application and has nothing
to say about the distinctive problems of ethics, aesthe
tics or religion. A religious man might argue that re

ligious dogmas and precepts have no logical con

nections with matters of scientific fact. He might also

say that the validity of religious doctrines is tested

in the experience and way of life of the faithful. Some

analogy could be drawn here with the experiential
verification of scientific statements, but the analogy
should not be pressed too far: as I conceive of a re

ligious way of life it cannot conflict with the pro

cedures and purposes of science.

* * *

William T. Keeton, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Biology

Science
and its methods are capable only of telling

us about the natural world. The scientific method

can study the way the world and life came into being,
how life is organized, and how it evolved, but it cannot

say whether God exists or not. God's existence is not

subject to a controlled test, therefore we cannot apply

the scientific method.

Only those who interpret the Bible in a very literal

sense see conflict between evolution and the religious

story of creation. Many Christian bodies understand

the Bible as teaching in parable form. Those who deny

evolution put severe limitations on God. They seem

to say that evolution is too complicated for their "all-

powerful" God to have used, or that the time spans

scientists discuss are too long for their "eternal" God!

Most Christian churches in this country have ac

cepted evolution. In certain cases, it is only the local

parish ministers who are unaware of what the theolo-
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Two different ways of apprehending reality . . •

o-ians of their own church say. Only the very funda

mentalist groups still deny evolution categorically.
* * *

John M. Kingsbury, Ph.D.

Associate Professor of Botany

SCIENCE,
by its very nature, cannot explain all the

aspects of human existence—beauty, ethics, mor

ality, honesty. Some aspects must be handled artistic

ally rather than scientifically. One must take an intui

tive position in these matters, one requiring "meta-

scientific" assumptions made on faith. When speaking

of religion, there is a difference between specific

dogma, and man's relationship with his fellowman

and with nature. One may argue the role of faith, nar

rowly defined, in the former, but students especially

should examine the elements of faith in positions they

have already taken which are beyond the power of

the scientific method to justify.
Because of the contemporary ascendancy of

science many students fail to realize the importance

of using the college experience to ask the fundamental

human and philosophical questions in places where

they can get useful answers.

* * *

Alexander H. Leighton, M.D.

Professor of Sociology and Anthropology

ST.
Thomas Aquinas dealt with this problem very

effectively: "Some things you know by faith. Some

things you know by reason (science)."
Science and religion are fundamentally two dif

ferent ways of apprehending reality. The two separate

systems should not be confused. If one feels that sci

ence and religion are in collision, then that person has

either made a mistake, or does not understand either

science or religion.
Science and religion both attempt to understand

the "why" of existence, but they move in different

directions. Science attempts to relate facts, whereas

religion uses other means to interpret the mystery of

existence. Neither science nor religion is always right.
Both are full of error, but both are correct according
to their own criteria, their own premises. However,
the underlying premises of both science and religion
are unprovable. So, both belief in science and belief
in religion are acts of faith, since neither can really
prove their position.

Emanuel Kant demonstrated that man cannot

know the truth about the universe because he is so

bound by his conceptions of this world. His senses limit
him to the point where it is impossible for him to know

reality.
If individuals take the dogmatic approach with

respect to science or religion, then it is due to psycho
logical or cultural backgrounds. To think that science

fundamentally undermines religion is to misunderstand
both science and religion. Science can undermine speci
fic dogma of religion, but cannot undermine the revela
tion approach. Therefore, there really is no conflict
between science and religion.

* * *

Catherine J. Personius, Ph.D.

Professor of Food and Nutrition

WE
operate all the time on things that are not cold
fact. The scientist uses a hypothesis until he dis

proves or modifies it. There are many things that we

thought were right, at one time, and now we have

changed our ideas. If we only taught complete truth,

we would be quite limited. There are three categories

of things that we teach: those that are supported by

great experimental evidence; those that have only

limited support in controlled experimentation; and

those that we believe in, but cannot prove. In all these

areas we must be open-minded. We have just as

much need to act upon the unproven as upon the

proven data, but one should be aware of the basis

for our acts.

When we speak of science and religion, we are

operating in two completely different realms; yet

there need be no conflict between the two. Religion

is all the more meaningful when science gives us

greater understanding of things we once used faith to

believe.

All persons must act according to some philo

sophy, call it religion or not. Religion is concerned with

ultimate values and meaning. This does not neces

sarily mean organized religion. A person who has a

religious philosophy, attempts to act according to it,

and continually clarifies and expands his religious

understandings, might be said to have a scientific

approach to religion.
* * *

Alexis L. Romanoff, Ph.D.

Professor Emeritus of Chemical Embryology

Tolerance
and respect are the key to this question.

Some people need religion. Even scientists among
themselves must show tolerance because they do not

always agree with one another. Trust others, believe
in their integrity, and allow for some degree of variabil

ity in the attaining of the same objectives. Perhaps
the interpretation of a point could be different, or the

emphasis, or the school of training. This is where it

is necessary to show tolerance.

Religion is the practical philosophy of life. This

philosophy is essential for everyone. If a person is not

"religious", but his own philosophy embodies the same

Ten Commandments, then that person has "religion".
But if a person does not have this philosophy, then

he probably has conflict within himself.

The object of religion is to help man to be a better

person in society. Religion came about as an urgent
need for social justice. Religion is the salvation of the

human race. People are much better since modem

religions came into being; religion has been responsible
for many social improvements.

If people are tolerant, they can live with both

science and religion. The scientist and the theologian
alike can live side by side, because they both have

the same objective. If you respect another person, you
will not search for things upon which to disagree.
Broadness of education helps, too. From group action
to individual action, tolerance and respect are the
essence of the matter.

# # *

Michell J. Sienko, Ph.D.

Professor of Chemistry

RELIGION
gives a peaceful life. But to accept the

"later we will understand" philosophy is to run

away from the problem. At what stage should one
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stop probing, stop asking questions? Unless one says
he won't accept anything, he will stop asking ques
tions. Here, there does seem to be an unresolved con

flict between faith and logic. The literal interpretation
that religion offers does not seem satisfactory. The

main excuse for religion is philosophy—and it is dif

ficult to know what this fundamental philosophy really
is.

Religion itself almost violates what it is sup

posed to support. The formal religion in this country
appears artificial, synthetic, and without meaning.
Yet, unless one has an "accepted religion", there is

a tendency for those around him to show disapproval.
To accept formal religion, an organized body of

belief, one must submit to the act of believing, before
one can believe. A person should respect his own mind

and consider it supreme at all costs. This attitude may

prompt the question: for what is there to live? But

there are several reasons to live: a person has a mind

to preserve and develop to the fullest; a person is

responsible for those minds around him. Internal re

sponsibility has evolved in the human race for the

preservation of the species. The guiding precepts of

an individual should be to do a minimum amount of

hurt to others. With these principles in view, a person
can live a worthy and fulfilling life.

# # #

Leon J. Tyler, Ph.D.

Professor of Plant Pathology

IT hinges on how one defines religion and science.

Religion is devotion to principles and practices that
are believed to be based on truths, whereas, science is

devotion to gathering systematized knowledge and

distilling therefrom the truths upon which principles
of science are based. Obviously, truth is a basic in

gredient common to both. Principles of science are sub

ject to revision when newer facts reveal the old are

part truths or even untruths. It is the responsibility of

scientists, therefore, to continue to seek the truth even

if it means revising the principles.
The biologist, at least, believes in the evolution

of living matter but he does not know how living mat

ter was created; neither does the non-scientist. Both

recognize the possible existence of some creative force

which takes rather definite form for the theologian but

not such definite form for the scientist. This does not

render the scientist less capable of being religious in

the modern sense; one does not need to be a funda

mentalist to be religious. Most scientists probably do

not attempt to test the logic of religious doctrines.

They merely work on, believing that the future will

bring the truth about the nature of the universe, life

and all its facets, including religion.
Finally, we are told that youth is developing be

lief in religious principles and practices in ever increas

ing numbers. Some credit for such progress should go

to scientists because results of their efforts have made

religion more attractive by helping remove fearsome-

ness from it without destroying the awesomeness of it.

Thus, the scientist feels he is a part of living religion;
he feels religious and I believe he is, from his point
of view.

* # #

The Rev. John W. Vannorsdall, A.B., B.D.

Lutheran Chaplain, C.U.R.W.

BOTH
types of people, the scientifically and the re

ligiously oriented, must realize that there is more

than one kind of knowledge. Without this acknowl

edgment, there can be no basis for discussion. Karl
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Jasper, in The Idea of the University, wrote of atleast two basic kinds of knowledge-the objective (o
emp.ncal) and the intuitive. They are not unrelatedbut they are distinguishable. The scientist experienced
mtuitive knowledge, just as the theologian uses his
rational faculties, although each of these fields gen
erally p|aCes more emphasis upon one kind of knowl
edge than another.

For example, there are two scales for measuring
a person—the universal (height, weight, etc.) and the
individual (psychological). A scientist can come to
know a person while learning about him. He can give
testimony concerning this person that is not universal
ly verifiable. The observer goes with the testimony,
which is a basic form of human knowledge.

When one distinguishes these two different ways
of knowing things, then the good Christian will affirm

both; he will rejoice in the objective findings of science
and not feel threatened in his beliefs. He will learn
whatever he can. At the same time, a Christian cannot

speak with absolute certainty about God, but must

affirm whatever knowledge he has. This is knowl

edge, too—another way of comprehending things.
The scientist uses intuitive knowledge in his work

— in the framing of hypotheses. Then he sets out to

test objectively his intuitive idea.

For further information concerning this question,
the introduction of Karl Heim's Christian Faith and

Natural Science gives a total idea of the issue. Also,
Carl Michalson's Christianity and the Existentialists

has a good introduction that deals with the different

kinds of knowledge. And finally, The Dynamics of

Faith, by Paul Tillich (who lectured at Cornell April
11 and 12) should prove exhilarating for those in

terested in this topic.

Thomas C. Watkins, Ph.D.

Professor of Economic Entomology

IT
is incorrect to say that all science is based upon

reason and analysis. It is true that science leans

more toward the objective, but all scientists work on

a measure of faith. Faith is not exclusive in religion,
nor is it completely lacking in science. There is a cer

tain amount of faith in all of us, no matter what our

particular field is.

Instead of drawing on the differences between the

two, there should be a greater effort to stress the sim

ilarities between science and religion. The physical and

the spiritual do not exist as two different phases of

life but are both parts of the same thing. There is

philosophy in science as well as in religion. Although
we do obey physical laws, there are things in life that

cannot be measured according to the strict laws of

physical science. It is not at all disturbing to think

that there is an overall guiding God, or what ever

force one may call it, that exists.

The pure scientist divorces himself from all non-

measurable forces, but he must admit that he has to

be conscious to weigh his data. What is consciousness?

It connotes the idea of an ability to judge, to choose

between right and wrong, truth and non-truth. Con

sciousness is not a purely physical thing. There is an

area in which the physical and the non-measurable

overlap. They are two different phases of one and the

same thing, and must overlap. For this reason, we

should spend more time finding places of agreement

between science and religion, rather than separating

them. These two seemingly controversial attitudes

must meet to make a completely satisfying life.
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A Cultural Island

by Elizabeth Kopsco

A
few yards from the busy Pennsylvania Turnpike,

the Lincoln Highway, and the Pennsylvania Rail

road, lie the farms of a people little affected by the

changing world around them. The Amish of Lancaster

County, Pennsylvania maintain their uniquely old-

fashioned and unpretentious agrarian way of life even

though they are surrounded by all the elements of

modern civilization. Why and how the Amish have

been able to resist change in their society and profit

from their supposedly outmoded farm techniques are

interesting questions. To find answers one must first

understand the basic beliefs and customs of the Amish.

Founded during the 1600's in the Netherlands, the

Amish, under the leadership of Jacob Amman, broke

away from the more liberal Mennonite Protestants of

the Rhineland. The Amish came to America in the

eighteenth century to escape persecution and many

of them settled in Pennsylvania. (A different branch

of the Mennonite sect, the Conservative Amish, set

tled in Northern New York State, particularly in Lewis

and Jefferson Counties. Although they maintain few

of the customs practiced by the Amish in Pennsylvania,

they are well known throughout the area as a very

religious and hardworking group. Their farms are

known as some of the most productive dairy farms

in New York State.)

Today Lancaster County is the most well-known

of the Amish territories in the United States. There

the Amishmen dress, worship, and farm in much the

same way as they did one hundred years ago. Since

they regard the beliefs and customs of their fore

fathers very highly, they have kept the styles of dress

and traditions of the past.

For example, all men wear black or dark-colored

suits with long coats. Buttons are generally not used;

the Amish fasten their clothes together with hooks-and-

eyes. A striking characteristic of the male Amish outfit

is the flat broad-brimmed hat which is worn on all

occasions. Women wear dresses of solid colors only.
Unmarried girls are distinguished from married women

by their white aprons. Once she is married, a woman

will put away the white apron and don one which

matches the color of her dress. Amish women wear

white caps at all times.

The horse and buggy is the primary method of

travel in Amish country. Amishmen are not permitted

o

Although the Amish cannot use tractors or other machinery,

they do apply crop rotation and manuring methods, along with

lots of hard work.

to own automobiles, although they may accept car

rides from non-Amish friends.

The Amish base all of their beliefs and laws upon

the Bible, which they interpret strictly and literally.

They shun "worldly"' standards which are not in ac

cordance with the Bible. Romans 12:2; "And be not

conformed to this world," is the basis for the unusual

traditions of this "peculiar people." Since automobiles,

machinery, electricity, modern clothing styles, and

other conveniences of our times are "worldly," the

Amish avoid them. These religious beliefs also have

some effect on their livelihood, farming.

Tractors are not permitted on Amish farms. How

ever, the Amish can use the modern techniques of

planting, plowing, manuring, and crop rotation. These

they employ with great success; they can transform

poor land into prosperous farms. An average Amish

farmer owns just enough land to support his family.
Since he does not have to pay for machinery, he saves

a good portion of his earnings. The Amish use money

only to buy land and the necessities of life.

The hard work of running a farm without machin

ery requires long hours in the field. This keeps the

Amish at home most of the time and prevents too

much contact with the "outer world." Several other

factors account for the separation of the Amish from

society and its changes. Members of an Amish com

munity help each other out on many occasions. If a

man needs a new barn, neighbors from miles around

will stage a "barn-raising." Every man works on the

construction of the barn.

1 he Amish give money to those in their commun

ity who need it. They are self-sufficient; no help from

the outside world is needed to take care of their poor
and sick.

I he closeness ol the Amish farms to each other
has also kept the Amish together, accordino- to Pro-
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fessor John Harp of Cornell's Rural Sociology De

partment. He said that if the Amish were scattered,
individual Amish families would be surrounded by,
and thus greatly exposed to, many non-Amish neigh
bors. This would probably result in the breakdown of

Amish society.

An Amishman who wanders away from his com

munity may find that he is the object of hostility or

ridicule. Outsiders often are hostile to the Amish be

cause of their isolation and "peculiarities." But in his

own community the Amishman finds love and under

standing, which bind him closely to his people.
The Amish have resisted integration into our

society because they don't want to conform to worldli-

ness. Their uniqueness draws them together, and the

strength of their unity enables them to maintain their

culture in the face of change. Amish children learn

the "Pennsylvania Dutch" (German) language, which

they speak at home. They generally do not attend

school after the age of fourteen. Higher education

would bring them into too much contact with "the

world" and take them from their share of farm work.

Any Amish who violates the rules of his society

is "shunned" by members of his church and commun

ity. No one will speak to him or carry on any business

with him. This is a very painful form of punishment

for the Amish because they live in such closely-knit

communities and depend upon each other for help and

companionship. The fears of shunning and of punish

ment in the fires of Hell after death are enough to

prevent the Amish from going astray very often.

The rewards of Amish life are many. The good

Amishman has the assured help of his neighbors if he

is ever in need, and he has his farm to supply his fam

ily with all the food they must have. The Amish lead

busy but peaceful and contented lives. But history has

proven that isolates cannot survive
forever in a cloist

ered existence. The devious forces of Progress will

eventually require their assimilation into modern

society.
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All You Need Is

MY
friends call me a character, but other people

use stronger language," says Norm Evans, Cor

nell University's authority on dowsing and also one

of the College of Agriculture's oldest undergraduates.
When people think of dowsing or divining, they

immediately begin to picture a person who practices

witchcraft. When I first mentioned "water witching

Evans said emphatically that he called his work

"dowsing" and nothing else. "Some call it water witch

ing or divining," said the husky Madison County

farmer, "but I prefer to call it dowsing; I've known a

lot of dowsers who aren't divine, and I'm anything but

a witch."

Success came early

Norm began dowsing several years ago. It all

started when he went on an extension trip to Pennsyl

vania. "Two men who were with me started arguing
about where they were going to drill a well," explained
Evans. "One man believed in dowsing and the other

didn't. That evening when I was alone, I decided to

give it a try. I cut a forked stick and successfully traced

the water line from the road to the cabin in which I

was staying. Nobody believed me when I told them

about it; in fact, I didn't even believe it myself. Since

that time, I've kept practicing. Now I can predict
water quite accurately!"

Using his ever-present forked stick, Evans (right) demonstrates

to a student how two can dowse as easily as one. Photo was

taken at Zeta Psi Fraternity.

Lacking the outward appearance of a magician, Evans demon

strates how his stick indicates the presence of water, whether

it is an underground spring or a sewer pipe.

People are afraid to believe an}rthing that science
has not yet explained, states this dowser. Einstein said,
"To consider new questions and new possibilities in

old problems but from new points of view, requires
powers of imagination and marks the true advances

in science." Evans says that many Cornell professors
and scientists are interested in his project so long as

they don't have to have their reputations dented.

"They are afraid of dowsing because of the old term

'water witching1 and its connotations," says this

authority.

Forked stick finds water

The Cornell dowser calls his method of dowsing
"triangulation." If he is dowsing for water, he thinks

about water. Norm says, "I say to myself, where is

the closest vein of running water?" After cutting a

forked stick from a nearby tree, Evans holds the two

ends in his closed hands, palms up, and starts walking
in a circular motion to get a direction. "When I first

begin to feel a downward tug on the end of the stick,"
he explains, "1 stop and make a mark in the ground."
Me then continues walking until he feels the maximum

reaction I rom the stick. Without turning around, he

stops and then walks backwards until he is again
standing on the original mark. He claims that the

distance between the marks is the depth of the water.

As tar as dowsing wells, Evans hasn't had a failure.

He dowses water not only for himself and his neigh
bors, but also for farmers in other counties too. He

cites a Inend who was looking lor water on a farm he

was about to buv. "He asked me if I could find water

Cornim.l Countryman



Forked Stick

and I said that I would try," Evans said. Since he
didn't know the farm, he decided to start near the

buildings. Pointing his forked stick at a woodpile, he

got a definite reaction. "I tried it again and again 'but
each time I got the same answer," declared the dowser.
He told his friend and together they moved the wood

pile. "No one was more surprised than I," exclaimed

Evans, "when we found a previously dug well with

twenty feet of good water in it."

Claims he's "just a farmer"

Evans claims he's just a dairy farmer and not a

scientist. As yet, he has not developed any concrete

evidence to back up his dowsing theories. However, he
notes that there are many books and articles on the

subject. They are all interesting and whenever he reads
about a new experiment, he gives it a try.

Although the forked stick is this man's favorite

instrument, he has other tools, too. "I use angle rods

quite a little in finding pipes," claims Evans. He found

out about these rods from an engineer. Because of

their sensitivity, they will find non-ferrous pipes that
even an electronic pipe finder can't locate. He can also

find stagnant water with these rods whereas a forked

stick can locate running water only. He claims that

about 50 per cent of the people can use these rods

effectively. They're easy to make says Evans—all you
need is two welding rods and some copper tubing.

The pendulum gives the answer

Another instrument is a pendulum. "I now use a

small ivory model I ordered from England for one

British pound," states Evans. "It not only works for

water but for telepathy too." He took it out of his

pocket and started it swinging back and forth. I de

cided to test the dowser's ability so I asked him a

multiple choice type question. After a few minutes he

looked up and gave me the correct answer. With a

broad smile on his face he said, "I still don't believe it

myself at times. However, I do think that this becomes

easier with practice. Those who try it and get a slight
reaction could get better."

"Since I have started back to school after a 17

year lapse," says Evans, "I have taken dowsing more

seriously—not only as a conversation piece, but also

to find some way to explain my ability." In 1942 Evans

enrolled as one of the youngest freshmen in the Col

lege of Agriculture. A year later, because of the war, he

dropped out and started farming. Now he and his wife,

Florence, and their three children, Timothy 13, Amelia

12, and Mark 11, live on a 375-acre Holstein farm at

Georgetown, Madison County. "Presently I am a jun
ior and one of the most regular part-time students in

the College of Agriculture," says Evans. He commutes

from farm to school three times a week, a distance of

110 miles, round trip.
Besides being an active member in the American

Society of Dowsers, Inc., Evans participates in many

other organizations. Among these are Masons (includ

ing Masonic bow hunters), Grange, Farm Bureau,

May 1962

♦ ♦ *

by James Sample

In this shot it appears that Evans will drill to prove the validity
of his findings. Actually he is demonstrating how he can find

water with objects other than a forked stick.

landowner representative in the New York State Fish

and Wildlife Management Act Board, and the Boy
Scouts. "As a licensed lay preacher, I have preached
ten time since Christmas in rural churches," says this

versatile man.

If present success continues, Evans intends to im

prove his skill and prove his dowsing ability to more

people. "I am only a beginner," says Evans modestly,
"but I am learning more of my instruments' capabil
ities every day. With time, I may be able to predict
much more than I can now."

Evans is shown here with the pendulum that gives the answers.

He is planning to rent it out for use during final exam week.
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Today and Tomoircw

by Elizabeth Vedder

As a conclusion to the series of articles that have

appeared in the COUNTRYMAN concerning the history

of Cornell University and the New York State College

of Agriculture, we present a surface analysis of Cor

nell today in terms of its physical plant, its curriculum,

and its student body, within the context of the diver

sity of the University. The opinions expressed are

those of the author and are not a reflection of the

feelings of the entire staff of the magazine or its

Board of Directors.—Ed.

The Physical Plant

The
first impression that Cornell makes on a visitor

is its "bigness." The University plant has greatly
expanded in 100 years, from the humble beginnings in

Cascadilla Hall to the large and sprawling campus of

today. This gradual expansion has brought with it

diverse styles of architecture, from Georgian Martha

Van Rensselaer Hall to the modern geometry of Mary
Donlon Hall. Many have called the Campus an "archi

tectural hodge-podge," but it seems rather to be a re

flection both of the diversity of the University and

the various architectural styles that have been in vogue

during the periods of expansion.
With the recent completion of Ives Hall, each

school and college now has its own permanent build

ings. Most schools have plans for additional expansion.
The recent demise of the Circle Dorms marked the

first step for a giant new science research center for

the College of Arts and Sciences. Charles Evans Hughes
Hall will soon rise as a dormitory for students^ in the

Law School. The College of Agriculture soon intends

to construct a large new laboratory for plant and soil

sciences. The College of Home Economics is planning
to build an addition to Martha Van Rensselaer Hall.

New construction is also planned for non-academic

activities. The Campus Store has plans for expansion.
A new student center is slated to rise in the men's

dormitory area. And a three-sided twin sister for Mary
Donlon Hall is on the planning board.

These physical facilities are being provided so

that the enrollment of the University may be in

creased. This is certainly a necessity, particularly when

the number of eligible college students is supposed to

leap to unbelievable heights within the next decade.

But what will this do to the Campus—the Campus
that is now "the most beautiful college campus in the

world"? Is the expansion being carried out with the

idea of maintaining the beauty of wide-open spaces,

and having each building stand out as significant
entity?

One need only read the locations of these new

buildings to imagine the crowded Penn-Statish campus

that Cornell may have within the next decade. But

this is the price that must be paid for combined ex

pansion and convenience. University officials claim

that it is not feasible to expand the Campus "out"

any further. It is now impossible for students who

Liberty Hyde Bailey's model

schoolhouse, which formerly housed

the offices of the Countryman, will

soon be demolished to make way

for the new building of the School

of Business and Public Administra

tion.
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Morrison Hall, which opened this

fall, houses the animal husbandry

department. It is at the eastern

extremity of the undergraduate

Campus, located about a mile from

the men's dormitories.

have classes in Morrison, Stocking, or Riley-Robb Halls

to get to a subsequent class on the Arts Quad in the

alloted ten minutes. Furthermore, any attempt to con

struct buildings on the somewhat centrally located

athletic fields meets with a near civil war between the

Alumni and the Administration.

Official reports indicate that the University will

adopt somewhat of a "non-expansion" plan after 1970.

The institution will still continue to grow, but not at

the rapid pace that the past decades have seen.

Whether this plan will be fulfilled or not is open to

question, but it implies the very real fact that Cornell

can't keep growing forever.

The Curriculum

Those
immortal words, "I would found an institu

tion where any person can find instruction in any

study," allegedly stated by Ezra Cornell, have been

used, reused, and abused until now they mean very

little. A great deal of discussion concerning Cornell's

curriculum is centered around whether Cornell is a

university, or a collection of schools and colleges re

lated only by physical proximity and a common ad

ministration. In a sense, Cornell fills both definitions,
but the trend seems to be toward the latter. The tra

ditional old idea that a student could come to Cornell

and major in animal husbandry with a minor in oil

painting is essentially true, but definitely not en

couraged.
"Specialization" is the key concept in this dis

cussion. The society in which Cornell University was

conceived in 1865 was not particularly specialized, al

though the trends toward specialization were evident.

Cornell's physical plant was located about the present

Arts quad. There were many required courses that

all students took together. These factors and many

others made for an informal spirit of "togetherness"
that is missing today on a University-wide basis.

Today each school and college in the University

has its own idea about what a college education should

be and what its students should know before they are

awarded a degree. One feels more loyalty to the Col

lege of Arts and Sciences or the College of Agriculture
than he does to Cornell University. This attitude stays

with many students after graduation and they devote

their time and energies to their own college alumni

association rather than to the University Alumni

Association.

What can be done about this? There is no one

directly to blame. Each school and college has assumed
an obligation to produce students who have been

highly exposed to one field of study. This is how Cor

nell has earned its nationwide and worldwide reputa
tion for excellence. This reputation has not come from

good conversationalists or "educated fools" who know

a little bit about everything and have a working knowl

edge of nothing. It is specialists that are successful in

this competitive society and it is a goal of the Uni

versity to produce specialists. It is nearly impossible
to create a solid spirit of unity in a University that is

working for diversity. That is Cornell's dilemma.

Whether or not it is rilling the traditional definition of

a "university" is unimportant; the important factor is

whether or not Cornell is producing men and women

who are prepared to compete in today's society.

The Students

The
third critical area in a contemporary examina

tion of Cornell is the student body. It is the student

body that actually makes up the University, for a

university could theoretically exist without a physical

plant and without a definite curriculum, but not with

out students.

Diversity is found in the students as well as in

the buildings and the curriculum; this diversity is per

haps the most impressive of all. Students come here

from every type of family background imaginable. The

children of millionaire industrialists receive their edu

cation alongside the children of middle and lower

middle class families. Foreign students from all parts

of the world come to the University both for under

graduate and graduate training.
This diversity has led many to say that Cornell

is a real "slice of life"; that Cornell students are ex

posed to a living situation quite similar to what they

will encounter in the "outside world." The weakness

of this analogy is revealed in the term "outside world,

which indicates that there actually is a sort of cloist

ered life for the Cornell student.

It must be admitted that this diversity has con

tributed much to the fragmenting of the University.

For just as the "likes" group together in American

society they tend to follow the same pattern at Cor

nell This may partially account for the continued

strength of the fraternity and sorority systems here,

while thev have been greatly modified at institutions

somewhat comparable to Cornell.

May 1962
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The diversity has also led to the so-called liberal

attitudes that the student body is said to possess. Be

cause of the many types of background represented,
it has been impossible to formulate a concrete and

meaningful Student Code. Broad generalities are neces

sary if any code is to be universally acceptable. Thus

the student body is blessed with freedom and responsi

bility; there is a minimum of brakes on social activity
so that the student can "do" as little or as much as

he wants to. This in turn contributes to the strength
of the Greek-letter societies and the semi-Bohemian

organizations, for they act to bind together students

with similar morals and ideals.

It seems reasonable to predict that the student

body of Cornell will not undergo any dramatic changes
within the next several decades. However, if the Uni

versity does not expand proportionally to the popula
tion expansion, it is probable that the student body's
intellectual caliber will rise. What effect this will have

on "Cornell society" is difficult to predict.
* * *

This is by far an incomplete overview of Cornell

University today. Cornell is unique. There is no other

university in the country with the same amalgama
tion of state and endowed colleges. Cornell cannot be

compared to the mammoth state universities, nor can

it be compared to its sister universities in the Ivy

League. It stands alone. This uniqueness fogs the pre

dictor's crystal ball, for he can look to no other in

stitution to see what changes a specific action has

wrought and then predict the same changes for Cor

nell. But be it unique, fragmented, or diverse, Cornell

University has stood for a century and appears very

able to stand for many more.
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Dr. Alexis Romanoff:

(EontrU b larfc

by Hillary Brown

With
the change of seasons

many students have observ

ed the beauty of Ithaca's land

scape, from its rocky gorges to its

steep hills. But none have done it

with so much sensitivity and under

standing as Alexis Romanoff in his

new book of poetry Ithaca. The

small bound volume of rhyme is a

tribute to this city as "A Center of

Beauty and Intellect."

That science and art can be

combined successfully is proven by
this elderly gentleman. Many who

have not become acquainted with

Alexis Romanoff, the poet, may

well know him as Dr. Romanoff,
Professor Emeritus of Chemical

Embryology. Since his retirement in

June 1960, Dr. Romanoff has pub
lished two small volumes of rhyme.

Put the Campus into verse

His first venture into the realm

of poetry was in 1960 with a volume

containing odes to "The University

Campus . . .

"These poems I am dedicating
To those who love their college

days
Who hold in mind the highest

rating
Of Alma Mater and her ways"

A resident of this community and

an active participant in college life

for approximately 40 years, he

came here from a position as re

search assistant at the Farmingdale
Agricultural Research Station on

Long Island. Since then, Dr. Ro

manoff has had the time and op

portunity to appreciate the "Na

tural Environment" and "Cultural

Atmosphere", which are the two

sections of the book Ithaca. Al

though Dr. Romanoff has often

left Cornell to instruct at other

universities, he and his wife have

invariably returned to Ithaca, with
its enchanting hills and Cayuga
Lake.

CREEKS AND WATERFALLS

Through all surrounding rough
terrain

There are but hills, ravines, and
creeks

And two great valleys fully reign
With growth of population peaks.

Ravines are often narrow, deep—

Disclose striation of the soil;
From side to side high bridges leap,
From which one sees the ages'

toil.

Grooved bottoms hold cascading
streams

With waterfalls, and broken

dams—

The remnants of the past
—fond

dreams

To furnish energy by jams.

The glens have now been turned

to parks
For scaling walks along each

path;
The changing water-level marks

Produce great torrents' after

math.

All these and other nearby

grounds
—

For recreation, thinking, rest
—

Become for life one's forceful

boxmds,
And give htm strength in

goodness dressed.

In the world of science, Dr. Ro

manoff is recognized as an out

standing embryologist and has done

extensive research on bird eggs.

With his wife, Anastasia Romanoff,

he wrote "The Avian Egg," a work
which took them twenty years to

complete. It is considered an excel
lent and extensive treatise on the

subject.

Famous as a researcher

His many years of association

with the College of Agriculture have
given him the opportunity to study
such subjects as the structure and

chemistry of eggs, physiology of re

production, and the food value of

the egg. His experimental findings
have proven invaluable to others

working in the field of embryology.

Seeing chick eggs develop and

hatch for many years has made Dr.

Romanoff aware of the life around

him. Not only has he captured this

awareness in his poetry, but he is

adept with water colors and crayon.

One of his greatest desires was to

paint portraits and sketch human

life. When he arrived in the United

States from Russia in 1921, one of

his first occupations was drawing
scientific sketches at the Agricul
tural Research Station.

Once at Cornell though, Dr. Ro
manoff devoted his time to the

study of embryology and in 1950

he received the Borden Award and

a gold medal for his outstanding
work in this field. He has conducted

research in the Cornell laboratories

since 1926.

In recognition of his work, Dr.

Romanoff is a fellow of the New

York Academy of Sciences and the

American Association for the Ad

vancement of Science as well as

many other scientific societies.

To quote Dr. Romanoff's pro

logue to Ithaca, "His life is full

without regrets."
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Cornell
University has long been known for its

research and teaching in the field of ornithology,
the science of birds. The Laboratory of Ornithology
in Sapsucker Woods has been a mecca for bird enthus

iasts from all parts of the world, and recently was

the subject of an article in National Geographic Mag
azine. A research report report by Cornell ornithologist
Prof. William C. Dilger was the lead article in Scien

tific American last winter. The famous recordings of

bird calls made at Cornell marked a pioneering effort

in the field of biological acoustics.

With this background, it is fitting that the first

international conference of scientific ornithologists to

be held outside of Europe should take place at Cor

nell. The conference, officially known as the XIII

International Ornithological Congress, will open in

Ithaca on June 17. Dr. Charles G. Sibley, professor of

zoology in the Department of Conservation at Cornell,
is the Secretary-General of the Congress. He is re

sponsible for the planning and organization of the ses

sions. Graduate students and Ithaca citizens are assist

ing him in the preparations.

The First International Ornithological Congress
was held in Vienna in 1884, and except for interrup
tions during the two World Wars, the meetings have
been held at four-year intervals. The host institutions
have usually been distinguished universities. In recent

years the meetings have been held in Uppsala, Sweden
(1950), Basel, Switzerland (1954), and Helsinki, Fin
land (1958).

As of April, more than 600 persons from 35 coun

tries had registered as official members of the Congress.
The final membership will probably include represent
atives from 40 countries with 400 persons from North
America and 250 from South America and overseas.

Principal support for the Congress has been pro
vided by the National Science Foundation, private
donations, and registration fees. The Congress has
awarded travel grants to 47 of the participants from
outside of North America.
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Cornell University will host 650 orni

thologists from all parts of the world

for their first international conference

in the Western Hemisphere.

by Michael Seif

More than 150 papers have been proposed for

presentation at the Congress. Included in the program

will be symposia or major papers on such subjects as

Birds as Vectors in Virus Diseases, Radar Observations

of Migrating Birds, Biochemical Methods in Phylo-

genetic Studies, Population Ecology, Physiology of

Sense Organs, Neurosecretion, Physiological and Eco

logical Adaptations to Extreme Environments, Bio-

energetics, Behavior, Zoogeography, Physiology of Re

production, and Orientation and Navigation in Mi

grating Birds.

During the Congress, there will be special exhibits

at several places on Campus. Photographs of birds will

be displayed in the Statler Auditorium foyer. Paintings
and books in reference to ornithology will be on display
in the White Art Museum and Olin Library.

University President Deane WT. Malott will open

the conference with a speech of welcome on the evening
of June 17. Ernst Mayer, President of the Congress
and Director of the Museum of Comparative Zoology
at Harvard University will then deliver the presidential
address. Cornell University will then host the visiting
scientists at a reception in the Statler Ballroom. The

presentation of research papers, symposia, films, and

special meetings will be held throughout the remainder

of the week.

During the week there will be an all-day excursion

by bus to scenic points of interest in the Finger Lakes

Region, followed by a barbecue at Taughannock State

Park. Another banquet will be held in Lynah Rink on

the last night of the Congress, with entertainment by
the Ithaca High School Choir.

The behavior of birds has fascinated people throughout
the world.

Cornell Countryman



Although this week-long period is

the only time that the Congress
will be in formal session, it is not

all that will be offered to the dele

gates. Associated with the Con

gress will be four week-long excur

sions to places of ornithological in

terest in the areas of Boston, New
York City, Washington, D.C., and
Central and Northern New York

State. These excursions will be con

ducted three or four times, both

preceding and following the actual

Congress. The various species of

birds that inhabit the areas will be

observed in their natural habitats

by the tourists.

Swansons to lead excursion

The excursion into Upper New

York State will be led by Prof.

Gustav A. Swanson, Head of the

Department of Conservation at

Cornell, and Mrs. Swanson. This

excursion will be based at the Cor

nell University Biological Field Sta-

Excursions to bird habitats will be part

of the Congress.

tion at Shackleton Point on Oneida
Lake. Side trips will be taken from
here to such areas as the eastern

shore of Lake Ontario, the Tug Hill

Plateau, and the Adirondack Moun
tains. The other excursions will be
in charge of noted ornithologists
from other parts of the United
States.

Trips to South and West

Also included on the program is

a set of long excursions, which will

last for two weeks. One will be

taken to the Great Smoky Moun

tains of Tennessee and Southern

Florida, and the second will go to

the Great Plains, the Rocky Moun

tains, the Arizona desert, and

Southern California.

At the completion of the Con

gress, the proceedings will be pub
lished by the Cornell University
Press in a volume of about 1,000

pages.
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Alumni Association:

Agri-Business Needs YOU

A1
gri-business is the largest and most important seg-

>■ ment of our economy. Forty percent of the con

sumer's dollar goes into agriculture or its related serv

ices. Of the sixty million or more people gainfully em

ployed in the United States, eight million are producing
feed and fiber on farms, ten million are processing and

distributing products originating on these farms, and
six million are producing materials and providing
special services which farmers require for efficient

production.
Twenty-four million people employed in agricul

ture! Doesn't this spell opportunity to the young per

son with a farm or rural background? The problem
facing many of these young people with a farm back

ground and no farm to go back to is—just which of

the many agri-business fields to enter.

Agri-business, like other industry, is confronted
with a problem. Nothing happens until someone sells

something. An industry as vast as agri-business re

quires a great number of dedicated, well trained and

persuasive individuals to keep things happening.
Our agricultural colleges have not kept pace in

supplying a sufficient quantity of graduates who have

interest, training and aptitude for agricultural sales
work. Let us say the shortage is with graduates who
lack "interest" in sales work—rather than in native

ability or in training. Agricultural college graduates
have shied away from sales work because of indiffer

ence, lack of knowledge of the contribution made by
sales people to the over-all economy, or a misunder

standing of the status of a salesman in our free en

terprise economy.

Every year, every week, every day, many large
and small businesses are interviewing and hiring cap
able college graduates to fill sales and service repre
sentative vacancies. Most agricultural colleges main
tain a campus placement service to assist the gradu
ate in findings these openings. Your professors and
friends already in the field can also provide good leads

Many non-agricultural college graduates are at
tracted to the selling profession by the possibility of
high financial reward. This is a very important consid
eration. One cannot work long, hard hours and be ex

pected to live on the fruits of energy and ambition
alone. A salesman is generally in a position to regulate
his own pay and receives according to his efforts It is
interesting to note that of the 2% of the United States
population that earns more than £20,000 per year 85°'
ot the total are salesmen—or men who have advanced
to h.gh paying positions from the ranks of salesmen.

Employers study prospects thoroughly

Just what does an employer look for in selectingand training a sales employee? He generally follows a

rating system which includes the following
1. Capacity for Growth. Does the candidate have

good business judgment? Can he develop to a de-ree
where additional responsibilities can be assumed?

"

I. I ersonahty and Appearance. Will he be ac

cepted by the
company and the trade? h he tactful

clean and healthy?
'
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by Julian Wright, B.S. '34, M.S, '39
Sales Training Assistant, Beacon Feeds

3. Character. Is he loyal and honest? Can he

handle his own personal affairs?

4. Mentality. Is he mentally alert and does he

show good judgment? Does he have ability to reach
conclusion and make decisions?

5. Enthusiasm. Does he have the energy to gener
ate enthusiasm and gain the interest of the buyer?

6. Originality, Imagination and Resourcefulness. Is
he alert for the development of new and better way of

doing business? Does he possess the initiative to put
them into effect?

7. Expression. Is he capable of expressing himself

convincingly, both verbally and in writing?
The successful salesman is not a decidedly unusual

or different individual. He accepts himself and recog
nizes the merit of self-evaluation and takes measures

that will lead to personal improvement. He values the

opportunity to work for himself. He is a person who is
not content with complacency, but relishes the chal

lenge of a potential sale and takes great pleasure in

working out answers to new problems and objectives.
What about sales ability? Aren't good salesmen

born, and not made? Most companies will agree that
if a man with a farm background, a good education
and a liking for farm people really desires to sell, he
can be trained to make a good salesman. Sales train

ing programs will vary from company to company—
but all have the same objective—to help the trainee
to help himself to opportunities to learn and to grow.

The corporate structure of any company will pro
vide many opportunities to grow within its framework.

jhe only limitations will be those placed by the in
dividual on himself.

The attitude you show toward your work the
enthusiasm with which you apply yourself, how' well
you get along with your fellow man, and how well you
can communicate in all wav with other people, will
determine how successful you will be in the field of
selling or in any other line of work. Agncultural sales
work presents a challenge and an opportunity Agri
business needs you!

'

'

^

Beacon Milling Company plant, located at Cayuga. New York.

Cornell Countryr IAN



For transmitting power.. .or conveying.

nothing does it like

Link-Belt chain

DOUBLE PITCH

AGRICULTURAL ROLLER CHAIN

STEEL REPLACEMENT

ROLLER CHAIN

STEEL

DETACHABLE CHAIN

For day-in, day-out service, nothing can match Link-Belt chain's strength and endurance

. . . its positive efficiency . . . which add to the reliability of farm equipment drives

and conveyors.

Today, over 300 farm machine manufacturers obtain this reliability from Link-Belt.

Experience has shown them that chain marked with the double-arrow > < trade

mark is made to high standards ... has consistent quality and pitch uniformity . . . will

maintain rated performance and efficiency on their machines.

Link-Belt offers industry's most complete line of drive and conveyor chains, chain

attachments and sprockets. Also "bonus" services that aid the designer, improve the

design: application counsel, field analysis, laboratory service and others. These services

multiply the value of Link-Belt chains, but not the price!

#15,794BELT
CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

LINK-BELT COMPANY: Executive Offices, Prudential Plaza, Chicago 1. To Serve Industry There Are Lmk-Belt

Plants and Warehouses in All Major Industrial Areas and District Sales Offices and Stock Carry.ng IJistributors

in All Principal Cities. Export Office, New York 7: Australia, Marrrckv.lle (Sydney >: Brazil, »° ™"°«

Canada, Scarboro (Toronto 13); South Africa, Springs; Switzerland, Geneva. Representatives Throughout

the World.
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/ chose a career,

not a job!

by \JatL (Jka~**-)

"I found a satisfying job right from the beginning

—and more important, American Oil is diversi

fied enough to offer varied opportunities for the

future."

Peter Vossos earned his Master of Science

degree at Iowa State, '58. As a physical chemist,

Pete's immediate project is studying funda

mental properties of asphalts with the objective

of improving their performance in roofing and

industrial applications. About his 2} o years at

American Oil, Pete adds, "This is a company

that's big enough and dynamic enough to be

doing important work, but not so mammoth

that you get lost in the crowd."

Many ambitious and talented young scientists

and engineers like Peter Vossos have found

challenging careers at American Oil. Their choice

could have special meaning to you. American Oil

offers a wide range of research opportunities for

graduate chemists, chemical engineers, mechani

cal engineers, physicists, mathematicians and

metallurgists.
If you are interested in a career with the

Research and Development Department of

American Oil Company, write to: D. G. Schroeter,

American Oil Company, P. 0. Box 431, Whiting,
Indiana.

IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS,

LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS

ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN

SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS:

New and unusual polymers and plastics • Organic ions under electron

impact • Radiation-induced reactions • Physiochemical nature of

catalysts • Fuel cells • Novel separations by gas chromatography •

Application of computers to complex technical problems • Synthesis
and potential applications for aromatic acids • Combustion phenomena
• Solid propellants for use with missiles • Design and economics:

New uses for present products, new products, new processes • Cor

rosion mechanisms • Development of new types of surface coatings.

AMERICAN OIL COMPANY
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